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DEDICATION 

Astronomy is one of the sublimest fields of 
human investigation. The mind that grasps its 
facts and principles receives somethinp-, of the 
enlargement and grandeur belonging  to the science 
itself. -- It is a quickeney of devotion. 
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AN , APPEAL 	 ' • 

There exist amateur astronomers; there exist 
the telescopes they have built; there exist.the rmoon 
and the planets.' This leaflet is an•attempt to 
persuade the party of the .first part touse.the 
party of the second part to increase knowledge,of'' 
the party of the third'part. 

We hope to show herein some ways in which John 
Q. Amateur can profitably study our sister-dorlds 
(perhaps literally neighbor-worlds in an impending 
age of space travel) and to'%give him some instruc-
tions' on how to do so. .:It is Our hope also to call 
his'attentl'on to current happenings of special 
interest. We urge John Q. Amateur to submit to us,  
the lunar and planetary observations which he makes 
and shall undertake to study them and to report our 
findings through published papers in astronomical 
magazines. And if he wishes to write an article for 
this leaflet about "The Voracious Mosquito Compared 
to the Companionable Skunk as a Telescopic Accessory", 
or even some other subject - we shall be glad to 
receive his manuscript. .We think that we can intro-
duce John Q. to some interesting people and can show 
him a pleasant and fascinating hobby. 

And now, friends, our fate is in your.handj.' 
Whether this embryonic' leaflet is to be permitted 
to develop into a luSty infant depends entirely on 
your response. We propose to send you six future 
monthly mailings for one dollar. If our plan appears 
worthy of your support to that degree, we thank you 
as friends of lunar and planetary science. How 
about it? 
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CELESTIAL HASH 

We request observations of a possible dark band 
across the ball of Saturn adjacent to the north edge 
of the ring-ellipse and parallel to that edge. Is the 
feature an illusion? Or a Saturnian belt in high 
northern latitudes? Or perhaps the projection of a 
sometimes-reported dusky ring outside of Ring A? The 
band, if there, is not the shadow of the rings. 

Try your luck with the spots, streaks, and shad-
ings in the lunar crater Plato; and send us your draw-
ings. We warn you: This detail is delicate; but good' 
work has been done with only 6-inch apertures. 

ir 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
Ever twinkling, there afar. 
Awful seeing all the night: 
Darn your scintillating light: 

R. Barker, "Brendon", Crossbrook Street, Cheshunt, 
Herts., England, has sent a drawing of a difficult 
cleft connecting the lunar crater Manners to the famous 
Ariadaeus cleft. He desires a confirmation. 

We suggest to amateurs having telescopes of the 
usual focal lengths of, say, 50 to 70 inches, that it 
is worthwhile to obtain an eyepiece of equivalent focal 
length 1/3". Such an eyepiece will often be more useful 
than either 1/2" or 1/4" eyepieces. O. E. Monning, 
1010 Morningside Drive, Fort Worth, Texas, has supplied 
us with an eyepiece of e,f.l. 1/3", which has been very 
helpful in recent lunar and planetary observations. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

, ELMER J. REESE, 241 South Mount Vernon Avenue, 
UniOntown, Pennsylvania, for excellent observations of 
Venue, Jupiter, Saturn, Plato, and Aristarchus, which 
he has submitted to us. Mr. Reese's telescope is a 
6-inch reflector and demonstrates what energetic users 
can do with good small instruments. 

H. PERCY WILKINS, 127 Eversley Avenue, Barnehurst, 
Kent, England, for what is unquestionably the best map of 
the Moon yet published. Any serious lunar student must 
get a copy. Mr. 	 is Acting Lunar Director of the 
British Astronomical Associatibn and will welcome American 
contributions to lunar studies. 

A. F. O'D ALEXANDER, the Saturn Director of the 
British Astronomical Association, 1 Athelstan Road, 
Dorchester, Dorset, England, for working out a laudable 
and extensive program of. Saturn observations outlined in 
several Section Circulars,. Dr. Alexander, too, will 
welcome American observers. 

.DAVID P. BARCROFT, Madera, California, for the loan 
of a book on Saturn. Mr. Barcroft's personal lunar and 
planetary library is perhaps the best private one in the 
country. He is very generous with his splendid collection. 

E. K. WHITE, Chapman Camp, B.C., Canada; F. R. VAUGHN, 
1368 East 53rd Street, Chicago, Illinois; H. M. JOHNSON, 
1118 West 26th Street, Des Moines, Iowa; C. F. GRAMM, 398 
Beresford Road, Rochester, New York; A. W. MOUNT, 4326 
Birchman Street, Fort Worth, Texas; and E. J. REESE, all 
of whom have submitted to us observations of. Saturn for 
the years 1943-6. 

There are many others who merit mention for excellent 
contributions. These will receive space in future 
publications. 

WALTER H. HAAS'Instructor of Mathematics, 
University of. New Mexico. 

Astronomer, Institute of Meteoritics, 
University of New Mexico, ,y 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dr. L. LA PAZ, Head of Mathematics Dept., 
University of New, Mekico. 

Director, Institute of Meteoritics, 
University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, New Mexicb. 
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A ,T T E N T I 0 N 

The Strolling Astronomer takes pleasure in presenting ' 
the following article by Frank R. Vaughn, one' of ou- first 
subscribers and the first contributor. It'is s -the editor's 
good fortune to know Mr. Vaughn, who has made valuable con-
tributions to Astronomy with small telescopes. 

Mr. Vaughn's interest in Astronomy was developed dun= 
ing meteor expeditions with the Des Moines, Iowa, Astronom 
ical Association. Among the numerous mirrors which he has 
made and used is an excellent 6i-inch, which showed Encke's 
Division in Saturn's outer ring to, an observer previously 
ignorant of this feature. 

Mr.. Vaughn has given much careful study to the lunar 
crater Conon and has published two papers on this object in 
Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of. Canada., He is 
now studying Journalism at the University of Chicago. 

Mr. Vaughn lives and receives his mail at 1368 East 
53d Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Volluaible Contribution-8' to Astronomy 
by Owners of Small Telescopes 

By 

FRANK R. VAUGHN 

It is thought by the writer that many telescopes of 
"amateur" size lying idle in garages, basements, storerooms, 
and attics, might well be engaged as valuabe tools in the 
progress of knoTledre. 

There are peinaps three chief reasons for this: 
(1) the "amateur tel 	maker" has found mol'e pleasure 
in construction than in observation -- hence, after a period 
of "looking at the sky", the telescope has been of no further 
use to him (except perhaps to show to friends, or to 'gaze' 
sporadically); (2) that the possessor of the telescope simply 
thinks that nothing of value can be contributed by him in 
this day of giant observatories and advanced techniques; 
(3) that the telescope-owner merely had a passing fancy, 
which soon died, 

For those in the third group there is little here of 
potential interest; to those in the first and second cate-
gories, I should like to point out a few things, and to 
raise a few questions which may prove somewhat surprising. 
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The "amateur teles'cope maker", mentioned at first, may 
find observation of the yoor crd planets a hobby eventually 

	

even more stimulating 	telescope construction (the 
latter is excellert proparaLLon and background for the 
former). The pel-son wl-,c thinks that "nothing of ,value can 
be contributed" 'ry'niri- may find himself pleasantly sur-
prised in the knowled7e that he can make a contribution of 
real worth, once he 1'153 (acually -61.-served ,systematically 
and carefully, 

	

There is a class 	asL,ronomical objects which has not 
yet yielded fully to any technique;  however advanced, and 
there is room for valuab-le scientific work on this class of 
objects--the moon and planets—with small telescopes, This 
field of astronomical eneavor has been done incalc9.1able 
damage by many of the devotees who did so much to .advance it, 
merely by the drawing of conclusions carelessly and hestily?  
on' the basis of essentially meritorious observational work•. 

This matter of carefulness and~  caution in drawing 
inferences can hardly be too strongly emphasized, for it is 
only through established and recognizedly scientifically 
valid methods of reduction of observations that results will 
be "accepted" (after all;  the onV way in which work of any 
considerable merit may be evertually given deserved 
recognition). 

What is the period of rotation of Venus? What is the 
inclination of its axis to the plane of its equator? What 
is the physical nature of its visible surface (although 
heavily covered with clouds quiescent, chaotic, belted, 
etc.)? 

What is the precise nature of some areas on the moon, 
the observed changes of shade and form of which, under 
varying angles of illumination, do not conform (apparently) 
with those expected if dependent on the illumination-angle 
alone? How is one to explain the observed apparent absence 
of "impact-explosions" of meteorites on the t:rface of the 
moon? In this connection, it has been reii-lbly stated that 
a meteoroidal body of 1-inch diameter, movi-1 at the rate 
of 20 miles/sec. relative to the moon, and „Itriking it, 
would, upon contact, produce an "impact-flape visible to 
observers on'the earth. Do observable lunar meteors exist 
in the rare atmosphere of our satellite? 

What is the rotational period of zones of high latitude 
on Saturn? It has been shown that variations in the divi-
sions of Saturn's rings may be dependent on the relative 
positions of the satellites. Observations of the rings would 
be of great 7a1ue when this problem in dynamics is solved. 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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VALUABLE . CONifiTTTIONS TO Asmo7Jom.y. 
BY OWNERS OF LIALL TELESCOPES (Continued) 

Observational work on Mars needs to be continued, 
against the time when rather definite and accepted concep-
tions of its surfoce-nature are formed (especic,liy in 
regard to the "canals" and other controversial marks), 

In the above paragraphs I have proJented only a few 
of the known problems concerning our own siar family, which 
may well prove to be of access with only modest instruments. 
And even when the above questions are settled, maz.,7 will 
remain, for it is certain that for each answer there will 
be fresh questions. 

Next month I shall present suggestions regarding 
efficient methods of using telescopes in Oane';,;r7T and 
lunar work, based on the experience of ska31-a'cbservers, 
for there is no substitute for an excellent (if small) 
telescope. The observer, however talented, cannot rise 
above his tools. 

AID TO OBSERVING 

The 'United States Government publishes 

a book that the serious observer can hardly 

get along without, Write "The Superintendent 

of Documents: Washington, D. C., for the 1947 

volume of The American Ephemeris and Nautical 

Almanac. The price is 1:',2000. 

1: 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ON OBSERVING 

We beg the indUlgence cf those of volt who are 
mosquito-bitten, frost-covered veterans of hundreds of 
hours at the telescope whi?e we offer some sage advice 
to innocent beginning lunar and planetary observers, 
Since our goal is to further observational lunar and 
planetary astronomy, it is proper that we give instruc-
tions on correct procedure therein. We shall deal with 
individual objects later, but shall now speak of certain 
general rules to be followed. These are fully as vital 
to success in lunar and planetary observations as is 
practicing simple chords to playing the piano. 

Begin 107/ getting yourself a notebook, and make it 
a habit to keep a written record of telescopic imprlsiolls. 
Memory is •a very poor storehouse for such data. The mere 
routine of writing things down will develop attentivo,-ei 
and improve accuracy. 

It is well worthwhile to cake some pains to acq-i,:ve 
comfort and convenience at the telescope, Such acceFscries 
as a flashlight, a writing-stand, an e-yepiece-box, etc, 
will greatl-y encourage purposeful and useful observing, 

Now there are certain things that ought to be 
recorded about every observation and reported along with 
it. These are: 

1. The observer, his instrument (size and kind), 
and his station, 

2. The date and the time. The editor may forgive 
you for stealing his purse but not for submitting im-
portant observations lacking these items. The date in-
cludes the year. The time should be given to the nearest 
minute Tusually an error of five minutes is not serious). 
The beginner will do best to employ the time kept by his 
watch. He should always state what kind of time he is 
using (E.S.T,, C.D.S,T,, etc.) 

3. The magnification. A power of 150X to 250X is 
best on ordinary telescopes. 

4. The seeing, or steadiness of the atmosphere. We 
recommend a numerical scale of from zero (hopeless) to 
ten (perfect and experienced only in dreams). Words 
such as "bad",' "fair", and "splendid" may also be helpful. 

5. The transparency or clearness. We advise a 
scale of from one (very hazy) to five (very clear). 

(Continued on Page 6) 
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scale of from one (very hazy) to five (very clear). 

(Continued on Page 6) 

This material courtesy of The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers (A.L.P.O.). Any public use of this material requires written permission from the A.L.P.O..
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ON 05SL,71/71\10ilontL-Ined) 

The beginner should learn to draw planets and 
selected lunar areas, Word dascriptior-s are no adequate 
substitute. Few observers are. artists, but anyone can 
develop creditable skill with practice. 

Finally, do not exp3ct tco much of your early . 
observations, With practice the amount of detail visible 
will increase to a degree almost incredible at first. 
The eye, the brain, and the hand must be trained in this 
specialty. Keep at it: and 7oll will be pleasantly sur- 
prised at your own improvement 	A comparative crude-"oss 
of early drawings can be fou:.d in the work of no'].es:. en 
observer than Percival Lowell, 

J=.CKNOWLE2GMENTS 

R. BARKER hes sent us a set of drawings of Mars in 
1946 by B. Burrell. These are much the best that the 
editor has seen for that apparition and would do credit 
to anyone for any apparition. Mr. Burrell has prepared 
a map from hfs drawings. 

F, a, 10-r-FN has kindly made photostatic copies of 
drawings 	7-enus. Jupiter, and several lunar craters, 
chiefly hy F, J. Reese. We will gladly furnish copies 
upon reque:,1 vA711ethe supply lasts. 

H. 	:vri,--UITS has sent us a fine series of drawings 
of ArlstarcFus and-  its environs by •H, Hill. They are very 
beautifully executed, 

G. BRUCE 'TAIT'? 1059 Sierra St. Reno, Nevada, issues 
AstroTomr&D Inicrmation Sheets, a publication that no 
observing amateur can afford to miss 	Th3y report on such 
affairs as occultation, bright meteors, comets, star-
atlases, etc. 

O. E. MONNTC has kindly mentioned The Stroling: _ 
Astronomer in his 2e.A.Ps Observers' Bu1Jjuin7:—.Tiri;eturn, 
let us say that T.6-,17,12 well worth the 11,50 per.  year 
charged to subscribers, especially for persons interested 
in meteors, meteorites, or occultations. Yr. Monnig's 
enthusiasm and success in hunting down meteorites is well 
known. His address is 1010 Morningside Drive, Fort Worth 3, 
Texas. 

B. M. PEEK, the Jupiter Director of the British 
Astronomical Issociation, has publicized some of our work 
in an Association Circular. He points out that American 
contributions to the study of Jupiter are especially im-
portant now because the large south3rn declina:.lon'of the 
planet is a severe observational handicap in tine northerly 
British isles. 
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WALTER H. HAAS 
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Simon Newcomb once described the moon as: "A world which 
has no weather, and on which nothing ever happens". This 
statement summarizes wall the op.nion of most professional 
astronomers about our satellite 	There can surely be no doubt 
that the surface density of any lunsr atmosphere is less than 
1/5,000 the surface density of the earth's atmosphere and that, 
as a consequence, physical conditions on the mocn are very 
unlike those on our globe. Let, as far as enpiriaal evidenCe 
goes, such statements as Newcomb's are quite unjustified. The 
great majority of those astronomers who have made, special 
observational studies of the moon, so-called selenologists, 
have been of the opinion that changes do occur on the moon or 
at least that there exist lunar phenomena not explicable by 
known physical laws. 

Many changes in the appearance of certain lunar objects 
have been reported. Unfortunately, the objects in question 
have usually been all too cursorily examined (visually) before 
the time of the suspected change; and the evidence is hence 
inconclusive. Systematic and prolonged phctographic programs 
at large observatories might well settle the question of 
whether such changes do occur, but Such programs have not yet 
been attempted. Of the existing possible lunar changes, the 
beat-evidenced is a disappearance of a crater called Linne some-
time before 1866. Linne is now seen as a white area; there is 
within it a delicate crater at most three or four miles in 
diameter. This. crater has been observed by F.R. Vaughn, 
C.M. Cyrus, E.K.White, H.M.Johnson, E.J.Reese, G.Fournier, 
V.Fournier, and me, probably also by still others. I consider 
it out of the question that our crater can be the one described 
before 1866, doubtful enough that it could even have been 
detected with the crude telescopes of those days. E.Neisonis 
Moon contains a good discussion of the Linn6 problem. 

The late Professor WH.Pickering initiated the study of 
periodically varying lunar areas. For example, in the crater 
Eratosthcnes he found dark areas which develop and later fade 
out each lunar day, These he regarded as some form of lunar 
vegetation. Year the crater Conon a number of bright areas, 
which fluctuate in intensity during the course of the lunar day, 
indicated to him clouds and snowfiolds. Color-variations on 
the floor of the walled plain Grimaldi he interpreted as caused 
by vegetation. 

Most astronomers did not accept Pickering's theories about 
the lung surface. They instead explained the apparent changes 
as due only to variations in the angle at which sunlight is 
incident upon the lunar surface. They thus continued to con-
sider the moon a dead world. 
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The chief lunar problem to which a number of members of 
The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers have given 
attention in recent years is: Arc these periodic lunar changes 
due only to variations in the solar illumination of the lunar 
surface, or do they represent real physical, changes? 

One of the best places to study such changes is the lunar 
crater Plato. On its floor are white spots (actually craters, 
at least in part), bright streaks, and darker shadings. These 
details are delicate. Over a period of 75 years Plato has been 
studied by such skilled observers as A.S.Williams, P.B.Moles-
worth, w.H.Pichoring, 1.Goodacre, G.Fournier, V,Fournier, and 
H.P.''filkins. The numerous first-class lunar observers who have 
examined this formation almost all agree that there occur 
irregular variations in the visibility of the spots and streaks. 
In other words, the visibility of the detail fluctuates from 
month to month and from year 'to year, in a manner not dependent 
upon lighting alone, May it be that otherwise unrevealed lunar 
vapors periodically obscure some of the features? 

In the northeastern part of the floor of the crater Conon 
a triangular white area, with its base on the wall of Conon 
and its apex near the center of the floor (at maximum extent), 
develops and then dwindles away each lunation. This "cloud", 
as it has been called, was studied by .V.H.Pickering. In more 
recent years F,R,Vaughn and I have given much time to it, A 
casual scrutiny of our records indicates that the aspect of the 
"cloud" is very probably sometimes different in different juna-
tions when the illumination from the sun. is the same. 

When the moon is eclipsed in the earth's shadow, very great 
changes in the temperature of the lunar surface take place. If 
we are dealing with lunar vegetation, clouds, snow, etc., we 
might well expect some eclipse-induced effects as the solar 
heat is withdrawn and then later resupplied. If periodic changes 
are due to varying lighting only, though, an eclipse can have 
no effect. A number of lunar eclipses have been observed to 
determine whether the passage of the shadow does cause abnormal 
changes in appearance, i.e., departures from the normal cycle 
of development in ordinary lunations. Most changing lunar areas 
are unaffected; but some have betrayed eclipse-induced changes, 
and some objects have been affected differently at dlfferent 
eclipses. It may be worthwhile to give some of the positive 
results. On October 16, 1902, -7.H.Fickering found a very pro-
nounced enlarging of the Linn white area. On May 14, 1938, 
N.W.MoLeod found the south tip of the dark area in Riccioli 
invisible aftcr reentering sunlight. On March 2, 1942, H.P. 
WilkinL found very definite effects on the relative intensities 
of dark areas in different parts of the floor of Stoefler. At 
the ceLpse of August 26, 1942, aided by ver-  clear skies and 
good seeing(:), I found an unmistakable lightening of a dark 
a-er in .Atis. A progressing return to normal darkness was 
noLcd durin7 the four hours after Atlas reenL(red sunlight, 
H.1-i.1trilkins reports that on December 8, 1943, there was a dark-
an'ng of the southern part of Grimaldi, a fading to invisibility 
of the acuth tip of the Riccioli dark area, and an enlarging ' 
of T,1,11-16, 
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An excellent, if rather diffierlt, observational program 
that can shed much light on the problem of lunar changes is 
the taking of photographs of the earthlib he 	of the 
moon. The difficulty here is the lack of light. The question 
is whether our changing lunar areas look the same when illumin-
ated by the earth as when illuminated from the same direction 
by the sun. A large telescope would be o great advantage in 
this investigation. 

I commend the study of lunar changes to our readers. He 
who goes into this subject may decide that the moon is much 
less dead than he has been told. 

Universal Time 

In The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, a book 
that the serious lunar and planetary observer can hardly get 
along without, and in other similar almanacs the times of 
astronomical phenomena are given by Universal Time, also called 
Greenwich Civil Time. This Pniversal Time is the local mean 
solar time at longitude 00. The Universal Day begins at mid-
night, and its time is reckoned on a 24-hour basis. Universal 
Time is five hours later than Eastern Standard Time, six hours 
later than Central Standard Time, seven hours later than Moun-
tain Standard Time, and eight hours later than Pacific Standard 
Time. For example, 9:13 P.M. on July 12, E.S.T., is 2h13m  on 
July 13, U.T. Again, 3:14 A.M. on July 20, M.S.T., is 10h14m  
on. July 20, U.T. Further, 5:42 P.M. on July 25, C.S.T., is 
23h42m on July 25, U.T. 

Some of the members of the Association of Lunar and Plane-
tary Observers (e.g., L.J.Wilson and E.J.Reese) use Universal 
Time directly for recording observations. Some others, like 
0.E.Monnig and E.Y.White prefer to record observations in the 
local ttme system and to make later the conversion to U.T. 
needed to compute such data as Jovian longitudos and Venusian 
phase-angles, 
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Seeing and Trc3nsparency 
BY 

WALTER H. HAAS 

The distinction between these terms is not clear to many 
amateur astronomers and is perhaps not even clear to some 
professionals primarily concerned with theoretical research. 

The transparency is simply the degree of clearness of the 
air. The seeing is the depPree of steadiness. Usually incoming 
light-rays are irregularly refracted as they pass through air-
strata of different densities. The results show themselves in 
the twinkling of the stars (perhaps a delight to poets but not 
to observing astronomers) and in fuzziness and vibration of a 
telescopic lunar or planetary image. One gets the very same 
effect by looking at outside objects through an open window 
in the winter, with a radiator just below the window, 

It is far from true that good transparency always means 
good observing, and it is equally false that good seeing and 
good transparency go together. There may well be rather on 
inverse correlation between seeing and transparency. T,'V.Webb 
in his Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes and W.F.Denning 
in his Telescopic ;York for Starlight Evenings, among others, 
point out that nights with mist or haze sometimes produce 
lovely lunar and planetary views. The loss of light due to 
the mist or haze is itself a drawback, of course, naturally less 
serious with large apertures than with small ones, Nevertheless, 
with only a 6-inch telescope. I had some of my best views on 
foggy nights. 

Incidentally, good seeing will to some extent produce the 
same advantages as good transparency for seeing faint objects. 
The explanation appears evident: with less vibration a faint 
star has a smaller spurious disc, and with more vibration its 
light is spread out over a larger area so that the star may 
become quite invisible. I recall one very clear morning in - 
Auguat, 1944, in Upper Darby, Pennsylvania (very clear as Upper 
Darb7, skies go). In the telescope, however, the fainter 
sat2allites of Saturn usually visible in the Flower Observatory 
1B-inch refractor were scarcely to be discerned. The seeing 
was T=ile, and the pronounced air-tremors obviously blurred out 
th3 catellites. 
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Pace 3 

The Moon and Meteors 
by 

U.LTER H. HAAS 

It is often stated in textbooks that there is a constant 
rain of meteorites striking the lunar surface at their cosmic 
velocities averaging, perhaps, 26 miles per second 	It is 
naturally here supposed that the moon has no trace of an atmos-
phere. -,lhen such meteorites strike the thus unprotected lunar 
surface they must give rise to impact-flares; and it is easy 
to compute that many such flares should be visible from the 
earth. .ctually, empirical evidence of their occurrence is 
completely lacking 

-'.. very slight trace of lunar atmosphere would greatly 
modify these phenomena. Few meteorites would then reach the 
moon's surface, and most of them would be consumed high above 
it, there giving rise to luminous lunar meteors. The brightest 
of these meteors would be visible in the telescope as luminous 
specks moving short distances over the lunar surface during 
their brief periods of visibility. Over a dozen such specks 
have been observed in 1941-7 by me and others 

I have treated the problem outlined above more fully in 
Popular Astronomy, Volume 55, Page 266, 1947 (May) 

.Ln unusual opportunity for observing either lunar meteors 
or lunar meteoritic impact-flares is presented by the 2erseid 
epoch centering near .august 11 	This stream apparently has a 
large cross-section and its members may well encounter the 
moon as well as the earth I urge all those who can to examine 
telescopically, while the shower is in progress, the north half 
of the non-sunlit portion of the moon. such systematic searches 
will be of greatest value if the observer reports the date, the 
times of beginning and ending, the number of minutes spent in 
actual watching the stellar magnitude of the faintest object 
that could have been seen against the moon, the location of the 
lunar region watched, its area, and his results. If something 
unusual is seen - this work is a little like searching for 
comets - the observer should examine it most attentively and 
should try to record the time of appearance, the apparent ang-
ular diameter the stellar magnitude, the color, the duration 
of visibility, the position on the moon's surface, the length 
of path (if a moving speck), and any other pertinent informa-
tion. 

Let's hope for clear skies near the 2exseid maximum& 
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suspected this band, and on July 2 and 7 he could not see it. 
:e did observe on July 7 a tiny hump on the north edge of the 
South Temperate Belt, presumably a feeble remnant of the Dis-
turbance. 

A transit by Haas places Reese's "cloud" at 2800(11) on 
July 7. 

Perhaps this rather detailed description of a small portion 
of Jupiter will show that there is a pleasant variety and un-
predictableness to events on that planet's surface. 

In recent weeks there have been observed a number of tiny 
dark humps and small bright spots along the north edge of the 
north component of the South Equatorial Belt. This current has 
usually been quiescent during the last decade and is the more 
deserving of close attention now for that reason. 

;.That happened to the historical South Tropical Disturb- 
ance of 1901-1939? B. 	Peek, the Jupiter Director of the 
British astronomical Association, has been unable to find cer-
tain evidence of its presence for some years subsequent to 1939. 
Now on June 9, 1947, 11. Johnson drew in the South Tropical Zone 
a feature certainly looking like the famous old object did in 
1938 and 1939. Johnson put the preceding end at 68°(II). In 
the first days of July,Vaughn saw some faint dark columns across 
this zone; and near the middle of the month Haas observed 
darker columns of this sort, several of which appeared to be 
excellent imitations of the old J.T.D. Can anyone enlighten us? 

Mars is still remote, but in June and July Vaughn and Haas 
were able to observe a small and brilliant south cap and a 
dimmer (and more diffuse) north cap. Your editor, at least, 
was rather surprised to find that Mars can be seen well enough 
for drawing near noon with only seven inches of aperture. Such 
a view on July 7 at C.E. 910  revealed, in spite of vile seeing, 
Bosporus Gemmatus, Tithonius Lacus, Lare Sirenum, a large shading 
over Amazonis, and perhaps Sirenius canal. 

,Recent reports indicate that a number of observers saw 
dark spots at the north edge of the South _Iquatorial Belt of 
Saturn during the 1946-7 apparition. In this country E.T.Reese 
and W.H.Haas did so on a number of occasions, and a recently 
received drawing by E. Hare on January 10 shows four evenly 
spaced spots at the latitude in question. A.F.O'D. Alexander 
informs us that such marks were seen by W.E.Fox and himself in 
England and by three observers in Prague, Czechoslovakia. It 
is evidently very much worthwhile to look attentively for delicate 
Saturnian spots under suitable conditions and to time carefully 
when they cross the C.M. of the planet. 

R. Schmidt alone has reported on the daylight occultation 
of Jupiter by the moon on June 28. It has frequently been 
observed at planetary occultations that when the planet is 
partly behind the bright limb of the moon, a grayish band con-
centric with the limb of the moon is seen across the face of the 
planet (J.R..t,.S.C., Vol. 38, pg. 351, 1944), (also several 
issues of Sky and Telescope in 1944). No such appearance is 
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seen at the moon's dark limb. This band has been imputed to 
an absorbing lunar atmosphere rising some miles above the heated 
lunar surface during the day and has also been considered an 
illusion due to the differing brightness of the moon and the 
planet. Hampered by a very hazy sky, Er. Schmidt did not see 
this band, using a 12-inch reflector; but he did note a separa-
ting space between the bright limb of the moon and the visible 
portion of the disc of Jupiter at emersion. This space cer-
tainly might well be an imperfect view of the dark band in the 
bright and hazy sky. 

In connection with this subject of the lunar atmosphere, 
it is of interest to quote part of a recent letter from 
L. Williams; "(I very clearly saw) the bright star dim out as 
it approached the lunar disc...., and the effect lasted for 
quite a bit of time growing gradually dimmer until the image 
was too dim to be sure when it touched the disc.... Lor does 
the theory that it was caused by a high ridge gradually cutting 
off the star's light hold good at all. 	lso, on another oc- 
casion when mist could not have been present, I saw a star image 
driftaIong the rim of the moon for many minutes, right on the 
summits of the mountains, yet it remained bright and clear as 
if it were a spotlight being carried on a lunar automobile on 
some mountain roadway. We have all seen the instantaneous snap-
out of a star's light when occulted at a point where the lunar 
atmosphere is perfectly clear, hence an impression of dimming 
out would be entirely unlooked for and could be credited to 
nothing except mist caused, as was the case mentioned above, by 
the close proximity of the terminator to the limb, during a 
lunar sunrise." 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

6 Months 	  
1 Year 	

 p 1.00 
2.00 

Single Copy (in print) - - 	.20 
Single Copy (Out of print) 	.25 

STAFF  
Editor: 	WALTER H. HAAS, Instructor of Math.., 

Astronomer, Institute of Meteoritics, 
University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Counsellor: 	Dr. L. LA PAZ, Head of Mathematics Dept. 
Director, Institute of Meteoritics, 
University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

Secretary: 	EUDINE FOSTER, "Iriter, Bissell Adv., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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In i94i a tiny and brilliant surficial south cap was last seen at 
327°, but in i943 the last view came at (.1.; 290°. 

A W. Mount has told us orally of his observations of the daylight 
occultatiOn of Jupiter by the Moon on June 28. He used an 8-inch reflector 
in Fort Worth, Texas and had a much clearer sky than did Observer Schmidt 
in ChlOride, New Mexico (pgs. 7-8 of August issue) 	Mr. Mount tells us 
that he failed to see any unusual appearance at either immersion or ems-
ion. Soon after emersion, he did note that the brightness of the disc of 
Jupiter fell off greatly toward it's edge 	Such is indeed the true state 
of affairs, but it usually passes unobserved. 

It is often stated that Uranus reveals no detail except in the 
largest telescopes. This assertion is as false as many others perpet-
uated by writers with no firsthand knowledge of lunar and planetary observ-
ing. The editor examined Uranus on the mornings of August 2 and 7 with a 
6-inch reflector in poor seeing. He repeatedly glimpsed a brilliant white 
cap on the southwest limb (west as in terrestrial sky and not with regard 
to sense of Uranian rotation) and a notably dark band bordering the cap. 
F. R Vaughn in i940 -2 several times recorded, with 7 anc 8-inch reflect-
ors, a broad white zone across the middle of the disc with parallel dark 
belts at its edges. It is perfectly true, of course, that a large teles-
cope is a great advantage on Uranus. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
We thank Popular Astronomy for their note about The Strolling  

Astronomer  in their August issue. 

E. J. Reese, H. Al. Johnson and E. K. White have submitted very 
helpful observational reports on Jupiter. Most of their data are C.M. 

transits of the sort described in our May issue, but White has a/so 

included a full-disc drawing. Reese and White have further submitted 

some notes on Saturn and Mars respectively. 

A. F. O'D Alexander has contributed long series of measures of 

the sire of the north cap of Mars in /945-6. He measured his original 

drawings. His values wi// help greatly in studying the seasonal spring 
melting of the cap during that apparition. We should be happy to receive 

similar measures from other 1945-6 observers. 

We had the pleasure of a visit from A. W. Mount of Fort Worth, 

Texas, when he was passing through Albuquerque early in August. Ur, 
Mount and his son were seeing points of interest in New Mexico and Arizona. 

Our friend's telescope is an 8-inch reflector. 

few evenings later we had the good fortune of seeing Clyde 
W. Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto, whi/e he was briefly in Albuquerque. 

Mr. Tombaugh is now engaged in ballistics research at the White Sands 

Proving Oround in New Mexico. He has erected his /2-inch reflector in 

4as Cruces N. Mex., and te/Is us that he plans to make some drawings of 

Mars as it approaches its 1948 opposition. 

Fred 6arland, Leo Scan/on, Norb Schell and Walter Haas had a 

pleasant get-together in Pittsburgh, Penna. on August /5. 	It is really 

surprising how much more pleasant astronomical acquaintances make travel-

ling. 
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Page 	5 
Or.E. M. Brooks, Assistant Professor of Geophysics at Saint Louis 

University, directs attention to the fact that near 4 P.M., M.S.7., on 

November 5, /947, Mercury will be only about a minute of arc from the  

limb of the Sun. Several lines of evidence suggest that Mercury has a 

tenuous atmosphere, a matter discussed in the two references mentioned on 

page I. Or. Brooks ingeniously points out that such an atmosphere m ight 

give rise to visible refracted sunlight at the edge of Mercury on.Novermber 

5. He suggeSts that a few special instruments, such as the Climax, 

Colorado, coronograph might be able to attempt this difficult observation 

on the brilliant sky very near the limb of the Sun. 

SEARCHING FOR LUNAR METEORS 
By 	Walter H. Haas 

In the August number of The Strolling Astronomer  I pointed_out 
how the Perseid epoch was a good time to search for possible lunar meteor—
itic phenomena, either the impact—flares to be expected if the Moon quite 
lacks an atmosphere or the luminous meteor—trails that should be produced 
if it still retains a tenuous one. It appeared only proper to seize this 
opportunity, even though the skies of Albuquerque during the critical 
period were not as_excellent as the Chamber of Commerce claims. In the 
table of my results below, the third column gives the estimated stellar 
magnitude of the faintest flash or moving luminous speck that could have 
been observed. The fourth column is the area in square miles of the lunar 
region watched. The region observed was in all cases near the north limb 
and on the non—sunl.it-part of the Moon. 

No. Minutes 	 Limiting 
Date 	Obsefv- ing 	 Magnitude 	Area 	Results 

	

August 9 	 88 	 8 	.400,000 	 None 

	

10 	 77 	 8 	700,000 	1 moving speck 

	

11 	 140 	 9 	 700,000 	 None 

	

" 14 	 30 	 10 	2;000,000 	 None 

The moving-luminous speck .of August 10 was remarked at 4:ii 
M.S.T., in fairly good seeing. It was distinctly  visible and, with an 
estimated magnitude of 6, was by no means at the limit of vision. It 
lay near longitude CP'and latitude +75°  on the lunar surface. The length 

of the path on the Moon's surface was 25 to 30 miles, and it traversed 
this path in it 5 to 24.0. Tne lunar direction of motion was toward north 
of west. The angular diameter was at Most one second of arc and perhapS 
much less. The speck appeared yellow in color. 

If this speck was actually a meteor luminous in a residual lunar 
atmosphere, then a stellar magnitude of 6 at the distance Of the Moon 
wouldcorrespond to one of —ii at a distance of i00 miles, a value not 
unlike those for the brighter terrestrial fireballs. The estimated path—
length and duration lead to a velocity along the projected path upon the 
surface of the Moon of 12.5 to 20 miles per second. The heliocentric 
velocity just outside the lunar atmosphere is undeterminable from avail—
able data. The lunar position and direction of motion of the speck 
appear to preclude its being a lunar Perseid meteor. 
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velocity just outside the lunar atmosphere is undeterminable from avail—
able data. The lunar position and direction of motion of the speck 
appear to preclude its being a lunar Perseid meteor. 
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I should again like to recommend as a worthwhile observational 
project., the systematic examination of the lunar surface for unusual 
bright spots of any kind. It isi tO look on the earthlit portions 
when the Moon is a thin crescent. A large aperture, a very clear sky, 
and a power low enough to permit a wide field of view (excluding the 
sunlit region of course) are all desirable in this proj'?ct. 

MISCELLA \EOUS 

D, W Posebrugh and E. J. Reese have submitted correct solutions 

of the methematical puzzle on page 5 of the Aug ust number. 	It is 
allright down to the line: 

( 4 - 9/2 )2 	 ( 5 - !3/2 )2  

However, the next line should read: 

L. - 9/2  

The inadmissible neglect Of the negative sign led to the abSurd con-

clusion. 

is usually /oose/y stated that the superior planets beyond the 

orbit of /vars reveal no phase. 	Actually, however, it is not difficult 

near quadrature to distinguish that the limb of Jupiter is brighter 

than it's terminator. An 3-inch telescope is ample to show this aspect. 

With an /9-inch refractor at 400 X, the editor has seen the phase-cusps 

themselves, the outline of Jupiter being deformed from perfect ellip-

tioity much as that of the reoon is from perfect circularity just short 

of.the full phase. 	The phase cf Saturn is also visible near gradrature 

in that the limb is brighter than the terminator. 	W. W. Leight haS 

remarked this effecd with only 6 inches of aperture. 	The editor knows 

of no detections of the phase of Uranus cr Neptune. 

The serious lunar and planetary observer can hardly oet along with 

out The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. 	This volume is 

coMpile.d . eaCh Year by the Naval Observatory and can be purchased from 

the Superintendent cf Documents, Washington, D. C. 	It contains, among 

many other things, the positions of the /voon and the planets 	the long. 

itudes of the central meridian of.Uars and Jupiter, the phase-angles of 

'dercury.and Venus,the times of the phenomena cf the Galilean satellites 

of Jupiter, and the saturnicentric positions of the Earth and the Sun. 

/.t is not too early to order your /948 volume. 	The price of the 1947 

one was 42.00. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We are pleased to present the following article about an unusual 
lunar appearance by Mr. A. W. Mount, who is an engineer for the Bell 
Telephone Company. His telescope is an 8 inch reflector of his own 
construction. In recent years he has submitted observations of Mars, 
Saturn, and the lunar crater Plato. Our contributor's address is 
4326 Birchman Street, Fort Worth 7, Texas. 

• 

  

LUNAR CRATER. PLATO 
September 3, 1944, 3H 40M U.T. 

Showing at "A" location of possible impact-flare 

A TRANSIENT LIGHT IN PLATO 

by A. W. Mount 

The sketch reproduced below of the lunar crater Plato shows the 
appearance of the crater floor as observed by the writer on September 
3, 1944, at 3h 40m, Universal Time. At that time, after the crater 
had been under observation for perhaps ten minutes, there suddenly 
appeared a small bright point of light in the east portion of the crater 
floor at the location shown by dot "A" in the sketch. This unusual 
light glowed momentarily with a brightness that compelled attention 
and during its brief apparition of approximately two seconds was by 
considerable odds the most conspicuous and brightest object in the 
field of view. 

The object was star-like in appearance, with not the slightest 
apparent motion relative to the lunar surface. As nearly as could 
be observed, it made its appearance at full brilliancy and then 
disappeared with equal or nearly equal suddenness. 

The record made at the telescope on the day in question is quoted 
below, slightly edited for the sake of brevity and clearness. Refer-
ence is made to the drawing for the identification of the objects 
mentioned. 
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"Objects 1, 2, 3, and 4 - Well observed. 1 evident at first 
glance. Object 5 - Observed briefly at frequent intervals. Objects 
6, 7, 8, and 9 - Glimpsed indistinctly at intervals. Object "A", 
represented by the dot between 2 and 9, was observed momentarily 
at 3h 40m U. T. as a point of light, brighter than object 1, probably 
twice as bright. Observation of Plato was continued at intervals 
until 6h Om U. T. Details 1, 3, 4, and 5 were quite conspicuous 
during several short intervals of fine seeing; but the point of light 
was not seen again." 

To anyone familiar with Plato object 1 in the sketch will be 
recognized as the near-central craterlet that is usually outstanding 
under high illumination. 

The following tabulation gives certain statistical data relative 
to the observation: 

Date 
Time 
Telescope 
Moon's Geocentric R, A. 
Moon's Geocentric Dec. 
Age of Moon 
Conditions of Observation 
Lunar Long, of Object (Approx.) 
Lunar Lat. of Object (Approx.) 
Color 
Apparent Stellar Magnitude 
Duration of Visibility 
Apparent Angular Diameter 

September 3 1944 
3h 40m U. T 
8 inch reflector 
3486.  -9  
15 Days 
Good, Seeing 6 
-11 

-+ 51°  
White 
+6? 
2.0 Secs.? 
111  U 

The last three items can be considered as approximations only. 
The estimate of magnitude is particularly doubtful because the object 
was seen against the bright background of the Moon; in fact, from 
some experience in observing stars near the Moon's limb while timing 
occultations, the writer thinks that this estimate may well be several 
magnitudes too low. 

The writer has felt some hesitancy in putting forward a written 
account of this observation. That feeling has arisen from the fact 
that many will undoubtedly infer a subjective explanation for this 
phenomenon; and in the absence of corroborative observptions the pos-
sibility of illusion cannot, of course, be entirely discounted. The 
object was indeed something quite beyond the ordinary detail observed 
in the changing aspects of this great mountain-walled plain. To the 
writer, however, the distinctness and the complete sense of reality 
of the object observed; the entire absence of illusions of a similar 
appearance either before or since and the fixed position in the field 
of view all point to this object as a lunar feature and leave no doubt 
of its objective nature. 

Several explanations for this unusual visitor will occur to the 
reader. A terrestrial meteor at its radiant or other objects in the 
atmosphere cannot be overlooked but on the other hand seem quite im-
probable. The explanation that seems most adequate is that the point 
of light was indeed the impact-flare of a meteorite that plunged to the 
floor of the great lunar crater. 
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floor of the great lunar crater. 
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REMARKS /3 Y EDITOR 

Mr. Mount's report is of such great interest in connection with 
the subject of lunar meteoric phenomena that we shall discuss it at 
some length. The reader may wish to refer to our articles on lunar 
meteors and lunar meteoritic impact—flares in the August and September 
issues of The Strolling Astronomer. 

It is amazing that a British observer, F. H. Thornton, has also 
observed a bright flash in Plato. He has published an article called 
°Things Do Happen on the Moon" in Journal of the British Astronomical  
Association, Volume 57, pp. 143, 1947 (March). We quote in part: 

"I resumed my study of Plato on the night of October 19 (1945).... 
whileI was examining (Plato) I saw at the western rim, just inside 
the wall, a minute but brilliant flash of light. 

"The nearest approach to a description of this is to say that it 
resembled the flash of an A. A. shell exploding in the air at a distance 
of about ten miles. In color it was on the orange side of yellow. I 
noted, first, as nearly as I could, the exact spot where it took place, 
and recorded this on my sketch, then took the time, which was 11:242 p.m., 
G. M. T. I cannot say with certainty that the flash was inside the 
shadow of the mountains, but it was very close indeed to the edge of 
the crater, and at that time, within 301 hours of full moon, the shadow 
is very narrow." 

This observation was made with a 9 inch reflector at 220X. An 
accompanying drawing of Plato by Mr. Thornton shows three craters on 
the floor. The latitude of the flash was the same as that of the neavi 
central crater, and the flash was perhaps only half a mile from the 
foot of the west inner wall. 

It is always possible, of course, that a luminous object seen 
against the moon was really only a meteor in the earth's atmosphere. 
However, the odds are great against such a meteor's being stationary 
in the telescopic field; and it is much harder still to credit two 
stationary terrestrial meteors, as an explanation of the two observations. 

It certainly appears very possible that Mount and Thornton observed 
lunar meteoritic impact—flares. The inquiring reader may ask whether 
such flares are not incompatible with the moving lunar specks, inter—
preted as lunar meteors, recorded by the editor and others from 1941 
to the present. They are not incompatible. Although even a very tenuous 
lunar atmosphere would prevent most meteorites from reaching the surface 
of the moon, a sufficiently large meteorite would survive atmospheric 
surface ablation and create a flare upon striking the surface, The impact—
flare created at the 1908 Siberia Fall on the Earth could have been 
easily seen by a telescopic observer stationed upon the moon. Moreover, 
systematic searches have not revealed impact—flares in the numbers that 
must occur if the moon has absolutely no atmosphere. 
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It would appear worthwhile for readers having the use of large 
and/or good telescopes to examine the positions of the Mount and 
Thornton objects for craterlets or other visible results of these 
Possible meteoritical impacts. Chances for success may not be high 
since Meteor Crater is probably the only terrestrial impact-crater 
that would be telescopically detectable if removed to the moon. 

The stellar magnitude of Mr. Thornton's object may have been 
about  -6. Since an object at the average distance of the moon is 	 4  

17 stellar magnitudes fainter than at a distance of 100 miles, the 

of the sun is -27, and we clearly have a most extraordinary luminous 	) 
stellar magnitude at the latter distance would be about -23. That 

41,01  

)cii-(21  

phenomenon if this object was on or near the surface of the moon. 

Since the chance that any particular observer will witness one 
of these unusual events is apparently very small, it is clearly im- 
portant for all lunar observers to be alert for their occurrence. 	• 

SNAPSHOT OF A TELESCOPE 

It has been suggested that readers of The Strolling Astronomer  
might like to see photographs of each other's telescopes. To initiate 
this idea, we enclose 'a snapshot of W. H. Haas' 6 inch reflector in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. We owe the prints to the courtesy of a 
contributor, who prefers to remain anonymous, but who is known to 
American amateurs, and shall be very glad similarly to distribute 
snapshots of the telescope of any reader who cares to supply prints. 

This particular reflector was made by E. A. Miller, a machinist 
of Youngstown, Ohio. An unusual feature is that the barrel of the 
telescope can be revolved so that the eyepiece may be adjusted to a 
more convenient position. There is a slow-motion in declination and 
a victrolla-motor mechanical drive. When the telescope is not in use, 
the barrel is detached from the mounting. The latter is then covered 
by canvas to give protection from sandstorms, rains, and small children. 
The base of the mounting is bolted to a plank at the ground-level; 
this plank in turn is bolted to a block of cement 24 inches by 12 
inches by 6 inches. 

ACKN 0 WL EDGEMENTS 

From A. F. 01 D Alexander we have received Saturn Section 
Circulars 5, 6, and 7 of the British Astronomical Association. 
Number 5 is a comprehensive excellent program of observations on 
Saturn; number 6 is a list of references to that planet in the 
Journal of the British Astronomical Association for the period 
1916-46; and number 7 discusses Saturnian central meridian transits. 
In the last named ci.rcular Dr. Alexander summarizes results of his 
study of more than 350 transits recorded in 1946-7 by a number of 
different observers. 
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He obtains a "normal" rotation-period of 10h14m for spots on the 
south edge of the South Equatorial Belt but one of about 10h15m.9 
for ones on the north edge. The former value has been obtained 
a number of times in the past for equatorial features. Dr. Alexander 
urges that work on Saturnian spots be vigorously pursued during the 
1947-8 apparition and provides a table of C. M. longitudes and rotation 
rates to encourage such observations. These may be less difficult 
than is sometimes thought; E. E. Hare writes that he often saw spots 
on the edges of the South Equatorial Belt of Saturn in 1946-7 with 
a 7 inch reflector at 190X. 

J. R. Smith has submitted observations of Jupiter in June-
September, chiefly C. M. transits. Mr. Smith is one of our most 
experienced observers and was making drawings of Mars a decade ago. 
He now uses an 8-inch reflector in Eagle Pass, Texas. 

E. E. Hare has contributed observations of Jupiter and Mars in 
recent months. Especially welcome are his detailed drawings of 
Jupiter depicting seven or more belts. 

E. J. Reese also has been continuing to observe Jupiter. He 
has copied for us a drawing on May 29 which shows twelve belts, 
counting each component of doubled North Equatorial and South 
Equatorial North Belts. On September 1, Mr. Reese made drawings of 
the lunar craters Aristarchus and Plato. He comments upon the twin 
craterlets in the northeast part of the floor of the latter. These 
two objects are nearly identical; but the northeast craterlet may be 
very slightly larger than the southwest one, Reese opines. He 
estimates their separation at 1" or possibly less. Incidentally, 
T. R. Hake has separated these craterlets with only a 4 inch refractor. 

E. K. White has reported observations of Jupiter and Mars in 
August and September. 

H. Percy Wilkins has lent us several lunar items of interest. 
These include water-color sketches of the earthlit part of the moon 
by Mr. A. R. Brown at Chididi, Nyasaland, Africa. The dark limb is 
shown fringed by a brighter rim. W. H. Haas has seen this appearance 
a great many times in recent years; he thinks that it is an illusion 
caused by the differing brightness o± the earthlit moon and the sky. 
Haas has even seen this spurious bright rim on a sky so bright that 
the earthlit region itself is not visible. Mr. Brown's sketches 
show a brighter patch in the center of the earthlit hemisphere. 
Other material from Mr. Wilkins includes a drawing of Aristarchus 
by C. F. O. Smith and ones of Aristarchus, the Ramsden clefts, and 
Grimaldi by F. Fararger. 

An especially fascinating item from Mr. Wilkins deserves to be quoted; 
"One of my section members-Mr. (R. W.) Potts of Cambridge (England), 

recently drew my attention to the remarkable appearances presented by the 
crater Langrenus M (on my map). This is a small crater a little to the 
southwest of Langrenus and close to a longer ring. It is named M by Nelson 
but displaced too much to the east on his map; he says it is deep. 
Goodacre shows it but makes no mention in the text. 
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Grimaldi by F. Fararger. 

An especially fascinating item from Mr. Wilkins deserves to be quoted: 
"One of my section members-Mr. (R. W.) Potts of Cambridge (England), 

recently drew my attention to the remarkable appearances presented by the 
crater Langrenus M (on my map). This is a small crater a little to the 
southwest of Langrenus and close to a longer ring. It is named M by Neison 
but displaced too much to the east on his map; he says it is deep. 
Goodacre shows it but makes no mention in the text. 
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"Mr. Potts describes M as a bottomless pit and says that, in 
early morning illumination it presents the appearance of a bright 
rimmed crater with a black centre. In other words the centre is 
filled with black shadow while all round the inner slopes are illuminated. 
It is exactly as though one were looking at a conical dish partly filled 
with some black liquid which is slowly escaping at the bottom so that 
the level falls. 

"Now this is quite limpossiblel, there cannot be a crater with the 
entire inner slopes illuminated and yet have the centre filled with 
shadow which decreases in size as shown on the rough sketch (by Mr. Potts). 

"But I saw the same thing this lunation. (Drawings by Wilkins 
on July 22, 23, and 24 show a central blackening of steadily diminishing 
size.) Whether this is repeated at every lunation I cannot say, and 
how can the inner west slope be illuminated and yet have the centre 
full of shadow? Please look it up when opportunity offers." 

We urge all Lunar and Planetary Observers to give attention to 
Langrenus M. 

The Editor last month enjoyed meeting for the first time E. J. Reese 
of Uniontown, Pennsylvania, and H. A, Delano of York, Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Reese makes his observations with a 6 inch reflector mounted in 
his own back yard and is not deterred by soot from the numerous coke 
ovens near Uniontown. Mr. Delano is an engineer, one of whose hobbies 
is an excellent machine shop in his cellar. The editor was also glad 
to meet again T. R. Hake, O. L. Hake, F. R. Vaughn, and H. M. Johnson. 

M. B. B. Heath has kindly communicated a copy of a drawing of 
Mercury on August 8. It shows a bright north cusp-cap, a shaded 
terminator, and a dark streak extending from the center of the terminator 
southward toward the limb. 

ON RECENT O BSERVATI ON S 

We have mentioned in recent issues the widely differing longitudes 
(II) of the Red Snot Hollow on Jupiter obtained by different observers 
through the method of O. M. transits. Since data from more observers 
are now available, we summarize some derived longitudes below. The 
numbers in parentheses are the number of observations available. It 
is thought that the Hollow has been at a practically constant longitude (II). 

Observer Interval Long.. Prec. end. Long, 	center Long, fol. end. 
U. H. Haas June 12-Sept.22 213(9)'°  224(9)°  236(1-67 
H. M. Jchnson June 8-July 2 221(1) 234-1(-) 243(3) 
E. J.  Reese Aug. 29-Sept. 	10 213(3) 226(2) 238(1) 
J. R. bmith June 27-Sept. 10 222(2) 232(6) 247(1) 
E. K.  White July 9-Aug, 19 226(4) 234(4) 242(6) 

equations." 
shoulders 

The table certainly indicates discouragingly large "personal 
Mr. Smith suggests that the differing curve of the prec. and fol, 
of the Hollow may explain these discrepancies. 
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Saturn is again visible in the morning sky, though still too 
close to the Sun for good views. The shadow of the rings is now 
conspicuously present upon the ball just north of the projected 
ring-ellipse. This shadow will remain very outstanding until early 
1948. The rings are now less open than in 1946-47. Haas feels 
rather sure that the bright Equatorial Zone has been widened since 
the spring of 1947 through a southward shift of the South Equatorial 
Belt. The general pattern of detail on the ball and in the rings 
does not appear to have altered during the months that the planet 
was near conjunction with the Sun. 

SUGGESTED LUNAR OBSERVATIONS 

During the balance of 1947 the pre-midnight sky will be almost void 
of planets. W. Houston suggests that in this interval some members of 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers might like to engage 
in lunar observational programs. We suggest these projects: 

1. Langrenus M. Se "Acknowledgements" in this issue. The crater 
will be on the sunrise terminator on the evening of October 16 
(civil time date) and should be watched on subsequent nights. 
It would also be of interest to observe the craterlet under 
afternoon lighting, a thing apparently not yet done, on October 
27, 28, 29, and 30. 

2. Several observers have found the color of the floor of Grimaldi 
to vary irregularly from lunation to lunation. This walled 
plain will be in sunlight on October 27 and later. 

3. H. P. Wilkins recommends the study of features in Condorcet, 
which will be near the terminator on October 16 and again on 
October 30. Observers should look for a central strip running 
north-south and perhaps actually a ridge, a cleft or low 
ridge near the southwest wall, and "some object" at the foot 
of the woutheast wall. 

Subscription Rates  

12 issues 	 $2.00 
6 issues 	 1.00 
1 issue (in. print) 	 .20  
1 issue (out of print) 	.25 

(We have not yet received enough orders to allow a reprinting, 
without loss, of the March and April issues.) 

Staff 

Editor. 	Walter H. Haas, Instructor in Mathematics 
Astronomer, Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Consellor. Dr. Lincoln La Paz, Head of Mathematics Department 
Director, Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
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occurred with the planet near conjunction; The change was apparently the vanishing 
of the inner half, or possibly more, of the old ring, If this alteration was 
effected through the concentration of the individual particles in the outer parts 
of the old Ring C, the increased density thus implied for the present Ring C has 
not been detected through an altered intensity of the ring. 

I know of no change in the Saturnian system in the past similar to the one 
under discussion. 

I have so far been unable to think of any plausible explanation for the change. 

We urge all readers who can possibly do so to direct their telescopes to 
Saturn. We shall be very eager to hear what they find. Photographs will be most 
welcome when of good enough quality to show the belts and zones on the ball. Any 
observer having the use of a micrometer should surely employ it to measure the 
present position of the inner edge of the Dusky Ring. 

NEWS OF THE PLANETS 

We rather expected September and October to be dull months for our favorite 
studies. They have not exactly lacked interest so far; Elsewhere in this issue, 
the reader may learn about the recent amazing narrowing of the Crape Ring of 
Saturn and about two more observations of what certainly appear to be lunar 
meteors. 

The shadow of the rings of Saturn on the ball is very conspicuous and will 
continue to be so during the rest of 1947. The South Equatorial Belt is still 
seen doubled, with a dusky intervening space. The South Polar Belt is now faint 
and diffuse at best and sometimes is invisible. Reese and Haas have noted a 
narrow (hence delicate, even though probably fairly dark) belt about midway 
between the shadow of the rings and the north limb. It should probably be re-
garded as a North Temperate Belt. On October 13 Reese remarked a notably bright 
spot on the east limb (right with inverted view) in middle southern latitudes. 
Haas saw such a spot on October 17, 18, and 20. It appeared not to share the 
planet's rotation, and Reese suggests that it is a longitudinally extended high 
Saturnian cloud appearing bright only near the dull limb. 

Reese and Haas have recorded some C.M. transits of dark marks on the north 
edge of the South Equatorial Belt, and White concordantly notes: "Some very vague 
dusky marks have been suspected in the S.E.B.Is north edge." The present one is 
the eighth consecutive apparition of Saturn during which at least one member of 
A.L.P.O. has obtained such transits. It appears as though usable marks are always 
present and that transit-work demands only a telescope good enough and an observer 
energetic enough. It is not yet possible to say whether the "abnormal" rotation 
period of 10h 15T9 found by A. F. O'D. Alexander for S.E.B. N  marks in 1946-7 has 
persisted or not. 

Views of Jupiter during the last month have been inferior ones, for the planet 
has been observable only at a low altitude on a twilight sky. Haas obtained poor 
views of the Red Spot Hollow on October 9 and 16, which showed it the same, at 
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least in general outlines as in late September. There is perhaps some evidence 
that the longitude of the Hollow has increased a few degrees since last summer. 

In several issues of The Strolling Astronomer we have spoken of the May—
September white "cloud" in the South Temperate Belt On September 3 Reese placed 
this object at longitude 223° (II) 	His latest report places its center near 
213° on September 14 and 19 (Universal Tine dates) 	He writes: "Drawings and 
transits both indicate that the 'cloud' was accelerated while approaching the 
Hollow and suddenly retarded upon reaching the preceding end of the Hollow." 

On November 15 Mars will have an angular diameter of 7T.12 the north pole will 
be tipped toward the earth by 19 degrees, and the areocentric longitude of the sun 
will be 17 degrees past the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere. 

A. P. OID. Alexander writes of his good fortune in being able to observe with 
the 22—inch refractor on the Pic du Midi in September. It revealed to him on Mars 
the north cap, Syrtis Major, Sabaeus Hellespontus Hellas, Phison, Nepenthes—
Thoth, and Utopia. He further remarks that Libya projected into Syrtis Major, as 
in 1945-6. 

White in his 7—inch reflector during late September and early October found 
the north cap large and conspicuous though it never looked pure white or brilliant 
A dark wide band bordered it. White was quite unable to see any south cap. 

Haas continued to follow Mars with a 6—inch reflector. The best views made the 
north cap fairly brilliant but rather small and hence not extremely conspicuous. 
Though very strong on October 20 at C.M. 330, the bounding north polar band usually 
looked comparatively light. The south cap, to Haas often appeared at least as 
large and bright as the north, though more variable in size and probably less sharp—
ly defined. (An atmospheric south cap contrasted with a surface north cap?) This 
observer found Hades canal strong on October 9 and Ganges—/ssedon intense on 
October 16 and 20 

On pages 6-7 of our October issue we reported the strange appearances in 
Langrenus M found by Potts and Wilkins, Haas observed this crater under low 
evening lighting on October 1 without noticing anything unusual He then followed 
it from October 18 to 22 (U.T. dates) inclusive but failed to see the aspects 
described by Potts and Wilkins. The crater held a relatively far larger interior 
shadow than its neighbors, showing great depth. It is remarkable that on October 
22 with the sun almost 60 degrees above the horizon of Langrenus M, exterior 
shadow was still present beside the east wall M. Williams failed to see anything 
outstandingly strange about Langrenus M on October 18 or 19. We have not yet 
received further word from Mr. Wilkins about this crater. 

MORE ABOUT THE MOON AND METEORS 

Mr. Lyle T. Johnson of La Plata, Maryland, has reported his initial searches 
for possible lunar meteoric and/or meteoritic phenomena on several September dates. 
At 8:22 P.M. E.D.S.T. on September 17 he saw a moving luminous speck against the 
earthlit portions of the moon. Mr Johnson was using an 6—inch reflector at 96X 
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with a very clear sky but mediocre seeing. He writes of his object: "(The speck) 
appeared to be of about the second magnitude; that is, it appeared as bright as 
a second magnitude meteor would to the naked eye. That would be about the ninth 
magnitude, I believe. The meteor was yellow, was visible for about half a second, 
and left a short trail. Unfortunately, the meteor was very near the southern edge 
of the field, and at the moment it appeared my eye had strayed toward the other 
edge of the field so that I can not be sure of the accuracy of my description, The 
length of the meteorts path was about equal to the length of the crater Endymion 
(78 miles, according to Nelson's Moon)." 

W. H. Haas observed a moving lunar speck at 6:35 P.M., M.S.T., on October 19. 
An unusual detail was a brighter flash at the end of the luminous path. 

These specks have now been recorded by five different observers in the last 
six years. They are R. G. Johnson, L. T. Johnson, C. P. Smith, R. Schmidt, and 
W. H. Haas. The specks have been seen with telescopes ranging in aperture from 
4 to 18 inches and including both reflectors and refractors. 

If the moon has an atmosphere capable of causing entering meteorites to give 
rise to luminous meteors in it, the most brilliant of them would be telescopically 
detectable as luminous specks moving short distances across the surface of the 
moon during their brief periods of visibility. Between 15 and 20 objects of 
exactly this character have now been observed. It appears impossible to regard 
them as anything else but lunar meteors. If they are illusions, one must explain 
their appearance to different observers with different instruments at different 
stations. The observers have expressed confidence in the reality of their objects, 
Haas thinking his specks quite as certainly visible as fourth magnitude terrestrial 
meteors in a clear and dark sky. If the specks are ordinary terrestrial objects 
not far above the earthts surface, one must explain their bright appearance against 
the moon and their short visible paths. That some of the specks are terrestrial 
meteors which chance to lie on the line of sight to the moon is certainly possible; 
one simply cannot decide for an individual speck. That all of them are so explicable 
is hardly conceivable; the odds are very great against the supposition that such 
meteors should so regularly both begin and end within a small telescopic field of 
view. 

Several readers have asked how there can be lunar meteors if the moon has no 
atmosphere. Obviously, there cannot. Obviously, too, the usual "proofs" that 
the moon has no atmosphere actually merely place an upper limit on its possible 
density. One must remember that terrestrial meteors occur at heights where the 
earthts atmosphere is very rarefied. Further, a lunar atmosphere would thin out 
with increasing height far more slowly than does the terrestrial; it is entirely  
possible in the light of present knowledge that at heights of more than 50 miles 
the moon's atomosphere is actually denser than is the earth's at corresponding 
elevations. 

Dr. L. La Paz, Counsellor of A.L.P.O., calls attention to an unusual lunar 
observation reported by M. Valier in Astronomische Nachrichten, No, 4584, 1912. 
On May 19, 1912, near 8h 55m, M.E.Z., Valier observed with a 4—inch refractor 
at 114X a star—like bright point on the earthshine near Cape Laplace. With 229X 
the object showed a small disc brightest at the center and glowed with a somewhat 
reddish color. Dr. Rheden, observing at the same time, saw nothing; nor does a 
photograph show the object. There is an apparent resemblance to transient bright 
spots on the dark hemisphere observed by W. Herschel and J. Schroeter; reports on 
some of them are given in W. H. Haas! "Does Anything Ever Happen on the Moon?", 
J.R.A.S.C. for 1942. What is the explanation? 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 

E. 	Reese 241 S. Mount Vernon Ave., Uniontown, Penna., offers to lend to 
any interested member of A.L.P.O. British Astronomical Association Saturn Section 
Circulars 5 6, and 7. Their contents are outlined on page 5 of our October issue. 
Mr. Reese also offers to give to any interested member several surplus B.A.A. out-
lines of Saturn that he has. These outlines are convenient for making drawings 
of the planet. They may even encourage making such drawings; the editor, at least, 
has found the time needed to draw in beforehand the various ellipses of the globe 
and the ring-edges often elusive. 

We thank Mr. Albert Ingalls for speaking of The Strolling Astronomer on page 
240 of the November issue of Scientific American. Mr. Ingalls' "Telescoptics" 
department has long been familiar and helpful to telescope-makers. 

M. Rosenkotter and E. J. Reese call attention to an article by R. S. Richardson 
in Air Trails for September. The title is "New Paths to New Planets," it is written 
in an interesting vein and should be enjoyed by all who like to speculate upon 
space-travel 

Contributors of observations during the last month include the familiar names 
of E. J. Reese, E. K. White, and E. E Hare. We were also happy to receive useful 
data from some new sources namely, M Williams, D W. Rosebrugh, L. T. Johnson, 
and R. Missert Remember, your observations are always welcome. Acquire the 
habits of planning what to look for before you go to the telescope and of keeping 
a written record in a notebook of what you see (or fail to see which can be 
equally important), You will be pleasantly surprised at how much your eye's ability 
to perceive lunar and planetary detail will improve over a period of a few months 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers was originally conceived of 
as primarily for amateurs in the United States. We have however, been glad to 
obtain several readers in Canada and several others in England. We want here to 
welcome two subscribers from still other countries: Senor Jorge Gordienko in 
San Jose, Costa Rica, and Mr. S. . Venter in Pretoria, South Africa. W. H. 
Pickering long ago realized the importance in studies of Mars of having observers 
at widely differing longitudes. Can A.L.P.O. hope to realize such a condition? 

Foreword by Editor. Mr. H Percy Wilkins, F.R.A.S., has been mentioned several 
times in this pamphlet as the author of the most detailed existing map of the moon 
and as the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association. Mr. Wilkins 
accordingly "knows whereof he speaks" when he talks of serious research with small 
instruments. We most heartily endorse his remarks 	The work of the B.A.A. 
Lunar Section has chiefly consisted of the accurate and detailed mapping of the 
lunar surface. Our colleague has personally made great numbers of fine lunar 
drawings over a period of several decades He has also carried out thermometric 
studies of the moon's surface during a lunar eclipse. His published papersein 
J.B.A.A. and elsewhere are very numerous. Address: 127 Eversley Ave. Barriurst 
Kent England. 
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RESEARCH WITH SMALL INSTRUMENTS 

by H. Percy Wilkins 

Many people have the impression that possession of a small telescope precludes 
the accomplishment of any useful work. Such an impression is natural, for one reads 
about gigantic instruments the finders of which are often larger than onets own 
telescope. Since large instruments are generally housed in finely appointed estab-
lishments and equipped with all manner of accessories, it appears to indicate that 
while an amateur may gratify himself any really serious work is out of the question. 

The truth is that to professional astronomers, with their great telescopes and 
all the other paraphernalia, a star is often nothing more than a deposit of grains 
on a photographic plate while the planets are deemed utterly unworthy of attention. 
Our knowledge of the moon and planets is largely due not to the astronomical 
"generals" but to the modest "privates," the amateurs who observe because they have 
an urge to do so. Many of the great names include amateurs, such as Herschel, 
Dawes, Elger, Webb and Stanley Williams. 

Herschel discovered Uranus with his home-made 6-inch reflector, Dawes never 
used anything larger than an 8-inch, Webb, author of Celestial Objects, had a 
3-7/10-inch refractor and a 9-inch reflector, while S. Williams performed miracles 
with a 6-1/2-inch reflector. 

Take lunar work concerning which I profess to have had some experience. Lohr-
mann used a 4-1/4-inch refractor and Madler a 3-3/4-inch, but anyone who has seen 
their maps must have a profound respect for the work that can be done with very 
moderate means. I affirm right now that most valuable results can be achieved in 
selenography using small instruments; I go further and declare that a conscientious 
observer of lunar objects, especially near the limb, cannot help noting details 
hitherto unrecorded. Our knowledge of the limb regions is still very imperfect 
and in the careful delineation of their features, and also in the observation of 
the areas subject to variations in tint on all parts of the disc, it is possible 
for an amateur to produce work of lasting scientific value and to earn, for himself, 
a niche in the structure of astronomical research and history. 

The writer has three telescopes, two reflectors of 12-1/2- and 6-1/2-inches 
aperture and a 3-inch refractor and has detected hitherto unrecorded details with 
each instrument. A 6-inch reflector is easy to manage and, provided that the 
mirror is good, will enable A careful observer to note many interesting detail's. 
With a micrometer the diameters and heights of lunar features can be measured with 
an accuracy equal to that attained by Madler and Schmidt. Success in astronomical 
work depends upon observer and instrument, and it is little use having a glass of 
great capacity if the observerts interest and energy is not of equal calibre. 

To achieve success in lunar and planetary work great care and method is 
necessary in recording the minute detail and delicate tints and shadings. Whether 
you are gifted artistically or not, make a drawing; it may be imperfect, but there 
is no excuse for its being false. Better an outline sketch true to nature than an 
elaborate and beautiful looking but inaccurate and useless drawing. Having made 
your drawing, do not lose it in a drawer but circulate it to other observers in 
order that your observations may be confirmed. Numerous societies and periodicals 
will secure publication. American observers should remember that the writer is 
in a peculiar position to facilitate publication and always welcomes careful lunar 
notes. 
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Observations of Ring C of Saturn are discussed elsewhere in this issue. 

The chief belt on the ball of Saturn continues to be a doubled South 
Equatorial Belt. The components require fairly good definition to be divided. 
The Equatorial Zone between this belt and the. Ring .0 projection continues to be 
the brightest part of the ball, though Haas in November considered it distinctly 
duller than last spring. The ball is dull south of the South Equatorial Belt, 
and sometimes a faint and diffuse South Polar Band is seen near the limb. The 
ball north of the rings is rather bright. Hare, Reese, White, and Haas have 
all observed a narrow, and hence delicate, Korth Temperate Belt about midway 
between the shadow of the rings and the north limb. Hare on October 30 placed 
it nearer to the north limb. Enckels Division in the rings has been seen by 
Hare and White, and Haas has suspected it. Hare noted on October 21 what may 
be an exacting test of optical quality for telescopes of ordinary apertures: 
the phase of. Saturn was visible in that the terminator was less bright than 
the limb. 

Haas examined Uranus with his 6—inch reflector on a number of October and 
November dates. The appearance was not the same as in early August (pg. 4 
of September Strolling Astronomer). Instead, the easiest Uranian feature was 
now a dark band near the north limb of the small disc. Perhaps some of our 
readers would like to try their luck with Uranus. This brief ephemeris may 
be helpful: 

Date 	(U. 	T..) Right Ascension Declination 

1947, December 5 5
h 

36m.6 -,230  291  
December 13 5 35 	2 +23 28 
December 21 5 33 	7 +23 27 
December 29 5 32 	.2 -i-23 27 

Not far from Uranus is the third magnitude star Zeta Tauri, with coordi—
nates 5h34m.5 and +21°71. 

M. Williams in Santa Monica, California, has been displaying remarkable  
energy in systematic searches for lunar meteoritic phenomena, either meteors 
or impact—flares. He has in recent weeks spent 17 hours in such searches with 
an 8—inch reflector. As yet, Mr. Williams has seen nothing unusual, no moving 
lunar specks and no stationary flashes. His practice is to observe a small 
area near the moonls terminator and the adjacent non—sunlit region. The editor 
thinks that it is better to keep the sunlit moon entirely out of the field of 
view and to examine the dim earthshine instead. One should have as faint a 
background as possible when looking for luminous phenomena some 240,000 miles 
away. The editor also thinks that searches for these appearances have little 
chance of success unless conducted before First Quarter and after Last Quarter. 
Mr. Williams says of his preference for the terminator regions that he should 
be fascinated to see a new crater formed there by an impinging meteorite! 

E. E. hare writes that on October 24 he had a good view of the delicate 
cleft in the southwest part of the floor of the lunar crater Conon. E. J. Reese 
and E. K. White have also observed it. The best evenings to look for the cleft 
during the coming month will be those of December 21 and 22 (civil time dates). 
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What about it, fellow lunarians and planetarians? 

(signed) Planetarian, D W. Rosebrugh 

THIS AND THAT 

On pages 4 and 5 of our October issue we described a "brilliant flash" 
on the floor of the lunar crater Plato observed by Mr. Francis H. Thornton. 
We have now received a letter from Mr. Thornton. In response to the editor's 
question about the stellar magnitude of the flash, which he had compared to 
an ack-ack shell-burst ten miles.eway,'aut. confrei,e estimates that-it•was as bright 
as a fourth magnitude star. Perhaps Mr. Thornton had in mind such a star seen 
on a clear and dark sky. The editor rather doubts that a star of this brightness 
could appear "brilliant" against a near-full-moon background in a 9-inch 
telescope. At any rate, Mr. Thornton's flash in Plato now appears more comparable 
to Mr. A. W. Mount's similar object. 
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Hare also writes that he observed Linne on October 23; it was then about 
two days within the sunrise terminator. Inside the familiar white area was a 
small crater, and in this crater Hare observed a black shadow. This crater has 
been seen by a number of other members of A. L. P. 0.; a doubtless incomplete 
list of observers and instruments might be: F. R. Vaughn (7-inch reflector, 
18-inch refractor, 8-inch refractor); H. M. Johnson (8-inch refractor); E. K, 
White (9-inch reflector); C. M. Cyrus (10-inch reflector); E. J. Reese (6-inch 
reflector); A. W. Mount (8-inch reflector); and W. H. Haas (18-in refractor, 
6-inch reflector, and 4-inch refractor). Nevertheless, the crater is a delicate 
object. The present object would certainly have escaped the pre-1866 views 
of Maedler, Lohrmann, Schmidt, and others; still less could they have measured,  
its diameter to be as much as seven miles. The best evenings to examine Linne 
critically during the coming month will be those of December 19 and 20 (civil 
time dates). 

NEW NAMES? 
Fellow Members of the A. L. P. 0.: 

Should we refer to ourselves as "lunarians" and "planetarians" instead 
of using the more cumbersometerms "lunar observers" and "planetary observers"? 

Those of us who observe the moon are clearly entitled to the first title. 
Webster's International Dictionary, 1944, gives as the second definition of 
lunarian: "(b) a student of the moon, formerly one who ascertained longitude 
by observing the moon." 

Planetarian is defined as: "1. An astrologer (obsolete). 2. An inhabitant 
of a planet (rare)." I propose we give it a third and modern meaning: "A 
student of planets and their satellites." 

Hare also writes that he observed Linne on October 23; it was then about 
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Mr. Hugh M. Johnson, 1108 East 65th Street, Chicago 37, Illinois, in 
criticizing magnitude estimates of moving lunar specks and stationary flashes 
seen upon the moon, urges an instrumental approach to this problem: "With one 
eye at the eyepiece observing the moon, let there by reflected into the other 
eye light from various other point sources in dark fields. The magnitudes of 
these sources must be known; but they need not be celestial if the magnitudes 
of distant land lights can be determined, as through Argelander's step-
method from celestial sources. Let the eyes be adjusted so as to fuse the 
point image in one eye over against the moon surface image in the other. The 
actual appearance of a star of given magnitude seen against the moon will then 
be arrived at. Certain techniques will be necessary. For example, although 
the two pupils are normally always equal in size . . . . visual purple would 
not form equally on the two retinae so that the eyes would have to be repeatedly 
alternated at the eyepiece until a fairly equal and stable sensitivity had 
been achieved, i.e., both eyes would have to be 'moon-blind', and equally." 

The suggested instrumental project appears important to us. We should be 
very glad to hear from anyone who would like to carry out Mr. Johnson's 
suggestions. 

We have been asked to print the following note: 

"An artificial disk-drawing experiment is being carried out, by means of 
which it is hoped to learn more about subjective errors in drawing planetary 
and lunar objects. Considerable data, are now on hand; but more are desirable, 
espicially from observers who have had some experience with the moon and the 
planets. Instructions are enclosed with each set of objects to be drawn. 
These may be applied for from: 

Frank R, Vaughn 
934 W. Gunnison 
Chicago, Illinois." 

The editor wishes heartily to second Mr. Vaughn's request. In interpreting.  
drawings, it is very important to know as exactly as possible what subjective 
errors to look for. For example, is a bright limb often shown on drawings of 
Venus real and due to the planet's atmosphere, or is it a contrast illusion 
due to the differing brightness of the planet 'find the-  sky? 

Active observers who have not yet done so should order their 1948 
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac now. The price is two dollars; and 
the book is sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

12 issues 
6 issues 
1 issue (in print) 

STAFF 

$2.00 
1.00 

020 

Editor Walter H. Haas, Instructor in Mathematics 	 
Astronomer, Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

COUNSELLOR 	Dr. Lincoln La Paz, Head of Mathematics Department 
Director, Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
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The study of reflections and shadows disclosed, unexpectedly 
to me, a feature that should prove to be fair hunting game to 
telescopists with worthy instruments: the south edge of the shadow 
of Ring B which will be visible next spring, as a Crape band edged 
in black. Its full blackness on the globe will be brightened a 
little by the scattered rays of Crape diffraction, but most of that 
will be dispersed again coming thru the dusky ring. The shadow of 
B may be expected, then, to appear only a little less black than the 
Crape Ring at the ans'e. Tts'maximum width, near May 7, 1948 will 
be 0".22 near the central meridian. Especial scutiny of this shadow 
at the limbs is invited. 

THE BLACK DRur EFFECT AT THE TINE OF MOONRISE 
by D.W. Rosebrugh 

On Dec. 28 and again on Dec. 30, 1947 the writer saw the moon 
rise over the horizon of the Atlantic Ocean from the sea wall at 
Palm Beach, Florida. On the first occasion it was about 27 hours 
past the full. The writer has spent approximately 3 years out of 
the last 30 on the shores of the Atlantic but the customary haze 
over the ocean has Prevented him from seeing the phenomenon in the 
past. 

The Palm Beach Post liredicted that the moon would rise at 
6:41 p.m. E.S.T. on Dec. 28, so shortly before that time the writer 
and his wife repdrod to the sea wall and scanned the horizon by eye 
and binoculars. "First contact" 	place with dramatic suddenness. 
Before it, there was no clear indication as to where the moon would 
rise. In an instant a red streak 10 minutes long appeared on the 
horizon's edge. This showed little growth for a few seconds, and it 
is now surmised that it was the reverse of the "black drop effect" 
described below, though at the time it was taken to be the upper 
edge of the moon itself. Soon irn.ro Crisium was clear to the naked eye. 
This later formed the left eye of the moon, Mare Frigoris the right 
eye, Mare Seremitatis the pug nose, and Mare Nubium the mouth. At 
any rate this is the writer's identification of the moon's somewhat 
doutbful physiognomy. 

The phenomenon proceeded with alarity. As soon as the body 
of the moon was more tlian half way above the horizon the preliminary 
stages of the "black drop effect" became evident. The moon appeared 
like the pictures one sees of a balloon being inflated, that is, 
hemispherical above, with drapings PinChing in a little below and 
then expanding again as they spread out on the ground. As the moon 
continued to rise this effect became Very pronounced, and the 
moon seemed supported on a stem, vaguely reminiscent of the pictures 
of the atomic bomb. Finally the moon was supported only by a narrow 
neck, but below it was a flat base of red light, on the horizon's 
edge, perhaps 15 minutes or half the moon's diameter from north to 
south. The moon pulled clear of this base and then apliteax•oi.-c-erralbly 
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round, and floating in the air, but the base remained below it on the 
horizon. This base shrank slowly during some seconds, and finally to 
my astonishment disappeared. I had expected it to continue as I 
supposed it to be the reflection of the moon's light on the waves, but 
the "moon track" did not appear until some minutes later, by which 
time the moon was much whiter and brighter. The writer is now of the 
opinion that this separate base which lasted a few seconds after 
the moon floated_ free of it, is of the same nature as the initial 
"red streak" noted at "first contact". 

But the moon continued to rise and another unusual appearance 
became manifest. The "moon track" (its reflection on the waves) 
became fully developed, stretching from the horizon to the waves 
near the beach at my feet, but it was crossed by a dark band where 
no reflection of the tangential rays of the moon seemed to occur. The 
binoculars showed that there were sea waves in this dark band, just 
as there were on the rest of the ocean's surface, but they did not 
reflect the moonlight. I was told later that this dark streak was.the 
Gulf Stream which flows northwards about 3 miles off shore,but why 
its surface should be non-reflective is puzzling. If one could 
discover the principle it might be applied to advantage to making 
a non-reflective coating for the inside of telescope tubes to replace 
the flat black paint usually used. 

Postscript by Editor. Mr.Rosebrugh would welcome comments by readers 
on the effects descibed above. His address is 87 Fern Circle, 

Waterbury 69, 
Connecticut. 

A GERMAN TELESCOPE 

The enclosed drawing shows the 5.3-inch reflector of Mr. Ernest 6'74", 
Pfannenschmidt, (20 b) Einbeck-Hannover, Hullerser Strasse 8, British 
Zone, Germany. Its owner describes it as the first professionally 
built telescope in Germany since the war. He explains that he sends 
drawings rather than prints because facilities for making the latter 
are lacking. Mr Pfannenschmidt further writes: 

"The telescope has a parabolic aluminized mirror 5.3 inches in 
diameter and an aluminized secondary mirror 28 x 39 millimeters 
(25 millimeters ::: 1 irch. The focal length is 40 inches. Magnin- 
cations from 26x to 260x are used, with orthoscopic eyepieces. There 
is a German type mounting with a counterweight. A hand drive and 
worm-gear supply the slow motion. A clock controlled gravity-drive 
may be attached to the extending polar axis." 

Mr. Pfannenschmidt writes also that he and his colleagues will 
be glad to hear from American observers. German astranomers are 
reorganizing now, somewhat slowly because of lack of instruments. 
They are working upon such projects as photographs of Jupiter, the 
visual study of Uranus, and the mapping of various neglected lunar 
limb regions. Mr. Pfannenschmidt is acting as librarian and English 
translator for the group. Astronomical literature of all kinds 
they will welcome; perhaps some readers have spare copies of 
periodicals that they are no longer using. 
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THE JA VARY OCCULTATION OF MARS  

Occultations of planets by the moon are rare enough events to 
be interesting in themselves. Moreover, there has sometimes been 
reported on such occasions a dark band across the face of the planet 
when it is passing behind the moon. Some of the observations of this 
band were summarized by W.H.Haas in J.R.A.S.C., Volume 38, hg  351, 
1944. The band was also discussed in several 1944 issues of both 
J.R.A.S.C. and Sky and Telescope. It is observed only at the bright 
limb of the moon, not at the dark limb. The data about its visibility 
are somewhat inconsistent, and it may be easier to see against 
Jupiter than against other planets. Its width, normal to the lunar 
limb, is about 3", It has been photographed at least once, by W.H. 
Pickering at Harvard more than 50 years ago; and C.A. Federer has 
verified its presence on the original photograph. 

Two principal explanations have been advanced to explain the 
band: (1) It is due to the absorbing action of a rare lunar atmosphere, 
vapors rising a few miles above the heated lunar surface by day only. 
(2) It is an illusion, a contrast-effect caused by the differing 
brightnesses of a planet and the moon. The band. is ev idently impor-
tant to:lunarans and planetarians under either hypothesis. The 
editor hence called the attention of A.L.P.O. members in the affected 
region to the occultation of Mars by the moon on the night of Jan-
uary 27-28, 1948. A number of them responded, and we thank them for 
their cooperation. 

There was no occultation for R. Missert at Kenmore, New York, 
with a 6-inch reflector;nor for J.J. O'Neill at Freeport, L.I.,New 
York, with a 4-inch refractor; nor for D.W. Rosebrugh at Waterbury, 
Connecticut, with a 6-inch refractor. The estimated closest approach 
of Mars to the moon was is at Kenmore, 1 1 30" at Freeport, and 20" at 
Waterbury. None of these observers saw any effects that can be 
plausibly attributed to either lunar atmosphere or contrast. G. Brown 
at Campbell River, B.C.,experienced cloudy skies. Miss Antoinette 
I. Hoth of Port Sydney, Ontario, is very much deserving of the 
admiration of all of us; for she attempted to observe with a27-inch 
reflector, finished only that day, in spite of a temperature of 
-27,F! Lack of proper balance to the instrument and inexperience 
in sighting objects unhappily prevented success. The optical Darts of 
the instrument have been loaned to her by F R. Vaughn, an example of 
a splendid spirit of cooperation among amateur astronomers. 

At Richland, Washington, R.L. Moore had available only 7x50 
binoculars, which could give no evidence about the band. At Eugene, 
Oregon, Professor J.Hugh Pruett could not use the Observatory 
telescopes because of trees. (Joyce Kilmer was never an astronomer). 
He viewed the event with 7x50 binoculars.R.C. Andrews, also of the 
University of Oregon, studied it with a 3-inch refractor at 32x. No 
limb band was seen. Perhaps the aperture and magnification were 
inadequate to reveal it, though H.M.Johnson has suspected the band 
by daylight with only a 1.5-inch finder and 15x. T.J. ,A,ntrum in 
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Helena, Montana, employed a 4—inch reflector at 125x and saw nothing 
unusual. The seeing was so bAd that he could not identify the rays of 
Tycho so that this negative evidence is also inconclusive. C.P. Richards 
in Salem, Oregon, observed with a 1—inch engineerls transit giving 
32x. Just before first contact, at the bright limb, he found Mars 
and the moon separated by a thin black line for several seconds. 
This line disappeared and was absent between first and second contacts; 
it is hence preaumably a .difraction—effect rather than the band in 
question. 

D:K. White was on the job in Kimberly, B.C. with his 7—inch 
reflector at 200x. The sky was so hazy that Mars was invisible to 
the eye until 40 minutes after emersion. The seeing was so.bad at 
the bright limb immersion that nothing could be glimpsed on Mars, not 
even the north cap; at emersion the north cap *as visible but not its 
bounding, and then intense, polar band. Ho lunar limb band could be 
seen. Evidently any limb band no more conspicuous than the polar 
band could not have been detected, and past reports do not suggest 
greater conspicuousness. The limb band several times has been 
compared to the Crape Ring. projection on Saturn, in fact. 

J.P. Dow observed with a Harvard 6—inch refractor at Cambridge, 
Mass., using 45x. He also saw no band; perha7)s there was too much 
glare with this low power. The seeing was so bad that no markings 
on Mars were really certain, though polar caps and southern maria 
were suspected. 

It mist 	be confessed that none of the foregoing records 
constitutes at all conclusive evidence on our problem. We hope, 
however, that our readers will observe future planetary occultations 
with adequate instruments. May we - also hope that they will have 
lucid skies and steady seeing? 

We finally list those exact timings reported to us, converting 
them to Universal Time on January 28, 1948. The station and instru—
ment may be found above. 

Observer 	First Contact 	Second Contact Third Contact Fourth Contact  

E.K. White 	4h14m4es s  4h15m142s 
	

4
h 
 55'

m 	4h55m45sL2s  

J.P. Dow 	5h3m5os 	5h5m18 
5h26m35s 	

5h27m55s 

C.P. Richards 4h17m28s 	4-
h  18m s  

11 	411 0m25s 	4h40m55s  

White opines that his times are not too accurate because he was 
working alone, but the. 34 seconds for immersion and 33 seconds for 
emersion accord well. Dow estimates his accuracy as 2.5 seconds. For 
Richards the 43 seconds at immersion and 30 seconds at emersion 
suggest some error; he thinks that he timed fourth contact a few 
seconds too early, a correction which would reduce the difference. 
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NOTES.  

Several members 1-ave informed the editor that the ,:rice of the 
American Ephemeris and Zautical Almanac  is S3.25. This price was 
incorrectly given as $2.00 in our December issue. The editor 
apologizes for this error; the raise apparently occirred just after he 
obtained his personal copy. 

A fair number of readers have expressed approval of D.W. 
Rosebrugh's proposed terms lumarian and planetarian. We shall hence 
venture to use them in this publication. 

T.R. Hake, 1553 Wayne Ave., York, Pa., wants to buy Volume I of 
T.W. Webb's Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes and also W.F. 
Denning's Telescopic Work for Starlight Evenings. Any readers 
having these books to sell or 'mowing where to obtain them are 
urged to contact r. Hake. Perhaps some of our colleagues in England 
could help him; both books are rather rare in this country. 

Our subscriber E.L. 7.-orsyth , whose Observatory was described 
in our January issue, has received deserved recognition in an 
article written by Professor J.Hugh Pruett. The article was pub—
lished in 18 newspapers in Western states, with a total circulation 
of over 2,000,000. Mr. Forsythe is one of our best comet—observers; 
he was among the few who viewed Comet 1947n  last December. 

Another of our members who is very, very far from idle is 
Dr. J.C. Bartlett at Baltimore, Maryland. He contributes articles 
on the sun's doings to Popular Astronomy from time to time. The 
last one deals with colors in sunspots. 

We learn from Dr. C.P. Olivier's"Meteor Notes" that T. Scott 
of Nauvoo, Alabama, spends more time observing meteors than 
anyone else in the American Meteor Society. We congratulate Mr. 
Scott on his excellent record. 

Mr. Raymond Schmidt, Chloride, New Mexico, has authorized us 
to print the following note: 	have a 12.5 — inch reflector, 
recently completed with mount, for sale at cost. Further informa—
tion will be furnished to anyone interested." We urge anyone 
desiring to acquire a fairly large telescope to write Mr. Schmidt. 

Another observation of the January occultation of Mars by the 
moon, discussed:in the March issue, has arrived since we last 
published. It was made by C.L. Brown in Spokane, Washington, and 
is communicated by H.D. Thomas. Mr. Brown employed a 5 - inch 
refractor at 150x; both the seeing and the transparancy were good. 
He saw no lunar limb band at the bright limb immersion. This 
negative observation is perhaps the best one relating to the band 
made at this occultation. Mr. Brown timed contacts with a high 
grade stop watch checked with WWV only two minutes before the 
occultation,h  Hem  obtained, in U.T. on January 28, 1948: first 
contact at 4 16 K and second contact at 4 16m55s: Pertinont 
geographical data are: latitude 47o38'41" N,, longitude 117o251 345W„ 
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elevation 2270 feet. 

H.J. Carruthers at Portland, Oregon, also observed this 
January occultation but could conclude nothing because of a 
high wind that shook the telescope. 

A note on position angles given for occultationsmight be 
pertinent here. These are measured from the north point of the 
moon's disc, around through east and up to 360 degrees. The north 
point  will seldom coincide with either the north cusp or the north 
lunar geographic pole. For example, at the February, 1948, occul-
tation of Mars the position angle of the south cusp of the moon 
was about 225°. The north and south points of the lunar disc can 
be approximately determined by watching the east-west drift in 
the telescopic field of view. If necessary, stop the drive for 
a while. 

THE F7GRUARY OCCULTATION  OF MARS  

In our March issue we mentioned a lunar limb band sometimes 
seen against planets when they areccculted by the moon. This band 
has been regarded as both a contrast-caused illusion and a lunar 
atmospheric effect and is important in our studies under either 
hypothesis. The occultation of Mars on February 23 (civil time 
date) was visible over much of the United States and Canada. 
We again requested reports. The response was excellent, and we 
thank all who assisted us. 

D. Monger, R. Maag, M. Rosenkotter, G. Brown, and C.P. 
Richafis had totally cloudy skies. Miss A.I. Hoth had skies too 
cloudy to allow useful views. There was only a tantalizing "near” 
miss" instead of an occultation for 'W. Dallen at State College, 
Penna., N.J. Schell at Beaver Falls, Penna., E.A. Sill at Mama-
roneck, New York, P.M. Garland at Pittsburgh,Penna., and T. 
Connors at Cicero, Illinois. Estimated minimum distances between 
the limbs of the moon and Mars at closest approach are 27" at 
State College, 14" at Beaver Falls, 27" at Mamaroneck, and l' 
at Pittsburgh. We now list some pertinent information about the 
more successful observers. 

No. Station Observers  Telescope 

1 Cambridge, Mass. J.P. 	Dow 9-inch refractor 
2 Youngstown, Ohio Hartenstein 6-inch reflector 

Grandmontagne 
McConnell 

3 Chicago, 	Illinois H.M.Johnson 
C. Gasteyer 

6-inch refractor 

4 Schenectady, N.Y. M: Liston 6-inch reflector 
5 Helena, Montana T.J. Mentrum 4-inch reflector 
6 Kenmore, N.Y. R. Eissert 6-inch reflector 

C. Stockman 
7 Montreal, Quebec F.P. Morgan 6-inch refractor 

D.Garneau 4-inch refractor 
8 Waterbury, Conn. D.W. Rosebrugh 6-inch reflector 
9 Kimberley, B.C. E.K. White 7-inch reflector 
10 Yorwich, N.Y. Paul 6-inch refractor 

At 2 and 8 there was the rare event of a partial occultation 
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refractor 
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point will seldom coincide with either the north cusp or the north 
lunar geographic pole. For example, at the February, 1948, occul-
tation of Mars the position angle of the south cusp of the moon 
was about 225°. The north and south points of the lunar disc can 
be approximately determined by watching the east-west drift in 
the telescopic field of view. If necessary, stop the drive for 
a while. 

THE F7GRUARY OCCULTATION OF MARS  

In our March issue we mentioned a lunar limb band sometimes 
seen against planets when they areccculted by the moon. This band 
has been regarded as both a contrast-caused illusion and a lunar 
atmospheric effect and is important in our studies under either 
hypothesis. The occultation of Mars on February 23 (civil time 
date) was visible over much of the United States and Canada. 
We again requested reports. The response was excellent, and we 
thank all who assisted us. 

D. Monger, R. Maag, M. Rosenkotter, G. Brown, and C.P. 
Richafis had totally cloudy skies. Miss A.I. Both had skies too 
cloudy to allow useful views. There was only a tantalizing "near” 
miss" instead of an occultation for W. Mullen at State College, 
Penna., N.J. Schell at Beaver Falls, Penna., E.A. Sill at Mama-
roneck, New York, F.M. Garland at Pittsburgh,Penna., and T. . 
Connors at Cicero, Illinois. Estimated minimum distances between 
the limbs of the moon and Mars at closest approach are 27" at 
State College, 14" at Beaver Falls, 27" at Mamaroneck, and l' 
at Pittsburgh. We now list some pertinent information about the 
more successful observers. 

No. Station Observers  Telescope  

9-inch refractor 
6-inch reflector 

1 	Cambridge, Mass. 
2 	Youngstown, Ohio 

3 

4 
5 
6 	Kenmore, N.Y. 

7 	Montreal, Quebec 

8 	Waterbury, Conn. 
9 	Kimberley, B.C. 
10 	Norwich, N.Y. 

J.P. Dow 
Hartenstein 
Grandmontagne 
MsCOnnell 
H.M.Johnson 
C. Gasteyer 

Liston 
T.J. Mentrum 
R. Eissert 
C. Stockman 
F.P. Morgan 
D.Garneau 
D.W. Rosebrugh 
E.K. White 
Paul 

Schenectady, N.Y. 
Helena, Montana 

Chicago, Illinois 

At 2 and 8 there was the rare event of a partial occultation 
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of a planet. Mars was about one-half occulted at Youngstown and 
about three-fourths at Waterbury. If the slow tangential passage 
had been along the bright limb of the moon, there would have 
been an excellent opportunity for a prolonged view of the curious 
lunar limb band. Unhappily, Mars was visible in contact with the 
dark limb only at those stations. The same is true gf:. 1:; whore Mars 
disappeared. The observers at 1, 2, and 8 hence saw the dark limb 
of the moon projected against the planet as a sharp and black band. 
They saw nothing additional imputable to either lunar atmosphere 
or contrast. Conditions for observing were rather poor at Cambridge, 
fairly good at Waterbury, and excellent at Youngstown; a drawing 
by Dow reveals Mare Sirenum, and Rosebrugh speaks of the north cap. 

At 3, 4, 6, and 10 immersion occurred at the dark limb; 
emersion was very close to the south cusp. Position angles 
computed by G.B. Blair and data given upon pg. 403 of the 1948 
A.E.N.A. suggest that emersion was one to three degrees on the 
dark limb side of the cusp. Liston and Gasteyer (who observed 
emersion, Johnson taking immersion) opine that it - was on the 
bright limb instead. With the moon only about 16 hours from full, 
the exact location of the cusp may have been difficult to estimate. 
No bands were visible at either immersion or emersion to Paul, 
conditions being fair, nor to Johnaon and Gasteyer, conditions 
being adverse. Johnson thinks that a limb band as conspicuous 
as the one which he saw against Jupiter on the afternoon of April 
30, 1944, would have been seen. Johnson's view of Mars on February 
23 was later good enough to reveal Propontis, Hades, the north cap, 
and a few other features. Eissert saw Mars well enough that rough 
sketches by him show Sirenum, Propontis, and the north cap. 
During part of the dark limb immersion a bright band bordered the 
black limb for Missert; it was evidently due to contrast between 
the limb and the bright Martian deserts. Near the end of the 
emersion a dark band was apparently present but turned out to be 
Propontis-Hades. Conditions for Liston were very favorable; both 
seeing and transparency were just about perfect. He reports: 
"Just after the planet came from behind the moon, the upper half 
of the planet appeared hazy and slightly darker for about five 
seconds; when the two separated, this condition disappeared. I 
wouldn't call it a-band, but something was there." An imperfect 
view of Propontis-Hades? Or a contrast-effect? 

For 5,7, and 9 immersion was at the dark limb; emersion, 
at the bright limb and well away from the cusP. Mentrum and White 
could not observe immersion, and Morgan then saw nothing. At 
emersion Garneau and Morgan saw the disc of Mars apparently 
projected upon the moon and outlined by a bright blue band. This 
effect is Presumably optical; similar appearances have been 
observed at occultations of Jovian satellites by their primary. 
Mentrum saw nothing; he reports that his small reflector has not 
revealed markings on Mars White's report deserves discussion in 
some detail. 

He observed just at sunset, with the bodies only five degrees 
high. Mars exhibited a north cap but no other markings. A definite. 
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dark band adjacent to the bright limb of the moon was seen 
against Mars. This band was darkest at the moon's limb and grew 
fainter towards its outer edge, which was very diffuse. The 
width was about two seconds of arc. Ihe color of the band was 
blue-black to gray; perhaps the blue was due to the bright sky. 
The band was presumably darker than all maria on Mars. It was 
seen as soon as the emerging Mars was noted, and it probably 
vanished at the moment of fourth contact. The band remained 
stationary relative to the limb of the moon throughout its 
period of visibility. These various appearances accord fairly 
well with past observations of the band. 

If White's band is to be a lunar atmospheric effect, it is 
necessary to suppose that Morgan, Garneau, and Mentrum failed to 
observe the feature. That is perhaps admissible; for White is.  a 
veteran planetary observer, and in recent months his telescope 
has exhibited such delicate Saturnian features as Encke's 
Division and Cassini's in fromt of the ball. We must also here 
suppose that the lunar atmospheric effect was lacking ( at least, 
unnoted) very hear the south cusp and on the dark limb. It has 
been regularly invisible at the dark limb in the past. Is it 
due to absorbing lunar vapors or dust raised a few miles above 
the surface only when that surface is hot enough? 

Was the band due to contrast? Computations based on the 
distances of Mars and the moon from the sun on February 23 and 
on their average albedoes make the moon about 4/3 as bright as 
the planet. Could this small amount of contrast produce a spur-
ious band? Perhaps not, though some enterprising reader might 
approach this fundamental problem experimentally. Rosebrugh 
reports that Mars was dimmer than the moon; even the north 
cap was dimmer .and pinker . than the 	moon to him. He 
compares the two objects to a stack of fresh yellow hay stand-
ing in snow, though Mars was pinker than hay. White remarks on 
a pronounced difference in colors: Mars red-orange and the moon 
pale yellow. He and Johnson failed to notice which disc was 
brighter; the two presumably differed little. There is good 
observational evidence above that the difference in brightness 
near the south cusp of the moon did not cause a contrast-band. 
To blame White's band upon contrast, we must sup2ose the effect 
somehow lacking for all other observers. 

We conclude with available exact timings, converted to U.T. 
on February 24, 1948: 

Observer 
First 	Second 

Station 	Contact 	Contact 
Third 
Contact 

Fourth 
Contact 

E.K. White 

C. Stockman 

H.111 Johnson 

C. Gasteyer 

Kimberley,B.C. 

Kenmore,N.Y. 

Chicago, 	Ill. 

Chicago, 	Ill. 

s m 	oh_ 11403o  0 	
41

m 
 26s  

0 34 48 	0 35 41 

1h8m4Os  

0 59 38 

1h13m46s  

1 	9 23 

1 	0 24 
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on February 24, 1948: 

First 	Second 	Third 	Fourth 
Observer 	Station 	Contact 	Contact 	Contact 	Contact  

E.K. White 	Kimberloy,B.C. 	 1h13m46s  

C. Stockman Kenmore,IT.Y. 	Oh40m308  Oh41m26s 	1h8m40s 	1 9 23 

H.M Johnson Chicago, Ill. 0 34 48 0 35 41 

C. Gasteyer Chicago, Ill. 	 0 59 38 	1 0 24 
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Stockman and Missert worked together. Johnson and Gasteyer at 
the University of Chicao Observatory employed Naval Observatory 
time signals, a Riefler clock, a chronograph, and an electrical 
circuit key. Gasteyer admits that his third contact is late, and 
the same is probably true of Stockman in view of the same in-
equality of emersion-and immersion-intervals. 

OBSERVING THE PLANET VENUS  
by M.B.E. Heath 

It is certainly very much easier to observe Venus than it 
is to observe the elusive and fugitive Mercury. To begin with, 
Venus is always by far the brighter of the two, and also it 
is generally at a greater apparent distance from the sun. 
In consequence it can be followed telescopically all'around 
its orbit, even with quite small apertures. Probably the phases 
of this beautiful olanet appeal most to the amateur who is just 
commencing his observing career, and these he can follow from 
the little round silver disc at superior conjunction, through the 
gibbous phase to half phase (dichotomy), and thence through the 
phase of greatest brilliancy to inferior conjunction. Although 
in the last-named position we see less of the illuminated surface 
of Venus than at any other time, the sight of the huge, but 
exceedingly thin hair-like silver crescent, generally extending 
a little beyond the semicircle., on the deep blue of a summer 
sky is nne not soon to be forgot. Even with a 3-inch aperture 
it is so visible, whereas the crescent of Mercury at inferior 
conjunction is quite invisible even in large telescopes 	at 
least the writer has never seen it with apertures up to 10 1/4 
inche:s 

A word as to why the horns extend slightly beyond the semi-
circle may not be out of place. We see it so for two reasons. Firstly, 
and probably mostly, by refraction of the sun's light by the 
atmosphere of Venut ( we now it hat a very considerable one ), 
and secondly, from the fact that the Sun, as seen from Venus is 
not a point-source of light but Presents a disc a little more 
than one-third as large again as it does to us. As the orbit of 
Venus is almost circular it necessarily follows that the apparent 
distance Of the planet from the Sun, at greatest elongations can 
only vary between small limits —very different from the case of 
Mercury. Indeed it can be shown mathematically that the eccentri-
city of the Earth's orbit is the more potent factor in the deter 
mination of the amount of the elongations, which, even then, only 
vary from about 45028' to 47 13 1  and that the stellar magnitude 
of the planet in these positions only varies between minus 3.93 
and minus 4.08 Thus for the observer the best apparitions of 
Venus occur when the ecliptic makes a large angle with the horizon, 
that is when Venus is an evening star in spring and early summer 
or a morning star in autumn or early winter, in the temperate 
zone of the northern hemesphere. Such conditions occur dUring 
the present year. 
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drawings at the National Convention of the Astronomical League in Milwaukee, Wiscon 
sin, on July 3,4,and 5. Perhaps some of our members were able to attend the Portlan 
convention or will attend the Milwaukee one. 

E.L. Forsyth of Fallbrook, California, continues to be a most indefatigable 
observer of comets. He reported fully 15 observations of Besterts Comet (1947K), tr-; 
first on February 24, 1948, and the last on April 25. We wonder whether any other 
amateur in the country did that well! The comet was restricted to the morning sky 
luring most of the interval indicated above. Mr. Forsyth recently wrote seat he 
found Honda's Comet (1948 g) to be of the sixth magnitude on June 15, using a. 3--inc: 
refractor at Lake Henshaw, Calif. (Fallbrook offers much to fog—lovers during June. 
The comet showed a tail one—fourth of a degree in length and was a pretty yellow 
color. There is a description of Mr. Forsyth's Private-  Observatory in our January, 
1948, Assue, 

E.E. Hare pertinently remarks that planetary observers may find useful certain 
relations between the apparent llnenx distance and the aagular distance of a featur 
from the central meridian of a planet. When a feature is seen midway between the 
C.M. and the bright limb (not the terminator), it is then 30 degrees of longitude 
from the C.M. If it is 2/3 of the way to the limb, then it is 42 degrees from the 
C.M.; if 3/4, 49 degrees. Those familiar with trigonometry will already have 
recognized that nothing but the sine function is being used and will be able to 
obtain numerous further helpful relationships from trigonometric tables. These rat= 
and the known rotation—rates allow one to estimate :,:oughly when a feature will tran 
sit the C.M.; for example, since Jupiter rotates 36 degrees in an hour, a spot seen 
half way between the C.E. and the right limb (simply inverted image, south at top) 
is 50 minutes short of the C.M. (60 min'Ti 50 mins.= 36730° ) 

On pg. 5 of our March issue we discussed observations of the occultation of 
Mars by the moon on January 28, 1948, with especial reference to the lunar 11r2 ban 
sometimes seen at planetary occultations. Two belated reports on this event deserve 
mention here. One is from R.R. LaPelle of Lengmeadow, Mass,, who used a 6—inch 
reflector at 96x. He observed only the immersion; this event ocaurred at the dark 
limb of the moon, though the width of the unilluminated lune was not more than 10" 
The view of Mars was good enough to reveal the polar caps and some other marking:J, 
Mr. LaPelle saw no limb band nor any other effects attributable to a lunar atmosph..: 

Mr. M.B.B. Heath writes that he observed the occultation with a 10—inch refle.:. 
tor. He says.: "I saw no lunar limb band at disappearance on the bright limb, 
though conditions here were very favorable for a prolonged view of it, the planet 
taking quite 3/4 minutes to be completely covered. The north. polar cap was bright, 
white, and even irradiating a little, bordered by dark shadings and with Mare Acid—
alium dark on the terminator. Reappearance was very beautiful on the dark limb; 
but the width of the dark lune was, at the point of emersion, only about 1/4 the 
diameter of the planet ,about 3'24) Hence, there was a narrow blPek band between 
the emerging points on the planet and the bright terminator but even so no appearan 
of any limb band." 

Mr. Heath also says that he noted the albedo of Mars to be about equal to that 
of the lunar terminator. This near—euality may bear upon the limb band; if it is a 
illusion caused by the differing brightnesses of the moon and a planet, perhaps 
there was not enough contrast present to produce it at this occultation. 

NEWS OF THE PLANETS 

Important Note on Time. Beginning with this issue of The Strolling Astronome: 
all times and dates will always be given by Universal Time unless the contrary is 
expressly stated. Universal Time is the local mean solar time at Greenwich. Hence, 
zero hrs. by U.T. falls at 7P.M. on the nreceding day by 7-%S.T., and the U.T. date 
will be one day ahead of the E.S.T. date between 7 P.M. and midnight. Otherwise, 
they agree. The preceding sentences will apply to other kinds of time used in the 
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drawings at the National Convention of the Astronomical _League in Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin, on July 3,4,and 5. Perhaps some of our members were able to attend the Portland 
convention or will attend the Milwaukee one. 
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observer of comets. He reported fully 15 observations of Besterts Comet (1947K), the 
first on February 24, 1948, and the last on April 25. We wonder whether any other 
amateur in the country did that well! The comet was restricted to the morning sky 
during most of the interval indicated above. Mr. Forsyth recently wrote that he 
found Honda's Comet (1948 g) to be of the sixth magnitude on June 15, using a.3-..inc'_ 
refractor at Lake Henshaw, Calif. (Falibrook offers much to fog-lovers during June.: 
The comet showed a tail one-fourth of a degree in length and was a pretty yellow 
color. There is a description of Mr. Forsyth's Private-  Observatory in our January, 
1948, issue. 

E.E. Hare pertinently remarks that planetary observers may find useful certain 
relations between the apparent linear distance and the angular distance of a featur: 
from the central meridian of a planet. When a feature is seen midway between the 
C.M. and the bright limb (not the terminator), it is then 30 degrees of longitude 
from the C.M. If it is 2/3 of the way to the limb, then it is 42 degrees from the 
C.M.; if 3/4, 49 degrees. Those familiar with trigonometry will already have 
recognized that nothing but the sine function is being used and will be able to 
obtain numerous further helpful relationships from trigonometric tables. These rati:: 
and the known rotation-rates allow one to estimate roughly when a feature will tran-
sit the C.M.; for example, since Jupiter rotates 36 degrees in an hour, a spot seen 
half way between the C.E. and the right limb (simply inverted image, south at top) 
is 50 minutes short of the C.M. (60 	/ mins '[50 	36°/300  ) 

On pg. 5 of our March issue we discussed observations of the occultation of 
Mars by the moon on January 28, 1948, with especial reference to the lunar 	ban= 
sometimes seen at planetary occultations. Two belated reports on this event deserve 
mention here. One is from R.R. LaPelle of Lengmeadow, Mass., who used a 6-inch 
reflector at 96x. He observed only the immersion; this event occurred. at the dark ,  
limb of the moon, though the width of the unilluminated lune was not more than 10", 
The view of Mars was good enough to reveal the polar caps and some other marking:;,, 
Mr. LaPelle saw no limb band nor any other effects attributable to a lunar atmosph„: 

Mr. M.B.B. Heath writes that he observed the occultation with a 10-inch reflec- 
tor. He says 	"I saw no lunar limb band at disappearance on the bright limb, 
though conditions here were very favorable for a prolonged view of it, the planet 
taking quite 3/4 minutes to be completely covered, The north. polar cap was bright, 
white, and even irradiating a little, bordered by dark shadings and with Mare Acid-
alium dark on the terminator. Reappearance was very beautiful on the dark limb; 
but the width of the dark lune was, at the point of emersion, only about 1/4 the 
diameter of the planet about 3'!4) Hence, there was a narrow black band between 
the emerging points on the planet and the bright terminator but even so no appearane: 
of any limb band." 

Mr. Heath also says that he noted the albedo of Mars to be about equal to that 
of the lunar terminator. This near-equality may bear upon the limb band; if it is an 
illusion caused by the differing brightnesses of the moon and a planet, perhaps 
there was not enough contrast present to produce it at this occultation. 

NEWS OF THE PLANETS 

Important Note on Time. Beginning with this issue of The Strolling Astronome:  
all times and dates will always be given by Universal Time unless the contrary is 
expressly stated. Universal Time is the local mean solar time at Greenwich. Hence, 
zero hrs. by U.T. falls at 7P.M. on the preceding day by E.S.T., and the U.T. date 
will be one day ahead of the E.S.T, date between 7 P.M. and midnight. Otherwise, 
they agree. The preceding sentences will apply to other kinds of time used in the 
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this marking drifted 694° in decreasing longitude or -25?3 every 30 days. Agreement 
is also good for the other five drifts, although one of them was temporarily distur-
bed by the peculiar interzone activity following the R.S.H." 

Hare comments on a white spot in the S,T.B. on May 27 at longitude (II) 155°. 
It much reminded him of the "white cloud" observed in this belt in 1947 (see past 
issues), which spot drifted from 320°  (II) on May 7 to 220° on September 19 (values 
by Hare). The extrapolated drift thus appears to rule out identification with the 
May 27, 1948, object. On May 22, 1948, Hare remarked a, dim section of the S.T.B. 
near 1550  so that the spot may hai,o, been forming only then. Haas on June 10 and 12 
observed a light section of the S.T.B. between 128° and 146°  - perhaps an imperfect 
view of Hare's spot within the belt. 

J.C. Bartlett has been making observations of colors on Jupiter, using color 
filters of knowitransmissivities•to check- impressions. He finds the NAP., the 
S.E.B. , and the S.T.B. (the three chief pelts) all " a sort of chocolate to reddisl-, 
brown. The•S.P.R. shading, which had looked bluish gray to him in recent years, 
now instead shows a brownish tinge. What hues do you find? 

A drawing of Jupiter by T. Cragg with a 6-inch .reflector on May 1 shows some 
unusual aspects, which readers might think about andlook for; the view was good, 
for a fair amount of structure showed up in each of the three main belts. In the 
S.Te.Z. - S.S.Te.Z. Cragg drew a "cloud. band" covering up portions of the S.P.R. 
shading and composed of many individual masses. "These masses seemed to taper off or 
blend into one another until (theb and) was observed as just a simple bright band 
when it reached the limb:: To me it seemed obviously at a higher level than the gen-
eral polar darkening." A similar appearance was observed in the N.Te.Z - N.N.Te.Z., 
where the individual "clouds" were globular, or perhaps slightly elliptical. A far 
southern bright spot on the fol. (sunrise) limb seemingly was only a magnitude 
fainter than Jupiter II, then egressing from transit. This spot lay well within the 
S.P.R. (latitude about -700). Is there here a Jovian analogue to the Saturnian 
limb bright spots recorded by Reese and Haas in 1947-487 

Saturn remains much as described in our June issue. Haas finds Ring B still 
abnormally dim and the South Polar Belt now definitely less conspicuous than two 
or three months ago. R. Iviissert thought the South Polar Belt almost as dark as the 
South Equatorial Belt on April 26, but C.-S: Slemaker found the'S.P73'. 'the,  lighter by 
•a fair margin on May 8.Modiooro views sometimes sb.o.ki to Haf:,,sc.both the N.T.B. and th 
E.B. the nark any. mor9 plain17. The 	Lvoisticin coating. 	be ; extremely.aar,c ana conspicuous, .hough mtsser thydght 11;somewnat _Less oiac.,c in 
May than in March and early .April This Observer 
6-inch relector estimated the width of the C projection to be 0.9 on April 26 and 
1.0 on May 27, where the•unit is the width of Cassini's at the ansae. W.H. Haas 
obtained o.9 on June 8 and 1.0 on June 16, O.S. Slemaker finds Ring C at the ansae 
to fill about 1/3 the space between Ring B and the ball. Missert obtained 1/2 for 
this ratic' on April 26, when the ring was "fairly easy to see.... almost conspicu-
ous." Yet on May 27 in seeing and transparency estimated to be the same as on 
April 26, ?assert perceived Ring C off the ball "only with great difficulty, and 
then only incompletely." He found the aspect different at the two ansae on both 
dates - a frequent if puzzling sort of Saturnian observation. klissert wonders whe-
ther small and unnoticed changes in transpirency. mightaffect th,:•n aspect of C to a 
considerable degree. 

Slemaker has submitted an intereshting 
m 
 drawing of Saturn witl'h the Yaval Obser- 

tatory 12-inch refractor and 314X at 3 10 	(U.T.) on May 8. The seeing was fairly 
good. He observed the shadow of Ring B within the Ring C projection. His report of 
it is only the second for this year received here, the other observation being by 
E.J. Reese on April 4. Slemaker also observed a brighter spot in the Equatorial 
Zone, confirmed by Mr. Cilley at the raval Observatory. It was near the limit of 
visibility, which fact may explain why it was not seen elSewhere - a,..t least to our 
knowledge. The drawing suggests a C.M. transit near 3h40m, or 10:40 BP.M. onliay 7 
by E.S.T.; and the period should be near 10 hrs. ,14 mins. This spot should stress 
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abnormally dim and the South Polar Belt now definitely less conspicuous than two 
or three months ago. R. Missert thought the South Polar Belt almost as dark as the 
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1.0 on May 27, where the•unit is the width of Cassini 7 s at the ansae. W.H. Haas 
obtained o.9 on June 8 and 1.0 on June 16, C.S. Slemaker finds Ring C at the ansae 
to fill about 1/3 the space between Ring B and the ball. Missert obtained 1/2 for 
this ratic on April 26, when the ring was "fairly easy to see..., almost conspicu-
ous." Yet on May 27 in seeing and transparency estimated to be the same as on 
April 26, Missert perceived Ring C off the ball "only with great difficulty, and 
then only incompletely." He found the aspect different at the two ansae on both 
dates - a frequent if puzzling sort of Saturnian observation. klissert wonders whe-
ther small and unnoticed changes in transpirency . mightaffect th aspect of C to a 
considerable degree. 

Slemaker has submitted an interestingm  drawing of Saturn with the Naval Obser- 
tatory 12-inch refractor and 314X at 3 10 	(U.T.) on May 8. The seeing was fairly 
good. He obseryed the shadow of Ring B within the Ring C projection. His report of 
it is only the second for this year received here, the other observation being by 
E.J. Reese on April 4. Slemaker also observed a brighter spot in the Equatorial 
Zone, confirmed by Mr. Cilley at the Paval Observatory. It was near the limit of 
visibility, which fact may explain why it was not seen elsewhere - a.t least to our 
knowledge. The drawing suggests a C.M. transit near 3h40m, or 10;40 1P.M. on hay 7 
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the potential value of C.M. transits of marks on Saturn; as with La Pellets 
February object, we know nothing of the rotation-perie& 

In his May 8 view Slemaker Noted_ that Ring B was darker.  than the E.E. and 
almost the same as Ring A, an aspect confirmed by Mr, Olney: A photograph taken 
by Slemaker with the 12-inch refractor in March, 1948, is.  of great interest as 
exhibiting the rings to be •dimmer than the ball, The exposure was seven seconds 
with Ansco Triple S Panchromatic film and no filter, Since the Saturn photograPhs 
familiar to all of us show the rings at least as bright as the bail (excePt when 
nearly closed), we have here very excellent additiOnal'evidenpe that Ring P has 
been abnormally dim in recent months, Slemaker further wrote on May 30 that in the 
Naval Observatory 26-inch refractor Rings B and C merge almost imperceptibly at 
their boundary, especially with mediocre or poor seeing.. One is reminded of Harets 
finding the whole inner half of Ring E dusky in May (see June issue). 

J.0, Bartlett has communidateda pretty colored drawing of Saturn on May 11. 
He shows Ring A reddish and Ring 2 "normally yellow." The shaded South Polar Region 
was greenish; this area he finds to change color rather rapidly, _The E.4—was whiteT 
Three belts drawn by Dr. Bartlett arelentatively identifie0y the editor as the 

rC 
South Tmeperate Belt and the components of the South Equatorial Belt. If so, the).06,  
S.E.B.n  was chocolate brown; the S,E,B.'s  gray; the 	brownish. The space 
between the S.E.B. components was yellow, and that between the S.T, 	and the S.P.R. 
was distinctly grown, A white space separated theS.E.2,s  and the S,T.B. W.H. Haas, 
saw relatively little variety to the Saturnian hues in May and June. Except for red--
brown in the S.E.B. components and the Ring C projection and a perhaps variable 
brown-gray in the S.P.B., he noted only whites, grays, and blacks. 

Mars is now too far oft to allow any but°inadequate views. Slemaker in May 
saw both polar caps fairly easily, with:the north one very small. Iissert on May 
31 wroto that the north cap was white and brilliant, though small. It looked 
sharply outlined, not diffuse, during the better. moments. Missert usually saw no 
south cap and thinks that one he recorded near May 1 was probably really Hellas . 
Hare on May 24 wrote that the diameter of the north 'capas measured on his original 
drawings was 22°  or 23°. Since he obtained 18° on April 20 (our May issUe), one 
might opine that melting stopped near that date and that since then the north cap 
has been of a constant size or may even have enlarged a little. Quantity U, which 
measures the seasons on 'Mars, was 87°  on April 20, 1020  on May 2L, and 120°  on July 
1. Haas saw both polar caps in June; they were small, with the north the brighter. 
Perhaps the north cap was• less brilliant than in the early months of the year. 
The north polar band is shown still intense on his drawings, and the grossly 
enlargedWedge of Casius remains notable and darker than the Propontii. Canals 
drawn by Haas include Nepenthes, Hades, Cerberus, and Yilosyrtis. 

3. Pfannenschmidt in Germany submits an interesting note about the "Libya gape• 
in the prec. (left in simply inverted view) shore of Syrtia•Major. He says that he 
has evidence from the work of several of his colleagues that near opposition it 
was frequently not recorded in spite of attentive searchings with good seeing. Is 
one dealing with localized Martian atmospheric effects? 

We mentioned observations of the phase of 'Venus near the last dichotomy in our 
May and'June issues. We now have from E. Pfannenschmidt these additional data: 

Observer Terminator slightly concave Term. definitely concave 

          

Dr. W. Sandner 
E. Pfannenschmidt 
Munich. Observatory 
B. Homburg Schindler 
Since the terminator must have been 
April 9 or 10 for the date of observed half-phase accords with these new data. • 
Theoretical half-phase did not arrive unti3 April 16; the difference of six or. 
seven days is due to the atmosphere of the planet. 
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ie.._ 
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Venus in June showed an angular perimeter well in excess of a semicircle, as 
always near an inferior conjunction; we hope to dis-cuss this matter in our August 
issue when available observations should be more numerous. 

During the last month 	have received drawings of Venus by E. PTannenschmiat , 
W.W. Spangenberg (vta. Pfannenschmidt), J.C. Bartlett, R.R. LaPelle, and O.S. 
Slemaker. We are specially indebted to J.C. Dartlett, who has contributed a set 
of 14 lovely oil paintings of the planet. The bright cusp-cans have been recorded 
by all the observers. The bordering dark cusp- bands have often been prominent 
(at least relatively) to'Pfannenschnidt and. Spangenberg. Haas concurs. A bright 
limb-band is also present, on 'manwof the drawings; it may be due to contrast. The 
observers disagree badly about the appearance of other features; in fact, Slemaker 
and Missert emphasize the near-blanknesss of the disc. La Pelle alone has sometimes 
drawn a dark belt perpendicular to the line joining the cusps; readers with recall 
the F.E. Ross' 1927 photographs exhibited this structure to the dark markings. 
Creditably concordant drawings were made by E. Pfannenschmidt at 19h30m  on April 
26 and W.W. Spangenberg at 19h  on April 27. The two observers agree on seeing the 
north cusp pointed and the south cusp rounded off, as well as on several features 
La Pelle on May 10 and 16 oppositely made the south cusp sharp and the north cusp 
blunt. Bartlett also sometimes saw differences between the shapes of the cusps. 

In April and,May Pfannenschmidt with a 2-inch refractor and Bartlett with a 3.5 
inch reflector frequently remarked irregularities upon the terminator. These can 
be explained either by clouds at different heights or by Venusian mountains. An 
observation by Bartlett near 0h5m  on May 11-tay be unique. With clear skies and 
good dffinition he remarked a bright speck on the dark hemisphere just off the 
terminator. It lay equally distant from,  the two cusps and exactly resembled a lunar 
peak on the night side of the terminator. Bartlett watched the speck for 19 minutes 
without detecting any change. The curve of the terminator itself looked perfectly 
smooth on this date. Much interest also attaches to " a, rather long and shallow 
depression" observed by G.S. Slemaker with the Naval Observatory 12-inch refractor 
on May 14 at 13h0m  . It lay about midway between the center of the terminator and 
the north cusp. Several other persons at the Observatory confirmed the presence of 
L241ething,one seeing a, slight flattening of the terminator just below its center. 
Bartlett writes of observing a shallow hollow midway between the center of the 
terminator and the north cusp at Oh42m  on May 10, as well as a second hollow farthe: 
north. If the first object is the same as Slenakerts, the rotation of Venus may 
explain Dartlettls failure to find it on May 11 (see above). In connection with 
Bartlettls second, and more northerly, hollow, it is intriguing to wonder whether 
there is any connection *ith a dent in the north cusp-band at the terminator that 
Pfannenschmidt drew at 19h20m  on May 14. This clrawing apparently shows nothing of 
what Slemaker saw six hours earlier. 

Perhaps some of our readers can supply more information about terminator-irre-
gularities in mid-May. We should appreciate any such data; with luck, enough such 
contributions just might show something about the unknown motions of Venusian cloud; 

Errata in June Issue 

E.J. Reese found the terminator of. Venus to be straight in April, 1948v  when 
the sun-Venus-earth angle was 87? 5, not 8595(pg. 6). It is the former number which 
we described as "in excellent agreement" with his 8793for Pebruary, 1947. 

E.E. Hare found the S.T.B. of Jupiter to be deflected southward by the R.S.H. 
on April 21, but not on April 25(bottom of pg 8). There was hence a change in only 
four days. 
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:usp-Cap. If the cusps are at the poles, perhaps one has here the equator-ward 
flow:pfpolar cloud-masses. The bulgespear the cusps on June 10 and 11 mentioned 
above.perhaps favor the idea that the bright cusp-caps drawn by so many observers 
are polar clouds higher than the general reflecting surface of Venus. Cragg has, 
preover, several times remarked one or more small detahhed bright ppotS near the 
south cusp-cap, curiously like the "Mountains of Mitchell" on Mars. On May 25 a 
very brilliant spot near the south cusp appeared to project beyond the limb of the 
planet, presumably mostly or wholly because of irradiation. Cragg has not found it 
possible to obtain any claar ideas about the Venusian rotation from an examination 
of his drawings - in Whichraspectie. has many eminent predecessors: 

The "achy light", that curious and controversial illumination of the 
dark hemisphere of Venus, p,still with us planetarians. On April 17 and 23 J.C. 
3artlett with a 3.5-inch reflector obServed this dark hemisphere, which exhibited 
a purplish gray color. He saw it for the third time on May 9; but it was now chan -bd 
considerably in color and appearance,, beingilsomething darker than the sky between 
the horns of the crescent," to borrow Mr. Heath's expression. Dr. Bartlett writes 
thatthe "ashy light" was invisible on other dates that he studied Venus, or at 
least much fainter than on the three dates mentioned. After years of seeing the 
dark hemisphere to be exactly like the sky, W.H. Haas on June 6 with a 6-inch 
reflector. perceived the "ashy light" for the first time, very faint and possibly 
red-brown in color. It much reminded,him of the lunar earthshine (a comnarison 
often made), even to the extent that tile,dark limb looked brighter than the interior 
portions of the dark hemisphere. Haas reneated this observation on June 8, though 
the "ashy light" had perhaps grown dimmer... He: failed to see it on June 15 or 16, 
suspected it strongly on June 18, and found it faintly present on June 19. When 
visible to him, it looked brownish. 

Venus will be extremely well placed in.the morning sky during the next 
several monthse urge our readers to watch it. under these favorable conditions. 
One cannot complain of. a lack of Venusian puzzles:. 

Just about averyone has stopped looking at Mars. On June 13, at " 0111°.1 
E.E. White in his.7-inch reflector found the north cap still conspicuous, much 
more so than the south cap. On July 12 at 0125°  and on July 17 ate. 128°  Haas 
found the south cap larger and brighter than the north cap. Thalatter, in fact, 
looked inconsptcuOus and no longer brilliant, though certain judging was difficult 
with Mars so remote. Is the melted remnant of the:surface snow•now covered by at-
mospheric mists? 

E. Pfannenschmidt has kindly communicated a set of 10 Kars drawings by 
Meyer and Winterberg with the Stuttgart,Oermany, Herz 8-inch refractor between 
April 19 and May 25, inclusive: These draWings show the north cap apparently about 
constant in size while 5 ranged.from 87° to 103°  so that melting may have ended 
by April 19. The south ca,-) was usuailyinot observed. :HoweVer, on April 27,, at C.M. 
239°  there was a very bright area.near.the south.pole. It was probably - ribbserved. 
on:April 28 at C.M. 244°  as a southpolar• bright area without. definiteborders. 
Of the April 27 view Meyer said" 	the northern part of thedisawas very 
hazy and of a clear reddish huh, Every; detail seemed to lie azlider a half-transparent 
mist." The "Libya gap" in Syrtis Major. was beautifully seen on •April 20. On April 
28 several canals were resolved into chains of dots. On April -26 both Meyer and 
Winterberg drew Mars near C.M. 264° Though they agree remarkably well, neither 
of them shows Syrtis Major with s.:t all:its usual size and prominence. That obscur-
ing Martian atmosphere again?... 

Saturn will be unobservable in August; but we hope that our members will 
study it as soon as possiblefter. conjunction, being expecially attentive to the 
intensity of Ring B and to.the exact appearance of Ring C both on and off the ball. 
In his last view of the:1947-748 apparition on July 12, necessarily a poor one, Ha&S 
found Ring B still dimmer than the Equatorial Zone and the C projection at .the CM 
about as wide as Cassinits at the'ansae. E.E. Hare writes that in late May and up 
to:June 21 the narrow outer part of Ring B grew somewhat brighter. Ring C •simul- 
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taneously became as dim as in October, 1947, he says. E.J. Reese has reported a 
third observation of the shadow of Ring B within the Ring C projection. On Ma ,1 
he saw this projection to be black in its northern two-thirds, lighter in its 
southeInthird. The Equatorial Band was then—,:learly visible slightly south of the 
middle of the Equatorial Zone. We have recently received welcome drawings of 
Saturn from L.T. Johnson and T. Cragg. Johnson speaks of the Crape Ring projection 
as "very narrow" on November 29, 1947, just as others in A.L.P.O. were then seeing 
it. He shares also the opinion that this projection was extremely dark on (and 
near) May 9, 1948; in fact, he thought it to be e. shadow. On May 11 he made the 
Equatorial Zone the brightest part of the ball and rings and thus brighter than 
Ring 3 - a third welcome bit of'confirMatOry evidence in his.report. Craggts 
drawings on May 18 and 25 show the south polar white snot very small, much smaller 
than he drew it in April. He finds two belts north oftherings, and a very thin and 
sinuous Equatorial Band. On each date Cragg drew a white area on the preceding 
limb (left in simply inverted view) in high southemlatitudes, It appears to be like 
the Saturnian limb areas observed by Reese and Haas it 1947-48 and thought to be 
longitudinally extended clouds above the Visible surf, cc ef  -the planet. Cragg found 
nwhint of any projecting ofAhis area at the limb. Vie spoke in oar,  last couple 
issues about a lighening of ;ale, South Polar Belt during May We here add that Cragg 
drew this belt on May 18 but showed no sign of it on May 25 Lr a view obviously n.ot 
poorer than usual. 

Recent observers of*Ju5ifer include (Miss) A.I. Rio-thl  T. Cragg, T.R. Cave, 
J. C . Bartlett, R. Missert, E.J. Reese-, E.E. Hare, E.K. White:,.0erstenberger (at 
Stuttgart), L.T. Johnson, J.R. Smith, and v'.H. Haas. The planet will continue to be 
well placed, though low in the south, during August. 

The Red Spot Hollow continues to be seen as a white oval brighter than 
adjacent portions of the South Tropical Zone and outlined at each end by a dark 
band across the zone. It shows its usual deflecting effect upon the south part of 
the South Equatorial Belt. The Red Spot itself remains quite invisible. However, 
Cave in a splendid view on June 15 saw some faint dark markings inside the Hollow. 
Hare on June 23 found the thin and faintbelt within the South Tropical Zone to cross 
the Hollow without a change in direction, and a poorer v4 ew.by HRP.S on July 10 
shows much the same appearance. There is some evidence that the Hollow has become 
dimmer than it was some months ago. Though Reese had found it unusually bright on 
April,, 2b ( as Haase did on April 27), it looked much duller to him during June. On 

Missert thoUght the Hollow about the same brightness RS the :South Tropical 
Zone..'Eaas thought the Hollow rather inconspicuous on. June 17, 18, and 22; on July 
10 heound it scarcely brighter than the zone, and on July 14 it looked- dimmer 
than in May. Transi6s by Reese gave these longitudes (IT) for the Hollow from May 
20 to June 28: preceding end at 220° ( 9 transits), center at 232°  (8 transits), 
following end at 244° (9 transits). Haas got these values from July 10 to July 17: 
preceding end at 218°  (2 transits), center at 231-,°(4 transits), following end at-• 
242° .(4 transits). Missert oh July 5 put the center et 237° and the following and 
at 243°, but he opines that these valtes may not be too reliable. White placed' 
the following end at 243° on June 30. J. M. Smith put the center at 234°  on July 9 , 
and 14. It now appears rather clear that the Hollow is moving slowly in increasing 
longitude (II). 	 • 

The general appearance of the-belts and zones is dill the same as described 
on pg. 4 of the July issue. The SouthEquatorial Belt is still weakest near the Hol-
low and is very prominent in the opposite longitudes. The south component of the 
South Equatorial Belt North (of the whole South Equatorial Belt?) has often been 
much stronger than the north Component. In mid-July Haas found the South Tropical 
Zone rather dull near the. Hollow and distinctly brighter in other, longitades:. 
lovely drawing by Reese on June 18 atC.M. (II) 213°  'shows a thin. belt in the 
North Tropical Zone, just as Hare obserVed on May 23.1.,— . T. JOhnsonbn June 14 Ire 
 Short rather dark section of the .Equatorial Band a little short of central at  C.M. 

(I) 325°, and Haas on June 13 placedthe following end, of this darker section at:13,0 
(I). Unfortunately, th6p.p, iselated statements can convey little .idea, of the complaX 
and ever-changing patterthe,Jovian belts and zones. 
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Equatorial Zone the brightest part of the ball and rings and thus brighter than 
Ring B - a third welcome bit of - confirMatOry evidence in his. report. Cragg's 
drawings on May 18 and 25 show the south polar white spot very small, much smaller 
than he drew it in April. He finds two belts north oftnterings, and a very thin and 
sinuous Equatorial Band. On each date Cragg drew a white area, on the preceding 
limb (left in simply inverted view) in high southern latitudes.. It appears to be like 
the Saturnian limb areas observed by Reese and Haas it 1947-48 and thought to be 
longitudinally extended clouds above the visible surface ef tile planet. Oragg found 
ne'ehint of any projecting of this area at the limb. We spoke in out- last couple 
issues about e .lighening of .the South Polar Belt during jvia;sj Vi here add that Cragg 
drew this belt on May 18 but" showedno sign of it on May 5 Ln a view obviously not 
poorer than usual. 

Recent observers Of*Ju5Iter include (Miss) A.I. Hot-hl  T. Cragg, T.R. Cave, 
J. Bartlett, R. Missert, E.J. Reese, E.E. Hare, E.K. White;.0erstenberger (at 
Stuttgart), L.T. Johnson, J.R. Smith, and v'.H. Haas. The planet will continue to be 
well placed, though low in the south, during August, 

The Red Spot Hollow continues to be seen as a white oval brighter than 
adjacent portions of the South Tropical Zone and outlined at each end by a dark 
band across the zone. It shows its usual deflecting effect upon the south part of 
the South Equatorial Belt. The Red Spot itself remains quite invisible. However, 
Cave in a splendid view on June 15 saw some faint dark markings inside the Hollow. 
Hare on June 23 found the thin and faintbelt within the South Tropical Zone to cross 
the Hollow without a change in direction', and a poorer vlew by Heas  on July 10 
shows much the same appearance. There is some evidence that the Hollow has become 
dimmer than it was some months ago. Though Reese had found it unusually bright on 
Aprile26 ( as Haas did on April 27), it looked much duller to him during June. On 
Ju 	Missert thoUght the Hollow about the same brightness as the :South Tropical 
Zonee"Haas thought the Hollow rather inconspicuous on June 17, 18, and 22; on July 
10 he 'Found it scarcely brighter than the zone, and on July 14 it lOoked dimmer 
than in May. Transi6s by Reese gave these longitudes (IT) for the Follow from May 
20 to June 28: preceding end at 220° ( 9 transits), center at 232°  (8 transits), 
following end at 2440  (9 transits). Haas got these values from July 10 to July 17: 
preceding end at 218°  (2 transits), center at 231°(4 transits), following end at-
242°  (4 transits). Missert on. July 5 Put the center at 2370  and the following end 
at 243°, but he opines that these wanes may not be too reliable. White placed 
the following end at 243° on June 30. J.M. Smith put the center at 234°  on July 9 
and 14. It now appears rather clear that the Hollow is moving slowly in increasing 
longitude (II). 

The general appearance of the:belts and zones is dill the same as described 
on pg. 4 of the July issue. The South `Equatorial Belt is still weakest near the Hol-
low and is very prominent in the epposite longitudes. The south component of the 
South Equatorial Belt North (Of the whole South Equatorial Belt?) has often been 
much stronger than the north 'component. In micWuly Haas found the South Tropical 
Zone rather dull near theeHollepw and distinctly brighter in other; longitudes. A 
lovely drawing by Reese on June 18 at.C.M. (II) 2130'shows a thin belt in the 
North Tropical Zone, just as Hare obserVed on May 23.11...,T. qbhnsonbn June 14 
a Short rather dark section of the .Equatorial Band a little short of central at CM. 
(I) 325°, and Haas on June 13 Placedthe following and of this darker section at 33O 
(I). Unfortunately, these. isblated statements can convey little idea of the eomplaX 
and ever-changingpatterneofthe,Jovian belts and zones. 
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Introducing a Double Feature 

The name of James C. Bartlett, Jr., as an author is familiar. 
to the readers of such tagaL'ines as Sky and Telescope, Popular  
Astronomy, and Science. It • characteristic of the prolific 
Dr. Bartlett that he has sent us two articles on planetary sUb.L-
jects, which we gladly present in this issue. Our contributor's 
address is 300 N. Pataw St., Baltimorea, Maryland. His chief-
interest ls.in sunspots; but his lunar and planetary_observations 
include drawings of the walle&-plain Grimaldi; color-observations 
of details on Jupiter and Saturn, and-studies of irregularities 
on the terminator of Venus. Dr. Bartlett is a member of the 
American Astronomical Society and the American Association of 
Variable Star Observers and is a former Secretary of the Mar-
yland Academy ,of Sciences. 

We hope that the article about theSaturnian cloud cap 
will stimulate thought along the, lines that it diScusses. 
We hope that the one abbut the Jevian satellites will encourage 
possessors of small telescopes to carry on this interesting and 
easy sort of observations. We mentioned in our August.iSsue 
how T. R. Cave on :one date found Jupiter/ IV (Calliste) 'Very 
hazily outlined, as Dr. Bartlett here reports it. soMetimes 
to be. But without more introduction, let the author present 
his theses: 

RAPID VARIATIONS IN THE SOUTH POLAR 
CLOUD CAP OF 3ATURg,  

by James C. Bartlett, Jr. 

In a recent communication to the writer,. Harls commented 
on the marked variability in the south polar cloud cap of 
Saturn, a phenomenon which the writer has often noticed. 
Observations at Baltimore, with apertures varying from 3 to 5 
inches, suggest that as a permanent marking the. Saturnian cap 
is much less stable than the corresporlding-cap on Jupiter. 
The same thing in lesser degree seems true of the dark belts 
on Saturn. 

Analagous changes of brightness in the equatorial light 
zone; changes of calor in the whole ball; the occasional 
appearances of great white eruptions on the equator, such as 
during the classical apparition of 1876, and-the very similar 
White Spot of 1933, all suggest that could- ye see Saturn as 
easily as we see Jupiter the rapidity of surfaceychanges 
might be greater for the former than for the latter. 

This is contradicted by some authorities who regard 
Saturn as the more quiescent of the two, basing this opinion 
on the greater distance of the planet from the sun; but such 
reasoning involves the assumption that the observed changes 
are due entirely to solar heating or other influences--
which is unproven. However, granting that the sun may yet 
be the chief motivator of surface changes, certain factors 
are commonly overlooked, factors which would greatly in-
crease the effectiveness of solar action even for the great 
er distance. 
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In the first place, the inclination of the equator of Saturn 
to the plane of the orbit is 27°, This factor aIdne would make 
for very marked seasons, especially in contrast to Jupiter whose ' 
inclination is only 3° 5t. On Saturn, therefore, one would ex-
pect to find a much steeper thermal gradient between equator and 
pole which would promote vigorous exchange between the respective 
regions. It is true, of course, that on Jupiter there must also 
be marked temperature differences between equator and pole; but 
the thermal gradient, as it relates to the sun, must be relatively 
constant due to the slight inclination. On Saturn, the thermal 
gradient is subject to slow but profound modification as the 
planet progresses in its orbit and the sun, moves towards and 
away from the solstice. Therefore, on Saturn., we should expect 
to find intensification of theeolar heating‘effect despite the 
greater distance of the planet fiom the sun- It is.all a'question 
of relative values.  

In comparing the atmospheric system of Saturn with that of 
the earth we encounter a fundamental difficulty. Our atmosphere' 
is essentially a gaseous solution in which an admixture of 	= 
trogen and oxygen plays the part of sollent while water vapor 
plays the part of "solute. As dissolved substances crystalize " 
out from liquid solutions when the pressure or temperature is 
altered, so water vapor condenses out in the form of clouds 
or precipitates when the atmosphere becomes saturated for any 
given pressure-temperature level which is later altered. 
The analogy with a true liouid solution is not perfect, of 
course, but serves well as a graphic illustration. 

However, in the case of Saturn, we deal with a planet 
whose atmosphere consists chiefly of hydrogen with methane 
and other light gases. The precipitants, moreover, are not 
condensations of water vapoxbut apparently of ammonia and 
other substances of very low boiling point. Also, they are 
not in the form of iiquid.droplets but of solid crystals. 
In this they are.scimewhaf analogous to our.high-level cirri, 
which are oomposod of'ice:Crystals but. with this importantt 
difference; Wheregs terrestrial,' high-level cirrus is usually 
a very thin and comparatively uncommon cloud, the, ammonia 
clouds of Saturn appear to be very thick and to be the principal  
cloud substance. It Cs' clear, therefore)  that the dynamics 
of the Saturnian atmosPhere must be very different. - 

Nevertheless there are fundamental points in common: 
There must, for instance, be a horizontal pressure distribution 
which will result in belts or zones of alternating high and 
low pressure between equator and poles. This should result, 
in zones of comparatively clear atmosphere' and belts of cloud-
iness, which corresponds well to observational appearances. 
Moreover, it mast be remembered that even if the absolute 
temperature of the planet be very low, as recent measures 
suggest, there will nevertheless exist marked  differences. 
in temperature; and when one considers the low boiling -point' 
of the substances in the SatUrnian atmosphere, it is"clear 
that these temperature differences are capable of producing.; 
effects comparable to those in our own atmosphere. Again; 
it is merely a matter of relative values. To see graphically 
what is meant, throw a chunk of "dry ice" into a glass of ice,' 
water--but keep well away from it: You will engender a 00m_  
motion more violent than any boiling ever heaxd of. 
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Pressure distribution likewise must be fundamentally 
similar. On the earth, for instance, we find pressure at 
the poles consistently lower than for the equator, though 
at first it would :seem that the reverse should be true--and 
so it would if the earth did not rotate. But the earth's 
rotation creates a polar whirl which materially reduces the 
pressure at the pole, Now the rotation period of Saturn, 
10.2 hours, must produce a very marked polar whirl. We 
should, therefore, expect to find an extensive area of low 
pressure—and therefore of maximum cloudiness--around the pole. 
But since the clouds would not be clouds of water vapor or 
ice crystals, but rather of ammonia and other crystals, 
apparently contaminated by metallic oxides as Wildtsug-
gests for Jupiter, reflection would be greatly'modified. 
There would, for instance be selective absorptiOn giving rise 
to color, as well as reflection of selected waVe'lengths*L 
also giving rise to color, The polar cap, therefore, would: 
appear dark and colored rather than brilliant -and white,'  
as is the case With the earth,and Mars. Thus, on Jupiter 
and Saturni both marked by extremely short rotations, we- 
find charaCterisiically 	ai-id colored polar cloud caps.: 
It is extremely probable that trahus and Neiitune would ex-
hibit the same phenomenon"ifthey could be seen as well. 

It is probable that this great polar mass Of, 'can,-
densed, ctystalline .cloud. has a marked tendenct to settle 
out of the atmOsPhere at the,pOle of Saturn. This followb 
froM the effects of the polar Compression, nearly 10%and 
most marked for dll the planets in.Saturt. According to 
Young, this results in a Variation, of surface gravity of 
nearly 25 'between equator and pole. The weight of a mass 
of cloud on the equator, assumed to be 10,000 tons, would 
become 12,000 tons if transported to the pole. At the pole, 
where the centrifugal force is zero, the greater weight would 
produce higher density in the cloud. We may therefore 
reasonably assume a constant settling and a constant re—
newal as equatorial currents join the polar whirl. This 
should result in more or less constant variations in area, 
darkness, and color of the cloud cap--and this IS cer-
tainly more marked for Saturn than for Jupiter. Indeed the 
variability of the Saturnian cap may be said to be one of 
its most °constant" features. 

JOVIAN SATZLL.IT:•PHENOM:NA FOR, SMALL TELESCOPES-

by James C: Bartlett, Jr: 

• 
In the June, 1948,,'Itue•of.The.Strollin  ,iistronomer, an 

article by Mr. Walter. Haas invites ebeemtion of the sur-
face markings of the'fUdtlarge satellites c.frupiter; but, as 
Mr. Haas points out, effective observations requAre, excellent 
instruments and large. apertures. However 	those of us who 
can command only•modest'apertutes—say from 3 to 5 inches,— . 
there remain other phenomena equally as interesting. and easily 
within range of the small glass. 
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I refer to the singular and non—periodic Variations in the apparent 
magnitudes of all four of the Galilov,n:s&t-ellites?,and,to related changes 
in colors  mostly affecting IV but seen in all the moons at one time or 
another. Both magnitude and color changes maybe studied easily with 
any good 3—inch refractor or -reflector,, .the latter being superior for 
color determinatiOns. 	f 

• Such obserVatiens,.if continued regularly over a sufficient period 
of time, are important contributions to cur- knowledgeOf the probable 
-surface conditiehs of these satellites and may also haVe some bearing 
on the question.  of their rotation periods. The'.latter is still an, open 
question, though it is generally believed that,:the axial rbtatione'are 
synchronized with the orbital revolutions,eo- that.  the satellites always 
Tresent the same face to Jupiter while presenting different faces to us. 
If this is true, surface areas of unequalr.reflectivity would account 
well for changes in apparent magnitude,butsuchchangeS should then 
always occur for any given satellite withdefinkte positions in the 
orbit, and the same change should always occur at the same point in the 
orbit. 

In 1926,'StebbinS, using the photoelectric photometer of the Lick 
@Iservatory,.established small variations in apparent magnitude which 
were definitely related to the orbital position. A year later, Antoniadi, 
using the' 33--inch refractor at Meuden, made a comprehensive study of 
the surface markings of the four large satellites which indicated to 
him that they all kept the Same face towards Jupiter. 

Nevertheless, despite the admitted weight of these-authorities, 
there are many obServations on record which are not easy to reconcile. 
with the theory that such variations depend upon the orbital position. 
Any close student of the satellites Will, I think, agree that major 
light fluctuations and changes in"coler often occur in.theeame sat—
ellite quite independently of its orbital positionafact'very dif—
ficult to explain en'the.assumPtion .that such changeil are linked to an 
axial—orbital synchronization. , 	. 

However, it is possible to reconcile such Phenomena;:with'this, 
hypothesis if we concede Amespheres to, these satellites. It is clear 
that if major light flUctuations,,or,changes in color, can be referred 
to atmospheric. effects, 	e,to-,the. formation or evaporation-of cloud 
covers, then such chap; 	Would :have ne.relation to orbital position 
whatever.-. 	 . 

The.attastheric theory perhaps best explains the min—Pei:iodic 
character and especially the marked suddenness of many of these flupt, 
uations. 'If to these' fluctuations are added these whichd'O. depend 
entirely upon orbital peeition we would.. then have. an eXPlanation for 
the „puzzling fact that sometimes the changes appear:to depend upon 
orbital position while at other times they do not.:', It'is all a ouestion 
of which effect is dominant - at any.given time, 

Perhaps it is well to remark'at!thispoint that, contrary to.  
many textbook statements, there are really no sound a priori graundd 
for denying an atmosphere to any body merely because it may have a 
small mass. It is true that there is a critical velocity of escape 
for all gases, and that the value of this critical velocity becomes 
markedly smaller for small masses; but, as Russell pointed out, there 
is much more g.nvolved than kinetic energy of molecules and the critical 
velocity of e.tcape (Russell, Henry Norris, "The Atmospheres of the 
Planets"; Science, January 4th, 1935). 

For instance, the kinetic energy of any given gas molecule will 
depend partly upon the mass of the molecule and thus will vary with 
the chemical composition of the gas. It will also depend partly upon 
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small mass. It is true that there is a critical velocity of escape 
for all gases, and that the value of this critical velocity becomes 
markedly smaller for small masses; but, as Russell pointed out, there 
is much more .lavolved than kinetic energy of molecules and the critical 
velocity of e,tcape (Russell, Henry Norris, "The Atmospheres of the 
Planets"; Science, January 4th, 1935). 

For instance, the kinetic energy of any given gas molecule will 
depend partly upon the mass of the molecule and thus will vary with 
the chemical composition of the gas. It will also depend. partly upon 
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the temperature of the gas, the kinetic energy - becoming much lower 
with lowered temperatures until 'a point may be reached at which the 
establishectkinetic energy of the molecule is insufficient to, pro-
vide the VeloCity necessary to escape the planetary mass. Thus a 
small body at Jupiter's distance from the sun will have a much great-
er chance teretain anatmotphere than an even larger body at Mer-
cury's diStance. This fact, often overlooked, perhaps explains the 
demonstrated retention of an attosphere by Titan, the largest satellite 
of'Saturn. 	 • 

At any rate there are good observational reasons for believing 
that the four large satelliteS:Cf•jupiter possess appreciable at-
mospheres. Indeed it is diffidul-ttd explain sudden changes in aper;• 
Parent magnitude, in apparent siie,'and even in shape (III has some-
times been observed to have an elliptical shape while at other times 
appearing quite round) without recognizing the effects of atmospheric 
agencies. Moreover, some observers have glimpsed apparent polar,  
caps on III while in 1890 •Barnard concluded that I possessed a.bright 
equatorial zone and dark poles  like Jupiter itself. J. IV ocoasion.4. 
ally presents anomalous appearances, sometimes appearing "fuzzy" or • 
nebulous with a bright, star-like central point--an appearanceper».  
haps due to absorption at the limbs of the satellite.; 'N. H. Pickering 
sought to determine the rotation period of J..III•.frot its changing 
ellipticity. An atmospheric explanation would be supported if the 
variations have no regular period, orbital or otherWitc.-Editor] 

Be that as it may, it is a fact that marked changes in color and 
in apparent magnitude were early recorded of these satellites. As 
early as 1707 Maraldi found IV sometimes brightest of all, though 
usually it is faintebt. Bianchini, in 1711, once found. IT so faint: 
for more than an hour that it could scarcely be perceived.; 'and,other 
competent observers have noticed changes in the apparent diaM;et-er of' 
the disc. I have myself often dbserved it to be apparently smaller 
when in its red phase than when in its blue. Newcomb remarked:-
"The light of these satellites varies to an extent whidh'is difficult 
to .account for, excepting by supposing very violeht changes constantly 
going on on their surfaces." (Newcomb, Simon, Popular Astronomy, p. 345;  
Harper and Brothers, New York; 1878). To this writer it appears much 
more, ,probable that the changes are not on the surfaces but in. the 
atmospheres. It seems clear that the precipitation of an extensive 
clauCvMasS would result in an appreciable brightening of the satellite, 
and also perhaps in an apparenti.norease in diameter possibly through 
an effect of:irradiation. [There is-little hope of a direct observation 
of atmosphere-produced difference4 in level since a second of arc is 
never less than about 2,000 miles'at the diStance of Jupiter.-E4 

Color changes have been seen it all four satellites, perhaps 
explaining the widely varying color estimates giVen by different 
observers. In color IV is the most variable, ITI,•I and II the least 
in that order;,III,however, is generally very steady and. IV is the 
most markedly variable of all, a fact also noticed by Newcomb. The 
color of IV is normally blUish, though often it appears to have a. sort 
of grayish tinge and not infrequently is reddish, varying from an 
orange.hue to deep red. J. III-is usually some shade of orange-red, 
often appearing like a miniature of Mars; though the writer has some-
times seen it white and once unmistakeably bluish. J. I usually appears 
yellowish and II, white, though the colors are sometimes reversed; 
both occasionally appear reddish. Light fluctuations are more common 
to II than to I. 	• 
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Very striking changes are frequent with IV. This satellite is 
commonly--though not invariably--brightest at its western, and faintest 
at its eastern, elongations. It is usually brightest,.and ,appears to haVe 
a larger disc when in: its blue phase than when in. its red,:though here 
again the reverse has been noted. The writer's observations over a 
period of &years show that for 94 apparitions IV appeared bluish for 
7L and reddish for 26 of them. It appeared bluish for 55,,,of its 
eastern elongations and reddish for only 29(6of its western elongations. 
The writer has also seen the disc nebulous and indistinct and at other 
times very sharply defined. 

These then are the phenomena easily available to the possessor 
of a small Maass. If a Careful, night-to--night record is kept, not 
only will thesd phenomena be observed bUt their non-periodic'and- Un--' 
predictable character will be fully established. ACcurate records 
thus kept will help greatly in understanding the atmospheric phenomena 
of these satellites. 

Color estimates And magnitude determinations should be made only 
against a jag.k sky and on clear nights. Proximity of the moon is fatal 
to accurate,y1Lerk,i, - Moreover, the determinationS should be made when 
Jupiter is on.-.or very near to the meridian which is to say when it is. 
at its greatestaltitude. A light haze is not detrimental to deter-
mination of relative magnitudes but is fatal to accurate color work, 
either damning:  out the colors or giving a spurious red tint to all of 
the satellites depending upon the depth of the.  haze. Transits across 
Jupiter may. be  utilized to determine apparent changes in reflectivity 
of a satellite between two or more successive transits. This is done 
by noting whether the transit is light or dark. If light, the satellite 
will appear as a bright disc near the limbs of the planet commonly be-
coming difficult to invisible in the center of the disc. If dark, the 
satellite seems to darken as it approaches the center and in some in-
stances--especially with IV--May appear-as black as its shadow. 
Often the same satellite. 	exhibit a light and a dark transit in the 
course of one complete'erbital revolution, thus Indicating considerable 
change in reflectivity. 

The Writer may perhapsbe• pardoned for ending this paper with 
some observations of his own, which may be encouraging to. those who 
would like to do useful work on- the Jovian satellites with such means 
as may be available. 

April 1, 1946,at 3h 35m,, (U. T. here and later) II was so faint 
at the beginning of the observation as to be..seen with difficulty but-  . 
within an hour had become brighter than I. 

April 22, 1946, at 5h 45M.,:within 30m, II again brightened until--
it surpassed I. 

May 11, 1947, at 5h 21m., J. I was not only brightest of all but 
distinctly red. In fact I mistook it for J. III until 'I had consulted 
the satellite configurationsin the American. Ephemeris and Nautical  
Almanac after the observation. Incidentally, it-is good practice for 
the observer never to consult.„tbe Ephemeris before observation but 
to sketch in the positions of the satellites assigning them estimated-
values as he sees them, later making identifications. This procedure 
helps eliminate the factor of suggestion. 

May 12, 1947, at 5h 50m., III brightest,.was, Jistinctly. bluibh--
a color checked carefully by filter. 

July 9, 1948, at 3h 35 T41„ _IV second in brightness, bluith. 
July 9, 1948, at 5h 31 m., IV much fainter and now very red; 

apparent disc noticeably smaller, • 
These observations, excepting the last two which were made with 

a 3.5-in. reflector, were all mada,with 3-in. and 5-in. refractors. 
A 3-inch, with sufficient Dower, will raise definite discs on all of the 
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satellites though little br nothing can be done with Markings. A 
good 5-inch will sometimes show at least the. existence of markings, 
while even a 2-inch will enable one to follow the apparent magnitude 
variations. 

Saturnian Rotation  Rates  and  
Belt Latitudes • 	• • - 

by Walter H. Haas 

We have recently received from Mr. E. J. Reese a summary of two 
important phases of his studies of Saturn during its 1947-8 appar-
ition. This material is undoubtedly important enough to deserve pub-
lication in ,a more significant astronemioal periodical than this one 
But since Mr:''Reede is extremely modest, about the worth of his excel-
lent obsertations', We venture to give his suMmary here. His work was 
carried out with a, 6-inch reflector) of his own construction and used 
at 240X, in UniontoWn, Penna. lids views of:Saturn were good enough 
that he frequently saw Oassinils Division all around the visible part 

,of the rings and EnckerS Division for some dozens of degrees near the 
ansae. 

From September 12:1947, to June 3, 1948, Reese recorded fully 
55 central meridian transits.. .The marks observed were alMoSt all 
dark objects on the north edge of the South Equatorial Belt. From a 
careful study of a gi'aph in which the longitude of a markiS plotted 
against time he deduced the following five (linear) driftS,All five 
objects are dark features on.the north edge of the north coMponent 
of the South.Aiquatorial Belt, and hence -near Saturnigraphiclatitude 
_12°. The mterminai datestt are those Of the first and last observations. 
The third'cOlumn, gives .the longitude,  on February 9, 1948, the drift 
being'extrapolated If necessary. Reesets longitudes are ,by A. R. 
AlexandertsSystem B,-which employs an arbitrary zero meridian and an 
assailed rotation-period of 10h 15m.9. 	• 

. . 
:NO. TerMinal 	Long. at 	No. 	Change in long,:. Rotation  '---'0.=',. 

dates 	.opy)osition 	transits 	in 3D days. 	. period  
1 	' Doo,30,-Feb.2 	870 	' 5 	' +16.1°  

2 ' - Dec.10,FebA.6 	118 	 4. 	4-5.3. 

• 3" 	Dec,13,1101-17. 	154 	5 — ' 	03.2 

Lk 	Jan.15-Feb.17 	171 	 4 	 +5.5 

' 5 	Dec.13-Feb.11 	193 	 4 	 + 7.0 

- Mean    ......1.7.4 	10h 16m 4s 

.Mean without no. 1 	  ....4.5.25 	10h 16m is 

Perhaps the fact most favoring Beesets interprAation'of his 
--data, as above, is . the very close agreement betweonoUr of his 
'drift-rates. Indeed, one often gets such more scatter when dealing 
with Jovian drifts. Otherwise, one must admit'that the individual 
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Lunar Tidbits 

It is well known that Schroeter often observed a prolongation 
of the cusps of the crescentic moon into the dark hemisphere and 
imputed the appearance to a rare lunar atmosphere. A drawing-of 
the prolongations is given in Volume I of T. W. Webbts still very 
readable Celestial. Objects for Common Telescopes. The extensions 
have also been recorded by Gruithuisen, the Messrs. Henry, and W. H. 
Pickering. In more recent years they have been noted by F. R. Vaughn, 
H. M. Johnson, and W. H. Haas and have been suspected by D. P. Bar-
croft. It is proper to state that some observations of their absence 
have also been made by members of our A. L. P. O. The prolongations 
are extremely faint, scarcely more than a slightly greater bright-
ness of the rim of the carthlit moon near each cusp. We now read 
on pg. 172 of The Journal of the British Astronomical Association  
for June, 1948, that H. P. Wilkins on the evening of April 14, 1948, 
found the star-like points of the lofty Leibnitz peaks near the south 
cusp "connected byexceedingly• fine filaments brighter than the earth-
shine." He was using a 12-inch reflector at 150X in a very clear sky. 

On pg. 171 of- the same J. B. A. A. we find: "A. W. Vince saw 
1948, April 15, 22h 23m, with power 50 on a 6 3/8 inch O. G. Crofracto 
a bright flash on the earthlit.east limb, 30°  to the north of-Grim-
aldi, and estimated it as equal to a third magnitude star." One is 
reminded of the very similar flashes remarked by A. W. Mount and 
F. H. Thornton; refer to The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 1, no. 8, 
pp. 2-5, 1947. Are all throe objects meteoritic impact-flashes? 

Error in August issue. The sentence near the middle of phge 
should read; "The polar radius of Jupiter was 22" in June, and it 
follows that a cloud projecting only 0".1 must rise nearly 200 miles 
pot 400 above the reflecting surface of the planet." This changed 
number does not change the editor's opinion of the theoretical un-
likelihood of actual Jovian cloud-projections. 
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Statistics on Searches for Lunar Meteors 

In several issues of Volume I of The Strolling Astronomer we discussed 
the possibility of lunar meteoritic impact—flares and of lunar meteors. 
The former must occur in huge numbers on a completely atmosnhereless moon. 
Even a very rarefied atmosphere, however, would make lunar meteors possible 
and would greatly reduce the number of imnact—flares. The careful and 
prolonged examination of the moon, particularly of the dim ear.thlit Portions, 
should hence be a delicate test for a tenuous atmosphere. 

Systematic searches of this sort carried out in the years 1941-8 
total 145 hours. Observers reporting results during the last two years 
are W. H. Haas, IL Williams. L T Johnson, H. M. Johnson, A. V. Mount 
F. M. Garland, and H. Dall. The estimated average area of the lunar 
region they watched is about 900,000 square miles. The estimated average 
stellar magnitude of the faintest observable meteor of impact—flare is 8.3. 
These 145 hours of searching have revealed 15 luminous specks. Of these, 
three were patently ordinary terrestrial telescopic shooting stars. Two 
others were stationary and may be Impact—flashes; they may also be meteors 
moving on the line of sight. The remaining 10 moved with reference to the 
lunar surface and showed just those aspects which we should expect lunar 
meteors to exhibit. The observed velocities, however, are often great 
enough that interpreting these moving lunar specks as meteors luminous 
in a thin lunar atmosphere, will require admitting a number of hyperbolic 
velocities. 

An extremely  conservative estimate of the number of meteoritic impact—
flares in a year upon our lunar area of 900,000 square miles that would be 
brighter than stellar magnitude 8.3 is 1,000 if the moon has no atmosphere. 
At most two such flares were observed during the 145 hours of our searches. 
The probability of this obtained result can be computed from one of Bernoulli's 
Theorems to be less than .00001, and we are accordingly compelled to reject 
the hypothesis that the noon has no atmosphere at all. Clearly, a very few 
meteorites reach the lunar surface with undiminished cosmic velocities; 
otherwise, impact—flares would be more numerous. 

It is impossible to regard all the moving lunar specks as terrestrial 
meteors because of the extreme shortness of their oaths. (Some, of course, 
may be terrestrial.) In addition, they are far more numerous than studies 
have shown terrestrial meteors of the same brightness to be. 

There have now been observed, to our knowledge, a total of 16 moving 
lunar specks, six of them when the moon was not being specifically watched 
for their appearance. (We do not count. specks obviously terrestrial meteors.) 
The following data on the frequency of specks of different brightnesses 
may be of some interest. 

Stellar Magnitude: 1-2 3.-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 
No 	Specks. 1 2 4 6 2 1 

It will be noticed that the specks grow more common with decreasing bright—
ness until we reach those so dim that most of them go unobserved.. 
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Our possible lunar meteors in this respect resemble terrestrial ones. 

It would be a very excellent thing to obtain duplicate observations 
of one of these moving lunar specks. One could thus have a completely 
conclusive test of whether these objects are in the earthts atmosphere 
(though what they could be is far from evident) or far beyond it and 
hence presumably near the surface of the moon. For this purpose one 
requires simultaneous surveys of the moon by two observers. They need 
not be far apart; two or three miles would be sufficient. It would be 
best for them to be in easy and rapid communication with each other in 
order to insure identity of any object the two observed against the 
moon. Surely this important project is simple enough to engage the 
attention of two or more of our readers. We shall welcome correspondence 
from anyone on the subject. 

Some Recent abservations 

Note. All dates and times in The Strolling Astronomer are given by 
Universal Time unless the contrary is explicitly states. Universal 
Time is also called Greenwich Civil Time. It is the local mean solar 
time at longitude zero degrees. 

Venus has been receiving much attention from E. Pfannenschmidt and 
his colleagues at several German observatories during its present very 
favorable morning apparition. Perhaps the most interesting and sur-
prising result of their obs rvations comes from the Treptow Observatory 
in Berlin. On July 18 at 2 15m  Messrs. Bomm and Pocher, both exper-
ienced observers, saw the dark hemisphere "illuminated in a purple-
brownish color with a clearly lighter (less dim) part eccentrically 
located" in the north central part of the disc regarded as a complete 
circle. They were using a 6-inch reflector with good seeing and 
transparency. To the best of the editorls knowledge, no one else has 
ever perceived differences in the brightness of the "ashy light" in 
its different portions. "The same effect", this same curious lighting 
of the non-sunlit regions, was observed by Bomm with a 2-inch refractor 
on July 19 by Pocher with a 6-inch reflector and a 4-inch refractor 
on July 21, by Pflug (also at Berlin) with a 4-inch reflector on July 21, 
and finally by both Bomm and. Pocher with a 6-inch reflector on July 29. 
It is interesting that the July 18 observation if not the others as 
well, was made with Venus still brilliant on a dawn sky. On that date 
the sun rose at Treptow at 3h  4m  , U. T., 49 minutes after the observation. 
Many of the past records of the "ashy light" have been made with Venus 
viewed against a daylight sky. Readers interested in this phenomenon 
might like to review the observations outlined on pgs. 4 and 6 of our 
August,1948, issue. 

We are also indebted to Mr. Pfannenschmidt for a set of nine 
drawings of Venus between July 30 and August 11 inclusive, by 
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The agreement between his three determinations is indeed excellent, bearing 
in mind that the daily change in i is 0T6 near dichotomy. Theoretical 
dichotomy, ir.90°O, fell on September 2.7, 1948, the difference between 
theory and observation being presumably due to the atmosphere of the 
planet. It is worth noting that Reesels observations show the cusps 
projecting more beyond immediately adjacent portions of the terminator 
than beyond its center. A number of previous observers confirm Reese 
about this appearance, but some think that it 'is an illusory effect 
produced by the dark cusp-bands. If real, it would appear to mean that 
the Venusian atmosphere varies in transparency at different positions 
along the terminator. We have but few other observations of the phase 
near the last dichotomy. Missert on September 5.4 found the terminator 
"very slightly concave, almost straight." Missert on September 12.4 drew 
the terminator as a whole convex. White on September 7.5 found it "still 
slightly concave." Cragg on September 4.5 called the terminator "just 
barely concave." Three of these four views accord with Reese's results. 

On pgs. 2 and 3 of our August, 1948, issue, we listed observations of 
the angular perimeter of Venus near the inferior conjunction on June 24, 1948. 
M. B. 3. Heath, one of the leading planetarians in the British Astronomical 
Association, has written of his views at that time with a 10.-inch reflector. 
He found the horns prolonged "well beyond " the semicircle on June 17, 
"considerably beyond" on June 19, "far beyond" on June 22, and merely 
"beyond" on June 25 in poor air. On June 26 with fair conditions he noted: 
"The cusps project far beyond the semicircle; in fact, a faint ghost-like 
line of light extends almost all around the circle!--quite 3/4 around, 
perhaps more, but I cannot see quite a full circle." On the same date 
E. E. White did see Venus as a complete ring of light, and probably Mr. 
Heath would have done so too with slightly better-conditions. 

In our July issue, on pg. 7,. we described how on May 14, 1948, 
C. S. Slemaker'remarked "a rather long and shallow depression" in the 
north part of the terminator and E. Pfannenschmidt en that date noted. 
a dent in the north cusp-band. On August 1 Pfannenschmidt wrote that 
Slemakerts feature had been "nicely confirmed by the observations of 
four members of the Treptow group with aperturet between four and 26 
inches. My observation of the dent in the north polar band (as observed 
also by Bartlett) has been confirmed here too.". The editor then sought 
more information from Mr. Slemaker about his observation", but it unhap-
pily emerged that several persons at the Naval Observatory at the time 
agreed only that there was an irregularity of sore kind on the north half 
of the terminator. It now appears to the editor impossible to say whether 
Slemaker and Pfannenschmidt saw the same object or not, All that does 
appear clear is that Venus was generous with terminator-irregularities last 
May 14 and that available,  data do not allow a:proper study of them. 

Still reviewing the past, we wish now to consider J, C. Bartlett's 
perhaps unique ObserVation of an isolated bright speck off the center of 
the terminator Of vet14 near oh 5m on May 11, 1948. It perfectly resembled 
a lunar ,peak at glihiTze or sunset, he emphasized. At the editors request 
Dr. Bartlett kindly measured the position of this bright point on his 
original drawing. 
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The distance from the terminator ca -Skt to lie between 0.031 and 0.063, 
where the unit is the radius of the planet; perhaps the mean of n.047 is 
the best value to use. The height above the visible'surface of the object 
Causing the bright point can then easily be computed to be 0.0011 radii 
or 4.2 miles. This number should be regarded as a minimum value since 
perhaps more than the extreme top of the object Was receiving sunlight. 
The object causing the bright poin,t,  could be either a cloud or a mountain. 
The editor would consider. the forger thb more likely on Venus. If so, 
this determination should-'be a very useful addition to knowledge of the 
planet's atmosphere. 

Several readers have written that claadsprevented them from watching 
the daylight occultation of Mars by the moon on September 6. E. K. White 
on September 5 found the planet to be "very conspicuous" in his 7-inch 
reflector, using powers up to 250X. The daylight sky, it appears obvious, 
would have allowed observations of the occultation with even small telescopes. 
We doubtless should mention that Mr, White's telescope is equipped with set-
ting-circles. On this subject of planetary occultations and the curious 
lunar limb band soretimes observed then, M. B. B. Heath - writes that he has 
seen °a considerable number tpf occultation-0 of Venus and Mars,a few of 
Uranus and Neptune, none at all of Jupiter or Saturn. Although looking 
particularly for it ! have never seen a sign of any limb band," 

A few reports en the remote Mars may be worth mentioning. The quantity 
C) given below measures the seasons on Mars, being 90°  at the summer solstice 
of the northern hemisphere and 1800  at its autumnal equinox. On June 5, 
C) 108°, C. S. Slemaker observed both polar caps, using a 5-inch refractor. 
The north cap was small; the south one, long, narrow, and not exactly opposite 
the.north cap. T. Cragg on August 9, 0 139°, was surprised to find the south 
cap-fully twice as large as the north cap. He used a 6-inch reflector. 
The south cap was much the more brilliant.. A friend of Mr. Craggts confirmed 
these appearances. On August 8:and 10 W. H. Haas, also with a 6-inch 
reflector, found the north cap larger, brighter, and more conspicuous than 
the south sap. Now do we have here one more example of the ability of 
observers to disagree, or was the south cap rapidly variable from August 8 
to August 107 

T. Cragg writes that he and T. R. Cave agreed about the curious fuz-
zinete of Callisto, or Jupiter IV, in the Griffith 12-inch refractor on 
June 13 (Pg. 8 of Auglest issue). The other three satellites were sharply 

Jupiter has naturally been tho chief object of observation during the 
last two months. We have reports from J. C. Bartlett, T. Cragg, J, P. Dow, 
R. t. Ialwor+d, W. H. Haas, E. E. Hare, (miss) A. I. Hoth, H. M. Johnson, 
L. T. Johnson, Be R. La Pelle. R. Missert, E. Pfannenschmidt (reporting for 
Messrs. Oberndorfer, 	Gerstenberger, and the Treptow observers), 
E. J. Reese, C. S. Slemaker, and C. B. Stephenson---a gratifyingly long list. 

Many of these observers have submitted drawings showing the famous 
Red Spot Hollow as an elliptical white oval in the South Tropical Zone, 
often bordered by fairly conspicuous dark bands. None of the drawinees which 
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"I am quite certain that the bright sections in the various belts which 
made up the band on March 25 did not endure long after that date. There.-. 
fore, the bright band poorly seen on May 10 did not result from a simple 
alignment of bright sections after one rotation of System I relative to 
System II. However, it is still possible that the alignment of some un—
seen forces (perhaps electrical) could have nroduced the bright bands on 
March 25 and May 10--but this is indeed idle talk coming from one who 
knows nothing of the relative levels of Jovian features nor the laws gov—
erning their appearance and motion. Does anyone else?--Editorj 

"Now the 'bright band or break in the S. E. B. N. seen on March 25 is 
not in itself unusual for the apparition. Similar breaks were seen fre—
quently during April, May, and June. It may be significant that these 
breaks were seen only near the following end of the Hollow (22n°to 300°II)..... 

"Ed Hare's drawing of April 18, 1948, at 10h 12m, U. T., shows a 
definite alignment following the Hollow which apparently lacks only bril—
liancy to resemble the March 25 band." 

A drawing of Jupiter by T. Cragg with a 6—inch reflector on September 26 
shows well E. E. Hare's enclosed white area in the South Temperate Belt. 
Mr. Hare first observed this feature at 1550(11) on May 27. Mr. Cragg 
drew it more than half way from the C. M. to the preceding limb at C. M. 
(II) 76°, and a longitude of about 40°  is hence suggested. It appears 
clear that the rapid deceleration of almost a degree per day (October 
issue, pg. 10) was maintained in September. 

Mr. E. 3. Reese and several other observers are continuing their study 
of Conon, a crater in the Apennines about 15 miles in diameter (according 
to W. Goodacrets Moon). Reese is now preparing a map of the crater on the 
basis of about 130 dr-iwings by ten different observers. Lunarians should 
not fail to write him for a photostatic copy. Even the best and most 
detailed maps of the moon show scarcely any markings on the floor of 
Oonon; yet Reese and his colleagues have observed here a cleft, a narrow 
dark streak, several low hills, a few bright spots, and some tiny craterletsi 
Their success should surely be an excellent example in showing what careful  
observing and good instruments can accomplish in ma-lping lunar areas. 
Readers interested in these studies cannot do better than to contact Mr. 
H. Percy Wilkins, the capable rmd energetic Lunar Director of the British 
Astronomical Association. Their Lunar Section is actually world—wide 
and enrolls more than 70 members. Mr. Wilkins' address is 127 Eversley 
Ave., Barnehurst, Kent, Enland. 

Wilkins writes that he has been studying the crater Proclus since 
F. H. Thornton with an 18—inch reflector detected alternating bright and 
dusky bands on its inner slopes. Proclus is a very easy object to find; 
it is a rather brilliant crater between the Mare Crisium and the Mare 
Tranquilitatis, and it is the center of a system of bright rays. Thornton's 
bands have been confirmed by Wilkins, Smith, Wilkinson, and Brown, all 
B. A. A. observers. Wilkins further writes that the Proclus bands are 
"somewhat similar to those associated with Aristarchus, and it is re—
markable that they have not previously been seen; for I have, in the past, 
especially looked out for any. 	It would appear possible, then, that 
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markable that they have not previously been seen; for I have, in the past, 
especially looked out for any. 	It would appear possible, then, that 
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the Proclus bands are growing more conspicuous. One is reminded of a 
thesis developed by Mr. Robert Barker in an article in Popular Astronomy 
a few years ago, namely, that the dark bands on the inner walls of the 
crater Aristarchus have been growing progressively more intense during 
the past 80 years or so. Such studies of possible long—period lunar 
changes require the exercise of considerable caution; when one is com—
paring observations with different eyes, different telescopes, different 
solar illuminations, etc„ it is very easy to be misled. Nevertheless, 
one ought to be willing to consider carefully evidence presented for 
the occurrence of such changes. A study of old observations of Proclus 
is indicated. 

E. J. Reese has submitted drawings of Proclus on June 14, 1948, at 
1h 0m and on August 22, 1948, at 3h 30m . On the first date the crater 
was 41 degrees of lunar longitude from the sunrise terminator; on the 
second date, 14 degrees from the sunset terminator. The wall bands 
under discussion show up nicely on both drawings; in fact, the whole 
general aspect of the crater is suggestive of Aristarchus. Several 
elevations, probably low mounds, are drawn on the floor of Proclus. 

The best evenings to study detail in Conon during the coming month 
will be November 9, 10, and 11 (local P. M. dates, not U. T. dates). 
Post—midnight observers might also try November 20, 21, and 22. Proclus 
will be in sunlight from November 4 to November 19 (again local P. M. 
dates). Information on the apPearance of the wall bands under all 
lightings is desired. 

THE A. L. P. 0. AS A POSSIBLE INTERNATIONAL GROUP 

by Walter H. Haas 

The Association of Lug 	and Planetary Observers was initially 
conceived of as chiefly 	organization of American and Canadian ama— 
twars. Geography, language, and the fact that mails travel so much 
more slowly than light is likely to insure its maintaining this char—
acter. Nevertheless, there would be many advantages in having an ef—
fective world—wide association of skillful observers. It is only 
through world—wide observations, for example, that one can obtain 
continuous records of a given region on Mars, Also, such astronomical 
events as lunar eclipses and occultations of planets by the moon are 
necessarily visible only over a limited range of longitudes. Perhaps 
even more important are the cultural aspects of international cooperation. 
Those who have seen two world were may be sadly sceptical that such 
internationalism is a magic panacea for all economic and political 
Problems, but few will deny that there is today a more pressing need 
than ever before for such cooperation. 

We have at this mailing the following readers outside of the 
United States and Canada: 
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cynical definitions which described, first, the physicist as "one who is 
constantly endeavoring to find out more and more about less and less, till, 
ultimately, he expects to know everything about nothing." 

Then, in contrast, there is pictured the astro-physicist astla scientist 
who realizes that, relatively, he knows less and less as his horizon extends 
more and more, till ultimately, he fears, he will know nothing about every-
thing." 

That, of course, is a case of reductio ad absurdum, but, can one wonder 
at the conclusion when it is pointed out that the anagram of "ASTRONOMERS" 
is "NO MORE STARS": 

A FLASH UPON THE MOON 

Many of our readers probably saw the note in Journal of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada, Volume 42, pg. 194, 1948 (,May -August) 
entitled "An Unusual Observation of the Moon." It is described therein 
how Mr. A. J. Woodward, 1081 Dufferin St,, Toronto 4, Ontario, Canada, 
noticed "a small bright flash" on the earthlit part of the moon. The 
time of the observation was about 9:40 P. M., E. D. S. T., on August 8, 
1948. The flash appeared bluish white, then grayish yellow, and lasted 
about three seconds. Mr. Woodward remarks: 	This could have been a 
meteorite in our own atmosphere some 75 or IBOCmiles away; but it had the 
appearance of an object striking the moonts surface." The observer was 
using a 3-inch refractor at 50X. The age of the moon was four days. 

Mr. David P. Barcroft of Madera, Calif., was much interested in 
this phenomenon and promptly corresponded with Mr. Woodward. Thanks to 
Barcroftts action and Woodwardts replies, we are able to give here some 
additional information. 

It appears that the observer was testing his telescope after having 
made some adjustments and was about to quit looking when the flash ap-
peared. It arrested his attention as "a bright bluish white sparkle 
(like bright sparkle of frost on the ground)," The moon was 30 degrees 
above the horizon, and the sky was very clear. The object resembled 
the star Procyon in brightness and apparent size; one thus has a stellar 
magnitude of zero or plus one. 

The pitsitit'n of the flash has been indicated by Mr. Woodward on a 
chart of the moon. Measurements give approximately: lunar longitude 
30chE, lunar latitude 100  N. This position is near the craterlet Mil-
ichius, about midway between Copernicus and Kepler. However, the lo-
cation must be very uncertain at best; it is not easy to pin-point 
positions on the earthlit hemisphere as a rule, for reference-points 
are lacking. Now if what Woodward witnessed was the impact of a huge 
meteorite on the lunar surface, as he suspected, one may wonder whether 
one could hope to see, and perhaps even to photograph, the crater (near 
Miiichius?) resulting from the impact. The editor confesses that he 
thinks it just about impossible to establish that such a crater is a 
new lunar formation. The new crater simply could never be differentiated 
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from among the hosts of pre-existing tiny lunar craters, net us take 
the very favorable case that the impact-crater is the same size as Meteor 
Crater in Arizona. Its diameter of 4,000 .feet will subtend only 0".7 
when the moon is closest. UnlesS:it is brighter or darker than its. 
environs, its mere visibility.Will demand low lighting and good conditions 
with ordinary apertures. , The'experienced selenologis 	e t will realize that 
it is impossible.to prove the newness' pf So inconspicUous an object--unless 
perhaps, in a few well-studied regions like Plato and Ptolemey. 

The speck showed:.a slight motion froM lunar north-to lunar south, as 
Woodward remeMbers it. The path-length was "short." A peculiar circum-
stance is that' there were apparently two terminal bursts not quite in the 
same position-the brighter and earlier one, bluish white,. the dimmer and 
later, grayish yellow. The differing positions confirm.that the speck. 
moved. 

It would be a'delightfUlpurprise to learn that someone besides Mr. 
Woodward observed this flash on. August 8. The` awful truth, however,,probably 
is that such duplicate observations will be obtained only through. careful. 
advance plarlhing, plus long hours at, the eyepiece. 

• - 
The editor, considers that we, have, here an observation of a.seventeenth 

moving lunar speCk to add to the 16 Mentioned in a recent summary (The" 
Strolling Astronomer, Volume 2,.1[0. 16, 'pgs. 4-5, 1948). Woodwardls object 
in its general behavior resembfes,these 16.specks. Certainly the-differences, 
or the individual peculiarities, do not exceed what we would find in select-
ing at random 17 bright terrestrial meteors. It is also signifi-cant that 
our Canadian colleague, like some of the other observers involved, made this 
observation objectively .and without preconceived ideas of,  it.sinterpretation, 
And so if we may be so rash as to conclude on a very bold note: in the 
years 1941-8 members of the A. L. P. 0. have witnessed 17 meteors luminous 
in the atmosphere of the moon. 

COMET • 1948 L 

'What has been advertsedas 	lbestoomet.sincs Halleyls" was ob- 
viously intended for southern'hemisphers observers! PresumablY S. P. Venter 
in Pretoria, South Africa, has hed some: fine views. In middle northern 
latitudes the comet rose little befere,the sun when at its best in early 
November. Perhaps others shared the experience of E. J. Reese in Uniontown, 
Penna., who was unable to find_ the comet at all on November 11, although the 
sky was unusually clear. On the same morning E. E. Hare with the unaided 
eye found the tail to be eiht degrees long upon a brightening dawn sky. 
Trees blocked a telescopic view for him and doubtless for others. On' 
November 12 E. L. Forsyth of Fallbrook, California, observed the comet at 
12h  30m , Universal Time, in a clear sky, perhaps with a 6-inch reflector. 
He remarks: "Star-like head, Same size as Venus in telescope fangular 
diameter Venus 14 ,on November 12] . Magnitude about 3. Has a long straight 
tail over 10 degrees long." 
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200-inch last June, this division looked like a sppze-gap(which Cassinits 
is) to him. Enckets Division has been invisible, presumably because of 
the closing of the rings since last apparition. Ring B remains dimmer 
than the E. Z., though its outer edge is not much dimmer. 

We finally come to the Ring C projection upon the ball. To White it 
appears rather faint, and he estimates its width at the central meridian 
as 1/2  that of Cassinifs at the ansae. It is naturally wider at the limbs. 
Reese on November 18 considered it not more than 3/10 as wide as the shadow 
of the rings and elsewhere describes it as "an exceedingly fine dark line 
outlining the inner edge of Ring B." Cragg finds the C projection difficult 
and is usually unable to see it. Hare on November 11 observed this projection 
at the C. M, to be 1/2 as wide as the shadow of the rings, but a gray fringe 
on both sides increased its breadth to 3/4 that of the shadow. Hare inter-7  
prets the northern fringe as a dusky inner edge to Ring B and the southern 
fringe as Ring C seen unaugmented by its own shadow. (The shadow of C lies 
north of 0 itself at the present positions of the sun, the earth, and 
Saturn.) Only White has reported being able to see Ring C off the ball: 
it extends 4/10 of the way from the inner edge of Ring B to the globe, 
he says. Our readers might like to compare the preceding observations of 
Ring C with those we reported a year ago. 

On pages 5 and 6 of our November issue we spoke of dark bands on the 
walls of the lunar crater Proclus and of the possibility that they are a 
recent development. F. R. Vaughn writes that Mount Wilson lunar photographs 
taken in 1938 show these bands under a magnifier. The case for a change in 
Proclus is thus weakened. 

On pg. 4 of our Novembember issue we described how Heidelberg, 
Germany, observers on September 19 discovered in the North Equatorial Bel 
of Jupiter a white gap 10 degrees lone centered at longitude (II) 273°. 
We can unfortunately add little to this report. Reese with his 6-inch 
reflector on September 11 observed the center of "a thin, light section 
of the N. E. B." to lie at 279°  (II). Does one here have a precursor 
of the gap? On September 23 Reese stopped observing at C. M. (II) 259° 
and saw no gap in the N. 2. 3. However, a drawing of Jupiter Iv-  Meyer at 
Stuttgart, Germany, with a 5-inch telescope on September 26 at C. M. (II) 
242°  shows a gap distinctly near the expected position. J C. Bartlett 
with his 3.5-inch reflector in Baltimore, Maryland, never observed the gap 
here discussed but saw rifts in the N. E. B. on several dates during the 
apparition. 

Reese reports longitudes (II) of the Red Spot Hollow from September 13 
to November 7 as follows.: Preceding end 222°  (2 transits), center72340  
(3 transits), and following end 247°  (4 transits). It appears that the 
very slow motion in increasing longitude continued up to the end of the 
apparition. Reese found the Hollow rather bright in September-November, 
possibly the brightest of the whole apparition. Its color was either 
"yellow-ochre" or "yellow-white." Meyer drew the Hollow distinctly on 
September 26, showing a dark band bounding its following shoulder. He 
also drew a diagonal rift (in a N. prec.-S.fol. direction) across the 
South Equatorial Belt at the N. prec, corner of the Hollow. On August 11 
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Meyer with an 8-inch telescope et 380X drew the South Tropical Zone follow-
ing the Hollow to be much disturbed and crossed by several dark columns. 
The Hollow was observed by J. C. Bartlett with a 3.5-inch reflector at 
.COX on November 14 near C. M. (II) 201°. He saw it quite clearly and found 
it "white and much brighter than any other marking save the Equatorial Zorm." 
At C. M. (II) 168°  on November 21 Bartlett found the Hollow rather dull 
so far from the C. M., indeed barely brighter than the South Ironical and 
South Temperate Zones; 

In October the plainest Jovian belts were still the North Equatorial 
Belt and the South Equatorial Belt (North?), Reese obtained six C. M. 
transits of a brilliant white bay in the north edge of the N. E. B. ; it 
moved from 299° (II) on July 25 to 277° on September 28. The drift is 
ordinary for the latitudinal position. Reese obtained his last view of 
Hare's enclosed white cloud in the South Temperate Belt on September 12. 
It was then about 16 degrees long, and its center was at 57°  (II). Hare 
got a good view of Jupiter on October 18 at C. M. (II) 154°. He reports : 
"The former South Equatorial Belt South was rather faint, but it was still  
sinuous and was partially in contact withla South Equatorial Belt now double 
(or shall we say triplell" 

And now to our December observations. If sub-freezing temperatures 
are annoying, there will surely be no 'mosquitoes! 
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LE,  

that the Hollow showed constant differences in relative brightness as 
compared with the central meridian on the equator, when the Hollow 
itself was on or very near to the limb, one would establish a variation 
in the intrinsic brightness of the Hollow itself. This, of course, 
would not in itself establish a vertical oscillation as the cause of 
the differences, though it would strongly support such a view. I give 
this theory for what it may be worth." 

We welcome correspondence on Dr. Bartlett's interpretation of the 
changes. 	 F:7 

THE TWIN CRATERLETS IN PLATO 

The dark-floored walled plain Plato has probably received more 
study from lunarians than any other region on the moon's surface. Its 
students include such eminent observers as W. R. Birt, A. S. Williams, 
W. H. Pickering, G. and V. Fournier, P. Fauth, and H. P. Wilkins. 
Of Of the dozens of bright spots which have been mapped upon the floor, 
-.erhaps six to ten are within the reach of ordinary-sized telescopes 
of good  quality. These spots. are seen as crater-pits when Plato is 
near the terminator and as white spots when the solar illumination is 
higher. They are more conspicuous in small instruments under the 
latter condition. The easiest craterlet (or spot) is ordinarily one 
near the center of Plato. If we now proceed from this craterlet in 
a north-northeast (lunar) direction and stop about half way to the 
edge of Plato, we find at this place a pair of small craterlets, which 
are the subject of this article. 

According to measurements reported by W. H. Pickering on pp. 179-
182 of Volume 32 of Harvard Annals, the southwest member of the pair 
has a diameter of 4200 feet and is hence larger than the northeast 
member, which measures only 3000 feet. The height of the walls of the 
northeast crater above the exterior plain was found to be 150 feet, 
and the depth of the southwest crater was determined from its interior 
shadow to be 500 feet. More recently, E. J. Reese has estimated that 
the distance between the centers of the craterlets is about 1° and is 
certainly less than the separation of the components of the double 
star Pi Aquilae. Norton's Atlas informs us that the latter value was 
1U4 in 1937 and changes little. At the average distance of the moon 
1" corresponds to 6000 feet, if foreshortening is not involved® If 
we combine Pickering's diameters and Reesets separation, we have that 
the rims of the craterlets are only 2400 feet apart, a value probably 
too small because of neglected foreshortening. 

It is not easy to divide the twin craterlets with small telescopes. 
In fact, optics of high quality and favorable atmospheric conditions 
arz,1  required. Usually, the craterlets are seen merged into a single 
white spot. Their separate visibility is a good test for apertures 
of, say, six to ten inches. 
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The immediate cause of this article is a communication from 
E. K. White. His 7-inch reflector afforded him a fine view of Plato 
with fairly good seeing near 4h  30m  on October 14, 1948 (Universal 
Time here and later). Although Plato was then 37 degrees of longitude 
past the sunrise terminator', Mr. White could clearly see the floor 
craterlets as pits. "The northern pair was especially noted with 300X, 
and I was surprised to find the eastern craterlet about 4/3 times &'m 
large as its western companion. This is the first time I saw the 
eastern one larger." We should state here that Mr. White has made 
dozens of observations of Plato from 1942 to the present. The same 
observer later found the twin craterlets "about equal in size" wheu 
observing "two days before last quarter" and thus probably near 13n  
on October 23, 1948. At that time Plato was 29 degrees from the sun-
set terminator. Perhaps the view was not so good as on October 14. 

Our readers might be interested in a few other observations of the 
twin craterlets. There can be no question of a complete discussion of 
all known data here; that would require a huge amount of space. On 
September 11, 1947, E. J. Reese wrote that he had resolved the double 
craterlet only twice, on March 6 and September 1, 1947. The component 
spots were small and almost identical, but perhaps the northeast one 
was slightly the larger. Going further back, we have that in 1943-5 
W. H. Haas often examined Plato with an 18-inch refractor, sometimes 
enjoying views good enough to show crescent-shaped internal shadows in 
the craterlets when Plato was several days from the terminator. Haas' 
observations, even more than Reese's, emphasize the identity of the 
craterlets; he never once recorded a difference in size, and only once 
did he comment on a distinct difference in brightness. (The east 
craterlet was clearly the brighter near 8h on November 1, 1944). 
A map of Plato for the years 1938-43 constructed by the late S. M. Green 
of the British Astronomical Association from his drawings and obser- 
vations shows the west craterlet distinctly the larger, the very op-
posite of White's 1948 observation but in accord with Pickering's 19,2 
measures. A drawing by G. P. B. Hallowes on September 18, 1915, which 
is reprodvcedanpg. 244 of W. Goodacre's Moon, shows the twin craterlets 
apparently very much alike. Finally, during B. A. A. surveys of Plato 
in 1869-72 and again in 1879-82 the southwest craterlet was considerably 
more conspicuous than the northeast one; it was necessarily then larger 
orlorighter than its neighbor, perhaps-cboth. 

Naturally, we can harfLly seriously suppose that either of our 
twin craterlets actually varies in size. But with objects so near the 
limit of resolving-power, the observed size, as distinguished from the 
true size that a surveyor on the moon's surface could determine, must 
be influenced greatly by such matters as the brightness of the walls 
and the darkness of the floor of Plato adjacent to the craterlet. 
That marked changes in the visibility of the craterlets not dependent 
upon the solar lighting or libration do occur has been the opinion of 
almost all first-rank observers of Plato. For example, the craterlet 
ranking sixth in conspicuousness in 1870 was completely invisible in 
a larger telescope in 1892, though searched for and though dozens of 
spots were mapped. (W. H. Pickering, The Moon, pg. 40, 1904). Again, 
the Fourniers in 1907 and 1909 usually found a craterlet in the south-
eastern quadrant of Plato to be second in ease of visibility, the twin 
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craterlets coming next. However, on January 21, 1910, the twins were 
seen larger than the southeastern craterlet and certainly were more 
Conspicuous than in other lunations at similar solar lighting. The 
seeing was not unusually good and cannot explain their prominence; 
only four craterlets were visible on the floor of Plato. (R. Jarry-
Desloges, Observations des Surfaces Planetaires, Fascicule II, pp. 209-
210, 1911.) In 1943-5 W. H. Haas with an 18-inch refractor usually 
found the southeastern craterlet mentioned above to rank second in 
conspicuousness. In fairly good seeing on October 3 and 28, 1947, it 
was comparatively inconspicuous with a 6-inch reflector, being harder 
to see than the (merged) twins. The best views showed it unexpectedly 
tiny and comparatively brilliant: it was brighter than the central 
craterlet, which it vas dirnmer -thz-n in 1943-5. One will note that a 
.craterlet really tiny and brilliant would be more readily seen so with 
the larger telescope. 

The editor recommends the careful study of these twin craterlets 
to ambitious observers. We reiterate earlier warnings: the telescope 
must be good, and preferably large; and only nights with good seeing 
can be used. Granting these conditions, it should be possible to make 
very accurate comparisons of the two twins as regards size, brightness, 
general conspicuousness ( a combined effect of both), depth, etc. The 
study would require little time and might well become fascinating. 

CONCERNING THE RING C PUZZLE 

In the autumn of 1947 the dark apparent projection of Ring C, 
the Craoe Ring, against the ball of Saturn was found so extremely 
narrow by a number of observers that W. H. Haas was convinced that a 
remarkable narrowing must have occurred (The Strolling Astronomer, 
Volume 1, No. 9, pg. 1, and No, 10, pg. 2, 1947). E. E. Hare more 
cautiously suggested that the Crape Band seen was not really the pro-
jection of Ring C at all but was instead its shadow. He explained the 
darkness of the Band as caused by the dispersal of sunlight by dif-
fraction as it passed twice through the Crape Ring (The Strolling 
Astronomer, Volume 2, No. 3, pg. 1, 1948). It seems curious that if, 
the Crape Band is really the shadow of the Crape Ring, its consequent 
sizeable variations in wic7-t'"each year (due to the changing positions 
of the sun, the earth, and Saturn) should be so completely unknown 
to astronomers. Perhaps it is merely one more example of the remark-
able ability of observers not to see what they are not looking for. 
On November 2, 1948, E. J. Reese sent us an important and valuable 
discussion of this Ring C problem. We regret lacking facilities to 
reproduce the graphs which illustrate his argument. Mr. Reese has 
employed very largely his own observations so that the results will be 
somewhat tentative on that account. He set for himself two objectives: 
(1) To determine whether Ring C narrowed near the 1947 conjunction of 
Saturn. (2) To determine the nature of the Crape Band seen upon the 
ball adjacent to the inner edge of the brilliant Ring B. To realize 
these :c_'oals Reese plotted a curve P of the width at the central 
meridian of the planet of the projection of a Crape Ring 10,000 miles 
wide. The width of this projection will naturally vary as the tilt 
of the axis of the planet toward the earth changes. He also plotted 
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GRIMALDI, A LUNAR ENIGMA 

by James C. Bartlettr .Jr. 

It is one of the oddities of lunar astronomy that one must 
search in vain for an extensive literature on Grimaldi, comparable, 
say, to that existing on Plato.. W H. Pickering paid some attention 
to this formation and was perhaps the first to record the very ir—
regular cycle of color changes on the floor, a phenomenon also not—
iced by Haas ("Does Anything Ever Happen on the Moon?" Walter H. 
Haas, Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, vol. 36, 
192); but :oodacre, beyond commenting on the difficulty of floor 
detail shortly after sunrise, gives no hint of the remarkable phen—
omena of this great walled plain. Molesworth, if memory serves, 
Was equally reticent; and for once the Rev. T. W. Webb, of blessed 
memory to all amateurs, was a complete blank. 

Nevertheless, if anyone possessed of a good 3—inch glass will 
follow this formation from sunrise to within at least a few days 
of sunset, and if he will do so nightly during each lunation, he 
cannot fail to note changes of aspect among the most remarkable ever 
heard of. Then why the paucity of information in regard to Grimaldi? 
I suspect that it derives chiefly from the fact that Grimaldi is 
definitely a post—midnight spectacle for most of the lunation plus 
the fact that it has a much better—known rival, namely the famous 
Dark Spot in Riccioli nearby. Again, even with the most favorable 
libration we never see Grimaldi really well so perhaps it is natural. 
to neglect it in favor of such an easily observed object as Plato. 

The Grimaldi phenomena are essentially Platonian in character; 
i. e., they consist of the irregular appearance and disappearance of 
certain streaks and light spots on the floor, plus a floor darkening 
which is quite as marked and as remarkable as that in Plato. Attemp—
ts to relate these changes to the angle of illumination soon fail; 
and indeed, taking a long series of observations, it becomes apparent 
that the changes are entirely unsystematic. Whatever their nature, ' 
they are not caused merely by change of angle of solar illumination. 
On the other hand it is obvious that they are in some way related to 
the movement of the sun in relation to the formation. It•seems 
most probable that they are responses to the heating effect of the 
sun rather than to its lighting effect. Such is also true of Plato, 
the maximum darkening of which occurs after noon. 

Since the changes in Grimaldi follow no rigid cycle it is 
impossible to describe them accurately for any given lunation, but 
in a general way this is what happens: 
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When the formation is seen just after sunrise, the floor is 
commonly of a whitish-gray color giving something of a blanched 
appearance. Usually no detail whatever is seen on the floor, which 
appears smooth and unmarked, an indication of the very low relief of 
the various objects actually present and visible when the sunrise 
terminator bisects the formation. Goodacre remarked that these 
objects all become invisible a few hours after sunrise. The nature 
of many of them is unknown, though some at least are craterlets and 
probably others are crater pits. Of the great streak which runs 
down the floor from north to south there is not a trace at sunrise 
and nothing at any time to indicate its nature. 

A power of 60x or 100x on a 3-inch telescope will enable one 
to study the walls easily, especially the east wall at sunrise. It 
will be noted that the east wall in particular is broken by several 
deep passes and appears also to be deeply ravined or terraced, one 
such ravine running from north to south for almost half the length 
of the wall. The inner slope of this wall is much indented, broken, 
and roughened and gives the impression of being ruinous. Only the 
outer glacis of the west wall, of course, can be seen. It is also 
much broken. 

One thing which becomes apparent at once is the dullness of the 
east wall. It is much whiter than the floor, and indeed may be 
chalky in appearance - but it has no glitter. In this connection it 
may be worthy of note that in the writerzs experience no lunar  
formation showing changes of the type described ever his glittering  
wplip.. As with Grimaldi, so with Plato and similar spots: the 
variable features, including the walls, are always chalky white or 
dull white - but they do not glitter. 

The writer is inclined to relate this lack of glitter to the 
effects of organic erosion, assuming that the observed changes are 
brought about by the growth, development, and decay of some form of 
lunar vegetation. Perhaps not - but the identical phenomenon can 
be observed on earth. A highly feldspathic formation, such as gran-
ite, which will glitter brightly if the feldspar crystals are well 
developed, is soon converted into a dull, whitish, clay-like mass 
chiefly by the effects of organic acids secreted by minute plants, 
such as lichens, which cover the formation. Not all granites are so 
attacked, of course, because not all exposures of the rock are in 
Places favorable to plant life; but wherever they are, they are soon 
dulled and ultimately reduced to clay over an immensely long period 
of time. It seems suggestive, therefore, that lunar areas exhibiting 
changes which are best explained by the vegetative hypothesis are also 
those which appear dulled and "oldn. 

Continuing with our study of Grimaldi at sunrise, perhaps one 
will notice a slightly darker border to the gray floor under the 
east wall. The difference in tone between this narrow area and the 
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will notice a slightly darker border to the gray floor under the 
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rest of the floor is sometimes so slight that only a trained eye will 
at once perceive it, though at other times it is very marked. This 
border should be watched carefully, for it is the beginning of a rapid 
westward creep of darkness across the floor. 

Just one day later the floor will be seen to have darkened 
appreciably; but, what is more remarkable, the inner surface of the  
east wall has become extremely dark so that it cannot even be 
recognized as a wall. From then on Grimaldi appears to lie flush 
with the outer surface, like a great dark stain on the moon. Indeed, 
its appearance is so radically different from that at sunrise that it 
is difficult to realize that it is the same formation. The darkness, 
then, not only creeps westward over the floor but mnyard and all over 
the inner east wall. That it also slops over the top, so to speak, 
and probably continues down the outer glacis is shown by the fact 
that no bright rim delimits it from the surrounding surface. 

At about this time one will also notice a corresponding creep 
eastward from the west wall. Here is another significant fact. 
The darkening always begins from east to west across the floor, i.e. 
it begins at the point first heated by the sums rays. As the sun 
is rising in the lunar west it follows that the eastern half of the 
floor of any crater receives his rays before the western half. What-
ever the relation may be, the eastern half of the floor always dark-
ens more rapidly than the western half so that one day after sunrise 
the eastern darkenilkg has extended farther west than the western 
darkening has extended east. 

Eventually the two areas meet, and here follows another singular 
phenomenon. They meet - but on either side of a long, yellowish-
white streak, which appears coincidentally with the approach of the 
two dark areas and which serves as an effective barrier between them. 
This great streak runs down the floor from north to south for almost 
its entire length. It is not a !'ray", similar to the uraysn from 
Tycho, Copernicus, etc. Under a low sun there is nothing to show its 
nature, and indeed it appears merely to be a contrast effect, narrow 
strip of surface which in some unexplained manner completely inhibits 
the development of the darkness along its entire length. 

There appears, however, to be one small segment of this streak 
in the south where the two dark areas occasionally do cross it and 
merge, indicated by the fact that it sometimes appears to be shorter 
than at other times;but this appears to be the only point where the 
apparen4z inhibiting influence is not manifested. Yet this streak, 
though one of the steadiest features of Grimaldi, occasionally appears 
rather as a chain of small, dull, whitish spots. 

As the darkening of the floor progresses it will be observed 
that the darkness creeps from south to north along the line of the 
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rest of the floor is sometimes so slight that only a trained eye will 
at once perceive it, though at other times it is very marked. This 
border should be watched carefully, for it is the beginning of a rapid 
westward creeReef_litrkness across the floor. 

Just one day later the floor will be seen to have darkened 
appreciably; but, what is more remarkable, the inner surface of the  
east wall has become extremely dark so that it cannot even be 
recognized as a wall. From then on Grimaldi appears to lie flush 
with the outer surface, like a great dark stain on the moon. Indeed, 
its appearance is so radically different from that ai, sunrise that it 
is difficult to realize that it is the same formation. The darkness, 
then, not only creeps westward over the floor but mward and all over 
the inner east wall. That it also slops over the top, so to speak, 
and probably continues down the outer glacis is shown by the fact 
that no bright rim delimits it from the surrounding surface. 

At about this time one will also notice a corresponding creep 
eastward from the west wall. Here is another significant fact. 
The darkening always begins from east to west across the floor, i.e. 
it begins at the point first heated by the sums rays. As the sun 
is rising in the lunar west it follows that the eastern half of the 
floor of any crater receives his rays before the western half. What-
ever the relation may be, the eastern half of the floor always dark-
ens more rapidly than the western half so that one day after sunrise 
the eastern darkening has extended farther west than the western 
darkening has extended east. 

Eventually the two areas meet, and here follows another singular 
phenomenon. They meet - but on either side of a long, yellowish-
white streak, which appears coincidentally with the approach of the 
two dark areas and which serves as an effective barrier between them. 
This great streak runs down the floor from north to south for almost 
its entire length. It is not a !'ray", similar to the uraysn from 
Tycho, Copernicus, etc. Under a low sun there is nothing to show its 
nature, and indeed it appears merely to be a contrast effect, narrow 
strip of surface which in some unexplained manner completely inhibits 
the development of the darkness along its entire length. 

There appears, however, to be one small segment of this streak 
in the south where the two dark areas occasionally do cross it and 
merge, indicated by the fact that it sometimes appears to be shorter 
than at other times;but this appears to be the only point where the 
apparenie inhileitinginfluence is not manifested. Yet this streak, 
though one of the steadiest features of Grimaldi, occasionally appears 
rather as a chain of small, dull, whitish spots. 

As the darkening of the floor progresses it will be observed 
that the darkness creeps from south to north along the line of the 
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north-south streak and on both sides of it, yet at a peculiar angle. 
On the east side of the streak, the darkness will creep northeast  
away from the streak towards the east wall. On the west side it 
creeps northwest away from the streak towards the west wall. The 
result is a very distinctive pattern which resembles a chevron, and 
which I have ventured to call the Chevron Pattern of Grimaldi. The 
anex of the Chevron is always pointed south, and when it first becomes 
manifest, about a day after sunrise, this apex is situated much 
farther south than later in the lunation. In other words, the apex 
appears to move north, as if the Chevron were being constantly narrowed. 
s a rule it appears to halt at the center of the floor of Grimaldi, 

the two sides of the Chevron touching the central streak. At this 
particular point there is sometimes seen a large, dull white spot 
through which the central streak appears to run. 

1,j.ke everything else about Grimaldi, this very distinctive 
Chevron Pattern sometimes completely fails. Then the northward ad-
vance of the darkness simply parallels the white central streak which 
acts as a separation between eastern and western floor areas; but it 
is much more often visible than invisible. Occasionally the apex 
appears to move much farther north than usual; at other times it keeps 
much farther south. Its exact appearance - or even its appearance -
can never be accurately predicted for anylunation. 

(to be continued) 

COMING PHENOMENA OF SATURN'S SATELLITES 

The phenomena of the four large satellites of Jupiter are well 
Lnown to all amateur observers. We refer, of course, to occultations 
=f these bodies behind the disc of Jupiter, to their eclipses in his 
'liadow, and to transits of the satellites and their shadows across the 
fEce of their primary. These easily observed events are an endless 
ac-arce of interest for the student of Jupiter. The corresponding 
7.aenomena of the Saturnian satellites are almost unknown to most 
-,,servers both because the tilt of the axis of Saturn precludes their 
aacurrencefor years at a time and because they are much harder to 
0-:-..Jerve with small telescopes. Those relating to the largest satel-
lte, Titan, are naturally the easiest to see; such Titan-phenomena 
-will be observable in December this year. Between February 4, 1949, 
and March 4, 1949, the period to which we shall now limit attention, 
1--e shall have eclipses, occultations, satellite-transits, and shadow-
transits involving the three innermost satellites, Mimas, Enceladus, 
and Tethys. It is thought that only those phenomena relating to 
Tethys can be observed without large telescopes. 
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Only one drawing of Venus has come to hand during the last 
month• it was made by W H. Haas on January 6 Both cusp-caps were 
seen, with the south one the brighter and the north one unnotable 
The north cusp-band was broad, dark, and conspicuous A dark band 
near the south limb was also strong Two long, very faint, dusky 
streaks may well correspond to the belts drawn by Cragg, Reese, and 
aerman observers Oragg points out that such belts are apparently 
seen best when Venus is gibbous and wonders why the crescentic Venus 
should comparatively lack them 

A "note by E Pfannenschmidt on the changeability of Venusian 
features may interest other readers 	"I have seen Venusian details 
change extremely rapidly during 1948 and then again have found others 
remain somewhat constant during three to six days Generally, how-
ever, I think--because of their atmospheric nature--that such details 
do change quickly " 

We have spoken in past issues of T Oragg's drawings of large 
protrusions from the bright Venusian cusp-caps and of our conjecture 
that they may represent cold polar air-masses flowing toward the 
equator of the planet 	Though other American observers have apparent- 
ly not seen these features, they are evidently familiar to E. Pfann-
enschmidt's group of German observers. We note with interest a pass-
age in No. 14 of his Planeten Beobachtungs Blatt (Planetary Observat-- 
ion Leaflet); a rough translation follows 	"Relatively frequently 
(6 times) 'noses' (i.e., sharp local protrusions) were clearly obser-r-
ved at the south pole• they extended toward the north, toward the 
Presumable equator 	Oragg in the U. S. A.(6-inch refl.) likewise 
perceived such a 'nose' on September 2_1948, , it is perhaps identi-
cal with a feature drawn by Sandner at Munich with a 4.5-inch Tefract-
ola on August 31 and September 1." 

Since we last went to press we have received observations of 
Saturn from J O. Bartlett (3.5-inch reflector), T. Cragg (6-inch 
reflector, 12-inch refractor) R. S. Ellwood (8-inch reflector), 
W. H Haas (6-inch reflector) E E Hare (7-inch reflector), 14,T. 
Johnson (10-inch reflector) and W Sandner (4.5-inch refracto19- 

We urge observers to watch the two Saturnian shadows closely on 
all possible dates during February and to report to us what they see 
The shadow of the ball on the rings will presumably be invisible for 
a time near opposition on February 21 	If we may rashly predict from 
past experiences, we should expect to find on that date two "false 
shadows"; in other words, a dark band will border the limb on each 
side of the ball. Farther from opposition the band beside the limb 
where true shadow exists will be darker, or wider, or both than the 
other band. These dark bands may well be nothing but contrast-caused 
illusions, nevertheless we recommend careful estimates of their 
widths and intensities 	The shadow of the rings on the ball which was 
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Only one drawing of Venus has come to hand during the last 
month; it was made by W. H. Haas on January 6. Both cusp caps were 
seen, with the south one the brighter and the north one unnotable. 
The north cusp-band was broad, dark, and conspicuous. A dark band 
near the south limb was also strong. Two long, very faint, dusky 
streaks may well correspond to the belts drawn by Gregg, Reese, and 
aermen observers. Cragg points out that such belts are apparently 
seen best when Venus is gibbous and wonders why the crescentic Venus 
should comparatively lack them. 

A "note by E. Pfannenschmidt on the changeability of Venusian 
features may interest other readers: "I have seen Venusian details 
change extremely rapidly during 1948 and then again have found others 
remain somewhat constant during three to six days. Generally, how-
ever, I think--because of their atmospheric nature--that such details 
do change quickly." 

We have spoken in past issues of T. Oragg's drawings of large 
protrusions from the bright Venusian cusp-caps and of our conjecture 
that they may represent cold polar air-masses flowing toward the 
equator of the planet. Though other American observers have apparent-
ly not seen these features, they are evidently familiar to E. Pfann-
enschmidt's group of German observers. We note with interest a pass-
age in No. 14 of his Planeten Beobacbtungs Blatt (Planetary Observat--
ion Leaflet); a rough translation follows: "Relatively frequently 
(6 times) 'noses' (i.e., sharp local protrusions) were clearly obser-
ved at the south pole; they extended toward the north, toward the 
Presumable equator. Cragg in the U. S. A.(6-inch refl.) likewise 
perceived such a 'nose' on September 2_1948, ; it is perhaps identi-
cal with a feature drawn by Sandner at Munich with a 4.5-inch Tefract-
ora on August 31 and September 1." 

Since we last went to press we have received observations of 
Saturn from J. C. Bartlett (3.5-inch reflector), T. Cragg (6-inch 
reflector, 12-inch refractor), R. S. Ellwood (8-inch reflector), 
W. H. Haas (6-inch reflector), E. E. Hare (7-inch reflector), 14T. 
Johnson (10-inch reflector), and W. Sandner (4.5-inch refractoP): 

We urge observers to watch the two Saturnian shadows closely on 
all possible dates during February and to report to us what they see. 
The shadow of the ball on the rings will presumably be invisible for 
a time near opposition on February 21. If we may rashly predict from 
past experiences, we should expect to find on that date two "false 
shadows"; in other words, a dark band will border the limb on each 
side of the ball. Farther from opposition the band beside the limb 
where true shadow exists will be darker, or wider, or both than the 
other band. These dark bands may well be nothing but contrast-caused 
illusions; nevertheless, we recommend careful estimates of their 
widths and intensities. The shadow of the rings on the ball which was 
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so prominent last autumn will vanish nearthe'middle of February. 
should by all means be followed to total invisibility, and its bread-
th and darkness should be carefully noted. The shadow may look too 
wide and too light when it has become extremely thin- Observations . 
of this shadow may supply indirect evidence about a possible dusky 
ring outside of Ring A. 

Dr. Bartlett, perhaps our most attentive student of lunar and 
planetary colors, has examined the hues visible on Saturn since early 
November with the aid of color-filters. He stresses that the colors 
are more subdued and nearer to gray than during the 1947-8 apparition. 
The South Equatorial Belt now usually looks brownish gray to him and 
is only occasionally reddish brown. Other belts are gray. The 
shaded South Polar Region is ordinarily gray or greenish gray, though 
sometime.s brownish gray® The North Polar Region is often gray, 
though decidedly chocolate-colored on November 8. The brighter parts 
of the ball are pale whitish yellow, except that the Equatorial Zone 
may be white. Observations by Haas, also using color-filters, in 	0 
December and January accord with such a relative lack of colors. Haas 
finds Ring A, Ring B and the brighter parts of the ball white. The 
South Equatorial Belt is most frequently brownish gray, though some-
times sensibly gray and once red-brown. The South Polar Band is 
nearly gray, although called bluish gray on December 19. The North 
Temperate Belt once looked brownish gray but is too faint for good 
judging. 	the editor's opinion the two observers agree on colors 
about as well as can be expected. 

J. C. Bartlett adds his opinion to that of Cragg, White and Haas 
that the South Equatorial Belt is fainter than in 1947-8. Perhaps 
this belt is now easier to split into two components than a few 
months ago; anyhow, it has been so resolved by Cragg, Ellwood, and 
Haas during the last month. Haas sometimes finds the north compon-
ent slightly the darker, Reese having called it darker last November 
18 	Haas finds a broad and diffuse South Polar Band to be the second 
most conspicuous belt. Johnson, Bartlett, and Sandner do not see this 
Band but instead observe a shaded South Polar Region. Craggls draw-
ings indicate a darkening of this shading from December 28 to January 
15. Cragg and Haas show a small white cap on the extreme south limb. 
It is all a bit mystifying® According to Haas, the thin North Tempers 
ate Belt in early January lay 1/5 of the way from the north edge of 
the shadow of the rings to the north limb. Bartlett agreOs with 
Reese that this belt is darker than the S. E. B. though much narrower, 
a remark suggesting that his 3.5 inch reflector must define very well. 
Bear in mind that Johnson found the N. T. B. to be a mere streak in 
his 10-inch reflector on two dates and saw nothing of it on other 
occasions. Cragg sees the N. T. B. to have an intense core and 
fainter, hazy "wings" on each side. We spoke in our January issue 
of Cragg's thin South South Temperate Belt about midway between the 
S. E. B. and the S. P. B. and of the narrow brighter zone beside this 
S. S. T. B. Cragg found this belt faint and very narrow on December 
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so prominent last autumn will vanish near the middle of February. It 
should by all means be followed to total invisibility, and its bread- 
th and darkness should be carefully noted. The shadow may look too 	1 
wide and too light when it has become extremely thin. Observations 
of this shadow may supply indirect evidence about a possible dusky 
ring outside of Ring A. 

Dr. Bartlett, perhaps our most attentive student of lunar and 
planetary colors, has examined the hues visible on Saturn since early 
November with the aid of color-filters. He stresses that the colors 
are more subdued and nearer to gray than during the 1947-8 apparition. 
The South Equatorial Belt now usually looks brownish gray to him and 
is only occasionally reddish brown. Other belts are gray. The 
shaded South Polar Region is ordinarily gray or greenish gray, though 
sometime.s brownish gray® The North Polar Region is often gray, 
though decidedly chocolate-colored on November 8. The brighter parts 
of the ball are pale whitish yellow, except that the Equatorial Zone 
may be white. Observations by Haas, also using color-filters, in 
December and January accord with such a relative lack of colors. Haas 
finds Ring A, Ring B and the brighter parts of the ball white. The 
South Equatorial Belt is most frequently brownish gray, though some-
times sensibly gray and once red-brown. The South Polar Band is 
nearly gray, although called bluish gray on December 19. The North 
Temperate Belt once looked brownish gray but is too faint for good 
judging. In the editor's opinion the two observers agree on colors 
about as well as can be expected. 

J. C. Bartlett adds his opinion to that of Cragg, White and Haas 
that the South Equatorial Belt is fainter than in 1947-8. Perhaps 
this belt is now easier to split into two components than a few 
months ago; anyhow, it has been so resolved by Cragg, Ellwood, and 
Haas during the last month. Haas sometimes finds the north compon-
ent slightly the darker, Reese having called it darker last November 
18. Haas finds a broad and diffuse South Polar Band to be the second 
most conspicuous belt. Johnson, Bartlett, and Sandner do not see this 
Band but instead observe a shaded South Polar Region. Craggls draw-
ings indicate a darkening of this shading from December 28 to January 
15. Cragg and Haas show a small white cap on the extreme south limb, 
It is all a bit mystifying® According to Haas, the thin North Tempers 
ate Belt in early January lay 1/5 of the way from the north edge of 
the shadow of the rings to the north limb. Bartlett agreOs with 
Reese that this belt is darker than the S. E. B. though much narrower, 
a remark suggesting that his 3.5 -inch reflector must define very well. 
Bear in mind that Johnson found the N. T. B. to be a mere streak in 
his 10-inch reflector on two dates and saw nothing of it on other 
occasions. Cragg sees the N. T. B. to have an intense core and 
fainter, hazy "wings" on each side. We spoke in our January issue 
of Cragg's thin South South Temperate Belt about midway between the 
S. E. B. and the S. P. B. and of the narrow brighter zone beside this 
S. S. T. B. Cragg found this belt faint and very narrow on December 
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28 and 29 and completely invisible in a view of comparable quality 
on January 15; the adjacent zone was distinct on December 28, narrower 
on December 29, and much dimmer on January 15. Though most observers 
Quite failed to see the S. S. T. B. in the autumn of 1948, Bartlett 
and Sandner perceived it regularly. The latter almost always drew it 
to be extremely thin and to be broken into separate sections. From 
late Dedember to mid-January Cragg and Haas recorded a faint, diffuse, 
and sometimes fairly broad North North Temperate Belt near .the north 
limb. Perhaps it should instead be regarded as a North Polar Band, 
for in its lack of sharpness and suggested complex structure it was 
like the South Polar Band, Here again Johnson, Bartlett, and Sandner 
observe no Belt but instead find a shaded North Polar Region. On 
January 18 only2Haas observed an Equatorial Band at the extreme limit 
of visibility near the middle of the bright Equatorial Zone. 

In October-November, 1948, the North Tropical Zone, the space 
between the projected rings and the N. T. B.)  was notably bright and 
even rivalled the E. Z. It is no longer distinguished. On December 
28 and 29 Cragg found it dull and much the same tone as the ball 
north of the N. T. B. From December 19 to January 18 Haas concor-
dantly usually saw the N. Tr. Z, and the ball north of the. N. T. B. 
equally bright. Hare recently finds the N. Tr. Z. so filled with 
murkiness extending southward almost to the shadow of the rings that 
he warders whether one has a broad North Equatorial Belt of which the 
I. T. B. is a dark north edge. Hares implied less dusky southern 
corder of the Na Tr. Z. looked so bright to Cragg on January 15 that 
-ne opines that it is really part of the Equatorial Zone, thus now 
visible north of the rings. 

The Crape Ring has been observed in the ansae of the fairly 
narrow rings by Hare, Cragg, Sandner, and Johnson. We congratulate 
these observers on their success! Johnson on December 27 estimated 
that Ring C extended inward 4/10 of the way from the inner edge of 

B to the globe and thus exactly confirms E. K. Whitel s estimates 
.77: last autumn. The Crep Band just south of the inner edge of Ring B 
as seen projected upon the ball was described as follows by Hare on 
.:anuary 20: "The Crape Band was much darker than any belt but was 
n:t r-3o black as the shadow of Ring A. It therefore appeared to be 
narrower. I judge it to be nearly as wide, however. The seeing was 
:zijr fair to good." Some tabulated calculations kindly submitted to 

by Hare make the width of the shadow of A 0".33 on January 20. 
::bnson on December 27 described the Crape Band as "barely visible as 
an extremely thin line which was narrower than Cassinil s at the ansae.n 
agg on December 28 made the Band between 1/4 and 3/10 as wide as 

:assinits at the ansae, the seeing being fairly good. Up to and 
_n,luding January 18 Haas failed to see the Crape Band at all, and on 
:anuary 6 he felt confident that it was less than 1/2 as wide as 
Cassinil s at the ansae, perhaps much less. The angular value of this . 
unit employed for the comparisons was about 00.58 on the dates in 
ciestion.-  Harela computations mentioned above give 0".22 for the 
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GRIMALDI, A IJ1JNAR ENIGMA 

by James C. artlett, Jr. 

(concluded froll February issue) 

In addition to the appearance of the Central Streak and the 
7nevron Pattern, the observer will notice that as the darkening in-
:reeses a number of small, ill-defined whitish spots appears  mostly 
_n the south. These are always dull and difficult to see, even against 
:"re darkness of the floor. One at least, in the extreme northeast, is 
crater under the east wall; but most of them cannot be related to 

anything on the floor seen at sunrise. If a chart is made upon each 
- zht of observation some remarkable facts will soon appear. Some of 

se spots are much "steadier" than otherss  persisting perhaps for 
whole lunation. Others soon fade from view, as if engulfed by the 

:rrounding sea of darkness. More remarkable still, some will vanish 
7.1y to reappear again--and perhaps again to vanish--during the course 
a single lunation. It is not unusual for one of these spots to 

-Y.sappear completely for several lunations, but eventually it shows up 
Fain 0 

As sunset approaches,the floor darkening breaks up into separated 
_aches. These patches disappear irregularly and in no particular 
raer but persist for the longest time immediately under and on the 
,Fst wall. This is particularly true of the southeast wall, which 
:'ten appears almost black, the eastern and northeastern portions 
-eanwhile being a much lighter gray. When the darkness has thus 
-etreated again to the walls, the floor has become several degrees 
Uhter, the Chevron Pattern has disappeared, and with the lengthening 
of the sunset shadows the floor has taken on a blanched appearance. 
The central streak, however, may still be visible a day or two before 
onset; at other times it vanishes much earlier and is then succeeded 
y a chain of whitish spots. 

The question of color is of interest. Though the tone of the 
'leor at sunrise is usually light gray, occasionally faint reddish-
rown tones are evident. At sunset, floor-color is generally a yellow-
ed-brown, about the color of a ferruginous soil. This hue appears 
o be the basic, "natural" color of the floor surface and does not 
lter. On the other hand, the dark material which carpets both floor 
=rd walls is not only variable in color but is markedly different in 
:Dior. It is, at full blooms  so very dark as to appear black to the 
._:.naided eye. That it is not black, however, can usually be shown by 
.comparison through filters with known shadows. Blue light does not 
am)reciably change it; in green light it is appreciably lighter; but 
= red filter makes it jet black. It behaves, with respect to color 
ilters, as would a very dark green. Occasionally this green tint is 
strong enough to be evident to the unaided eye. Just after sunrise a 
ery light green tint is often visible to the unaided eye, but this 
olor rapidly passes to the blackish green of the fully developed 
arkness. Occasionally the floor becomes so very dark that it appears 
sensibly black even to filters. 
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A very remarkable fact about Gr'imaldi is the apparent operation 
of some local influence which has power to alter the sequence of events 
so that these never follow exactly in order lunation after lunation and 
not infrequently follow very inexactly. Mention has been made of the 
irregular behavior of the floor spots, some of which may disappear for 
months and others of which may appear and disappear several times even 
during the course of a single lunation. An even more inexplicable 
fact is that occasionally--and rarely--the extension of the darkness 
from the walls over the floor is markedly inhibited so that the general 
tone of the floor is much lighter than at other times, only the inner 
face of the east wall and perhaps a narrow border running along its 
foot appearing blackish. At other times this inhibiting influence 
appears to be totally lacking, floor and walls alike merging in an 
amorphous and equal darkness. But perhaps most remarkable of all is 
the inability to relate these manifestations to either solar light or 
heat. Thus, the first break-up of the solid dark area of floor into 
patches sometimes occurs much earlier than at other times; conversely, 
the maximum darkness sometimes comes much later than usual. These 
curious phenomena strongly indicate the existence and work of some 
purely local agency, which itself 	neither systematic nor constant. 

.4o 
A strongly suggestive fact is that not every area of Grimaldi is 

subject to these changes. True, most of the surface is so affected; 
but in the far north there exists what appears to be a "barren" area. 
This area always appears sensibly the same, lunation after lunation, 
dull, grayish-brown, featureless save for some craterlets, streaks, 
and the like. In its northward advance the darkness always stops at 
the edge of this area as if completely inhibited; it never penetrates  
beyond this point. Whatever the nature of this floor-darkening may bet  
the conditions necessary to its development apparently are altogether 
lacking in this one small area. 

Lack of space prevents a detailed description of many other curious 
appearances not even mentioned here Grimaldi is not only definitely 
one of the moons variable areas, but it is perhaps the most irregular-
ly variable area of all. The writer has studied these changes for 
many years, with instruments ranging from 2 to 5 inches in aperture 
and including both mirrors and lenses; all have agreed on the essential 
appearances related above, though naturally differing as to availability 
of small detail. If any observer with at least a good 3-inch objective 
will watch this formation closely (sporadic observationsare absolutely 
worthless for the purpose), and if he will keep a chart of the floor 
details as seen night after night, the train of events outlined above 
will soon become apparent--though if they follow exactly the same 
sequence no one will be more surprised than the author. 

Serious observers, unfamiliar with the technique of lunar observ- 
ing, can do no better than consult Mr. Haas fine monograph "Does 
Anything Ever Happen on the Moon?" for clear and concise instructions. 
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Comments 	Editor.  We thank 	Bartlett for his very interest- 
ing presentation of one phase of b14 lunar studies. Since his obser-
vations have been made with apertures of five inches and less, they 
should be verifiable with the instruments available to almost any one 
of our readers. After all, the angular area of the floor of Grimaldi,  
in spite of its position near the moon's limb, does exceed that of any 
planet Hence, a glass good enough to show any detail whatever on 
Jupiter or Mars should suffice to reveal markings in Grimaldi. We urge 
lunarians to examine this walled plain. 

A number of reprints of the editor's "Does Anything Ever Happen 
:n the Moon?" are still available, and he will be glad to supply a 
:opy to anyone writing for one. This monogram is a lengthy discussion 
:f 

 
periodically changing lunar areas, which some students have inter-

7-_-eted as representing physical agencies (e.g., vegetation, hoarfrost 
volcanoes, etc.) still active on a small scale on the moon's surface 

Among the drawings of Grimaldi which Dr. Bartlett has kindly 
zent to us is one at 23h 15m on December 25, 1947, by Universal Time 
reserving special mention. (The corresponding E. S. T. is 6:15 P M. 
on December 250 It shows a large black  area in the southeast part of 

floor. This area was even darker than the interior shadow of the 
of Grimaldi, presumably because this shadow was lightened by 

1-:nlight reflected into it. If the southeastern area was shadow, t 
is curious that it has apparently not been observed at all at the same 
Mar lighting in many other lUnations. At the time of the curious 
:...oservation the eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator--a quantity 

called colongitude--was 690.7. Observational errors are out of 
7he question with a black area so large and so prominent. If this mark 
-as not shadow, its nature is difficult to imagine. We earnestly  
._guest  our readers to search their notebooks for observations near 

15m  on December 25, 1947, and also near colongitude 690.7 in other 
lunations as they relate to the presence or absence of this black area. 

As Dr. Bartlett himself has written in personal correspondence, 
fundamental question in interpreting the changes in Grimaldi is 

1 	-1-lether the floor does actually grow darker as the sun rises higher 
7:.00ve it. This question is of more general lunar interest, in fact; 

'e 	7-21e floor of Plato has often been reported to be darkest near its lunar 
i:on, and such dark marks as the ones prominently present near full 
-:on in Eratosthenes and Alphonsus have been accused of the same 
'::]*flaVior. Nevertheless, it is difficult to be sure that such apparent 
7rkenings are actual; one must fear that they may represent only 
i-3reased contrast between the areas and their environs, which are 
trihtest near noon. Hence, exact photometry of high-sun dark areas 
is desired. 

We mention here a project that we hope to describe more fully in 
7-- C future. Over a year ago E. J. Reese constructed a simple but 
-1,.:fective photometer in which a flashlight was the source of an arti-
-r_cial star of controllable brirthtness. This "star" could be made 
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equal in lustre to stars of known brightness and could be dimmed to 
invisibility projected against lunar regions. Mr Reese soon determin-
ed that a star of magnitude 3.5 was just visible against an average  
portion of the full moon in his 6-inch reflector at 60x. The 

was about 2.5 and 4.5 against the brightest and darkest 
features on the full moon respectively. A few months ago the editor 
asked Mr. Reese to investigate the intensity-changes of one or two 
high-sun dark areas He kindly did so and soon had enough measures to 
allow tentative conclustons 	It appeared clear, he reported, that the 
floor of Plato was brightest under highest illumination and did not 
darken from early morning to noon. The same behavior was apparently 
true of the dark spots in Alphonsus. It is reasonable to infer that 
this result applies to other high-sun dark areas. If so, the high-
sun darkening argument for lunar vegetation must be regarded as 
disposed of by Reesels laudable piece of work--one must now suppose 
that the plants, if real, cover the surface so scantily (most of the 
lunar rocks or ground being bare) that they little affect the intensity-
changes of the region whereon they lie. 

However, it seems completely out of the question to explain all 
the changes that Dr. Bartlett has described in Grimaldi as due to 
changing lighting. Perhaps others will send us their observations and 
interpretations. 

JOVIANA 

On pp. 1-3 of our January issue we.  discussed the intensity of the 
Red Spot Hollow in 1948 when well off the central meridian of Jupiter. 
We now have these additional observations by T Cragg: 

44, 

Date (U. T.) 	03, M. (II)  
19 ,June 30 	2590  

July 22 	281 
August 24 	192 

These observations and ones 
often much duller when well 
intensity off the C M. was 

Telescope 	 Observation 
6-inch refr. 	Hollow about same bright- 

ness as adjacent zones. 
6-inch refl 	Same as June 30 
6-inch refl. 	Hollow definitely quite 

difficult, somewhat 
fainter than nearby zones. 

quoted earlier evidence that the Hollow was 
off the C. M. than when on it and that its 
widely variable. 

A letter from Mr. H. M. Johnson on December 29, 1948, deals 
largely with the same general subject and Dr. Bartlettts interpretation 
of it as caused by vertical oscillations of the Hollow (January issue) 
We quote in part. 

have rapidly read through all the B A A Jupiter Reports  
Nos. 1-29 (1890-1933) with a special view to possible references to 
clues on relative heights of surface marks. 
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THE APRIL LUNAR ECLIPSE 

An 
a total 

outstanding astronomical event of the present month will be 
eclipse of the moon. Circumstances are as follows: 

Moon enters penumbra 
Moon enters umbra 
Total eclipse begins 
Total eclipse ends 
Moon'leaves umbra 
Moon leaves penumbra 

Universal  
April 13, 

Time Eastern Standard Time 
lh 32m 	April 12, B:32 P.M. 
2h 28m 	 9:28 P.M. 
3h 28m 	 10:28 P.M. 
4h 54m 	 11:54 P.M. 
5h 54m 	April 13,12:54 A.M. 
6h 50m 	 1:50 A.M. 

When one has the Eastern Standard Time, one should subtract one hour 
to obtain „Central Standard Time, two hours for Mountain Standard Time, 
and three hours for Pacific Standard Time. 

An eclipse of the moon, supplies an opportunity for several obser-
vational programs. Among others are photographing the moon during its 
passage through the umbra and penumbra, visual and photographic deter-
minations of the limit of visibility of the penumbra, records of the 
color and intensity of different parts of the moon in eclipse, and 
timings of the occultations visible chiefly during totality. We wish 
here strongly to recommend to our readers two other programs; if less 
frequently attempted, they are, in our opinion, of very great interest 
and importance. 

The first program is the systematic search for possible lunar 
meteors and/or meteoritic impact-flares. We have referred to this 
subject in a number of past issues, e.g., Vol. 1, No. 6, pg. 3, 1947. 
Briefly, if the moon has no atmosphere at all, there must occur flashes 
of light when meteorites strike its surface at their cosmic velocities 
But if the moon possesses even a very thin atmosphere, one quite in-
capable of causing twilight effects in shadows or of dimming and dis-
coloring occulted stars, then one may expect meteors luminous in this 
rarefied atmosphere to manifest themselves as moving bright specks. 
Observation can hence decide between the two possibilities. Usually, 
however, the light of the sunlit parts of the moon is a serious handi-
cap; for it conceals the fainter, and presumably far more numerous, 
meteors end/or impact-flares. But during a total eclipse the lunar 
background is dimmer, a circumstance much increasing the likelihood of 
witnessing either one of the phenomena. We urge observers, therefore, 
to carry on systematic searches for lunar meteors and/or impact-flashei 
throughout the period of totality. We recommend the use of a magnif-
ication low enough to show the entire moon. If any unusual bright 
spot is seen, it will be most important to record its exact time of 
appearance and its precise location on the moon (perhaps marked on a 
chart). This information is desired so that the results of observers 
simultaneously active can be compared. It would be a most important 
and gratifying result if two or more observers should record the same 
luminous phenomenon. 
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An outstanding astronomical event of the present month will be 
a total eclipse of the moon. Circumstances are as follows: 

Universal Time Eastern Standard Time 
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When one has the Eastern Standard Time, one should subtract one hour 
to obtain Central Standard Time, two hours for Mountain Standard Time, 
and three hours for Pacific Standard Time. 

An eclipse of the moon, supplies an opportunity for several obser-
vational programs. Among others are photographing the moon during its 
passage through the umbra and penumbra, visual and photographic deter-
minations of the limit of visibility of the penumbra, records of the 
color and intensity of different parts of the moon in eclipse, and 
timings of the occultations visible chiefly during totality. We wish 
here strcngly to recommend to our readers two other programs; if less 
frequently attempted, they are, in our opinion, of very great interest 
and importance. 

The first program is the systematic search for possible lunar 
meteors and/or meteoritic impact-flares. We have referred to this 
subject in a number of past issues, e.g., Vol. 1, No. 6, pg. 3, 1947. 
Briefly, if the moon has no atmosphere at all, there must occur flashes 
of light when meteorites strike its surface at their cosmic velocities. 
But if the moon possesses even a very thin atmosphere, one quite in-
capable of causing twilight effects in shadows or of dimming and dis-
coloring occulted stars, then one may expect meteors luminous in this 
rarefied atmosphere to manifest themselves as moving bright specks. 
Observation can hence decide between the two possibilities. Usually, 
however, the light of the sunlit parts of the moon is a serious handi-
cap; for it conceals the fainter, and presumably far more numerous, 
meteors end/or impact-flares. But during a total eclipse the lunar 
background is dimmer, a circumstance much increasing the likelihood of 
witnessing either one of the phenomena. We urge observers, therefore, 
to carry on systematic searches for lunar meteors and/or impact-flashes 
throughout the period of totality. We recommend the use of a magnif-
ication low enoucth to show the entire moon. If any unusual bright 
spot is seen, it will be most important to record its exact time of 
appearance and its precise location on the moon (perhaps marked on a 
chart). This information is desired so that the results of observers 
simultaneously active can be compared. It would be a most important 
and gratifying result if two or more observers should record the same 
luminous phenomenon. 
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Readers participating in this program should report their name, station 
telescope, magnification, seeing (or steadiness), transparency (or 
clearness), the number of minutes spent in actual watching (as well as 
beginning and ending times of the searches), the region watched (if 
not the whole moon), the estimated stellar magnitude of the dimmest 
object that could have been detected, and their results. If any un-
usual luminous object is seen, they should also record its time of 
ePPearance, its position on the moon, its angular diameter, its estim-
eted stellar magnitude, the length of its path, the lunar direction of 
motion, the duration of visibility, the color, and any other note-
worthy characteristics. If the above appears like a large order, the 
editor will gladly supply to those requesting them blank forms for 
recording these necessary data. 

The second program consists in the careful examination of certain 
lunar areas,which are suspected of exhibiting small-scale physical 
changes, to determine whether the passage of the earth's umbral shadow 
has any effect on them. For example, dark areas in the crater Erat-
osthenes go through a cycle of changes each lunation (W. H. Pickering, 
Popular Astronomy, Vol. 27, pg. 579, 1919); these have been ascribed 
both to some sort of lunar vegetation and to changing solar lighting. 
If varying solar illumination alone explains all such periodically 
changing areas, then no changes in them can occur as a result of an 
eclipse; but otherwise, some such effects, some deviations from normal' 
development, appear very possible. It is known that rapid and extreme 
changes in the temperature of the moon's surface occur at eclipses 
(E. Pettit, Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 91, pg. 408, 1940.). At any 
rate, any changes clearly associated with the shadow's passage cannot  
be explained by changing lighting. 

A person wishing to observe a lunar eclipse with this goal in 
mind should first select, from the list given below, some objects 
to be watched closely for eclipse-induced effects. Since affected 
regions have been found to change rapidly soon after emerging from 
the umbra (Harvard Annals, Vol. 51, 1903, and Vol 61, Part 1, 1908), 
one should study only a few objects, certainly no more than four. 
It is very desirable to be acquainted with the normal full-moon 
appearance of each object chosen (good photographs can help). If poss-
ible, each region on the program should be attentively examined at 
the moment it enters the umbra. Unfortunately, such pre-totality views 
will be difficult or impossible for Western U. S. observers at this 
eclipse because of daylight or twilight. It is absolutely essential  
to observe each region at the moment of re-entering sunlight and at 
brief intervals thereafter for several hours, If any abnormal or 
unusual appearances are detected during elch post-totality observations, 
they should be studied with the greatest possible care. We urge each 
observer to employ the same telescope and eyepiece  throughout this 
Program. Two sources or uncertainty in aeciding whether apparent 
changes are actual are thus removed; enough will remain! A power 
between 150x and 250x should be best on most ordinary-sized telescopes. 
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to observe each region at the moment of re-entering sunlight and at 
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Program. Two sources or uncertainty in aeciding whether apparent 
changes are actual are thus removed; enough will remain! A power 
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Each ,reported observation made in this program should be accom-
panied by a statement of observer, station, telescope, time, (to 
nearest minute), manification, seeing, and transparency. It will be 
noted that all but three of these items can be made the same for all 
observations by one person 

There follows a list of lunar features suitable for study: 

1. Linne. Watch carefully the size and brightness of the white 
area around this crater Micrometrical measures of the north-south 
diameter by equipped readers are recommended 

2. Riccioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuous 
dark area in this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical mea-
sures of the north-south length of the dark area are suggested Note 
whether the south end is rounded or pointed 

3. Atlas. Watch the intensity and appearance of the two main 
dark areas on the floor, one near the south wall and one northwest of 
the central mountains. Pay especially close attention to dark bands 
or areas between these two in the west half of the floor. 

4. Grimaldi. Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, 
Parts thereof, and in the brightness of the bright spots along the 
west wall. 

5 Stoefler. Examine carefully the dark areas on the floor, and 
compare the intensities of the ones in its east and west parts. 

6. Eratosthenes. Estimate the intensities of the dark areas in 
the east half of the floor. 

7 Alphonsus Observe the intensities, sizes, and general app-
earances of the three very dark spots on the floor 

8. Plato. Note the relative conspicuousnesses of the spots and 
streaks on the floor Watch also for possible changes in the darknesE 
of the floor, or parts thereof 

9. Conon. Note the size, brightness, and general appearance/of 
the floor-7-8T5Udn, a variable white area connected to the northwtat 
wall 

It will be best to make many of these sugge.sted observations by 
comparisons to other lunar features not far away. For example, the 
intensity of dark areas in Atlas. may be compared to that of the floor 
of Endymion and of the dark area in the north part of Hercules; and 
the size of Linne may be compared to that of any of a number of bright 
spots near it on the expanse of Mare Serenitatis. Such relative es-
timates of intensities and sizes are likely to allow far mora definite 
conclusions about the effect of. the eclipse than attempted absolute 
estimates. Lack of space prevents a detailed listing of suitable 
comparison-areas for each object on the program. We suggest that eack 
observer choose ones for himself either from good photographs of the 
full moon or froth visual surveys during the days just before the 
eclipse. Such surveys have the merit of giving greater familiarity 
with the regions to be watched; it is easy to blunder in full-moon 
studies of imperfectly known areas. 

Each ,reported observation made in this program should be accom-
panied by a statement of observer, station, telescope, time, (to 
nearest minute), magnification, seeing, and transparency. It will be 
noted that all but three of these items can be made the same for all 
observations by one person. 

There follows a list of lunar features suitable for study: 

1. Linne. Watch carefully the size and brightness of the white 
area around this crater. Micrometrical measures of the north-south 
diameter by equipped readers are recommended. 

2. Riccioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuous 
dark area in this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical mea-
sures of the north-south length of the dark area are suggested. Note 
whether the south end is rounded or pointed, 

3. Atlas. Watch the intensity and appearance of the two main 
dark areas on the floor, one near the south wall and one northwest of 
the central mountains. Pay especially close attention to dark bands 
or areas between these two in the west half of the floor. 

4. Grimaldi. Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, o: 
Parts thereof, and in the brightness of the bright spots along the 
west wall. 

5. Stoefler. Examine carefully the dark areas on the floor, an 
compare the intensities of the ones in its east and west parts. 

6. Eratosthenes. Estimate the intensities of the dark areas in 
the east half of the floor. 

7. Alphonsus. Observe the intensities, sizes, and general app-
earances of the three very dark spots on the floor. 

8. Plato. Note the relative conspicuousnesses of the spots and 
streaks on the floor. Watch also for possible changes in the darknesE 
of the floor, or parts thereof. 

9. Conon. Note the size, brightness, and general appearance/of 
the floor-7-8-175Udn, a variable white area connected to the northwest 
wall. 

It will be best to make many of these sugge.sted observations by 
comparisons to other lunar features not far away. For example, the 
intensity of dark areas in Atlas may be compared to that of the floor 
of Endymion and of the dark area in the north part of Hercules; and 
the size of Linn may be compared to that of any of a number of bright 
snots near it on the expanse of Mare Serenitatis. Such relative es-
timates of intensities and sizes are likely to allow far more definite 
conclusions about the effect of the eclipse than attempted ab, olute 
estimates. Lack of space prevents a detailed listing of suitable 
comparison-areas for each object on the program. We suggest that eacl 
observer choose ones for himself, either from good photographs of the 
full moon or from visual surveys during the days just before the 
eclipse. Such surveys have the merit of giving greater familiarity 
with the regions to be watched; it is easy to blunder in full-moon 
studies of imperfectly known areas. 
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We recommend that those persons watching three or less objects 
select all of them from the first six in ou:? list. Those studying a 
fourth - object should then choose it from among Aiphonsus, Plato, and 
Conon. We hope that this haphazard system will secure sufficient 
observers for each feature on the list We also hope that the atmos-
phere of the third planet will not exhibit Venus-imitating qualities 
on the night of April 12-131 

BOOK REVIEW 
by 

Hugh M. Johnson 

"i".-e Atmospheres of the Earth and Planets: Papers presented at 
the Fiftieth Anniversary Symposium of the Yerkes Observatory, September, 
1947," edited by Gerard P. Kuiper, 1949, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago 37, VII+ 366 pages, 91 Figures, ,frontispiece 1-16 Plates, 
7.50. 

This is the first book, known to the reviewer, published since 
H. V. Russellts "The Solar System and its Origin", or F. L. Whipplels 
(nontechnical) "Earth, Moon, and Planets", and dealing only with the 
planets. It is a welcome and ecellent addition to a restricted lit-
erature. A list of chapters and their contributors will give the best 
concise plan of the work. 

I. Introduction, by G. P. Kuiper. 
II. On the Nature of the General Circulation of the Lower 

Atmosphere, by Carl-Gustaf Rossby. 
III. Scattering in the Atmospheres of the Earth and the 

Planets, by H. C. van de Hulst. 
IV. The Upper Atmosphere Studied from Rockets. 

A. Research Programs, by J L. Greenstein. 
B. The Ultraviolet Solar Spectrum, by H. E. Clearman. 
C. Rocket Sonde Research at the Naval Research Laboratory, 

by E. Durand. 
V. Seasonal Variations in the Density of the Upper Atmosphere, 

by F. L. Whipple, L. Jacchia, and Z. Kopal. 
VI. The Spectra of the Night Sky and the Aurora, by P. Swings. 
VII. The Terrestrial Atmosphere above 300 Km., by Lyman 

Spitzer, Jr. 
VIII. Geological Evidence on the Evolution of the Earth's 

Atmosphere, by R. T. Chamberlin. 
IX. Rare Gases and the Formation of the Earth's Atmosphere 

by H. Brown. 
X. Selected Topics in the Infra-red Spectroscopy of the 

Solar System, by A. Adel. 

On the Presence of CHI,  , N20, and NH3 in the Earthts 
Atmosphere, by M V. Migeotte. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND COHMENTS 

...-.Note. All dates and times are by Universal Time unless the con-
trary is explicitly stated. 

:7--oact-flares. We w€re pleased to learn some months ago that the Glen- 
-earches of the moon for possible lunar.  meteors and/or meteoritic 

Elsewhere in this issue we have spoken of the value of systematic 

fale, Calif., amateur astronomers were doing group-vork on this project. 
:hey are the only organization so engaged, to our knowledge- Their 
results have been indicated by Mr. J. G. ij,0y..e.al of Hermosa Beach, Calif. 

a 	2..n a letter dated February 7, 1949. We quote part of it: 

"To date our members have reported two cases of momentary flashes 
of light on the dim portion of the moonts surface, which probably were 
evidences of meteors, at the following Pacific Standard Times. 

"Aw;ust 8, 1948, 21 hrs., 35 mins 
"December 6, 1948. 18 hrs,, 44 mins. 

"We had hoped to have 2 or more observers searching simultaneously 
AV that reports such as these would be substantiated. or authenticated 
khould 2 or more observers-  report witnessing.. the phenomena at the _same 
time. Unfortunately for eaQh of the cases reported above only one 
observer happened to be watching, or at.least only one 
reported seeing a flash at that time. In each case the flash was de-
scribed as about 1/3 of the way from the edge and of magnitude 8 or 9. 
:he telescope used in each case was a 10-inch of good quality. This is 
-he largest reflector owned by any member, and the largest refractor 
_s a 6-inch. 

"I will confess that results to date have not been startling, but 
:his may be attributed to the fact that not a great many hours of actual 
--itching have been spent yet Furthermore, we are all very new in this 
---:irk and have taken some time to gain experience. There seem to be 
:nly 2 or 3 days each month when the moon is at the proper phase so 
that successful results are even possible, and very often the weather 
was interfered on those days " 

If the 2 "flashes" seen by Glendale observers  are moving lunar 
_-Necks, known observations of such objects by our members and co-workers 
La the years 1941-8 total 19 

On pp. 3-5 of our January, 1949, issue we discussed the twin 
craterlets in the north central part of the floor of the lunar plain 
:lato The twins are Siamese in that it takes a really good view to 
==vide them 	On February 12, 1949, at 3h 15m E. J. Reese made the 
following observation: "The components were equal in diameter, but 
:he northeast component was decidedly the brighter r  The distance 
-oetween the centers of the components was estimated to be 1/4 the 
fistance between the central craterlet and the southwest component, or 
about 1" 9 or 2.2 miles " With fairly good seeing, he thus found 
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If the 2 "flashes" seen by Glendale observers  are moving lunar 
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in the years 1941-8 total 19. 

On pp. 3-5 of our January, 1949, issue we discussed the twin 
craterlets in the north central part of the floor of the lunar plain 
lato. The twins are Siamese in that it takes a really good view to 
==vide them. On February 12, 1949, at 3h ism E. J. Reese made the 
following observation: "The components were equal in diameter, but 
,he northeast component was decidedly the brighter r  The distance 
:etween the centers of the components was estimated to be 1/4 the 
distance between the central craterlet and the southwest component, or 
.1bout 1".9 or 2.2 miles." With fairly good seeing, he thus found 
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these craterlets unusually easy to separai-;e: One might compare this 
result to Reesets earlier ostimate (gee Above reference) that the dis-
tance between the centers vas doertalnly less" than 1".4, Three days 
later, on February 15 at 11h 22m , W, H. Haas remarked in good seeing; 
"The nor!,;.1apentral pair is divtcl.ed only by infreouent glimpses; and 
I feel unable to compare the components in size, brightness, etc." 
Since Haas had never before split the craterlets at all with his 6-inc: 
reflector, we have here important confirmation that they were indeed 
unusually easy to separate last February. 

On pg. 32 of The Journal of the British Astronomical Association 
for December” 1948, Mr. H. P. Wilkins reports some 1948 Observations 
of bright and dark bands on the inner walls of the crater Proclus. 
He expresses surprise that such lunarians as Neison and Goodacre made 
no mention of these streaks and hence wonders whether they may be a 
comparatively recent development 	In recent months Hare, Reese, White:  
and Haas have made observations, including drawings, of Proclus. Thesi 
have apparently revealed the bands in question. For example, White on 
March6at 3h 38m drew a dark band on the north inner wall and two brighl 
bands 	the still shadowed west inner wall Near the same solar 
lumination on August 11 1948, Hare depicted two dark bands on 
north wall, two more on the south wall, a faint dusky band on the east 
wall, and a relatively bright band in the shadow on the west wall In 
February Haas obserted the Proclus bands over widely varying solar 
lightings and found them always inconspicuous. In fairly good seeing 
at 5h 13m on February 9 he made a typical entry "The dark wall bands 
are very inconspicuous, more so than those in Conon tonight." Since 
the wall bands in Conon--and for that matter in a number of other 
craters, among them Hanstmeland Kepler--have not been mapped or des- 
cribed by past selenologists, Haas 	of the opinion that the evidence 
for any change in the Proclus bands is inconclusive F R Vaughn has 
expressed the same opinion in correspondence. 

On pg. 4 of our March issue we described J C Bartlettls appar-
ently remarkable observation on December 25, 1947, of a black area 
in the southeast part of the floor of Grimaldi Having foreseen that 
the solar illumination of Grimaldi would be the same at 2h 25m on Marcy 
13, 1949, as when Dr Bartlett observed, Haas decided to examine the 
walled plain on that date His first view at lh 55m on March 13 showed  
him a large area almost as black as shadow in the east part of the floc 
It was not darker than the shadows of west wall peaks (as Bartlett had 
observed), and Haas wondered whether it might be merely a region very  
poorly lit by the sun By 2h  50m  it was considerably lighter than at 
1h 55m • by ,5h  20m, lighter still though yet easily darker than the 
floor. At 2n 50m and later the area showed much internal structure, 
parts perhaps being shadow and parts being much lighter. At 3h on 
March 14 no trace of the area remained If it results merely from 
very oblique illumination, it must be present soon after every sunrise 
on Grimaldi. Good evenings to look for it during the coming months 
are May 10, July 8, and September 5 (local civil time dates) 
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article on pg. 80 of the January, 1949i  Shy and Telescopf.  and, to study 
the accompanying chart on pg. 81, The editor would suggest that the 
best way of estimating the differences in stellar magnitude among the 
various satellites is by Argelander's step-method; for example, a 
typical estimate might be Titan 14 Rhea 4 Dione 1 Tethys. Here the 
"step" or unit (1) is the smallest perceptible difference in brightness 
and is usually near 0.1 magnitudes for experienced variable-star obser-
vers. Four "steps", as above, would then be about 0.4 magnitudes, etc. 
There is no objection to including stars near Saturn in the sequence; 
on the contrary, this procedure is a considerable advantage if the star! 
(whose position should be noted) can later be identified in some cata-
logue which gives their brightnesses. Neither is it necessary to iden-
tify the individual satellites before making an estimate; a rough sketc17 
of positions relative to Saturn will allow later identification. Obser-
vers will find that the satellites are much more easily seen at elong-
ation than at other times. On March 29 (U.T.) E. E. Hare was able to 
see4limas; Tethys, Dione, and Titan, all near eastern elongation, in 
his 7-inch reflector. He did not know the position of Mimas at the 
time of the observation. Readers interested. in such magnitude-estimate 
but desiring further details might write either to Mr. R. R. La Pelle 
or to the editor; the former's address is 54 Fernleaf Ave., Longmeadow 
6, Massachusetts. 

AN ASTRONOMER'S MEMORIAL 

Our readers will already have heard the sad news of the death of 
Dr. Russell W. Porter 	It is scarcely necessary to describe the achie- 
vements of this man, who, among many other things, inspired the teles-
cope-making movement in this country and aided importantly in the 
design of the Hale 200-inch telescope. A biography by Leo and Margaret 
Scanlon 	in the April, 1949, Sky and Telescope. 

After learning of Dr. Porter's death, Mr. David P. Barcroft of 
Madera, Calif.;  and Mr. Albert G. Ingalls of Scientific American maga-
zine, who was a lifelong friend of Dr. Porter's, set in motion a project 
to name a lunar formation for Dr. Porter. Mr. Ingalls said: nI think 
this is the kind of a memorial Porter would have _liked." Mr. Barcroft 
addressed a letter on this subject to Mr. H. Percy Wilkins, outstanding 
student of the moon and Lunar Director of the world-wide British Astron-
omical Association. We are happy to be able to report that Mr. Wilkins 
was thoroughly agreeable to this project and that crater Porter on the 
moor' now commemorates a great astronomer and a kindly and generous man. 
We quote part of a letter from Mr. -Ingalls to Mr. Barcroft dated March 
19, 1949: 

"I was glad to receive your letter but very sorry indeed to learn 
the sad news of the decease of Russell W. Porter, who did so much, in 
a really great manner, for science in general and astronomy and astron-
omical instruments in particular. 
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"I fully agree that Porter is entitled to a place on the moon and 
very glad indeed that it lies within my power to further this. 

1Lnce I received your letter I have given the most careful consideration 
the suggestion and have decided that no better formation could be 

:hosen than the one under mention. 

IS 

"One of the finest of all the lun ar formations 	is Clay- 
Ius, the great 'crater" south of Tycho. Now on the walls of Clavius 

h 	-e find two prominent craters, one on the south wall and the other on 
:he north. They used to be known as Clavius A and B. The one on the 
south is now called Rutherford after the famous American lunar photo-
:rapher but, until the present time, the crater on the north wall has 
:een unnamed. It is about 25 miles in diameter and has a central peak 
?_:Id a curved ridge within it. 

s  
"I therefore propose to name the crater Clavius B, on the north 

11 of Clavius,--Russell W.  Porter. To this end I have already inser-
:ed it on my copy of the 300 inch map, and on the tracings from which 
:rints are taken and this name will appear on all future copies of the 

I am also inserting at the head of the next Interim Report Lin 
::urnal of the British Astronomical Association] , now being sent to 
:he Editor, a note to this effect and also a request that all persons 
vho possess a copy of my map will insert the name Porter on their copies. 

"I trust that my selection of Clavius B to be named Porter will 
7_eet with your approval. I really do not think I could have selected 
a better object. 

"Please therefore inform all persons interested in the matter, 
throughout the U. S. A. or elsewhere that this has now been done, and 
that this name appears on the great lunar map." 

All amateurs owe thanks to Messrs. Barcroft, Wilkins, and Ingalls 
for their efforts in securing so fine a lunar monument to Dr. Porter. 
His crater will be finely displayed near the terminator in the near 
future on the evenings of May 6, June 4, and July 4, local civil time 
fates. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Note. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, all dates and 
times in this publication are by Universal Time. 

Our presentation of observations of the Crape Band last February 
on pp..6 and 7 of our April issue requires one correction and one 
addition. Cra,7g's last reported observation was not on February 20 
but on February 21 by Universal Time. On February 24 Haas observed: 
nhe Crape Band is 1/4 as wide as Cassini's." These alterations do not 
affect the argument in the rest of the article. 
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Observations of Mercury are rare enough that it is good to find 
some made in Germany reported by E. Pfannenschmidt on pp. 41 and 42 of 
Sternenwelt for February, 1949. The editor here translates: 

"In spite of the unfavorable conditions of visibility which pre- 
vailed at the beginning of November (-044 	some few visual results 
on Mercury are present. They have been submitted to us by Dr. W. Sand-
ner, Munich (116-mm. refractor) and by Dr. H. Ruegemer, Neustadt-Wald-
naab (135-mm. refractor). Bad seeing and cloud covers hindered the 
certain perception of surface details. Sandner could observe on five 
days but perceived even with 'relatively favofable atmospheric condit-
ions' (November 6, 1948) no sort of surface detail, It was only pos-
sible for him to recognize the decrease of the apparent diameter and 
the corresponding phase. 

"Dr. Ruegemer reports from his Private Observatory, among other 
things, the following: 'In consequence of a stubborn, unbroken high 
layer of clouds I could see Mercury only once, early on November 9, 
The seeing was also very poor then so that I even had difficulties in 
determining the phase. Dichotomy was doubtless already past. [It waa 
well pastwhen he observed, the sun-Mercury-earth angle being 630.-- 
W. H. Ha To my very great surprise I saw very plainly, in spite of 
this poor seeing, an approximately triangular dark feature in the south-
ern hemisphere, the smallest side parallel to the "equator" and located 
only a little south of it, a second side beginning at about the "south 
pole" and running to a point which divided the width of the crescent 
D--W. H. H] in the ratio 2:3 from the terminator toward the limb, and 
the third side forming the terminator which as a result appeared almost 
concave. I could not recomize "polar caps" nor any distinct limb-
band; on the contrary, I suspected in the southern hemisphere, begin-
ning near the limb at about 800  south latitude and running toward the 
center of the disc, a very narrow dark mark, but it was not to be made 
out with certainty with the very strongly undulating image.' 

"These results are unfortunately very scanty„ and it appears 
highly questionable whether observation of the planet in our high lat-
itudes has much purpose. Nevertheless, the amateur astronomer will not 
neglect to watch the ghr planet sometimes at favorable opportunities. 
Reliable observations of the phase, especially at the time of theor-
etical dichotomy, are indeed valuable." 

E. J. Reese reports that at 2h on March 9, 1949, he was unable to 
see any detail on the floor of the lunar crater Plato, not even the 
central craterlet. The view was excellent enough to reveal clearly in 
the crater Conon a mark called "Cleft V'! (Reese's terminology); this 
feature is difficult and is absent from Wilkins' 300-inch map of the 
moon and from all other lunar charts known to the editor. Vnder 
similar solar illumination on March 31, 1947 and October 12, 1948, 
Reese had clearly seen craterlets on the floor of Plato; these two viewE 
also had shown him "Cleft V" in Conon. We cannot doubt that in the 
past many different observers saw some Plato craterlets near the same 
solar illumination- as prevailed at 2h on March 9 and that at least some 
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of them examined Conon without seeing the cleft in question. Such was 
the editorls experience in 1941-5 when he was using the Flower Observa-
4ory 18-insh refractor, for example. One can hence hardly doubt that 
Plato floor detail was unusually inconspicuous on March 9, at least 
relative to "Cleft V". Important galgirmIAon of this conclusion comes 
from tbe fact that T. R. Hake, observin the moon under good conditions 
near 3" on March 9, also saw no detail on the floor of Plato but did 

■ see "Cleft V" for the first time. Reese employed a 6-inch reflector at 
f7UX; Hake, a 5-inch refractor at 300X. 

Some notes on Saturnian colors by E. J. Reese in January-March, 
1949, will be reported next. Ring A appears pale blue or bluish gray 
70 this observer Ring B is white at its outer edge and middle, yellow-
"hite at its duller inner edge. Ring C near the ansae is pale blue. 
=he shaded South Polar Region and its bounding South Polar Band are 
:..sually gray, though the latter appeared olive-gray on February 18. 
:he very broad South Temperate Zone is yellow-gray; brighter zones in 
It are yellow-white. The South Equatorial Belt is perhaps usually 
reddish-brown; but it has also been described as brown-gray and orange-
:rown. The Equatorial Zone is yellow-white. The Crape Band is brown, 
:hough by March it had become so dark as to be almost black. The ball 
-.0rth of the rings is neutral gray. 

J. C Bartlett continues to find Saturnian colors dull and subdued. 
Refer to pg. 9 of our February,1949, issue ) The ball-background is a 
hitish yellow in his 3.5-inch reflector; the darker markings, close 

77) gray. He has reported a small number of exceptions: The South 
.7:lar Region was olive-brown on February 13, faint yellowish brown on 
s.rch 20, and light gray-green on March 21. The South Temperate Belt 

. as olive-brown on February 13 and brownish on March 9. The North 
7.-- perate Belt was distinctly bluish-gray on March 20. Dr. Bartlett 
-rtes that he has found the South Polar Region to show brown more often 
:han any other color in 1948 and 1949 and wonders whether there has 
:een a significant change from the green often found there in the past. 

We give the usual data, on observed widths of the Crape Band at the 
:5.ntral meridian of Saturn, where the unit is the width of Cassini's 
=Ivision at the ansae: E. E. Hare, 7-inch ref l., 0.75 on March 16; 

K. White, 7-inch refl., 1.2 to 1.3 as reported in a letter on April 
: T. R. Cave, 12-inch refr., 0.9 on January 15; W. H. Haas, 6-inch 
reflector, 0.79 as the average of 7 observations from March 27 to April 
:2. An ingenious observation by White on April 12 appears to demonstr-
ate conclusively that the Crape Band was wider than Cassini's at the 
ansae on that date. He placed the wire of a homemade filar micrometer 
7,,Ingent to Cassinits at the ansae and found this division to be about 
2 to 3/4 as wide as the wire. He then placed the same wire tangent"?) 

72 the Crape Band and found this feature to be "definitely wider" than, 
7:_ne wire. The seeing was splendid, and a power of 200X was employed. 

In several recent issues we have discussed the nature of the Crape 
=and and have found evidence that it is really the shadow of Ring C, 
:r of Rings B and C3 (It would presumably be the latter at present; 
f:r shadows have been thrown southward since February 18, 1949.) 
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:hough by March it had become so dark as to be almost black. The ball 
eorth of the rings is neutral gray. 

J. C. Bartlett continues to find Saturnian colors dull and subdued. 
leefer to pg. 9 of our February1194% issue.) The ball-background is a 
-hitish yellow in his 3.5-inch reflector; the darker markings, close 
77) gray. He has reported a small number of exceptions: The South 
Mar Region was olive-brown on February 13, faint yellowish brown on 
:arch 20, and light gray-green on March 21. The South Temperate Belt 
-as olive-brown on February 13 and brownish on March 9. The North 
7eelperate Belt was distinctly bluish-gray on March 20. Dr. Bartlett 
eetes that he has found the South Polar Region to show brown more often 
:han any other color in 1948 and 1949 and wonders whether there has 
_-en a significant change from the green often found there in the past. 

We give the usual data, on observed widths of the Crape Band at the 
:ntral meridian of Saturn, where the unit is the width of Cassini's 
evision at the ansae: E. E. Hare, 7-inch refl., 0.75 on March 16; 
K. White, 7-inch refl., 1.2 to 1.3 as reported in a letter on April 
T. R. Cave, 12-inch refr., 0.9 on January 15; W. H. Haas, 6-inch 

reflector, 0.79 as the average of 7 observations from March 27 to April 
An ingenious observation by White on April 12 appears to demonstr-

=te conclusively that the Crape Band was wider than Cassini's at the 
ansae on that date. He placed the wire of a homemade filar micrometer 
eangent to Cassini's at the ansae and found this division to be about 
1/2 to 3/4 as wide as the wire. He then placed the same wire tangent"?) 

the Crape Band and found this feature to be "definitely wider" than, 
ehe wire. The seeing was splendid, and a power of 200X was employed. 

In several recent issues we have discussed the nature of the Crape 
=and and have found evidence that it is really the shadow of Ring C, 

of Rings B and C. (It would presumably be the latter at present; 
f:r shadows have been thrown southward since February 18, 1949.) 

•• 
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THE. LUNAR ECLIPSE OF" APRIL 13 1949 

by Walter HO Haas 

GENERAL  

The purpose of this article is to report and interpret observations 
I have received of the total lunar eclipse on April 131, 1949. All dates and 
times are by Universal Time. Weather—aonditions were rather unfavorable in 
the United States, and apparently also in some other countries where our 
Association has members; therefore, a fair number of would-be observers, in-
cluding some of much ability and experience, were idle because of clouds, 
heavy haze, or fog. Times were as, follows: 

Moon enters penumbra. 

Moon enters umbra 

Totality begins 

Middle of eclipse 

Totality ends 

Moon leaves umbra 

Moon. leaves penumbra 

1h 301  

28m  

3h  28m  

4h  llm  

4h  54m  

511  54m  

6h 50m 

BRIGHTNESS. AND COLOR OF ECLIPSED MOON 

There have been press reports, perhaps limited to the NewTYork City • 
area, of a "black eclipse", the first since 1844, in which the moon became 
completely invisible fora while. This state of affairs is completely 
contradicted by our observers., a number of whom express much surprise at 
the reports just mentioned. P. F Froesehner at St, Louis, Missouri, was, 
in fact, surprised by how bright the eclipsed moon was. H. M. J2hnson at 
Chicago, Illinois, observing with the naked eye from 3h 47m  to V 4m  ,found.: 
"'Characterizing that portion of the moon which is darkest as that lying 
nearest the 'core' of the umbra, I should call this a 'dark' eclipse, though 
by no means difficult to observe". M. Rosenkotter at Pierce, Nebraska, says 
that this eclipse, which he observed with the unaided eye, was the darkest 
one he had ever seen but that the moon was "far from being invisible.";. That 
the moon did stay visible to the eye (and thus by inference in the telescope 
too) is confirmed by D.P Barcroft at Madera, California, by C.P. Richards 
(observing) at Yakima, Washington, by a number of,observers at or near Montreal, 
Quebec,, Canada, and by D. W. Rosebrugh at Waterbury, Connecticut A. Oshinsky 
observed on Long Island,, New York, and was "astonished" by the darkness of 
the eclipse. However, his views were hampered by clouds; and Mr. Rosebrugh 
stresses that the moon never disappeared at Waterbury,, even threllch "fairly' 
dense haze". W. H. Haas in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with very clear skies 
paid little attention to the brightness of the eclipsed moon because of pre-
occupation with searches for possible lunar meteors; his casual impression  
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THE. LUNAR ECLIPSE OF APRIL 13,; 1949 

by Walter H• Haas 

GENERAL  

The purpose of this article is to report and interpret observations 
I have received of the total lunar eclipse on April 13,, 1949. All dates and 
times are by Universal Time. Weather—conditions were rather unfavorable in 
the United States, and apparently also in some other countries where our 
Association has members; therefore, a fair number of would-be observers,, in-
cluding some of much ability and experience, were idle because of clouds, 
heavy haze, or fog. Times were as, follows: 

Moon enters penumbra. 

Moon enters umbra 

Totality begins 

Middle of eclipse 

Totality ends 

Moon leaves umbra 

Moon leaves penumbra 

1h 301 

2h 28m  

3h  28m  

4h 11m  

4h  54m  

:5,P.  54m  

6h  50m  

BRIGHTNESS:AND COLOR OF ECLIPSED MOON 

There have been press reports, perhaps limited to the NewTYork City • 
area, of a "black eclipse", the first since 1844, in which the moon became 
completely invisible for.a while. This state of affairs is completely 
contradicted by our observers., a number of whom express much surprise at 
the reports just mentioned. P. F. Froeschner at St, Louis, Missouri, was, 
in fact, surprised by how bright the eclipsed moon was. H. M. J2hnson at 
Chicago, Illinois, observing with the naked eye from 3h 47m  to WL  4m  found' 
"'Characterizing that portion of the moon which is darkest as that lying 
nearest the 'core' of the umbra, I should call this a 'dark' eclipse,, though 
by no means difficult to observe". M. Rosenkotter at Pierce, Nebraska, says 
that this eclipse, which he observed with the unaided eye, was the darkest 
one he had ever seen but that the moon was "far from being invisible) That 
the moon did stay visible to the eye (and thus by inference in the telescope 
too) is confirmed by D.P Barcroft at Madera, California, by G.P. Richards 
(observing) at Yakima, Washington, by a number of,observers at or near Montreal, 
Quebec,, Canada, and by D. W. Rosebrugh at Waterbury, Connecticut. A. Oshinsky 
observed on Long Island, New York,, and was "astonished" by the darkness of 
the eclipse. However, his views were hampered by clouds; and Mr. Rosebrugh 
stresses that the moon never disappeared at Waterbury, even thrcalch "fairly.. 

 

dense haze". W. H. Haas in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with very clear skies 
paid little attention to the brightness of the eclipsed moon because of pre-
ocnupation with searches for possible lunar meteors; his casual impression  
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was that the moon ,in eclipse looked about thaysame,:ap on July 16, 1935 August 
26, 1942, and FebrUary 20 Q  19430 At Chicago, Illinois, and with a clear sky, 
C. B. Stephenson and H. IL, Johnson, each employing a 3.5-inch telescope, found 
that each of them noted a star of magnitude 9.2 near the moon during totality 
but failed to see a star of magnitude 9.6 (Yale Catalogue magnitudes). Since a 
3.5-inch telescope will go below'9:6 on a really dark sky, we appear to have 
further evidence that this eclipse was only moderately dark. (The Montreal 
group found stars in Virgo as faint as magnitude 55 to be visible to the eye 
during totality..):. 	• 

A very well-planned program: of_observationsof:colors on the eclipsed 
moon was carried...out by the Montreal observers.. They supplied forms, with 
circles for sketches of thamoon4 to their observers. SaMe. observers else-
where made references to. colors. Observations with the.pya, with binoculars 
or opera glasses, and with telescopes up.  to 6 inches ip aperture indicate the 
following picture of colors on the eclipsed moon! Those portions most deeply 
immersed in the umbra looked gray, probably because too poorly illuminated 
to show their real color. Those parts less deeply immersed showed a color 
in which red predominated, as was to be expectedthey were variously described 
as "coppery reddish", "dirty or murky brown", "Coppery", ,"rust red"; and 
"brick color". Still nearer the outer edge of theumbra; the moon was, 
brighter and more nearly gray, though probably showing some red or yello* 
Finally, a greenish or bluish band bordering the edge of the umbral shadow 
was noticed by Barcroft near 4h 43m, by Tisdale near 3h 25m, and by some of 
the Montreal observers near either the beginning or the end of totality. 
Tisdale, who employed a 5-inch reflector with 45X in North Little Rock, 
Arkansas, found this'band diffuse and 5 Or'6'minutes of arc wide. He suggests 
that it may be a contrast-effect. At any rate, this greenish band is a 
common feature at lunar eclipse4 and it is evident that the moon is here 
illuminated by solar rays which have passed through relatively little of the 
earth's atmosphere, which transmits chiefly the longer wave-lengths. 

VISIBILITY OF PENUMBRAL SHADOW 

Dr:, Alexander Pogo in articles in Popular Astronomy has urged the 
carefuLdetermination of the limit of visibility of the penumbra. A. W. Mount 
at Fort Worth, Texas, could sea Pothing.of the penumbra at lh 40m  and only 
suspected it at lh.40,..the skyybeing clear. Moreover, W. L. Orr with a 
6-inchrefledkorat65X.at Montreal could find no Penumbra-caused.dimming at 
lh 44m: •By-1. 	of the' limb of themoon was distinct to Mount, 
teing.easily seen'tiththe eye - through a medium neutral filter. At:2h an  
A0 Hestin, Acy-en-Multien (Oise:) France, using a.12-4nch reflector at 100X, 
described the penumbral eclipse as '."not very sensitive", At 2h 15MAkunt 
noted:. ."Me.re Humorum. has beqame. cathspicuously darkrtothe unaided eye& 
He .considered the darkening of the east quarter of thelunar disc-=w obVious 
to,apinformed-observer Thalgontreal observerstpticedno penumbral; shadow 
until 2h15m  (recorded then by R0• Pringle both with Qye and 1.5-inch''reft'r 
.at 6X), probably both,because they were hamperedtyclouds,before. totality 
and, because they were less concerned with this investigation than•Mrunt was. 

TIMES or-  CONTACTS  

These were observed at Montrealty P.S. Scott with a 6-inch refractor at 
45X and by G.M. Good with a 4--inch refractor at 75x. ..First contact was lost 
because of temporary clouds over the moon. Other results follow: 

was that the moon ,in eclipse looked about thevsma:ap on July 16, 1935, August 
26, 1942, and February .20, 19430 At Chicago, Illinois, and with a clear sky, 
C. B. Stephenson and H. IL, Johnson, each employing a 3.5-inch telescope, found 
that each of them noted a star of magnitude 9.2 near the moon during totality 
but failed to see a star of magnitude 9.6 (Yale Catalogue magnitudes). Since a 
3.5-inch telescope will go below -9:6 oh a really dark sky, we appear to have 
further evidence that this eclipse was only moderately dark. (The Montreal 
group found stars in Virgo as faint as magnitude 55 to be visible to the eye 
during totality.) 

A very well-planned program: oLobservationsof-colors on the eclipsed 
moon was carriedout by the. Montreal observers. They supplied forms, with 
circles for sketches of thamoon4 to their.obserVers. Some observers else-
where made references to. colors. Observations with theaya, with binoculars 
or opera glasses, and with telescopes up.  to 6 inches ip aperture indicate the 
following picture of colors on the eclipsed moon! Those portions most deeply 
immersed in the umbra looked gray, probably because too poorly illuminated 
to show their real color. Those parts less deeply immersed showed a color 
in which red predominated, as was to be expectedt.they were variously described 
as "coppery reddish", "dirty or murky brown", "Coppery", ,"rust red" and 
"brick color". Still nearer the outer edge of theumbra; the moon was, 
brighter and more nearly gray, though probably showing some red or yellow 
Finally, a greenish or bluish band bordering the edge;af the umbral shadow 
was noticed by Barcroft near 4h 43m, by Tisdale near 3h  25m, and by some of 
the Montreal observers near either the beginning or the end of totality. 
Tisdale, who employed a 5-inch reflector with 45X in North Little Rock, 
Arkansas, found this'band diffuse and 5 or 6 minutes of arc wide. He suggests 
that it may be a contrast-effect. At any rate, this greenish band is a 
common feature at lunar eclipses; and it is evident that the moon is here 
illuminated by solar rays which have passed through relatively little of the 
earth's atmosphere, which transmits chiefly the longer wave-lengths. 

VISIBILITY OF PENUMBRAL SHADOW 

Dr' Alexander Pogo in articles in Popular Astronomy has urged the 
careful': determination of the limit of visibility of the penumbra.. A. W. Mount 
at Fort Worth, Texas, could sea 1Othing'of the penumbra at lh 40m  and only 
suspected it at 11i.4.0e,..the skyybeing clear. Moreover, W. L. Orr with a 
6-inchrefleCtorat'.65X.at Montreal could find no 'Penumbra-caused.dimming at 
lh'44M •BY-11 .57M. a',darkening of the' limb of the-moon was distinct to Nbunt, 
being .easily seentith.the eye through a medium neutral filter. At:2h 5n  

Hestin, Aoy-en-Multien (Oise.,)[France, using a, 12.4inch reflector at 100X, 
described the penumbral eclipso asnot very sensitive",. At 2h 15P•.Nbunt 

•• hotednff.e.re  Humorum:bas be0ame. coMppicuously darkto.the unaided eye".. 
Hp..comisidered the darkening of the east quarter of the-lunar disc-now obVious 
to,aninformed.,ol?server TWNIontreal observerstaticedno penumbral' shadow 
until 21115th  (recorded then by R, Pringle both with eye and 1.5-inchrefrtnr 
.at  6X), probably both,bocause they were hampered.by.olouds,before totality 
and,because they were less concerned with this investigation than•MNbunt was 

TITES or CONTACTS  

These were observed at Montreal.by P.S. Scott with a 6-inch refractor at 
45X and by G.M. Good with a 4:-inch refractor . at 75X. ..First contact was lost 
because of temporary clouds over the moon. Other results follow: 
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Scott'' • Good Ephemeris Value 
Sec-end Contact 3h 27196 3h 27;2.95 .34 '28illo 
Third Contact 54115 4h  531'4182 44 531;8 
Fourth Contact 5". 54n.114 ' 	. 5h 54T00 5h 54a 

LIVIIVLERSION - AND ROTPION - TIMES OF 'CRATERS  

A number of observers-  timed When certain craters being watched for 
possible physical changes as a result of the shadow's'. tassage 'were immersed 
in the umbral shadow and when they 'emerged from it. Such timings were made 
by F. De Kinder with a 4-inch refractor at 140X, D. Garneau with a 12-inch 
reflector at 80X, W. H. Haas with a, 6-inch reflector at 188X, R. Missert 
with a 6-inch reflector at 50X, A. W. Mount with•an.8inch reflector, the 
Messieurs Rogues with a 4..inch refractor at 106X„. D. W. Rosebrugh with a 
6-inch refractor at 74X, and G. B. Stephenson with a 3.5-inch refractor at 
80X. 

These times were cbtained: 

.Riccioli Immersion. 

Riccioli Ftersion. 

Grimaldi Immersion. 

Grimaldi Etersion. 

Alphonsus Immersion. 

Fratosthenes Immersion. 

Itatosthenes 2Wersion. 

Plato Immersion. 

Plato FMers ion. 

Linn Immersion. 

1nrib 	rsioD 

Atlas Immersion. 

Atlas lbersion. 

Haas 2h  31m. Stephenson 2h 31m. Average 
2h 31m. 

Haas 4h  57m. Stephenson 4h  57m. 
4h 57m. 

Stephehaon 

Haas 411  59m. 
4h  58m. 

Missert 2h 53m. 

Garneau 2h  56m 9S. Faas 2h  54m. 
2h 55m. Average 2(h 55m. 

Garneau 
5h 17m. 

De Kinder 3h  9m  34s. 'assert 3h 10m. Mount 
3h 9m. Rogues 3h 10M. Rosebrugh 3h 7'8. 
Stephenson 3h VII. Average 3h 9m. 

Haas 5h 14m (?).. • MiSsert 5h 15m  (late). Mount 
5.11  l2m. Stephenson 5h 12m. Average of Two 
5h 12m. 

Garneau 3h 8m 39s. Haas 31.1  9m. Missert 3h8m. 
Stephenson 3h 9. Average 3h 9m. 

Faas.5h28m.. Stephenson 5h24m. Average 5h26m  6 

Garneau 3h 23m 29s. Eaas 3h  21m,, Missert 3h  
22M. Rogues 311  23m. Rosebrugh 3h 25m (?) 
Average of Four 3 22m. 

Haas 5h 33--% 

Stephenson 4h  531a- 

Average 

Average 

Missert 

5h 16m 413. Ha.as 5h  18m. Average 

Scott''`̀." Good Ephemeris Value 
SecOhd Contact 3h 27M..96 '111  27T95 3il'281ejO 
Third Contact 4h 54125 4h, 53'22 4h  53:6  
Fourth Contact 5" 54n.114 ' 5" 54100 5h  54T1 

IMMERSION - AND DI 3' ION - TIMES OF'CRATERS 
A number of observers timEd When certain craters being watched for 

possible physical changes as a result of the shadowtstassage were immersed 
in the umbral shadow and when they emerged from it. Such timings were made 
by F. De Kinder with a 4-inch refractor at 140X, D. Gatneau with a 12-inch 
reflector at 80X, W. H. Haas' with a 6-inch reflector at 188X, R. Missert 
with a 6-inch reflector at 50X, A. W. Mount with'an.8inah reflector, the 
Messieurs Rogues with a 4»inch refractor at 106X,. D. W. Rosebrugh with a 
6-inch refractor at 74X, and C. B. Stephenson with a 3.5-inch refractor at 
80X. 

These. times were obtained: 

Haas 2h  31m. StephenSon 2h 31m. Average 
2h 31M. 

Haas 4h 57m. Stephenson 4h 57'11. Average 
4h 57m. 

Stephehacn 2h 

Haas 4h 59m. Stephenson 4h 55m. 
4h  58m. 

Alrhonsus Immersion. 	Missert 2h 531. 
Yratosthenes Immersion. Garneau 2h 56m  95  Faas 2h  54m. Missert 

2h 55m• Average :2J3, 55m.. 

Garneau 5h 1.6m Las. Ha.as 5h  18m. Average 
5h 17m. 

Riccioli Immersion, 

Riccioli Etersion. 

Grimaldi Immersion. 

Grimaldi Etersion, Average 

Iratosthenes Etersion. 

Plato Immersion. 

Plato Fmersion. 

Linn Tmmersion. 

Linn; Ttersion. 

Atlas Immersion. 

Atlas JiMersion. 

De Kinder 3h 9rn 34s. Missert 3h 10m. Mount 
3h 9m. Rogues 3h 101.. Rosebrugh 3h 708. 
Stephenson 3h 7m. Average 3h 9m. 

Haas 5h 14m  (?).. 1/1Ssett 5h  15m  (late). Mount 
5h 121̀ ,: Stephenson 5h 12m. Average of Two 
54 12m. 

Garneau 3h  8m  39s. Haas 311  9m. Missert 3h8m. 
Stephenson 3h  9m. Average 3h  9m- 
Haas5h28m., Stephenson 5h24m. Average 51326m. 

Garneau 3h 23m  29s. Ihas3h 21m. Nissert: 3h  
22M. Rogues 311  2 m2. . Rosebrugh 3h 25m (?) 
Average of Four 3, 22/2. 

HaaEt5h337'. 
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It will be noticed that the observers usually agreed within a minute 
or two,,which may indicate the degree of accuracy of observations of this 
kind. The worst discrepancy,. between Stephenson, and Haas on the Linhe 
emersion, is four minutes. However, it appears vain to try to record such 
times to the second, the. more so since the umbra may be several minutes 
in crossing a large crater like Plato or Atlas. 

It is possible to compare some of these observed times with compu-
tational .predicted values. E. T. Reese worked out a few such predictions.  
with a method developed:by:H. M. Johnson in 1942, Moreover, predicted 
times for some of our objects occur in a long list published by 	Malsch 
on pg. 92 of Sternenwelt for April, 1949. 

Event 
	

Observed 
	

Reese 
	Malsch 

Time 
	Prediction Predict ion__ 

Riccioli Immersion 
	2h 31m 
	

2a  3015 
	

2h 311i'0 

Riccioli Etherbion 
	

4h  57m 

	

4h  6T7 
	

4h  505 

Grimaldi Immersion 
	

2h 31m 
	

2h 311116 

Grimaldi Eversion 
	

4h  gin 
	

4h  57m9 

Eratosthenes Immersion 
	2h  55m 
	

2h  551111 

Etatosthenes Emersion 
	5h 17m 	5h 105 

Plato Immersion 
	 3h 	 3h 8.0m 

Plato Etersion 
	

5h  12m 
	

5h  11.0m  

Atlas Immersion 
	 3h 22m 	3h 22.1m  

Atlas Ai:.ersion 
	 5h 33m 	5h 30.iim 

SEARCHES FO POSSIBLE LUNAR METEORS 

Cne of our chief observational programs was: the attentive examination 
of the eclipsed moon for either lunar meteors (ones luminous in a lunar 
atmosphere), or lunar meteoritic impact-flares. In the table which follows 
the third column gives the interval within which the observer was watching 
for these objects. Some of them write of watching less closely at other 
times as well. The fourth column gives the total number of minutes spent 
in the searches. Some apparent inconsistencies between the third and fourth 
columns are due to the recorded failure of some observers to maintain a con-
tinuous watch for one reason or another. The fifth column.aipta the stellar 
magnitude of the faintest meteor or flare that might have been seen against 
the eclipsed moon, This limit of visibility is hard to determine and is for 
some observers merely my estimate l -thOugh a few others gave a value ,'based 
upon the visibility of stars of known brightness near the moon. The sixth 
column gives the area in square miles iof,the lunar region watched; this 
area was 7,000,000 for those who surveyed the entire moon. 
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It will be noticed that the observers usUelly agreed within a minute 
or two,, which may indicate the degree of accuracy of observations of this 
kind. The worst discrepancy,. between Stephenson, and Haas on the ante 
emersion, is four minutes. BOwever, it appears vain to try to record such 
times to the second, the. more so since the umbra may be several minutes 
in crossing a large crater like Plato or Atlas. 

It is possible to compare some of these observed times with compu-
tational predicted values. E. T. Reese worked out a few such predictions: 
with a method develoPedoy:11. M. Johnson in 1942, Moreover, predicted 
times for some of our objects occur in a long list published by W. Nalsch 
on pg. 92 of Sternenwelt for April, 1949. 

EVent Malsch Observed Reese 
Time Prediction prediction  

Riccioli Immersion 2h 31m 2h  30415 2h 311i'0 

Riccioli Eine/Sion 4h  57m  4h  56T7 4h  505 

Grimaldi Immersion 2h 31m 2h 311116 

Grimaldi Emersion 4h  58m  4h  57T9 

Etat osthenes Immersion 

Eratosthenes Emersion 

Plato Immersion 

2h  55m  

h 17m , 5 

3h 	9m 

2h  551111 

5h 10.5 

3h 8.om  

Plato Emersion 5h  12m 5h lisom  

Atlas Immersion 3h  22m 3h 22.1m  

Atlas Emersion 5h 33m 5h 3041111  

SEARCHES FOR POSSIBLE LUNAR METEORS 

Cne of our chief observational programs was: the attentive examination 
of the eclipsed moon for either lunar meteors (ones luminous in a lunar 
atmosphere), or lunar meteoritic impact-flares. In the table which follows 
the third column gives the interval within which the observer was watching 
for these objects. Some of them write of watching less closely at other 
times as well. The fourth column gives the total number of minutes spent 
in the searches. Some apparent inconsistencies between the third. and fourth 
columns are due to the recorded failure of some observers to maintain a con-
tinuous watch for one reason or another. The fifth column-lists the stellar 
magnitude of the faintest meteor or flare that might have been seen against 
the eclipsed moon, This limit of visibility is hard to determine and is for 
some observers merely my estimate t. thOugh a few others gave a value based 
upon the visibility of stars of knownylrightness near the moon. The sixth 
column gives the area in square miles iof,the lunar region watched; this 
area was 7,000,000 for those who surveyed the entire moon, 
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Observer(s) Telescope 	lInterval(s) Minutes 
Limiting 
Mapnitude Area 

E. E. Bridgen 
and 

D. E. Douglas 12" refl. 	3h35111_41153M 75 12 7,000,000 

P. F. Froeschner 10" refl. 	3h28M,_4h54M 80 9 3,500,000 

W. H. Haas 6" refl. 	.3h.30m...4h5.5111 73 11 7,000,000 

Mrs. F. Hall 
and 

H. Newman 5" refl. 	h3onL
•
41154M 83 10 7,000,000 

H. M. Johnson 
and 

F. R, Vaughn 3.5" refl. 21156m-4142m  91 8.5 7,000,000 

E. Kish 2" refr. 	3h28m_3h33m 15 7 7,000,00 
.3h35m_3h4.5m 

W. E. Leeson 3" refr. 	"at intervals",.r? 9 7,000,000 

A. R. MacLennan 3" refr. 	3h2811-4h0m  32 9 7,000,00o 

R. Missert 6" refl. 	3h.36111_4h2m 31 9 7,000,00o 
4h10m-4h2Om  

A,, W. Mount 8" refl. 	3h34m_3h42m 21 11 7,0002,000 
3h46m-3h54m  
4h1m .-4h 8m  

R. Nigro, E. 
Mayer and 
D. Morris 6" refl. 	.3h.34m-4h 6m  31 9 7,000,000 

W. L. Orr 6" refl. 	4h 8m_4h26m 18 11 7,000,000 

D. W. Rosebrugh 6" refr. 	311.50111 4h1m  11 11.4 7,0002000 

C. B. Stephenson refr. 3h40m-311.59m  19 8.5 6,9002000 
4h  3M-4h26m  23 8.5 7,000,000 

J. W. Tisdale 5" refl. 	311.50m-4h3lm  41  11 7,000,000 

The results of the searches were negative with these exceptions only: 

1. Using a 6-inch reflector at 47X in fair seeing and good transparency, 
W. H. Haas observed a movj.ng bright speck at 4h28m0. "The speck appeared 
in the southwest part of Mare Imbrium and perhaps between Archimedes, and 
Timocbsrse The length of its path was about 4 times the major axis of the 
Plato ellirse, amd the speck moved toward lunar west. The Path may have 
been curved rrct a P.reat circle). 

Observer(s) Telescope 	Tnterval(s) Minutes 
Limiting 
Mapnitude Area 

E. E. Bridgen 
and 

D. E. Douglas 

P. F. Froeschner 
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8o 
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7,000,000 
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W. H. Haas 6" refl. 	3h30112_4h55111 73 11 7,000,000 

Mrs. F. Hall 
and 

H. Newman 5" refl. 	3h3011-41154m  83 10 7,000,000 

H. M. Johnson 
and 

F. R, Vaughn 3.5" refl. 2h56m-4h42m  91 8.5 7,000,000 

E. Kish 2" refr. 	3h28m-3h33m 15  7 7,000,000 
3h35/11_3h45m 

W. E. Leeson 3" refr. 	"at intervals" - -? 9 7,000,000 

A. R. MacLennan ,H refr. 	3h281%.4hOm  32 9 7,000,000 

R. Missert 6" refl. 	3h36m..4h2m 31 9 7,000,000 
4h10m-4h20m  

A. W. Mount 8" refl. 	3h34m_3h42m 21 11 7,000,000 
3h46m-311.54m  
4111111_4h gm 

R. Nigro, E. 
Mayer and 
D. Morris 6" refl. 	3h34m.4h  6m 31 3 7,000,000 

W. L. Orr 6" refl. 	4h  8m-4h26m 18 11 7,000,000 

D. W. Rosebrugh 6" refr. 	3h50m-4h1m  11 11.4 7,0002000 

C. B. Stephenson 3,5" refr. 3h40m-311.59m  19 8.5 6,9002000 
4h .51-1..4h26m 23 8.5 7,000,000 

J. W. Tisdale 5" refl.h 3-50TR-4h3lm  41 11 1 7,000,000 

The results of the searches were negative with these exceptions only: 

1. Using a 6-inch reflector at 47X in fair seeing and good transparency, 
W. H. Haas observed a movj.ng bright speck at 4h28111 0. "The speck appeared 
in the southwest part of Mare Imbrium and perhaps between Archimedes, and 
Timocbsrs, The length of its path was about 4 times the major axis of the 
Plato ellirse2  and the speck moved toward lunar west. The path may have 
been curved rnct a Beat circle). 
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Bo trail remained visible after the speck had passed. The speck's angular 
diameter was inappreciable. The stellar magnitude averaged 11 but was 
variable. The duration was 2.5 seconds. The color was perhaps yellow 
but was hard to judge because of faintness".-  .The'object thus resembled . 
about 20 moving lunar specks seen outside of eclipses by various members 
of ,the A.LOP.0 in the years 1941-9.-  The observerfelt confident of the 
reality of his observation. 

2. Speaking of searches for lunar meteors during the eclipse by ob-
servers in the Buffalo, New York, area, R. Missert wrote in part as.follows 
on April 25: "Clouds-  of a dense hazy nature interfered with observations 
sometime after the beginning of totality and did not cease hampering ob-
servations until well after the eclipse was over. No flashes were seen 
by Edward Kish, Gene Mayer, David Morris, or myself; but Richard Nigro 
did glimpse some sort of flash over the Apennines at [31-2  58rfl. However, 
he reports that the view was not sufficiently clear cut or noticeable 
enough to be sure of the nature of the object. I have mentioned it be-
cause it might possibly have coincided with a rather swift object [a 
moving speck] which I noticed from the corner of my eye near Copernicus 
and Ik,atosthenes at about this time. Dissert mentally noted the time 
to be about 3h 59r11.1 I didn't Make a record of it at the time because 
my impression of the object seemed too fleeting. From talking with Dick 
NiEr2i I would tend to class this incident as a coincidence unless, of 

course, it may have been confirmed elsewhere. Without the coincidence in 
the times we both feel that we would not have recorded the object due to 
the large amount of uncertainty attached to it." 

3, Another observer, who,  prefers to remain anonymous, suspected a 
moving bright speck at about 3/157m. Its position on the moon was such 
that identity with the Missert-Nigro object (supposing they saw the same 
object) is ruled out. This unnamed observer was very uncertain of the 
reality of his observation, 

(To be continued) 

' OBSERVATIONS AND COISZTTS 

Readers are reminded that dates and times are by Universal Time unless 
the reverse is explicitly stated. 

During its favorable April-May, 1949, evening apparition Mercury was 
observed by T. R. Cave with a 6-inch reflector, T. Cragg with a 6-inch re- 
flector, W.H.- 	Baas with a 6-inch reflector, L. T. Johnson with a 10-inch 
reflector, H. Oberndorfer with a 4-inch reflector, G. D. Roth with a 4-inch 
reflector, C. B. Stephenson with a 6-inch refractor, and T. W. Tisdale with 
a 6-inch reflector. Haas observed the planet on 12 dates from April 25 to 
May 18. Bis drawings show the bright cusp-caps, the bordering dark cusp-
bands, the bright limb-band (perhaps an optical effect), and a number of 
dark arc-shaped markings chiefly along the terminator. We shall-use ' 
Antoniadi's map of Mercury for nomenclature; this map is reproduced on 
pg. 193 of F. L. Whipple's Earth, Mbon, and Ylanets. Two dark marks fre-
quently drawn by Haas near the center of the terminator appear to oo2res-
pond to Antoniadi's Criophori. He similarly often drew Atlantis on ;hay 
south half of the terminator and sometimes showed Aphrodites on the north 
half. Haas rather consistently found the north cusp-band broader than the 
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3. Another observer, who,  prefers to remain anonymous, suspected a 
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object) is ruled out. This unnamed observer was very uncertain of the 
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reflector!  H. Oberndorfer with a 4-inch reflector, G. D. Roth with a 4-inch 
reflector, C. B. Stephenson with a.6-inch refractor, and J. W. Tisdale with 
a 6-inch reflector, Haas observed the planet on 12 dates from April 25 to 
May 18. His drawings show the bright cusp-caps, the bordering dark cusp-
bands, the bright limb-band (perhaps an optical effect) and a number of 
dark arc-shaped markings chiefly along the terminator. We shall-use 
Antoniadi's map of Mercury for nomenclature; this nap is reproduced on 
pg. 193 of F. L. Whipple's earth, Mbon, and Ylanets. Two dark marks fre-
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half. Haas rather consistently found the north cusp-band broader than the 
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the fact that the shadow of Ring B composed an increasing portion of the 
Band from February 18 to mid-May and partly apparent only and due to the 
increase in the width of the Band with the southward motion of the south 
edge of the shadow of C from December` to Mayo 

In April and May Bartlett observed the S.P.R. to be gray or gray-
green, the S.E.B. gray orThrotnish, a South Temperate Belt, grayish, the 
E.Z. white, the south Temperate Zone white or dusky yellow, and the N.P.R 
bluish gray on April. 23. Reese on April 21 and 26 made the N.P.R. gray 
and the-S.T.Z. ochre. Haas in April and May found Rings A,and B white or 
white tinged by blue or purple, the S.E.B. varying from red-brown to gray 
tinged by brown, the S.P.B. gray or brownish gray, the Crape Band dark red-
brown, and the rest of the ball white or gray. Hare on April 14 was sur-
prised to find the E.B. a clear yellow color for it had been neutral gray 
in March. A colored drawing by him on that date shows the S.E.B. components 
and two South Temperate Belts red, the S.P.B., S.P.R., N.T.B., and N.P.R. 
gray, Rings A and B white, the E.Z. white,and other zones yellow. Sub-
sequent to April 14 Hare usually found the E.B. "gray with a yellowish tinge 
suspected". Fine detail seen on the ball during April and May by some of 
the observers includes humps on the north edge of the S.E.B., oval bright 
areas in the E.Z., dark condensations in the north part of the S.E.B, humps 
on a South Temperate Belt, and humps on the north edge of the.S.P.B. (noted 
by both Cragg and Bartlett). On pg. 3 of our June issue we mentioned the 
curious and presumably illusory white spot on the rings beside the shadow of,  
the ball. Cave, Cragg,and Haas have recently observed this feature rather 
regularly, Cave has had the curious experience of finding it always much 
more prominent in good to fine seeing, and Haas has often seen it plainly 
in good seeing. 

Drawings of the elevated lunar plain Wargentin have been received from 
Reese, Hare, and Gregg. Perhaps the clearest view was obtained by Reese 
at 4h  on February 12, 1949, when the eastern longitude of the sunrise ter-
minator was 77Z5. One interesting aspect of his drawing at that time is a 
pair of parallel dark bands east of the low longitudinal ridge on the floor 
of Wargentin, which dark bands Hare saw on February 11, They suggest the 
similar-looking parallel dark bands on the inner walls of Aristarchus, but 
these features in Wargentin lie on a level crater-floor. 

Cave observed the Linne white area on April 9 at 7h  20m  with a 12-inch 
refractor at 550X. The eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator was 
4193; the terminator was thus fully 53 degrees east of:Linne. In spite of 
this rather high lighting Cave found "good indications of a tiny craterlet 
near the center" of the area, his drawing showing shadow in the west part 
of the craterlet. Hare observed this craterlet in May and June and sought 
to determine its size by'comparing it to neighboring craterlets on Mare 
Serenitatis, the sizes of which were measured on a Lick Observatory photo-
graph. Hare thus secured for the diameter in miles of the Linne craterlet 
1.6 on May 5, 1.1 on May 6, . 1.6 on May 7, and 1.1 on June 4. On May 
8 and June ,4 Hare found the shadow inside the Linrie white area to lie west 
of its center, probably because lying in the west part of the craterlet, 
When the craterlet was just inside the terminator on June 3, its east wall 
was seen to be lower than its weat wall. This Linhe craterlet has now been 
seen by so many members of the Aa,.P.O. that its existence cannot be doubted; 
however, more observations with good definition are desired in order to es-
tablish its dimensions and detailed appearance. 
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A few drawings of Plato have been received from Hare (7-inch reflector) 
and from Cave and Cragg (12-inch refractor) These observers have been able 
to detect shadows in as many as five of the small craterlets on the floor 
when Plato is two or three days from the sunrise terminator. As for the 
twin craterlets in the north central part of the floor (The Strolling 
Astronomer Vol. 3, No. 1 pp,3-5), Hare wrote on June 17 that he has re-
cently determined the western one to be the larger on the inside and that 
near lunar noon each white spot is larger than the corresponding crater. 
Hare s first opinion accords with W. H. Pickering's 1892 micrometric mea-
sures under low lighting. Cragg, however, on April 9 thought the eastern 
cnaterlet of the pair very slightly the larger. Cave on that same date 

m near 71  dwas surprised to see "a vague elongated area of definite green 
tint" near the north rim of Plato' Fearing to be deceived by secondary 
spectrum, Cave moved the telescope slowly in both right ascension and de-
clination; but the green remained visible. Be observed again 22 and 1/2 
hours later with his 8-inch reflector (thus near 5h 38m on April 10); but 
the color was gone- and he had never seen it again when he wrote on June 12 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Erratum. Near the bottom of pg. 7 of our May issue the letter about 
the naming of Crater Porter was incorrectly attributed to Mr. Ingalls. It 
was, of course, written by Mr. H. P Wilkins Lunar Director of the British 
Astronomical Association. 

For some time a number of members of our A.L.P.O, have urged that we 
organize ourselves into Observing Sections each Section having a Recorder 
or Director, much as the B.AGA. is organized. It is hoped thus to secure 
the more rapid and effective analysis of observational data and the faster 
publication of papers on results obtained The editor is glad to report 
that a start has been made in this direction and. that we now have as Section 
Recorders:: 

1 Acting Venus Recorder 
Long Beach 3 California. 

2.. Acting Jupiter Recorder 
Avenue, Uniontown, Pennsylvania. 

Thomas R. Cave, Jr., 265 Roswell. Avenue, 

- Elmer J. Reese, 241 South Mount Vernon 

In the future all observers of Venus are asked to submit their records  
(or copies thereof) to Mr.  Cave, who will discuss their work both in The.  
Strolling Astronomer and elsewhere; and similarly all observers of Jupiter 
are asked_ to send their records to Mr. Reese. It is planned to try to find 
additional Section Recorders for other phases of the Association's activities. 
The editor is very willing to see that observations sent to him reach the 
proper Section Recorders but it Will be more efficient for observers to 
communicate directly with the Recorders. 

We regret very much that it has become necessary to increase the price 
of The Strolling Astronomer to three dollars a year. The periodical has long 
been published at some 	and,  it is no longer possible to continue to pub- 
lish at all at the present rates. The new price will go into effect on August 
1 1949. We shall accept renewals and new subscriptions at the lower rates 
before that date* 
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

E E. Hare has made a number of drawings of the lunar crater Proclus with 
his 7-inch reflector. These reveal, among other features, a black streak run-
ning in a north-south direction the whole length of the floor and located a 
little east of its center. This streak may be Schmidtts cleft ( pg. 218 of 
Goodacre's Moon ); but Hare now thinks that he saw the shadow of a low ridge, 
or perhaps a fault with a raised west wall. Hare has also seen a deep crater 
at the southern end of this ridge and another crater at the foot of a v-shaped 
ravine in the southeast wall. A light streak running up the inside central 
west wall is the side of a ridge which causes a wrinkle in the crest-line there, 
Hare reports His observations have been made with Proclus several days from 
the sunrise terminator. 

Our February and March, 1949, issues contained, an article about the walled 
plain Grimaldi by J. C. Bartlett.. T. Cragg waS'thus impelled to make a draw-
ing of this object with a 6-inch reflector at 5h 30m on March 14 ( Universal 
Time here and later). The eastern longitude of the sunrise  terminator was 8394 
so that Grimaldi had been in sunlight for about a day. Cragg remarked a long, 
pointed, bright streak tapering from the north end of Grimaldi to an apex near 
its middle. He suspected that this streak might be composed of tiny hills and 
mounds since what appeared to be minute shadows behind hills were observed. 
Very good definition will doubtless be needed to see the presumed hills dis-
tinctly. 

The lunar crater Conon has been observed and drawn during the last few 
months by E. J. Reese ( 6-inch reflector ), E. E. Hare (7-inch reflectoA T. 
Cragg (12-inch refractor, 6-inch reflector):  and T.R. Cave (12-inch refractor). 
Early in the year Reese directed special attention to a very dark streak, which 
he calls "fault b", visible at the foot of the northwest inner wall between 
colongitudes 240  and 400. (Colongitude is the eastern longitude of the sunrise 
terminator.) He had found apparent temporary obscurations of this streak from 
time to time. For example, on March 20, 19480  "fault b" was wide and dark 
but was interrupted by a hazy band just before reaching the shadow of the south-
west wall, the colongitude being 2693 With the very same conditions of ob-
servation on September 13, 1948, at 2691 Reese found "fault b" conspicuous, 
black, and unbroken. Reese therefore proposed that lunarians make special 
efforts to examine "fault b" each lunation between the colongitudes mentioned 
above If several different observers could agree about a changing appearance 
of the mark, that would constitute far more decisive evidence for a lunarr4hange 
Independent of solar iiiumihatibn than weuld,the work,of one observer alone.. 
On April 8, 1949, at colongitude 26Q7 Reese found "fault b" very conspicuous 
and unbroken. On April '9 Reese at 3994 and Hare at 38°4 agreed that it was 
dark and unbroken. On April 10 both observers examined Conon at 50° 5 and 
found "fault b" continuous, though rather faint. On May 8 near 330  Reese and 
Hare again found this mark conspicuous and unbroken. On June 6 at 26°3 Hare 
observed "fault b" as dark but inconspicuous against .a northwest wall almost 
asdark as itself. He noted a gray streak on the northwest wall "so faint it 
appeared to fade out just before reaching b" and thus causing no break in b. 
If the results of the attempted. cooperative observing secured so far appear 
very meager, it is hoped that much more may be achieved if more observers 
having instruments capable of good definition will concern themselves with 
this program. In the near future Conon will be suitably illuminated on August 
4, August 5, September 3, October 2, and October 3. These are U. T. dates;,  
subtract one to get local civil time evening dates in the United States and 
Canada. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

E. E. Hare has made a number of drawings of the lunar crater Proclus with 
his 7-inch reflector. These reveal, among other features, a black streak run-
ning in a north-south direction the whole length of the floor and located a 
little east of its center. This streak may be Schmidtts cleft ( pg. 218 of 
Goodacre's Moon ); but Hare now thinks that he saw the shadow of a low ridge, 
or perhaps a fault with a raised west wall. Hare has also seen a deep crater 
at the southern end of this ridge and another crater at the foot of a v-shaped 
ravine in the southeast mall. A light streak running up the inside central 
west wall is the side of a ridge which causes a wrinkle in the crest-line there, 
Hare reports. His observations have been made with Proclus several days from 
the sunrise terminator. 

Our February and March, 1949, issues contained an article about the walled 
plain Grimaldi by J. C. Bartlett. T. Cragg was thus impelled to make a draw-
ing of this object with a 6-inch reflector at 5h 30m on March 14 ( Universal 
Time here and later). The eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator was 8394 
so that Grimaldi had been in sunlight for about a day. Cragg remarked a long, 
pointed, bright streak tapering from the north end of Grimaldi to an apex near:  
its middle. He suspected that this streak might be composed of tiny hills and 
mounds since what appeared to be minute shadows behind hills were observed. 
Very good definition will doubtless be needed to see the presumed hills dis-
tinctly. 

The lunar crater Conon has been observed and drawn during the last few'  
months by E. J. Reese ( 6-inch reflector ), E. E. Hare (7-inch reflectoA T. 
Cragg (12-inch refractor, 6-inch reflector), and T.R. Cave (12-inch refractor). 
Early in the year Reese directed special attention to a very dark streak, which 
he calls "fault b", visible at the foot of the northwest inner wall between 
colongitudes 240  and 400. (Colongitude is the eastern longitude of the sunrise 
terminator.) He had found apparent temporary obscurations of this streak from 
time to time. For example:  on March 20, 1948,  "fault b" was wide and dark 
but was interrupted by a hazy band just before reaching the shadow of the south-
west wall, the colongitude being 2693. With the very same conditions of ob-
servation on September 13, 1948, at 2691 Reese found "fault b" conspicuous, 
black, and unbroken. Reese therefore proposed that lunarians make special 
efforts to examine "fault b" each lunation between the colongitudes mentioned 
above. If several different observers could agree about a changing appearance 
of the mark, that would constitute far more decisive evidence for a lunarr4hange 
Independent of solar iiiumihatibn than would.tte work;., of one observer alone,. 
On April 8, 1949, at colongitude 26Q7 Reese found "fault b" very conspicuous 
and unbroken. On April 9 Reese at 39°4 and Hare at 38°4 agreed that it was 
dark and unbroken. On April 10 both observers examined Conon at 50° 5 and 
found "fault b" continuous, though rather faint. On May B near 330  Reese and 
Hare again found this mark conspicuous and unbroken. _On June 6 at 26°3 Hare 
observed "fault b" as dark but inconspicuous against .a northwest wall almost 
as dark as itself. He noted a gray streak on the northwest wall "so faint it 
appeared to fade out just bef=e reaching b" and thus causing no break in b. 
If the results of the attempted. cooperative observing secured so far appear 
very meager, it is hoped that much more may be achieved if more observers 
having instruments capable of good definition will concern themselves with 
this program. In the near future Conon will be suitably illuminated on August 
4, August 5, September 3, October 2, and October 3. These are U. T. dates; 
subtract one to get local civil time evening dates in the United States and 
Canada. 
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T. Cragg perhaps enjoyed his best view of Conon with the 12-inch refractor 
on March 9 at colongitude 2197. He perceived two pinnacle-like peaks near the 
foot of the south inner wall. Cragg says that these were pinnacles "beyond 
the shadow of a doubtn and that he could have measured their heights with a 
micrometer, presumably by measuring the lengths of their shadows. Cragg re-
observed the peaks under, higher lighting on April 9. It is very puzzling that 
a "preliminary map" of Conon by Reese riot only does not show Cragg's pair of 
peaks but shows a pair of craters near or at their position.. Can someone 
sol7re the mystery? Cave pn April 9 at 4153 drew a crater in the center of 
the floor of Conon and two smaller craterlets or mounds in its west ha f. If 
one may judge from the shadows, they were craterlets and not mounds,, This cen-
tral craterlet has not been seen by other observers and should hence be looked 
for. 

At 2h 37m on May 31 L. T. Johnson observed a bright speck against the 
moon in his 10-inch reflector at 179X during the course of a survey,  of the 
earthlit hemisphere for possible lunar meteors or possible lunar meteoritic 
impact-flares, The stellar magnitude was estimated to be 9 or 10. The dura-
tion of visibility was less than half a second, No color was noticed„nor was 
there a detectable disc. On a sketch Johnson shows the speck very near the 
east limb of the moon and at the latitude of the Riccioli dark area. Johnson 
further notes: "As it [the Speck was of vary short duration and my attention 
was on the center of the field when it appeared, I do not have a good idea 
of its motion or direction. The motion was less than 15 miles, I believe; 
and I could not be sure it moved at all, Also, I cannot be sure whether it 
was just inside the limb, just outside, or right at the limb. at was 1 no 
more than 20 miles either way. Although the speck was faint and of very short 
duration, I am poeLt2ve there was something there, EarlierEit lh 5€ what 
was apparently a terrestrial telescopic meteor flashed most of the way across 
the field. 	It travelled in a northerly direction, was very faint, and, was 
much too fast to be a lunar meteor, It was only visible for an instant,  and 
was barely visible against the earthlit moon. The s-oeck observed at the limb 
could have had a large radial component of velocity." 	hope that NIr. 
Johnsons success will encourage others to examine the earthlit hemisphere as 
he does. If his May 31 speck was completely stationary and was net outside the 
limb of the moon, it may have been a meteoritic impact-flare - or a meteor mov-
ing precisely along the line of sight, 

On pages 6 and 7 of our May issue we spoke of the desirability.  of Arg-
el4nder

. 
 step-estimates of the relative brightnesses of the satellites of 

Saturn., where the step or unit is the emallest perceptible diference in 
brightness. E. E. Hare has communicated the observations listed -a low, which 
he made with a 7-inch reflector. These abbreviations are etplo-j-ed for the. 
satellites: T for Titan, R for Rhea, J for Japetus, Te for Tethys, and D for 
Dione. 

Date Time Observation• • Notes 

1949, Match 29 4hOm Te 3 D Bothrateast elongation 

April 14 4hOm T14J8R . R near conjunction, 
J.  near west elongation. 

April 18 2h0m T 8 J 

April 20 2h40111  T8J14R6D R near west elongation. 
D at-east elongation. 
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T. Cragg perhaps enjoyed his best view of Conon with the 12-inch refractor 
on March 9 at colongitude 2197. He perceived two pinnacle-like peaks near the 
foot of the south inner wall. Cragg says that these were pinnacles "beyond 
the shadow of a doubt" and that he could have measured their heights with a 
micrometer, presumably by measuring the lengths of their shadows, Cragg re-
observed the peaks under, higher lighting on April 9. It is very puzzling that 
a "preliminary map" of Conon by Reese riot only does not show Oragg's pair of 
maim  but shows a pair of craters near or at their positionn Can someone 
sol7re the mystery? Cave pn April 9 at 41S3 drew a crater in the center of 
the floor of Conon and two smaller craterlets or mounds in its west ha f. If 
one may judge from the shadows, they were craterlets and not mounds.. This cen-
tral craterlet has not been seen by other observers and should hence be looked 
for. 

At 2h 37m on May 31 L. T. Johnson observed a bright speck against the 
moon in his 10-inch reflector at 179X during the course of a survey,  of the 
earthlit hemisphere for possible lunar meteors or possible lunar meteoritic 
impact-flares, The stellar magnitude was estimated to be 9 or 10. The dura-
tion of visibility was less than half a second, No color was noticed„nor was 
there a detectable disc. On a sketch Johnson shows the speck very near the 
east limb of the moon and at the latitude of the Riccioli dark area. Johnson 
further notes: "As it [the speck was of very short duration. and my attention:  
was on the center of the field when it appeared, I do not have a good idea 
of its motion or direction. The motion was less than 15 miles, I believe; 
and I could not be sure it moved at all. Also, I cannot be sure whether it 
was just inside the limb, just outside, or right at the limb. at was no 
more than 20 miles either way, Although the speck was faint and of very short 
duration, I am positive there was something there. EarlierEit 1h 5€ what 
was apparently a terrestrial telescopic meteor flashed most of the way across 
the field. It travelled in a northerly direction, was very faint, and, was 
much too fast to be a lunar meteor, It was only visible for an instant,  and 
was barely visible against the earthlit moon. The s-peck observed at the limb 
could have had a large radial component of velocity." 	hope that Mr. 
Johnsons success will encourage others to examine the earthlit hemisphere as 
he does, If his May 31 speck was completely stationary and was nct outside the 
limb of, the moon, it may have been a meteoritic impact-flare - or a meteor mov-
ing precisely along the line of sight, 

On pages 6 and 7 of. our May issue we spoke of the desirability of Arg-
el4nder step-estimates of the relative brightnesses of the satellites of 
Saturn., where the step or unit is the smallest perceptible difference in 
brightness. E. E. Hare has communicated the observations listen -n low, which 
he made with a 7-inch reflector. These abbreviations are emplrreed for the. 
satellites: T for Titan, R for Rhea, j for Japetus, Te for Tethys, and D for 
Dione. 

Date 	Time Observation • 	 Notes -.....— 

1949, March 	4hom 29 	 Te 3 D . 	Bothrateast elongation 

April 14 	440m 	T14J8R . 	R near conjunction, 
I near west elongation. 

April 18 ' 2h0m 	T 8 3 

April 20 	2h40m 	T8J14R6D 	R near west elongation. 
D at_east elongation. 
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remains in good position. Cragg then stated: "The big auestionrereins; are 
these, details the same or, are they not? Past experience with the transitory 
manner in which Venus usually presents its detail seems to want to make one 
believe that the two areas are not one and the same." 

The Recorder feels that Cragg may have something significant and that a 
more complete study is hero desirable either, of course, of this same detail 
or possibly of another similar; but more complete series should be undertaken 
by one of the excellent observers in the A. L. P. O. The Recorder observed 
the planet on July 10 at 1h 10m, using an eight-inch Refl. and 200X. He found 
the terminator easily distinguished from the limb, a slight suspicion of de-
tail in the form of one very vague area of considerable size near the souther a,  
portion of the terminator and somewhat darker in intensity than the, rest of 
the disk, and also a small and slightly lighter area near the north cusp. 

At present Venus is a rather difficult object to observe, still near the 
Sun and very gibbous. The diameter of the disk is slowly expanding but is 
still rather small. It is at this time, however, that observational work is 
of the greatest importance, as with all other objects for astronomical obser-
vation; for as the object becomes less difficult to do work on, the more work 
is done. Venus should be observed during the next few months by all planetary 
observers who find it possible to do so. Remember, absence of detail may be 
just as significant as observed details. 

THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF APRIL 13 1.9,42 

by Walter H. Haas 
(continued from JUly issue) 

ON  RESULTS OF LUNAR METEOR SEARCHES 

If Haas! estimate that his speck was of stellar magnitude 11 is correct 
and if the limiting magnitudes in the table above are also correct, then the 
failure of most other observers to see his object is explained, The only 
others watching at 4h 28m and seeing faint enough objects to be able to note 
this one are Tisdale and Bridgen or Douglas. These two colleagues did not 
see the Haas speck. If the suspected specks near 3h 57m and 3h  58m are real, 
the chances for confirmation would be much better; six observers were then 
watching with a sufficiently dim limiting magnitude, not counting those who 
suspected.the specks. However, the six saw nothing. 

One interpretation of this lack of confirmation is that, the specks are 
illusions. However, it appears difficult to apply this argument. to all of 
the growing number of specks seen outside of eclipses. Another possibility 
is that one has terrestrial meteors, Which are naturally not seen against 
the moon at both of two widely separated stations. A third interpretation 
is that coverage of the moon in such searches is really incomplete. The 
observer having no clock-drive knows that he loses time from watching wen 
he moves the telescope to follow the moon, but it may also well be that bright 
specks visible against the moon within the field of view are often overlooked 
even when there is a good drive. This,possibility gains likelihood from ex-
perience with naked-eye observations of ordinary shooting stars, surely a 
close analogy. It has been found that meteors within the section of sky 
watched by a given observer do sometimes go unseen and that a large number of 
observers would be needed to give complete coverage of the whole sky. 

remains in good position. Cragg then stated: "The big ouestionremeins; are 
these, details the same or are they not? Past experience with the transitory 
manner in which Venus usually prebents its detail seems to want to make one 
believe that the two areas are not one and the same." 

The Recorder feels that Cragg may have something significant and that a 
more complete study is here desirable either, of course, of this same detail 
or possibly of another similar; but more complete series should be undertaken 
by one of the excellent observers in the A. L. P. 0. 'The Recorder observed 
the planet on July 10 at lh 10m, using an eight-inch Refl. and 200X. He founf 
the terminator easily distinguished from the limb, a slight suspicion of de-
tail in the form of one very vague area of considerable size near the southern 
portion of the terminator and somewhat darker in intensity than the, rest of 
the disk, and also a small and slightly lighter area near the north cusp. 

At present Venus is a rather difficult object to observe, still near the 
Sun and very gibbous. The diameter of the disk is slowly expanding but is 
still rather small. It is at this time, however, that observational work is 
of the greatest importance, as with all other objects for astronomical obser-
vation; for as the object becomes less difficult to do work on, the more work 
is done. Venus should be observed during the next few months by all planetary 
observers who find it possible to do so. Remember, absence of detail may be 
just as significant as observed details. 

THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF AaTIL124_19A2 

by Walter H. Haas 
(continued from July issue) 

ON RESULTS OF LUNAR METEOR SEARCHES 

If Haast estimate that his speck was of stellar magnitude 11 is correct 
and if the limiting magnitudes in the table above are also correct, then the 
failure of most other observers to see his object is explained, The only 
others watching at 4h 28m and seeing faint enough objects to be able to note 
this one are Tisdale and Bridgen or Douglas. These two colleapes did not 
see the Haas speck. If the susnected specks near 3h 57m and 3h 58m are real, 
the chances for confirmation would be much better; six observers were then 
watching with a sufficiently dim limiting magnitude, not counting those who 
suspected the specks. However, the six saw nothing. 

One interpretation of this lack of confirmation is that, the specks are 
illusions. However, it appears difficult to apply this argument. to all of 
the growing number of specks seen outside of eclipses. Another possibility 
is that one has terrestrial meteors, Which are naturally not soon against 
the moon at both of two widely separated stations. A third interpretation 
is that coverage of, the moon in such searches is really incomplete. The 
observer having no clock-drive knows that he loses time from watching wlien 
he moves the telescope to follow the moon, but it may also well be that bright 
specks visible against the moon within the field of view are often overlooked 
even when there is a good drive. This,possibility gains likelihood from ex-
perience with naked-eye observations of ordinary shooting stars, surely a 
close analogy. It has been found that meteors within the section of sky 
watched by a given observer do sometimes go unseen and that a large number of 
observers would be needed to give complete coverage of the whole sky. 
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At any rate I hope that many observers will make careful surveys of 
the moon for possible lunar meteors or impact-flares during the total lunar 
eclipse on October 6-7, 1949, It would be especially good if some large 
apertures could be devoted to this problem. Perhaps better skies than we 
had last April will allow the obtaining of more data and hence the reaching 
of some conclusions. If two or more well-separated observers should see 
the same object in the same place on the moon at the same time, that would 
constitute conclusive evidence that one is dealing with an object near the 
surface of the moon and not in the earth's atmosphere. Otherwise, arguments 
for lunar meteors rest upon statistical considerations only. 

POSSIBLE ECLIPSE-CAUSED CHANGES 

Another principal observational program consisted of the careful exami-
nation of a few selected lunar regions for possible changes in appearance 
caused by the umbra's passage. Observers participating in this program are 
D. P. Barcroft with a 10-inch reflector, P. D. Bevis with a 10-inch reflector" 
T. R. Cave with a 6-inch reflector, T. Cragg with a 10-inch reflector, P. F. 
Froeschner with a 10-inch reflector, D,Garneau with a 12-inch reflector, W. E. 
Haas with a 6-inch reflector, A. Hestin with a 12-inch reflector, A. W. Mount 
with an 8-inch reflector, the Messieurs Rogues with a 4-inch refractor, and 
C. B. Stephenson with a 3.5-inch refractor. Now he would be a naive lunariar 
who would conclude that an eclipse changed the appearance of a lunar object 
merely because it looked somewhat different on two different occasions. It 
is evidenly important to know the normal or usual appearance of the area at 
the solar illumination prevailing just after the eclipse. To determine this 
norml appearance one may observe the object on the night before and the 
night after the eclipse or in other lunations near full moon, and one may 
also study good photographs of the moon. Further, one should compare the 
post-emersion (in the umbra) aspect with the pre-immersion aspect; and if 
the two differ, one should investigate whether or not the passing hours brinc 
a return. to the pre-immersion aspect. (If the moon was not observable before 
totality, one can look for a return to the usual appearance). In these im-• 
plied comparisons one must be careful not to be deceived by changing seeing, 
transparency, etc. It is also necessary to beware of spurious effects due 
to penumbral illumination; in fact, it is probably impossible on this account 
to establish the reality of eclipse-caused changes that do not endure for at 
least 15 minutes after emersion from the umbra. In this connection importarry 
and instructive observations of Atlas, showing the gradual change in aspect 
and the final disappearance of the detail with the approach of the umbral vere 
made in France at this eclipse by Mr. A. Heatin and the Messieurs Rogues. 
Their drawings and accompanying notes are published in an nAnnexe" to.  
Documentation des Observateurs, no. 8, 1949. It is perhaps obvious that the 
observer should be familiar with the regions that he watches for possible 
eclipse-caused changes. Naturally not all our .observers could apply all 
these criteria to the regions that they watched for possible changes, but 
Stephenson and Haas were able to employ almost all of them. 

Linn6. This white area was in the umbra from 3h 9m to. 5h  26m. Stephen-
son observed its size, brightness, and sharpness of outline by comparing it 
to other bright spots on Mare Serenitatis. No worthwhile evidence fcr change. 
in size or sharpness was found, but the brightness very probably varied. On 
April 12, the night before the eclipse, at 7h 15m Linne was slightly dimmer 
than two comparison-craters, which Stephenson calls A and B. At. lh 15m on 
April 13 he found Linn6 brighter than .A and B. At 5h 40m its brightness was 
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At any rate I hope that many observers will make careful surveys of 
the moon for possible lunar meteors or impact-flares during the total lunar 
eclipse on. October 6-7, 1949, It would be especially good if some large 
apertures could be devoted to this problem. Perhaps better skies than we 
had last April will allow the obtaining of more data and hence the reaching 
of some conclusions. If two or more well-separated observers should see 
the same object in the same place on the moon at the same time, that would 
constitute conclusive evidence that one is dealing with an object near the 
surface of the moon and not in the earth's atmosphere. Otherwise, arguments 
for lunar meteors rest upon statistical considerations only. 

POSSIBLE ECLIPSE-CAUSED CHANGES 

Another principal observational program consisted of the careful exami-
nation of a few selected lunar regions for possible changes in appearance 
caused by the umbra's passage. Observers participating in this program are 
D. P. Barcroft with a 10-inch reflector, P. D. Bevis with a 10-inch reflector, 
T. R. Cave with a 6-inch reflector, T. Cragg with a 10-inch reflector, P. F. 
Froeschner with a 10-inch reflector, D,Garneau with a 12-inch reflector, W. E. 
Haas with a 6-inch reflector, A. Hestin with a 12-inch reflector, A. U. Mount 
with an 8-inch reflector, the Messieurs Rogues with a 4-inch refractor, and 
C. B. Stephenson with a 3.5-inch refractor. Now he would be a naive lunariar 
who would conclude that an eclipse changed the appearance of a lunar object 
merely because it looked somewhat different on two different occasions. It 
is evidenly important to know the normal or usual appearance of the area nt 
the solar illumination prevailing just after the eclipse. To determine this 
normal appearance one may observe the object on the night before and the 
night after the eclipse or in other lunations near full moon, and one may 
also study good photographs of the moon. Further, one should compare the 
post-emersion (in the umbra) aspect with the pre-immersion aspect; and if 
the two differ, one should investigate whether or not the passing hours brine 
a return-to the pre-immersion aspect. (If the moon was not observable befme 
totality, one can look for a return to the usual appearance). In these im-• 
plied comparisons one must be careful not to be deceived by changing seeing, 
transparency, etc. It is also necessary to beware of spurious effects due 
to penumbral illumination; in fact, it is probably impossible on this account 
to establish the reality of eclipse-caused changes that do not endure for at 
least 15 minutes after emersion from the umbra. In this connection important 
and instructive observations of Atlas, showing the gradual change in aspect 
and the final disappearance of the detail with the approach of the umbra, were 
made in France at this eclipse by Mr. A. Hestin and the Messieurs Rogues. 
Their drawings and accompanying notes are published in an nAnnexe" to.  
Documentation des Observateurs?  no. 8, 1949. It is perhaps obvious that the 
observer should be familiar with the regions that he watches for possible 
eclipse-caused changes.' Naturally not all our observers could apply all 
these criteria to the regions that they watched for possible changes, but 
Stephenson and Haas were able to employ almost all of them. 

Linn6. This white area was in the umbra from 3h 9m to 5h  26m. Stephen-
son observed its size, brightness, and sharpness of outline by comparing it 
to other bright spots on Mare Serenitatis. No worthwhile evidence for change. 
in size or sharpness was found, but the brightness very probably varied. On 
April 12, the night before the eclipse, at 7h 15m Linn4 was slightly dimmer 
than two comparison-craters, which Stephenson calls A and B. At. lh 15m on 
April 13 he found Linne brighter than .A and B. At 5h 40m its brightness was 
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"possibly slightly less than before the eclipse." As Linne was seen better 
with better lighting, it vas found to be nearer A and B in brightness than 
at lh 15m; in fact, at 5h  50m and 6h  28m ( last view) it was fainter than A 
and B, as on April 12. At 3h  15m  on April 14 Stephenson found Linne much 
brighter than A and B, thus as at lh  15m on April 13. 

Haas compared the size and 'brightness of Linne to Bessel and to several 
spots on Serenitatis. He found its size to be unaffected by the eclipse; if 
it was apparently larger near the edge of the umbra, this effect was the 
same before immersion and after emersion and can be blamed upon dim lighting. 
At 4h  52m  on April 12 Haas found Linne as bright as spot R.' and slightly 
brighter than spot D, these letters being his ol:In nomenclature only. At 
2h 39m on April 13 he found Linne slightly brighter than B, which in turn 
slightly surpassed D; he thus agrees with Stephenson that the pre-immersion 
brightness•surpassed that on April 12. At 5h  34m and 6h  0m  Linne was dis-
tinctly dimmer, at least relative to B and D, than before the eclipse; 
for it now equalled them in brightness. Hence, this observer to found an 
eclipse--caused dimming. At 6h  36m  Haas found Linne very slightly brighter 
than B and D, but it may not have regained its pre-immersion intensity 
until'8h 5h (after 6h 28M,according to Stephenson). 

This dimming is not possibly a mere penumbral effect; for Linne left the 
penumbra near 6h  20m  and in addition flaas found Linne dimmer after emersion 
than before immersion when at the same distance from. the edge of the umbra. 

Hestin in. France could observe only before immersion. His estimate of 
the size of the "aureole" of Linne agrees fairly well with Haas'. He esti-
mated that the diameter of the interior of the craterlet was about 1/6 that 
of the aureole, corresponding to about 1.3 to 1.6 km s. (0.8 to 1.0 miles.) 
At 5h 32m and 5h 41m Mount thought the inne white area the same size, shape, 
and brightness as before the eclipse on the basis of coMparisens with previous17 
chosen suitable objects; however, his post-emersion. views were through thin 
cirrus clouds. Linne looked normal to Barcroft soon before 8h. Garneau 
noticed no changes here in observations apparently ending near 6h; it is not 
known how carefully he observed the brightness. 

Grimaldi. This large plain was in the umbra from 2h 31m to 4h  58m: 
Ste7henson noticed nothing noteworthy on the floor but did find a definite 
change in the relative brightnesses of three bright spots, at least two of 
which are craters, near the northwest edge of Grimaldi. These form a right 
triangle with the right angle at the southeast spot and the south side of the 
triangle much shorter than the other sides; they are well shown, for example, 
on Plate 16A in W. H. Pickering's Photographic.  Atlas of the Moon. On April 
12 and 14 Stephenson found the southeaSt spot "most definitely brighter" than 
the other two, with the southwest the dimmest; he further notes: "That this 
is the normal brightness order is borne out----by at least two photographs of 
Grimaldi of my knowledge." It is certainly the brightneSs order on Plates 
15A, 15B, and 16A in Pickering's Atlas, all taken, near full moon. However, 
at 5h 56m on April 13 Stephenson found the southeastern spot to be interme . 
diate in brightness between the then brighter northern one and the third 
spot. He had at the time no'recollection of his observation of April. 12, and 
penumbral illumination can have played no observable role. He expresses con-
fidence that a change occurred here. 
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Cragg made two drawings of Grimaldi. One of them was at 5h 9m  from the 
lunar image on a ground glass screen with a 12-inch refractor, and the second 
at 5h 49m  was a direct view with a 10-inch reflector. The drawings show only 
the floor and hence tell nothing about Stephenson's bright spots. Cragg ap-
parently thinks that the two drawings indicate a change, but the editor fears 
that he must regard the evidence for a change as completely insufficient. The 
conditions for observing were too dissimilar, the later drawing was made with 
very poor transparency, and penumbral lighting must have affected the earlier 
view. The change in question was apparently the development of a broad north-
south bright streak on the floor. 

Soon before 8h Grimaldi looked normal to Barcroft, but he probably would 
not have detected any abnormal order of brightness of Stephenson's three spots. 

Eratosthenes. It was in the umbra from 2h 55m  to 5h  17m. Haas made 
numerous estimates of the intensities of seven dark areas in or near this 
crater. Four of them were apparently quite unaffected by the shadow's passage, 
but the other three darkened appreciably as a result of the eclipse. Of these 
three areas one lies just northwest of the central mountains, the second is 
just east of the central mountains, and the third is east of the second and 
hence in the east central part of the floor of Eratosthenes. Haas found that 
these three areas were distinctly darker just after emersion than just before 
immersion, even though conditions - of observation were rather similar. Also, 
they were darker at 5h 22m  and later than on April 12 or than near the same 
illumination in the March, 1949, lunation. From 5h 22m to llh 10m the three 
areas, or perhaps only the one northwest of the central mountains, lightened 
slightly; but even at llh 10m they were darker than before immersion. Is it 
significant that they were darker at 4h  50m on April 14, the night after the 
eclipse, than under the very same conditions of observation at 3h 31m  on March 
15, 1949? -The illumination was similar, the colongitude being 10099 on April 
14 and 94:)6 on March 15. 

Drawings by Garneau indicate that the eclipse apparently caused some 
changes in Eratosthenes. Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify dark 
areas shown on his drawings with ones observed by Haas and thus to deter-
mine whether or not they agree on the nature of the eclipse-caused variations. 
In "brief glimpses" of Eratosthenes between emersion and 6h  Cragg found its 
appearance unchanged by the eclipse; the criterion was a comparison to its 
appearance on April 12, the night before the eclipse. It is perhaps diffi-
cult to say whether he would have noticed the comparatively minor effects 
found by Garneau and Haas. 

Atlas. 	Iiiwiersion was at 3h 22m; emersion, at 5h  33m, The observers 
in France did good work in drawing the pre-immersion appearance but could 
not work after emersion. Haas was able to make observations of the chief 
dark areas on the floor and of the dark band in the southwest part of the 
floor connecting two of them from 2h 16m to laP 15m. He gave close atten-
tion to their darkness and to their general appearance. It is quite certain 
that the pronounced effects on Atlas of the eclipse of August 26; 1942 were 
not repeated this time. At that eclipse a dark area west of the center of 
the floor faded almost to invisibility, and the dark band mentioned above 
did vanish (Popular Astronomy, Volume 51, pg. 264,. 1943). On April 13, 1949, 
however, Hags quite failed to find any effects on Atlas except that from-
5h  44m  to 6 46m  the area west of the center of the floor was sumected to 
be smaller than before immersion. At 7h 31m  and 8h 39m it was thought to 
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have regained its normal size, but at 9h 5m and llh 15m it was uncertain 
whether it was as large as before immersion or not. Any change is evi-
dently very uncertain. Cragg thought Atlas normal in a brief glimpse be-
fore 6h, meaning that it looked the same to him then as on April 12. Garneau 
found one of the two main dark areas on the floor sometimes as dark as Plato 
or Endymion and sometimes darker than that, but there is apparently a tendency 
for this area, to look darkest when well within the penumbra. 

- This plain was in the umbra from 2h 31m  to 4h 57m. The dark 
area in its north part is prominent at full moon. Attention was chiefly given 
to the south tip of this dark area, which had been observed to be affected at 
several past eclipses. Stephenson and Haas quite failed to find any effect on 
this occasion, thelatter noting that the best views showed the south tip. 
longest. At 5-1  15m  Stephenson thought the boundary between the northern edge 
of the dark area and the light area filling the rest of the floor of Riccioli 
perhaps somewhat sharper than before, but it is uncertain that any result of 
the eclipse is involved. Riccioli looked normal to Cragg before 6h and to 
Barcroft soon before 8h. 

Plato. This feature was in the umbra from 3h  9m to 5h 12m. Stephenson 
could detect no effect of the eclipse on the appearance of the near-central 
craterlet and of a number of light areas or on the darkness of any part of 
the floor. Barcroft saw nothing unusual about Plato soon before 8h. Cragg 
before 6h thought Plato the same as on April 12. Cave before 6a noticed the 
floor to be "unusually- dark", but it is uncertain without more evidence that 
the eclipse was the cause. 

Other Objects. Barcroft soon before 8h also observed Aristarchus and 
the twin craterlets Messier and W. H. Pickering. They showed their usual 
full-moon aspects. Cragg before 6h also quickly examined Conon and Alphonsus, 
which were apparently the same as on April 12. 

(to be continued) 

NOTES 

We are glad to announce the appointment of Mr. C. B. Stephenson as our 
Acting Mercury Recorder. His address is Room 103, 6208 Drexel, Chicago 37, 
Illinois. All observations of Mercury should be sent to him. 

T. R. Cave, Jr., Acting Venus Recorder, requests that all observations 
of that planet be mailed to him ao as to arrive no later than the tenth of each 
nnnth. Depending on the observer's distance from Long Beach, California, he 
may hence wish to mail his observations as early as the sixth or seventh, 

Remember the Convention of 'Western Amateurs at Los Angeles on Allgust 22, 
23, and 24. All our readers who can possibly attend are urged'to do so; for 
an excellent program has been planned by the host organization, the Los Angeles 
Astronomical Society. Those desiring more information should write the Program 
Chairman, T. R. Cave, Jr., Los'Angeles Astronomical Society, Box 9841, Los 
Feliz Station, Los Angeles 27, California. The editor looks forward to meet-
ing many'of his astronomical friends, some so far known only through corres-
pondence, at the convention. 
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reported in the Strolling. Astronomer as having been seen. It is smaller 
than the Dawes 0%76 limit for A 6,,inch aperture by the ratio of 10.6, 
as for the naked eye,®  

NOTE ON OCCULTATION OF ANTARES BY THE MOON 
ON JUNE 	1912 

by David W. Rosebrugh 

Those of us who only occasionally look at occultations, and then 
only for the beauty of the phenomenon, are accustomed to seeing the 
star disappear instantly. It was, therefore, of interest to the writer 
to note that Antares dwindled progressively in brightness at this occul-
tation. True, it was not a very leisurely process; for the writer esti-
mated afterwards that it only took from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds of time to 
disappear, but it was far from instantaneous. 

A review of the data involved indicates why. Russell, Dugan, and 
Stewart state on pg.749 of Volume II of their 

The 
	 (First Edition) 

that Antares' apparent diameter is 0."040. The moon moves about 1 sec-
ond of arc in the sky in 2 seconds of time. Hence, even if the occul-
tation had been central,the time taken would still have beenebout:V12th 
second. Actually, however, the occultation at Waterbury was almost tan-
gential. This circumstance lengthened the time of immersion by a factor 
of 2 so that the time required was actually about 1/6th second. 

The determination of the factor of 2 was made as follows. Antares 
"moved in" upon the moon at Wargentin and "out" at Vlacq or Fabricius 
or thereabouts, some 60 degrees removed around the edge of the moon. 
Draw a circle, and draw two radii at an angle of 60 degrees. Join their 
ends. We now have an equilateral triangle. Antares "entered" the moon 
along this latter line, which makes an angle of 60 degrees with the 
radius. The cosine of 60 degrees is 0.5. Hence Antares moved radially 
"into the moon" at only half speed. 

This calculation can be checked for other conditions. For instance, 
if Antares had emerged at a point 180 degrees from where it enteredlthe 
triangle drawn would be a straight line; and Antares would have entered 
with 0 degrees of angle between its path and a radius. The cosine of 0 
degrees is 1; hencexthe star would have entered at full speed. For a 
mere grazing contact, the angle is 90 degrees; and the cosine is O,or 
no entry into the moon at all. 

Remarks by Editor. 	We thank Mr. Rosebrugh for his two articles 
and are sure that our readers will find them of interest. His address 
is 87 Fern Circle, Waterbury 69, Connecticut. 

Some of our readers might like to try to verify the results of the 
experiment with pinholes. Perhaps they could even be greatly extended. 
It would be very interesting to know, for example, whether with a pin-
hole 0.03 inches in diameter it is possible to distinguish a difference 
in the width of two (unequal) wires both subtending an angle of less 
than 152", the Dawes limit for this aperture. 	It'should perhaps be 
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tested whether spots)  lines)  etc, darker than their background and ones 
brighter than their background are subject to the same limitations as 
regards visibility)  resolvability; etc. One might also investigate the 
effect of very small pinholes on the appearance of the detail on the 
naked-eye moon. 

As far as the editor can recall, Mr, Rosebrugh is the first to at-
tribute the non-instantaneous disappearance of a star at a visually ob-
served occultation to its finite diameter. The argument appears very 
sound,though3 and he must have been watching the star closely to real-
ize that an interval of disappearance of 1/6 of a second was not instan-
eous. Naturally, this interval of disappearance at lunar occultations 
affords a theoretical method of determining the apparent angular dia-
meters of stars. It has also been pointed out that the pre-telescopic 
observers could have used this method to discover that stars do not 
have angular diameters of two or three minutes of arc, as was then 
thought to be true®  Incidentally, the sun would require 0.01second to 
disappear at acc7,x,tr.al occultation (more at a grazing one) if its dist-
ance were 6.1 light-years. 

Of six stars besides Antares of great angular diameters listed on 
pg. 749 of Astronomy  (see above) the only other one subject to occul-
tation is Aldebaran. Since its angular diameter is only =20  the 
non-instantaneous character of the disappearance can probably be re-
cognized visually only at very grazing occultations. 

THE LUNAR  ECLIPSE OF APRIL 15,  1912 

by Walter H. Haas 
(concluded from August issue) 

More Da Lunar hespor Searches 

A late report on searches during the eclipse by the GlendalelCali-
fornia)  amateurs is contained in a letter from J. G. Moyen to me dated 
July 7. We quote part of it: "We divided into two groups of four each, 
each member having a telescope for his use. The two groups were sepa-
rated a distance of about 20 miles. We tried to observe continuously 
while the eclipse was total, though I estimate that not more than one-
half of that time was actually spent in watching. 

"I am enclosing reports showing results. Both reports of having 
noted 'flashes' were from the same group, but you will note that neither 
report was confirmed by another observer. The consensus of opinion' 
seemed to be that conditions for observing the possible phenomena are 
best at the regular monthly periods three or four days after new moon. 
There does not seem to be nearly as much light from the darkened por-
tion of the moon at these times as during the times of total eclipse." 

The one "flash" was observed by G. Carroll at Newhall, California, 
at 4h Om 405. Er. Carroll was using a 6-inch refractor at 60X with 
poor seeing and good transparency. The "flash"looked blue and was esti-
mated to be of the twelfth stellar magnitude, no trail being noticed. 
The position was "approximately 1/10 the moon's diameter in from the 
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tested whether spots, lines, etc. darker than their background and ones 
brighter than their background are subject to the same limitations as 
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effect of very small pinholes on the appearance of the detail on the 
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THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF APRIL 1.4_1912 

by Walter H. Haas 
(concluded from August issue) 

More .Qa Lunar Meteor Searches 

A late report on searches during the eclipse by the GlendalelCali-
fornia, amateurs is contained in a letter from J. G. Moyen to me dated 
July 7. We quote part of it: "We divided into two groups of four each, 
each member having a telescope for his use. The two groups were sepa-
rated a distance of about 20 miles. We tried to observe continuously 
while the eclipse was total, though I estimate that not more than one-. 
half of that time was actually spent in watching. 

"I am enclosing reports showing results. Both reports of having 
noted tflashesl were from the same group, but you will note that neither 
report was confirmed by another observer. The consensus of opinion' 
seemed to be that conditions for observing the possible phenomena are 
best at the regular monthly periods three or four days after new moon. 
There does not seem to be nearly as much light from the darkened por-
tion of the moon at these times as during the times of total eclipse." 

The one "flash" was observed by G. Carroll at Newhall, California, 
at 4h Om 40s. Mr. Carroll was using a 6-inch refractor at 60X with 
poor seeing and good transparency. The "flash"looked blue and was esti-
mated to be of the twelfth stellar magnitude, no trail being noticed. 
The position was "approximately 1/10 the moonts diameter in from the 
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bottom edge." The other object was observed by J. Day at Newhall at 4h  
18111  25s. He was using a 6-inch reflector at 54X, again with poor-see-
ing and good transparency. A yellow "flash" estimated to be of the 
eleventh magnitude and leaving no .discernible trail appeared "in the 
center of the darkened disc". I rather think that both observers saw 
objects which were moving with respect to the lunar surface and not 
stationary, though they do not explicitly mention such motion, The 
distinction is important to the problem here being studied because a 
moving bright speck cannot be a meteoritic impact-flare, but a statio-
nary one can be. If we may rely upon the stellar magnitudes estimated 
by the two Glendale observers and also upon the limiting magnitudes for 
observers located elsewhere (pg. 5 of July issue), we can determine how 
many of the latter were looking with instruments capable of showing the 
Glendale objects at the time that they appeared. Carroll's object was 
too dim for all but Bridgen or Douglas. Mr. Day's "flash" should have 
been visible to Bridgen or Douglas, Haas, Orr, and Tisdule. However, 
it would have been at the extreme limit of visibility for Haas, Orr, 
and Tisdale. It is more puzzling that in each case seven other Glendale 
watchers (with instruments of about the same size as the observer's? ) 
did not see the "flash". 

There is perhaps a very slight possibility that Mr. Carroll's ob-
ject may be the one suspected by an unnamed observer at about 3h 57m 
(pg. 6 of July issue). If they are the same, this observer must have 
made an error of some minutes in recording the time; but the matter 
cannot be pursued ftrther without more exact information on the posi-
tion of Carroll's object. 

We commend the Glendale group on their excellent planning of their 
program and on their precise records of the times when possible lunar 
meteors were seen. The new information kindly furnished by them does 
not appear to alter much the discussion on pages 8 and 9 of the August 
issue. It does emphasize the need for careful and systematic searches 
as nearly continuous ag oossibl,e and by as many  observers gig possible 
at future eclipses. 

SOME CU IOUS ApPEARANCES 

The writer, is very puzzled about how to interpret some phenomena 
seen during the eclipse by Mr. John J. O'Neill, Science Editor of the 
New York Herald-Tribune. This observer was at Teaneck, New Jersey. 
We first summarize the observations: 

1. With the 12-inch telescope of the Bergen County Astronomical 
Society between 4h 46m and 4h 48m (but time uncertain), O'Neill 
noticed a "needle point spot of light" close to the position of 
the mountain Piton. This "needle point", perhaps really as 
large as a lunar crater some miles in diameter,was "very bright" 
relative to its background; it was about as bright as a third 
magnitude star looks to the naked eye. This point was visible 
at irregular intervals; it appeared about six times during a 
minute and a half, and it remained visible less than a second. 
There was no increase in the general illumination of the area 
when the point of light appeared. The observer who followed 
O'Neill at the telescope and looked for about ten seconds no-
ticed the bright spot but was not sure that it was intermittent. 
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There was a heavy haze so that Piton was net certainly visible on 
the eclipsed moon (though Plato was}. 

2. Soon after 4h 54m and when a crescent of the Mon was again in 
sunlbt,O'Neill saw with the unaided eye numerous needle points 
of light appearing intermittently on the illuminated limb, They 
were much brighter than the sunlit crescent and aopeared t') be 
confined to its edge. As many as three or four were seen. oimul-
taneously. A second observer saw these spots when they were 
brought to his attention, and apparently he and O'Neiii were 
able to "call" some of the light-points at the same time. 

3. Not long after 4,54m O'Neill observed with the unaided eye a re-
markably variable illumination of that portion of the moon still 
in the umbra. 	It fluctuated irregularly from "z,,,lmst como:_ote 
darkness to sufficient illumination to permit :_-'oltification of 
principal geographic2egions". At one time two , 11 7o brightened 
with a coppery light for about two seconds while L- Ie rest of the 
eclipsed moon was uniformly dark. On another occasion the whole 
eclipsed region became suffused with irregiflar patches of cop-
pery illumination never enduring more than five seconds. A 
sketch by O'Neill of the brighter and darker sections shows no 
resemblance to the pattern of merle.  

The writer is perhaps most puzzled by the fact that these appear-
ances were apparently not seen at other stations. At least re-
ports on them are lacking, and it woyld appear that effects 
visible to the naked eye should have been noticed by thousands 
of persons. The writer hence wonders whether the effeci,s were 
on the surface of the moon at all. The third effect was cer-
tainly not visible to W. Z. Orr at Montreal; he noted at 4h 59111  
with his 6-inch reflector and 65X:---"Vie uFu.2"."-difference in 
color due to natural surface markings of the moon was more pro-
nounced than the difference in the intensity of the surface due 
to involvement of different parts in different depths of the 
earth's shadow:\  The writer hence wonders thether O'Neill may 
have seen some strange terrestrial atmospheric effects localized 
to Teaneck and not visible elsewhere. 

In a letter written on June 3 Mr. O'Neill suggests that the sec-
ond effect, the peripheral points of light, may have a physiological 
explanation. He points out that the expansion of the blood vessels of 
the retina with each pulse beat causes a displacement of every point .on 
the retina„ He says that he once found it possible to produce a spur-
ious a,Dnearance at the boundary between two surfaces of different 
brightness merely by breathing deeply. Presumably the intensified 
heart action resulted in greater distortion of the retina. He goes on 
to propose that the needle point of light near Piton scarcely behaved 
as a single meteoritic impact--flare should; a train of meteorites all 
striking near Piton is very hard to credit. The toper agrees„ M2. 
O'Neill thinks that the diffuse patches of light, the third effect, liezy 
somehow renresent light produced on the surface of the moon :di an nrdE,,-
termined manner. Perhaps this general diffuse illumination W63 con-
centrated at times to cause the needle point near Piton, he '53.76.. Our 
correspondent suggests that the curious illumination may ex'st only 
during eclipses and hence might be looked for at future eclipses, 	If 
it is instead usually present but is not visible against the sunlit 
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background, perhaps then something of it can be seen on the earthshine. 

$Ome of our readers might like to share their ideas on these phe-
nomena with either Mr. 'O'Neill or the writer. The address of the for-
mer is 209 N. Long Beach Avenue, Freeport, Long Island, New York. 

AN ECLIPSE TO COME 

During October observers in the United States and Canada will have 
the opportunity to witness another total eclipse of the Moon. The cir-
cumstances are as follows: 

Event 	 Universal Time 	Eastern Standard Time 

Moon enters penumbra 	October 6, 23h50T1 	October 6, 6:50.1 P.M. 

Moon enters umbra 	October 7,.1h  4:17 	 8:04.7 P.M. 

Total eclipse begins 	 2h1911.15 	 9:19,5 P.M. 

Total eclipse ends 	 3h33 T2 	 10:33.2 P.M. 

Moon leaves umbra - 	 4h48T1 	 11:48.1 P.M. 

Moon leaves penumbra 	 6n  21;47 	October 7i 1:02:7 A:M. 

One subtracts an hour from E.S.T. to get C.S.T., two hours for M.S.T., 
and three hours for P.S.T. As was also true last April, Western ob-
servers will not be able, to see the moon to much advantage before to-
tality. It is proposed that A,L.P.O, studies of this eclipse consist of 
twoprincipal programs:the systematic search for possible lunar meteors 
and/rw meteoritic impact-flares and the careful examination of a few 
selected regions for possible changes caused by the shadow's passage. 

The lunar meteor searches are best carried out only while the e-
clipse is total. During the'74 minutes of totality all participating 
observers should watch the moon as carefully as possible and as nearly 
continuously as possible. They should employ a magnification low enough 
to show the entire moon. Where groups of observers exist so that it is 
possible to take turns at the telecope, it is recommended that no one 
person look for more than 30 minutes at a time; for the eye is apt to 
become wearied by longer watches. An observer who witnesses any un-
usual bright object should record its exact time of appearance and its 
precAse location on the moon(perhaps marked on a chart). If an observer 
merely suspgcts such an object and is not sure of its reality, we urge 
him very strongly to report to 118 anyhow; for it is possible that some-
one else saw clearly what he only suspected and that he may have impor-
tant confirmation of the time and place of appearance. Of course, an 
observer reporting such a suspected object should clearly state that it 
was only suspected. 

A weakness of our searches for lunar meteors during the eclipse 
last April was that it was usually very uncertain just how faint a lu-
nar meteor or impact-flare the observer might have perceived. It is pro-
posed, therefore, that at the October eclipse each observer make a quick 
sketch of stars near the moon and visible to him. Such sketches will 
allow most accurate intercomparisons of the limits of visibility of 
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stars (and hence of meteors and impact-flares) for different observers 
if they are all made at the same time. We accordingly recommend that 
each observer make such a sketch between 2h  55m and 3h Om, U.T. (be-
tween 9:55 and 10:00 P.M., E.S.T.), this interval falling near the 
middle of totality. It is expected that the stars shown on such sketches 
can then be identified in atlases which give their magnitudes. 

In making their searches for possible lunar meteors or flares ob-
servers should'record all the usual data for lunar and planetary obser-
vations and also the following ones: the beginning and ending times 
of the search, the number of minutes spent in actual watching (since 
one may fail to be 100% efficient), the region watched if other than 
the whole moon, the estimated stellar magnitude of the faintest object 
that might have been seen or else a sketch as mentioned above, and the 
results. If any unusual luminous object is seen, there should be re-
corded its time of appearance, its position on the moon, its angular 
diameter, its stellar magnitude, the length of its path (which may be 
given relative to some crater),the lunar direction of motion, the dura-
tion of visibilitylthe color,and any other not4aorthy characteristics. 
Blank forms helpful in recording all this information will be supplied 
by the editor free of charge upon request. 

The following objects are suitable ones to study for possible e-
clipse-caused changes: 

1. Linn.  Watch carefully the size, brightness, and sharpness of 
the white area around this crater. Equipped readers might undertake 
micrometrical measures of the north-south diameter. 

2. Ricc.ioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuous dark 
area in this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical measures of 
the north-south length of the dark area are desirable; otherwise,. vis-
ual estimates of the latitude of the south end relative to other lunar 
objects may be made. Note whether the south end is pointed or rounded. 

3. Atlas. Watch the intensity and appearance of the two main dark 
areas on the floor, one near the south wall and one northwest of the 
central mountains, and of the narrow dark band joining these two areas. 

4. Grimaldi. Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, or 
parts thereof, and in the brightness of the bright spots along the west 
wall. Pay especially close attention to the three spots forming a right 
triangle near the northwest rim of this walled plain. 

5. Stoefler. Examine carefully the dark areas on the floor, and com-
pare the intensities of the ones in its east and west parts. 

6. Eratosthenes.  Estimate the intensities of the dark areas on the 
floor and walls, especially of those in the east half of the floor. 

7. Alohonsus.  Observe the intensities, sizes, and general appear-
ances of the three very dark spots on the floor. 

S. 	Plato. Note the relative conspicuousnesses of the spots and ..streaks 
on the floor. Watch also for possible changes in the darkness of the 
floor, or -tarts tilsreof. 
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9. Conon. Note the size, brightness,. and general- appearance of the 
floor "cloud", a variable somewhat triangular white area,basedupon the 
northwest wall. 

An observer must naturally begin by deciding which of these objects 
to watch. No one sbauld try to study more than four of the nine listed; 
he will otherwise find time only for superficial, and correspondingly 
useless, views. The beginning observer will be wise to take only one 
object. One must next choose a telescope and a magnification for the 
program. Once decided upon, they should be kept constant throughout 
the night of the eclipse and for all comparison-observations; one source 
of false variations in appearance is thus removed. Since the problem 
is to determine whether the eclipse  affects the appearance of the lunar 
area, it is important to know its usual full-moon appearance. Photo-
graphs of excellent quality can here be helpful. Visual check-obser-
vations with the ,telescope and magnification being used in the program 
can scarcely become too numerous. The lunar area being studied should 
be observed, if possible, before immersion in the umbra, on the night 
before 'the eclipse and. also. on the night after, and in at least one 
other lunation at about the same solar illumination as will prevail on 
eclipse-night. During this present month check-observations for areas 
to be watched during the eclipse are best made upon the evenings of 
September 6 and 7 (local civil time dates)..  

It is best to make many of the observations suggested above by 
comparisons to other lunar features not far away. For example,the 
darkness of the floor 9f Plato may be compared to that of Mare .Imbrium; 
and the size of Linne may be compared to that of a number of white 
spots on Mare Serenitatis. Such relative estimates of intensities and 
sizes are likely to be far more dependable than attempted absolute ones. 
Each observer should select the comparison-areas he requires with some 
care. Here again good photographs of the full moon can be an aid. It 
will be an important advantage on the night of the eclipse, however, to 
have gained :thorough familiarity at the telescope with each lunar object 
being watched for possible eclipse-caused changes and its neighboring 
comparison-areas. 

On the night of the eclipse each object on the program should be 
examined carefully soon after it leaves the pmbral shadow. If any-
thing in the least abnormal is seen, it should be reobserved at short 
intervals until the normal full-moon appearance returns,- or else for 
as long as possible. One must be very careful here not to .be deceived-
by penumbral illumination, and it is probably quite impossible on this 
account to establish the reality of eclipse-caused changes that do not 
endure for at least 15 minutes. In testing for such penumbral ;effects 
it is an advantage if the observations allow for the appearance a cer-
tain number of minutes after emersion from the umbra to be compared 
with the -appearance the same number of minutes before immersion in .it. 

Observers are asked to time when each object that they watch enters 
the umbral shadow and when it leaves the umbra. Needless to say,;  .the 
time of each observation on the whole program must be notod,if the work 
is to have value. 

We hope that our readers will find these instructiOns'for,Studying 
the eclipse helpful. We wish them all clear skies, and....exc4Tlent seeing. 
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Those colleagues living in the New York City area are reminded of the 
kind invitation of Mr. Bernard Lewis, to watch the eclipse from the ' 
Empire State Observatory. His address is Public Relations Office, 
Empire State Building, New York, New York. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Observations of Saturn by Haas from July 21 to July 28 (all dates 
and times by Universal Time) may turn out to be the last, ones obtained 
before conjunction. The views were poor since the:planet was at a low 
altitude on a twilight sky, but they did suggest that there had been 
no striking changes in appearance since early June. The ball was per-
haps slightly- more dusky south of 'the South Equatorial Belt than north 
of the rings, such a difference having often been seen last spring. 
The North Tropical Zonei the space between the North Temperate Belt 
and the projected rings, was probably no longer as bright as Bartlett 
and Haas had found it in late May and early.June. The rings off the 
ball were somewhat brighter than the ball north of the rings and far 
dimmer than the Equatorial. Zone. The Crape Band was still notably 
conspiauous. 

Several early risers have reported being unable to see anything 
yet on-  Mars. C. B. Stephenson with' a 6-inch refractor at 10h 5m on 
July 16 "could see markings on Mars but was quite unable to identify 
them because of great uncertainty about their form." The central meri-
dian of longitude was about 310, a value uncertain by some degrees be-
cause of the necessity of extrapolating from Ephemeris data. The angu.- 
lqr diameter of Mars was only 4:0 on July 16 (and indeed is still only 
4.5 on September 15). Stephenson sought to compare the visibility of 
detail on. Mars and Mercury. On July 16 the latter planet had a dia-
meter of 5.5 but was seen lower in the sky and against a much brighter 
background than Mars was. The markings on Mercury wereperhaps slightly 
easier to see than those'on Mars, Stephenson having reached the same 
opinion definitely in a conparison on June 8, 1948. 

The chart of Neptune on pg. 10 of our June issue has apparently 
not aroused as much interest as we had hoped it might. The suggested 
estimates of brightness are actually well within the range 'of the 
smallest telescopes - or even of binoculars. E. J. Reese obtained a 
stellar magnitude of 7,63 at 2h 30m on. June 23. He used a 4-inch re-
flector at 12X and thus enjoyed a field' of view 30  'X in diameter. At 
3h 5m  on May 14 E. E. Hare obtained 8.2, presumably with a 7-inch re-
flector. W. H. Haas made 14 estimates with a 6-inch reflector from 
March 27 to June 2. The average Stellar magnitude found by him was 
7.78; the individual estimates ranged from 7.48 to 7.92. 

E. E. Harels observation' of fault b (Reesels term) in.  the lunar 
crater Conon on June 6 was given on pg. 1 of our August issue. A 
drawing by E. J. Reese at Calengitude 2790 on June 6 checks ,well with 
Harets description. (Colongitude'is the eastern longitlide of the sun-
rise terminator.) At 26°g and 2794 on the same date L. T. Johnson saw 
fault b only in its southWestern half. The northeastern half recorded 
by Hare and Reese was invisible to Johnson; as Reese says, "another 
puzzle can be chalked up'" At 39°2 on June 7 Johnson thought that 
fault b was visible along its entire length but wasntt sure because 
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Empire State Observatory. His address is Public Relations Office, 
Empire State Building, New York, New York. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 
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and times by Universal Time) may turn out to be the last, ones obtained 
before conjunction. The views were poor since the:planet was at a low 
altitude on a twilight sky, but they did suggest that there had been 
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haps slightly- more dusky south of 'the South Equatorial Belt than north 
of the rings, such a difference having often been seen last spring; 
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and the projected rings, was probably no longer as bright 'as Bartlett 
and Baas had found it in late May and early.June. The rings off the 
ball were somewhat brighter than the ball north of the rings and far 
dimmer than' the Equatorial. Zone. The Crape Band was still notably 
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Several early risers have reported being unable to see anything 
yet on-  Mars. C. B. Stephenson with 'a 6-inch refractor at 10h 5m on 
July 16 "could see markings on Mars but was quite unable to identify 
them because of great uncertainty about their form." The central meri-
dian of longitude was about 310, a value uncertain by some degrees be-
cause of the necessity of extrapolating from Enhemeris data. The angu.,  
lv diameter of Mars was only 4:0 on July 16 (and indeed is still only 
4.5 on September 15). Stephenson sought to compare the visibility of 
detail on. Mars and Mercury. On July 16 the latter planet had a dia-
meter of 51:5 but was seen lower in the sky and against a much brighter 
background than Mars wqs. The markings on Mercury wereperhaps slightly 
easier to see than those'on Mars, Stephenson having reached the same 
opinion definitely in a conparison on June 8, 1948, 

The chart of Neptune on pg. 10 of our June issue' has apparently 
not aroused as much interest as we had hoped it might. The suggested 
estimates of brightness are actually well within the range 'of the 
smallest telescopes - or even of binoculars. E. J. Reese obtained a 
stellar magnitude of 7.63 at 2h 30m on June 23. He used a 4-inch re-
flector at 12X' and thus enjoyed a field' of view 30'201  in diameter. At 
3h 5m  on May 14 E. E. Hare obtained 8.2, presumably with a 7-inch re-
flector, W. H. Haas made 14 estimates'with a 6-inch reflector from 
March 27 to June 2. The average Stellar magnitude found by him was 
7.78; the individual estimates ranged from 7.48 to 7.92. 	' 

E. E. Harels observation' of' fault b (Reesels term) in the lunar 
crater Conon on June 6 was given on pg. 1 of our August issue. 'A 
drawing by E. J. Reese at Calengitude 2720 on June 6 checks well with 
Harets description. (Colongitude'is the eastern longitude of the sun-
rise terminator.) At 26°,81 and 2724 on the same date L. T. Johnson 'saw 
fault b only in its southWestern half. The northeastern half recorded 
by Hare and Reese was invisible to Johnson; as Reese says, "another 
puzzle can be chalked up!" At 3992 on June 7 Johnson thought that 
fault b was visible along its entire length but wasntt sure because 
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Those colleagues living in the New York City area are reminded of the 
kind invitation of Mr. Bernard Lewis to watch the eclipse from the ' 
Empire State Observatory. His'address is Public Relations Office, 
Empire State Building, New York, New York, 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Observations of Saturn by Haas from July 21 to July 28 (all dates 
and times by Universal Time) may turn out to be the last ones obtained 
before conjunction. The views were poor since the:planet was at a low 
altitude on a twilight sky, but they did suggest that there had been 
no striking changes in appearance since early June. The ball was per-
liaLy)s slightly-more dusky south of 'the South Equatorial Belt than north 
of the rings, such a difference having often been seen last spring; 
The North Tropical Zone; the space between the North Temperate Belt 
and the projected rings, was probably no longer as bright as Bartlett 
and Haas had found it in late May and early.June. The rings off the 
ball were somewhat brighter than the ball north of the rings and far 
dimmer than the Equatorial Zone. The Crape Band was still notably 
conspiauous. 

Several early risers have reported being unable to see anything 
yet on-  Mars. C. B. Stephenson with a 6-inch refractor at 10h 5m on 
July 16 "could see markings on Mars but was quite unable to identify 
them because of great uncertainty about their form." The central meri-
dian of longitude was about 31°, a value uncertain by some degrees be. 
cause of the necessity of extrapolating from Ephemeris data. The angui-
1F diameter of Mars was only 4:0 on July'16 (and indeed is still only 
4.5 on September 15). Stephenson sought to compare the visibility of 
detail on Mars and Mercury. On July 16 the latter planet had a dia-
meter of 5.5 but was seen lower in the sky and against a much brighter 
background than Mars was. The markings on Mercury wereperhaps slightly 
easier to see than those- on Mars, Stephenson having reached the same 
opinion definitely in a conparison on June 8, 1948. 

The chart of Neptune on pg. 10 of our June issue has apparently 
not aroused as much interest as we had hoped it might. The suggested 
estimates of brightness are actually well within the range of the 
smallest telescopes - or even of binoculars. E. J. Reese obtained a 
stellar magnitude of 7.63 at 2h 30m on June 23. He used a 4-inch re-
flector at 12X and thus enjoyed a field' of view 30'201.  in diameter. At 
3h 5m  on May 14 E. E. Hare obtained 8.2, presumably with a 7-inch re-
flector. W. H. Haas made 14 estimates with a 6-inch reflector from 
March 27 to June 2. The average Stellar magnitude found by him was 
7.78; the individual estimates ranged from 7.48 to 7.92.  

E. E. Hare's observation' of fault b'(Reesels term) in the lunar 
crater Conon on June 6 was given on pg. 1 of our August issue. A 
drawing by E. J. Reese at COlOngitude 2790 on June 6 checks well with 
Hare's description. (Colongitude'is the eastern longitude of the sun-
rise terminator.) At 26?„81 and 2724 on the same date L. T. Johnson saw 
fault b only in its southwestern half. The northeastern half recorded 
by Hare and Reese was invisible to Johnson; as Reese says, "another 
puzzle can be chalked up!" At 3992 on June 7 Johnson thought that 
fault b was visible along its entire length but wasn't sure because 
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OBSERVATIONS ANDCOMMN2S 

Observations of Saturn by Haas from July 21 to July 28 (all dates 
and times by Universal Time) may turn out to be the last ones obtained 
before conjunction. The views were poor since the:planet was at a low 
altitude on a twilight sky, but they did suggest that there had been 
no striking changes in appearance since early June. The ball was per-
haps slightly- more dusky south of the South Equatorial Belt than north 
of the rings, such a difference having often been seen last spring; 
The North Tropical Zone; the space between the North Temperate Belt 
and the projected rings, was probably no longer as bright as Bartlett 
and Haas had found it in late May and early.June. The rings off the 
ball were somewhat brighter than the ball north of the rings and far 
dimmer than the Equatorial. Zone. The Crape Band was still notably 
conspiauous. 

Several early risers have reported being unable to see anything 
yet on-  Mars. C. B. Stephenson with a 6-inch refractor at 10h 5m on 
July 16 "could see markings on Mars but was quite unable to identify 
them because of great uncertainty about their form." The central meri-
dian of longitude was about 31°, a value uncertain by some degrees be. 
cause of the necessity of extrapolating from Ephemeris data, The angui-
lv diameter of Mars was only 4:0 on July 16 (and indeed is still only 
4.5 on September 15). Stephenson sought to compare the visibility of 
detail on Mars and Mercury. On July 16 the latter planet had a dia-
meter of 5.5 but was seen lower in the sky and against a much brighter 
background than Mars was. The markings on Mercury wereperhaps slightly 
easier to see than those'on Mars, Stephenson having reached the same 
opinion definitely in a comparison on June 8, 1945. 

The chart of Neptune on pg. 10 of our June issue has apparently 
not aroused as much interest as we had hoped it might. The suggested 
estimates of brightness are actually well within the range of the 
smallest telescopes - or even of binoculars. E. J. Reese obtained a 
stellar magnitude of 7.63 at 2h 30m on June 23. He used a 4-inch re-
flector at 12X and thus enjoyed a field•of view 30'20' in diameter. At 
3h 5m  on May 14 E. E. Hare obtained 8,2, presumably with a 7-inch re-
flector. W. H. Haas made 14 estimates with a 6-inch reflector from 
March 27 to June 2. The average Stellar magnitude found by him was 
7.75; the individual estimates ranged from 7.48  to 7.92. 

E. E. Hare's observation' of ' fault b'(Reesels term) in the lunar 
crater Conon on. June 6 was given on pg. 1 of our August issue. A 
drawing by E. J. Reese at COlOngitude 2720 on June 6 checks well with 
Hare's description. (Colongitude'is the eastern longitude of the sun-
rise terminator.) At 2623 and 2724 on the same date L. T. Johnson saw 
fault b only in its southwestern half. The northeastern half recorded 
by Hare and Reese was invisible to Johnson; as Reese says, "another 
puzzle can be chalked up!" At 3922 on June 7 Johnson thought that 
fault b was visible along its entire length but wasn't sure because 
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his view was less distinct than on June 6. At colongitude 3322 on 
July 6 Reese "esthated fault b in Canon. to be about 2/3 as oonaPio-
uous as the famous' 60-mile wall::" The comparison is to the prominent 
Straight Wall. The editor confesses that he isn't sure just what mean-
ing "2/3 as conspicuous" has in this connection. Even so, the mere 
fact of comparing fault b, a feature not found on H. P. Wilkins' 1946 . 
map of the moon or on any other map of the editor's knowledge, to the 
Straight Wall is surprising enough: 

On July 17 T. R. Cave and T. Cragg enjoyed such excellent seeing 
with the former's 8-inch reflector that they could use powers above 
500X to advantage. In Plato they found shadows visible in at least 
six craterlets on the floor near 10h, colongitude 17196. The plain 
was thus seen under rather low evening illumination. 

H. P. Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical 
Association, has communicated two unusual observations. The first of 
them was on May 1; he was scanning the earthshine with a 3-inch re-
fractor, the sky being very clear so that much detail could be seen. 
"Aristarchus was visible as a bright patch in the earthphine, power 
100X; and while I was actually looking at it, the time being 20h 4415, 
it suddenly 'glowed', seemingly as brightly again, all the inner ter-
races, central mountain, and other details becoming distinctly visible 
ilkins' italici]. The whole crater was thus illuminated; and this 

appearance lasted two seconds when it gristarchugj reverted to its 
previous appearance." 

Wilkins' other observation was made on-June 1 in a very clear sky 
with a 6-inch reflector and 200X. "At 22h 6m  a bright star-like f4sh 
suddenly appeared, in the earthshine close to the central meridian, 
i.e. due north of South Cusp, and due east of Theophilup which was 
shadow filled on the terminator. This flash attracted attention 
[Wilkins' italics) and lasted for one second." 

In a letter written on July 26 Mr. Wilkins gave some additional 
information: "The 'flash' noted on June 1 was stationary. There was 
no color, merely white. It is difficult to estimate the stellar magni-
tude with any accuracy„but I think it would have been about the third. 
As for the estimated diameter, this was quite considerable and must 
have been of the order,of 3 seconds of arc. No doubt it seemed larger 
than it really was. The 'glow' within Aristarchus was indeed remark-
able; it is interesting that Barcroft noted some peculiarity on May 2. 
Evidently things are happening on the moon which are mysterious, and 
it is astonishing that the earlier observers did,notr< record more of 
them. It is very easy to be deceived, but you can take the observa-
tions I have given as quite genuine. I am not likely to make mistakes 
of that nature and know the moon fairly well." 

The reference to D. P. Barcroft's observation on,May 2 should be 
claiified. That observer examined the earthshine with a 10-inch re-
flector and 96X from 3h to 4h on that date. ,At 3h30111  Aristarchus "be-
gan to glow dully." Nr. Barcroft further states: "The Aristarchus 
appearance is not just that of a light appearing feature - it has a 
silvery phosphorescence - something like a nebula projected against 
the moon's surface." Did Barcroft witness some very abnormal appear-
ance about Aristarchus on May 2? And is there any connection to 
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Wilkins' "glow" noted about seven hours earlier? Both questions, we 
fear, are likely to go unanswered. 

Wilkins suggests that his "flash" on June 1 was a meteoritic im-
pact-flare. Ar, any rate, this object would appear to be similar in 
nature to several other stationary bright objects briefly visible 
against the moon to members of the A.L.P.O.in recent years. The "glow" 
of May 1 is more puzzling. E. E. Hare says that in looking for faint 
stars he occasionally finds stars in the field of view to flare up a 
full magnitude for two or three seconds and then to-fade more gradually. 
He presumes that this effect is physiological and wonders whether 167. 
Wilkins can have been deceived by the same. thing. Perhaps D. W. Rose-
brugh, the veteran variable star observer, has seen something of such 
an effect. He wrote on April 28: "On occasion I have soon stars swing 
up and down rhythmically in brightness over a period of several seconds, 
from invisibility to clear visibility." However, E. J. Roes() states 
that he has never noticed such erratic changes in the sensitiveness of 
his own eyes as Hare reports. He further says that his 6-inch reflec-
tor shows Aristarchus by earthlight merely as an amorphous splotch of 
light with a bright and very small nucleus (probably the central peak). 
He thinks it improbable that his eyes could become so much more sensi-
tive that a 3-inch refractor could reveal the inner terraces of Aris-. 
tarchus distinctly by oarthlight. ' The editor is disposed to agree 
with Mr. Reese. But in that event, what did cause the "glow"? 

011-sWATQNs 07 3uPTTE.g...IUPLY 

by Elmer J. Reese 

Ac#F#L 13.PpQrt. 	Observations of the Giant Planet in July have been 
received from the following observers: 

J. C. Bartlett, 3.5.in. refl., Baltimore, Maryland 
T. R. Cave, 8-in. refl., 12-in. refr., Long Beach, Calif. 
T. Cragg, 6-in. refl., 12-in. refl., Los Angeles, Calif. 
W. H. Haas, 6-In. refl., Albuquerque, New Mexico 
E. E. Hare, 7-in. refl., Owensboro, Kentucky 
L. T. Johnson, 10-in. refl., La Plata, Maryland 
R. Missert, 6-in. refl., Kenmore, New York 
D. R. Monger, 6-in. refr., Lawrence, Kansas 
D. O'Toole, 6-tn. refl.i Vallejo, Oslif. 
E. J. Reese, 6-in. refl., Uniontown, Penna. 
E. K. White, 7-in. refl., Chapman Camp., B. C., Canada 

Already our group has obtained over 1400 central meridian transit 
observations during the present apparition. These will surely yield 
reliable rotation periods for many of the Jovian currents. A pleas-
ingly large number of valuable drawings, color observations and gen-
eral descriptive notes have also been received. 

Color Observations. 	Many more color observations have come to hand 
since the last report was submitted. Bartlett:  Haas, and Missert agree 
that the NEB was reddish-brown in June and July. A beautiful drawing 
in color by Hare on July 4 at 6h Om shows the NEB to be dark brown; 
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Instructions for observing were given on pp.6-9 of our September issue. 

tion on possible meteorites, for it desires to build up its collection 
of these objects. 
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the latitude of Palomar. Such a survey can and will indicate a hqge 

already an unloved stepchild: 

them will appar in this issue of The Strolling Astronomer and follow--  
ing ones. Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, Director of the Institute of Meteoritics, 

Don't forget that lunar eclipse on October 6 (local civil date). 

The southern maria have been but poorly seen on the small disc. 
On September 10 Hare apparently viewed an enlarged Wedge of Casius in 
northern latitudes. On September 10 Haas drew Propontis and found it 

The Twelfth Meeting of the Meteoritical Society was held on 

The. Institute of Meteoritics is always- interested in reports of 

Some of the papers given will be- published in the Cohtributions 

FINAL NOTES 

spoke on "The Possible Preservation in Concretions of Traces of Ancient 
Meteorites." The lack of meteorites in geological strata has long been 
puzzling. Were those that fell in the geologic past totally destroyed 
by terrestrial agencies? Dr. LaPaz suggested that meteorites may be 
found in sedimentary concretions, the meteorite perhaps supplying a 
nucleus for the concretion. There was- read a paper called "preliminary 
Report on the Distribution of Gallium, Palladium, Gold, and Nickel in 
45 Iron Meteorites" by Dr. Harrison Brown and Dr. Edward Goldberg of 
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at a specific time may amount to, as much as ?0% of the total disc areal producing 
a very definite and easily detectable reductLon in apparent celestial magnitude. 
H. E. Lau used Capella, Procyon, and Regulus as comparison stars; and his obser-
vations compared very well with those of Prof..Guthnick, mho found the photo-
electric minimum of intensity at an areographical longitude of 60  and the corres-
ponding maximum at 1170. Lau estimated the visual minimum. at 3000  (Syrtis Major) 
and the maximum at 121°  (Arcadia-Tharis, Memnonia). 	The observers agree still 
better on the amplitude, Guthnick giving OT18 and Lau 031217. 	These notes will 
suffice to make clear the efficiency of the visual method just progagated. 

• 
A few hints may be of interest to future observers. Wait at least 30 minutesk-
fore commencing with observations; only then will your eyes be fully accomAc-
dated to the dark. A dark sky is absolutely essential; moonlight or twilight 
affects . the estimater in a varying and uncontrollable manner because bright 
sky-backgrounds tend to make red stars (Mars) appear relatively brighter and 
white stars dimmer. 	To avoid troublesome terrestrial atmospheric absorption, 
make it a habit to observe the planet near the meridional transit. Comparison 
stars should have high altitudes (declinations), be non-variable, as close to 
the planet as possible, and - alas.- preferably of red color (spectroscopic 
groups N or R). However, since almost none of the brighter stars comply with 
these ideal requirements, others will have to be chosen. 	Antares, Pollux', 
Procyon, Capella, and Regulus, among others, will do. 	The oppositional magni- 
tude of Mars in late Mardh, 1950 will amount to approximately -11111. 	Observers 
attempting color estimates with filters should use glasses with known absorp-
tion values. 

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION 

by David W. llosebrugh 

In Volume 3, Number 9, page 5, paragraph 3, of The Stroling Astronomer Mr, 
John J. Mein refers to a remarkably variable illumination •of That portion of 
the moon still in the umbra during the lunar eclipse of April 19, 1949. 

It is my opinion that such phenomena are caused either by the earth's atmosphere 
or more probably by our own eyes, though I have no proof to adduce but merely 
an impression based upon a phenomenon noted at the total eclipse of the sun on 
August 31, 1932. 

It was cloudy at the time of that eclipse in the Province of Quebec where Dr. 
Fred C. Hamilton of Toronto and I had gone with our wives to see the eclipse....' 
As it grew darker be2ore the total phase of the eclipse, the darkness seemed to 
increase in steps. 	It grew rapidly darker, then seemed to change not et all 
then rapidly darker again, and then a period of no change. There were, I think, 
a dozen or more such steps in the period extending from roughly 2 minutes befOre 
totality to totality itself. 	Dr. Hamilton and I both noted this "step" pheno- 
menon and discussed it as it was happening. As I remember it there was no 
corresponding phenomenon when the sky was brightening after the eclipse was over. 

Despite 17 years of occasional mild inquiry among professional and amateur a-
stronomers, I have found no' explanation; but 'I believe it was a•phenomenon 
caused by my own eyes, in my particular case at least. 

As Lord . Kelvin pointed out, our eyes are very Imperfect in many regards,' 

at a specific time may amount to, as much as 1'0% of the total disc areal producing 
a very definite and easily detectable reduction in apparent celestial magnitude. 
H. E. Lau used Capella, Procyon, and Regulus as comparison stars; and his obser-
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dated to the dark. A dark sky is absolutely essential; moonlight or twilight 
affects the estimater in a varying and uncontrollable manner because bright 
sky-backgrounds tend to make red stars (Mars) appear relatively brighter and 
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In Volume 3, Number 9, page 5, paragraph 3, of The Stroinfl, Astronomer Mr. 
John J. Oz Neill refers to a remarkably variable illumination of that portion of 
the moon still in the umbra during the lunar eclipse of April 13, 1949. 

It is my opinion that such phenomena are caused either by the earth's atmosphere 
or more probably by our own eyes, though I have no proof to adduce but merely 
an impression based upon a phenomenon noted at the total eclipse of the sun on 
August 31, 1932. 

It was cloudy at the time of that eclipse in the Province of Quebec where Dr. 
Fred C. Hamilton of Toronto and I had gone with our wives to see the eclipse.... 
As it grew darker be. fore the total phase of the eclipse, the darkness seemed to 
increase in steps. 	It grew rapidly darker, then seemed to change not at all, 
then rapidly darker again, and then a period of no change. There were, I think, 
a dozen or more such steps in the period extending from roughly 2 minutes befOre 
totality to totality itself. 	Dr. Hamilton and I both noted this "step" pheno- 
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caused by my own eyes, in my particular case at least. 

As LOrdTelvin pointed out, our eyes are very imperfect in many regards, 
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PostperLt by Editor. The preceding article was received in a letter dated 
October 3. Our correspondent's address is 87 Fern Circle, Waterbury 8, Conn. 
Perhaps Mr. O'Neill or others would like to discuss further in future issues the 
question here raised. 

VENUS IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMETR 

By T. R. Cave, Jr. 

The Recorder is very pleased to report a great increase, in activity among 
observers in recent work on the planet Venus. Complete and detailed reports have 
been received from the following persons: 

OBSERVER STATION TELESCOPE REMARKS 

F. E. Brinckman)  Jr. Long Beach, Cal. 6"&8" Refls. Used Cave's 
8" once. 

T. R. Cave, Jr. 

T. Cragg 

Long Beach)  Cal. 

Los Angeles, Cal. 

6"Cc8" Refls, 

6" Refl. & Used Griffith 
12" Refr. Refr. 

P. Chorley Vallejo)  Cal. 6" Refl. O'Toole's 
' telescope. 

W. H. Haas Albuquerque)  N. M. 617807  Refls. Observed with 
Cave once. 

H.,Le Vaux Los Angeles)  Cal. 6" Refl. 

D. O'Toole Vallejo, Cal. 6" Refl. 

E. J. Reese Uniontown, Pa. 6" Refl. 

C. B. Stephenson Chicago, 	Ill.: 6" Refr. Univ. of Chicago 
telescope. 

E. K. White Kimberley)B.C., 
Canada 

71" Refl. 

It is rather rbmarkable that 59 drawings and 65 written observations were 
submitted by the ten observers, or nearly one' drawing per observation)  a most 
excellent record of work done on a poorly placed planet. 

THE CUSP-CAPS. 	The North and South "Polar" Cusp-Caps were normally visible 
to all observers. In early August the N. Cusp-Cap was easily the more prominent)  
Stephenson finding it the most prominent feature on the planet in his observation 
of August 3 (all dates by U.T.). 	Surprisingly, Reese observed on August 7 and 
was unable to see any indications of light caps. Near August 10 there is strong 
evidence to indicate that both Cusp-Caps were of nearly equal size and intensity)  
this condition lasting until near August 24. However)  on August 11 Cragg noted 
a sudden, but very temporary, lightening of the North Cusp-Cap, lasting probably 
less than 24 hours. Haas found the two Cusp-Caps nearly equal on August 16, his 
observation being very well confirmed by all other workers; All observers agree 
on the redevelopment of the North Cusp-Cap)  which became evident about August 25 
or 26. On August 24 Stephenson found the Cusps "not intrinsically brighter than 
the rest of the planet". Cave observed the Cusps to be of equal intensity on 
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STB Cloud. 	This, persistent feature Was still faintly visible at opposition 
this year. Haas, Hare, Stephenson, and Reese have obtained a total of 41 tran-
sits of the cloud during the present apparition. Their results place the center 
of the cloud at 150°  (II) on July 20 with a length of 13° and a drift of 2621 
every 30 days in decreasing longitude (II), 	This corresponds to 'a rotation 
period of 9h  55m  55  which is in good agreement with a period of 9h 55m 6s ob-
tained in 1948. The first observation of the cloud in 1949 may have been made 
on .March 19 when Haas placed its preceding end at 245° (II). Late in July the 
cloud became very faint and diffuse and was lost. However, Stephenson 6btained 
9 transits of a very faint and inconspicuous cloud in the STB from August 6 to 
23. 	This cloud was about 13° long and its center drifted from 153° on August 6 
to 1450  on August 23. If this is the same cloud which was observed prior to 
opposition, it is evident that its movement in decreasing longitude was greatly 
decelerated late in July. L. T. Johnson observed a faint, whitish rift along 
the middle of the STB on September 14 at lh with the preceding end of the rift 
near the central meridian or 96°  (II). Hard also observed on this date and 
estimated the preceding end of a lighter section of the STB to lie near 106°. 
Reese found this white rift, very, bright and distinct on September 26 when its 
preceding end was at 88° and again on October 10 when its preceding end was at 
72°, 	This is very: probably the same cloud that was observed prior to opposi- 
tion and its drift from July 20 to October 10 has been minus 2694 (II) every 
30 days. 

SOME RECENT LUNAR OBSERVATIONS 

D. P. Barcroft observed .the crater Proclus in good seeing with his 10-inch 
reflector on August 1, 1949 (U.T. here and later). The seeing was good, and the 
crater was about 39 degrees fi.om the sunrise terminator. 	Barcroft reports: "I 
kept on seeing the little craterlet in the east wall reported by Schmidt rpg. 
218 of Goodacre's Moon]; there was some dark detail near by, probably a streak up 
the side of the wall. 

"Then I began to n6tice .an abundance of detail, both on the floor and up the 
east wall which, appeared terraced. About the best comparison I can think of at 
the moment is that of an architect spider's web sliding out from the corner of a 
window;: the radiant here was.. the relatively large dark depression in the west 
wall." 

On pg. 1 of our August issue we invited observers to examine "fault b" in Conon 
between colongitudes 24° and 40°. 	(C6longitude is the eastern longitude ,pf the 
sunrise terminator measured all the way around the moon up to 3600.) E. E.' Hare 
observed Conon on July 5 and 6 with a 7-inch reflector at 255X and fair seeing. 
On July 5 at colongitude 2191 he found the northwest inner wall of Conon very 
dark and could discern no darker edge' at "fault b". On July 6 at 3391 "fault b" 
was "seen unbroken", Though the feature was "definitely seen", Hare does not 
remember it as then unusually conspicuous. 

At tho same time on July 6 Reese made his surprising comparison that "fault b" 
uas almost as conspicuous as the Straight Wall (pg. 10 of September issue). 

The walled plain Plato remains a favorite object with some of our members. E. K. 
lthite observed it with his 7-inch reflector on September 13 en a dawn sky in 
fair seeing and excellent transparency. The colongitude being 16196, 'White 
easily saw a number .of craterlets on the floor; and the twin craterlets in its 
north central part (The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 3, Number 1, pp. 3-5)  1949) 

STB Cloud. 	This, persistent feature Was still faintly visible at opposition 
this year. Haas, Hare, Stephenson)  and Reese have obtained a total of 41 tran-
sits of the cloud during the present apparition. Their results place the center 
of the cloud at 150°  (II) on July 20 with a length of 13° and a drift of 2621 
every 30 days in decreasing longitude (II), This corresponds to a rotation 
period of 9h  55m  55  which is in good agreement with a period of 9h 55111 6s ob-
tained in 1948. The first observation of the cloud in 1949 may have been made 
on .March 19 when Haas placed its preceding end at 245° (II). Late in July the 
cloud became very faint and diffuse and was lost. However, Stephenson obtained 
9 transits of a very faint and inconspicuous cloud in the STB from August 6 to 
23. This cloud was about 13° long and its center drifted from 153° on August 6 
to 145,0  on August 23. If this is the same cloud winch was observed prior to 
opposition, it is evident that its movement in decreasing longitude was greatly 
decelerated late in July. L. T. Johnson observed a faint, whitish rift along 
the middle, of the STB on September 14 at lh with the preceding end of the rift 
near the central meridian or 96°  (II). Hard also observed on this date and 
estimated the preceding end of a lighter section of the STB to lie near 106°. 
Reese found this white rift very bright and distinct on September 26 when its 
preceding end was at 88° and again on October 10 when its preceding end was at 
72°, This is very probably the same cloud that was observed prior to opposi-
tion and its drift from July 20 to October 10 has been minus 2694 (II) every 
30 days. 

SOME RECENT LUNAR OBSERVATIONS 

D. P. Barcroft observed the crater Proclus in good seeing with his 10-inch 
reflector on August 1, 1949 (U.T. here and later). The seeing was good, and the 
crater was about 39 degrees from the sunrise terminator. Barcroft reports: "I 
kept on seeing the little craterlet in the east wall reported by Schmidt rpg. 
218 of Goodacre's Moon]; there was some dark detail near by, probably a streak up 
the side of the wall. 

"Then I began to notice an abundance of detail, both on the floor 
east wall which appeared terraced. About the best comparison I can 
the moment is that of an architect spider's web sliding but from the 
window; the radiant here was the relatively large dark depression 
wall." 

and_ up the 
think of at 
corner of a 
in, the west 

On pg. 1 of our August issue we invited observers to examine "fault b" in Conon 
between colongitudes 24° and 40°. 	(Colongitude is the eastern longitude ,pf the 
sunrise terminator measured all the way around the moon up to 3600.) E. E.' Hare 
observed Conon on July 5 and 6 with a 7-inch reflector at 255X and fair seeing. 
On. July 5 at colongitude 2191 he found the northwest inner wall of Conon very 
dark and could discern no darker edge' at "fault b". On July 6 at 3391 "fault b" 
was "seen unbroken", Though the feature was "definitely seen", Hare does not 
remember it as then unusually conspicuous. 

At : the same time on July 6 Reese Made his surprising comparison that "fault b" 
uas almost as conspicuous as the Straight Wall (pg. 10. of September issue). 

The walled plain Plato remains a favorite object with some of our members. E. K. 
lthite observed it with his 7-inch reflector on September 13 on a dawn sky in 
fair seeing and excellent transparency. The colongitude being 16196, White 
easily saw .a number of craterlets on the floor; and the twin craterlets in its 
north central part (The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 3, Amber 1, pp. 3-5 1949) 
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were clearly divided and appeared tot Of equal size. White observed again 
onseptembpr 14 in a dawn sky with fair seeing and a thin haze. The colongitude 
then being 173(4)8, one might have expected the floor craterlets to be more con- 
spicuous tinder the lower lighting. 	On the contrary, they were far more diffi- 
cult; White could only suspect the near-central craterlet, and others were quite 
invisible to him, White expresses the opinion that this discrepancy cannot be 
blamed upon the slight terrestrial haze on September 14 and suggests some sort 
of obscuring lunar haze over most of the floor of Plato. To support this inter-
pretation, he points out that on September 14 he did see in Plato a craterlet 
near the northeast wall and a rather difficult. hill near the southwest wall. 
MoreoVer, he counted-and saw sharply-at least a dozen minute craterldts on the 
floor of Ptolemey, most of them as tiny as the invisible craterlets in Plato. 

E. J. Reese examined Plato in fairly good seeing on September 10, 1949 with his 
6-inch reflector at colongitude 12098. He easily saw the twin craterlets as 
twins, and the northeast twin was definitely brighter and larger than the south-
west one. Reese especially directs attention to a bright spot (a craterlet?) 
approximately thred-fourths of the way from the near-central craterlet to the 
most conspicuous craterlet in the southeast portion of the floor. 	This spot 
Reese had not seen before; in particular, it is absent from a drawing he made on 
November 30, 1947, in almost perfect seeing at colongitude 11694. Nevertheless, 
on September 10 it was as conspicuous as a spot some miles south of the central 
craterlet and visible to Reese on November 30, 1947, as well as on many other 
dates in recent years. There is, of course, the inevitable question of whether 
it might have been seen if it had been carefully looked for; but it would be 
distinctly worthwhile for lunarians with excellent instruments to make a careful 
study of the pertinent portion of the floor of Plato. W. H. Haas on October 3, 
1949,in.fair seeing could see the spot some miles south of the central craterlet 
with difficulty but could not see the spot first recorded by Reese on September 
10. The colongitude was 41°5, and the two observations may not be comparable 
because of this large difference in illumination. 

Observations of very dim prolongations of the horns of the moon into the dark 
hemisphere are not rare. Refer, for example, to The Strolling AStronomer, 
Volume 2, Number 9, pg. 10, 1948. Perhaps a typical record is one made by Haas 
with a 6-inch reflector on September l8, 1949 at llh 36m  and thus about four 
days before new moon. "Each cusp is prolonged in that the rim of the earthlit 
hemisphere adjacent to it is slightly but distinctly brightened. The length of 
each prolongation is four or five degrees. Their width is perhaps two seconds 
of arc." 

On July 28 D. O'Toole obserVed  the moon with his 3.5-inch reflector and 60X 
only two days and nine hours after new moon. He was surprised to note a faint, 
detached spot on the dark limb about ten degrees from the visible south cusp. 
He suspected a thin, faint line joining this spot to the cusp. No similar ap-
pearances were noted near the north cusp. An oil painting by O'Toole shows well 
the faint and indistinct character of the spot. On July 29 what was presumably 
the same spot was recognized to be an isolated peak, now fairly bright and about 
five degrees from the south cusp. On July 30th the peak was much brighter but 
was still isolated. O'Toole on this date secured - a photograph of the appearance. 
The editor would suggest that on July 28 the peak was obtaining penumbral illumi-
nation. He would also suggest, on the basis of this example, that an adequate 
study of the cusp-prolongations may require allowance for the role of penumbral 
lighting and detailed knowledge of the topography of the moon's polar regions. 

wero clearly divided and appeared to be of equal size. White observed again 
onSeptember 14 in a dawn sky with fair seeing and a thin haze. The colongitude 
then being 17328)  one might have expected the floor craterlets to be more con-
spicUousHUnder the lower lighting. On the contrary, they were far more diffi-
cult; White could only suspect the near-central craterlet, and others were quite 
invisible to him, ;White expresses the opinion that this discrepancy cannot be 
blamed upon the slight terrestrial haze on September 14 and suggests seine sort 
of obscuring lunar haze over most of the floor of Plato. To support this inter-
pretation, he points out that on September 14 he did see in Plato a craterlet 
near the northeast wall and a rather difficult. hill near the southwest wall. 
MoreoVer, he counted-and saw sharply-at least a dozen minute craterlets on the 
floor of Ptolemey, most of them as tiny as the invisible craterlets in Plato. 

E. J. Reese examined Plato in fairly good seeing on September 10, 1949 with his 
6-inch reflector at colongitude 12098. He easily saw the twin craterlets as 
twins, and the northeast twin was definitely brighter and larger than the south-
west one. Reese especially directs attention to a bright spot (a craterlet?) 
approximately three-fourths of the way from the near-central craterlet to the 
most conspicuous craterlet in the southeast portion of the floor. 	This spot. 
Reese had not seen before; in particular, it is absent from a drawing he made on 
November 30, 1947, in almost perfect seeing at colongitude 11694. Nevertheless, 
on September 10 it was as conspicuous as a spot some miles south of the central 
craterlet and visible to Reese on November 30, 1947, as well as on many other 
dates in recent years. There is, of course, the inevitable question of whether 
it might have been seen if it had been carefully looked for; but it would be 
distinctly worthwhile for lunarians with excellent instruments to make a careful 
study of the pertinent portion of the floor of Plato. W. H. Haas on October 3, 
1949,1.a.fair seeing could see 'the spot some nLiles south of the central craterlet 
with difficulty but could not see the spot first recorded by Reese on September 
10. The colongitude was 4195, and the two observations may not be comparable 
because of this large difference in illumination. 

Observations of very dim prolongations of the horns of the moon into the dark 
hemisphere are not rare. Refer, for example, to The Strolling AStronomer, 
Volume 2, Number 9, pg. 10, 1948. Perhaps a typical record is one made by Haas 
with a 6-inch reflector on September 18, 1949 at llh 36m  and thus about four 
days before new moon. "Each cusp is prolonged in that the rim of the oarthlit 
hemisphere adjacent to it is slightly but distinctly brightened. The length of 
each prolongation is four or five degrees. Their width is perhaps two seconds 
of arc." 

On July 28 D. O'Toole observed the moon with his 3.5-inch reflector and 60X 
only two days and nine hours after new moon. He was surprised to note a faintl  
detached spot on the dark limb about ten degrees from the visible south cusp. 
He suspected a thin, faint line joining this spot to the cusp. No similar ap-
pearances were noted near the north cusp. An oil painting by O'Toole shows well 
the faint and indistindt character of the spot. On July 29 what was presumably 
the same spot was recognized to be an isolated peak, now fairly bright and about 
five degrees from the south cusp. On July 30th the peak was much brighter but 
was still isolated. O'Toole on this date secured - a photograph of the appearance. 
The editor would suggest that on July 28 the peak was obtaining penumbral illumi-
nation. He would also suggest, on the basis of this example, that an adequate 
study of the cusp-prolongations may require allowance for the role of penumbral 
lighting and detailed knowledge of the topography of the moon's polar regions. 
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The remainder of this article 'will deal with the walled plain. Grimaldi and may 
best be read in connection with. Dri  a d. Bartlett's article on this subject in 
the February and March, 1949, issues. On pg. 1 of the August issue we described 
how T. Cragg •on March 14, 1949 at colongitude 83°4 suspected that the Central 
Bright Streak was composed of minute hills, using his 6—inch reflector. Haas 
confirmed this observation on September 7 at 85°5; though the seeing was poor, 
the moon Was well defined in the excellent Griffith Observatory 12—inch refrac—
tor. He perceived a north—south chain of hills in the north central part of the 
floor, shadow showing on their east side; these hills appeared quite to coincide 
with part of the Central Bright Streak visible under higher lighting. 

D. OtToole made a drawing of Grimaldi with a.6—inch reflectOr on July 11 at 
colongitude 96c.)4. He found that the west edge of the Central Bright Streak was 
sharply outlined while the east edge was much less distinct. A darker area was 
remarked in the northwest corner of the walled plain. O'Toole observed Grimaldi 
again on August 8 near 77°. Again the west edge of the Streak was sharper than 
the east edge. A couple brighter areas (individual hills?) were seen in the 
Streak, and the floor was darkest near its southeast edge. Near 127°  on August 
12 OtToole was surprised to find the east edge of the Central Streak "definitely 
as sharp as the west edge." A brighter spot in the Streak, two extremely faint 
light patches on the floor, and the darker area near the southeast edge were 
visible. 

Dr. J. C. Bartlett has discussed in correspondence his finding the Grimaldi 
changes very abnormal during the August lunation. He qualifies tHis statement 
with the remarks that he does not find anything constant about Grimaldi.  except 
its size and that he considers it totally impossible to predict the appearance 
from knowledge of the illumination, the changes being too irregular. Space un—
fortunately allows only a hurried' summary of his communications. The "normal" 
course of development of the floor—darkening, he says, is for dark patches to 
form near the east wall soon after sunrise and to coalesce so as to make a con—
tinuous darker border to the floor. This eastern darkening then moves westward 
towards the center of the floor. At about the same time a darkening of the west 
edge of the floor moves eastward. The two waves of darkening eventually meet 
near the center' of the floor. 	Occasionally, he continues, their advances are 
somehow "inhibited". The portions of the floor normally covered by them then 
darken gradually and relatively slightly; as a result, under high lighting a 
floor less dark than usual has distinctly darker eastern and western borders. 
He thinks that just such an inhibiting effect occurred during the August lunation. 

On August 8 at 7873 Bartlett found the "usual very dark border" on the east 
floor. Incidentally, the south apex of the Central Streak lay much farther 
south than usual (as it also did on August 9 and 10). On August 9 at 90°0 the 
dark eastern border had failed to show a westward advance. Two dark areas had 
begun to develop at the west edge of the floor, one of them the northwestern 
dark area drawn by O'Toole on July 11; and there was a slight darkening in the 
extreme south part of the floor. The general tone of the floor was the same as 
on August 8. On August 10 at 102°0 and 103°3 the floors was no darker than on 
August 9, being the same tone as Oceanus Procellarum according to Bartlett. The 
dark eastern border had not only failed to advance; it had actually contracted 
and was perhaps now confined to the east inner wall of Grimaldi. The western 
dark patches had perhaps also become smaller. There was no sign of the Chevron 
Pattern normally present; it had been well developed as early as 85°2 on Nov. 15, 
1948 and had been faintly but definitely present at 10679 on August 21, 194. 
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12 O'Toole was surprised to find the east edge of the' Central Streak "definitely 
as sharp as the west edge'." A brighter spot in the Streak, two extremely faint 
light patches on the floor, and the darker area near the southeast edge were 
visible. 

Dr. J. C. Bartlett has discussed in correspondence his finding the Grimaldi 
changes very abnormal during the August lunation. He qualifies this statement 
with the remarks that he does not find anything constant about Grimaldi except 
its size and that he considers it totally impossible to predict the appearance 
from knowledge of the illumination, the changes being too irregular. Space un—
fortunately allows only a hurried' summary of his communications. The "normal" 
course of development of the floor—darkening, he says, is for dark patches to 
form near the east wall soon after sunrise and to coalesce so as to make a con—
tinuous darker border to the floor. This eastern darkening then moves westward 
towards the center of the floor. At about the same time a darkening of the west 
edge of the floor moves eastward. The two waves of darkening eventually meet 
near the center of the floor. Occasionally, he continues, their advances are 
somehow "inhibited". • The portions of the floor normally covered by them then 
darken gradually and relatively slightly; as a result, under high lighting a 
floor less dark than usual has distinctly darker eastern and western borders. 
He thinks that just such an inhibiting effect occurred during the August lunation. 

On August 8 at 7823 Bartlett found the "usual very dark border" on the east 
floor. Incidentally, the south apex of the Central Streak lay much farther 
south than usual (as 'it also did on August 9 and 10). On August 9 at 90°0 the 
dark eastern border had failed to show a westward advance. Two dark areas had 
begun to develop at the west edge of the floor, one pf them the northwestern 
dark area drawn by O'Toole on July 11; and there was a slight darkening in the 
extreme south part of the floor. 	The general tone of the floor was the same as,  
on August 8. On August 10 at 10290 and 10393 the floor was no darker than on 
August 9, being the same tone as Oceanus Procellarum according to Bartlett. The 
dark eastern border had not only failed to advance; it had actually contracted 
and was perhaps now confined to the east inner wall of Grimaldi. The western 
dark patches had perhaps also become smaller. There was no sign of the Chevron 
Pattern normally present; it had been well developed as early as 8592 on Nov. 15, 
1948 and had been faintly but definitely present at 10629 on August 21, 1948. 
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On August 10 Bartlett found both Ogee of theCentral Streak diffuse and irregular. 
and is apparently thts in a6;i-Oinkit.with O'Toole's view:Of equal sharpness on 
August 12, Bartlett speakslof whitish spotsWithin the Streak in August, of 
which O'Toole saw one or two, - O'Toole's dark, areaih the.,:Southeast is, probably 
part of Bartlettls dark ,eastern border., 

• • 	 • 
• , • . • 

Because of Dr. Bartlett's surprising observations in August and especially be-
cause on August .9 he predicted the probable near-noon appearance of Grimaldi 
that month (a very rash prophecy in his opinion), we should like to urge all our.  
readers who recorded observations of Grimaldi in August to send in reports on 
what they saw. If these reports are mailed ao as to reach us no later than 
November 15, they can be discussed in the December Strolling Astronomer A few 
drawings already at hand suggest that the prediction may have been at least 
partially fulfilled. 

MARS./  SATU.RN AND ANDROMEDANEULAOpIECT 

During the last month reports on Mars have been received from T. Cragg (12-inch: 
refl.), W. H. Haas (6-ihch refl,), E. E. Hare (74nch refl.), L. T. Johnson 
(10-inch refl.), D. O'Toole (6-inch refl.),  E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and E.K. 
White (7-inch refl.). 

Cragg's only observation was made on August 1 and when the central meridian of 
longitude was 26g°. The north cap was far brighter, and far larger than the 
south cap. 	It is difficult to identify markings on a drawing he made'of the 
tiny disc; perhaps Syrtis Major and Casius are imperfectly shown. 

The other observations here discussed were made in September and October.. All 
observers agree that the north, cap was then brilliant, and most of.them empha-
size that the bordering north polar band was extremely dark. In fact, the north 
cap and polar band, have sometimes been seen when, the disc was otherwise blank 
of detail. Hare measured the angular diameter of the north cap on his drawings 
to range from 39°  to 44°  in late September and early October. The south cap is 
smaller, dimmer, and more diffuse than the north cap. Haas several times found 
the south cap to be not diametrically opposite the north cap, perhaps further 
evidence of the atmospheric nature of the south cap at present. 

Mare Acidalium was prominent (for a feature on such, a small disc) to Reese, Hare, 
O'Toole, and Haas near the first of October. Reese on September 25 found it 
"very dark" near the terminator at C. M. 65°. Hare on September 30 at C. M. 34°  
recorded Acidalium to be quite dark at its north base on the polar band and to 
fade rapidly toward a diffused and indefinite southern, end. Some of the tropical 
maria have been drawn, as well as a few canals (Indus, Ganges, Nilokoras, and 
Nepenthes). Nepenthes was conspicuous to. Hare on October 9. 

On November 15 the angular diameter of Mars will be 5".6. The north pole will 
be tipped toward the earth by 23 degrees so that northern features will be seen 
better than southern features. The quantity® the areocentric longitude of - 
the sun.  measured so as to be E30  at the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere, 
will be 37°. Observers are again requested to report each month's work no later 
than the tenth of the following month. 

Both O'Toole and Haas. observed Saturn'on a few dates in October. The Equatorial 
Zone is still brilliant but only to the south of the projected rings. The South 
Equatorial Belt remains dark and is the easiest bolt to see. 	Near 12h, U.T.1  
on October 19 Haas found these other belts in order of decreasing conspicuousness: 
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longitude was 268°. The north cap was far brighter and far larger than the 
south cap. 	It is difficult to identify markings on a drawing he made'of the 
tiny disc; perhaps Syrtis Major and Casius are imperfectly shown. 

The other observations here discussed were made in September and October. 	All 
observers agree that the north, cap was then brilliant, and most of them empha-
size that the bordering north polar band was extremely dark. In fact, the north 
cap and polar band have sometimes been seen when the disc was otherwise blank 
of detail. Hare measured the angular diameter of the north cap on his drawings 
to range from 39°  to 44°  in late September and 'early October. The south cap, is 
smaller, dimmer, and more diffuse than the north cap. Haas several times found 
the south .cap to be not diametrically opposite the north cap, perhaps further 
evidence of the atmospheric nature of the south cap at present. 

Mare Acidalium was prominent (for a feature on such, a small disc) to Reese, Hare, 
O'Toole, and Haas near the first of October. Reese on September 25 found it 
"very dark" near the terminator at C. M. 65°. Hare on September 30 at C. M. 34°  
recorded Acidalium to be quite dark at its north base on the polar band and to 
fade rapidly toward a diffused and indefinite southern end. Some of the tropical 
maria have been drawn, as well as a few canals (Indus, Ganges, Nilokeras, and 
Nepenthes). Nepenthes was conspicuous to. Hare on October 9. 

On. November 15 the angular diameter of Mars will be 5".6. The north pole will 
be tipped toward the earth by 23 degrees so that northern features will be seen 
better than southern features. The quantity®, the areocentric longitude of 
the sun measured so as to be E3° at the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere, 
will be'370. Observers are again requested to report each month's, work no later 
than the tenth of the following month. 

Both O'Toole and Haas. observed Saturn'on a few dates in October. The Equatorial 
Zone is still brilliant but only to the south of the projected rings. The South 
Equatorial Belt remains dark and is the easiest bolt to see. 	Near 12h, U.T.1  
on October 19 Haas found these other belts in order of decreasing conspicuousness: 
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surface projected against it. On examination in red and'green light suc-
cessively, , this projected surface became- much More consnicuous, looking 
black •through a red filter. 	It is possible therefore that it was actually 
emitting a feeble radiance of a .bluish or purplish hue which suffered 
greater absorption than the blue sky light ands caused the dark side to 
appear black". 	Such appearances are very rare, "and when seen 'with cer- 
tainty as by Bartlett should be carefully examined, Webb in his invaluable 
Celestial Objects, Fifth Ed,, Vol. 1, pp. 64-66 gives considerable at-ten,-
tion to "The Phosphorescence of the Dark Side"; however, in .these obser-
vations the dark side was always seen to be brighter than the background 
sky. . Refer also to The Strolling Astponomer, Vol..2, No. 8:  pp. 4 and 6: 
1948, and Vol. 3, No. 79  PP. 	2549, 

copparison oftleDrallingD 	Drawings by Brinckmari and LeVaux on Oct. 9 
r.iade slightly Iess than one hour apart show a striking similarity of,detail, 
the dusky markings and light areas being almost identical. Near. Oh en Oct. 
16 Haas and O'Toole observed only 35 minutes apart, and there is a strong 
resemblance between the two views. Johnson and Haas once observed within 
two hours of each other And drew very similar details, particularly along 
the terminator. 

Remarks by the. Recorder: 	The Recorder again wishes to congratulate the 
observers on the excellence of their 'work, 	Johnson has occasionally.  been 
using an off-axis diaphragm on his 10" reflector; others may thus find an 
improvement in definition when the seeing is poor, Haas, Cragg, Brinckman, 
Bartlett, and O'Toole have found filters of considerable help recently. 
The Recorder finds a blue filter excellent for contrasts between different 
areas on the disk, White is now making micrometric measurements of Venus, 
and it is hoped that a full report can , be given next month on his reSults. 
AL1 data on observed half-phase are desired by the Recorder by the tenth 
of December. 

MOON.L_MARS1  AND SATURN. . 

All readers interested in lunar photography will wish to know of re-
sults secured last month by E. K. Molts with a 7-inch reflector. He used 
Superpan Press Film and employed an orthoscopic ocular of equivalent focal 
]ength 0,5 inches for magnification., The focal length .of his'airror.is 
3..00 inches. An enlargement of a photograph of Aristarchus and vicinity at 
-h 30m on November 5 (LT. here and later) 	the colongitude being 83992  
shows two of the much-discussed dusky bands on the east inner wall. . One of 
Plato at 6h Om on November •5 shows three white spots on the floor; these 
are the central craterlet; the southeast craterlet, and the north central 
pair as a 'single, spot. 	On this date White had a clear sky .and somewhat 
poor to fairly good seeing. Visually he was able to see very clearly five 
or six dark bands on the Aristarchus wall and a number 'of spots on the ' 
Plato floor. He thinks that his photographs are about as good as those in 
W. H. Pickaringls Photographic Atlas of the. Noon; Pickering's plates 'were 
tqken 1;;ith a 6-inch refractor in. 35017 	editer here agrees With Mr, 
White. 	Our colleague suggests that a good 12- or 15-inch mirror has great'' 
possibilities for lunar photography. 

White arew the floor of Plato on November 6 at colongitude 9692 and 
found these eight spots in order of decreasing conspicuousness: near-cen-
tral craterlet, southeast craterlet, eastern of north central pair, western 
of same pair, east central splotch, a tiny...spot some miles south of the 

surface projected against it. On examination in red and'green light suc-
cessively, , this projected surface became- muCh More conspicuous, looking 
blAck through a red filter. 	It is possible therefore that it was actually 
emitting a feeble radiance of a .bluish or purplish hue which suffered 
greater absorption than the blue sky light and'so caused the dark side to 
appear baack". 	Such appearances are very rare, *and when seen 'with cer- 
tainty as by Bartlett should be carefully examined. Webb in his invaluable 
Celestial Objects, Fifth Ed„, Vol. 1, pp. 64-66 gives considerable at-ten,-
tion to "The Phosphorescence of the Dark Side"; however, in .these obser-
vations the dark side was always seen to be brighter than the background 
sky. ..Refer also to The Strolling AptpDromer, Vol..2, No. 8, pp. 4 and 6: 
1948, and Vol. 3, No. 	7"1 79  pp. 	, 

popparjson 	 Drawings by Brinckman and LeVaux on Oct. 9'  

rade slightly less than one hour apart show a striking similarity of detail, 
the dusky markings and light areas being almost identical. Near. Oh On Oct. 
16 Haas and O'Toole observed only 35 minutes apart, and there is a strong 
resemblance between the two views. Johnson and Haas once observed within 
two hours of each other And drew very similar details, particularly along 
the terminator. 

Remarks by the. Recorder: 	The Recorder again wishes to congratulate the 
observers on the excellence of their work. Johnson has occasionally been 
using an off-axis diaphragm on his 10" reflector; others may thus find an 
improvement in definition when the seeing is poor, Haas, Cragg, Brinckman, 
Bartlett, ,and O'Toole have found filters of considerable help recently. 
The Recorder finds a blue •filter excellent for contrasts between different 
areas on the disk, White is now making micrometric measurements of Venus, 
and it is hoped that a full report can, be given next month on his results. 
AL1 data on observed half-phase are desired by the Recorder by the tenth 
of December. 

MOON_MARS.2.  AND SATURN 

All readers interested in lunar photography will wish to know of re-
sults secured last month by E. K. White with a 7-inch reflector. He used 
Superpan Press Film and employed an orthoscopic ocular of equivalent focal 
length 0,5 inches for magnification., The focal length .of his'mirror.is 
3..00 inches. 	An enlargement of a photograph of Aristarchus and vicinity. at 

30m on November 5 (U.T. here and later) 	the oolongitude being 83992  
shows two of the much-discussed dusky bands on the east inner wall. One'ef 
Plato at 6h Om on November '5 shows three white spots on the floor; these 
are the central craterlet; the southeast craterlet, and the north central 
pair as :a. single, spot. 	On this date White had' a clear sky and somewhat 
poor to fairly good seeing. Visually he was able to see very clearly five 
or six dark bands on the Aristarchus wall and, a number of spots on the 
Plato floor. He thinks that his photographs are about as good as those in 
W. H. Pickering's Photographic Atlas of the. Noon; Pickering's plates 'were 
taken With a 6-inch refractor in. 1901. 	The editor here agrees' with Mr. 
Will-be. 	Our colleague suggests that a good 12- or 15-inch mirror has great 
possibilities for lunar photography. 

White arew the floor of Plato on November 6 at colongitude 9692 and 
found these eight spots in order of decreasing conspicuousness: near-cen-
tral craterlet, southeast craterlet, eastern of north central pair, western 
of same pair, east central splotch, a tiny...spot some miles south of the 
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near-central one (and. frequently seen by Reese and 1982S in the pas_;, a 
tiny Spot about five miles northwest of the southeast craterlet (thus a= or 
very near the position of the "new" craterlet found by Reese on September 
10 at 12028 and mentioned on, pg. 8 of our November issue), and a tiny spot 
perhaps 10 miles nerthnorthwest o-f the near-central CraterletL On every 
night Prom Novetber 2 to November 6 White searched for tiny bright spots on 
the floor in fairly good seeing and never saw others besides the eight 
listed above. On every night the twins were clearly divided, and always the 
eastern one was a little the larger and more conspicuous. The view was so 
distinct that Mrs. White, who seldom observes, independently confirmed the 
difference in size on one date, 	In good seeing through an opening in 
clouds on October .8 at colongitude 10320 White also found the twin crater-
lets clearly divided and the eastern one the larger and more conspicuous. 

On October 1 at colongitude 15°4 Reese in rather poor seeing saw the 
central craterlet very easily and glimpsed shadow in it. He further 
easily saw the east central splotch and glimpsed the southeast craterlet. 
While still at the telescope, he felt absolutely confident that the central 
craterlet and the east central splotch could.not have been missed on March 
9, 1949, at 2029 , (The Strolling Astrononer, Vol. 3, No. 5, pp. 9-10, 1949) 
"had they been anyway nearly as bright and conspicuous as they were on this 
night". Reese goes on to wonder: "Observational errors are indeed tricky 
things, but how many seemingly good observations can we discard as erron-
601'0 and still consider ourselves unbiased in regard to lunctr changes?" 

A few drawings of Plato were made in August-November by T. Cragg 
(12-inch refractor), D. O'Toole (6-inch reflector), and W. IL'Haas (6-inch.  
reflector). Cragg on August 6 at colongitude 549 recorded ,.a peak near 
the foot of the west wall; its is perhaps identical with ".:a hill seen by Haas 
on ,  October 1 at 17°3 near the southwest wall and also previously remarked 
by E. K. White and F. R. Vaughn (each with. a 7-inch reflector) under low 
lighting. Cragg, O'Toole, and Haas saw on the floor under high lighting 
these spots in order of decreasing conspicuousness: near-central craterlet, 
east central splotch, north central pair (single except to Cragg), and 
southeast craterlet. Haas has also seen with difficulty the tiny spot 
about five miles south of 'the central craterlet and at 6h 28m on November 
4 found it more easily visible than the southeast craterlet. In fact, Haas 
has frequently thought this southeast craterlet definitely smaller and more 
brilliant than in 1942-5, when he was unfortunately (for this comparison) 
usng a different telescope than now. That •the southeast craterlet may 
sometimes change rapidly in brightness is suggested by the fact that Haas 
found it under near-identical  conditions distinctly dimmer near, 11h 29m 
on November 8 than near 6h  4m  on November 7. Reese's "new" craterlet was 
not noticed by O'Toole on the "discovery" date of September 10 at 12129, 
nor could Haas later see it on November 7 at 108°5 or on November 8 at 
12323; bUt this negative evidence probably merelyneans that it is useless 
to look for the "new" object unless the twins are clearly divided. 	When 
P3ato was near the "sunset terminator on November '13 at 18399 Fleas found 
that a ridge apparently occupied the position of one of the numerous bright 
streaks visible under higher .lighting, Do we here have a'clue to their 
nature? 

About a year ago we summarized the results of systematic searches for 
possible lunar meteoritic phenomena up to that time (The Stroll inE: Astronomer, 
Vol. 2, No. 10, pp. 4-5, 1948). 	Probably the most regular w h atcer Tor,  

near-central one (and frequently seen by Reese and Haas in the pas= , a 
tiny Spot about five miles -northwest of the southeast craterlet (thus a= or 
very near the position of the "new" craterlet found by Reese on September _ 
10 at 120°8 and mentioned on pg. 8 of our NoveMber issue), and a tiny spot 
perhaps 10 miles nerthnorthwest of the near-central draterleti, On every 
night Prom Novetber 2 to November 6 White searched for tiny bright spots on 
the floor in fairly good seeing and -  never saw others besides the eight 
listed above. On every night the twins were clearly divided, and always the 
eastern one was a little the larger and more conspicuous. The view was so 
distinct that Mrs. White, who seldbm observes, independently confirmed the 
difference in size on one date, 	In good seeing through an opening in 
clouds on October .8 at colongitude 103°0 White: also found the twin crater 
lets clearly divided and the eastern one the larger and more conspicuous. 

On October 1 at colongitude 15°4 Reese in rather poor seeing saw the 
central craterlet very easily and glimpsed shadow in it. He further 
easily saw the east central splotch and glimpsed the southeast craterlet. 
While still at the telescope, he felt absolutely confident that the central 
craterlet and the east central splotch could.not have been missed on March 
9, 1949, at 2029 ;`(The Strolling Astronoppr, Vol. 3, No. 5, pp. 9-10, 1949) 
"had they been anyway nearly as bright and conspicuous as they were on this 
night". Reese goes on to wonder: "Observational errors are indeed tricky 
things, but how many seemingly good observations can 'we discard as erron-
601'.0 and still consider ourselves unbiased in regard to lunar changes?" 

A few drawings of Plato were made in August-Novenber by T. Cragg 
(12-inch refractor), D. O'Toole (6-inch reflector), and W. IL' Haas (6-inch 
reflector). Cragg on 'August 6 at colongitude 54°9 recorded a peak near 
the foot of the west wall; its is perhaps identical with ".:a hill seen by Haas 
on ,  October 1: at 17°3 near the southwest wall and also previously remarked 
by E. K. White and F. R. Vaughn (each with. a 7-inch reflector) under low 
lighting. Cragg, O'Toole, and Haas saw on the floor under high lighting 
these spots in order of decreasing conspicuousness: near-central craterlet, 
east central splotch, north central pair (single except to Cragg)„ and 
southeast craterlet. Haas has also seen with difficulty the tiny spot 
about five miles south of the central craterlet and at 6h 28m on November 
4 found it more 'easily visible than the southeast craterlet. In fact, Haas 
has frequently thought this southeast craterlet definitely smaller and more 
brilliant than in 1942-5, when he was unfortunately (for this comparison) 
using a different telescope than now. That the southeast craterlet may 
sometimes change rapidly in brightness is suggested .by the fact that Haas 
found it under nearidentical conditions distinctly dimmer near, llh  29m 
on November 8 than near 6h 4m on November 7. Reese's "new" craterlet was 
not noticed by O'Toole on the "discovery" date of September 10 at 12129, 
nor could Haas later see it on NoVember 7 at 108°5 or on November ;8 at 
12323; bUt this negative evidence probably merely means that it is useless 
to look for the "new" object unless the twins are clearly divided. 	When 
Plato

,
was near the sunset terminator on November '13 at 18399 Haas found 

that a ridge apparently occupied the position-of one of the numerous bright 
streaks visible under higher 'lighting, Do we here have a'clue to their 

About a year ago we summarized the results of systematic searches for 
posSible lunar meteeritic'phenomena-up to that time '(The Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 2, No. 10,.'  pp. 	194.8)'. ,  :Probably the most .regular watcher for 
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these objects recently has been Mr. 'Millard Williams with an -inch re-
flector in West Los Angeles, California. ' From October; 1947, to November, 
1949 he spent about 48 hours in such searches. Results have been negative 
except that on. November 3z at about 7h  5m  "what appeared to be a thin hair-
like bright line appeared momentarily at right angles to the terminator and 
extended into the [night hemisphere for 75 to 100 miles. It appeared about 
at Schiaparelli. 	The bright line . or streak lasted for seemingly less than 
a second, but it appeared to be a real' phenomenon. 	It was too short in 
duration to determine anything, as to its nature. Such a streak has not 
been observed before during this series of observations." Mr, Williams was 
watching the terminator-region near Schiaparelli when the streak was seen. 
His description suggests to the editor that we have here still one more 
roving lunar bright speck, or possible lunar meteor. 	• 

H. P. Wilkins has communicated an unusual observation made by 	T-T. 
Fisher at Brussels (Belgium?) on February 2, 1949 with a 2-inch refractor. 
.AT., 18h 20m Mr. Fisher remarked a whitish glow on the earthlit hemisphere in 
the region of Kepler and Encke. 'The glow began'tb fade at 18 50m and dis-
appeared'at 19h 15m. - The moon was about four and one-half days past new. 
If the fading was, note due merely to the 'moon's diminishing altitude, 	what 
Is the explanation? 

A drawing of Aristarchus in fairly good seeing ,by E. J. Reese on 
November 3 at colongitude 5890 is noteworthy as showing two low ridges 
c-ossing the floor from north to south. The central peak and a hill in the 
n'prth part of the' floor lay on the course of the eastern and' larger ridge, 
The other ridge, which bordered the shadow of the west wall, contained a 
higher point near its middle,' It is curious , that the drawing shows nothing 
oC two crater-pits often observed at this lighting at the foot of the east 
inner wall and portrays very little difference in tone between the east 
inner wall and the eastern half of the floor. 	 4640,,w:97 

4264,vi akaZke4 
L. T. Johnson made a drawing of Conon on September 3 at colongitude 

3.4?5, using his 10-inch reflector at 300X. 	The much-discussed "fault b" 
was probably seen at its southwestern end, the northeastern end was less 
definite, 	E. E. Hare writes that he has found "cleft v" in Conon to be 
unthjetakably shown on a Yerkes Observatory photograph taken in 1909! This 
cleft runs approximately north-south and almost passes through the center 
of the floor. The photograph was taken under afternoon illumination, the 
colongitude probably being near 148°. We are asking Mr. Hare for an exact 
reference to this photOgraph. 

Dr, .3', C. Bartlett has sent us an excellent and detailed discussion of 
:s observations of Grimaldi from August to November; a summary must be de- 
ferred to. a future issue because of lack of space. 	D. O'Toole made a 
1,-awing of Grimaldi on August 17 at 17h 30m;  the colongitude being 19493. 
The corresponding P.S.T. is 9030 A.M. so that he was observing in full sun-
shine! He employed a 6-inch reflector and A7X. Bartlett's Ch&vron Pattern 

apparently depicted, and the Central Bright Streak was very slightly 
sharper on its east edge than on its west. O'Toole drew Grimaldi at night 
on September 10 at 121:9.' In seeing almost perfect he'resolved the Central 
S-creak into a number of *separate' parts which "in turn 'seemed to have other 
parts to them." O'Toole saw several dark splotches on the floor and a 
larger and darker area near the soutEeaet edge. T. Cragg on August 16 made 
an experiment which other lunarians might well imitate. Using a 12-inch 
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these objects recently has been Mr. 'Millard Williams with an 8-inch re-
flector in West Los Angeles, California. ' From October; 1947, to November, 
1949 he spent about 48 hours in such searches. Results have been negative 
except that on November3 at about 7h  5m "what appeared to be a thin hair-
like bright line appeared momentarily at right angles to the terminator and 
extended into the bight hemisphere for 75 to 100 miles. It appeared about 
at Schiaparelli. 	The bright line 'or streak lasted for seemingly less than 
a second, but it appeared to be a real' phenomenon. 	It was too short in 
duration to determine anything as to its nature. Such a streak has not 
been observed before during this series of observations." Mr, Williams was 
watching the terminator-region near Schiaparelli when the streak was seen. 
His description suggests to the editor that we have here still one more 
roving lunar bright speck, or possible lunar meteor. 

H. P. Wilkins' has communicated an unusual observation made by,T. 
Ilsher at Brussels (Belgium?) on February 2, 1949 with a 4-inch refractor. 
.At 18h 20m Mr. Fisher remarked 'a whitish glow on the earthliti hemisphere in 
the region of. Kepler and Encke. The glow began'to fade at 181  50m and dis- 
ap:deared'at 19h 15m. 	The moon was about four and one-half days past new. 
If the fading was , note due merely to the moon's diminishing altitude, what 
is the explanation? 
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L. T. Johnson made a drawing of Conon on September 3 at colongitude 

34?5, using his 10-inch reflector at 300X. 	The much-discussed "fault b" 
was probably seen at its southwestern end; the northeastern end was less 
definz'Lte, 	E. E. Hare writes that he hcs found "cleft v" in Conon to be 
urmistakably shown on a Yerkes Observatory photograph taken in 1909! This 
cleft runs approximately north-south and almost passes through the center 
of the ,floor. 	The photograph was taken under afternoon illumination, the 
colongitude probably being near 148°. We are asking Nr. Hare for an exact 
reference to thiS photOgraph. 

Dr, J. C. Bartlett has sent us an excellent and detailed discussion of 
hes observations of Grimaldi from August to November; ,a summary must be de- 
ferred to. a future issue because of lack 'of space. 	D. O'Toole made a 
drawing of Grimaldi on August 17 at 17h 30m, the colongitude ::being 19493. 
The correspondinc; P.S.T. is 930 A.M. so that he was observing in full• sun-
shine! He employed a 6-inch reflector and 47X. Bartlett's CheVron Pattern 
is apparently depicted, and the Central Bright Streak was very slightly 
sharper on its ,east edge than on its west. O'Toole drew Grimaldi at night 
oil September 10 at 121:9. In seeing almost perfect he'resolved the Central 
Streak into a number of 'separate' parts which "in turn Seemed to have other 
parts to them." O'Toole saw several dark splotches on the floor and a 
larger and darker area near the soutHeaSt edge. T. Cragg on August 16 made 
an experiment which other lunarians might well imitate. Using a 12-inch 

A drawing of Aristarchus in fairly good seeing by E. J. Reese on 
rovember 3 at colongitude 5890 is noteworthy as showing two low ridges 
c-ossing the floor from north to south. The central peak and a hill in the 
n'prth part of the' floor lay on the course of the eastern and'larger ridge, 
The other ridge, which bordered the shadow of the west wall, contained a 
higher point near its middleo' It is curious, that the drawing shows nothing 
eC two crater-pits often observed at this lighting at the foot of the east 
inner wall and portrays very little difference in tone' between the east 
inner wall and the eastern half of the floor. • 
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reflector at 168X with fairly good seeing and a clear sky, he successively 
drew Grimaldi with several different color filters. 	One  .may. ,hope in this 
fashion to establish the color of different,featuresin this walled plain. 

During the last month we have received observations of Mars from F. E; 
Brinckman (6-inch reflector), T. R. Cave (8-inch and 6-inch. reflectors), 
W. H. Haas (6-inch reflector), E. E. Hare (7-inch reflector), D. OTToole 
(6-inch reflector),the Schwaebische Sternwarte observers (8-inch refractor))  
and E. K. White (7-inch reflector). On, December 15 the angular diameter of 
Mars will be 6.8. The north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 23 de-
grees. The quantity Or, the areocentric longitude of.the sun measured so 
as to be 0°  at, the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere, will be 51°. 

Perhaps the first observation of the current apparition was secured 
by our Schwaebische Sternwarte colleagues at 3h 30m on July 3. They had 
seeing 10 and transparency 5, conditions which, the editor had always pre-,  
viously supposed existed only in the dreams of frustrated planetarians! 
A daawing made with 433X at CAM. 61° shows a north cap (03320) and la 
bordering dark band but no south cap. 	It is rather difficult to identify 
much else, though an enlarged Margaritifer may very well be present. We 
learn from E. Pfannenschmidtls Mittei)un.gagi fuer Planetenbepbachter that 
the Schwaebische observers think that thetransparency of the Martian at-
mosphere deteriorated after July. They report a conspicuous north cap 
without a dark border, some southern maria, and a "certainly atmospheric" 
south cap reaching to latitude 40 degrees south. "Everything else appears 
to lie under a yellowish haze," It should be noted that the July 3 draw- 
ing was made when the angular diametef; of Mars was only 4.0. 	By compari- 
son the diameter of Uranus will be 3.8 at its opposition on December 25, 
The poor agreement of.the drawing with maps leads the editor to think, that 
on such small discs features are badly misplaced and are drawn with grossly 
distorted shapes, even under very favorable conditions. 

All observers agree that the'north cap was brilliant and conspicuous 
in October and November. E. K. White with his homemade filar micrometer 
measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 38 degrees on October 
21 and 37 degrees on November 6. Haas obtained 4l degrees as the average 
of measures of his eight, original drawings from September 18 to November 20. 
Neither observer corrected for the phase of the planet. Rather curiously, 
Haesi measures fail to show the presumed spring melting of the north cap, 
though had. reached 40° on November 20. The dark "melt-band" around the 
north cap was prominent in October and November. White described it as 
broad but by no means outstandingly dark. Haas alone recorded a very 
narrow, black, north edge to this band. A contrast-effect? The south cap 
wis diffuse and was usually smaller and dimmer than the north cap,, being 
undoubtedly. atmospheric. 

Acidalium, Propontis, and Casius have been seen with their bases on 
the north polar band. Haas thought Propontis much less conspicuous on 
October 22 than on September 18. The planet is now close enough that the 
general contours of the tropical maria can usually be recognized on drawings.  
Oases recorded are Charontis, Lunae (very ill-defined to Brinckman on 
November 6), and Ascraeus. 	Canals, drawn are Tartarus, Cerberus, Titan, 
Triton, Uranius, Jamuna (possibly Nllokeras-Ganges), and G.ehon (planet not 
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reflector at 168X with fairly good seeing and a clear sky, he successively 
drew Grimaldi with several different color filters. 	One .may. ,hope in this 
fashion to establish the color of different features in this walled, plain. 

During the last month we have received observations of Mars from F. F; 
Brinckman (6-inch reflector), T. R. Cave (8rinch and 6-inch. reflectors), 
W. H. Haas (6-inch reflector), E. E. Hare (7-inch reflecLor), D. OTToole 
(6-inch reflector),the Schwaebische Sternwarte observers (8-inch refractor))  
and E. K. White R  (7-inch reflector). On, December 15 the angular diameter of 
Mars will be 6,8. The north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 23 de-
grees. The: quantity C.), the areocentric longitude of the sun measured so 
as to be 0° at, the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere, will be 51°. 

Perhaps the first observation of the current apparition was secured 
by our Schwaebische Sternwarte colleagues at 3h 30m on July 3. They had 
seeing 10 and transparency 5, conditions which, the editor had always pre-,  
viously supposed existed only in the dreams of frustrated planetarians! 
A daawing made with 433X at C.M. 61° shows a north cap (03320) and 'a 
bordering dark band but no south cap. It is rather difficult to identify 
much else, though an enlarged Margaritif.er may very well be present. We 
learn from E. Pfannenschmidtls Mittei)unEe6 fuer Planetenbepbachter that 
the Schwaebische observers think that the transparency of the Martian at-
mosphere deteriorated after July. They report a conspicuous north cap 
without a dark border, some southern maria, and a "certainly atmospheric" 
south cap reaching to latitude 40 degrees south. "Everything else appears 
to lie under a yellowish haze," It should be noted that theJuly 3 draw- 
ing was made when the angular diameterof Mars was only 4.0. 	By compari- 
son the diameter of Uranus will be 3.8 at its opposition on December 25, 
The poor agreement of the drawing with maps leads the editor to think, that 
on such small discs features are badly misplaced and are drawn with grossly 
distorted shapes, even under very favorable conditions. 

All observers agree that the north cap was brilliant and conspicuous 
in October and November. E. K. White with his homemade filar micrometer 
measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 38 degrees on October 
21 and 37 degrees on November 6. Haas obtained 41 degrees as the average 
of measures of his eight original drawings from September 18 to November 20 
Neither observer corrected for the phase of the planet. Rather curiously, 
Haas! measures fail to show the presumed spring melting of the north cap, 
though 0  had reached 40° on November 20. The dark "melt-band" around the 
north cap was prominent in October and November. White described it as 
broad but by no means outstandingly' dark. Haas alone 'recorded a very 
narrow, black, north edge to this band. A contrast-effect? The south cap 
wis diffuse and was usually smaller and dimmer than the north cap, being 
undoubtedly. atmospheric. 

Acidalium, Propontis, and Casius have been seen with their bases on 
the north polar band. Haas thought Propontis much less conspicuous on 
October 22 than on September 18. The planet is now close enough that the 
general contours of the tropical maria can usually be recognized on drawings.  
Oases recorded are Charontis, Lunae.  (very ill-defined to Brinckman on 
November 6), and Ascraeus. 	Canals, drawn are Tartarus, Cerberus, Titan, 
Triton, Uranius, Jaiauna (possibly Nilokeras-Ganges), and Gehon (planet not 
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"flash" at the same time and at the same position in the sky; for one can 
scarcely credit that illusions having only a physiological and/or psycholo—
gical basis would,be that much alike foritwo different persons. Lee thinks 
that the apparent meteors last less. than half a second, .are usually elon—
gated, and cover a patch of sky half a degree wide and somewhat longer•than 
that. They do not occur in any particular direction or region of the sky. 

Lee - has wondered whether auroral flashes can be the explanation. How—
ever, the "flashes" have never been seen on-a night when an aurora was ob.:-
served directly, although there are several, aurorae a month in Milwaukee. 
He.has also considered airport beacons flashing on small clouds, but lack 
of-repetition and lack of seeing the clouds otherwise make this possibility 
unlikely. He and Albrecht consider some form of meteor the most plausible 
explanation. 

No other member of the A.L.P.O. has reported in correspondence that he 
has seen meteors of the sort described by Mr. Barnes in Pakistan. It would 
naturally, be unwise to •conclude that such observations have actually never 
been: made by our other readers;.  still, these must be rare phenomena even 
for persons who observe ordinary meteors fairly often, We understand that 
at least one streak—meteor of the sort published upon by Professor Mohd. 
A.R. Khan (Popular. Astronomy, Vol. 56,pg. 498, 1948) has been observed in 
the United States and hope to supply details in a future. issue. 

An excellent article about possible lunar meteors was published by Mr, 
G. de Vaucouleurs under the.title of "Recherche de Meteores Lunairesd in 
Ll Astronomie for,September, 1947. It should be carefully studied by every—
one. interested in the problem of lunar meteors and able to read the French 
language. — Mr; de Vaucouleurs goes so far as to discuss the possibility of 
photographing lunar meteors and of detecting their parallactic displacement 
as observed from stations far apart on the earthts surface. 

PRINCIPLBS. OF ENVIRONMENTAL Al)APTATIONIIAS.APPLIFD!TO. POSSIBLE-.LUNAR,PLANTS. 

by James C,,Bartlett, Jr. 

From the romantic. days of Galileo, whose magit'"Optik Tube" was con—
fidently expected to show the white sails of lunar argosies ploughing the 
waves -of quite literal lunar marial• the possibility of life on the moon has 
occupied a respectable share of astronomical thinking — and it has led to 
arguments as acrimonious as they-  were ill—founded. 

Signor Galilei)s miniature earth• eventually dissolved into a post—
Renaissance dream as improvements in the telescope brought lunar details 
into' sharper focus. - But the dream was hard in dying, and as late as the 
18th century-  Gruithuisen .had no difficulty in recognizing lunar fortresses 
and even a kind of State Roads system; and, the y worldwas passingly-  amazed - 
by Schroeterts discovery of a large lunar 'city a little north of the equa« 
for and near to Marius. Even-, Fraunhofer (1787-1826) contributed, another 
fortress and a few more roads. 

The appearance of Der Mond, in 1837, struck a sour- note in this lunar 
fantasia, 	To Beer and Maedler the:JYtoon was an arid, airless, lifeless 
desert. Not only were there no lunar metropolises, but there had never 
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been any. Yet it is Worthy of note that the immortal pair were a little 
cagey when it came to pronouncing• the lunar sUrface to be absolutely de-
void of life of any kind, In faCt; their own observations of certain for. 
mations made them grudgingly 'admit the probability oP some kina of vege-
tative processes at work there, 

The significance of such an admission, from observers so markedly pre-
judiced the other way, failed to receive the attention it deserved., Un-
fortunately the negative aspect of their Iiews was stated with such an_ 
impressive air of finality that astronomers in general speedily lost all 
further interest in close studies of the lunar surface and thus inthe one 
mode of study which alone offers any hope of demonstrating life processes 
at work upon the moon. Had it not been for the devotion of a small number 
of energetic lunar observers, our knowledge of lunar minutiae might well be 
no further advanced than it- was in Beer. and Maedlerls day. . 

Whatever may be the ultimate truth about the lunar environmentI Moles-
worthls work on Plato and Pickerines studies of Eratosthenes reveal 'a 
common denominator.  One is forcibly struck by the fact that not even one 
such observation of the kind they recorded could have been made on the sorT 
of moon pictured by Beer and Maedler. Yet we have on record not one but 
literally scores of such observations and by observers at least as compe-
tent'as those who today, without even troubling to study the moon in de• 
tail, pronounce ex cathedra against the evidence. 

The burden of this paper is that observational evidence indicates the - 
probable existence of lunar vegetation, The corollary is that there 16 
something wrong with current theories of lunar conditions - which would not 
be surprising - or that Nature has adapted lunar organisms to tne postulated 
conditions - which would not be impossible. 	. 

In speaking of lunar "-vegetation" nothing more is to be understood 
than the concept of living organisms in fixed positions. A "plant" as 
applied to the moon, therefore', means'only an organism of unknown consti-
tution flxed to the soil, 'What, then, is the nature of the evidence which 
must. be sought to demonstrate the e.-;:istence of lunar plants?......: 

• • 	. 	•• 	 •• 	• 
It is not, as is often implied'  surface color. Mere surface color is . 

quite insufficient as evidence since such color can just as • plausibly be 
ascribed to soils and minerals and their oxidation products. Moreover, we 
have many examples among terrestrial plants of color adaptations whereby 
the plants blend so perfectly with, their backgrounds as to become completely 
invisible at a distance' of only a few feet. Of.. such I will mention only 
Astrahytum pariostigma„ the curious, bladder-like cactus and the singular 
tribe of lithops. These organisms so closely mimic the stones among which 
they live that-it is often difficult to find them.' It should be obvious . 
that if the entire surface of a lunar mare was thickly strewn with such - 
or similar vegetation., we should be none the wiser. 

(To be continued) 
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SECOND CONFERENCE OF WESTERN AMATEUR ASTRONOUERS 

All who attended agree that the First Conference of Western Amateur 
Astronomers, held at Los Angeles last August, 'was a highly enjoyable and 
successful affair. At the close of this Conference there was appointed a 
Committee to discuss plans for a 1950 Conference. — The ChairMan of the 
Committee is Mr. David P. Barcroft, Franchi Building; Madera)  California, 
We have recently received the good news from Mr. Barcroft that the Penin—
sula Astronomical Society has kindly invited the Second Conference to meet 
at Palo Alto, California, inAugust, 1950. This invitation has been  accept—
ed, The Chairman of the Convention Committee -of. the Peninsula Astronomical 
Society is Mr. H. A. Wallace, 2139 Buchanan St., San Francisco 15, Califor—
nia. Both Mr. Wallace and Mr. Barcroft belong to the Association of.Lunar 
and Planetary Observers, and we v-ery much hope that• all of our members who 
can do so will plan to be at Palo Alto next August. Meet your astronomical 
friends there, and exchange ideas. We shall furnish more details'about the 
Conference as they become available. 

Errata in December Issue.' 	On pg. 9 of our last issue the. Universal 
Time Tate of R. Williams' oloservation of "a thin hair—like bright line" was 
November 3, not November 2. 	 - 	- 

On the same page we erred- in the interpretation of E. J.: Reese's draw—
ing of Aristarchus on November 3. In reality, Reese drew only the floor of 
the crater. It follows that the east inner wall was of normal brilliance 
for early morninglighting and that the two tiny crater—pits at—the foot of 
this wall were observed. Each of the two most prominent dusky bands on the 
east inner wall has one of the crater—pits at its foot and continues west—
ward beyond the pit for perhaps three or four miles on the floor itself,, as 
shown on the drawing. In addition, Reese perceived two shallow craterlets 
several miles in diameter 'near the southeast rim of Aristarchus. Each held 
shadow. These craterlets are doubtless difficult objects; they are cer—
tainly seldom seen as crateriets. 

PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION AS APPLIED TO POSSIBLE LUNAR PLANTS 

by Tames C. Bartlett, Jr. 
(continued from December issue). 

So 

- 

So far as I can ege, there is only one entirely reliable index which 
we may safely use as a guide, namely, response to the sun, The sun is 
fundamental to the planetary life of every member, of the system whence it 
follows that regardless of the,metabolism or morphology of extraterrestrial 

t-T vegetation we may reasonably expec o find a common response wherever such 
vegetation may exist. Such a response; reduced to essentials, would be by 
way of growth, development, and decline. In relation to the moon, - if it 
can be shown that given lunar areas undergo a seasonal change 'of color 
which can be related to the movement of the sun in'the lunar sky, we may 
reasonably ascribe the phenomenon to the appearance, development, and,de—
cay of vegetative organisms — for. it'must be remembered that "the four 
seasons' on the moon would be the four quarters of the lnng lunar day. 

Does the moon offer such evidence? Unless some very gifted observers 
have been entirely and systematically deluded, the answer must be a posi—
tive "Yes". 
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And what is its specific nature? Oertain'formationa and areas show 
what has been called a high-sun darkening; i.e., they grow, darker as the 
sun gets higher - a origular,factl  by;, the way,-if 'one adheres to the inci-
dent lighting school. But this is not all. (If it were,. we might perhaps 
forget all the rest.) Not only do theigrew darker, but they change colOr. 
Moreover, the effect appears to be related to the sun's heat rather than 
its light, One herethinks of 	 n Pickeringls anoUncement ,that the closer a 
formation is to the lunar equator, the'mere rapid and lush - if I may use 
such a term - is its highrsun darkening.- 	-  

We have no terrestrial examples of. inerganic soils or. rocks which 
change color or betome darker at the aPproach of noon; andsince:the moon 
is said to be bone dry, ,this would - mean practically the complete absence of 
Chemical reactions. Such reactions..: with extremely few exceptions take. 
place only in the presence of water "or when the reacting substances, are  
Solution. 

Moreover, as one school of thought- holds the moon to be covered rather 
deeply with a layer of coarse, granular or pumicedus material, it is even 
more difficult to understand how such a surface would become darker under 
noon illumination. As the interstices in this assumed.material would then 
be most directly illuminated with reduction of interstitial shadew.to or 
near zero value, one would suppose that such a surface Should become 
brighter, 

. 	- 

What is certainly observed, in the areas .showing seasonal change, is 
precisely the reverse. Nevertheless, many authorities take a dim view of 
high-sun darkening. It j,s, they say, an illusion. NothinE darkens - 
everything brightens; but some surfaces become a6 much brighter than others 
that the latter seem to become darker by contrast. 

Does this make sense? 	I think not. 	In the case of:Plato and. 
Grimaldi, convenient comparison3can be made between the two dark formations - 
and adjacent dark areas, e.g., the Mare Imbrium and the Oceanus Procellarun.. 
I hardly think that any experienced observer would care to contend that 
either of these maria becomes so much brighter at noon as to cause-a nearby 
spot which seemed gray at, sunrise to becote'blacX by noon.' Moreover, exam-
ination of Plato and Grimaldi with color filters, comparing them by the 
same means to the two maria, shows them to be not only relatively but ab-
solutely darker. A red filter, used at about noon, will make Grimaldi as 
black as sin. In the same light the Oceanus also becomes darker - but it 
is far from equalling.Orimaldi. In green light, on the other hand, the, two 
are nearly comparable. 

Another consideration will show the fallacy of thedarkening-by-con-
trast theory. If the increasing altitude of the sun brightens surface A so 
much more than surface B that the latter appears to become darker- in rela-
tion to the former,'then it follows absolutely that with the declineof the 
sun B should show a reverse change ofrelation to A since 13 depends for its 
value upon the changing value.of.A. At any rate, if B darkens because A 
brightens, it is obvious that while A is growing dimmer B can scarcely be 
darkening even more. Yet this is what is often.  observed. The maximum 
darkening of Plato is said to come well after noon,i.e., after the adjacent 
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surfaces are certainly becoming diMmer.' ,The same is sensibly true of 
Grimaldi, though the Phenomena of this formation are much more irregular. 
It is noteworthy,ln relation to Grimaldi)  that'certain patches on the floor, 
especially and characteristically on the southeast floor, remain very dark 
long after noon and sometimes almost up to sunset though all comparison sur—
faces west of the formation have by then become very sensibly dimmed. 

Well)  then, what is the evidence from color? Perhaps,I may digress for 
the nonce to remark that while some lunar colors can be seen with the un—
assisted eye at the telescope, they are by no means obvious and at noon 
are hopelessly lost in the overpowering glare which reduces everything to 
terms of light and, dark, i.e., of white and black. Consequently, lunar 
colors are most accurately "seen" by=filters, which paradoxically do not 
show the color at all but rather its absorption index. The latter may be 
used to establish the true color. 

When Grimaldi, 'or example, comes out from the terminator under a low 
morning sun, to the unaided eye its surface commonly, appears grayish though 
at times a faint brown tint is observable. If then examined in yellow 
light, green light, and red light Successively, very little difference is 
to be noticed in the tone of the surface in the three colors, though it 
will be somewhat darker in green — because of the brownish color which 
appears to be the basic soil color — than in yellow. 

A day after sunrise, however, very marked relative differences are 
established in the three colors. When compared to the nearby Oceanus, 
Grimaldi appears to be about the same darkness as seen in green light which, 
moreover, gives a more or less uniform tone' over the Whole floor of the 
great walled plain. In red light, however, it, is seen to be very much 
darker than the Oceanus, while certain areas on the floor of the formation 
itself now turn black and are sharply differentiated so that the pattern of 
floor detail is radically different for red than for green light. At sun—
set the floor is once again nearly uniform in darkness. 

We have)  therefore, good evidence ,for a change of color no less than 
for an absolute darkening; and since the calor changes can thus be readily 
demonstrated,by filter work we must suppose that they sre real. They do 
not correspond to anything we know about minerals, but they do act pre—
cisely as we have experience of developing vegetation which shows many 
changes of color throughout its life—to—death cycle. 

So much for the evidence. It remains to be seen whether we can accomm0 
date the concept of a lunar vegetation to the known—or theoretical—condi—
tions of the lunar surface. There are two classical approaches to the 
problem of extraterrestrial life, neither of which has much to commend it. 
In the one, attempts are made to compare the environmental relations of 
terrestrial organisms (ecology) to the known or fancied environment of 
another planet. In the other, environment is totally ignored; and reliance 
is placed upon the ability of an Infinite Nature to adapt to any type of 
environment. 

F 

F 

In practiere they work out as follows: Comparison of terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial environments leads to p. kind'of elimination process, which 
generally ends in eliminating everything save perhaps a few insignificant 
forms such as bacteria, protozoa, algae)  etc. The fallacy of this process 
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terms of light and, dark, i.e., of white and black. Consequently, lunar 
colors are most accurately "seen" by=filters, which paradoxically do not 
show the color at all but rather its absorption index. The latter may be 
used to establish the true color. 

Nhen Grimaldi, or example, comes  out from the terminator under a low 
morning sun, to the unaided eye its surface commonly, appears grayish though 
at times a faint brown tint is observable. If then examined in yellow 
light, green light, and red light Successively, very little difference is 
to be noticed in the tone of the surface in the three colors, though it 
will be somewhat darker in green - because of the brownish color which 
appears to be the basic soil color - than in yellow. 

A day after sunrise, however, very marked relative differences are 
established in the three colors. When compared to the nearby Oceanus, 
Grimaldi appears to be about the same darkness as seen in green ligEt which, 
moreover, gives a more or less uniform tone' over the Whole floor of the 
great walled plain. In red light, however, it is seen to be very much 
darker than the Oceanus,  while certain areas on the floor of the formation 
itself now turn black and are sharply differentiated so that the pattern of 
floor detail is radically different for red than for green light. At sun-
set the floor is once again nearly uniform in darkness. 

We have, therefore, good evidence ,for a change of color no less than 
for an absolute darkening; and since the calor changes can thus be readily 
demonstrated, y filter work we must suppose that they we real. They do 
not correspond to anything we know about minerals, but they do act pre-
cisely as we have experience of developing vegetation which shows many 
changes of color throughout its life-to-death cycle. 

So much for the evidence. It remains to be seen whether we can accommo-
date the concept .of a lunar vegetation to the known-or theoretical-condi-
tions of the lunar surface. There are two classical approaches to the 
problem of extraterrestrial life, neither of which has much to commend it. 
In the one, attempts are made to compare the environmental relations of 
terrestrial organisms (ecology) to the known or fancied environment of 
another planet. In the other, environment is totally ignored; and reliance 
is placed upon the ability of an Infinite Nature to adapt to any type of 
environment. 

In practiue they work out as follows: Comparison of terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial environments leads to p. kind'of elimination process, which 
generally ends in eliminating everything save perhaps a few insignificant 
forms such as bacteria, protozoa, algae, etc. The fallacy of this process 
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should be apparent, for there is no valid reason to 'suppose that extra-
terreneorganisms ;would necessarily, correspond metabolically or morpho-
logically , td.,any familitjrtoto us, Hence the faat:that higher terrestrial, 
forms,pould not exist in a gienyeitraterrestrial environment is no..guaran-:.. 
tee thatAaigher forms ;der seTaoUld not so e±ist.; 	. 

The second approach is philosophically sound enough, but it immedia4,  
tely closes tie door to scientiPic investigation of the evidence. Indeed, 
when this approach_is carried to its logical perfection, no evidence is 
necessary. Everything becomes possible and even probable so, that we may 
populate Jupiter no ess than Mars, 'an asteroid no less than a large pfanet. 
But science must deal with ponderables and must work with measurable quan-
tities, Hence, from the strictly scientific viewpoint this approach is 
inadmissible. 

It seems to this writer that a third approach offers better possi-
bilities. Instead of wasting futile energy in attempts to decide whether 
a worm or a man, as  such,, could exist in a given environment, it might 
better pay us to determine whether Irindples of nature exist whereby 
living matter (Protoplasm) could be'adaptea to the environment. If we find 
that adaptation is possible, we need not 'trouble' ourselves: over the mode or 
the necessary mrphology. There.are adaptations of common, principles 
familiar to, us 'here which are, quite as radical and a.sr remarkable as any we 
might expect- to find on the moon. To cite but one example, by a simple  
adaptation of the principle. of equalized pressure (lattice-work skeleton) 
one of the most delicate sponges ever heard of, the so-called Venus Flower 
Basket, is enabled to live under a' water-pressure which would stove in the 
sides of a battleship. Let us see, therefore,. whether principles of nature 
exist, whereby protoplasm might be brought into favorable adaptation to what 
we believe to be the lunar environment. 

(To be continued) 	' 

MER'QUAY IN 'AUGUST , 'AND' SEP TEMBER:i:1949: • 

by Q. B. Stephenson 
' 	. 

All dates.- and times here are by Universal Time.. • S  Antoniadit s nomen- 
clature will be used for the surface markings (hie map is on pg. 193 Pf 
F. L. Whipple! s Ear,.th; Moon, and Planets). 	 - - 

Mercury was observed dtring its AuguSt-September easterwelongalon by 
Donald Moole (6" reflector), Vallejo, California; E. K. -White (7.5 re- 
flector)„ Kimberley, B.C., Canada; and C. 	Stephenson (6" refractor), 
Chicago, Ill. ' This apParition was not a favbrable one for evening obser-
vations, owing to the southerly position of the planet. It was, however, 
favorable apparition for daylight  observations, since at greatest elon-
gation the separation 'between sun and planet was only about 10  less •than 
the.maximum Possible. 111-11-6e and OT,Toole dieplayed remarkable energy 341, ob-
serving ion a total of 27' occasions between August 27 and September. 19. 
White obtained, in additiOno  a valuable series of measures .,of the breadth 
of phase (distance between centers of limb and terminator) and dlsa dia-
meter op nearly, all dates on which he observed, using a filar micrometer of 
his own,cOnstru8tion- the present writer feels that 14r., White should be 

should be apparent, for there is no valid reason to suppose that extra-
terrene organisms would necessarily correspond metabolically or morpho-
logically to ,any familiar to us. Hence the fact that higher terrestrial 
forms could not exist ,in a given e*traterrestrial environment is no guaran-
tee that higher forms mr se;could not so eXist. 

The second approach is philosophically sound enough, but it immedia4,  
tely closes Ule door to scientiPic investigation of the evidence. Indeed, 
when this approachis carried to its logical perfection, no evidence is 
necessary. Everytiing becomes possible and even probable so that we may 
populate Jupiter no :,lass than Mars, 'an asteroid no less than a large pfanet. 
But science must deal with ponderables and must work with measurable quan-
tities., Hence, from the strictly scientific viewpoint this approach is 
inadmissible. 

It seems to this writer that a third approach offers better possi-
bilities. Instead of wasting futile energy in mttempts to decide whether 
a worm or a man, as such, could exist in a given environment, it might 
better pay us to determine whether Irinel.ples of nature exist whereby 
living matter (Protoplasm) could be'adapte3 to the environment. If we find 
that adaptation is possIlle, we need not trpuble'ourselves over the moae or-
the necessary mopphology. There are adaptations of common, principles 
familiar to, us 'here,Which are quite as radical and a.sr remarkable as any we 
might expect' to find on the moon. To cite ,but one example, by a simple 
adaptation of the principle' of equalized pressure (lattice-work skeleton) 
one of the most delicate sponges ever heard of, the so-called Venus Flower 
Basket, is enabled to live under a' water-pressure which would stove in the 
sides of a battleship. Let us see, therefore,. whether principles of nature 
exist whereby protoplasm might be brought into favorable adaptation to what 
we believe to be the lunar environment. 

(To be continued) 

MERCURY IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER4:19,42 
• 

by C. B. Stephenson 

All dates and times here are`by Universal Time. AntoniadiTS nomen-
clature will be used for' the surface markings.'.:(his map is on pg. 193 Of 
F. L. Whipplels Ea4th', Moon and Planets). 

Mercury was observed during its August-September eastern; elongation by 
Donald QI,Toole (6" reflector), Vallejo, California; E. K. White- 	(7.5 re- 
flector), Kimberley, B.C., Canada; and C. B: Stephenson (6" refractor), 
Chicago, Ill,. ' This apParition was not a favbrable one 	 - for evening obser  
vations, owing, to the southerly position of the planet, It was, however, a 
favorable apparition for daylight  observations; since at greatest elon-
gation the separation 'between sun and planet was only about 10  less, •than 
the Maximum Possible. White and OT,Toole displayed remarkable energy' 341, ob-
serving ion a total oP 27' occasions between August 27 and Sel?tember 19. 
White obtained, in addition, a valuable series of measures of the breadth 
of phase (distance between centers of limb and terminator) and disc dia 
meter op nearly all dates on which he observed, using a filar micrometer of 
his own cOrstruo+ior, the present writer feels that Xr.,  White should be 
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Both observers agree that dichOtomy occurred before i=80, and White's 
observations indicate that it may have occurred with i as small as 51O...  
His, micrometer measures indicate that the breadth of phase was less than 
the semi-diameter for some time before theoretical dichotomy; this condi-
tion has been both confirmed and Contradicted by past observations; It 
has been argued that)  because the terminator is poorly illuminated, one 
tends to see the phase too =all, especially when observing on a daylight 
sky. One is surely not certain that such an effect was not in operation in 
the case of the present observations. However, O'Toole had a good view'at 
i=8801  •when the terminator was seen concave; and White characterized the 
image as 'good" at 1=830, when the terminator was seen straight. At any 
rate, these observations are in accord with the past experience of many ob-
servers, 'who have found that dichotomy occurs early at eastern elongations 
and late at western elongations. It would be of great interest to make 
further phase observations at future elongations. It is 'scarcely possible 
to overemphasize the importance of exercising care in making these obser-
vations,-  Particularly since the phenomenon in question is a theoretically 
unlikely one. If the terminator appearsless convex than predicted by 
theory, one should take the utmost care to insure that he has not been mis-
led by the'faintness of the terminator or by dark surface markings near the 
terminator, which may be near the limit of visibility and not consciously 
seen.. 

- 	- 
Postscript by Editor. 	Since- Mr. StePheneon's manuscript 
received these additional obServations of.  Mercury 

South'Africa, - HeUsed'a'.5.-.ineh'refractor 
. . from. Mr:S.G. Venter 

at 12QX. c 

 arrived, we 

Remarks 

seeing poor: 
. 	. 

convex 	 seeing poor 

Sept. 8 	16 15 	85 	definitely concave 

Mr. Venter's work would place observed half-phase at i800  and thus is 
in good accord with the results of Messrs. White and O'Toole that there was 
a definite differenc4 from theory last September. Venter and White are in 
especially good agreement; since the former observed near sunset and the 
latter both near sunset and in mid-afternoon, one has more confidence that 
this difference represents more than the invisibility of the dimly lit 
terminator of Mercury. If not to explicable, it is presumably (as with 
Venus) an effect of an atmosphere. 

METEORITES OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE 

On pp. 505-506 of Popular-Astronomy for December, 1949, Dr. C. P. 
Olivier discusses an observation by Mr. John J. O'Neill of a dark object 
seen against the moon on October 2, 1949 (E.S.T. date). 	Mr. O'Neill has 
kindly sent us a very detailed report on this 'object, and we hope to say 
more of it in a future. issue.•. Dr. Olivier,considers the possibility that 

have 
in Pretoria, 

Date. 
— • 

1949, Sept.-2 

U.T. 

16h 30m 	75o 

Sept. 5 	. 16 15 	'79 

Sept. 6 	16 15 	81 	slightly concave 

• 
convex 

'Phase 

Both observers agree that dichotomy occurred before i=080, and White's 
observations indicate that it may have occurred with i ad small as 810: 
His, micrometer measures indicate that the breadth of phase was less than 
the semi-diameter for some time before theoretical dichotomy; this condi-
tion has been both confirmed and 'Contradicted by past observations; It 
has been argued that)  because the terminator is poorly illuminated, one 
tends to see the phase too small, especially when observing on a daylight • 
sky. One is surely not certain that such an effect was not in operation in 
the case of the present observations. However, O'Toole had a good view'at 
i=880, when the terminator was seen concave; and White characterized the 
image as "'good" at im830, when the terminator was seen straight. At any 
rate, these observations are in accord with the past experience of many ob-
servers, 'who have found that dichotomy occurs early at eastern elongations 
and late at western elongations. It would be of great interest to make 
further phase observations at future elongations. It is 'scarcely possible 
to overemphasize the importance of exercising care in making these obser-
vations, particularly since the phenomenon in question is a theoretically 
unlikely one, 'If the terminator appears 1.ess convex than predicted by 
theory, one should take the utmost care to insure, that he has not been mis-
led by the.faintness of the terminator or by dark surface markings near the 
terminator, which may be near the limit of visibility and not consciously 
seen.. 

	

Postscript by Editor. 	Since- Mr. StePhensOn'S manuscript arrived, we 
have received these additional obSerVatienS of MercUry from Mr:S.G. Venter 
in Pretoria. South*Africa,'''HeUsed'a'.5.-itCh.refractor at 120X. 	. 

Date 	 U. T; 	 i' 	. 	'Phase 	
,  

1941211SP, 

1949)  Sept.-2 ,-: 	1611. 30m 	, 15e 	convex 	• Seeing.poer. 

Sept. 5 	• 16-  15 	'79' 	convex 	 seeing poor- 

Sept; 6 	16 15:- 	81 	slightly concave 

Sept. 8 	16 15 	85 	definitely concave 

Mr, Venter's work would place observed half-phase at 1=80° and thus is 
in good accord with the results of Messrs. White and O'Toole that there was 
a definite differencd from theory last September. Venter and White are in 
especially good agreement; since the former observed near sunset and the 
latter both near sunset and in mid-afternoon, one has more confidence thdt 
this difference represents more than the invisibility of the dimly lit 
terminator of Mercury. If not So explicable, it is presumably (as with 
Venus) an effect of an atmosphere. 

METEORITES OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE 

On pp. 505-506 of Popular Astronomy for December, 1949, Dr. C. P. 
Olivier discusses an observation by Mr. John J. O'Neill of a dark object 
seen against the moon on October 2, 1949 (E.S.T. date). 	Mr. O'Neill has 
kindly sent us a very detailed report on this object, and we hope to say 
more of it in a future, issue. 	Dr. Olivier,considers the possibility that 
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the object was a giant Meteorite '(or tinyfasteroid?) about - 13,000 miles 
away. There is, of course,' no reason why a meteorite in space should not 
occasionally reveal itself as a dark object again.s.t the moon or some other 
bright background; but the sizes required of the meteorite are great. The  
distance could hardly be less than 120,miles, for the meteorite would lumi—
nesce at lower altitudes (Dr. Olivierls remark). . Extensive studies by 
W. H;  Pickering with a 12—inch refractor oftan artificial disc showed that 
occasionally a dark dot only 0/,:16 in diamOter could be seen clearly (Harvard 
Annals,Volume 321  Part 2, PP.,144-145, 1900). A meteorite about six inches 
in diameter would subtend an angle , of,0!:16 at a distance of 120 miles 
However; it would probably have to be •several times that large to call 
attention to itself as a rapidly moving dark object; it would also need to 
be larger to be detected at distances greater than 120 miles. A body of 
these angular dimensions ought,incidentally, to cause occasional brief 
occultations of stars. 

The following ideas about the visibility of extraterrestrial meteori—
tical phenomena are extracted from a paper read by W. H. Haas at -  the 
Twelfth Meeting of the Meteoritical Society in Los Angeles in September, 
1949. One may first ask about meteors luminous in planetary atmospheres. 
A meteor as brilliant as the full moon, or of stellar magnitude —12, at a 
distance of 100 miles would be of magnitude 5 at the distance of the moon, 
of magnitude 16 on Mars at its closest, and of magnitude 17 on Venus at 
greatest elongation. Except for the moon, such meteors are beyond the 
grasp of any but giant telescopes. However, those rare terrestrial fire—
balls reported:to rival the sun in brilliance (stellar 'magnitude —27) would 
be easily visible in telescopes of ordinary size; and some lucky amateur 
might, just happen to see one sometime. ' Meteorites striking  the solid sur—
face of an atmosphereless body at their cosmic velocities will produce im— 
pact—flares. 	Dr. Lincoln La Paz has computed (Popular Astronomy, :Vol. 46, 
pg. 277, 1938) that a meteorite having a mass of 176 pounds and a velocity 
of 31 miles per second will cause a flare of magnitude —1.5 as seen from 
the earth when striking the moon (if that body totally lacks an atmosphere). 
Mercury is often said to lack an atmosphere. Using the result above and 
doubling the velocity because Mercury is closer to the sun, it follows that 
a 176—pound meteorite striking an atmosphereless Mercury will cause a 
flare of magnitude 10, a 22—pound meteorite a flare of magnitude 12. Per—
haps a 15—inch telescope could . reveal such flares against the.  dark hemis—
phere of Mercury on a twilight sky: Finely divided meteoritical material 
left suspended in, the atmosphere of Mars )after a meteoritels passage might 
account for some.of the obsourations of detail reported by students of that 
planet. Meteoritical impact—craters  have little or no chance of being re— - 
cognized as new objects on the moon (the mapping of such small detail is 
too incomplete) and,are quite undetectable elsewhere. . 

Many of the papers- read at the. Twelfth.Meeting .of.the.. Meteoritical 
Society have now been published in the" Contributions' 	'Pepular Astrenomy 
or are available elsewhere 'to '̀most of,onr :readers; thereforel:thesumMary 
begun,in the October,, 1949i"'issue will not becontinuec4 

MARS AND S.ATURIT, 

On Jahuuti-  15: the angular diaMeter of 'Mars will :be 81:7, large enough 
that ordinarysized instruments of geed qUaIity -  shonld begin 'to show a' 
fair amount of detail. The north'poleill be tipped toward the earth by 

the object was a giant meteorite 'for ,tinyfasteroid?) 'about'' /3,000 miles 
away, There is, of course,' no reason why a meteorite in space should not 
occasionally reveal itself as a dark object against the moon or some other 
bright background; but the sizes required of the meteorite are great. The 
distance could hardly be less than 120,miles, for the meteorite would lumi-
nesce at lower altitudes (Dr.•Olivier's remark). Extensive studies by 
W. E. Pickering with a l2-inch.-refractor of,an artificial disc showed that 
occasionally a dark dot only 0/:16 in, diameter could be seen clearly (Harvard 
Annals,Volume 32, Part 2, PP.J44-145, 1900). A meteorite about six inches 
in diameter would subtend, an angle , ef,0!:16 at a distance of :120 miles.'" 
However, it would probably have to be several times that large to call 
attention to itself as a rapidly moving dark object; it would also need to 
be larger to be detected at distances greater than 120 miles. A body of 
these angular dimensions ought,incidentally, to cause occasional brief 
occultations of stars. 

The following ideas about the visibility of extraterrestrial meteori-
tical phenomena are extracted from a paper read by W. H. Haas at the 
Twelfth Meeting of the Meteoritical Society. in Los Angeles in September, 
1949. One may first ask, about meteors luminous in planetary atmospheres. 
A meteor as brilliant as the full moon, .or of stellar magnitude -12, at a 
distance of 100 miles would be of magnitude 5 at the distance of the moon, 
of magnitude 16 on Mars at its closest, and of magnitude 17 on Venus at 
greatest elongation. Except for the moon, such .meteors are beyond the 
grasp of any,but giant telescopes. However, those rare terrestrial fire-
balls reported.to rival the van in brilliance (stell'r 'magnitude -27) would 
be easily visible in telescopes of ordinary size; and some lucky amateur 
might just happen to see one sometime. '.Meteorites striking the solid-.sur-
face of an atmosphereless body ,at their cosmic velocities will produce im- 
pact-flares. 	Dr. Lincoln La Paz has computed (Popular Astronomy, .Vol. 46, 
pg. 277,'1938) that a meteorite having a mass of 176 pounds and a velocity 
of 31 miles per second will cause a flare of magnitude -1.5 as seen from 
the earth when striking the moon (if that body totally lacks an atmosphere). 
Mercury is often said to lack an aTmosphere. Using the result above and 
doubling the' velocity because Mercury is closer to the sun, it follows that 
a 176-pound meteorite striking an atmosphereless Mercury will cause a 
flare of magnitude 10, a 22-pound meteorite a flare of magnitude 12. Per-
haps a 15-inch telescope could reveal such flares against the.  dark hemis-
phere of Mercury on a twilight sky:  Finely divided meteoritical .material 
left suspended in the atmosphere of Mars -after a meteoritels passage might 
account for some.of the obseurations of detail reported by students of that 
planet. Meteoritical imPact-craters have little' or no chance of being re-
cognized as new objects, on the moon (the mapping of such small detail is 
too incomplete) andare quite :undetectable  elsewhere. 

Many of the papers read at the Twelfth Meeting of the Meteoritical 
Society have now been published in the Contributions in Popular Astronomy 
or are available elsewhere to' most of our readers; therefore, the ,summary 
begun in the October, 1949, issue will not be continued, 

MARS AND SATURN 

On January 15 the angular diameter of Mars will be 8':71, large enough 
that ordinary-sized instruments of good quality should begin to show a 
fair amount of detail. The north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 
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SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED 

Almost from the inception of The Strolling Astronomer nearly three years 
ago the editor and others:..., have wondered,..4b§ut illustrating the periodical 
with drawings, charts, etc. On this page we are very pleaSed to exhibit in 
the periodical itself drawings and a map prepared by members. These have 
been copied photographically from the originals directly upon the stencil by 
The Stevens Agency, 202 South Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico. We hope 
you like the new feature: Fig. 1 

The accompanying .chart ,;is a 
preliminary map of the-lunar 
crater Conon prepared by E. J. 
Reese in November, 1949. It 
is based upon a large number of 
observations and drawings by 
himself and other members of the 
A. L. P. 0.0  chiefly in 1947-49. 

(Dates and times below by U.T.) 

Fig. 2. Saturn. S. Murayama. 
refr, November 29,1949, 21h  Om. 

Fig, 3.Saturn, F4E.Brinckman.6in. 
refl, November 30,1949. 12h 58m. 

7-ig.4.Mare.D.OtToole. Fig.5,Mars.T.R.Cave. 
-in.refl.November 24. 8-inerefl.November 
2?49.14h5m.C.M.=259°. 19,1949.10-140m. 

C.M.= 2570. 

Fig.7.Mars.W.H.Haas 
6-in.rfl. November 
30,1949.1313m. 
C.M. =188°. 

Fig.6.Mars.E.E.Hare. 
12-in.refl.December 
28,1949.12h31m. 
C.M.Q. 270°. 
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PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL  ADAPTATION AS  APPLIED TO POSSIBLE LUNAR PLANTS 

By James C. Bartlett, Jr. 
(continued from January issue) 

in vacua? 	Nearly 
"Yes". It not only 
an Erlenmeyer flask, 
of active organisms 
completely exhaust= 
anaerobic bacteria; 

to which life—giving oxygen'is as fatal as chlorine would be to an animal. 
Yet, like all living things, they require oxygen. How do they obtain it? 
By reducing oxides. 	The free gas acts as a virulent poison to strict 
anaerobes. In combination they can use it. Hence by this singular and 
very unorthodox arrangement it is possible for these organisms to live in 
an airless environment. They can, however, live in air from which all 
oxygen has been removed, in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen or'in a mixture 
of various gases non—toxic to them (not necessarily so to us). 

Insofar therefore as a principle of adaptation exists; one of the most 
formidable objections to lunar life is demolished at once. Is it necessary 
to infer from this fact that on an airless moon the only possible types of 
living organisms would be forms resembling anaerobic bacteria? 	By no 
means. People who make such inferences fail to realize that there is no 
necessary 'relation between the simplicity of an organism and its size, 
metabolism; and morphology. A bacterium may average only 0.0001 of an 
inch long, and it is a single cell — but so is an ostrich egg. Certain 
marine forms of algae (the brown algae) are very simple plantslyet may 
attain to lengths of over a hundred feet. A'humming bird, vastly more com—
plicated both as to organism and metabolism, may fit into a teaspoon. 

In passing it may be remarked that we are actually under no rigid 
necessity to believe that the moon is truly airless. The example of 
anaerobic bacteria was quoted simply to show that even if such were the 
case the possibility of life is not ruled out. It may be difficult to 
understand the apparent lack of physical manifestation at the limbs if a 
lunar atmosphere does exist, but it is impt2ssible to understand many re—
putable observations if a lunar atmosphere does not exist. 

The Problem of Lunar Temperatures. Is the moon extremely hot or ex—
tremely cold? Apparently no one is quite sure. Langley thought that the 
noon temperature never got above freezing. Veryls precise measurements 
indicated a noon temperature of 200°F. Pickering thought it about 32°F. 
Pettit and Nicholson found it somewhat above the boiling point of water, 
about 214.°F. 

Charity forbids a recitation of all the assigned night temperatures, 
but in passing it may be remarked that the midnight temperature has been 
given as —243°F. (Pettit and Nicholson) while measurements during eclipse 
have indicated a temperature drop from +160°F. to —110°F. in a single hour. 

The  Problem of a Lunar Atmosphere. Can life exist 
every one will say "No", of course — but the answer is 
can but does; and if you are handy with a vacuum pump, 
and know your microbiology,you can grow whole colonies 
in or on a culture medium above which the air has been 
ed. These remarkable blobs of living matter are the 
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Assuming, however, that such extremes of temperature do exist we may 
ask if there is any known principle whereby living matter might be adapted 
to them. - There is. Under experimental conditions protoplasm has been 
known to survive the temperature of liquid hydrogen4  which averages —418°F. 
and therefore 175°F colder than lunar midnight according to Pettit and 
Nicholson. At the other end of the scale, protoplasm may remain active 
and vigorous in water hot enough to scald the hide off an elephant. We 
have positive evidence, therefore, that protoplasm could survive the most 
extreme temperatures thus far ascribed to the moon. The principle invol—
ved is what is known as sporulation. 

Certain types of bacteria have the power of forming what are called 
spores. These seem to be in the nature of impervious, impalpable, and 
practically indestructible shells secreted by and organized within the 
body of the cell. Encapsulated in its spore a bacterium can survive ex—
tremes of cold hardly to be imagined. When the going gets rough the pro—
toplasm simply retreats into the spore, excludes all water, dries out, and 
closes down for the season. Yet it remains fully alive if inactive, and 
as soon as favorable conditions are restored it opens for business as 
usual. 

The application of this principle to a lunar vegetation is obvious. 
Nor is it necessary to believe that the principle is applicable only to. 
reproductive spores and that lunar plants therefore must all be "annuals", 
Large vegetative parts, especially if woody, could remain above ground 
during the lunar night while the protoplasm might perhaps withdraw into 
the ground and encapsUlate at the base of the plant. An approach to such 
a device is seen terrestrially in the downward winter movement of sap, 
though sap, of course, is not protoplasm. 

The probable temperature range through which protoplasm may survive is 
thought to be from —459°F. to -I-320°F. Its active phase, however, appears 
to be from about 32°F. to 194°F. Note that the thermal upper limit is 
only 18°  below the temperature of boiling water. Hence if the lunar noon 
temperature actually reaches 212°F., organisms apparently could continue 
to develop or remain active almost up to this point. But when the point 
had been passed, would they then perish? Not necessarily. Sporulation, 
or its equivalent, could carry protoplasm well past the boiling point of 
water in safety. 

It is a remarkable fact that more or less naked protoplasm, as in .the 
form of certain malodorous sulphur bacteria, may remain comfortable and 
active in water up to 167°F. 	(not to mention certain free—swimming, 
siliceous plants, the diatoms). Just how remarkable is seen frOm the 
rule that the higher the water—content the shorter is' the time and the 
lower is the temperature at which protein will. coagulate — and it is to 
the coagulation of their protein that we ascribe, the lethal effect of 
boiling water on vegetative bacteria. 

The active bacterial cell contains from 75% to 98% of water yet egg 
albumen with only 50% of water will coagulate at 132.8°F. 	The sulphur 
stinkers, however, with a much higher water content thrive at a much high—
er temperature — and so far as we can see, the only protection they have 
against what would seem to be'a lethal temperature is the thinnest 
pellicle or membrane imagineablel 
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Mention has been made op? tthe fact that vhea,a bacterial spore develops the 
protoplasm e:xcludes ,most ifnot.absolutely- all .of its water. The reason for 
this will now be apparent in - 

,
relation to temperatures above the boiling point 

of wat*r. Let us grant that sthe lunar noon temperature goes to the. assigned,  
limit of 214°F. This is 	1220belpwhp_thermal death poi.pt of protoplasm 
protected by a spore. For bacterial protein in the dry ,state it requires from 
2.5 to, ,  hours of heating at347°F. before death is assured. 

The principle of protection employed by protoplasm against both extreme 
cold and extreme heat suggests rather forcibly that the-assumed lunar temper—
ature range is by no means as lethal as is popularly supposed. Triith the 
possible mode of application of such a principle to organized lunar protoplasm 
we need not be concerned. The principle eots. In 	environment where its 
need is manifeSt we may agree with the philosophers 

an 
ilosophers that a modus oplrandi would 

Protoplasm is essentially a water solution of colloids, and for its active 
manifestations liquid water appears to be essential,' 	Hence if it can be shown 
that water does not exist on the.  moon in any form, the, possibility of active 
vegetation would be rightly considered negative. UnfortUnately, direct obser—
vation cannot answer tl,is question completely. That no large bodies of water 
exist is obvious. Moreover, the most liberal calculations of lunar atmospheric 
pressure appear to rule out the - possibility of liquid water existing anywhere 
on the surface. It may be remarked, however, that on sound chemical grounds the 
complete absence of water on any planetary body below the dissociation tempera,. 
tune of water is almost inconceivable. The reason is elementary. Water is a 
compound of two of the most common of chemicalelementsl.hYdrogen and oxygen, 
Moreover, it is a very stable compound. 

The average chemical composition of the. universe appears to be everywhere 
about the same. Specific differences are relative, rather than absolute. Thus 
helium stars are not stars composed entirely of one element, helium, but simpl7 
stars in which that element is peculiarly abundant. 	Chemic4 analysis of 
meteorites shows a composition not radically different from that of the earth° 
If stellar processes are mainly nuclear and subatomic, planetary procesSes are 
mainly molecular and chemical. Water is the active promoter of chemical pro4- 
cesses by- virtue of its being very nearly a universal solvent. 	To suppose, 
therefore, that water is completely absent from a cold planetary body is to the 
highest degree doubtful. 

Chemical and'physical considerations indicate the probable presence of 
water on the moon, possibly liquid at subsurface depths or vaporous above the' 
surface, most certainly as water of crystallization, and quite possibly as 
magmatic water.,  

be continued) 

be forthcoming, 
• • 

The Problem of Lunar Water. Can life exist without water' .In a resting 
phase Tsporulated) the answer appears to be "Yes". 	In an active phase the. 
answer appears to be "No". 
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Beltsand_Zones. 	In November the SEB was frequently found to be as conspicuous 
as theTEB betWeen longitudes (II) 1300  and 220°. The STD faded rather remark-
ably in late October. For the most part, this fading seemed to be confined to 
those longitudes in which the SEB was darkest. 	Despite good seeing conditions, 
Bartlett could not discern the STB on October 22 at CM (II) 132° nor on October 
27 at CM (II) 174°. On November 1 at CM (II) J42° Cragg found the STB extremely 
faint and broken. His drawing suggests that the STB was obscured by bright 
clouds and haze from the STrZ. A most remarkable observation was made by Cragg 
on November 4 at 2h 15m with the Red Spot Hollow on the central meridian. Two 
large dusky areas were apparently obscuring both the STrZ and the STB from the 
west limb almost to the preceding end of the Hollow. Hare noticed nothing un-
usual here on November 6 at 23h 52m with the Hollow again on the central meri-
dian: The zones were in the following order of decreasing average brightness-
during October and November according to 38 sets of estimates by Bartlett, 
O'Toole, and Reese: 	STrZ, NTrZ, STeZ, EZ, NTeZ. 	The two tropical zones aver- 
aged very nearly equal in brightness and were by far the brightest zones on the 
planet. The brightness of the tropcal zones, however, vcried greatly in dif-
ferent longitudes (II). Between 800  and 180° the STrZ was much brighter than 
the NTrZ, while the NTrZ was much the brighter between 2000  and 350°. 01 Toole 
found the NTrZ very dull and pinkish near 113° on October 10, while Cragg found 
this zone extremely brilliant near 216° on November 2. During most of the 
apparition, the STrZ was clear and bright except for dusky columns occasionally 
seen at or near the preceding and following endsrof the Hollow. On October 20, 
however, Cragg observed a dark area in the STrZ near 315° (II) which greatly 
resembled the Red Spot. 	This dusky area was confirmed by Reese on October 24 
when transits placed the preceding end at 303°  and the following end at 331°. 
Subsequent views of this region by Hare indicate that the dusky area contracted 
into a thin column in the STrZ which remained practically stationary near longi-
tude (II) 319°  from November .9 to December 8. Several very brilliant spots havh 
been seen in the NTrZ by Bevis, Cragg, Hare, and OToole. 	Bartlett, Murayama, 
and O'Toole have seen a number of dark condensations and projections on the 
south edge of the NTB, Markings on the south edge of the NTB deserve close 
attention since a very abnormal current in the Jovian atmosphere is known to 
exist at that latitude (JRASC, Vol. 35, No. 8, pp. 330-336). 

Occultation of 	 This occultation, which occurred 
of October 16 '(December issue, page 3), was also observed by E. E. Hare. 	This 
observer agrees *ith Haas that first contact occurred at Oh 59m  and that the 
occultation was total. 

Transits 	Our records of Jupiter in 1949 now contain a total of 336 9 tran- 
sits by twelve observers. Hare obtained 1075 transits and thereby becomes one 
of the very few American observers to secure more than a thousand transits in 
a single apparition. 

THE CRATERS ON THE MOON 

By Lincoln Lapaz 

(FOREWORD. The following article was originally published in Scientific 
Americapfor October, 1949. It is reproduced here by the kind permiiREn-6T-t'he 
editors of that magazine.) 
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The tendency of the pendulum of opinion to overswing is quite aN noticeable 
in the scientific world as elsewhere. Only a few years ago D. M. Barringer and 
his associates were waging an uphill but eventually successful 9ampaign in, the 
pages of the Scientific American to prove that one terrestrial meteorite crater 
(and that the met obvious one) actually had'it origin in meteoritic impact. 
In the July issue of the same magazine Ralph B. Baldwin takes the position that 
all of the' millions of•craters on the moon are meteorite craters. Furthermore, 
faldwin's extravagant views have been sanctioned in the first published review 
of his recent book9  The Face of the Moon (see Fred L. Whipple, Sky and Telescope, 
August, 19491  pp• 258-5Ta- 

The satisfaction felt by meteeriticists that scientists of the caliber of 
Baldwin and Whipple are now actively engaged in the development of meteoritics, 
a field too long ignored by the geologist and the astronomer, must be tempered 
by concern that hasty acceptance of stch extreme views as Baldwin's react to 
discredit the new science, 	This letter has its origin' in such concern. Its 
purpose is to raise a number of objections which either render most improbable 
Baldwin's thesis that all lunar craters are of impact (i.e., extrinsic) origin; . 
or which bring out certain redundancies or inadequacies in the evidence Baldwin 
has presented in support of his views; or which make clear that in his precip-
itate abandonment of all intrinsic theories of lunar crater formation,he has an-
tirely escaped coming to grips withthe most mcdern and, in the writer's opinion, 
the best-founded explanation of the craters on the moon, exclusive of the so-
called •ray craters. 

Summarized briefly, these objections are as follows 	1) It is extremely 
unlikely . that the observed distribution of craters on the moon arose by chance, 
as would necessarily be the case if these craters had been produced by a random 
fall of meteorites on the lunar surface. 	2) Contrary -to Baldwin's conclusion 
that only meteoritic impact explosions could produce on the moon craters with 
the characteristics observed in the lunar craters, the inost recent intrinsic 
theory of the origin, ,of these craters not only provides craters which conform 
quite as well as 61(Plosion craters to the various empirical relations discovered 
by the study of individual lunar craters,but also actually predicts such general 
lunar features as the polygonal rather than circular shape of most of, the large 
craters. 3) Baldwin, by adopting P. C. Wylie's estimates of the mass of the 
meteorite which created the great crater at Canyon Diablo, Ariz., is enabled to 
ascribe even the largest of the lunar craters to the.impact of meteorites of 
amazingly small size.  Actually the estimates of Wylie have been shown to. be 
quite unrealistic, Hence the impact explosions of such cosmic pebbles as Bald-
win describes are not competent to produce the huge craters credited to them, 
4) Baldwin cites the relationship between crater-diameter and rim-height as 
evidence for the explosive origin of the lunar craters in addition to evidence 
afforded by the diameter-ddpth relation. However, the relation between diameter 
and rim-height is a simple consequence of the=diameter-depth relation in view of 
Schrater's Law and the proportionality between rim-width and crater-diameter. 

Only the first two of the above objections can be developed in any detail 
in this letter. 	Objection 'To. 1 is based on the fact that were the luzar 
craters, as Baldwin suppose the result of meteorite- impacts on the face of the 
moon, the centers of these craters would constitute a set of points distributed 
at random over the lunar surface. 	It is evident that falling meteorites would-  
strike at random On the surface of such celestial bodies as-the earth and the 
moon, However, in the case of the moon, the distribution of crater-centers is 
not at all random, This follows not from the easily perceived nonuniformity of 
the distribution in question, as some writers have supposed, but from discrepan-
cies existing between the observed distribution of the lunar craters and the 
distribution predicted by the theory of probability. 

(To be concluded) 
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the best-founded explanation of the craters on the moon, exclusive of the so-
called •ray craters. 

Summarized briefly, these objections are as follows 	1) It is extremely 
unlikely . that the observed distribution of craters on the moon arose by chance, 
as would necessarily be the case if these craters had been produced by a random 
fall of meteorites on the lunar surface. 2) Contrary'to Baldwin's conclusion 
that only meteoritic impact explosions could produce on the moon craters with 
the characteristics ,.observed in the lunar craters, the most recent intrinsic 
theory of the origin ,of these craters not only provides craters which conform 
quite as well as explosion craters to the various empirical relations discovered 
by the study of individual lunar craters,but also actually predicts such general 
lunar features as the polygonal rather than circular shape of most of, the large 
craters, 3) Baldwin, by adopting P. C. Wylie's estimates of the mass of the 
meteorite which created the great crater at Canyon Diablo, Ariz., is enabled to 
ascribe even, the largest of the lunar craters to the.impact of meteorites of 
amazingly small size. Actually the estimates of Wylie have been shown- to' be 
quite unrealistic, Hence the tmpact explosions of such cosmic pebbles as Bald.:-
win describes are not competent to produce the huge craters credited to them, 
4) Baldwin cites the relationship between crater-diameter and rim-height as 
evidence for the explosive origin of the lunar craters in addition to evidence 
afforded by the diameter-ddpth relation, However, the relation between diameter 
and rim-height is a simple consequence of the=diameter-depth relation in view of 
Schroter's Law and the proportionality between rim-width and crater-diameter. 

Only the first two of the above objections can be developed in any detail 
in this letter. 	Objection Ho. 1 is based on the fact that were the 1enar 
craters, as Baldwin suppose the result of meteorite- impacts on the face of the 
moon, the centers of these craters would constitute a set of points distributed 
at random over the lunar surface. It is evident that falling meteoriteswould 
strike at random on the surface of such celestial bodies as-the earth and the 
moon, However, in the case of the moon, the distribution of crater-centers is 
not at all random, This follows not from the easily perceived nonuniformity of 
the distribution in question, as some writers have supposed, but from discrepan-
cies existing between the observed distribution of the lunar craters and the 
distribution predicted by the theory of probability. 

(To be concluded) 
-10- 
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less dark shadow of Ring C. He computes that the maximum width of this wedge at 
the limb was 01:22 on December 17 and OU26 on December 30. It is excellent in—
dependent confirmation that Saheki nn December 25 thew a bright wedge at both 
limbs but broader at the west one. No one has yet reported being able to see 
with certainty the Crape Band just south of the projection of Rings A and B on 
the ball. Computations by Hare and Johnson assign to the Ring C projection a 
width of only about OV1 in recent months. However, past studies have indicated 
that the Crape Band is really the shadow of Ring C. This shadow has been to—
tally concealed by the rings themselves recently, but a strip of it is now be—
coming visrible; therefore, a close watch should be maintained upon the Crape 
Band during February and March. Here-  again important information on the visi—
bility of narrow bands can be secured. 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 is a preliminary map of the lunar crater Conon by E. J. 
Reese. The nomenclature on this map (Reese's own) has been used in past issues 
in referring to features in Cononvit will also be employed in the future in 
this periodical. On this map p, q, and r are very low 'hills or mounds. Fea.= 
ture o is a bright crea-  of unknown topographical nature. Object v is a cleft, 
and object b is a fault, Feature s is a dark streak but is not thought to be 
a cleft. ObservationS of Conon are primarily desired between colongitudes 20°  
and 45°. Accordingly, good evening dates by- local civil time to study it in 
this country in the near future are February 26, February 27, March 28, April 
26, and April 27. 	If we can secure a large number of observations of this one 
lunar crater in a short period of time, that will aid greatly not only in the 
study of lunar changes but also in the examination of the subjective errors to 
which all observers are exposed. Each observation should include a description 
of fault b, whether continuous or broken, and a statement'of the order of de—
creasing conspicuousness of dark streaks seen on the floor, using the nomen—
clature of Figure 1. A drawing and a general description of the crater are 
very desirable but are not essential.' The observations should be - mailed 
promptly either to the editor or to Mr. Reese, whose address is 241 S. Mount 
Vernon Ave., Uniontown, Penna. May we count on your aid? 

Reese outlines the following suspected changes in Conon during the years 
1946-1949: 

1. Fault b appears to be growing more prominent, Do we have an example 
of active faulting on the lunar surface? 

2. In some lunations fault b apparently hae been obscured in places by 
an overlying haze between colengitudes 24°  and 45°. In other lunations b has 
looked very black and unbroken. 

3. Streak s usually appears much more conspicuous than cleft'v near 
colongitude 30°. Nevertheless, in some lUnations s has been invisible near 
this colongitude even when cleft v was seen. (In testing relative conspicuous—
ness it is best slowly to rack the eyepiece out- of focus and to note the order 
of disappearance of the features being compared.) 

4. 'The brightness and Position'of area- o (W. H. Fickeringls "cloud" on 
the floor, see Foalar Astronomy,  Vol. 28, pg. 389 et.  seq.,  1920)- are apparen—
tly variable in a fashion independent of the solar illumination. Although a 
straight line through the centers of features o and p prolonged eastward usually 
passes over a point midway between the craters Beer and Timocharis, -Uli6 line 
has been estimated to deviate as much as 14 degrees from its moan position. 
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:CRATERS ON THE MOON 

by Lincoln La Paz 

(Cone tided , from February Issue) 

(The following 	was originally published in Scientific American for 
October, 1949 and is reproduced here with the permission of the editors  of 
Scientific American.) 

In 1940 William Scott, one of the writeris students at Ohio State Univer-
sity, applied the probability theory outlined above to a group of 3,112 typical 
lunar craters, comprising all craters for which satisfactory position data are 
given in M. A. Blagg's compendious work, Lunar Formations. The results obtained 
by Scott show that it is extremely unlikely that the observed distribution of 
the more than 3,000 lunar craters considered is the result of chance. On the 
other hand, the distribution of a special class of lunar craters, the so-called 
ray craters, conforms rather closely to the theoretical random distribution for 
this class, 

We preface our development of objection No. 2 by recalling several facts 
once familiar to all selenographers, but apparently lost sight of by many in 
modern times. It has long been known that most of the large craters on the moon 
have a,polygonal rather than a circtlar form; where severe.:!_ neighboring craters 
exhibit hexagonal form, it is evident that at the time of origin of these 
craters, several regularly spaced centers of lateral pressure were in action 
simultaneously in the outer shell of the moon. Such a dynamical situation is 
quite inexplicable under Baldwints meteoritic hypothesis, but is a necessary 
consequence of a new convection-current theory of the lunar craters, 

The French astronomer P. Puiseux, fram his exhaustive study of polygonal 
forms on the moons  was led to the discovery of a rhomboidal network of dikes and 
rills on the lunar surface, the lines of this network often almost coinciding' 
with one or more of the edges of craters or ring plains of hexagonal shape. 
Occasionally he fourC a hexagonal crater which exactly filled out a mesh of his 
rill system. From a careful examination of the interrelations between the rill 
net and the craters, Puiseux came to the conclusion that the net constituted a 
primary, and the hexagonal craters a secondary, feature of the lunar surface, 
The meteoritic impact theory of Baldwin gives an explanation of neither the pri.= 
mary nor the secondary selenographic features discovered by Puiseux. However, 
the convection-current theory of the lunar craters recently developed by the 
distinguished astrophysicist 3. Wasiutynski actually predicts the formation on 
the lunar surface of both Puiseuxts network and the lunar craters. 

Basiotto the new theory is the work of H. Bfnard and Lord Rayleigh on con-
vection currents in gravitationally unstable layers of fluid heated on the under 
side. Wasiitynski applied the convection-current theory to a stratum of liquid 
basalt below the outermost shell of the moon. This explains first the formation 
of the "seas" or mania (large exposures of basaltic rock more or less completely 
cleared of light overlying granitic material by convection currents), second the 
development of the rill systems of Puiscux and third the formation of 	closed 
mountain chains and craters conforming to the Puiseux not. 
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(Concluded from February Issue) 

(The following 	was originally published in Scientific American for 
October, 1949 and is reproduced here with the permission of the editors of 
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with one or more of the edges of craters or ring plains of hexagonal shape. 
Occasionally he found a hexagonal crater which exactly filled out a mesh of his 
rill system„ From a careful examination of the interrelations between the rill 
net and the craters, Puiseux came to the conclusion that the net constituted a 
primary, and the hexagonal craters a secondary, feature of the lunar surface. 
The meteoritic impact theory of Baldwin gives an explanation of neither the pri-
mary nor the secondary selenographic features discovered by Puisoux. However, 
the convection-current theory of the lunar craters recently developed by the 
distinguished astrophysicist J. Wasiutynski actually predicts the formation on 
the lunar surface of both Puiseuxts network and the lunar craters. 

Basiotto the new theory is the work of H. Bfnard and Lord Rayleigh on con-
vection currents in gravitationally unstable layers of fluid heated on the under 
side. Wasiitynski applied the convection-current theory to a stratum of liquid 
basalt below the outermost shell of the moon. This explains first the formation 
of the "seas" or mania .(large exposures of basaltic rock more or less completely 
cleared of light overlying granitic material by convection currents), second the 
development of the rill systems of Puisoux and third the formation of 	closed 
mountain chains and craters conforming to the Puiseux net. 
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Not to be outdone by proponents of the volcanic and meteoritic theories who 
point with conviction to terre6tria1 examples of craters originating by the 
favored process, Wasiutynski has set forth 'in most donldneing,.det,,i1. the close 
analogy between certain terrestrial features the stone andr,fissure 'Polygons of 
the y 'subpolar regions--and the lunar .Craters. .-The striking success of the con-
vection-current theory in simply explaining the reiarkable fields of roughly 
hexagonal stone and fissure polygons on the island of Spitzbergen„ for which 
dozens: of involved explanations have been offered in the last.half-century, can-
not:fail to impress the reader. Wasiutynski even seeks. to explain the lunvr ray 
craters solely on the basis of convection currents, but here, in the writeris 
opinion, tor much is "at" last expected of 'the convection theory. On the one hand, 
this theory would not predict a random distribution of the ray craters on the 
moon; and,on the other; Wasiutynskits explanation of how ray systems can develop 
on. the maria is in contradiction to pls earlier explanation ;of why rills.on.the 
mania, where there was no granite at the top, were almost completely eJl iterated 
by the inflow of liquid: basic magma from the 	 T ,basalt layer..: 	he discrepancies 
just alluded to and the highly significant fact that the great majority of the 
ray.craters are situated on the maria (i.e., on those undisturbed areas of the 
moon continuously exposed for the longest time to meteoritic impact) give sup-
portto the writerts belief that the lunar ray craters are. moteorite'craters. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

We are very sorry ,to report that circumstances beyond his control have 
made it'impossible for Mr.,Elmor. 	J. iteese to continue to be Acting Jupiter Re- 
corder. His work ln this position has, been of the highest quality and was a ser-
vice of real value to the A. L. P. O. We are fortunate in having been able to find 
as the new Acting Jupiter Recorder "a skillful observer whose name is already fami-
liar to bur readers, tin. Edwin E. Hare; 1621 Payne Ave., Owensboro, Kentucky. 
All ob§ervations of JuEitor in 1950 should be submitted to Mr. Hare.. 	Any ob,  
nervations of Jupiter in 1949 not yet reported should go to Mr. Reuse, who is 
kindly undertaking to work up the data on that interesting apparition. 

This year?s National Convention of the Astronomical League will 	held at 
Wellesley College, Massachusetts,: on July 1, 2, 3, and 4. Some details are 
furnished on pg. 87 of the February, 1950 Sky  and Teleeeo2p; and additional 
information will be supplied by that magazine during the nuat few months. We 
hope that a subitcntial number of our readers will plan to attend; accommo-
dations will be furnished on the campus at reasonable rates. It is planned to 

-emphasize instruction in observing at this Convention; and at the Leaguers kind 
invitation, the A. 	P. 0. will r.oport on several phases of its observational 
ctivities. 

- On the other coast the Second Convention of Western'Amateur Astronomers 
will moot at Palo. Alto, California, on August 14, 15„and 16. A visit to the 
'Lich ObserVatory is, planned for the evening of the last day. The Peninsula 
Astronomical. Society are the hosts at Palo Alto; and the Chairman of thoireon-
vention Committee is Mr. H. A. Wallace, 2925 A Jackson St., San Francisco 15, 
California. Write him and have your name placed on the mailing list in order to 
receive future releasqs of information about this Convention. 
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. 	During its evening apparition of December, 1949 and,: January, 1950 Mercury 
was observed by H. Lc 'Faux and Thomas Cragg,both of Los Angeles, California and 
each using a 6" reflector. Le Vaux observed arid.made,drawings! 6n December 28, 
30',.311  and January 4; and Cragg did so on December 28, 29, 310  January 4, 5, 
and 6. They observed together on Dee. 28 but independently on all other dates 
and in all cases near lh or lh 30m. 

On Dec. 28 at 1=590  both saw two dark markings running away from the ter-
minator; these probably Were S. Criophori and, possibly, S. Alarut. The same 
general detail waS subsequently drawn again and again by both observers; Cragg 
later saw in addition a large amount of other detail, both associated with and 
isolated from the terminator. Many of his dark markings indeed were seen very 
near or on the limb. Represented altogether by Cragg are apparently Criophori 
(all six drawings), Aphrodite (e our draWings) and Persephones (three or'four 
drawings), probably Atlantis, and Possibly Maiae. Le Vaux found both'cusps 
bright on Dec, 30 add 31;Cfg found the or ettep bright on Deoi. 29. and both 
cusps bright on Dec. 31, Jan. 4, 5, and 6. Both observers made the size 	and 
shape of the'brIght cusp regions variable; 0.333. Cragg in addition drew a number of 
bright spots on'the limb, one and the same spot ,on the northwest limb probably 
being depicted'on four drawings. Neither observer drew a terminator band; and 
both made the terminator Convet on Dec. 31 at 1:730  and concave on Jan.`4 at 
i=920, although Le Vaux was not certain on Jan. 4. 

- The available observations indicate that dichotomy occurred approximately 
at the predicted times in October and January, but a disturbing element is in-
jected into the observations by CraegIs bright limb spots. Those have been seen 
before; but,in most cases one cannot say with complete confidence either that 
the spots existed or did not exist or whether they are permanent features of the 
Mcrcurian surface lf they do exist or are only temporary ones, owing to the lack 
of simultaneous Confirmatory or contradictory observations by other observers. 
The matter of simultaneous obeervations is of considerable importance; and the 
problem of temporary bright spots on Mercury, as well as the question of the 
variation in brightness of the cusp regions, is not likely to be resolved until 
a program of more intensive observation of the planet than has' been done_ .at any 
time in the past, with respect to the nUmber of obeervere, ii undertaken. 

,' 	ABOUT T112.M0OU AND MARS 

On pg. 9,  of the 'December issue we mentioned a "hair-like bright line" seen 
against the moon by M. Williams on November 3, 1949. It was suggested that we 
might here have a moving lunar bright speck, of.which more than 20 haye new been 
seen by various-. members of the A.L.P,O. during the last10 years. They have 
been •‘interpreted as meteors luminous in a very rare lunar. atmosphere. Mr. 
Williams; writing on December 25, points out that the speed of his object would 
have halt  to be much more than 100 miles per second, if it vere at 'the distance of 
the moon; and he hence wonders whether he may really have seen a terrestrial 
meteor against the moon. This possibility naturally exists fer all moving bright 
epe3hs seen against the moon; so far our arguments that many of them are outside 
the earthlS atmosphere are wholly statistical. Planned duplicate surveys of the 
moon. by different observers some distance 222rt aimedtc liar; simultaneously aro an 
still badly needed. We are indebted to Mr. R. Rigollot , and his colleagues in 
Franco for taking much interest in this 'problem of linar motobrs. It has been 
discussed in the February, 1950 issue of Mr. RigollettS valuable Documentation 
des Observateurs and in a number of preceding issUes., We recommend this period- 
ical. to, all our members able to read French. 
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of simultaneous Confirmatory or contradictory observations by other observers. 
The matter of simultaneous observations is of considerable importance; and the 
problem of temporary bright spots on Mercury, as well as the question of the 
variation in brightness of the cusp regions, is not likely to be resolved until 
a program of more intensive observation of the planet than has'boan done at any 
time in the past, with respect to tie number of obeervere, is undertaken. 

ABOUT TH: MOUJ ANDMARS 

On pg. 9,  of the December issue we mentioned a "hair-like bright line" seen 
against the moon by M. Williams on"November 3, 1949. It was suggested that we 
might here have a moving lunar bright speck, of.which more than 20 hayc now been 
seen by various' members of the A.L.P.O. during the last'10 years. They have 
been •,interpreted as meteors luminous in a very rare lunar. atmosphere. Mr. 
Williams; writing on December 25, poiats out that the speed of his object would 
have had to be much more than 100 miles per second•  if it wore at 'the distance of 
the moon; and he hence wonders whether he may really have seen a terrestrial 
meteor against the moon. This possibility naturally exists fer all moving bright 
spe3hs seen against the moon; so far our arguments that many of them are outeide 
the earthly atmosphere arc wholly statistical. Planned duplicate surveys of the 
Inco by different observers some distance 222,rt aimedtc in- simultaneously aro 
still badly needed. We are indebted to Mr. R. Rigollet , and his coalealmes in e, 
France for taking much interest in this 'problem of liner meteors.  It has been 
discussed in the February, 1950 issue of Mr. Rigolletts valuable Documentation 
des Observateurs and an a number of preceding issUes., We recommend this period- , 
icalatoall.our members,abie to read'Fronch. 

, a 
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A drawing of the famous crater Tycho by H. P. Wilkins at 22h on June 5, 
1949 (U, T. hetet and later) shows a cleft to the west of the central mountain. 
At 3h on December 30 E. J. Reese was, able to confirm this cleft by glimpSes and 
found it darker in its northern part than in its southern part. tieese easily 
saw the small hill a little northwest of the central mountain of Tycho and, was 
very surprised that past observers should have consideted it a difficult object. 
There is evidently much still to be done on the , topography of the less obvivas 
lunar features. American lunar students have tended to neglect this phase of 
their subject. Those interested in it cannot do better than to cooperate with 
the world-wide Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association. Their 
Lunar Director is Mr. H. P. Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn Avenue, Bexleyheath, -  Kent, 
England. 

T. Cragg made six drawings of the crater Atlas from September 27 to Nov-
amber 4. Of the two main dark areas on the floor the southern one as fairly 
constant in appearance from early morning to early afternoon lighting; but the 
northwestern one grew progressively more prominent during this interval, and 
darker areas in it apparently varied in position. While the lighting was low ' 
enough, many tiny hills on the floor and "clefts" (terraces?) in the south and 
best walls were seen. A darkening of the southeast part of the floor present 
under low morning lighting faded out as the sun became higher for Atlas. 

Such observers in the A.L.P.,0. -as Reese, White, Cave, Hare, and Haas have 
clearly seen within the Linne white area a small crater. This crater is excell-
ntly shown in drawings reproduced on Plate XXXVI in Fascicule II of Oj?sprya-

'46ns des Surfaces Plan4taires,having been clearly seen at Mr. R. Jarry-DeslogesT .  
observatories in 1907 and 1909. The crater in question is very small, perhaps 
only a mile or two in diameter; and it is quite out of the question, in the edi-
Ur's opinion, to suppose that it is the controversial and fairly conspicuous 
object described by Schmidt and others prior to 1850. It is invisible in modern 
instruments of mediocre quality, even when they show more detail than pre-1850 
instruments disclosed. The crater is very deep, for crescent-shaped shadow has 
been seen in it with Linne fully four and one-half days from the terminator. On 
October 31, 1949, D. 01 Toole with a 6-inch reflector saw this crater and its in-
ternal shadow; the craterls diameter was about one-fourth that of the white area, 
in good accord with the estimates of other observers. Linne was about three days 
from the terminator on October 31. When it was very close to the terminator at 
h  30m on November 27, 1949, 0/Toole in excellent seeing was surprised to find 

a, peak casting a long shadow in the very position of the white area and its 
central craterlet, as indicated by an examination of about a dozen small crater-
lets and spots in Mare Serenitatis. On December 27 he'saw this peak again. 
What is the relation of this peak to the craterlet? On pg. 206 of his Mocn 
1oodacre mentions a small peak observed on-the western edge of the white area 
by Schmidt, Molesworth, and others and also several other peaks or hills in the 
immediate vicinity. Probably only low illumination views showing the peak, the 
white area, and the crater can solve the puzzle. 	 - 

The floor of Plato continues to interest several observers. 	In a good 
1/Lew last October 10, about two days after noon on Plato, Reese found this order 
of decreasing conspicuousness of the'floor spots: near-central craterlet, soubh-
east craterlet, northeastern of twin craterlets, southwestern of the twins, 
small spot about one-fourth of theiway from the central craterlet to the south 
40,11, east central white area, "new" spot about two-thirds of the way from the 
central craterlet to the southeast craterlet. Using his 12-inch teflector on 
December 31 with Plato aboutitwo and a half days from the sunrise terminator, 
Mare was able to see crescentic shadows and bright east inner walls in all seven 

11  

A drawing of the famous crater Tycho by H. P. Wilkins at 22h on June 5, 
1949 (U, T. here and later) shows a cleft to the west of the central mountain. 
At 3h on December 30 E. J. Reese was, able to confirm this cleft by glimpaes and 
found it darker in its northern part than in its southern part. "Reese easily 
saw the small hill a little northwest of the central mountain of Tycho and, was, 
very surprised that past observers should have consideted it a difficult object. 
There is evidently much still to be done on the , topography of the less obvious 
lunar features. American lunar students have tended to neglect this phase of 
their subject. Those interested in it cannot do better than to cooperate with 
the world-wide Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association. Their 
Lunar Director is Mr. H. P. Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn Avenue, Bexleyheath, Kent, 
England. 

T. Cragg made six drawings of the crater Atlas from September 27 to Nov- 
ember 4. Of the two main dark areas on the floor the southern one was fairly 
constant in appearance from early morning to early afternoon lighting; but the 
northwestern one grew progressively more prominent during this interval, and 
darker areas in it apparently varied in position. While the lighting was low 
enough, many tiny hills on the floor and "clefts" (terraces?) in the south and 
west walls were seen. A darkening of the southeast part of the floor present 
ulder low morning lighting faded out as the sun became higher for Atlas, 
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Such observers in the A.L.P.,0. -as Reese, White, Cave, Hare, and Haas have 

clearly seen within the Linne white area a small crater. This crater is excell-
ntly shown in drawings reproduced on Plate XXXVI in Fascicule II of Obsprya- 

'4(5ns des Surfaces Plan4taires„having been clearly seen at Mr. R. Jarry-Desloges' 
observatories in I90Tand 1909. The crater in question is very small, perhaps 
only a mile or two in diameter; and it is quite out of the question, in the edi-
loorls opinion, to suppose that it is the controversial and fairly conspicuous 
object described by Schmidt and others prior to 1850. It is invisible in modern 
Lnstruments of mediocre quality, even when they show more detail than pre-1850 
instruments disclosed. The crater is very deep, for crescent-shaped shadow has 
been seen in it with Linne fully four and one-half days from the terminator. On 
October 31, 1949, D. 01 Toole with a 6-inch reflector saw this crater and its in-
ternal shadow; the craters diameter was about one-fourth that of the white area, 
tin good accord with the estimates of other observers. Linne was about three days 
from the terminator on October 31. When it was very close to the terminator at 
311  30m on November 27, 1949, 0/Toole in excellent seeing was surprised to find 
a, peak casting a long shadow in the very position of the white area and its 
central craterlet, as indicated by an examination of about a dozen small crater-
lets and spots in Mare Serenitatis. On • December 27 he'saw this peak again. 
What is the relation of this -peak to the craterlet?' On pg. 106 of his Nbon 
1oodacre mentions a small peak observed on-the western edge of the white area 
by Schmidt, Molesworth, and others and also several other peaks or hills in the 
immediate vicinity. Probably only low illumination -Views showing the peak, the 
white area, and the crater can solve the puzzle. 

The floor of Plato continues to interest several observers. 	In a good 
view last October 10, about two days after noon on Plato, Reese found this order 
of decreasing conspicuousness of the'floor spots: near-central craterlet, south-
east craterlet, northeastern of twin craterlets, southwestern of the twins, 
small spot about one-fourth of the.way from the central craterlet to the south 
40,11, east central white area, "new" spot about two-thirds of the way from the 
central craterlet to the southeast craterlet. Using his 12-inch teflector on 
December 31 with Plato about -two and a half days from the sunrise terminator, 
flare was able to see crescentic shadows and bright east inner walls in all seven 
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objects . just listed, thus showing that all seven ,are eraterlets. 	The "new" 
craterlet first seen by Reese on September 10, 1949 (pg. 8 of Notember issue) 
has now been confirmed by Hare (74.inch reflector, 12-inch reflector) and 0/Toole 
(6-inch reflector). It may be far from "new", for it appears to be clearly 
shown as craterlet 11 on Molesworth/s 1896-7 map of Plato.(pg. 243 of Goodacrets 
Moon). On November 30 Reese and 01Toole independently observed Plato, about two 
hours apart. It'is encouraging that they each saw the same six oraterlets 
(01Toole recording two others with better 	than Reese had) and that 
they are in some agreement on the order of

. 
 conspicuousness of these objects. On 

this date Reese was puzzled to find the shadow in the near-central craterlet 
"dusky, not black" since he has seen this shadow under considerably higher light-
ing than prevailed on. November 30. OTToole saw this shadow in his view (two 
hours after Reesets and at 3h  30m) but does not comment on its intensity. ' As 
for the twin craterlets, in the north central part of the floor, Reese, White 
and Cave agree that in the', autumn of 1949 the northeastern one was, the larger 
and more conspicuous. Nevertheless, O'Toole thought the southwestern one de-
finitely the larger on Octdber 31 and November 300  the seeing being perfect at 
times on October 31. Cave suggests that this reversal of the relative sizes by 
O'Toole may be due to a peculiar kind of atmospheric condigions ("large slow 
moving filaments of striated air") and speaks of having, found the same appear-.. 
ance himself "momentarily". The editor would have more confidence in this ex-
planation if O'Toole had not had such good conditions. 

Harets view of a shadow-holding craterlet inside the east central white 
area in Plato is extremely suggestive of the Linn6 white area and its included 
craterlet. ,The late W. H. Pickering made a detailed study of changes in size 
of this Linn area with the varying solar lighting and also during lunar ec-
lipses. It would appear desirable to subject the Plato area to similat investi-
gations,and we recommend this project to all, readers having access to telescopes 
with micrometers. Indeed, probably something can be done by merely comparing 
the size of the east central white area to that of other spots on the floor of 
Plato. Reese finds this. white area sometimes bright and sharp, sometimes dif-
fuse and indefinite. 

D. 0/Toole drew the walled plain Grimaldi at 5h on November 4, 1949. The 
illumination being very low, he fay several,peakd and a mound on the floor. A 
dark area that he drew near the east wall probably coinbides with one seen at the 
same solar lighting by. .Haas on March 13, 1.949 and mentlohed on pg. 9 of our 
April, 1949 issue. The editor suspects that this dark ,area is produced by the 
roughness of the floor there combined with the oblique lighting, 

The following notes about lunar colors were reeorded by E. J. Reese with a 
6-inch reflector at 60X at 4h on November 9, 1949. The moon was then a few days 
past full. 	"The moon is certainly not colorless. The colorst  though subtle, 
are quite evident after the eye becomes adjusted te the image. Most of the 
maria are pale blue-gray or steel-gray in color. Mare Tranquilitatis is es-
pecially blue; The interior of Mare Serenitatis is brownish-gray in contrast to 
its dark blue-gray border. The strongest and most distinct color on the moon is 
a rusty-brown hue spread in the form of light wisps, streaks, and diffue patches 
over much df Mare Frigoris.and the northern part of Mare Imbrium. Sinus Iridum 
also shares this reddish-brown hue. The lighter portions of Sinus Roris near 
the limb area peculiar 'pale olive or greenish-gray color. The mottled area 
northeast of Aristarchus is -of different color' than surrounding regions-a cold, 
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objects just listed, thus showing that all seven ,are craterlets. The "new" 
craterlet first seen by Reese on September 10, 1949 (pg. 'S of Notember issue) 
has now been confirmed by Hare (74.inch reflector, 12-inch reflector) and 0/Toole 
(6-inch reflector)'.' It may be far from "new", for it appears to be clearly 
shown as craterlet 11 on Molesworth/s 1896-7 map of Plato.(pg. 243 of Goodacrets 
Moon). On November 30 Reese and 01  Toole independently observed Plato, about two 
hours apart. It is encouraging that they each saw the same six oraterlets 
(01Toole recording two others with better 	than Reese had) and that 
they are in some agreement on the order of
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 conspicuousness of these objects. On 

this date Reese was puzzled to find the shadow in the near-central craterlet 
"dusky, not black" since he has seen this shadow under considerably higher light-
ing than prevailed on. November 30. O'Toole saw this shadow, in his view (two 
hours after Reesets and at 3h  30m) but does not comment on its intensity. As 
for the twin craterlets in the north central part of the floor, Reese, White 
and Cave agree that in the, autumn of 1949 the northeastern one was, the larger 
and more conspicuous. Nevertheless, O'Toole thought the, southwestern one de-
finitely the larger on October .31 and November 300  the seeing being perfect at 
times on October 31. Cave suggests that this reversal of the relative sizes by 
01 Toole may be due to a peculiar kind of atmospheric conditions ("large slow 
moving filaments of striated air") and speaks of having, found the same appear-
ance himself "momentarily". The editor would have more confidence in this ex-
planation if 01 Toolo had not had such good conditions. 

Harets view of a shadow-holding craterlet inside the east central white 
area in Plato is extremely suggestive of the Linn6 white area and its included 
craterlet. ,The late W. H. Pickering made a detailed study of changes in size 
of this Linn area with the varying solar lighting and also during lunar ec-
lipses. It would appear desirable to subject the Plato area to simnel'. investi-
gationsland we recommend this project to all readers having access to telescopes 
with micrometers.' Indeed, probably something can be done by merely comparing 
the size of the east central white area to that of other spots on the floor of 
Plato. Reese finds this, white area sometimes bright and sharp, sometimes dif-
fuse and indefinite. 

D. 0/Toole drew the walled plain Grimaldi at 5h on November 4, 1949. The 
illumination being very low, ,he *law several,peaki and a mound on the floor. A 
dark area that he drew near the east wall probably coinbides with one seen at the 
same• solar lighting by Haas on March 13, 1949 and mehtlohed on pg. 9 of our 
April, a949 issue. The editor suspects that this dark area is produced by the 
roughness of the floor there combined with the oblique lighting. 

The following hates about lunar colors were recorded by E. J. Reese with a 
6-inch reflector at 60X at 4h on Novembet 9, 1949. The moon was then a few days 
past full. 	"The moon is certainly not colorless. The colorst  though subtle, 
are quite evident after the eye becomes adjusted to the image. Most of the 
maria are pale blue-gray or steel-gray in color. Mare Tranquilitatis is es-
pecially blue; The interior of Mare Serenitatis is brownish-gray in contrast to 
its dark blue-gray border. The strongest and most distinct color on the Moon is 
a rusty-brown hue spread in the form of light wisps, streaks, and diffuSe patches 
over much of Mare Frigoris and the northern' part of Mare Imbrium. Sinus Iridum 
also shares this reddish-brown hue. The lighter portions of Sinus Roris near 
the limb are a peculiar pale olive or greenish-gray color. The mottled area 
northeast of Aristarchus is of different color' than 'surrounding regions-a cold, 
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neutral hue. The rays from Copernicus seem -t,gbpwhitish with a very slight 
yelloWish tinge. For the most; part, the bright 'areas on the moon are creamy. 
white." 

In recent months Dr. James C, Eartlett has also written of his impressions 
of lunar colors. He has found in the region, north of Aristarchus and between 
the horns of Schroeterls Valley a peculiar hue perhaps best described as "brown« 
ish olive"- some brown but more green, Haas has been able to confirm the brown 
component with the use of color filters. The adjacent,Oceanus Procellarum shows 
a considerably different hue to Dr. Bartlett. 	It is "a chalky gray under morn- 
ing illumination, the chalkiness being attributed to an abundance of small white,  
features. By noon and for a few days thereafter the whole Oceanus is a,distinot 
slaty-blue gray, very different from Mare Imbrium which is a yellow-gray-green, 
Under .  low evening illumination, he continues, "the . slaty tint [in ProcellarA 
gradually fades and is replaced by a very distinct brownish tone-which strongly 
resembles the brown hue of Sunday rotogravure sections." The whole crescent, in 
fact, shares to some extent in this brownish tone. By earthslaine Dr. Bartlett 
has found that the bright highlands on the eastern limb "seem bathed in a very, 
pale blue radiance." On the sunlit regions he has "frequently examined the sur-
face of Mare Frigoris north of Plato because of the faint reddish-brown surface 
tint" there, and he suspects that this tint is variable. 

We urge our readers to look for these lunar tints described by Reese and 
Bartlett. Even a small telescope, preferably a reflector, will suffice. Color 
filters of known transmissions may aid in revealing the colors indirectly on in 
confirming them (see Dr. Bartlet* discussion on pg. 3 of ,January issue). It, 
would be of value in this connection to take photographs of the moon in differ-
ent colors. 

The planet Mars will reach opposition on March 23. The cloiest approach to 
the earth will occur four days later on March 27; the angular diameter will than 
be l4 40 and will aT,ceal 12V 9, all during March. The summer solstice of the 
northern hemisphere (0= 90°) will fall on March 14, The north polo will' be 
tipped toward the earth by 21 or 22 degrees throughout the month. During the 
last month observations of Mars have been received from 'F. E._ Brinckman, 
(6-inch refl.)i, T. R. Ca've, Jr. (8-inch refl.), T, Oragg (6-inch refl.)9 	W. H. 
Haas (6 inch ref 1, 	E. E. Hare (12.inch refl.), T. Howe (*-inch refr.), L.70 
Johnson (10.1ah refl.), S. Murayama (6-inch refl.), D. CIToole (6-inch refl.), 
and E. Pfannenschmidt (5.inch refl.), 	We hope that many more observers will 
share in theSe studies now that the planet is well placed before ftidniabt, 

Writing on January 12, 1950, Mr. Tsuneo Saneki of Osaka, Japan made a num-
ber of predictions of coming Martian events for this apparition. We list them 
here because we know that our readers will want to watch to see whether they are 
fulfilled or not. .Mr. Saheki is Mars Director of the Oriental Astronomical 
Association and has been observing the planet si_ice 1933, 

1. 'There may be.a seasbnal doubling of the canals in August, 195C). Unfor. 
tunately, the planet will then be remote. 

2. Mare Acidalium will show a dark 1)entagonal shape after May. 

3. The north polar cap will be surrounded by a white and brilliant ring, 
perhaps a cloud, subsequent to February. 

neutral hue. The rays from Copernicus seem to:pewhitish with a very slight 
yelloWish tinge. For the most part, the bright'areas on the moon are creamy-
white." 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

We mentioned on pg. 9 of the December, 1949, Strolling Astronomer that E. E. 
Hare had found Cleft V in the lunar crater Conon to be plainly present on a 
Yerkes Observatory photograph taken in 1909. This photograph, we understand, is 
on pg, 79 of McKreadyls Handbook of .the Stars and, was evidently taken near 
colongitude 148°. The cleft is revealed on the photograph as a dark band running 
approximately north-south across the floor and has a white border on its west 
side, presumably the west bank of the cleft. 

On pg. 2 of our November, 1949, issue it was told how Nr. David W. Rosebrugh 
and a companion had found the sunTs light apparently to diminish in "steps" 
rather than continuously at a 1932 solar eclipse. Mr. Rosebrugh considered this 
effect an optical illusion of some kind, and it is interesting that Mr. Donald 
01 Toole has found an apparently similar effect on the moon. Writing on November 
13, 1949, he told how as he was staring at the gibbous moon with his unaided eye 
the moon suddenly sliemed to dith, while the surrounding glare almost disappeared. 
The moon then brightened again, and next the whole cycle was repeated over and 
over. The period of the light-changes was about four seconds. Mr. O'Toole found

, 
 

that concentration of eye and mind upon the moon was seemingly quite enough to 
produce the effect. 

On pg. 13 of the November issue we mentioned Mr. John J. 01Neillls report 
of a curious doubling of the telescopic image of Saturn. We have had correspon-
dence on this subject from R. R. Lee, C. B. Stephenson, and D. 01 Toole. Lee has 
frequently observed exactly what OTNeill described, using Milwaukee Astronomical 
Society Observatory instruments on planets at a low altitude in a dawn sky and 
affected by "atrocious" seeing. The double image has been especially obvious 
with the planet Saturn, probably because of the rings. Lee thinks from memory 
that adjustment of the Mous does not always remove the doubling effect but is 
not sure. Stephenson writes of an observation of Saturn by R. Wild and himself 
with a 6-inch refractor on November 11, 1948. She seeing was very bad, "extreme-
ly and rapidly varying." Wild remarked that the image occasionally looked 
ble, the displaCement being 'along the minor axis of the ring-ellipse. Stephenson 
thinks from memory that he noticed that when the oscillations were of constant 
amplitude for a while, then the image seemed slightly sharper when it was ,brief-
ly stationary at the two end-points of its path of oscillation. He is not en-
tirely certain that he saw what Wild saw and is still less sure that his expla-
nation applies to what OtNeill saw. OtToole saw a doubled image of Saturn`With 
a 6-inch reflector at 120X in the spring of 1949. The doubling was in a-north-
south direction, as for O?Neill and Wild:also; and the distance between the two 
images Nas 'about equal to the diameter of the planet. 	The seeing 148.8 perhaps 
not especially poorl 'for 01 Toole writes from memory that the rougher ,details 
were vis'ible in both Images. He thought at first that his newly completed tele-
scope was defective; but though "no changes or adjustments" had been made since 
then, the effect had never been repeated when' he wrote on NoveMber 13, 1949. 
01 Toole goes on to suggest that "there is a tendency for a double'image to re-
sult when the image is not perfectly focused, either when the eye pr the tele-
scope is not coming into perfecTfoeus." 

During the year 1950 both the earth and the sun will be close to the,plane 
of the equator of Jupiter. There will accordingly occur occultations of one 
satellite by another and eclipses Of one satellite by the shadow of,anpther. 
The folloWing list of predicted occultations is taken from pg. 3q of the 1950 
Handbook of the British Astronomical Association. , Since most of these phenomena 
will not be visible in North America, we hope that, our colleagues overseas will 
make good use of this list. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

We mentioned on pg. 9 of the December, 1949, Strolling Astronomer that E. E. 
Hare had found Cleft V in the lunar crater Conon to be plainly present on a 
Yerkes Observatory photograph taken in 1909. This photograph, we understand, is 
on pg, 79 of McKreadyls Handbook of the Stars and, was evidently taken near 
colongitude 148°. The cleft is revealed on 	photograph as a dark band running 
approximately north-south across the floor and has a white border on its west 
side, presumably the west bank of the cleft, 	 • 

On pg. 2 of our November, 1949, issue it was told how Mr. David W. Rosebrugh 
and a companion had found the sunTs light apparently to diminish in "steps" 
rather than continuously at a 1932 solar ecl5se. Mr. Rosebrugh considered this 
effect an optical illusion of some kind, and it is interesting that Mr. Donald 
OtToole has found an apparently similar effect on the moon. Writing on November 
13, 1949, he told how as he was staring at the gibbous moon with his unaided eye 
the moon suddenly sliemed to dith, while the surrounding glare almost disappeared. 
The moon then brightened again, and next the whole cycle was repeated over and, 
over. The period of the light-changes was about four seconds. Mr. O'Toole found 
that concentration of eye and mind upon the moon was seemingly quite enough to 
produce the effect. 

On pg. 13 of the November issue we mentioned Mr. John J. 01Neillls report 
of a curious doubling of the telescopic image of Saturn. We have had correspon-
dence on this subject from R. R. Lee, C. B. Stephenson, and D. O'Toole. Lee has 
frequently observed exactly what OTNeill described, using Milwaukee Astronomical 
Society Observatory instruments on planets at a low altitude in a dawn sky and 
affected by "atrocious" seeing. The double image has been especially obvious 
with the planet Saturn, probably because of the rings. Lee thinks from memory 
that adjustment of the Mous does not always remove the doubling effect but is,  
not sure. Stephenson writes of an observation of Saturn by R. Wild and himself 
with a 6-inch refractor on November 11, 1948. She seeing was very bad, "extreme-
ly and rapidly varying." Wild remarked that the image occasionally looked dou, 
ble, the displadement being 'along the minor axis of the ring-ellipse. Stephenson 
thinks from memory that he noticed that when the oscillations were of constant 
amplitude for a while, then the image seemed slightly sharper when it was brief-
ly stationary at the two end-points of its path of oscillation. He is not en-
tirely certain that he saw what Wild saw and is still less sure that his expla-
nation applies to what OtNeill saw. OtToole saw a doubled image of Saturn'With 
a 6-inch reflector at 120X in the spring of 1949. The doubling was in a-north-
south direction, as for OtNeill and Wild also; and the distance between the two 
images teas 'about equal to the diameter of the planet. The •seeingyas perhaps 
not especially poor,'for 01 Toole •writes from memory that the rougher ,details 
were visible in both Images. He thought at first that his newly completed tele-
scope was defective; but though "no changes or adjustments" had been made since 
then, the effect had never been repeated when' he wrote on November 13, 1949. 
OtToole goes on to suggest that "there is a tendency for a double'image to re-
sult when the image is not perfectly focused, either when the eye or the tele-
scope is na-coming into perfecTfoeus. 

Durin7 the year 1950 both the earth and the sun will be close to the plane 
of the equator of Jupiter. , There will accordingly occur occultations of one 
satellite by another and eclipses Of one satellite •by the shadow of anether. 
The following list of predicted occultations is taken from pg.. 30 of the 1950 
Handbook of the British Astronomical Association. Since most of these phenomena 
will not be visihe in RortirAmerica, we hope That, our colleagues overseas will 
make good use of this list. 
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We have mentioned in this pamphlet from time to time the map of the moon 
recently made by Mr. H. P. Wilkins, the Lunar Lirector of the world-wide British 
Astronomical Association. It is by far the most detailed map of the moon known 
to the editor. Published on a scale of 100 inches to the moonts diameter, this 
map is in sections, there being in all 22 charts each about 21 inches square. 
The map may be purchased from Mr. Wilkins; his address is 35 Fairlawn Ave. , 
Bexleyheath, Kent, England. An unusual feature is that Mr. Wilkins is constantly 
keeping the map up to date by adding new features on the master - copies as 
clefts, craterlets, hills, etc. not previously, known are discovered and con-
firmedi, 

The editor has felt for some time that charts 21 inches square are excel-
lent in onets'files but are rather unwieldy for convenient use when one is ob-
serving at the telescope. He is glad to announce that there is now available, 
with Mr. Wilkinstkind permission, a set of photographic copies of the sections of 
Wilkinst map on a reduced scale. The photography has been done by The Stevens 
Agency, 202 South Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico; and the photographic copies 
have been pronounced excellent by a number of persons qualified to judge. (The 
Stevens Agency is doing the illustrations in this pamphlet.) Wilkinst map is 
shown as it was in 1946. The copies are about 8 inches square and are on paper 
of good quality. They are thus extremely handy for use at the telescope and can 
easily be bound in a notebook. The cost of the set of charts is twelve dollars. 
For two dollars more there will be furnished a transparent jacket for each chart; 
these will give good protection from dirt, dew, etc. Orders may be sent either 
to The Stevens Agency at the address above or to the editor. 

It is realized that many students of the moon will be financially unable to 
buy the set of photographic copies of Wilkinst map of the moon, although the 
prices quoted above do not appear unreasonable in view of initial hue expendi-
ture of time in copying the map and expected very small sales. It has hence been 
suggested that the photographed map might well be published in future issues of 
The Strolling Astronomer, one section per issue. The whole map would thus be 
available after 22 issues. By subscribing to The Strolliag Astronomer for two 
years for a price of six dollars, all persons desiring to have this map-and all 
students of the moon should have it - would obtain it at no extra cost whatever, 
thus saving twelve dollars. We are anxious to hear from our readers what they 
think of this proposal. It appears to us to be a unique opportunity to obtain a 
most excellent map of the moon. 

PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION AS APPLIED TO POSSIDLE LUNAR PLANTS 

by James C. Bartlett, Jr. 
(Concluded from February issue) 

If water vapor exists in a thin lunar atmosphere, why is it not detected in 
the lunar spectrum? Principally (if existing) because the telluric lines of 
water vapor are so strong as to mask coincident lines in the lunar spectrum. It 
may be recalled that for this reason it has been extremely difficult to demon-
strate water vapor in the spectrum of Mars, though the quantity in the Martian 
atmosphere must greatly exceed that in the moonts. It must be remembered that 
all planetary spectra are simply solar spectra to which have been added absorp-
tion lines characteristic of elements or compounds in the planetary atmosphere. 
where these coincide with telluric lines and where the substance is more abundant 
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in the earth's atmosphere, it becomes extremely difficult if not impossible to 
distinguish the planetary absorption. 

It is often claimed that if water vapor in any quantity exists in a lunar 
atmosphere it would be visually demonstrated by the formation of clouds and 
would, moreover, all be precipitated out as snow during the frigid lunar night. 
Neither proposition is necessarily sound. Much more is involved in the formation 
of cloud than the mere presence of water vapor. Certainly there is no spot on 
earth where atmospheric water vapor must not be greatly in excess of the lunar; 
but there are quite a few terrestrial regions where a cloud is a decided rarity. 
As for a universal precipitationithisrests upon the assumption that the assign-
ed night temperatures are valid. 

Moreover, it cannot be said with absolute finality that local precipitation 
is not observed. The behavior of some white areas in relation to th sun strong-
ly suggests the deposit and melting - or perhaps sublimation -of snow or hoar 
frost deposits. The striking difference in color and brightness between the 
peaks and flanks of the great mountain systems has sug-ested to more than one 
observer that the high peaks are capped with perpetual snow. The peculiar glit-
ter of some formations and areas strongly resembles sun-glare on ice. Pickering 
thought that extensive ice deposits could be traced upon the moon, while Fauth 
convinced himself - if no one else - that the entire moon was covered with a 
thick layer of ice. 

The question therefore remains an open one, with the balance of probability 
favoring the existence of water vapor on the moon. Would the quantity present 
be sufficient to meet the requirements of living organisms? To this no certain 
reply can be made, because: a ) calculations of the quantity of water vapOli 
above the lunar surface must involve so many assumptions that the result is apt 
to be more or less worthless; and b) the water requirements of any given organ-
ism depend upon its metabolism and organization, neither of which in reaation to 
lanar organisms can be known to us. 

It may be pointed out, however, that with terrestrial organisms the water-
requirement percentage varies over an enormous range. Many forms can get along 
with astonishingly small quantities of water-and that for long periods of time. 
It is worthy of note that this is particularly true of specialized fornd of 
terrestrial plants, the xerophytic succulents such as the cacti. Not only are 
-.'ae water requirements of such plants small but they may pass safely through 
prolonged periods of drought. 

But suppose that liquid water is unobtainable. Is any principle know 
whereby a vegetable organism may extract water vapor from the atmosphere and re-
c:,uce it to liquid water? Yes indeed! And this is done every day among the 
highest forms of terrene vegetables, the flowering plants. A whole tribe, the 
epiphytes, which includes certain of the orchids, lives well above ground and 
often in trees. Their roots, consequently, are all aerial - but that is not 
their only peculiarity. Among other things such roots are equipped with special-
ized condenser cells (who would have thought itt ) which take up vaporous water 
-Lad condense it to liquid water. In passing it may also be remarked that such 
singular plants appear to get along on astonishingly small quantities of food, 
so much so that many people naively believe them to exist on airs  

So far as adaptive principles are concerned, therefore, the Suppobed absence 
of liquid water does not appear to be a fatal bar to lunar vegetation. 
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The Problem of Lunar Eclipse Changes. One of the favorite arguments against 
lunar vegetation is the fact that there are no major eclipse effects noticeable 
in the high-sun dark areas. 

Two points must be understood clearly in relation to this argument: 1) The 
expectation of Large eclipse effects rests entirely upon the assumption that the 
moonTs surface temperature falls several hundred degrees during eclipse. 2) The 
thought that lunar vegetation would show some type of sleep-response or death-F 
response to an eclipse is based upon the unconscious idea that the organization, 
metabolism, and morphology of a lunar plant necessarily resemble those of its 
terrestrial analogues. 

About point 1 it may be said, among other things, that thereis considerable 
observational evidence to suggest that nothing like a fall from 4214° F. to .2000 
F. actually takes place during eclipse. A drop of from 120° F. to 32° F. in 
terrestrial desert areas is sufficient to exfoliate granite and split asunder 
huge rock masses. This is a fall of only 880. Moreover, it is a comparatively 
gradual fall. Of what nature are the lunar crustal materials to withstand a 
drop of some_4000_in_twohours and yet emerge completely intact? Remember that 
This is more than 3° Ler minUtel But granting that they could actually with-
stand the contraction implied, what should be the fate of such contracted matter 
when suddenly struck by the full heat of restored noon as the shadow lifts? Ypt 
the most delicate spire, the sharpest peahl the most delicately poised landslips, 
come out of the shadow unaltered ... and they have been doing it for unguessed 
eons of time. Something is wrong in this picture somewhere° 

As to point 2, there is, of course, no reason whatever to suppose that the 
organization of a lunar plant would specifically resemble that of a terrestrial 
plant. Indeed there is every reason to suppose that it would not. For the 
organization of protoplasm into definite tissue systems and organs is governed 
by and is a consequence of the environment. The organism must be in harmonious 
relation to its environment, and the lunar environment is obviously so different 
that it must require very different orders of organization. 

The expectation, therefore, that lunar vegetation vol.,11 -how a type of 
response to eclipse which would be true of terrestrial vegetation (granting the 
supposed conditions) is seen to rest upon a very slender if not fallacious folm,-
dation. But let us inquire into this matter a little more closely. What would 
be the nature of the anticipated eclipse effects? At the distance of the moon 
only a few effects could even be discerned. The suspected surface might emerge 
from the shadow blanched and pallid; the color might be different; or the af-
fected area might show a radical difference in surface pattern. But to bring 
such effects about only a few alternatives are possible. Either the vegetation 
would wither down to ground level and shrivel up; or, if foliated, the foliage 
would collapse; or the plants en masse would change color. 

Without presuming to suggest anything specific with regard to the morphology 
of possible lunar plants, it may be pointed out that in the terrestrial environ-
ment leafy plants are characteristic of humid climates. This is because in the 
presence of abundant water dense foliage is an asset permitting a high rate of 
transpiration, and it also enables the plant to elaborate food extensively. 
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On the other hand, under xerophytic conditions (as in dry deserts) foliage 
of any kind is commonly absent or at best is reduced to rudimentary forms. The 
Plants - even of the highest orders - approach in type to the simple thallo-
phytes which show no distinction as between root, stem, and leaves but are mere-
ly thalli, or bodies. Such are certain types of cacti, some of which are simply 
columns while others assume a globose form, both commonly being quite large and 
in the columnar forms assuming tree-like dimensions. It should be noted espec-
ially that the bodies of these cacti assume the functions performed by leaves in 
foliated plants. 

The moon is certainly very dry in relation to the earth; thou& perhaps not 
quite so dry as its morticians have pronounced it. Still, it seems a reasonable 
assumption that a lunar vegetation would be better adapted to its peculiar envi-
ronment by a thallophytous type of organization rather than by an elaboration of 
leaves or fronds. 

It is clear that this would have a critical bearing on the question of 
eclipse changes; for if lunar plants in gross morphology resemble their nearest 
terrestrial analogues, then the likeliest single cause of a major eclipse change, 
namely the collapse or falling of foliage, would be completely_absent. 

But might not the plants themselves collapse? If tender and succulent they 
very probably would - if you can imagine a tender, weak-bodied plant existing in 
-3he rigorous lunar environment. If fortified- by an internal skeleton of lignin 
(as in some desert cacti) there is no reason why they should collapse. The 
Point is that there is no necessary reason to suppose that they must collapse, 
oven granting the precipitous Temperature drop assigned to an eclipse. As to 
change in color, little can be said. Organisms suddenly frozen solid - as they 
would be in less than 60 minutes at the assumed rate of temperature drop-rather 
tend to preserve their color. 

At any rate, for the reasons given above, it does not follow that an eclipse 
on the moon would necessarily produce any major effects on surface pattern or 
color of the high-sun dark areas. The corollary is that the observed absence of 
such effects does not, as is hastily assumed, indicate the absence of a lunar 
vegetation. 

We have seen that given the ascribed conditions of the lunar surface-which 
--re not necessarily the true ones - adaptations are possible L. principle to all 
of them. Does this mean we are free to assume that such a vegetation does exist? 

Not at all. The moon actually may be as barren and as lifeless as the tarts 
imanimously picture it. What has been attempted in this paper is to show that 
7rinciples of adaptation are known to exist whereby protoplasm could be adapted 
;o the supposed lunar environment and that organisms could survive both-of the 
theoretical extremes of lunar temperature and could even be accommodated to an 
atmosphere lacking in oxygen and to a surface lacking liquid water. 

It comes down to this. Theoretical lunar conditions do not necessarily for - 
'bid the existence of a lunar vegetation. Therefore, it is legitimate to inquire 
thether such a vegetation exists. But its demonstration belongs to Observation, 
not theory. The principles of adaptation herein considered assure us that posi-
tive observational evidence is worthy of serious credence, whatever anguish it 
may cause the theoreticians or whatever violence it may do to their cherished 
anti-lunar botanical theories. 
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atmosphere lacking in oxygen and to a surface lacking liquid water. 

It comes down to this. Theoretical lunar conditions do not necessarily for -
b-'id the existence of d lunar vegetation. Therefore, it is legitimate to inquire 
thether such a vegetation exists. But its demonstration belongs to observation, 
not theory. The principles of adaptation herein considered assure us that posi-
tive observational evidence is worthy of serious credence, whatever anguish it 
may cause the theoreticians or whatever violence it may do to their cherished 
anti-lunar botenicaltheories. 
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Postscript by Editor. The editor wishes to thank Dr. Bartlett very much for 
his stimulating article about possible lunar plants. It is hoped that readers 
of The Strolling Astronomer - have enjoyed this series of articles. It was very 
interesting to learn from Mr. E. L. Forsyth of Fallbrook, Calif. that they pro-
voked alively discussion at the February meeting of the Los Angeles Astronomical 
Society. Whatever the final word may be about the existence and nature of lunar 
plants, the editor would consider Dr. Bartlett's discussion of the problem much 
the best that he has ever read. 

Perhaps some members of the A1.P.O. would like to correspond with Dr; 
Bartlett about possible lunar plants or other matters. His address is 300 No. 
Eutaw St., Baltimore 1, Maryland. 

METEORITICS OR ORNITHOLOGY? 

On pp. 505-6 of the December, 1949, Popular Astronoa Dr. C. P. Olivier 
discusses possible interpretations of a dark object seen against the moon by Mr. 
John J. O'Neill on the evening of October 2, 1949(E. S. T. date). The same ob-
ject was mentioned on pp. 7-8 of our January issue. Dr. Olivier suuests that 
Mr. O'Neill's object may have been a giant meteorite about 13,000 miles away. 
We are indebted to Mr. O'Neill for a very detailed description and discussion of 
the object. 

The editor has wondered whether what was seen was not merely a bird pro-
jected against the moon. He is the more inclined to this opinion because he has 
observed dozens of dark objects against the moon during the last 10 years; wits. 
many of them the bird-form or wing-action has been apparent, and the nature of 
the rest has been inferred by analogy. These dark objects, which he regards as 
birds, were seen against the moon with relatively very great frequency at the 
time of the autumn migratory flights down the Rio Grande Valley in 1946 and 1949. 
On a few occasions someone else observing with the editor has commented upon the 
passage of birds in front of the moon. Moreover, E. L. Forsyth writes that he 
often saw birds as dark objects passing in front of the sun when he was observ-
ing at Needles, Calif., beside the Colorado River. 

In correspondence with the editor Mr. O'Neill has expressed his doubts that 
the object was a bird, partly because he had a very definite impression that its 
shape was not that of a bird. In a letter dated January 15, 1950-he supplied 
the table reproduced below. The height of the object above the earth's surface 
corresponding to certain distances is here computed from the moon's height of 
about 300 when the object was seen. -The corresponding sizes depend upon an 
angular dimension for the object of 4". 7, determined by comparison to lunar 
craters. The corresponding velocities depend upon an estimate that the object 
transited a chord of the lunar disc in three seconds, a value chosen after ex-
periments with a stop watch. The velocities given further suppose that the path 
of the object was perpendicular to the line of sight; otherwise, each velocity 
would exceed the value in the table by an unknown factor. 

Height Distance from Observer Size Velocity 

1,500 Ft. 3,000 Ft. 0.82 in. 5.0 m.p.h. 
3,000 6,000 1.64 10.0 
5,000 10,000 2.72 16.8' 

10,000 20,000 5.43 33.6 
20,000 40,0oo 67.2 10.88 

(The editor has roughly checked these values and has found them correct.) 
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We next summarize Mr. O'Neillts discussion of the table. Such common birds 
as robins, thrushes, and bluejays have sizes near 5.5 inches; the corresponding 
velocity is about 35 m,p,h, which is reasonable, but the corresponding .height 
of 10,000 feet or more is excessive. 	Larger birds such as gulls, hawks, crows, 
etc. range in size from 10 inches-upward, There IS,then required a flying height 
near 20,000 feet, which is very excessive,' and a-velocity of about 70 m.p.h.; 
which is most unlikely. (If the unknown velocity-factor mentioned' above' is 
operative, the velocities required become more unlikely still,) Briefly, we find 
-no clear-cut plausible agreement among height, size; and velocity in the bird 
situation. ' 

Mr. OtNeill concludes that the bird hypothesis is improbable. The editor 
must agree that the figures cited give it no support-though perhaps the data are 
not accurate enough to justify a completely final rejection 

THE NOON AND SATURN 

In Japan T. Saheki and S. Murayama are actively studying a feint illumina-
tion of the limb of the earthlit hemisphere of the moon, At 9h 15m on January 
20 and at 9h Om on January 21, 1950. (Universal Time here and later), there were 
remarked several brighter patches on the east limb; but these were apparently 
not the same on the two dates. (The moon was new on January 18.) A tiny spot on 
the southeast limb on January 21' was compared to a star of the eighth magnitude. 
This limb-illumination is not a new phenomenon; e:Tlanations advanced in the 
past include lunar atmospheric effects and contrast-illusions. Mr. Sahehi pro-
poses that we here, may have either lunar aurorae or fluorescent material. He 
urges that close attention be given to the whole face of the moon at total'lunar 
eclipses and to the east limb at total solar eclipses. 	In late April and late 
Noy the position of the evening crescentic moon will be favorable for a search 
for this limb-brightening. 

We have in past issues made Tiention of dark bands on the walls.of the lunar 
crater Proclus. These were observed by E. E. Hare with his excellent 12-inch 
reflector on December 20, 1949 at colongitude 7°. (Colongitude.is a measure of 
the solar illumination of the moon, It is the eastern longitude of the sunrise 
terminator, measured at the moons s equator all the way around,) 	Mr. Hare noted: 
"Two dark streaks- begin at an elongated dark spot in the north-central floor, 
one running due north to a darkish spot on the north wall from which a faint 
northwest streak continues to the rim, and another dark streak curving towards 
the west wall and continuing to a dark spot just below 	 - .the rim. 	The latter ap 
pears to be a ridge shadow. A third dark streak diverges from the ridge shadow, 
running due east to a shallow depression," 

On December 29 at colongitude 19° Hare described Calippus as.fonows: "This 
Alpine crater contains quite a bit of detail not recorded on the,maps. A wide 
valley crosses the' floor from south-to northwet. Midway,.a narrow cleft branch-
es off at right angles and leads to the northeast wall. .Three parallel ridges 
were noted in the north floor, as- well as a dusky stain in the southeast." 

D. 01 Too1e has been puzzled by some results secured on the walled plain 
Fracastorius with his 6-inch r.eflectori.:-  On December 25, 1949, at colongitude 
330°,8 he saw a large amount of detail on the floor, including many hills; but 
the only crater seen lay near the southeast wall. On December 27 at 3540.7, and 
thus with higher lighting, he perceived clearly on the floor two deep craterlets, 
one to the southeast of the central mountain and the other to its north. OtToole 
had previously drawn what certainly appear to be the same two craterlets on 
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one running due north to a darkish 'spot on the north wall from which a faint 
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valley crosses the floor from south-to northwbst. Midwayl .a narrow cleft branch-
es off at right angles and leads to the northeast wall. Three parallel ridges 
were noted in the north floor, as- well as a dusky stain in the southeast." 

D. 01 Toole has been puzzled by some results secured on the walled plain 
Fracastorius with his 6-inch reflectori On December 25, 1949, at colongitude 
330°,8 he saw a large amount of detail on the floor, including many hills; but 
the only crater seen lay near the southeast wall. On December 27 at 3540.7, and 
thus with higher lighting, he perceived clearly on the floor two deep craterlets, 
one to the southeast of the central mountain and the other to its north, OtToole 
had previously drawn what certainly appear to be the same two craterlets on 
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August 31, 1949, at colongitude 3580.1, which craterlets had.  not been seen on 
August 29 or 30. Do they, then, become much more prominent near 354°? And if so, 
for what reason? 

Much of the following discussion of Conon will best. be under's-teed by ,refer= 
ence to Reesets map reproduced as Figure 1 on'pg. 1 of the February issue. This 
map gives the nomenclature used here. 

One rather curious puzzle of recent months relates to the appearance of 
Streak S (see map) with different apertures. E.E. Hare with a 12—inch reflector 
and L. T. Johnson with a 10—inch'reflector have fouhd S faint, diffuse; incon-
spicuous, and possibly composed of two markings; but F. E. Brinckman and E. J. 
Reese with 6—inch reflectors have found S conspicuous, narrow, and very dark—
indeed,, shadow—like. One might instead expect that a feature really very nar-
row and very dark would seems diffuse and indefinite with the smaller telescopes. 
There May be a significant analogy, however, with what Antoniaai and his follow—
ers have asserted about the Canals of Mars; they say that features actually 
faint, diffuse, and discontinuous look intense, sharp, and continuous. with in—
adequate apertures. We might also mention D. OtToolets experience_with a mark—
ing on Mercury on October 22, 1949 (pg. 6 of March issue); it was seen as a very 
intense dark streak in poor seeing and appeared much wider and much less dark in 
momentarily better seeing. It would be of interest to determine whether the re—
sults of other observers confirm or refute the difference in.appearance of Streak 
S with cticferent apertures. 

Another puzzle concerns the height of the west wall of Conon above the 
floor. Mr. Reese has measured the width of the morning shadow on more than 100 
of his, original drawings as a percentage of the diStance from the west rim to 
the east rim. He finds that the shadow reaches to the center.of the faoor at 
colongitude 110.5. It can be computed that the sums angular altitude above the 
center of the floor is then 120.5 (assuming the sun qn the moonts equator, as it 
is on the average). If we use 7 miles for the east—west radius of Conon, it fol—
lows that the height of the west wall is 8,200 feet. This value disagrees very 
badly with SchroeterIs measured depth of Conon of 3,450 feet. Why?-  It might be 
interesting to deteimine the depths of other lunar craters by the simple method 
here outlined and to compare the results. with past measures. A reader having 
access to a telescope equipped with a filar micrometer could do valuable work on 
the diameters, heights or depths, and - geographic positions of lunar formations, 
which are often only poorly determined. Perhaps this project. will appeal to some 
of our members. 

Observations by E. E, Hare with his 12w-inch reflector indicate that Fault B 
may really be the shadow of a ridge. Whatever the nature of the feature, the 
"overlying haze" which often caused breaks in B for Reese in the past has been 
largely or wholly absent in recent'months. On November 1 and 2, 1949, near co—
longitudes 340  and 46°  respectively, Reese and Hare independently found Fault B 
continuous and unbroken along its whole length. Hare on November 1 called B 
"the most prominent marking on the floor." On November 30 B -  vas unbroken and 
conspicuous to Reese and L. T. Johnson near colongitude 26°, though Johnson 
thought it darkest and most prominent near its southwest - end. On December 30 
near 31° Reese again saw Fault B -unbroken,' though Johnsonatalmost•the same time 
found• it conspicuous in its southwest half and visible at its northeast end but 
invisible in between. Harets•drawing on the same date may show only the south—
west half of Fault B. 
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It musty be admitted that drawings of Conon by different observerS often show 
displeasingly great differences. 	At the same time our current A.L.P.O studies 
have revealed examples 'of differences in appearance at the same solar lighting 
for which the evidence is very strong indeed, at least in the editorts'opinion. 
Their cause 'Must presumably be sou ht in changes of some kind on the surface of 
the moon. Thus Hare on April 19, l94.8 at colongitude 30?5. 'found Streak S quite 
conspicuous and Cleft V difficult; but when he was using the •same telescope on 
September 3, 1949 at 3326, he could not see S although the seeing was good 
enough -to show V. On April 18, 1948 near 20° Reese and Hare found V vFiy pro 
iminent and S quite invisible, although they had seen S before and were intently 
looking for it; but Reese on March 9, 194.9 at 21° and on May 7,1949 at 20° found 
S clearly 'visible and approximately as conspicuous as V. On April 7, 1949 at 15°0 
Reese saw a surprisingly large bright area in the exact center of the floor, an 
object drawn and commented upon by 14. H. Haas with an 18-inch refractor an Oct- 
ober 28, 1941 •at 1399. 	Is it the central peak of soMe paste observers of Conon? 
On October 1, 1949 at 15°4 Reese could distinguish nothing of this bright area 
and thinks that "a real change is strongly indicated here." 

From late January to late March the planet Saturn was observed by P, D. 
Bevis (12 inchrefractor, 10-inch reflector, 6-inch reflector), 	E. Brinckman, 
Jr.. (12-inch _refractor, 8-inch reflecf;or, 6-inch reflector), T. a. Cave, Jr. .(5-
inch- reflector), T. Cragg (12-inch refractor; 12-inch reflector, 6-inch reflec-
tor), S. Ebisawa (7-inch reflector), W. H. Haas (6-inch reflector, 12-inch re-
flector, 17-inch reflector), E. E. Hare (12-inch reflector), L. T. Johnson (10-
inch reflector), S. Nurayama (8-inch r eflector), D, OT Toole (6-inch reflector), 
and T. Saheki'(8-inch reflector). 	The 12-inch refractor mentioned in several 
places abdve is at the Griffith - Observatory in Los Angeles, Calif. 	The 17-inch 
reflector is Mr. Paul R. Englets instrument at State College, New Mexico. 

The transits of satellite Titan on January 31 and February 16 were 'observed 
by Haas with his 6-inch reflector. On January 31 the observed time of central 
meridian transit was 7h  21m, while the Mean of the ingress and egress times =is 
7h 12m. On February 16 the observed time of transit was 4h 53m, while the mean of 
ingress and eYress times is here 2758m. Both transits occurred at high. Saturnian 
latitudes. Titan was very dark near the central meridian of Saturn, though less 
black than' 'a shadow. 	On both dates Haas was surprised to be a'ae•'to see Titan 
as a notably dark spot on the limb only .a few minutes before the predicted time 
of eress. He was surprised because in the transits on November 28 and December 
14, 1949, Titan was invisible to him: in the •same telescope and With comparable 
atmospheric conditions for 30 minutes after ingress. The general Saturnian back- 
ground against which Titan was seen was apparently no brighter in the January 31 
and February 16 views. May it be that •Titan itself was dimmer? Is, it possible 
that the surface brightness of Titan varies substantially with chances in its 
atmosphere? The Other satellites 'of Saturn dre,naturally far more difficult to 
see in transit.: Hare with his 12-inch 'reflector in poor seeing on 'January 28 
had "no definite view of Rhea or its shadow:" In fair seeing on February 17 he 
could notwSee Tethys or its shadow. Hare has looked 'for poesible detail on Titan 
(diameter about 0'19) but has been able to distinguish only a bright center and 
dusky edges'- -in seeming analogy with Saturn and Jupiter. Our readers might like 
to watch for an eclipse of Titan from 2h 43m  to 5h 231'  on April 29 and for tran- 
sits,:of its shadow from 22h 31m to lh 1m on April 20-21 	 fr and again 	om 21h  17m 
to 0" 43m on May 6-7. 
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latitudes. Titan was very dark near the central meridian of Saturn, though less 
black than' a shadow. 	On both dates Haas was surprised to be a'ae 'to see Titan 
as a notably dark spot on the limb only a few minutes before the predicted time 
of egress. He was surprised because in the transits on November 28 and December 
14, 1949, Titan was invisible to him in the same telescope and With comparable 
atmospheric conditions for 30 minutes after ingress. The general Saturnian back-
ground' against which Titan was seen was apparently no brighter in the January 31 
and February 16 views. May it be that Titan itself was dimmer? Is, it possible 
that the surface brightness of Titan varies substantially with chances in its 
atmosphere? The other satellites 'of Saturn are .naturally far more difficult to 
see in transit. Hare with his 12-inch 'reflector in poor seeing on *January 28 
had "no definite view of Rhea or its shadow:" In fair seeing on February 17 he 
could not, See Tethys or 1,ts shadow. Hare has looked-for passible detail on Titan 
(diameter about 0'19) but has been able to distinguish only a bright center and 
dusky edges'- -in seeming analogy with Saturn and Jupiter. Our readers might like 
to watch for an eclipse of Titan from 2h 43m  to 5h 231' on April 29 and for tran-
sits:of its shadow f'rom 22h 31m to lh 1m on April 20-21 and again from 21h  17m 
to 0h 43m on May 6-7. 
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Wilkins and his B, A. A. colleagues continue to do much good work in map-
. ping the libratory regions, those portions of the moon • which are alternatel: 
visible and invisible trZm the earth. 	In fact, he has just completed an addi- 
tional Special. Sectio4 of his map dealing with these regions. AS an example of 
this work, he has sent .a drawing that he made on Jaruary 26, 1950, at colongi-
tude 80.6 with his 72-inch reflector at 250X. The drawing shows a •  distinct row 
of craters on the irTterior of Demonax Bo  a crater near the, west, end of the lofty 
Leibnitz Mourtains on the south limb of the moon. 

Since the 	eclipse of the moon on April 2 was observable only in the 
Eastern Hemis?here, the editor in March sent out a circular,  directing the atten-
tion of A.L.T.O. 1.1Exibers in Europe, Asia, and Africa to this event. We know at 
this writing that the eclipse was observed in England and Japan. In Japan, how-
ever, the eclipse began late in the night;- and it was not possible to lookkr 
possible 11.14:,r meteors or possible ecliose.-caused changes. Mr. S. Murayama did 
secure sore photographs of the eclipse at the Tokyo Science Museum. From Osaka 
Mr. T. Sahaki reports a. curious faint illumination of the dark (east) limb as 
the moon Advanced into the umbra; the aspect was just the same as, on a crescent 
moon, two or. three days old (see below). 	The observations in England have been 
communicac,ed by H. P. Wilkins. Colors soen there were not prououncdd„ perhaps 
because the moon did not enter deeply into the umbra. The eclipsed parts of the 
moon were chiefly a dirty gray without much coppery hue; the edge of the umbra 
was perhaps bluish gray. Mr. P. A. Moore with a 9-inch telescope saw "no changes 
in Linne or other objects." 

'We mentioned on p-. 7 of the April issue a curious faint illumination of 
the limb of the earthlit hemisphere observed in Japan in January.  From FebruarY 
19 to 21 Messrs. Saheki and .Murayama saw the very same appearance again.. Mura-. 
yalla employed in his views a number of color filters and concluded that a violet 
filter showed' .the limb-illumination clearly and distinctly. Presumably, then, 
its visual radiation is chiefly near the violet end of the spectrum. On Morel. 20 
add 21about a dozen Japanese observers of Mars "completely confirmed" this illu-
mination of the limb while meeting at the Tanakami Observatory; .they used both 
reflectors and refractors ranging in aperture. .from 2 inches to 18 inches. Writ-
ing on April 6, Saheki expresses the opinion that there is now no doubt of the 
existence of this illumination but that the important matter is to determine its 
cause and nature. 	J. C. Bartlett writes of, having often had an impression oila 
pale blue radiance from the east limb of the earthlit moon; there would appear 
to be significant agreement with Murayamals results with color filters. However, 
Bartlett has not noticed variations in the appearance (see April issue). 	It 
would appear quite pOssible that photographs of the earthlit limb in blue, vio-
let, and ultraviolet might yield significant Information. Let all equipped road-
efs please notice. 

Many , readers will recall Dr. •J. C. Bartlettls article "Grimaldi, "a Lunar 
Enigma" in our February and March„ 1949 issues. 'Our contributor on April J. at 
colongitude 1090.5 found the general color of the floor of this walled plain to 
be dark olive-green, visible without a color filter. - He noted a very dark, 
irregular border on the east-southeasto  with a Corresponding dark area on the 
west-southwest. YelloW and'green filters made these areas much darker than the 
rest of the floor, which was lightened' and was now sprinkled over with bright 
spots. On the basis of this appearance, Dr. Bartlett made a number of predic-
tions about the later appearance during the April lunation of various features 
on the floor of Grimaldi. Since future events are always the test of the pro-
Phetls wisdom, it is vz.zz much dosired to receive any drawinps anl/or'obsera2.- 
tions of • the floor ofGrimaldi.wade by 	members durLE the 	lunation • 
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Wilkins and his B, A. A. colleagues continue to do much good work in map-
ping the libratory regions, those porVons of the moon which are alternatel: 
visible and invisible from the earth. 	In fact, he has just completed an addi: 

tional Special Sectio4 of his map dealing with these regions. Ari an example oa 
this work, he has sent a drawing that he made on January 26, 1950, at colongi-
tude 80.6 with his 12-inch reflector at 250X. The drawing shows a distinct row 
of craters on the irTterior of Demonax B, a crater near the• west, end of the loft: 
Leibnitz Mourtains on the south limb of the moon. 

Since the to',,a1 eclipse of the moon on April 2 was observable only in the 
Eastern Hemis-?here,•the editor in March sent out a circular directing the atten-
tion of A.L.F.O. -blathers in Europe, Asia, and Africa to this event. We know at 
this writing that the eclipse was observed in England and Japan. In Japan, how-
ever, the eclipse began late in the night; and it was not possible to lookkr 
possible luhe r meteors or possible eclipse.-caused changes. Mr. S. Murayama did 
secure some photographs of the eclipse at the Tokyo Science Museum. From Osaka 
Mr. T. Sa'aeki reports a curious faint illumination of the dark (east) limb as 
the moon eidvanced into the umbra; the aspect was just the same as on a crescent 
moon, two or. three days old (see below). The observations in England have been 
communicated by H. P. Wilkins. Colors seen there were not prouounced, perhaps 
because the moon did not enter deeply into the umbra. The eclipsed parts of the 
moon were chiefly a dirty gray without much coppery hue; the edge of the umbra 
was perhaps bluish gray. Mr. P. A. Moore with a 9-inch telescope saw "no changes 
in Linne or other objects." 

"Ide mentioned on p-. 7 of the April issue a curious faint illumination of 
the limb of the earthlit hemisphere observed in Japan in January. From FebruarY 
19 to 21 Messrs. Sahoki and Murayama saw the very same appearance again. Mura-,  
yalla employed in his views a number of color filters and concluded that a violet 
filter showed :the limb-illumination clearly and distinctly. Presumably, then, 
its visual radiation is chiefly near the violet end of the spectrum. On Marc'l 20 
add 21about a dozen Japanese observers of Mars "completely confirmed" this illu-
mination of the limb while meeting at the Tanakami Observatory; they used both 
reflectors and refractors ranging in apertura from 2 inches to 18 inches. Writ-
ing on April 6, Saheki expresses the opinion that there is now no doubt of the 
existence of this illumination but that the important matter is to determine its 
cause and nature. 	J. C. Bartlett writes of , having often had an impression ella 
pale blue radiance from the east limb of the earthlit moon; there would appear 
to be signifieant agreement with Murayama's results with color filters. However, 
Bartlett has not noticed variations in the appearance (see April issue). 	It 
would appear quite possible that photographs of the earthlit limb in blue, vio-
let, and ultraviolet might yield significant Information. Let all equipped read-
ers please notice. 

Many., readers will recall Dr. J. C. Bartlett's article "Grimaldi, "a Lunar 
Enigma" in our February and March,, 1949 issues. 'Our contributor on April J at 
colongitude 1090.5 found the general color of the floor of this walled plain to 
be dark olive-green, visible without a color filter. He noted a very dark., 
irregular border on the cast-southeast, with a corresponding dark area on the 
west-southwest. YelloW and` green. filters made these areas much darker than the 
rest of the floor, which was lightened and was now sprinkled over with bright 
spots. On the basis of this appearance, Dr. Bartlett made a number of predic-
tions about the later appearance during the April lunationof various features 
on the floor of Grimaldi. Since future events are always the test of the pro-
phet's wisdom, it is vz.zz much desired tc2 receive any drawinas an....Vor'observa-
tions of the floor ofGrimaldi.wade by A.L.P.C, members duriEL the Peril lunation 
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ALL DATES AND TIMES BY U. T. 

Fig. I. Crater Conon 
E. J. Reese. 6-in. Refl. 
Dec. 30, 1949. lh 30m. 
240X. 
Colong. = 3120 

Fig. 2. Crater Plato 
E. K. White. 7-ia, Rene 
Nov. 6, 1949. 5h 45m. 
200X. 
Oolong. =9622. 

- Fig. 3. Saturn 
T. Cragg. 6-in. Refl. 
Feb. 28, 1950. 7h 35m. 
208X. 

Fig. 4. Saturn 
.D.,OtToole. 6-in. Refl, 
Jan, .249  1950. 14h  45m. 

. 185x. 

Fig. 5. Mars 
T. R. Cave. 8-in. Refl. 
March 16, 1950. '7h 52m. 
320X to 550X. 

.7; 209°. 

Fig. 6 Ehrs. 
Minterberg-
7-in. Refr, 
March 21, 1950. 
Oh  50m. 
371X. 

= 62° 

Fig. 7. Mars 
F. E..Brinckman. 
6-in. Refl. 
Feb. 13, 1950. 
8h 30m. 
230X. 

= 133°. 
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230X. 
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It appears to the editor rather unlikely that a lunar meteor tn a very 
:are lunar atmosphere, of course) would have an angular diameter of 1O". It is 
_pre probable, he thinks, that this object was a meteoritic impact-flare, with 
t2radiation perhaps greatly increasing the apparent size. There is e.so a cur• 
:pus resemblance in appearance to eighteenth and nineteenth century observations 
lf temporary bright spots on the earthlit moon by Herschel and Schroe-aer, among 
:ahers. However, these spots of the past endured for a number of minutes, ac-
cording to the observers, while Hestinls spot lasted for a few seconds or less. 

Writing about the interpretation of J. J. OINeillls dark object against the 
moon (pg, 6 of April issue), L.T. Johnson points out that the velocity of a bird 
would be greatly affected by the wind at its altitude. He thinks that with a 
good tail-wind, a bird might occasionallyattain avelocity of over 100 rules per 
tour, Would it be possible to obtain information about winds at various alti-
tudes at OTNeillls station at the time of his observation? Johnson further re-
aarks that he counted several hundred migrating birds against the full moon one 
evening in the autumn of 1940 (?) with a 3-inch refractor at the Washburn Obser-
vatory and that these birds were usually in fairly good focus (as OINeillls ob-
ject was). 

001,E 'LUNAR AFFAIRS 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 may be regarded as typical of Mr. E. J. Reesets many ex-
:ellent drawings of the crater Conon. Referring to the map of Conon on pg. 1 of 
the February issue, the reader will see clearly that Reese has here represented 
'fault D, Cleft V, and Streaks SI  A, and Z. It will be noted that Reese on this 
ate found Fault B dark, conspicuous, and unbroken. At the position indicated 
.y the star Reese re 'exited a dark shading on the inner west wall of a craterlet, 
- shading seen well by L. T. Johnson on November 30, 1949 at colongitude 260,8. 
,Colongitude is the eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator.) The dark spot 
indicated by the pair of stars on Figure 1 was observed also by T. Crag on the 
same date (December 30). On March 29, 1950, Conon was drawn independently under 
alediocre conditions by Cragg and W. H. Haas only 30 minutes apart; each used a 
o-inch reflector, and the colongitude was about 360.1. Haas saw Foult B; con-
tinuous and very dark, it impressed him as being the shadow of a ridge (as.  Hare 
has seen,it with his excellent 12,-inch reflector). 	Cragg probably drew the 
aonthwestern, half of Fault B; he also depicted several dark streaks on the floor 
Itself, all of which escaped Haas. One of these mijit be Cleft V. Both obser-
vers saw Q and 0 (refer to map) as white areas on the floor. 

We have spoken often of the 'bright spots and streaks on the floor of Plato 
in past issues; Figure 2 on pg. l is a good representation of what an ordinary-
sized telescope can show. The numbers indicate the order of decreasing conspicu-
ousness. Numbers 3 and 4 are the twin craterlets, and number 7 is the "new" spot 
to which Reese called attention last autumn. H. P. Wilkins, Lunar Director of 
the British Astronomical Association, has had remarkable views of Plato with his 
recently acquired 15-inch reflector; on February 28 he was able to see fully 30 
spots on the floor, the colongitude being about 50°. Mr. Wilkins has recently 
occupied himself with estimates of both the conspicuousness (depending upon sine 
and brightness) and frequency of visibility of a number of the floor-spots. A 
short summary of his results in a communication dated March 15 suggests to the 
editor that there may well be significant variations in both conspicuousness and 
frequency of visibility of some of the spots studied from lunation to lunation. 
Cf course, there are many difficulties in such an analysis. Wilkins employs the 
aear -central craterlet, numbered 1 on our Figure 2, as a standard in both kinds 
of estimates. 

It appears to the editor rather unlikely that a lunar meteor tn a very 
,are lunar atmosphere, of course) would have an angular diameter of 10". It is 
_ore probable, he thinks, that this object was a meteoritic impact-flare, with 
faradiation perhaps greatly increasing the apparent size. There is e.so a cur• 
-pus resemblance in appearance to eighteenth and nineteenth century observations 

temporary bright spots on the earthlit moon by Herschel and Schrocaer„ among 
.'hers. However, these spots of the past endured for a number of minutes, ac-
cording to the observers, while Hestinls spot lasted for a few seconds or less. 

Writing about the interpretation of J. J. O'Neill's dark object against the 
moon (pg, 6 of April issue), L.T. Johnson points out that the velocity of a bird 
would be greatly affected by the wind at its altitude. He thinks that with a 
good tail-wind, a bird might occasionallyattain avelocity of over 100 miles per 
tour. Would it be possible to obtain information about winds at various alti-
tudes at OTNeillls station at the time of his observation? johnson further re-
narks that he counted several hundred migrating birds against the full moon one 
evening in the autumn of 1940 (?) with a 3-inch refractor at the Washburn Obser-
vatory and that these birds were usually in fairly good focus (as OINeillls ob-
ject was). 

• • 2,01,E LUNAR AFFAIRS 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 may be regarded as typical of Mr. E. J. Reesets many ex-
-;ellent drawings of the crater Conon. Referring to the map of Conon on pg. 1 of 
.he February issue, the reader will see clearly that Reese has here represented 

D, Cleft V, and Streaks SI  A, and Z. It will be noted that Reese on this 
ate found Fault B dark, conspicuous, and unbroken. At the position indicated 

-cy the star Reese re-arked a dark shading on the inner west wall of a craterlet, 
: shading seen well by L. T. Johnson on November 30, 1949 at colongitude 
Colongitude is the eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator.) The dark spot 

indicated by the pair of stars on Figure 1 was observed also by T. Cragg on the 
same date (December 30). On March 29, 1950, Conon was drawn independently under 
mediocre conditions by Cragg and W. H. Haas only 30 minutes apart; each used a 
o-inoh reflector, and the colongitude was about 36°.1. Haas sow Fault B; con-
tinuous and very dark, it impressed him as being the shadow of a ridge (as.  Hare 
has seen„ it with his excellent 12,-inch reflector). 	Cragg probably drew the 
aouthwestern, half of Fault B; he also depicted several dark streaks on the floor 
tself, all of which escaped Haas. One of these mijat be Cleft V. Both obser-
vers saw Q and 0 (refer to map) as white areas on the floor. 

We have spoken often of the 'bright spots and streaks on the floor of Plato 
in past issues; Figure 2 on pg. 1. is a good representation of what an ordinary-
sized telescope can show. The numbers indicateathe order of decreasing conspicu-
ousness. Numbers 3 and 4 are the twin craterlets, and number 7 is the "new" spot 
to which Reese called attention last autumn. H. P. Wilkins, Lunar Director of 
the British Astronomical Association, has had remarkable views of Plato with his 
recently acquired 15-inch reflector; on February 28 he was able to see fully 30 
spots on the floor, the colongitude being about 50°. Mr. Wilkins has recently 
occupied himself with estimates of both the conspicuousness (depending upon sine 
and brightness) and frequency of visibility of a number of the floor-spots, A 
short summary of his results in a communication dated March 15 suggests to the 
editor that there may well be significant variations in both conspicuousness and 
frequency of visibility of some of the spots studied from lunation to lunation. 
Cf course, there are many difficulties in such an analysis. Wilkins employs the 
:sear -central craterlet, numbered 1 on our Figure 2, as a standard in both kinds 
of estimates. 
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Wilkins and his B. A. A. colleagues continue to do much good work in map-
. ping the libratory regions, those portions of the moon which are alternately 
visible and invisible mom the earth. 	In fact, he has, just completed an addi- 
tional Special Sectio4 of his map dealing with these regions. As an example of 
this work, he has sent a drawing that he made on Jaruary 26, 1950,, at colongi-
tude tr.6 with his /2-inch reflector at 250X. The drawing shows a distinct row 
of craters on the iAterier of Demonax B, a crater nEar the west end of the lofty 
Leibnitz Mbuntains an the south limb of the moon. 

Since the to'6al eclipse of the moon on April 2 was observable only in the 
Eastern Hemis-ehere, • the editor in March sent out a circularedirecting the atten-
tion of A.L.T.O. members in Europe, Asia, and Africa to this event. We know at 
this writing that the eclipse was observed in England and Japan. In Japan, how-
ever, the ac-lipse began late in the night; and it was not possible to 1pokkr 
poesible leit,er meteors or possible eclipso-caused changes. Hr. S. Murayama did 
secure sore photographs of the eclipse at the Tokyo Science Museum. From Osaka 
Mr. T. sa'aeki reports a curious faint illumination of the dark (east) limb as 
the moon Advanced into the umbra; the aspect Was just the same as, on a crescent 
moon, two or-three days old (see below). 	The observations in England have been 
communicaGed by H. P. Wilkins. Colors seen there were not prououncdd„ perhaps 
because the moon did not enter deeply into the umbra. The eclipsed parts of the 
moon were chiefly a dirty gray without much coppery hue; the edge of the umbra 
was perhaps bluish gray. Mr. P. A. Moore with a 9-inch telescope saw "no changes 
in Linne or other objects." 

'We mentioned'on P'. 7 of the April issue a curious faint illumination of 
the limb of the earthlit hemisphere observed in Japan in January.. From FebruarY 
19 to 21 Messrs. Saheki and,Murayama saw the very same appearance again. Nura.-
yaea employed in his views a number of color filters and concluded that a violet 
filter showed' ,the limb-illumination clearly and distinctly. Presumably, then, 
its visual radiation is chiefly near the violet end of the spectrum. On March 20 
and 21about a dOzen Japanese observers of Mars "completely confirmed" this illu-
mination of the limb while meeting at the Tanakami Observatory; :they used both 
reflectors and refractors ranging in aperture. from 2 inches to 18 inches. Writ- 
ing 	on April 6, Sahel expresses the opinion that there is, now no doubt of the 
existence of this illumination but that the important matter is to determine its 
cause and nature. J. C. Bartlett 'writes of ,having often had an impression o* 
pale blue radiance from the east limb of the oarthlit moon; there would appear 
to be significant agreement with Murayama's results with coloi filters. However, 
Bartlett has-  not noticed variations in the appearance (see April issue); • It 
would appear quite pcissible that photographs of the earthlit limb in blue, vio-
let, and ultraviolet might yield significant information. Lot all equipped read-
ers please notice. 

Many , readers will recall Dr. •J. C. Bartlett's article "Grimaldi, 'a Lunar 
Enigma" in our February and March,, 1949 issues. 'Our contributor on April 4 at 
colongitude 1090.5  found the general color of the floor of this walled plain to 
be dark olive-green, visible without • a color filter, He noted a very dark, 
irregular border on the east-southeast, with a corresponding dark area on the 
west-southwest. YelloW and' green filters made these areas much darker than the 
rest of the floor, which was lightened and was now sprinkled over with bright 
spots. OH' the basis, of this oppearnce„ Dr. Bartlett made a number pf predic-
tions about the later appearance during the April lunation of various features 
on the floor of Grimaldi. Since future events are always the test of the pro-
phet's wisdom, it is v21 7y much desired to receive any drywinys anel/or'obserya- 
tions of the floor ofGrimaldi :.Made by A.L.P.C... members durLE the 70.11 lunation 
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Wilkins and his B, A. A. colleagues continue to do much good work in map-
,ping the libratory regions, those portions of the moon which are alternately 
visible and invisible -om the earth. 	In fact, he haP just completed an ..addi- 
tional Special Sectio4 of his map dealing with these regions. AS an example oi 
this work, he has sent .a drawing that he made on Jaruary 26, 1950,, at colongi-
tude 8°.6 with his /2-inch reflector at 250X. The drawing shows a distinct row 
of craters on the interior of Demona-c B, a crater nEar the, wept end of the lofty 
Leibnitz Mountains, an the south limb of the moon. 

Since the to'6al eclipse of the moon on April 2 was observable only in the 
Eastern Hemis-ehere, the editor in March sent out a eircularedirecting the atten-
tion of A.L.T.O. malbers in Europe, Asia, and Africa to this event. We know at 
this writing that the eclipse was observed in England and Japan. In Japan, how-
ever, the acl.ipse began late in the night; and it was not possible to leokkr 
,popsible loit,er meteors or possible eclipso-caused changes. Mr. S. Murayama did 
secure some photographs of the eclipse at the Tokyo Science Museum. From Osaka 
Mr. T. saheki reports a curious faint illumination of the dark (east) limb as 
the moon Advanced into the umbra; the aspect was just the same as on a crescent 
moon, two or-three days old (see below). 	The observations in England have been 
communicated by H. P. Wilkins. Colors seen there were not prououncdd, perhaps 
because the moon did not enter deeply into the umbra. The eclipsed parts of the 
moon were chiefly a dirty gray without much 'coppery hue; the edge of the umbra 
was perhaps bluish gray. Mr. P. A. Moore with a 9-inch telescope saw "no changes 
in Linne or other objects." 

'We mentioned on p-. 7 of the April issue a curious faint illumination of 
the limb of the earthlit hemisphere observed in Japan in January. From February 
19 to 21 Messrs. Saheki and.Murayama saw the very same appearance again. Mura,-
yalaa employed in his views a number of color filters and cencluded that a violet 
filter showed' :the limb-illumination clearly and distinctly. Presumably, then, 

.its visual radiation is chiefly near the violet end of the spectrum. On March 20 
and 21. about a dOzen Japanese observers of Mars "completely confirmed" this illu-
mination of the limb while meeting at trio Tanakami Observatory; .they used both 
reflectors and refractors ranging in aperture. from 2 inches to 18 inches. Writ-
ing on April 6, Sahehi expresses the opinion that there is now no doubt of the 
existence of this illumination but that the important matter is to, determine its 
cause and nature. 	J. C. Bartlett writes of ,having often had an impression oily 
pale blue radiance from the, east limb of the oartblit moon; there would appear 
to be significant agreement with Murayama's results with color filters. However, 
Bartlett has not noticed variations in the appearance (see April issue); 	It 
would appear quite pcissible that photographs of the earthlit limb in blue, vio-
let, and ultraviolet might yield significant Information. Lot all equipped read-
ers please notice. 

Many , readers will recall Dr. J. C. Bartlett's article "Grimaldi, 'a Lunar 
Enigma" in our February and March,, 1949 issues. 'Our contributor on April 4 at 
colongitude 109°.5 found the general color of the floor of this walled plain to 
be dark olive-green, visible without - a color filter. He noted a very dark, 
irregular border on the east-southeast, with a corresponding dark area on the 
west-southwest. YelloW and` green filters made these areas much darker than the 
rest of the floor, which was lightened and was now sprinkled over with bright 
spots. On' the basis, of this Tepearcnce„ Dr. Bartlett made a number pf predic-
tions about the later appearance during the April lunationof various features 
on the floor of Grimaldi. Since future events are always the test of the pro-
phet's wisdom, it is veiy much elesircd to re eine any drywines aniVor'obserya-
tions of the floor ofGrimaldi tirade by A.L.P.C... members durLE the 7Eril lunation 
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si42.Seeent Ao -Abril 4. 	These should be-immediately subtitted either "-to "the 
editor or to Dr, Bartlett, whose addreSs is .3()0 No. Eutaw St., Baltimere 1, Mary--
land. 

D. OtToole has offered some interesting, if admittedly speculative, sugges-
tions about 'puzzles raised by the visibility of detail in Fracastorius, as re-
ported on pp. 7-8 of the April :!ssue. He Proposes that lunar atmospheric mists 
cover the floor at sunrise and for'some time thereafter; the hills and mounds 
rise above the mists and cl!,'e seen)  but the craters are concealed. 	When OtToole 
saw Fracastorius on the sunrise terminator at colongitude 328° on July 30, 19Z,9, 
he remarked two large, light, faint areas which looked like Roesible clouds to 
him. They are dimly visible on an enlargement of a photograph that he took at 
the time. The editor confesses that he is no longer willing to infer lunar atmos-
pheric obscurations one  from diffuse appearances of detail. Bitter e7perience 
has shown that poor seeing or telescopic inadequacies can produce quite the same 
appearances It is safer to inquire, for example, whether the diffuseness varies 
independently of the solar lighting,' However, he heartily endorses a suggestion 
by Nr. OtToole that Fracastorius be examined carefully near eolongitude 3280. 
These near-future times and dates, alb. by Universal Time, are favorable for such 
studies: June 20, 311;  August 18, 111; and October 16, lh. 

MARS .1g  FEBRUARY, MARCH,.  AND  APRIL 

.It has been very pleaSing to notice that many of our memberS have kept ob-
serving Mars. During-the last month we have received reports from D. P. Bancroft 
'6-inch refl., 10-inch refl.), J. C. Bartlett, jr. . (3.5-inch refl.), L.:Bellot 

refI,), P. 0. Bevis (6-inch refl,, 10-inch refl,;), • C. R. Bohannon (13-
inch refl,), T.R. Cave, Jr. (8-inch refl,, 12-inch refr.), P. Cherley (3..5-inch 
refl.), T. Cragg (6-inch refl., 12-inch refr.), S. Ebl,sawa (7-inch refl., 8-inch 
refl. 	8-inch refr., 12-inch refl., 18-inch refl.), P. F. Froeschner (6-inch ,  

Gerstenberger (7-inch refr,), W. H. Haas (6-inch refl.), E. E. Hare .(12- 
inch 	 JohnSon (10-inch refl.), J. E. Lankford (5-inch - refr,, 12- 
inch refr.), Meyer (7-inch refr,), S. Murayema (0-inch refl.); D. OtToole (6-
inch refit.), E. Pfannensthmidt (3-inch refr,, 5-inch. refl.), T. Saheki (8-inch 
refl.), and Winterberg (7-inch refr.) 	a total of 21 :Observers! Several of the 
instruments listed are at professional observatories. Mr. Ebisaws obviously im-
proves his travels to observe with the telescopes of his friends. 

Mars will be receding during May, though still close enough for regular and 
careful studies of detail. The angular diameter will diminish from 12".3 on May 
1 to 9".8 on May 31. The north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 23 to 25 
degrees during the month., Quantity 8 will range from 111° on May 1 to 126°  on 
May 311 . the season tlitis being early summer in the northern hemisphere. 

The 'Japanese observers have been able to construct a very interesting his-
-Gory of a cloud-projection en Mars. It was first seen as a slight bulge on the 
limb by Ebisawa with his 7-inch reflector on March 29 at C. M. 139° (central 
meridian of longitude) and :was still present, though difficult, at C. M. 155°. 
The projection was on the sunset limb of 'Mars at a high southern latitude. 	Its 
dull gray color was apparently very similiar to that of Sahekits gray cloud of 
January 15, which we have discussed in recent issues; however, Ebisawa on March 
29 could see nothing at the position of the January object, Perhaps the March 
29 gray cloud is related to an observation by Saheki on March 27 at C. N. 156°; 
there was then a rather brilliant white cloud on the south limb and suggestions 
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sUhSeaent  to -ALL. 1, These 'should be-immediately subMitted either"-to the 
editor or to fP. Bartlett, whose adds ors is 300 No. Eutaw St., Baltimore 1, Mary--
land. 

D. OtToole has offered some interesting, if admittedly speculative, sugges-
tions about 'puzzles raised by the visibility of detail in Fracastorius, as re-
ported on pp. 7-8 of the April 4ssue. He Proposes that lunar atmospheric mists 
cover the floor at sunrise and for sone time thereafter; the hills and mounds 
rise above the mists and a'Y'e seen)  but the craters are concealed. 	When O'Toole 
saw Fracastorius on the sunrise terminator at colongitude 328° on July 30, 1949, 
he remarked two large, light, faint areas which looked like Roqsibe clouds to 
him. They are dimly visible on an enlargement of a photograph that he took at 
the tiafle. The editor confesses that he ism longer willing to infer lunar atmos-
pheric obscurations onjy from diffuse appearances of detail. Bitter experience 
has shown that poor seeing or telescopic inadequacies can produce quite the same 
appearances; It is safer to inquire, for e-mmple, whether the diffuseness varies 
independently of the solar lighting,' However, he heartily endorses a suggestion 
by Nr. OtToole that Fracastorius be examined carefully near colongitude 3280, 
These near-future times and dates, all by Universal Time, are favorable for such 
studies: June 20, 3h; August 18, 1h; and October 16, 111, 

MARS IN FEBRUARY MARCH AND APRIL 

It has been very pleasing to notice that many of our member's have kept ob-
serving Mars. During the last month we have received reports from D. P. Bancroft 
f 6--inch refl., 10-inch refl.), J. C. Bartlett, Jr. (3.5-inch refl.), L.,Bellot 
(6inch refl.), P. 0. Bevis (6-inch refl., 10-inch refl.), C. R. Bohannon (13-
inch refl.), T.R. Cave, Jr. (8-inch refl., 12-inch refr.), P. Chorley (3.5-inch 
refl.), T. Cragg (6-inch refl., 12-inch refr.), S. Ebisawa (7-inch refl., 8-inch 
refl., 8-inch refr., 12-inch refl., 18-inch refl.), P. F. Froeschner (6-inch 
refl.), Gerstenberger (7-inch refr.), 14. H. Haas (6-inch refl.), E. E. Hare (12-
inch refl.), L. T. Johnson (10-inch refl.), J. E. Lankford (5-inch refr., 12- 
inch refr.), Meyer (7-inch refr.), S. Nurayama (8-inch refl.), D. OtToole (6-
inch refit.), E. Pfannenschmidt (3-inch refr., 5-inch refl.), T. Saheki (8-inch 
refl.), and Winterberg (7-inch refr.) - a total of 21 observers! Several of the 
instruments listed are at professional observatories. Mr. Ebisawa obviously im-
proves his travels to observe with the telescopes of his friends. 

Mars will be receding during May, though still close enough for regular and 
careful studies of detail. The angular diameter will diminish from 12".3 on May 
1 to 9".8 on May 31. The north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 23 to 25 
degrees during the month. Quantity 0 will range from 111° on May 1 to 126°  on 
May 31, the season thus being early summer in the northern hemisphere, 

The Japanese observers have been able to construct a very interesting his-
-cory of a cloud-projection on Mars. It was first seen as a slight bulge on the 
limb by Ebisawa with his 7-inch, reflector on March 29 at C. M. 139°  (central 
meridian of longitude) and was still present, though difficult, at C. II. 155°. 
The projection was on the sunset limb of Mars at a high southern latitude. 	Its 
dull gray color was apparently very similiar to that of Sahekits gray cloud of 
January 15, which we have discussed in recent issues; however, Ebisawa on March 
29 could see nothing at the position of the January object. Perhaps the March 
29 gray cloud is related to an observation by Saheki on March 27 at C. M. 156°; 
there was then a rather brilliant white cloud on the south limb and suggesticns 
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HOWARD A. DELANO.  155-1950. 

by.  Theodore R. Hake 

Howard A. Delano, dean of amateur astronomers in York County, Pennsyl-
vania, died suddenly at his residence on Mu 25, 1950. He is survived by his 
widow, Hi-8. Cora Delano, and two brothers residing in New England. Mr. Delano 
was born in Massachusetts on January 24, 1885, to parents that had only the 
sea as a home for long periods of time; and it was his early interest in navi-
gation that gave him his first love of astronomy. He later broke away from 
the sea long enough to be educated at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
but the sailing of motor launches stayed with him as a prime interest up to 
within a few years of his death. 

Mr. Delano came to York around 1914 and for 30 years before his recent 
retirement was head of the Engineering Department of the American Chain and 
Cable Company. It was here that the writer made his acquaintance, and at that 
time Mr. Delano already owned a 3" Bardou refractor. In 1944 he acquired a 
4. 1/2" Clark equatorial refractor and promptly made patterns for non-corrosive 
castings for a new mount that was machined in his own workshop. This mount 
was left out of doors on a steel pier for solar and planetary work until r. 
Delano designed and built an observatory and shop at his new residence at 
Stony Brook, Pa. This observatory was the first in York County, and it was 
designed to house a 12" reflector that he was planning to build in his fully 
3quippod machine shop. This was to be the culmination of all his dreams after 
retirement, and with his passing his friends shared that loss as "Del" never 
turned anyone away that wanted to see the heavens. The closest of his friends 
knew that he enjoyed himself the most when he shared his hobbies, and he 
lectured frequently to create interest in astronomy. The tools and ornaments 
of all kinds such as weather vanes, sun dials, and navigation instruments 
that were made in his shop were freely distributed and stopped only when*ran 
out of material at times. 

Mr. Delano was active in civic affairs and in the Lutheran Church. He 
was one of the founders and the first president of the York Engineering Society 
as well as a member of the York Rotary Club, Zeredatha Lodge 451, Harrisburg 
Consistory, and the Zembo Shrine. 

Everyone that knew Mr. Delano found him to be generous to a fault and a 
gentleman that spoke ill of no man. His actions always set a Christian ex-
ample; and although he often remarked, "A full life is more important than a 
long life", his many friends mourn what would appear to be his untimely passing. 

Postscript by Editor. Mr. Delano was n member of the Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers from its foundation. We extend our deepest sympathy 
to his widow and his surviving brothers. 

YOU SHALL HAVE A MAP OF THE MOON 

In our April issue we inquired of our readers whether they would like to 
see the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon reproduced serially in The Strolltng 
Astronomer. All who have written about the matter have heartily endcrsed this 
proposal; we have 20 or more such responses. We are glad to say that we have 
accordingly decided togpahead and reproduce the Wilkins map in this periodical. 
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sea as a home for long periods of time; and it was his early interest in navi-
gation that gave him his first love of astronomy. He later broke away from 
the sea long enough to be educated at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
but the sailing of motor launches stayed with him as a prime interest up to 
within a few years of his death. 

Mr. Delano came to York around 1914 and for 30 years before his recent 
retirement was head of the Engineering Department of the American Chain and 
Cable Company. It was here that the writer made his acquaintance, and at that 
time Mr. Delano already owned a 3" Bardou refractor. In 1944 he acquired a 
4 1/2" Clark equatorial refractor and promptly made patterns for non-corrosive 
castings for a new mount that was machined in his own workshop. This mount 
was left out of doors on a steel pier for solar and planetary work until r. 
Delano designed and built an observatory and shop at his new residence at 
Stony Brook, Pa. This observatory was the first in York County, and it was 
designed to house a 12" reflector that he was planning to build in his fully 
equipped machine shop. This was to be the culmination of all his dreams after 
retirement, and with his passing his friends shared that loss as "Del" never 
turned anyone away that wanted to see the heavens. The closest of his friends 
knew that he enjoyed himself the most when he shared his hobbies, and he 
lectured frequently to create interest in astronomy. The tools and ornaments 
of all kinds such as weather vanes, sun dials, and navigation instruments 
that were made in his shop were freely distributed and stopped only when*ren 
out of material at times. 

Mr. Delano was active in civic affairs and in the Lutheran Church. He 
was one of the founders and the first president of the York Engineering Society 
as well as a member of the York Rotary Club, Zeredatha Lodge 451, Harrisburg 
Consistory, and the Zembo Shrine. 

Everyone that knew Mr. Delano found him to be generous to a fault and a 
gentleman that spoke ill of no man. His actions always set a Christian ex-
ample; and although he often remarked, "A full life is more important than a 
long life", his many friends mourn what would appear to be his untimely passing. 

Postscript by Editor. Mr. Delano was a member of the Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers from its foundation. We extend our deepest sympathy 
to his widow and his surviving brothers. 

YOU SHALL HAVE A MAP OF THE MOON 

In our April issue we inquired of our readers whether they would like to 
see the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon reproduced serially in The Strollielg 
Astronomer. All who have written about the matter have heartily endersed this 
proposal; we have 20 or more such responses. We are glad to say that we have 
accordingly decided tagoahead and reproduce the Wilkins map in this periodical. 
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All members of the A.L.P.O. will thus obtain the best existing map of the noon 
without extra charge in the course of subscribing to The Strolling kltroneEer 
for two years at a cost of six dollars. It is our plan to reproduce a sample 
portion of ,the map in our next issue, the one for July. We intend to begin 
the regular serial reproduction of all the sections with the October, 1?50, 
issue. 

A few readers have expressed concern lest the reproduction of the map may 
crowd out the page of illustrations now a regular feature. We desire and hone 
to be L'Dle to include both. The final policy, however, will depend upon you, 
our readers; it is a matter of costs. If all present members renew their 
subscriptions promptly as they lapse and if we can get a fair number of new 
members who would like to have the map, then it will be easy for us to give 
you both features each month. 

Hr. R. A. Wright of Worcester, Mass., who is perhaps best known as the 
producer of Astronomy Charted, points out that some might prefer to receive 
their map of the moon flat and unfolded. That means, of course, that each 
issue must be mailed in a larger envelope during the period that the map is 
being published. We have priced envelopes large enough to contain an unfolded 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer and offer this service to our readers for 
one dollar. (The special envelopes will be used only while the map is appear-
ing.) This sum must be received before September 15 if you do not wish us to 
c-]ploy the regular envelopes for your map. 

It - is, of course, only proper that we should all thank Mr. Wilkins for 
graciously permitting us to issue his map via The Strollinp.  Astronenpr. 

S2COND CONF7RE,NCE OF WEST= AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS 

This conference will be held at Palo Alto, Calif., on August l4, 15, and 
1(), 1950. The host society will :be the Peninsula Astronomical Society. It is 
hoped that :any members of the. A.L.P.O. will bo able to attend. 	Perhaps your 
summer vacation can be so planned thret you will be at Palo Alto in mid-August. 
M-0. H. A. Wallace recently wrote us about this Conference as fellows; 

"Stanford. University has kindly provided facilities on its campus for living 
quarters, meals and halls sufficient for the entire attendance. 

"Stanford University and the Astronemical Society of the Pacific will joint-
ly present the 'Story of Palomar'film, with a talk by.  Dr. Seth D. Nicholson 
of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. This feature of the Conference, in 
the evening of Tuesday, August a5th, is to be open to the general public. 

"In addition to the trip to Lick Observatory, the well-known Santa Clara 
College nservatory will be visited earlier the same day, August 16th. 

, 
"Further information• may bo obtained from• theLPeninsula Astronomical] 

Society, 922 Roble Ave., Menlo Park, Calif." 

Fo-:.eword by Lditor. 	The following article by Mr. Russell C, Haag, 611 
Dluff 	Fulton, Missouri, is the first of its kind to appear in The 
Str91.1InE Astronomer. .  We like to, offer our readers a varied astronomical diet, 
however and we think that this article on early observations of the Red Spot 

A11 members of the A,L.P,O. will thus obtain the best existing map of the noon 
without extra charge in the course of subscribing to TheStrollim kltronoRer 
for two years at a cost of six dollars. It is our plan to reproduce a sample 
portion of ,the map in our next issue, the one for July. We intend to begin 
the regular serial reproduction of all the sections with the October, 1?50, 
issue. 

A few readers have =pressed concern lest the reproduction of the map may 
crowd out the page of illustrations now a regular feature. We desire and hone 
to be a"Dle to include both. The final policy, however, will depend upon you, 
our readers; it is a matter of costs. If all present members renew their 
subscriptions promptly as they lapse and if we can get a fair number of now 
members who would like to have the map, then it will be easy for us to give 
you both features each month. 

Mo. R. A. Wright of Worcester, Mass., who is perhaps best known as the 
producer of Astronomy Charted, points out that some might prefer to receive 
their map of the moon flat and unfolded. That means, of course, that each 
issue must be mailed in a larger envelope during the period that the map is 
being published. We have priced envelopes large enough to contain an unfolded 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer and offer this service to our readers for 
one dollar, (The special envelopes will be used only while the map is appear-
ing.) This sum must be received before September 15 if you do not 141-eh us to 
e]ploy the regular envelopes for your map. 

It is, of course, only proper that we should all thank Mr. Wilkins for 
graciously permitting us to issue his map via The Strolling Astronompr. 

SECOND CONFERENd: OF WESTERN AMATEUR ASTRONOMFRS 

This conference will be held at Palo Alto, Calif., on August 14, 15, and 
16, 1950. The host society will :be the Peninsula Astronomical Cociety. It is 
hoped that _:zany members of the. A.L.P.O. will bo able to attend, 	Perhaps your 
summer vacation can be so planned that you will be at Palo Alto in mid-August. 
1-e. H. A. Wallace recently wrote us about this Conference as follows; 

"Stanford. University has kindly provided facilities on its campus for living 
quarters, meals and halls sufficient for the entire attendance. 

"Stanford University and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific will joint-
ly present the 'Story of Palomar'film, with a talk by Dr. Seth D. Nicholson 
of Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. This feature of the Conference, in 
the evening of Tuesday, AuLust 15th, is to be open to the general public. 

"In addition to the trip to Lick Observatory, the well-known Santa Clara 
College nservatory will be visited, earlier the same day, August 16th. 

"Further information• may be obtained, from the[Peninsula Astronomical 1 
Society, 922 Roble Ave., Menlo Park, Calif." 

Fe-eword by Editor. 	The following article by Mr. Ruseell C, Haag, 611 
Dluff St., Fulton, Missouri, is the first of its kind to appear in The 
3tr911inE Astrgnorler. We like to, offer our roaCers a varied: astronomical diet, 
however and we TTink that this article en early observations of the Red Spot 
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The observer was Mr. Tatsuya Matsuda. The spot was remarked at 11h 40m, U. T., 
on March 24, 1950, in poor seeing •with a 6-inch reflector at 146x. Mr. Matsuda 
continued to watch Mars until 13h Om but did not again see anything unusual. 
Mr. Saheki suggests that the object may have been a meteor in the earth's 
atmosphere or even an illusion due to the brilliance of Hellas (near which the 
spot lay). The spot looked brighter than the disc of Mars. 

Mr. Saheki in his letter then goes on to report a similar, but more cer-
tain, phenomenon observed by Mr. Sizuo Mayeda in 1937 near the north-northeast 
limb of Mars (the sunset limb). This spot was very brilliant, more than the 
north cap; it remained visible for five minutes and during this interval shift-
ed its position relative to the east limb because of the rotation of Mars. 

In several issues we have referred to a moving dark object seen against 
the moon by J. J. O'Neill on October 2, 1949 (E. S. T. date). This object has 
been interpreted as a meteorite outside the earth's atmosphere. 	Two A.L.P.O. 
members have recently communicated somewhat similar observations. 

T. Cragg observed a moving dark object against the sun at the Griffith 
Observatory in Los Angeles when Mercury was in transit on November 11, 1940. 
The solar image was projected on a screen. Uhen the planet had gone somewhat 
more than halfwa5, across the sun's disc,... "there was a small object which 
crossed the Sun in about 2 3/4 seconds. The object was black against the sun's 
disc, rough in shape, and rotating. It was just a slight bit larger than Mer-
cury on the disc. I am almost dead positive that the object was NOT a bird." 
The diameter of Mercury was 9:9. The angular velocity of Cragg's object was 
apparently comparable to that of O'Neill's object. 

On April 2, 1950, at 4h m,  U. T., E. E. Hare at Oveneboro, Kentucky ob-
served a black object to cross the telescopic field of view, of angular diame-
ter five minutes, while he was observing the Plato region•  of the moon. He was 
employing a 12-inch reflector at 300x. The object moved surprisingly slowly, 
at an angular speed of about 46 seconds of arc per second of time. Its shape 
Jas bar-like, with small projections on a side at each end; and its length was 
estimated as 7 seconds of arc, a value within 205 of the true size in Hare's 
opinion. The object moved steadily and in a straight line due east (lunar 
east?), that being the direction of its own length. The object was in sharp 
focus. Hare saw the shape distinctly with the high magnification and was not 
at all reminded of a bird. But if the object is nevertheless interpreted as a 
bird six inches long, then he computes that it was three miles away and 12,000 
feet above the ground and that its apparent velocity was 215- miles per hour. 

In correspondence last autumn Mr. O'Neill conjectured that observations 
3f dark objects against the moon were perhaps really fairly common. It looks 
as if this opinion may be vindicated. 

SATURN IN THE SPRING OF 1950 

During the last two months Saturn has been observed by J. C. Bartlett, 
Jr. (3.5-inch reflector), P.D. Bevis (6-inch reflector, 10-inch reflector), T. 
R. Cave, Jr. (S-inch reflector), T. Cragg (6-inch reflector, 12-inch refrac-
or), S. 13bisawa (7-inch reflector, 13-inch reflector, 18-inch reflector), P. 
F. Frooschner (6-inch reflector), W.H.Haas (6-Inch reflector), E. E. Hare (12-
inch reflector), 1,1: B. B. Heath (10-inch reflector), L. T. Johnson (10 -inch 
reflector), S. Murayama (8-inch reflector), D. O'Toole • (6-inch reflector), 
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The observer was Mr. Tatsuya Matsuda. The spot was remarked at 11h 40m, U. T., 
on March 24, 1950, in poor seeing with a 6-inch reflector at 146x. Mr. Matsuda 
continued to watch Mars until 13h  Om  but did not again see anything unusual. 
Mr. Saheki suggests that the object may have been a meteor in the earth's 
atmosphere or even an illusion due to the brilliance of Hellas (near which the 
spot lay). The spot looked brighter than the disc of Mars. 

Mr. Saheki in his letter then goes on to report a similar, but more cer-
tain, phenomenon observed by Mr. Sizuo Mayeda in 1937 near the north-northeast 
limb of Mars (the sunset limb). This spot was very brilliant, more than the 
north cap; it remained visible for five minutes and during this interval shift-
ed its position relative to the east limb because of the rotation of Mars. 

In several issues we have referred to a moving dark object seen against 
the moon by J. J. O'Neill on October 2, 1949 (E. S. T. date). This object has 
been interpreted as a meteorite outside the earth's atmosphere. 	Two A.L.P.O. 
members have recently communicated somewhat similar observations. 

T. Cragg observed a moving dark object against the sun at the Griffith 
Observatory in Los Angeles when Mercury was in transit on November 11, 1940. 
The solar image was projected on a screen. Uhen the planet had gone somewhat 
more than halfwa5, across the sun's disc,... "there was a small object which 
crossed the Sun in about 2 3/4 seconds. The object was black against the sun's 
disc, rough in shape, and rotating. It was just a slight bit larger than Mer-
cury on the disc. I am almost dead positive that the object was NOT a bird." 
The diameter of Mercury was 9:9. The angular velocity of Cragg's object was 
apparently comparable to that of O'Neill's object. 

On April 2, 1950, at 4h m,  U. T., E. E. Hare at Ovensboro, Kentucky ob-
served a black object to cross the telescopic field of view, of angular diame-
ter five minutes, while he was observing the Plato region , of the moon. He was 
employing a 12-inch reflector at 300x. The object moved surprisingly slowly, 
at an angular speed of about 46 seconds of arc per second of time. Its shape 
gas bar-like, with small projections on a side at each end; and its length was 
estimated as 7 seconds of arc, a value within 20% of the true size in Hare's 
opinion. The object moved steadily and in a straight line due east (lunar 
east?), that being the direction of its own length. The object was in sharp 
focus. Hare saw the shape distinctly with the high magnification and was not 
at all reminded of a bird. But if the object is nevertheless interpreted as a 
bird six inches long, then he computes that it was three miles away and 12,000 
feet above the ground and that its apparent velocity was 2L miles per hour. 

In correspondence last autumn Mr. O'Neill conjectured that observations 
3f dark objects against the moon were perhaps really fairly common. It looks 
as if this opinion may be vindicated. 

SATURN IN THE SPRING OF 1950 . _   

During the last two months Saturn has been observed by J. C. Bartlett, 
Jr. (3.5-inch reflector), P.D. Bevis (6-inch reflector, 10-inch reflector), T. 
R. Cave, Jr. (8-inch reflector), T. Cragg (6-inch reflector, 12-inch refrac-
or), S. 13bisawa (7-inch reflector, 13-inch reflector, 18-inch reflector), P. 
F. Froeschner (6-inch reflector), W.H.Haas (6-inch reflector), E. E. Hare (12-
inch reflector), 1,1: B. B. Heath (10-inch reflector), L. T. Johnson (10 -inch 
reflector), S. Murayarm (8-inch. reflector), D. O'Toole • (6-inch reflector), 
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A SAMPLE SECTION OF THE WILKINS MAP  OF THE MOON 

On the back inside cover of this issue of The Strolling Astronomer there is 
reproduced a sample part of the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon, The portion 
shown is a Special Section of the Libratory Regions, which was completed by Mr. 
Wilkins only in 1950, This sample should enable readers to judge for themselves 
the general nature of the map and the quality of our reproducing of it. 

The features shown on this Special Section will not be familiar to most of 
our readers. They are objects which are alternately visible and invisible with 
the changing libration. Their mapping is a triumph of patience in waiting for 
favorable libration and of skill in painstakingly drawing peaks, craterlets, 
clefts, etc. at the extreme edge of the moon. Mr. Wilkins and his co—workers 
deserve our congratulations for the success that they have achieved. 

We remind our readers that the serial reproduction of the regular sections 
will begin with the October, 1950, issue. Those desiring to acquire the map in 
this way need merely now order a two—year subscription to The Strolli Astronomer 
for six dollars. 

We are producing the sections on the 
many readers may wish to detach this page 
map. The pages can easily be kept in a 
greatly to the interest of your studies of 

back inside cover in the thought that 
for greater convenience in using the 
notebook, for example, and will add 

the moon. 

Foreword  by Editor. The authors of the two following articles are already 
known to readers of The Strolling Astronomer. Some may wish their addresses for 
possible correspondence about the subjects that they discuss. These are: 

1. Mr. Ernest Pfannenschmidt 
'(20b) Einbeck—Hannover 
Grimsehl Strasse 18 
British Zone, Germany 

2. Mr. Sadao Murayama 
10 Nishikata—machi 
Bunhyo—ku 
Tokyo, Japan. 

Mr. Pfannenschmidt is Director of the Planetary Section of the Bund der 
Sternfreunde and publishes privately a monthly illustrated news—bulletin palled 
Mitteiluagen fuer Planetenbeobachter. We are very clad to publish his paper on 
the optical design of the 'Medial" telescope because we would like to carry more 
material on telescope—making in The Strolling Astronomer. Perhaps some readers 
will find much to discuss in the design of the 'Nedial" — or, best of all, may 
even be impelled to undertake making one. 

Mr. Murayama is on the staff of the Physics and Chemistry Section of the 
National Science Museum in Tokyo. He is also the Director of the Jupiter Section 
of the Oriental Astronomical Association. His article on the meteorites of Japan 
was kindly written at our requests little of this information has been available 
in English. 
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we are always searching for new specimens in this country. Recently the writer 
examined more than a dozen suspected speoimens collected from various localities 
in Japan, and two of them were identified as actual meteorites. 

One of these was found by Dr. Kanda and his co-workers from an old temple 
in Sasagase, Shizuoka prefecture. This is said to have fallen in 1688 and to 
have been preserved in the temple as an idol. This meteorite is an ordinary 
chondrite, weighing 695g,; and its speoifio gravity is 3.5. 	It is the oldest 
meteorite in Japan witnessed to fall and was kept until today. Another newly 
found meteorite is a small meteoritic iron of 11g. It was kept in Yamaguchi 
high school for many years, but nothing has been reported about it. The defi-
nite position and date of its fall are unknown today, though it is said to have 
fallen in some part of Kugai-Gun, Yamaguchi prefecture. This meteoritic iron oon-
tains a comparatively large amount of nickel and shows remarkable Widmanst4tten 
structure. 

The writer intends to carry our further investigations of these specimens. 
Although there are only a few scientists engaged in the study of meteorites in 
Japan at the present, we are arlXi0U0 to make more progress in this branch of 
science, cooperating with those who are interested in meteorites all over the 
world. 

SOME LUNAR OBSERVATIONS 

On pg. 10 of our May issue we spoke of the lunar eclipse on April 2,,1950 
(U.T. date). A little additional information is now at hand from these sources 

1. A letter from M.B.B. Heath on April 29, 1950. 

2. The Annexe of the May, 1950, issue of R. Rigolletts Documentation des 
Observateurs. 

3. A letter from A.T.G. Brit() of Colombo, Ceylon, to the editors of Ski: 
and Telesme, the contents of which they kindly communicated to us. 

It appears that only Mr. Patriok A. Moore was able to conduct searches for 
possible lunar meteors; employing a 9.4inoh reflector, he spent 69 minutes in 
such searches, 17 of them during totality. Nothing unusual was seen. Mr. Moore 
was also the only observer able to watch selected lunar regions for possible 
eclipse-caused changes in appearance. No change was noticed in Linne, Erato-
sthenes, Grimaldi, Atlas, Stoefler„ Conon, Riccioli, or the bands of Aria-
tarchus. However, it did appear to him that two white spots on Mare Oriolur-
vest of Picard increased in brightness during the eclipse. These spots are 
numbers 7 and 8 on Moorets map of part of Mare Crisium on pg. 251 of Journal of 
the British Astronomical Association for October, 1949. They have been sue-
pected of abnormal variations by both Moore and Birt in the past. It would cer-
tainly appear worthwhile for all who can to give close attention to these two 
spots at the total eclipseof the moon on September 26, 1950. Unfortunately 
for the study of eclipse-caused changes, Moore had rather poor conditions for 
observing after totality, Using a 10..inch reflector as rare breaks in the clouds 
permitted, Heath found the outer edge of the umbral shadow to be bluish gray 
while its interior was dull reddish brown. A. Hestin and A. Schmitt recorded a 
red-brown coloration of the eclipsed part, Moore considered it copper-colored 
and rather dark. Mr. Brito with the naked eye found "light blood red or rusty 
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tint", and the eclipse was bright enough that the mania and the rim were always 
distinctly visible to him. He sought to compare the brightness of the totally 
eclipsed moon and Mars, minifying the moon by viewing it through a pair of re—
versed binoculars (eyes at object glass); the difference in magnitude was well 
over five. A.E.N.A. give —1.0 for the stellar magnitude of Mars on April 2. 

On pg. 10 of the May issue we also spoke of Japanese observations of a cur—
ious illumination of the limb of the earthlit hemisphere. Mr. T. Saheki has 
continued these observations. The color to him is a "lighter yellowish or rather 
warm yellowish white". J. C. Dartlettis somewhat casual impression is one of 
pale blue. Saheki finds the limb—illumination brightest and widest when the age 
of the moon is 1.5 to 2.0 days. Perhaps the same phenomenon was observed by 
W. H. Haas with a 6—inch reflector on several May and June dates)  the age of the 
moon being 3.5 days or more. He employed filters but obtained no conclusive re—
sults on the color of the limb—light. His observation at 311  35m, U.T., on June 
19 may be quoted es fairly typical. "The rim of the earthlit hemisphere is 
brightened all the way around. It is thus not composed of separate brighter 
arcs Las Haas saw it on May 21 and 231 	The width of the bright rim might be 
about 3". The rim becomes brighter near each cusp to form the cusp—prolongations 
noted by J H. Schroeter and others. The north cusp thus is prolonged about 12 
degrees; the south)  about 6 degrees. The north cusp—extension is seen the more 
readily." A power of 47X was used for this observation. 

On pg. 11 of the May issue we reported some speculations by D. O!Toole 
about the lunar walled plain Fracastorius. He had once seen cloud—suggesting 
appearances with Fracastorius on the sunrise terminator; and he was puzzled by 
;:le fact that he could not see a pair of craterlets on the floor until about 
two days after sunrise, though peaks and hills were noticed at lower lightings. 
Fracastorius has now been observed again on the sunrise terminator by O!Toole 
on April 22 and by Haas on June 20. Only parts of the floor were lit by the 
st.n, but there was nothing on either date indicating any lunar atmospheric 
ealfects or unusual appearances. On April 23 at colongitude 340°  OtToolo with 
his 6—inch reflector saw a crater—pit on the floor; he had never previously ob—
served a craterlet before colongitude 3550, including a view on August 30, 1949, 
at 3460. 	(Colongitude is the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise termi» 
nator and is counted all the way around up to 3600.) 	In mediocre or poor see— 
ing Haas could distinguish no craterlets, only peaks or hills, on June 20 at 
colongitude 328°, on June 21 at 340°, and on June 22 at 3530. However, E. 
Hare with his excellent 12—inch reflector on April 24 at 351° drew a huge 
number of both craterlets and elevations. Hare suggests that perhaps Erre—
darkness of the floor of Fracastorius explains the invisibility of craterlets 
under low lighting, a similar effect occurring in Plato. 

Recent observers of the crater Conon include E. E. Hare (12—inch refl.), 
L. J. Reese (6—inch refl.), L. T. Johnson (10—inch refl.), D. O'Toole (6—inch 
refl.), and W. H. Haas (6—inch refl.). 	The terminology used here for features 
in Conon is given by Figure 1 on pg. 1 of the February issue. On April 27 
both Reese and Johnson observed near colongitude 2725. Johnson found "Fault 
B" definitely visible only in its southwest half; but Reese saw its northeast 
half easily, though the southwest half was a little the darker. "Cleft V" was 
surely visible to Johnson only near its northwest end, where it passed between 
two hills or mounds. 	"Streak S" was invisible to Johnson and extremely diffi— 
cult for Reese, though Reese saw it distinctly on April 28 at 40°9. Conon was 
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observed on April 26 by Hare at 15°5 and by Haas at 17°4. "Cleft V" was promi—
nent to Hare (lighting already too high for Johnson and Reese on April 27?) but 
invisible to Haas., Perhaps the smaller telescope used by Haas was not able to 
resolve the cleft from the neighboring edge of the internal shadow in the crater. 
On his April 26 drawing Haas represented three indefinite white spots on the 
floor. Reese identifies the northernmost of the three as "Hill P". Reese fur—
ther writes that on Deoember 10, 1948, at colongitude 17°5 he found "Hill P" 
bright and conspiauous)  while there was no sign of Haas' other two spots. How—
ever, on April 7, 1949, at colongitude 15°0 Reese saw all three spots much as 
Haas did on April 26, 1950, at colongitude 17°44 "Fault B" loOked definitely 
like a ridge in its southwest half to Johnson on April 27 and like the shadow 
of a fault to OtToole on March 29. "Streak S" was very diffuse and indefinite 
to Hare on December 30, 1949, at 310; but it looked very real to him on January 
28, 1950, at 33°8. On March 29 OtToole saw "Streak Sit to be composed of two 
diverging lines. The mystery of its' true nature and appearance deepens: On 
May 25 at 9°5 Hare found finger—like appendages to the large interior shadow in 
Conon at the position of two ravines in the northeast part of the floor. Hare 
writes that he confirms Reesets value of the colongitude at which the interior 
sunrise shadow in Conon half fills the crater. It will be noted on pg. 8 of 
the April issue that this value leads to a surprising depth of Conon — 8,200 
feet. 

On April 21 at 3h 30m, U.T.)  and on April 22 from 3h  15m to 4h  40m  Do P 
Barcroft saw Aristarchus to "glow" on the earthlit hemisphere. He apparently 
thinks that more is involved than the ordinary visibility of brighter features 
on the earthshine. Using a 14.inch reflector at 74X and 98X, Barcroft saw the 
earthlit hemisphere details better than he ever had before. The "glow" in 
Aristarchus by earthshine would appear to be similar to an appearance noted by 
Barcroft on May 2, 1949, when he compared it to "a nebula projected against 
the moonts surface*" A few observers have thought that the visibility of 
Aristarchus by earthlight shows variations not explicable by the illumination. 

D. O'Toole has sometimes been puzzled by seeing a 'talc inside the Linn 
white areas  and he wonders how this peak is related to the crater usually seen 
there under favorable conditions. On April 24, 25, and 26, he saw this peak 
again and recorded its shadow)  which was naturally longest when the lighting 
was lowest on April 24. On all three dates the peak was in the western part of 
the white area. OtToole could distinguish no crater in the white area from 
April 24 to 27. Observations by Barcroft and Hare on April 24 at almost the 
smile time as OtToolets gave quite different results. Barcroft "got repeated 
glimpses of the Linne spot as a minute, shallow crater, with a lip on the west 
side." Hare, who had the largest telescope and very probably the clearest view, 
found the Linne crater to be cons—shaped with raised rims so that both interior 
and exterior shadows were observed. The editorts interpretation would be that 
OtToolets peak is really the west outer wall of the crater, which has been seen 
large and brilliant under low morning illumination with an 18—inch refractor. 
The shadow of the peak is then merely the shadow in the west part of the crater, 
and the position of the peak in the western part of the white area is also ex, 
plained. Views under evening illumination might fully settle whether or not 
this interpretation is correct. 

Writing on June 1)  R. Rigollet tells us that A. Hestin agrees that his 
lunar bright spot of March 26 (pg. 8 of May issue) was too large for a lunar 
meteor. Mr. Hestin has formulated an hypothesis)  we are told)  which accounts 
for the diffusonese and large size of the spot by the condensation of carbon 
dioxide on the night side of the moon)  assuming that a meteorite was aotually 
the cause. 
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meteor. Mr. Hestin has formulated an hypothesis, we are told, which accounts 
for the diffuseness and large size of the spot by the condensation of carbon 
dioxide on the night side of the moon, assuming that a meteorite was actually 
the cause. 
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E. E. Hare has been experimenting in lunar photography with his 12-inch re. 
flector. The smallest craters that he has been able to record on film are two 
and one-half or three miles in diameter. His practice has been to project the 
lunar image through a one-half inch eyepiece, thus getting a scale of 15 inches 
to the moonts diameter. A sample print that he took on May 24 at colongitude 
358° employed a 4-second exposure with Tri X Pan film. 	(We lack information 
about whether or not the telescope has a drive.) 	On this print some of the 
Triesnecker Clefts can be faintly perceived, while the Hyginus and Ariadaeus 
Clefts and the central mountains in Godin and Agrippa are shown very plainly, 

MARS IN THE SPRING OF 1950 

During the last month we have received observations of Mars from: J. C. 
Bartlett, Jr. (3.5-inch refl.), T. R. Cave, Jr. (8-inch refl.), 	P. Cliorley 
(3.5-inch refl.), W. H. Haas (6-inch refl.))  E. B. Hare (12-inch refl.), S. 
Uurayama (8-inch refl.), and T. Saheki (8-inch refl.). 	The planet is now ra- 
ther remote; the angular diameter will decrease from 7:9 on July 1 to 6U8 on 
July 31. During July the north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 25 to 
23 degrees. On July 15 quantity0will be 148°; the Martian season is thus the 
latter part of summer in the northern hemisphere. 

L. T. Johnson has often found a red filter helpful in viewing surface 
feitures. Perhaps readers will wish to use such a filter on Mars in 1952. 
C. Ti. Tombaugh has often found an orange filter a definite aid in viewing the 
planets.  and the moon. 

In our April and June issues we described some cloud-projections on Mars 
reported by our observers. Examples are shown on Figures 5 and 7 on pg, 1. We 
now attempt some general remarks on this subject. It is unfortunate that 
1,L.P.O. observations in 1950 show almost nothing about the motions of these 
eLfads over the surface of Mars. It is always most important to try_to reob- 
svpa cLudzpralctiop. on 1 nmediately .subfeclaent dates and_to megpuKeqx: 

mate its pobition. We also lack data on the heights of these clouds above the 
surface of the planet, though some observers did report that their projections 
were close to the limit of observability, The most serious lack, however, is 
a basic one; just how are we to decide whether a given apparent cloud-projec-
tion is real or an irradiative effect? It would appear to be very much in 
o2der to carry out experiments with simulated cloud-bulges on artificial discs 
id order to try to determine how small a projection can be detected and dis-
tinguished from a false irradiative effect caused by a bright area near the 
edge of the disc of Mars. When the planet was near opposition last March a 
second of arc equalled about 300 miles; hence, a cloud rising 20 miles above 
the surface of the planet would subtend an angle in profile on the limb of only 
=7. Of course, it would extend a greater distance than that above the termi-
nator. In interpreting the apparent cloud-projections it would be a great 
advantage to know whether a deformation of the outline of the limb of that size, 
for example, could be detected. 

In correspondence with the editor Dr. James C. Bartlett, Jr. has discussed 
at some length the possible heights of yellow clouds on Mars. These are us-
ually interpreted as dust clouds. The stimulus to the discussion was given by 
Dr. Bartlettts observation of a distinctly projecting yellow cloud on the limb 
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SPECIAL SECTION OF LIBRATORY REGIONS. 300,„ MAP OF THE MOON. 

DRAWN BY H.PERCYWILKINS. F.R.A.S. 1950. 
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SPECIAL LIBRATORY SECTION — H. . WILKINS 300—INCH MAP OF THE MOON 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers expresses its 
appreciation to Mr. Wilkins for his kind permission to reproduce 
nis map of the moon. 
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SPECIAL LIBRATORY SECTION — H. P. WILKINS 300—INCH MAP OF THE MOON 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers expresses its 
appreciation to Mr. Wilkins for his kind permission to reproduce 
'nis map of the moon. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTI_REMINDFRS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

We invite the attention of our readers to the back outside cover of this 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer. For some time several of our astronomical 
friends have been urging us to carry advertisements as an additional service to 
our readers. 	The ones that appear on the cover of this issue are intended as 
samples. We are equipped to reproduce all kinds of diagrams in advertisements. 
We invite those having goods or services to sell to the amateur astronomer to ad- 
vertise in this periodical. 	For the present at least, all advertisements will 
appear upon the back outside cover, a very choice position. The StrollinE 
Astronomer has readers in all parts of the United States, and indeed all over 
the world; moreover, it is taken by several astronomical societies. Rates for 
advertising will for the present be determined upon an individual basis; they 
will be standardized soon if sufficient interest developes. 

We would very much like to include in our advertisements a column to ex-
pedite the exchange of astronomical goods and services among our readers. We 
receive inquiries at intervals from colleagues who wish to buy telescopes,lenses, 
rare books, and other items. We occasionally learn of other colleagues who have 
the same items to sell. An exchange-column should hence be a very real service 
to both parties. Rates for advertising in such a column, which we hope to in-
stitute quickly, will be five cents per word, including addresses. 

Don't forget the Second Conference of Western Amateur Astronomers at 
Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif. on August 14, 15, and 16. All who can are 
heartily invited to come. Those desiring detailed information should write 
immediately to Mrs. Dorothy R. Rossiter,922 Roble Avenue,Menlo Park, California. 
The Peninsula Astronomical Society are the hosts. Plans made for the Convention 
include papers of interest to amateurs, astronomical movies, exhibits, and a 
visit to Santa Clara University and the Lick Observatory. Perhaps the most en-
joyable feature of such Conventions, however, is the informal gatherings, the 
opportunity to meet and talk with fellow-astronomers previously known only 
through correspondence or by reputation. Long and lasting friendships will 
often be formed, for those who love the stars together are not strangers. 	The 
editor looks forward to seeing as many of you as can be there at Palo Alto on 
August 14, 15, and 16. 

We remind our readers that the serial reproduction of the detailed and ex-
cellent H. P. Wilkins map of the moon will commence in our October, 1950, issue. 
A number of persons praised the reproduction of the Special Librctory Section 
in the July issue; the coming regular sections will be fully as good. For the 
sum of one dollar in addition to the regular subscription price, which sum must 
be received by September 15, we shall mail your copy of The Strolling Astronomer 
in a large, flat envelope during the period that the map is appearing; in this 
way your map will reach you unfolded and uncreased. Those who would like to have 
the Wilkins map immediately can order a photographic copy of its sections from 
The Stevens Agency, 202 S. Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 	The price is 
twelve dollars, including mailing and insurance. For two dollars more The 
Stevens Agency will furnish transparent covers for the sections of the map. 

The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers expresses its thanks to 
The Astronomical League for the many courtesies it received at the National Con-
vention of the League at Wellesley, Massachusetts, on July 1, 2, 3, and 4. It 
was indeed very generous of the League to allow the A.L.P.O.so much time to pre-
sent its recent observational results and future observational goals. We look 
forward to a future of profitable cooperation with the Astronomical League. We 
expect to carry in a coming issue a description of the Wellesley Convention; a 
number of readers who were there have written that it was a very enjoyable and 
successful gathering. 
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THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF OCTOBER 711949 

by Walter H. Haas 

The circumstances of this total eclipse of the moon were as listed below. 
Here and throughout this article all dates and times are by Universal Time. 

Moon enters penumbra 
	

1949, October 6, 23h 50m. 

Moon enters umbra 
	

October 7, 1h 5m. 

Total eclipse begins 
	

2h 20m. 

Total eclipse ends 
	 3h 33m.  

Moon leaves umbra 
	

4h  48m. 

Moon leaves penumbra 
	

6h 3m. 

It will be noted from these times that the eclipse was a bright twilight 
and early evening phenomenon in the Western States, while in the Fastern States 
it occurred later in the night with the moon at a higher altitude. 	In Western 
Europe, of course, it took place very late in the night. As usual, that bother-
some and vexatious terrestrial atmosphere prevented a number of our best obser- 
vers from seeing the eclipse. 	Many others were more successful, however; and 
the purpose of this article is to report and interpret their observrtioris of the 
eclipse. 

COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS OF FCLIPSFD MOON 

Many of the observers gave some attention to these matters, not only with 
the naked eye but also with binoculars and telescopes of various sizes. 	Diff- 
erent observers flatly contradict each other about whether the eclipse of October 
7 was darker or brighter than the one of April 13, 194.9. 	We might expect the 
October eclipse to be the brighter from the fact that the moon did not then en-
ter so deeply into the umbral shadow; and precisely this result was obtained by 
Dr. Lincoln La Paz of the University of New Mexico, by the Messieurs Rogues in 
France from a careful study, and by P. Chorley and D. O'Toole, 	Nevertheless, 
F F Brinckman, Jr., T. R. Cave, Jr., and P. F. Froeschner were all confident 
that the October eclipse was the darker. 	Perhaps the chief lesson to be drawn 
from such inconsistencies is that remembered viaual impressions can be very mis- 
leading. 	Any real accuracy will evidently demand careful comparisons of the 
total light of the moon in eclipse with that of stars,perhaps using out-of-focus 
images. 	If the moon remains considerably brighter than any available star, it 
may be further necessary to dim the moonls light by a known amount with some 
suitable device before making the comparisons. 

Seven beautiful paintings in natural colors of the eclipse by 	B. 
Moron of the Montreal Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada were 
kindly sent to us by Miss Isabel K. Williamson. 	These were made from 2h 15m  to 
4h  30m  and thus show all phases of the eclipse from just before totality to an 
hour after totality. 	At this eclipse the north limb of the moon entered most 
deeply into the umbral shadow, and one would expect the familiar red coloration 
to be most intense there. 	That is exactly what was observed; the north limb 
looked blood-red to W. H. Haas, orange to P. Lane, copper to J .. Reed, garnet 
to R. A. Wright, and orangeih-red to D. O'Toole and is a dark red-brown on 
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Moxon's paintings. Whatever the correct description of the color, it gradually 
faded out as one went from the north limb toward the edge of the umbra. Moron, 
for example, indicated relatively little color outside of the northernmost fifth 
of the disc. The southern portions of the moon, which were least deeply immersed 
in the shadow, looked yellow or yellowish gray to Haas. They were almost white 
compared to the northern regions. To Hare at 2h 40m  and later a large area in 
the southeast quadrant was bluish white in his 7-inch telescope, and this quad-
rant was so bright to his eye that the eclipse did not appear to be total. L. T. 
Johnson with a 4-inch reflector at 18X just before totality noted that the um-
bra had a blue edge about 10 minutes of arc wide, and J. W. Reed with a 6-inch 
reflector at 48X compatibly recorded a blue-gray hue next to the sunlit regions. 
During totality Wright observed on the limb a very beautiful green crescent, 
which revolved around the south half of the moon's limb so as to be always next 
to the edge of the umbra. Wright's green crescent is very probably the bluish 
band of Johnson and Reed; this band at the border of the umbra is a common fea-
ture of lunar eclipses, and it is somewhat surprising that more observers did no: 
comment upon it on October 7. Near 3h 5m  F. E. Brinckman was surprised to find 
the overall color of the disc to be "pale slate blue" in his 6-inch reflector at 
45X. He obtained no such impression with the naked eye, but a blue color filter 
gave some confirmation to its telescopic reality. 

SEARCHES FOR POSSIBLE LUNAR MFTFORS 

Cne of our two principal observing-programs was the systematic survey of 
the moon for possible lunar meteors and possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares. 
The darkness of the moon in eclipse is naturally very favorable to such work. 
It was, to be sure, the opinion of a number of observers during both 190 total 
eclipses that the lunar background is brighter thorn, and hence less favorable 
for such searches, than is the earthlit hemisphere each lunation a few days from 
new moon. Fven so, an eclipse offers an opportunity for important cooperative 
work on searches for lunar meteors or impact-flares not available otherwise. In 
the table which follows the third column indicates the time at which each obser-
ver began and ended his searches. Both because interruptions often occurred and 
because searches are seldom 100 percent efficient, the number •f minutes cf 
effective watching in the fourth column is frequently less than the difference 
of beginning and ending times. The fifth column gives the estimated stellar 
magnitude of the faintest object that could have been seen against the moon. 
Observers had been reauested to make a sketch of stars seen near the moon. Mr. 
C. B. Stephenson kindly sttdied these sketches and determined the stellar magni-
tudes of the faintest stars shown on them. When an observer supplied such a 
sketch, the number in parentheses in the fifth column is the stellar magnitude 
of the faintest star that he depicted on his sketch. 	Of course, one cannot see 
as faint stars against the moon as against the sky;and there is some uncertainty 
in estimating the limit against the moon from what was seen against the sky. 
When no sketch was supplied, the uncertainty is even greater. The sixth column 
shows what lunar area in sq. mis. was watched, the area of the whole visible 
hemisphere being 7,000,000 sq. mis. 
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the table which follows the third column indicates the time at which each obser-
ver began and ended his searches. Both because interruptions often occurred and 
because searches are seldom 100 percent efficient, the number •f minutes cf 
effective watching in the fourth column is frequently less than the difference 
of beginning and ending times. 	The fifth column gives the estimated stellar 
magnitude of the faintest object that could have been seen against the moon. 
Observers had been reauested to make a sketch of stars seen near the moon. Mr. 
C. B. Stephenson kindly sttdied these sketches and determined the stellar magni-
tudes of the faintest stars shown on them. When an observer supplied such a 
sketch, the number in parentheses in the fifth column is the stellar magnitude 
of the faintest star that he depicted on his sketch. 	Of course, one cannot see 
as faint stars against the moon as against the sky;and there is some uncertainty 
in estimating the limit against the moon from what was seen against the sky. 
When no sketch was supplied, the uncertainty is even greater. The sixth column 
shows what lunar area in sq. mis. was watched, the area of the whole visible 
hemisphere being 7,000,000 sq. mis. 
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F. M. Garland 

W. H. Haas 

E. F. Hare 

L. T. Johnson 

B. Lane 

R. R. La Pelle 
and others 
R. R. La Pelle 
and others 
R. C. Maag 

J. W. Meek 

Montreal Centre. 

. R. Venor 

2. Mrs. G Hall 
& H. Newman 
3. F. De Kinder 

D. O'Toole 

J. W. Reed 

. Schmidt 

6-in. refl. 

7-in, refl, 

10-in, refl. 

3-in. refl, 

6-in. refl. 

10-in, refl. 

4-in. refr, 

5-in, refr, 

12-in, refl. 

5-in. refl. 

4-in, refr. 

6-in. refl. 

6-in. refl. 

13-in. refl. 

Interval 

2h15m-2h30m  

3hom 

totality? 

3h15m_41115m 

2h20m-3h35m 

2h23m-3h38m 

2h40m-? 

1h45m-3h30m  

2h15m-2h55m 

2h15m-3h38m 

2h15m-3h38m  

2h8m-2h58m  

3hom_3h4om 

trtality 

2h15m_3h35m  

totality 

2h20m-3h32m  

2h21m-3h57m 

2h20m_3h33m  

totality 

2h30m-4hOm  

C. W. Tombaugh 	12-in. refl, 

University of New 	3-in. refl.. 
Mexico Astronomy Class and others 

3.5-in, refl. totality? 

Observer(21 	Telescope 

C. Bomgren 	 3-in. 

F.F. Brinckman, Jr. 	6-in, 

G. Brown 	 6-in. 
and others 
T. R. Cave, Jr. 	8-in. 

P 	Froeschner 	6-in. 

refr. 

refl. 

refl. 

refl. 

refl. 

Number Limiting 
Minutes Magnitude Area 

7.5 	7,000,000 

10 	8.5 	7,000,000 

8 	7,000,000 

9 	7,000,000 

71 
(dimmer than 10)1  

9.5 	74000,000 

5,000,000 10 

9.5 	7,000,000 53 
(11.5-12.0) 

10 	7,000,000 15 

8.5 	2,000,000 13 

7.5 	4,000,000 32 
2 

8.5(9.3)7,000,000 80 

80 
	

9.5 	7,000,000 

7 	6,000,000 34 

38 
	

8.5 	70000,000 
then 1,400,000 

60? 	10 	7,000,000 

75 	8(8.6)3  7,000,000 

70? 	7 	1,000,000? 

67 	9 	7,000,000 

61 	8.5(9.3)7,000,000 

35 	10 	7,000,000 

spasmodic 11 	2,000,000? 
searches 
90? 
	

7.5 	7,000,000 

1. Photographic stellar magnitude. 
2. Another star of visual magnitude 9.3 near the m 

the sketch. 
3. A star of magnitude 8,7 was not shown. 
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on was net shown on 

12-in, refl. trtality 

5-in. refl. 

4-in. refr, 

6-in. refl. 

6-in. refl. 

13-in. refl. 

12-in. refl. 

3-in, refr. 
and others 

2h15m-3h35m  

totality 

2h20m-3h32m  

2h21m-3h57m 

2h20m-3h33m 

totality 

2h30m-4hOm  

Number Limiting 
Telescope 	Interval 	Minutes Magnitude Area 

refr. 2h15m-2h30m 5 	7.5 7,000,000 

	

10 	8.5 	7,000,000 

8 
	

7,000,000 

	

15 	9 	7,000,000 

	

71 	9.5 	74000,000 
(dimmer than 10)1  

	

10 	7 	5,000,000 3.5-in. refl. totality? 

2h23m-3h38m 
	

53 	9.5 	7,000,000 

2h40m-? 
	

15 	10 	7,000,000 
(11.5-12.0) 

1h45m-3h30m 	13 
	

8.5 	2,000,000 

2h15m-2h55m 
	

32 	7.5 	4,000,000 
2 

2h15m-3h38m 	80 
	

8.5(9.3)7,000,000 

	

80 
	

9.5 	7,001,000 

7 	6,000,000 34 

8.5 	70000,000 38 
then 1,400,000 

Observer(E1 

C. Bomgren 

F.F. Brinckman, Jr. 

G. Brown 
and others 
T. R. Cave, Jr. 

P. F. Froeschner 

F. M. Garland 

W. H. Haas 

E. F. Hare 

L. T. Johnson 

B. Lane 

R. R. La Pelle 
and others 
R. R. La Pelle 
and others 
R. C. Maag 

J. W. Meek 

Montreal Centre: 

3-in, 

6-in, 

6-in. 

8-in. 

6-in. 

refl. 	3h0m ..31110m 

refl. 	totality? 

refl. 	31115m_4h15m 

refl. 	2h20m-3h35m 

6-in. refl. 

7-in. refl, 

10-1n. refl. 

3-in. refl. 

6-in, refl. 

10-1n. refl. 

4-in. refr, 

5-in, refr, 

2h15M..3h38M 

2h8m-2h58m  
3h0m_31140m 

60? 	10 	7,000,000 

75 	8(8.6) 7,000,000 

70? 	7 	1,000,000? 

67 	9 	7,000,000 

61 	8.5(9.3)7,001,000 

35 	10 	7,000,000 

spasmodic 11 	2,000,000? 
searches 
90? 	7.5 	7,000,000 

1. R. Venor 

2. Mrs. G. Hall 
& H. Newman 
3. F. De Kinder 

D. O'Toole 

J. W. Reed 

R. Schmidt 

C. W. Tombaugh 

University of New 
Mexico Astronomy Class 

1. Photographic stellar magnitude. 
2. Another star of visual magnitude 9.3 near the moon was net shown on 

the sketch. 
3. A star of magnitude 8,7 was not shown. 
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R. Venor 12-in. refl. 	3h34m  

3h3gm 
(about) 
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T. R. Cave, Jr. 	8-in. refl. 

Special praise should go to the Springfield Stars Club of Springfield,Mass., 
for their very well planned program of lunar meteor searches under the guidance 
of R. R La Pelle. 	Perhaps Mr. La Pelle is best known to our readers as the 
Activities Chairman of the Astronomical League. 	A six-inch and a ten-inch re- 
flector were assigned to this program. 	It having been decided that an observer 
could not remain keenly attentive for more than five minutes, the observers were 
changed at each telescope every five minutes They were never changed simultan-
eously at both telescopes, however. Therefore, the moon was always being closely 
watched by a Springfield observer, and most of the time it was being closely 
watched with a ten-inch telescope. 	Two stop-watches were on hand to time any 
phenomenon observed, and a general time-keeper watched the progress of the ec-
lipse and supervised the changes of observers. Another person had a large scale 
photograph of the moon and stood ready to record the positions of any meteors or 
flares seen. Ve recommend the procedure lust described to astronomy clubs wish-
ing to study the coming total eclipse of the moon on September 26, 1950 (U.T 
date) 

The results of the searches were negative, With the following exceptions 

3h27m 
 

Position 
on Moon 

just E of Kepler 

a little N of 
Grimaldi 
in N part 
Tranquilitatis 
in Frigoris N 
of Iridum 

near Hyginus 
Cleft 
in Mare Crisium 

just W of 
Ariadaeus 

just of 
Gassendi 

in Nubium near 
Ptolemey 

N edge Haemus Mts 

near. Pico 

Remarks 

a thin white flash, 
travelled south to 
north. 
a stationary flash, 
white. 
suspected 2 bright 
flashes. 
suspected a stat-
ionary flash, mag-
nitude 9 or 10. 
a possible flash. 

a possible flash. 

a thin white flash, 
travelled west to 
erst. 
suspected a white 
flash, magnitude 
5-6. 
a possible flash. 

a possible flash. 

magnitude 8, per-
haps moved 30" 
toward lunar 3E. 
tiny flash, like 
a pin point. 
strongly suspected 
a "flare" magnitude 
about 6. 

only: 

Observer 
	

Telescope 	Time 
Seen 

R. Venor 
	

12-in. refl. 	2R26E 

B Lane 	 3-in. refl. 	2h26m27s 

P F. Froeschner 6-in. refl. 	2h30m  
(about) 

D. O'Toole 	6-in. refl. 	2h43m  

F De Kinder 
	

4-in. refr. 	2h48m118  

F De Kinder 
	

4-in. refr. 	2h58m12s 

R. Venor 
	

12-in. refl. 	3118m 

J. W. Reed 	6-in. refl. 	3h19m  

F. De winder 
	

4-in. refr. 

F. De Winder 
	

4-in. refr. 

D. O'Toole 
	

6-in. refl. 

3h25M35S just SE of 
Aristarchus 

3h25m50s NW of Grimaldi 

only: 

Observer 	 Telescope 	Time 	Position 
Seen 	on Moon 

T7V-WIOT 	 12- in. refl. 	27gE 	just F of Kepler 

B. Lane 

P. F. Froeschner 

D. O'Toole 

F. De Kinder 

F. De Kinder 

R. Venor 

F. De Kinder 

F. De Kinder 

D. O'Toole 

3-in. refl. 

6-in. refl. 

6-in. refl. 

4-in. refr. 

4-in. refr. 

6-in. refl. 

3h19m  

3h25m35s  

3h25m50s 

3h27m 

3h34m 
 

3h3gm 
(about) 

just W of 
Gassendi 

just SE of 
Aristarchus 
NW of Grimaldi 

in Nubium near 
Ptolemey 

N edge Haemus Mts. 

near. Pica 

2h26m27s a little N of 
Grimaldi 

2h3Om 	in N part 
(about) Tranquilitatis 
2h43m 	in Frigoris N 

of Iridum 

2h48mlls near Hyginus 
Cleft 

2h58m12s in Mare Crisium 

J. W. Reed 	6-in. refl. 

R. Venor 	 12-in. refl. 

T. R. Cave, Jr. 	8-in. refl. 

4-in. refr. 

4-in. refr. 

12-in. refl. 	3h8111 	just W of 
Ariadaeus 

Special praise should go to the Springfield Stars Club of Springfield,Mass., 
for their very well planned program of lunar meteor searches under the guidance 
of R. R. La Pelle. 	Perhaps Mr. La Pelle is best known to our readers as the 
Activities Chairman of the Astronomical League. 	A six-inch and a ten-inch re- 
flector were assigned to this program. 	It having been decided that an observer 
could not remain keenly attentive for more than five minutes, the observers were 
changed at each telescope every five minutes. They were never changed simultan-
eously at both telescopes, however. Therefore, the moon was always being closely 
watched by a Springfield observer, and most of the time it was being closely 
watched with a ten-inch telescope. 	Two stop-watches were on hand to time any 
phenomenon observed, and a general time-keeper watched the progress of the ec-
lipse and supervised the changes of observers. Another person had a large scale 
photograph of the moon and stood ready to record the positions of any meteors or 
flares seen. Ve recommend the procedure lust described to astronomy clubs wish-
ing to study the coming total eclipse of the moon on September 26, 1950 (U.T. 
date). 

The results of the searches were negative, With the following exceptions 

Remarks 

a thin white flash, 
travelled south to 
north. 
a stationary flash, 
white. 
suspected 2 bright 
flashes. 
suspected a stat-
ionary flash, mag-
nitude 9 or 10. 
a possible flash. 

a passible flash. 

a thin white flash, 
travelled west to 
enst. 
suspected a white 
flash, magnitude 
5-6. 
a possible flash. 

a possible flash. 

magnitude 8, per-
haps moved 30" 
toward lunar 3E. 
tiny flash, like 
a pin point. 
strongly suspected 
a "flare", magnitude 
about 6. 
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Among the objects listed above there is only one possible example of agree-
ment in time of appearance of an object and in its position on the moon, namely, 
for the objects seen by Lane and Venor near 2h 26m, The times and positions re-
ported may very well be identiCal; the observers had absolutely no knowledge 
of each other's work and were 2,000 miles apart. Do we here have at last a 
duplicate observation of a meteoric object near the surface of the moon? In my 
opinion we cannot be sure; perhaps we could be more certain if both observers 
had supplied more detailed descriptions of the object or objects. 	It is unfav- 
orable to the thesis of identity of the two objects that Venor's moved while 
Lane's was stationary. Lane employed 84X; Venor, 70X. The differing powers can 
scarcely explain the differing impressions of motion. 	It is also curious that 
the Venor-Lane object or objects was not seen by any of 13 other observers 
watching near 2h  26m, though it is true that some of these were not observing 
the moon continuously. 

The remaining objects;  all recordet by one observer only, are in my opinion 
best interpreted as illusions or terrestrial meteors or both, with the possible 
exception of the ones seen by Venor with a comparatively large 12-inch tele- 
scope. 	Both Froeschner and O'Toole considered that small bright lunar features 
near the limit of visibility were a fruitful source of illusory points of light. 
It should further be noticed in the table above that most of the objects were 
of uncertain reality even to their observers. 	Terrestrial meteors, of course, 
can be seen projected against the moon only in a very restricted portion of the 
earth; lack of confirmation by other observers hundreds or thousands of miles a-
way is to be expected. While watching for possible lunar meteors Haas saw one 
terrestrial meteor, and Schmidt saw several; their long paths and rapid motion 
revealed their nature, 	 (To be continued) 

MARS AND SATURN IN MAY-JULY 1950 

During the last month we have received observations of Mars from these 
colleagues: J. C. Bartlett, Jr. (3.5Tinch refl.),T. R, Cave, Jr. (8-inch refl.), 
C. M. Cyrus(10-inch refl.), S. Pipisawa (13-inch refl.), W. H. Haas (6-inch 
refl.), M. B. P. Heath (10-inch refl.), R. F. Missert (S-inch refr,), G. D. 
Roth (4.4-inch refl.), T, Saheki (8-ineh refl.), and E. K, White (7-inch refl,). 
We are especially indebted to Mr. Saheki;  the Director of the Mars Section of 
the Oriental Astronomical Association in Japan, for his very kindly sending 
copies to us of all his extensive observations of Mars. 	On July 11 this obser- 
ver made his 144TE-drawing of the 1949-50 apparition! The rest of us have a 
goal to shoot at in 1952. 	Although Mr. Roth's name will be new to most of our 
readers, he is active in the Bund der Sternfreunde in Germany and fralquently 
uses color filters to excellent advantage in planetary studies. 	It is good to 
see so much contii-iking interest in the receding Mars. We particularly urge 
A.L.P.O. members employing large and excellent telescopes to keep watching the 
planet for as long as they can see markings. The angular diameter will decrease 
from 0:7 on August 1 to 6'.'O on September 1, Between these dates the tilt of the 
north pole toward the earth will decrease from 23° to 18°, and quantity0will 
increase from 157° to 174°. 	On Spptember 12(!will reach 1800, marking the ver- 
nal equinox of the southern hemisphere and the autumnal equinox of the northern 
one. 	It may well be that the south polar cap will become very prominent in 
August late in the southern winter. 
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best interpreted as illusions or terrestrial meteors or both, with the possible 
exception of the ones seen by Venor with a comparatively large 12-inch tele-
scope. Both Froeschner and O'Toole considered that small bright lunar features 
near the limit of visibility were a fruitful source of illusory points of light. 
It should further be noticed in the table above that most of the objects were 
of uncertain reality even to their observers. 	Terrestrial meteors, of course, 
can be seen projected against the moon only in a very restricted portion of the 
earth; lack of confirmation by other observers hundreds or thousands of miles a-
way is to be expected. While watching for possible lunar meteors Haas saw one 
terrestrial meteor, and Schmidt saw several; their long paths and rapid motion 
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E. J. Reese 
6-in. refl. 
240X. 

ARISTARCHUS Fig. 2 
Oolong. 102°.6 
Oct. 8, 1949 
5h  05m  U.T. 
S5-6, T4 

Fig. 1 
Colong. 109°.l 
Jan. 16, 1949 
4h  00m U.T. 
S6, T3 

N 
/ 

r

.n 

Ti  \  

7. 

Fig. 3. Jupiter. 
T. Cragg. 6-in. refl. 
May 21, 1950. 
10/1  20m, U.T. 
104X. 
CM1 = 0°, CM2 = 8°. 

Fig. 4. Jupiter. 
T. Saheki, 8-in. refl. 
May 18, 1950. 
19h 25m, U.T. 
330X, 160X. 
CM1 218°, CM2 ® 246°. 

Fig. 5. Plato 
H. G. Allen. 3.5-in. refl 
May 28, 1950. 
2h  45m, U.T. 
100X. 
Colong. 4697 

ARISTARCHUS 

E. J. Reese 
6-in. refl. 
240X. 

Fig. 2 
Oolong. 102°.6 
Oct. 8, 1949 
5h  05m  U.T. 
S5-6, T4 

Fig. 1 
Colong. 109°.1 
Jan. 16, 1949 
4h  00m U.T. 
S6, T3 

Fig. 3. Jupiter. 
T. Cragg. 6-in. refl. 
May 21, 1950. 
10h 20m, U.T. 
104X. 
CM1 = 009 CM2 = 8°- 

Fig. 4. Jupiter. 	 Fig. 5. Plato 
T. Saheki, 8-in. refl. 	H. G. Allen. 3.5-in. refl. 
May 18, 1950. 	 May 28, 1950. 
1911  25m, U.T. 	 2h  45m, U.T. 
330X, 160X. 	 100X. 
CM1 = 218°, CM2 = 246°. 	Colong, 4697 
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RFMINDERS AND POLICY STATFMFNT 

In our next issue, the one for October, we shall begin the photographic re-
production of the sections of the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon. Those who 
would like to receive The Strolling Astronomer unfolded in large envelopes dur-
ing the period that the map is appearing may do so by sending one dollar for 
this special service. This sum must be received before September 15. Those who 
would like to have the complete photographed lunar map at once may order it from 
The Stevens Agency, 202 S. Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

We remind our readers that the back outside cover is now available for ad-
vertising. Rates for advertising in an exchange-column will be five cents per 
word, including addresses. Write the editor about rates for larger insertions. 

If these reminders seem too frequent, the editor would plead that it is 
well known that college professors have very poor memories! 

We shall take space for a general statement of policy. Whenever signed 
articles appear in The Strolling Astronomer, the opinions expressed are those of 
the person or persons whose names appear. These opinions need not be those of 
the staff of this periodical. 

THE COMING LUNAR FCLIPSF OF SEPTEMBFR 26.2.  1950 

We direct the attention of our readers to a total eclipse of the moon visi-
ble in the United States later this month. The circumstances are as follows: 

Moon enters penumbra 

Moon enters umbra 

Total eclipse begins 

Total eclipse ends 

Moon leaves umbra 

Moon leaves penumbra 

Pacific 
Universal Time 	Standard Time 

Sept. 26, 1h  20m 	Sept. 25, 5:20 	P.M. 

6:32 

3 

2 32 

54 

4 40 	 8:40 

6 2 	 10:02 

7 14 	 11:14 

Add one hour to P.S.T. to get M.S.T., two hours for C.S.T., and three hours 
for Z.S.T. 	Add one hour more where Daylight Saving Time is in use. It is pro- 
posed that A.L.P.O. studies of this eclipse consist of two principal programs: 
the systematic search for possible lunar meteors and meteoritic impact-flares 
and the careful examination of a few selected lunar regions for possible changes 
caused by the shadow's passage. 

The lunar meteor searches are best carried out only while the eclipse is 
total. During the 46 minutes of totality all participating observers should 
watch the moon as carefully as possible and as nearly continuously as possible. 
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production of the sections of the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon. Those who 
would like to receive The Strolling Astronomer unfolded in large envelopes dur-
ing the period that the map is appearing may do so by sending one dollar for 
this special service. This sum must be received before September 15. Those who 
would like to have the complete photographed lunar map at once may order it from 
The Stevens Agency, 202 S. Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

We remind our readers that the back outside cover is now available for ad-
vertising. Rates for advertising in an exchange-column will be five cents per 
word, including addresses. Write the editor about rates for larger insertions. 

If these reminders seem too frequent, the editor would plead that it is 
well known that college professors have very poor memories! 

We shall take space for a general statement of policy. Whenever signed 
articles appear in The Strolling Astronomer, the opinions expressed are those of 
the person or persons whose names appear. These opinions need not be those of 
the staff of this periodical. 

THE COMING LUNAR ECLIPSE OF SEPTEMBER 26a  1950 

We direct the attention of our readers to a total eclipse of the moon visi-
ble in the United States later this month. The circumstances are as follows: 

Pacific 
Universal Time 
	

Standard Time 

Moon enters penumbra 

Moon enters umbra 

Total eclipse begins 

Total eclipse ends 

Moon leaves umbra 

Moon leaves penumbra 

Sept. 26, lh  20m 	Sept. 25, 5:20 P.M. 

2 32 	 6:32 

3 54 	 7:54 

4 40 	 8:40 

6 2 

7 14 

Add one hour to P.S.T. to get M.S.T., two hours for C.S.T., and three hours 
for Z.S.T. Add one hour more where Daylight Saving Time is in use. It is pro-
posed that A.L.P.O. studies of this eclipse consist of two principal programs: 
the systematic search for possible lunar meteors and meteoritic impact-flares 
and the careful examination of a few selected lunar regions for possible changes 
caused by the shadow's passage. 

The lunar meteor searches are best carried out only while the eclipse is 
total. 	During the 46 minutes of totality all participating observers should 
watch the moon as carefully as possible and as nearly continuously as possible. 
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Casual watches are worth relatively little. An eclipse is a very unusual op-
portunity to see possible lunar meteors against a relatively dim lunar back- 
ground. 	It would be of gl.faj, significance if two observers would independently 
record the same bright speck against the moon. 	Observers should employ a mag- 
nification low enough to show the entire moon; otherwise, they should watch 
those portions of the moon most deeply immersed in the earthts shadow. 	On 
September 26 (E.T. date) the moon's south limb will be most deeply immersed. 
An observer who witnesses any unusual bright object should record its exact time 
of amea::aace, preferably to the nearest second, and its 2recise louatiqn on the 
_moon, perhaps marked on a chart. 	If an observer merely suspects an object, he 
should still report it as suspected; for someone else may have had a clearer 
view of the same object. 

A weakness of searches for lunar meteors at past eclipses has been that it 
is usually very uncertain just how faint a lunar meteor or meteoritic impact-
flare the observer might have perceived, We hence urge that at the September 26 
eclipse each observer make a quick but accurt.te sktoh of stars visible to him 
near the moon. 	Such sketches will best allow very helpful intercomparisons of 
the limits of visibility of stars (and hence of lunar meteors and impact-flares) 
for different observers if they are all made at the same time. 	Therefore, we 
urge each observer to make his sketch between 4h 15m  and 4h 20m, U,T., thus near 
the middle of totality. 	The corresponding P.S.T. is 8:15 to 8:20 P.M. The 
stars shown can later be identified in atlases which give their magnitudes. 

In reporting searches for possible lunar meteors or flares one should re-
cord the usual data about observer, station, telescope, magnification, seeing 
(or steadiness), and transparency. 	There should further be recorded the be- 
ginning and ending times of the search, the number of minutes spent in actual 
watching (since 100% efficiency is hardly to be expected), the region watched 
if other than the whole moon, a sketch of the sort described abovei  and the re- 
sults, 	If any unusual luminous object is seen, there should be reported its 
time of appearance, its position on the moon, its angulrr diameter, its stellar 
magnitude, the length of its path (either in angular units or relative to some 
crater), the lunar direction of motion, the duration of visibility, the color, 
and any other noteworthy characteristics. 

The following objects are suitable ones to study for possible eclipse-
caused changes: 

1. Linne". 	Watch carefully the size, brightness, and sharpness of the 
white area around this crater. Equipped observers might undertake micrometrical 
measures of the diameter of the white area. 

2. Eratosthenes. Estimate the intensities of the dark areas on the floor 
and walls, especially of those in the east half of the floor. 

3. Grimaldi. 	Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, or parts 
thereof, and in the brightness of the bright spots along the west wall. Pay 
especially close attention to the three bright spots forming a right triangle 
near the northwest rim of Grimaldi. 

4. Atlas. 	Watch the intensity and appearance of the two main dark areas 
on the floor, the one near the south wall and the other northwest of the central 
mountains, and of the narrow dark band joining these two areas. 
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5. Stoefler, Examine carefully the dark areas on the floor, and compare 
the intensities of the ones in its east and west parts. 

6. Conon. 	Note the size, brightness, and general appearance of the floor 
"cloud",a variable somewhat triangular white area based upon the northwest wall. 

7. Riccioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuous dark area in 
this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical measures of the north-south 
length of this dark area are desirable; otherwise, visual estimates of the lati-
tude of the south end relative to other lunar objects may be made. Note whether 
the south end is pointed or rounded. 

8. Mare Crisium White Spot's. Watch closely the appearance of No. 7 and No. 
8 on P.A. Moore's map on pg. 251 of Journal of the British Astronomical Associa-
tion for October, 1949. No. 7 is one north-south diameter of Picard west-north-
west of the middle of the west rim of Picard. No. 8 is one and onethird north-
south diameters of Picerd south of No. 7. 

No one should try to study more than four objects out of the eight listed. 
Otherwise, there will be time only for superficial views. Especially for be- 
ginning observers, it may be better to select less than four. 	The same tele- 
scope and the same eyepiece should be used for all observations in-this program; 
one source of false variations in appearance of lunar regions is thus removed. 
It is obviously important to know the usual full-moon appearance of the regions 
watched for eclipse-caused changes. Photographs of good quality can here be 
helpful. However, visual check observations with the telescope and eyepiece be-
ing used in the program can scarcely become too numerous. The lunar areas being 
studied should be observed, if possible, before immersion in the umbra, on the 
night before the eclipse and also on the night after, and in at least one other 
lunation at about the same solar illumination as will prevail on the night of 
the eclipse. 

It is best to make many of the observations suggested above by comparisons 
to other lunar features not far away. For example, the darkness of the floor of 
Grimaldi may be compared to that of Oceanus Procellarum; and the size of Linne 
may be compared to that of a number of white spots on Mare Serenitatis. Such 
relative estimates of intensities and sizes are likely to be far more dependable 
than attempted absolute ones. Each observer should select the comparison-areas 
he desires tc use with some care, and here again good photographs of the full 
moon can be helpful. 	It will be an important advantage on the night of the 
eclipse, however, to have gained thorough familiarity at the telescope with each 
lunar object being watched for possible eclipse-caused changes and its neigh-
boring comparison-areas. 

On the night of the eclipse each object on the program should be examined 
carefully soon after it leaves the umbral shadow. If anything in the least ab-
normal is seen, it should-be reobserved at short intervals until the normal 
full-moon appearance returns-or else for as long as possible. 	One must be very 
careful here not to be deceived by penumbral illumination, and it is prcbably 
quite impossible on this account to establish the reality of eclipse-caused 
changes that do not endure for at least 15 minutes. 	In testing for such penum- 
bral effects it is an advantage if the observations allow the appearance% a cer-
tain number of minutes after emersion from the umbra to be compared with the 
appearance the same number of minutes before immersion in it. 
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The time of each observation in this whole program must be noted if the 
work is to have value. Observers are requested to time when each object that 
they watch enters the umbral shadow and when it leaves the umbra. 

Some astronomy clubs might like to watch for lunar meteors as a group- 
project. 	The procedure followed by the Springfield Stars Club (Mass.) a year 
ago and described on pg. 10 of our August issue is highly recommended. 

We wish all our members good skies on September 26 and look forward to re-
ceiving at their early convenience reports of what they saw. 

OBJECTS SEEN CROSSING THE SUN AND MOON 

by David W. Rosebrugh 

In the next to last paragraph on page 8 of the June, 1950, issue of The 
Strolling Astronomer the remark is made that "observations of dark objects a-
galinst the moon are perhaps faiirly common". 

I have seen many an odd object cross the sun while counting sunspots. Some 
of these I have been able to identify with certainty; others I have had to iden- 
tify by making assumptions as to size, distance, height, and speed. 	For each 
apparition one can by trial and error work out a solution which does not seem 
too unreasonable in any particular, though some of the conclusions may seem 
rather remarkable. 

For instance, late one summer afternoon in 1949 my attention was attracted 
by a round black sunspot consisting only of umbra with no penumbra. 	Just as I 
was going to enter it on my sketch I noticed that it was moving across the sun's 
disc, which it took about 15 seconds to cross. 	By comparison later with the 
size of some of the real sunspots I concluded that it was 1/72nd of the sun's 
diameter. 	The telescope was pointed at an angle of 13 degrees above the hori- 
zon. 	I made a guess that the object was a radiosonde balloon sent up by the 
Weather Bureau at Albany, N. Y., some 84 miles away and that it was 30 feet in 
diameter. 	Since it was 1/72nd of the sun in diameter, the sun's disc at the 
same distance would appear 2160 feet in diameter. The sun appears the same size 
as a 1-foot circle 110 feet distant so this made the distance of the balloon 
2160x110 or 237,600 feet cr 45 miles. 	Since the proper motion of the object 
carried it across the sun's disc in 15 seconds its proper velocity(perpendicular 
to line of sight) was 2160 feet in 15 seconds or 98 m.p.h. 	The sine of 13 de- 
grees is 0.222 so this made the object 45 miles x 0.222 or 10 miles above the 
ground. 

It is my impression that radiosondes are designed to burst at a diameter 
of around 10 metres and a height of about 15 miles so there is nothing inherently 
improbable in any of the figures of my solution. 

In any case the object was not an interplanetary object at a distance of, 
say, 2000 times as great, or 90,000 miles; for if it had been, the proper motion 
would have been 53.2 miles per second, and the object's diameter would have been 
60,000 feet or 11.4 miles, Both the speed and size seem improbably large. More- 
•ver, it was probably not a toy balloon 1 foot in diameter at a distance of lk 
miles; for its proper velocity would have been only 3 miles per hour, which is 
unreasonably low since a brisk breeze was blowing at the time at approximately 
right angles to the direction of the balloon. 
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Among the odd objects which I have seen crossing the sun are: 	a bee, this 
radiosonde balloon, 2 airplanes at estimated distances of 5 and 11 miles, balls 
of fuzz from locust tree blossoms, leaves blown high into the air by the wind, 
swarms of insects, bluejays, crows, ducks, herons, and many unidentified birds. 
Would not a dragonfly present a very remarkable appearance if it crossed the 
sun? A meteor in the earth's atmosphere crossing the sun would probably move 
too fast to be perceptible, unless it left a trail of black smoke. 

I once saw a bird which I took to be a blue heron 4 feet in size fly across 
the sun. I have forgotten the data now, but I do remember that it worked out as 
being 11 miles above the ground and flying at about 150 m.p.h. These figures 
seem unreasonably large, and perhaps they should be cut in half; but Mr. Neal J. 
Heines, Director, Solar Division, AAVSO has arrived at somewhat similar conclus-
ions in the case of birds which he has seen cross the sun. The original obser-
vations upon these apparitions were reported to the University of Louisiana. 

On another occasion I saw what I believe to have been 3 wild ducks cross 
the sun at a height which I later estimated as being 5 miles. One swerved in 
flight; the plumage of all glistened in the sun; and their flight could be seen 
both a little before entering, and a little after leaving, the disc. 

Among odd objects which I have seen through my telescope when observing 
variable stars at night are glowing fireflies and telescopic meteors. When ob-
serving the moon in April, 1928, from my former home in the Hudson River valley 
with an 8-inch reflector, I saw migratory birds cross the full moon at the rate 
of one every few seconds for many minutes. 

Hence, almost everything which flies around in the air will eventually be 
seen crossing either the sun or moon by the ardent solarian or lunarian. How-
ever, I have not yet seen a helicopter nor a flying saucer, unless my assumed 
radiosonde balloon was one, nor have I yet seen anything which I believed to be 
outside the earth's atmosphere except Mercury at its transit on May 7, 1924 
That of Nov. 11, 1940, was clouded out for me. 

Postscript by Editor. 	We are glad to have Mr. Rosebrugh's contribution to 
the discussion in various issues this year of dark objects seen against the sun 
or the moon and their interpretation, His arguments deserve the more weight be-
cause he has long been an active observer of variable stars and the sun. Our 
contributor's address is 79 Waterville St., Waterbury 10, Connecticut. 

ASTRONOMICAL TRAGUF CONVENTION 
Planetary Highlights 

by Rolland R, La Pelle 

The annual convention of the Astronomical League was held on July 1 to 4, 
1950, at Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 	A registered attendance of 230 
made this the largest convention so far held. Delegates attended from more than 
35 amateur societies in more than a score of states and Cuba. A full set of 
photographs of convention delegates and activities appeared in the August issue 
of "Sky and Telescope". Reports indicated that the League now has 55 member 
societies, with more than 2000 individual members. A new Region, comprising 
Missouri, Kansas, and adjacent territories is now in the process of formation 
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and will bring a further increase in League membership. 	The League thus be- 
comes more and more the primary astronomical body of amateurs in the United 
States, and several societies in foreign countries are now considering affilia-
tion. 

The technical probram included sessions for papers on variable stars, the 
Sun, meteors, aurorae, the occultations, astronomical instruments, the Moon, and 
the planets. An outdoor "School for Observers" was conducted during the conven-
tion with instructors on hand to advise those interested in observing about ob- 
servational techniques. 	Contests for amateur telescopes and other instruments 
and for photographs and other material of an astronomical nature were held; and 
numerous interesting exhibits resulted, including drawings of Mars by Thomas R. 
Cave, Jr., of the ALPO. A surprise feature was the award of prizes for the best 
papers presented, one award going to Walter Haas, of the ALPO, for his excellent 
papers on the Moon, Saturn, and Mars. 

The planetary session was under the chairmanship of John Streeter, of 
Vassar College Observatory and the ALPO. 	Papers presented included Recorders' 
reports on Mercury by C. R. Stephenson?  on Venus by Thomas Cave, Jr., on Saturn 
by Walter Haas, on Jupiter by Elmer Reese, and on Mars and the Moon by Walter 
Haas, all being based on work done by ALPO observers. Since these papers were, 
in general, summaries of material already reported at more length in "The 
Strolling Astronomer", they will not be reviewed in detail here. 

Raymond Missert, of the Buffalo Amateur Telescope Makers and Observers and 
the ALPO, not only read Walter Haas' paper on Saturn but also gave one of his 
own on "Variability of the Saturnian Satellites." Missert first described the 
historical information relating to this subject and then presented curves based 
on observations by Flmer Reese and by Messrs. Heath and Steaysnaon of the 
British Astronomical Association, illustrating the variability of Japetus. Dis-
cussion which followed emphasized the difficulty of these observations and the 
desirability of having an optical or photoelectric photometer to echieve greater 
accuracy, 

Dr. Joseph Ashbrook of Yale Observatory presented paper on a "New Aspect 
of Planetary Observations". This paper concerned a study of planetary variations 
in brightness. 	Dr. Ashbrook showed that after making suitable allowances for 
the effect of varying distances and variations in apparent area of the disc due 
to the position of the pole of rotation, the planet Uranus still showed unex- 
plained variations in brightness. 	The variations apparently include not only 
short period fluctuations of about 0.1 magnitudes synchronized with the planet' 
rotation (due perhaps to dark,and bright surface features) but also long period 
variations of greater amplitude with periods of 11 to 13 years. 	These presum- 
ably reflect solar variations, although exact correlation is lacking. 	Similar 
variation is evident in the case of Saturn, although here large corrections have 
to be applied for the tilt of the rings, in addition to the other factors. Use-
ful observations of these variations will require a photoelectric photometer, or 
at least a very good optical photometer, since accuracy of the order of 0.1 
magnitudes is essential. 

During the session on astronomical instruments, chairmaned by Stanley 
Brower of Laboratory Optical Co a paper by Dr, James C. Bartlett, Jr., was 
read, entitled "Lunar Changes with Color Filters." This paper described the 
uses of filters of various colors to determine lunar colors and color changes 
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It was pointed out that not only were different colors observed in lunar fea-
tures but that in some regions these colors showed progressive and unexplained 
changes during the progress of a lunation and even from lunation to lunation 
under the same lighting. Filters suitable for this purpose were suggested. Dur-
ing the discussion,Prof. Streeter pointed out the desirability of using "closed" 
in place of so-called "open ended" filters so that the color desired can be 
better isolated from both longer and shorter wave lengths. 

A pater by Thomas R. Cave, Jr., was presented entitled "The Ideal Planetary 
Telescope". 	This paper pointed out the desirability of long focal ratios for 
planetary work and indicated that a 10-inch or 12-inch reflector of f/12 or f/13 
is perhaps the best for use by amateur observers of the planets. 

Of interest to ALPO members is the decision of the Astronomical League 
Council to sponser an Observer's Manual to serve as a sort of"Laboratory Manual" 
for amateur observers. 	David Rosebrugh is currently making a start on material 
for this book, which it is hoped may be complete within the next year. This 
Manual will contain chapters on lunar and planetary observing and should be of 
much help to those interested in this field of astronomy. 	It will also contain 
illustrative sketches and maps of the planets. 

It is hoped that in the future the ALPO may join the Astronomical League as 
a full fledged member to further aid in this work. 

Postscript. Mr. La Pelle is the Activities Chairman of the Astronomical 
League, and the success of the Wellesley Convention doubtless owed much to his 
efforts. 	His address is 54 Fernleaf Ave., Longmeadow 6, Massachusetts. For 
some time the editor has been considering taking a poll of members of the 
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers in regard to whether or not they 
desire us to apply for membership in the Astronomical League, 

CONCERNING MARS SATURN AND THE MOON 

In the February, March, April, and May, 1950, issues of The Strolling 
Astronomer we discussed two gray cloud-bulges observed on the south limb of Mars 
in Japan this year, the one on January 15 and the other from March 29 to April 
2. 	In a letter written on April 21 Mr. Shiro.  Fbisawa, one of the observers of 
these clouds, outlined an interesting possible evolution of each gray cloud. 
Readers are referred to pages 11 and 12 of our May issue for a description of 
changes in the color and brightness of the March-April gray cloud. Ebisawa 
suggests that such a cloud, perhaps composed of volcanic ashes, gradually dif-
fuses and changes color,becoming an ordinary white cloud after ten days or more. 
To be sure, it is high enough to cause an observable projection at the edge of 
the disc for only a few days. In the editor's opinion Ebisawa's attempted later 
identifications of the January 15 grey cloud are very uncertain. Nevertheless, 
the concept of volcanoes in the antarctic regions of Mars should add to our in-
terest in watching them! 

Writing on July 13, T. Saheki gave details of an unusual observation of Mars 
by Mr. Mayeda in Japan on June 4, 1937, with an 8-inch reflector at 500X. Mayeda 
saw a very brilliant small spot in the north-northwest corner of the disc, per-
haps near Sithonius Lacus. It was brighter than the north cap. (The season was 
late summer in the northern hemisphere;) The spot sometimes blinked. Whetter or 
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We now direct the attention of readers to Figures 1 and 2 on pg. 1. There 
is here a most excellent opportunity to compare two independent drawings of a 
lunar crater obtained by a skillful and experienced observer with the same tele-
scope and eyepiece and similar atmospheric conditions. Mr. Reese writes: "These 
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The Crape Band was a dark, rich red-brown to Haas. Heath in March with a 10-inch 
reflector recorded red, brown, and orange tones to the south o -the S;F:B., while 
the color north of the N.T.B. was instead bluish gray. Saheki with an 8-inch re- 
flector several times saw the N.T.Z. to be bluish relati 	to the S.T.Z.; Heath 
and Haas here give him some confirmation. 	Reese on December 16',`1949, in ex- 
cellent seeing with a 6-inch reflector found the F.Z., N,Tr,Z, and Ring B at the 
ansae white, Ring A at the ansae pale blue, the N.T.Z. and N.P.R. gray, the 
S.T.Z. yellow-gray, and the S.F.B, brown. 	We learn from Figure 3 on pg. 1 of 
the August issue that Roth on June 2 with a 4-inch reflector saw gray-brown in 
the S.F.B., brc, wn-black in the SP.B., gray-white in the S.P.R,, blue-gray in 
the N.P.R., yell w.-white in theS.T.Z., and white in tho E.Z. 	Hare with his 
12-inch reflector in December, 1949, and. January, 1950, easily saw red and !link 
tones in southern hemisphere belts; but northern hemisphere belts were sensibly 
gray, perhaps showing some greenish tints. 	Using a 6-1noh r9flector and color 
filters from November, 1949, to March, 1950, Princkman fowls, Ring B pure white, 
Ring A light gray, the S.F.B, reddish or browh, the N.T.Ti, at various times 
lavender, gray, and brownish, the N. Tr. Z. an i:Atense lemon-white on December 
2, the S.P.R. neutral gray once and olive or bluish once, the E. Z. white with 
some yellow or orange, the S.T.Z. bluish on March 3, and brighter areas in the 
zones varying from white to yellow. 

On pg. 15 of the August issue it was described how Haas on June 21 obser- 
ved the preceding end of a darker section in the North Temperate Belt. 	If this 
darker section is the fast-moving one followed from November 3, 1949, to April 
15, 1950rand if 168 rotations intervened between the April 15 and June 21 views, 
there results a rotation-period of 9 hrs., 33.4 mins. 	Both assumptions are ex- 
tremely uncertain. 	We now note that a drawing by G. D. Roth on June 12 at 20h  
10m  (U.T., as usual) shows the following end of a very dark section in the N.T.B. 
near the central meridian or a little past. 	The question at once arises: can 
this section be the same one that Haas observed on June 21? 	Haas did not ob- 
serve the fol. end on the C.M. on that date; but if we assume from past data 
that the section required about 50 minutes to cross the C.M., then the transit 
of the fol. end would have occurred near 4h 35m on June 21, We shall suppose 
that it was on the C,M. for Roth at 20h  Om on June 12, 	Assuming 21 intervening 
rotations, we get a period of 2 hrs., 33.1 mins., a value curiously close to the 
9 hrs., 33.4 mins. cited above. 	Another item of interest should be set down 
here. 	If the darker section preserved its rotation-period near April 15beyond 
that date, then it can be computed that a transit of the following 'end shOuld 
have occurred at about 21h 25m  on April 30. 	Now when Roth drew Saturn at 22h 
45m  on April 30, Fie did indeed see the fol, end of a darker section near the 
west (left in simply inverted view with south at the top) limb of Saturn. 	It 
is proper to add, however, that N.T.B. darker sections depicted by Roth on March 
7 at 20h 45m and on June 5 at 21h cannot be identified with the fast-moving 
darker section under discussion here and its presumed rotation. 	Even so, the 
evidence for a survival of this darker section after April 15 'is appreciably 
strengthened. 	Perhaps some reader's have.  unreported observations of N.T.B. de- 
tail that may shed important light on the propOsed extrapolated drift. 	'If so, 
we request that all such lata be quickly sent to us. 
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reflector recorded red, brown, and orange tones to the south of'the S;F:B., while 
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two drawings of the lunar crater Aristarchus were made under similar conditions 
of solar illumination in two different lunations. 	It will be noticed that the 
general pattern of detail is the same in each drawing. 	However, a number of 
minor differences are apparent. The majority of these differences very probably 
result from observational errors; however, I feel rather confident that the 
orientation of a wall band (indicated by arrows on the above drawings) on the 
southeast inner wall was abnormal on October 8, 1949. The drawing on January 16, 
1949 shows the normal appearance of this band - as does. H. Hill's drawing of 
Dec. 9, 1946 at colongitude ,105°." The X on Figure 1 marks the normal position 
of the foot of the wall band: being discussed. .The Y on Figure. 2 .marks the ab-
normal position of the foot Of this band on October 8, 1949, It is an interest- 
ing speculation to wonder whether this abnormal position can be related 	the 
lunar eclipse on the preceding date, October 7, 1949. 	It would certainly.do.no  
harm to watch for such a possible eclipse-caused change during the coming,eolipse 
on September 26, 1950. Why rot look at Aristarchus a few times that night? The 
abnormal orientation of the k;78,11 band on October 8, 1949 is not quite an isolated 
example; for C. M. Cyrus drew the aspect hhown by,Figure 2 on'December 3, 1941 
at colongitude 83°. 	He waO'using a 10-inch reflector in excellent seeing. The 
numbers on Figures 1 and 2 are intensities of, lunar features on the Standard 
Scale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant marks). 

In a letter dated June,28 Reese proposes that the dark bands on the walls 
of Aristarchus and Conon (and other craters?) are regions of lesser elevation 
than adjacent portions of the walls. 	He has seen two V-shaped projections to 
the morning shadow in Aristarchus while its edge moves down the east inner wall; 
these projections vanish as soon as the shadow-edge reaches the floor. 

C. Wierzbicki reports seeing a curious object against the moon on February 
26, 1950 at 6h 50m, U.T. 	He was observing at Buffalo, New York, with a, 3-inch 
refractor at 90X. An object resembling a gray cloud and roughly the diameter 
of Maginus (or roughly l'40")appeared at, the western end of the Altai Mountains 
and moved to north of Purbach,' where it vanished. ' It travelled this distance 
in approximately six seconds., .Therefore, its angular velocity results as about 
1.3 minutes of arc per second of. time, 	The "cloud" seemed to obscure surface 
detail on the moon as it moved along. 	There were no clouds in the sky at the 
time, and the seeing was good. 	Wierzbicki writes that he spends much time in 
watching the moon but that he had never before seen anything of this kind. The 
editor thinks that this object is best interpreted .as something in the earth's 
atmosphere in accord with principles laid down by D. W. Rosebrugh in his arti-
cle elsewhere in this issue. -In,partioular, the large angular diameter would 
require a linear diameter of about 500, feet at a distance of only 100 miles and 
very fantastic sizes for •an object near the moon's surface. 

Plato has been observed in recent months by H. G. Allen (3.5-inch refl.), 
J. C. Bartlett, Jr. (3.5-inch.refl.), D. R. Curey (3.5-inch'refLY, and C.M. 
Cyrus (10-inch refl.). Cyrus with his large aperture and fairly good Seeing ob-
served on. June 24 at 0h 50m, U.T.. The colongitude being 1597, Plato was seen 
under low lighting. 	Cyrus gave close attention to the north central pair of 
craterlets (numbers 3 and 4.on"Figure on pg. 1 of May issue). He. could barely 
see the eastern craterlet while the, western one was readily visible as a shddow- 
filled pit. 	Readers might.here refer to "The Twin Craterlets *n Plato" on pp. 
3-5 of the January, 1949Sllolling Astronomer. 	Cyrus' recent view agrees with 
some past observations and disagrees with others. .The eastern of the twins was 
much the less conspicuous to B.A.A. obseryers. in 1869-72 and 1879-82 and to 
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W. H. Pickering in 1892; however, the twins were much the same size to Fauth 
and, more recently; to Reese, White, and Haas from 1943 to 1949. Of course, we 
cannot seriously suppose that the craters very in size;. but a careful study of 
the relative apparent sizes of the twin craterlets with adequate optics is high-
ly recommended. Figure 5 on pg 1 shows the appearance of Plato with a very 
small telescope and may be encouraging to those haying only very modest optics. 
It may be compared to Figure 2 on pg. 1 of the. May issue, a drawing obtained by 
F. K. White with twice the eperture that Mr. Allen had. 	Bartlett on July 23 at 
colongitude 10°9 compared the darkness of ,the fluor of. Plato to that of Mare 
Frigoris to its north. Plato and Frigoris were equally dark with and without 
oolor filters; under high lighting Plato is much. the darker to Bartlett. 	(Of 
course, this comparison does not prove that Plato darkens absolutely as the 
sun's altitude above its floor increases.) Bartlett' noticed a faint,- misty bor-
der to the shadOW of the west wall, perhaps a contrast effect. He further re-
ported that the crest of the east wall of Plato was at least three times as 
bright as the east inner slopes and wonders whether the crest may be covered by 
snow, Curey showed great industry in observing Plato on 14 dates from Jtne 26 
to August 1, often after midnight. He appears to have caught glimpses of sev-
eral white spots on the'floor, probably. most frequently of the one numbered 5 
on Figure 2 in the May issue. On Suly 7 between 8h 15m and 8h  20m, U.T. the 
colongitude being 178210  Curey thought that a spot apparently somewhat south of 
the center of the floor first grew dimmer, then became brighter, and after that 
quickly faded out. 'On July 23 a spot near the edge of the shadow in the west 
part of the floor was seen clearly at 5h  39m,but faded 63 5h  47m, while other de- 
tail did not Opmge 	The colongitude was 1296. 	Bartlett' 	saw nothing of this 
spot at 2h 14m on the same date. Curey writes that he had excellent atmospheric 
conditions on both July 7 and 23; he used a power:of 100X. 	It is unfortunate 
that Mr. Ctrey was not using a larger telescope; for the spots on the floor of 
Plato are so'difficult with 3.5 inches of aperture that it must be hard to be 
certain of real changes in them, as apart from terrestrial atmospheric effects. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting in this connection that A. W. Mount and F. H. 
Thornton have each seen brilliant flashes in 'Plato, perhaps,  due to impacts of 
meteorites upon the moon .(pp. 25 Of the October, 1947.Strolling Astronomer.). 

MFTFORITICAL SOCIETY MEETING. 

The Thirteenth Meeting of the Meteoritical Society,  will'be held on Sept- 
ember 5-7; 1950,'at Flagstaff, Arizona. 	Non-members are welcome to attend this 
meting,' and any 'interested A,L.F.O. members are cordially invited. The•seasions 
for papers will open at 9.A.M. and 2 .P.M. on ., September 5 and 6 at the Museum of 
Northern Arizona. 	An excursion to thej'amous,  Meteor Crater; whichi.s about 50 
miles east of Flagsteff, is scheduled for September 7. 

It May.be that some of our readers who areAnterested in meteorites would 
like to jr..in the'MeteoritiCel SOciety. 	iviembership is open to ell interested 
perSono;'the dues are only two dollars per year. ,Scientific papers about meteo-
ritics appear each month in the,COnIributions Of.the MeteoriticalSociety section 
of Popular AstronOMyt  This material is botnd .into volumes from - time- 	tOtime'and 
is distributed.to members without charge. The Society.holds an annual meeting, 
usually during the first half of.September and sometimes in conjunction With 
ether scientific associations The President of.the Meteoritical Society is Dr. 
Arthur S. King;' and. the Secretaryis Dr..John A. RuSselll  University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles.74  California. 

An added inducement to students of, the planets to attend this Meteoritical 
Society gathering is provided by the:proximity of the Lowell Observatory. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Wilkins lunar map is here at last! There is reproduced near the back 
of this issue of The Strolling Astronomer the Frontispiece Section of the H. P. 
Wilkins map of the moon. The Index Map-on this Section shows the arrangement of 
the 25 sections. There is also shown on the Frontispiece Section a key; it gives 
the symbols which Mr. Wilkins uses for craterlets, clefts, ridges, etc. 	This 
key will naturally apply to all the Sections that will appear in our future 
issues. 	The Frontispiece Section also includes Sections XITI, XVII, XXI, and 
XXV. 	These four are small corner Sections of the map. 	In the November issue 
there will be reproduced Section I, which includes a number of interesting re-
gions in the central portions of the moon. The scale of our reproduction of the 
Wilkins map in this periodical is about 38 inches to the moon's diameter. 	The 
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers thanks Mr. Wilkins very much for 
permission to reproduce his excellent map of the moon. 

We are sorry to announce that Mr. C. B. Stephenson is unable to continue as 
the Mercury Recorder of the A.L.P.O. 	We have been fortunate in securing as the 
new Mercury Recorder Mr. Donald O'Toole, 114 Claremont Ave., Vallejo,California. 
Mr. O'Toole is one of our keenest observers. 	In the future all observations of 
Mercury should be sent to Mr. O'Toole, who will also be glad to correspond with 
A.L.P.O. members about studies of that planet. 

Foreword by_Fditor. 	Many readers have expressed much interest in the 
Medial Telescope described by our German colleague, E. L. Pfannenschmidt, in 
the July issue. In the following article Mr. Pfannenschmidt discusses on a more 
advanced level the optical design of the Medial. 	Our contributor's address is 
(2(10) Finbeck-Hannover, Grimsehl Strasse 18, British Zone, Germany. 	Mr. 
Pfannenschmidt and the editor hope that at least a few A.L.P.O. members will 
construct and test thoroughly the Medial Telescope. 

MORE MEDIAL DOPE 

by E. L. Pfannenschmidt 

In recent weeks the author has found time and opportunity to follow up on 
the Medial Telescope described in this periodical's July, 1950 - ssue. So here's 
some additional information on your ideal planetary O.G. It has proved rather 
difficult to trace and procure various important publications, and we are sin-
cerely indebted to "Unk" A. G. Ingalls and to the University of Gottingen Ob-
servatory for assisting the author in his work. 

The instrument's original form is now given in Figure No, 1. It was grant-
ed an Fnglish Patent (No. 3781) in 1814, issued tm W. F. Hamilton. Reference to 
mere than two dozen works seems to indicate that the inventor never actually con-
structed a telescope of this type and neglected to analyze its aberrations. He 
called his telescope a "Brachymedial", a name we propose to preserve. 

The Brachymedial's intrinsic design is minutely described by Ludwig Schup-
mann, a former professor at the Aachen Technical College, in his book "Die 
Medialfernrohre" (1899, Teubner, Leipzig), which also provides four practhal 
examples of actual design and gives valuable notes on shop ppodedure, collima-
tiqn, etc. Schupmann's American Patent No. 620,978 (1899) may still be available 
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The secondary spectrum is defined similarly to that of a normal doublet ob-
jective whose components are separated by o; then the change of focal length re-
lative to the focal length of the first lens is 

(6) 	 1 	(BXI - DX2). 
-97 

This formula is also valid for Medial telescopes except that the new dispersions 
are to be inserted for the compensator. 

Eliminating first order spherical aberrations on the axis shouldn't prove 
too difficult for advanced amateurs since the values for the objective andclom- 
pensator have opposite c,igns. 	Chromatic differences and spherical aberrations 
of higher orders are usually insignificant, since the various optical surfaces of 
the system do not provoke serious spherical aberration. 

Schupmann's examples include four instruments with various values of s, 
ranging from 1.13 to 2.00. Small s- values will permit the use of a flint meni-
scus silvered on the back surface as originally proposed by Hamilton. When s 
becomes bigger, however, it proves necessary to separate the concave mirror from 
the flint component if the Sinus- and Gauss-requirements are to be fulfilled. 
The Brachymedial's field of view is small,in an F/10 instrument approximately 32 
minutes of arc. 	This is its major drawback since the two, or at most four, re- 
flections of first order may be eliminated by coating the optical surfaces. 	A 
flat should be used instead of a prism as the deflecting unit betWeen the crown 
and flint components; and it may be glued to the inside surface of the crown 
with canada balsam, thus eliminating diffraction effects otherwise caused by the 
spider. 

Die Medialfernrohre 1899, 146 pages ,28 figures 
US Patent 1899 620,971. 
Astron. Nachr. 1913 Vol. 196, p. 101 
Zeitschr. Instr. Kunde 1913 Vol. 33, 308 
Zeitschr. Instr. Kunde Val. 41, 253 and 312 
Zeitschr. Instr. vunde 1899 Vol. 19, 219 

K.Graff: 	Astron. Nachr, 1902 Vol. 158, p. 279 
Handbuch Fxperimentalphysik Vol. 20, Part 2 
Handbuch Astrophysik Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 176 
MUndler: 	Astron. Nachr. 1924, Vol. 218, p. 235 
Czapski-Fppenstein: Grundziige Theorie Opt. Instr. 

p. 572/573, Barth. Leipzig, 
Couder-Danjon: Lunettes et Telescopes, 1935, Paris. 
F. Brown: 	Sky's Tech. Bull. No. 101, 1941, Oat, 15. 
Helman: 	Sky 1941 Sept. 
J. Dwight: Scient. Amer. April 1943, 

Foreword  by Editor. Mr. Clyde W. Tombaugh is doubtless best known to our 
readers for his discovery of the planet Pluto on a Lowell Observatory photograph 
in 1930. He has made many observations of the moon and the planets, but especia-
lly of Mars, with the excellent 24-inch refractor at the Lowell Observatory. Mr. 
Tombaugh's present address is 636 S. Alameda St., Las Cruces, New Mexico. Since 
our contributor has published very little, we are the more glad to present the 
two following abstracts relating to his planetary studies. 	The papers of which 

Literature: Schupmann: 
Schupmann: 
Schupmann: 
Schupmann: 
Schupmann: 

August 1947 
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these are abstracts were read by him at the meeting of the American Astronomical 
Society at Bloomington, Indiana, in June, 1950. 

Mr. Tombaugh's interpretation of the oases of Mars as impact-craters caused 
by collisions with asteroids and of the canals as cracks radiating from the oases 
and formed by the same impacts cannot fail to arouse the interest of our readers. 
It appears to the editor that such a natural explanation cannot be reconciled 
with the geometric representations of the Lowellian school-great circle paths 
for the canals, uniform widths over their whole length, continuity, and occasio- 
nal very artificial-looking doublings. 	If the canals are vegetation growing 
in natural cracks, they should instead seldom follow great circles, they should 
vary in width (lunar clefts do),and they should show breaks and discontinuities. 
If we accept the Tombaugh interpretation, we must suppose that the Lowellian ob-
servers simply are not seeing the canals well enough to recognize their true na-
ture. There might, in fact, be ~more support from the Antoniadian observers, who 
do insist that the canals are discontinuous and splotchy-looking when they are 
seen best. 

It is our tentative plan to reproduce one of the photographs of Venus with 
a 16-inch telescope near the last inferior conjunction in either this issue or 
the next one. At this writing it is not known how successfully the photograph 
can be reproduced. 	On the original the extension of the horns beyond e semi- 
circle is very evident. 	In connection with the photographic evidence cited be- 
low that the east cusp was prolonged more than the west one, it is interesting 
to refer to pg. 3 of our May issue. 	There we read that at 7h on January 31, 
1950, U.T., Mr. Murayama and Miss Koyama with an 8-inch refractor found that 
"the eastern cusp was far more prplonged than the western one". 	To be sure, 
Haas with a 6-inch reflector had the reverse impression and thought the west 
cusp the more prolonged from 22h 40m  to 23h  50m, U.T., on January 31 and from 
23h 10m to 23h  54m on January 30. 	The angular perimeter supplied by the photo- 
graphs is 210°  (1800+ 25045o). 	Larger values were obteined visually on Jan- 
uary 30 and 31. Murayama and Yoyame estimated 250° to 270° at 7h  on January 31, 
and 7aas secured. 2300  to 2400  near 23h  on both January 30 and 31. Of course, it 
is easy to suppose that the visual observers could follow the cusp-extensions 
beyond the portions which were bright enough to register on the photographs. 

GEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF THE MARKINGS ON, MARS 

ABSTRACT 

by Clyde W. Tombaugh 

The increased knowledge of the physical conditions on Mars during the past 
two decades warrants an attempt to explain the nature of the surface markings as 
being of geologic origin. It appears likely that Mars has always had a thin at-
mosphere, very little water, and a very dry climate. The lower temperature pre-
vailing there would greatly retard the process of oxidation so that the reddish-
ochre desert areas may not have robbed the atmosphere of its oxygen to the de- 
gree that it has commonly been supposed. 	There is evidence that the deserts 
consist of rhyolitic igneous rock, little altered by chemical action. The color 
of the Martian deserts compares well with the natural color of rhyolite samples. 
The known physical and geological conditions on Mars are consistent with the 
planet's size and distance from the sun. 
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the Ordnance Department of the United 'States Army in obtaining large scale 
pictures of rockets in flight at the White Sands Proving Ground. 	Nearly 5000 
images (2.3 mm, diameter) were obtained on Shellburst Panchromatic film with an 
equivalent focal length of200 inches at 16 frames per second. 	Two sets of 
photographs were taken at 15" 00m and 16h  20m, MST, through clear, 2 A, K-2, 16, 
23, and 25 Wratten color filters in succession (U.T. 22h  and 2311 20m on January 
31). 

The best images show ,considerable elongation of the cusps, equal to 25 de-
grees and 5 degrees of -‘5,1e circumference for the east and west cusps respective- 
ly. 	This is of particular inGelest in the study of the Venusian atmosphere 
since Verius was seven degrees north and twelve minutes of time west of the sun 
at this time. The great circle distance between their centers was 7°  30' of arc. 

This series of photographs presents an interesting study of the behavior 
of seeing. 

SOME OBSFRVATIONS AND SOME' COMNFNTS 

C. M. Cyrus observed Linne with a 10-inch reflector on June 24, 1950, at,  
colongitude 1596. (Colongitude is the lunar longitude of the sunrise terminator, 
measured at the moon's eauator toward the east all the way around). 	He saw a 
crescent-shaped shadow within the white area. 	The shadow presumably lay in a 
crater. 	The seeing being only fairly good, Cyrus tested the effect of a 6-inch 
diaphragm on his telescope. The view differed little with 6 inches and 10 inches 
but was slightly better with the full aperture. 

Cyrus made the following observations with the same telescope on June 22 at 
colongitude 351°6 with a hazy sky but rather good seeing. 	"Down the southeast 
slope of the central peaks of Theophilus the ground is exceedingly rough and a 
dark line-either a cleft or a row of mounds, wound down this slope to the cra- 
ter floor. 	A cleft could be seen winding down from the east side of Proclus, 
and other clefts were seen running in an east and west direction just north of 
Plinius. Mare Serenitatis was sprinkled with minute craterlets..." 

In the supplement to Documentation des Observateurs for June-July, 1950, 
A. Hestin describes an estimate of the light of Aristarchus on the earthshine. 
On April 20, 1950, he observed with a 12-inch reflector at 65X and was struck 
by the visibility of detail on the earthshine. 	The double star Kappa Tauri was 
near the moon's east limb and was occulted at 19h 47m, U.T. According to G. 
Raymond the components are of magnitudes 5.7 and 7.8 and are separated by 1973. 
Using extra-focal images so that Aristarchus and the stars were about the same 
apparent size, Hestin found that Aristarchus was less luminous than the princi-
pal star of Kappa Tauri but was a little more luminous than the companion. 
Therefore, the stellar magnitude of Aristarchus was about seven. 	E.  J. Reese 
has occasionally compared the brightness of the central peak of Aristarchus on 
the earthshin4o that of stars near the moon, for which C. B. Stephenson has 
kindly determined stellar magnitudes.' We thus have that the stellar magnitude 
of the central peak to Reese was 8.2 on March 15, 1948 at Oh 33m (U.T.) and 8.5 
on May 31, 1942 at lh 38m. 	Reese sees the central peak as a bright nucleus 
within Aristarchus by earthshine. 	The stellar magnitude of the central peak is 
naturally less than that of the whole crater. 
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The editor wonders whether we ought not greatly to extend Reese's work and 
even to determine a sequence of stellar magnitudes of small lunar features on 
the earthshine. 	These magnitudes would naturally need to be corrected for 
changes in the phase of the earth as seen from the moon and in the distance of 
the moon from the earth. Such a project is evidently a rather ambitious one and 
might require a long time for its completion. 	Once established, however, the 
desired sequence would be of value inat least one connection. 	The visibility 
or invisibility of lunar marks of known stellar magnitude would now quickly tell 
us how faint a lunar meteor or meteoritic impact-flare we could see against the 
moon in a given observation. 	Our present system of determining this important 
limiting magnitude is little but intelligent guessing. 	Moreover, some persons 
have suspected that the brightness of Aristarchus and other objects on the 
earthlit hemisphere varies. J. C. Bartlett has expressed this opinion in corres-
pondence with the editor. Unfortunately, the supposed light-variations are very 
uncertain because of the lack pf a standard of comparison of known brightness. 
Hestin and Reese have now shown'us the way to getting more reliable data on this 
subject. 	If Aristarchus and other lunar spots vary by earthshine, then long- 
continued comparisons with stars must reveal the variations. For lunar features 
not small enough to be point-like the comparisons should be made with out-of-
focus images such as Hestin used. 

On pg. 8 of the May issue we reported a temporary bright spot observed 
against the earthlit part of the moon by A. Hestin on March 26, 1950. The spot 
was diffuse and lasted for perhaps one to two seconds. 	Its stellar magnitude 
was about six; its angular diameter,about ten seconds. 	Mr. R. Rigollet has 
kindly sent us a copy of an article,to be published in Documentation des 
0bser!ateurs, in which 'Mr. Hestin proposes an explanation of the transient 
bright spot. 	The following translation is by the editor: "In order to explain 
the appearance observed. one could imagine, for example, an explosion of a bolide 
in the midst of-an.atmuBphere charged with vapors, which, upon reflection, is 
not impossible. In fact, the light appeared on the earthshine, hence at a point 
of our satellite immersed in a relative night in spite of the 'light of the 
earth'. The dark part of the moon is then at an extremely low temperature. Cer-
tain gases (for example, carbon dioxide) could exist there in the state of fine 
droplets or fine crystals in suspension in the atmosphere, forming, very near 
the surface and particularly in the low regions, clouds or mists. The arrival 
and explosion of a meteor in such a medium could give,. as seen from the earth, 
the diffuse light which I observed on March 26, 1950. This explanation evident-
ly assumes an atmosphere; but some selenographers have proposed the hypothesis 
that certain brilliant formations observable immediately after sunrise could be 
ice - probably carbon dioxide - an hypothesis also the more plausible since the 
lunar surface is essentially volcanic". 	Mr. Rigollet adds: 	"Some colleagues 
have informed me that sulphurous anhydride SO2, which is also produced by vol-
canoes, would give the same effects as CO2". 

On pg. 10 of the May issue and pg. 7 of the July issue we spoke of a cur- 
ious illumination of the limb of the earthlit hemisphere of the moon. 	On sev- 
eral July and August dates J. C. Bartlett, Jr., observed this same illumination, 
both on the lunar east limb in the evening sky and on the lunar west limb in the 
morning sky. Using Wratten color filters, he found that the east limb contained 
both a blue and a yellow component in its light and that the west limb was 
yellowish. 	Both limbs reflected very little red light. However, Bartlett used 
a 3.5-inch reflector at 60X on the east limb in late July and a 3-inch refractor 
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a 3.5-inch reflector at 60X on the east limb in late July and a 3-inch refractor 
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at 45X on the west limb in early August; the evidence for a difference in color 
between the east and west limbs would be better if the same telescope had been 
employed at all times. 	On July 22 at 2h  10m, U.T.,_ Bartlett readily saw the 
radiance of the east limb when the moon's age was 6 days, 21 hours, though it 
could not be distinguished on the following night. 	If phosphorescence is the 
cause, we must suppose that the materials affected remain luminous for at least 
seven days - an interval which appears long. 	At times Bartlett found the rad- 
iance equally bright along the whole limb; at other times he distinguished one 
or two brighter arcs, as Japanese observers also have done. 	Two brighter arcs 
recorded,at 7h 57m  on August 8 were not to bp found at 8h 20m  on August 9, 
though the seeing Was better on August 9 and the moon's crescent wPs narrower. 
W. H. Haat has made a few observations of thib limb-brightening with his 6-inch 
reflector 	On July 20 at 3h 22m, and thus when the'age of the moon was 4 days, 
22 hours, he saw the dark (east) limb to be brightened all the way around in a 
band perhaps 2" wide. 	"This rim becomes brighter near each cusp; in this sense 
each cusp is extended abOut 12 degrees, the south one the more distinctly." On 
July 20 Haas saw the rim-brightening 'about equally well with different color 
filters; but on June 20 at 3/" 47m he found the appearance less diStinet with a 
red filter than with other colors, confirming Bartlett. 	Some of our readers 
having the proper equipment might contribute much to the solution of this pro-
blem of the limb-illumination by taking photographs of the dark hemisphere, in-
cluding ones with, color filters. 

The energetic Dr. Bartlett has also communicated observations of Mare 
Crisium and the crater Proclus with his 3.5-inch reflector. 	0“uly 29 at co- 
longitude 8526 he found Crisium gray-green in color, becoming very dark with a 
red filter. 	Haas has often seen green in Crisium under low lighting. Bartlett 
on July 29 noted: 	"The surfaoe Lof Mare Crisiurril appeared to be covered in all 
directions by a great multitude of small, dull white spots which greatly re- 
sembled a field of cirro-cumulus seen from above. 	I have noticed this appear- 
ance before, and it was mentioned by Webb; but for some reason it is not always 
visible." Bartlett also directs attention to inconsistencies in descriptions of 
the floor and walls of Proclus and wonders whether there must not have been 
changes in Proclus over the years. 	Goodacre on pg. 218 of his Moon (1931) said 
that the floor was so bright that detail was difficult to observe. 	Neison on 
pg. 151 of his Moon (1876) gives the brightness of the floor as five to six, of 
the south wall as eight, and of the north wall as nine. 	Neison is here using 
the Standard Lunar Intensity Scale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant 
marks). 	Neison tells us that Naedler (1837) made the floor only four and all 
walls, except the west, "not much brighter". Observing on seven dates from July 
22 to 31, inclujive, Bartlett found that the floor was darkest relative to Mare 
Crisium when the lighting was highest. 	An absolute darkening is naturally hard 
to establish, 	However, Bartlett was impressed by the darkness of the floor and 
found it at IePSt as dark as Mare Crisium betWeen colongitudes 1027 on July 23 
and 60?4 on July27; he is hence puzzled by Goodacre's description of the floor, 
and even Neison'S, Bartlett found the walls brilliant and is confident that the 
north wall, not the west one, is the brightest; he is hence much puzzled by 
Maedler's description of the walls. (Neison, like Bartlett, made the north wall 
brightest.) On July 31 at colongitude 10994 Bartlett perceived a dark gray band 
on the southwest wall of Proclus. 	It appears rather difficult to reconcile the 
differences between recent observations and past descriptions, though it should 
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be borne in mind that the latter probably refer to the appearance near the ter- 
minator. 	In that position Bartlett has found the floor definitely lighter than 
Crisium. 

Bartlett also observed Plato with a 3.5-inch reflector and 100X from co-
longitude 48°3 on July 26 to colongitude 18393 on August 6. Using color filters, 
he found that the floor was a steel-blue-gray or a purplish-gray, the tone per- 
haps varying a little from night to night. 	He perceived on the floor bright 
spots and darker portions, both apparently varying from night to night. These 
details do not agree too well with what other observers have seen with larger 
apertures. However, the spots, streaks, and shadings on the floor are difficult 
for apertures of 6 or 8 inches; and Dr. Bartlett is to be commended on recogniz- 

hisdrawing on ul 31 ariii°Q)shows a dark spot apparently on the site 

recogniz- 
ing even the general attern of detail with only 3.5 inches. It is curious that 

of one 
-̀-Of the —15rmight spots near the west wall. 	Relative to Mare Imbrium and Mare 

730.2t-  Frigoris the floor of Plato is darker under high lighting than under low light- 
etes, 	ing, Bartlett reports. 

G. A. Carroll of. Tujunga, Calif. writes of a lunar observation which was 
for him unique in 20 years of astronomizing. At about 4h  on August 21 (U.T.) he 
saw a shading on the terminator at the north shore of Mare Vaporum. This shading 
was about 40 miles wide and about 200 miles long, the long dimension being per- 
pendicular to the terminator. 	The shading was darkest at the terminator- and 
faded out gradually on the illuminated part of the moon. It was so faint that 
it could easily be overlooked. 	Mr. Carroll had a very strong impression that 
the shading resembled the shadow of a terrestrial cloud near sundown. 	He tele- 
phoned T. R. Cave, Jr., to confirm the appearance; but Cave could not do so 
employing an 8-inch reflector in poor seeing. 	Carroll had excellent seeing and 
transparent and em lo ed chiefl  120X 4elescope not stated). 	By 4h  40m the 
s axing was no longer visible to Carroll. The colongitude was 621 at 4h. 

Carroll suggests that a meteorite struck the moon end raised dust from the 
surface, the resulting cloud being dense enough to oast a faint but perceptible 
shadow. 	Now the moon's known gravitation (1A6 of earth's) enables us to say 
that near the moon's surface the distance s in feet which any body (including 
dust particles) will fall from rest in t seconds in a vacuum is: 

s = 2.7 t2. 

It follows that an object will fall 180 miles in 10 minutes. 	This result will 
be modified if the moon has an atmosphere but perhaps not appreciably for the 
admissible densities of a lunar atmosphere. It appears highly unlikely to the 
editor that a meteorite can raise dust from the lunar surface to heights so 
great that the fall back to the lunar surface would require 40 minutes. The ed-
itor wonders whether what Carroll saw was merely the effect of the very oblique 
solar lighting of a lunar region. 	This interpretation would account for the 
greatest darkness at the terminator, where the lighting was lowest, and the 
fading out by 4h 40m  as the illumination grew less oblique. If this explanation 
is correct, the appearance should be seen again when almost the same solar ill-
umination is reestablished at 5h, U.T., on October 19, 1950. Take a look near 
that time. 

T. Cragg has communicated observations of Saturn on May 21, June 3, June 8, 
and June 14. 	He employed a 12-inch reflector on June 3, a 6-inch reflector on 
the other dates. A few bulges, bends, and wider sections in the south component 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Readers are reminded that the address of The Strolling Astronomer and its 
editor is now 167 V. Lucero, Las Cruces, New Mexico. This address is a temporary 
one; but it may be used for the present, and proper forwarding arrangements for 
mail will be made when they become necessary. No longer connected with the Uni-
versity of New Mexico, The Strolling Astronomer is now issued as a. private ser-
vice. However, we are-glad to say that Dr. Lincoln La Paz of the University of 
New Mexico is continuing to act as our Counsellor. 

Many persons have inquired in correspondence whether The Strolling Astronomer 
and the A.L.P.O. are being discontinued. We wish to emphasize that they are not. 
On the contrary, every effort will be made to maintain and improve The Strolling 
Astronomer and its services to our members. 	In particular, we intend to con- 
tinue the page of illustrations and perhaps even to add a second page of pictures 
when finances permit. With your cooperation and assistance, we look forward to 
a bigger and better future for the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers. 

We are very glad to announce the appearance of a new star in the firmament 
of astronomical journals. 	The Nova has very distinguished parentage; called 
The Moon it is issued by the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Associ- 
ation. 	A committee of six well-known British lunarians on its staff is headed 
by H. P. Wilkins, the B.A.A. Lunar Director. 	The Moon is intended to be pri- 
marily a record of selenographic observations. Line drawings can be reproduced, 
and the first issue contains a dozen such illustrations. 	There are ten pages 
of textual material. Chief attention is given to the topography of our satellite. 
A.L.P.O. members E. J. Reese and E. E. Hare are mentioned in the first issue. 
We recommend The Moon highly. 	Those wishing to subscribe should send five 
shillings (about 70 cents) to D.W.G. Arthur, F.R.A.S., 35 Vastern Road, Reading, 
Berkshire, England. 

Perhaps no other article ever carried in The Strolling Astronomer received 
so much and such favorable comment as Dr. James C. Bartlett's "Principles of 
Environmental Adaptation as Applied to Possible Lunar Plants". We are tenta-
tively planning to carry in our December issue another important article from 
Dr. Bartlett. Say, if you will, that it is our special Christmas present to you. 
In the coming article Dr. Bartlett presents very strong evidence for a major 
topographical change in a large and conspicuous lunar formation. 	The article 
is in his usual lively and entertaining styles  Fnough said now - 	have to 
read the article to learn the rest! 

MERCURY IN APRIL 1950 

by C. B. Stephenson 

In an attempt to obtain simultaneous observations of controversial Mer-
curian phenomena, viz, of bright spots, changes in dark markings, and the time 
of occurrence of dichotomy, some time ago requests for observations of Mercury 
during its very favorable eastern elongation in April, 1950, were sent to many 
A.L.P.O. observers, at the suggestion of Walter H. Haas. This program was quite 
successful. Very good reports of observations were received from T. Cragg, Los 
Angeles, California (6" reflector); Walter H. Haas, Albuquerque, New Mexico (6" 
reflector); M. B. B. Heath, Kingsteignton, S. Devon, England (10" reflector); 
L. T. Johnson, La Plata, Maryland (10" reflector); H. Le Vaux, Los Angeles, 
California (6" reflector);and Donald O'Toole,Valleio, California (6" reflector). 
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see" on the 24th, in good seeing, when. they appeared to be as dark as the sky 
around the planet, or even dPrker. 	He could see them at a glance and writes of 
his observation of them: "...I would like to emphasize the importance and cer- 
tainty of this observation. 	When I said these were visible at a glance on the 
24th, I as speaking with absolute truth, for the fact is that I did try to see 
it by merely glancing at the planet, and was easily able to do so. 	They were 
intense." Haas on April 24 and 26, and Le Vaux on April 25, did not see any-
thing of this sort, but they observed in poorer seeing than O'Toole. There was 
nothing unique about the heliocentric longitude of Mercury, the phase angle, or 
the libration on April 24. 	The Recorder knows of several instances in the lit- 
erature in which observers have been surprised by the intense darkness of some 
marking, especially Criophori; but he knows of none in which the intensity was 
comparable to the darkness of the sky background around the planet. 

We have the following observations relating to the value of the phase angle 
corresponding to observed dichotomy: 	Johnson. 	Terminator slightly concave at 
i = 96°. Cragg. Terminator still convex at i = 880. Le Vaux. Dichotomy occurr- 
ed between i = 790  and i = 880. 	Heath. From drawings dichotomy occurred at 
i = $80. 	O'Toole. Terminator straight, with cusps projecting, at i = 880. 
Haas. 	By interpolation, terminator probably straight at i = 85°; he kept him- 
self unaware of the true value of i until dichotomy had already occurred, as a 
precaution against forcing his observations. 

The Recorder draws the following conclusions from the observations des- 
cribed in this Report: 	There is excellent evidence that a noticeably bright 
area was present on the northwest limb of Mercury during the April apparition 
and rather good evidence that a less brilliant one was present on the southwest 
limb during this time. 	Considering the observations as a whole, 	these spots 
seem to have been present throughout the period covered by the observations; 
and there is no convincing evidence that an appreciable change in their appear- 
ance took place. 	Indeed, the evidence that any surface changes occurred on the 
planet in April is quite weak. 	The regions of the cusps of the disc were some- 
what brighter than the general surface. 	Finally, dichotomy probably occurred 
around i = 88°, possibly a little earlier. 

All things considered, this would seem to be the most fruitful apparition 
of Mercury that has been observed for quite some time. 	To the Recorderfs know- 
ledge, no apparition of Mercury has ever been as well observed, by a coordinated 
group, as this one. 	It is extremely desirable to repeat this attempt to obtain 
simultaneous observations at the next very favorable evening elongPtion,in 1951. 

Postscript by Editor. The address of Mr. C. B. Stephenson, our former 
Mercury Recorder,is Yerkes Observatory, Williams Bay, Wisconsin. Mr. Stephenson 
and the editor hope that this attempt at international cooperative observing of 
Mercury will be repeated at the favorable evening apparition in the spring of 
1951 end that more observers will then actively follow the planet. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3 on pg. 1 are drawings of Mercury fairly representative 
of those upon which this report is based. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Many readers have expressed their appreciation of Dr. James C. Bartlett's 
article "Principles of Environmental Adaptation as Applied to Possible Li.mar 
Plants", which appeared serially in this periodical early this veer. They will 
surely be interested in the following extract from a letter from Dr. Bartlett on 
August 8, 1950: 
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"In my paper I called attention to certain epiphytes which are equipped 
with condenser cells, by means of which their aerial roots extract water vapor 
from the atmosphere and reduce it to liquid water, thereby enabling the plants 
to thrive without any direct access to water per se. 

"In Science for May 19th, 1950, F. C Stone, F. W. Went and C L Young 
report the results of their experiments An groWing ordinary ground plants in 
completely dry soil. They find that such plants continue to thrive if the vege-
tative parts are surrounded by air containing water vapor. The plants establish 
what the authors call a 'negative transpiration', i.e. they take up water vapor 
from the atmosphere by ordinary stomata, cuticle, or lenticles, the means by 
which normally they give it to the atmosphere. 	Their striking experiments were 
suggested by observations of certain pines and shrubs on the lower mountain 
slopes of southern California, which continue to thrive throughout the hottest 
period of summer during which the soil is below the permanent wilting point. for 
most plants. We thus have a terrestrial example of the highest plants, including 
the largest forms, getting along quite comfortably without direct access to 
liquid water". 

T Cragg has submitted a drawing and description of the lunar crater Atlas 
obtained with the Griffith Observatory 12-inch refractor on August 30 at llh  
(Universal Time here and later) 	With good seeing and transparency he used a 
power of 985Y, or 82 per inch of aperture. (In the editor's opinion, telescopes 
of really good optical quality will often bear powers well above the 50 or 60 
to the inch frequently given as an upper limit on magnification.) 	The colongi- 
tude was 11993 so that Atlas was about a day from the sunset terminator. We re- 
mind new readers of the definit on of colongitudet 	it is the eastern lunar 
longitude of the sunrise terminator, measured all the way around up to 360°. At 
this illumination Cragg found the southern dark area, the northwestern dark area, 
and the dark band joining them to be faint and inconspicuous. 	In the southern 
dark area he saw two tiny craterlets and also two "sink holes" having very dark 
interiors. 	The latter, he insists, were definitely not craterlets Many other 
topographical features were observed. 	There were four major cracks on the 
floor, seen so clearly that their shadowed east walls and illuminated west walls 
were readily perceived. 	A pass was clearly visible in the south wall of Atlas. 
The region east of the central mountains was very rough, and "hundreds" of 
apparent hillocks were hoticed;but the dark band joining the southern and north-
western dark areas looked very smooth and apparently occupied the lowest part of 
the floor. 	Cragg wonders whether possibly lunar gases could seep out oe'the 
"sink holes"mentioned above and cover the region of the two dark areas and their 
connecting band. 

On April 19, 1950, at 3h 45m, and thus when the age of the moon was only 
I day, 19 hours, D. O'Toole suspected that the south cusp of the moon was pro-
longed by 15 to 20 degrees. He was using a 6-inch reflector at 47X in an un- 
usually clear sky. 	Possibly the north cusp was prolonged by about 5 degrees. 
Both suspected prolongations were yellow in color, about the same as the sunlit 
regions. 	The south cusp-extension grew thinner and more indefinite with in- 
creasing distance from the "true" cusp. 

P 	O'Toole has now concluded that there is nothing remarkable about is 
"cloud" on the floor of Fracastorius at sunrise (refer to pg. 11 of May issue 
and pg. 7 of July issue) 	What is seen, he reports, is merely very poorly 
illuminated portions of the floor. 	O'Toole still finds evidence, however, that 
craterlets on the floor become more readily visible as the solar lighting be-
comes higher. On July 20 at colongitude 335° he could not see a craterlet south- 
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east of the central hill with a 6-inch reflector at 185X and seeing rather 
poor to excellent; however, O'Toole and E. F. Hare have seen this craterlet 
several times with higher solar lighting betweencolongitudes 351°  and 3580. 
In his July 20 view O'Toole carefully compared the relative dPrknesses of 
two equally large shadows in two equally large craterlets on the floor of 
Fracastorius. He found that one shadow was distinctly darker per unit area 
than the other. Similarly, a very easily seen difference in darkness exists 
between the shadows in Eudoxus and Aristotle near the first quarter of the 
moon. It is usually supposed that sunlight is reflected into lunar shadows 
to lighten them unequally and thus cause such differences or that one is 
dealing with very poorly lit and imperfectly seen features within a shadow. 

Observations of the lunar crater Conon made during the spring and sum-
mer of 1950 and not yet discussed in this periodical have arrived from S. 
Fbisawa (13-inch refl.), W. H. Tlaas (6:inch refl.), -  D. O'Toole (6-itch 
refl.), E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and T. Saheki (8-inch refl.). Much of 
the material here presented is taken from Mr. Reese's valuable letters. The 
nomenclature used is Reese's; and his map of Conon reproduced as Figure 1 
on pg. 1 of our February,1950, issue will be very helpful in following this 
discussion. On 'March 29 at colongitude 3593 O'Toole resolved Streak S into 
a pair of streaks, as Hare and Saheki have also done. O'Toole on the same 
date saw Reese's two craterlets at the foot of the south inner wall as a 
pair of difficult bright spots. 	It is puzzling that Cragg once recorded a 
pair of peaks in the position of these craterlets. 	In the spring and sum- 
mer views here under review Fault B has been much the most conspicuous dark 
streak in Conon (between colongitudes 20° and 45°) and has been continuous. 
Indeed, O'Toole and Fbisawa found Fault B an easy object near colongitude 
35° in their very first views of Conon in March and July respectively. 	It 
thus becomes still more difficult to understand why Fault B went unobserved 
before 1947. O'Tbole and Fbisawa found Fault B slightly darker near its 
southwest end than in its northeast half. 	On August 24 at 4721 Saheki re- 
presented B as a very narrow and continuous dark line at the foot of the 
northwest inner wall of Conon. 	Haas, perhaps with some confirmation from 
O'Toole, finds evidence that Fault B is in reality no fault but is instead 
the shadow of a bright ridge on the northwest inner wall. 	Ebisawa's two 
drawings on July 25 at 4090 and on August 23 at 3496 are interesting be-
cause in poor seeing he found the various dark streaks on the floor difficult 
and indefinite - indeed, Antoniadian in appearance. Would they have been 
sharp, dark, and Lowellian to him in his 13-inch telescope with good see-
ing? Haas has now confirmed the existence of dark streaks B, S, and 7, S 
being rather diffuse and indefinite. 	Saheki has recorded dark streaks U, 

S, V, and B and wall bands A, B, and C. 	On June 26, 1950, at colongi- 
tude 40°5 Reese looked long and carefully but in vain for bright area Q in 
the south part of the floor. 	During the better moments a number of famil- 
iar features were seen clearly enough, and Q had been readily visible to 
Reese on April 28 with seeing and colongitude similar to what they were on 
June 26. However, both Saheki and Haas saw and drew area Q on June 26, Haas 
observing about three hours after Reese and Saheki about eight hours after 
Haas. 	Reese asks: "Can we be certain that real changes do not occur quite 
rapidly on the moon?" The editor suspects that we cannot be certain at 
all. On August 22 at 21°2 Sahekt apparently drew a tiny crater-pit with- 
in bright area O. 	Reese has glimpsed such a crater-pit, and it is shown 
in his drawing reproduced as Figure 1 on pg. 1 of our May issue. 	Saheki, 
Fbisawa, and Haas found Streak S much more conspicuous than Cleft V during 
June, July, and August; but we understand that Hare has recently observed 
exactly the opp-usite. Interested readers might here also refer to pg. 9 in 
'the April, 1950, Strolling Astronomer. On May 26, 1950, near 2195 Reese and 
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east of the central hill with a 6-inch reflector at 185X and seeing rather 
poor to excellent; however, O'Toole and E. E. Hare have seen this craterlet 
several times with higher solar lighting betweencolengitudes 351°  and 3580. 
In his July 20 view O'Toole carefully compared the relative darknesses of 
two equally large shadows in two equally large craterlets on the floor of 
Fracastorius. He found that one shadow was distinctly darker per unit area 
than the other. Similarly, a very easily seen difference in darkness exists 
between the shadows in Eudoxus and Aristotle near the first quarter of the 
moon. It is usually supposed that sunlight is reflected into lunar shadows 
to lighten them unequally and thus cause such differences or that one is 
dealing with very poorly lit and imperfectly seen features within a shadow. 

Observations of the lunar crater Conon made during the spring and sum-
mer of 1950 and not yet discussed in this periodical have arrived from S. 
Fbisawa (13-inch refl.), W. H. Maas (6:.inbh refl.),-  D. O'Toole (6-itch 
refl.), E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and T. Saheki (8-inch refl.). Much of 
the material here presented is taken from Mr. Reese's valuable letters. The 
nomenclature used is Reese's; and his map of Conon reproduced as Figure 1 
on pg. 1 of our February11950, issue will be very helpful in following this 
discussion. On 'March 29 at colongitude 3593 O'Toole resolved Streak S into 
a pair of streaks, as Hare and Saheki have also done. O'Toole on the same 
date saw Reese's two craterlets at the foot of the south inner wall as a 
pair of difficult bright spots. 	It is puzzling that Cragg once recorded a 
pair of peaks in the position of these craterlets. 	In the spring and sum- 
mer views here under review Fault B has been much the most conspicuous dark 
streak in Conon (between colongitudes 20° and 45°) and has been continuous. 
Indeed, O'Toole and Fbisawa found Fault B an easy object near colongitude 
35° in their very first views of Conon in March and July respectively. 	It 
thus becomes still more difficult to understand why Fault B went unobserved 
before 1947. O'Tbole and Fbisawa found Fault B slightly darker near its 
southwest and than in its northeast half. On August 24 at 4721 Saheki re-
presented B as a very narrow and continuous dark line at the foot of the 
northwest inner wall of Conon. 	Haas, perhaps with some confirmation from 
O'Toole, finds evidence that Fault B is in reality no fault but is instead 
the shadow of a bright ridge on the northwest inner wall. 	Ebisawa's two 
drawings on July 25 at 4090 and on August 23 at 3496 are interesting be-
cause in poor seeing he found the various dark streaks on the floor difficult 
and indefinite - indeed, Antoniadian in appearance. Would they have been 
sharp, dark, and Lowellian to him in his 13-inch telescope with good see- 
ing? 	Haas has now confirmed the existence of dark streaks B, S, and Z, S 
being rather diffuse and indefinite. 	Saheki has recorded dark streaks U, 
Z, S, V, and B and wall bands A, B, and C. 	On June 26, 1950, at colongi- 
tude 40°5 Reese looked long and carefully but in vain for bright area Q in 
the south part of the floor. 	During the better moments a number of famil- 
iar features were seen clearly enough, and Q had been readily visible to 
Reese on April 28 with seeing and colongitude similar to what they were on 
June 26. However, both Saheki and Haas saw and drew area Q on June 26, Haas 
observing about three hours after Reese and Saheki about eight hours after 
Haas. 	Reese asks: "Can we be certain that real changes do not occur quite 
rapidly on the moon?" The editor suspects that we cannot be certain at 
all. On August 22 at 21°2 Saheki apparently drew a tiny crater-pit with- 
in bright area O. 	Reese has glimpsed such a crater-pit, and it is shown 
in his drawing reproduced as Figure 1 on pg. 1 of our May issue. 	Saheki, 
Fbisawa, and Haas found Streak S much more conspicuous than Cleft V during 
June, July, and August; but we understand that Hare has recently observed 
exactly the opausite. Interested readers might here also refer to pg. 9 in 
'the April, 1950, Strolling Astronomer. On May 26, 1950, near 2195 Reese and 
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Hare did agree that V was much more conspicuous than S. 	On several dates 
Saheki depicted two darker condensations on dark band U, just as W. H. 
Pickering did on March 28, 1920. 	Reese, however, has recently observed 
only one condensation on U; and it is midway between the two of Saheki and 
Pickering. Reese directs attention to what he considers a very remarkable 
observation by Haas. 	On August 2, 1941, at colongitude 21°8 Haas drew a 
wide, rather bright band on the northwest inner wall of Conon and showed it 
extending up to the very rim. However, he represented the very same area 
to be almost as dark as shadow on October 30, 1941, at 2691. 	The latter 
is presumably the normal appearance, and we know that the northwest wall 
will lighten, not darken, as the morning illumination advances. 

A principal objective of A.L.P.O. studies of the moon has been to de-
cide whether certain apparent lunar changes are due merely to changing so-
lar illumination or whether they instead indicate real changes on the stur- 
face of the moon. 	If they are due only to changing illumination, then the 
apparently varying areas should look the same when illuminated by the sun 
and when illuminated from the same direction by the earth. The editor 
accordingly attempted some examinations of features on the earthshine in 
and near 1941 but found the lighting too dim for a sufficiently critical 
study, even with an 18-inch telescope. 	Therefore, he was most agreeably 
surprised to receive a drawing of Grimaldi by earthshine from D O'Toole, 
who made it on May 21, 1150, at 4h 10m with a 6-inch reflector at 47Y. 	At 
that time the earth's selenographic longitude was 5°9 east, and hence the 
appearance should have been the same as at solar colongitude 95°9. Py good 
fortune, we have from Mr O'Toole a drawing of Grimaldi with his 6-inch re-
flector on July 11, 1949, at 9694. There are also available for comparison 
drawings by E J Reese on May 13, 1949, at 9495 and by J. C. Bartlett on 
November 6, 1949, at 9696. The 64-dollar question now becomes: Is the as-
pect of Grimaldi by earthshine the same as by normal solar illumination? 
It is difficult to reach an answer (awarded, alas, by no prize) by compar-
ing the drawings cited; but it would be the editor's tentative opinion that 
O'Toole's earthshine drawing does not show the same aspect as normal draw- 
ings near colongitude 95°9. 	In particular, we should note, as Reese has 
pointed out, that O'Toole by earthshine shows a brighter area in the south-
east part of the floor and makes Grimaldi darkest near its southwest edge. 
Reese regularly finds the floor darkest near its southeast edge around 95°, 
and there is certainly no brighter area there on the sunlit drawings by 
Bartlett and O'Toole cited above. 	There is no hint of the familiar north- 
south Central Bright Streak in Grimaldi on O'Toole's earthshine sketch. 

Ve have been pleased to learn from T. Saheki that Japanese observers 
have begun intensive searches for possible lunar meteors and/or meteoritic 
impact-flares Saheki himself from August 17 to August 25 spent 3 hrs and 
4 mins. in examining the earthlit portions of the moon with this objective, 
using an 8-inch reflector He saw three transient bright specks. The first 
one, at 10h 43m  on August 21, was about the seventh magnitude, lasted for 
perhaps 0.2 seconds, and had a path about 50 miles long as seen projected 
on the moon's surface. 	The second, at 10h 55m on August 21, was near 6.5 
in magnitude and endured for about 0.5 seconds. A very unusual feature was 
a strongly curved path, which was about 100 miles long. The third object, 
at 10h 55m on August 25, was a stationary flash, lasting about 0.2 seconds 
and near 6.5 in magnitude. Its color was yellowish white. Saheki has also 
communicated redords of four temporary bright spots observed by T. Osawa 
with a 6-inch reflector. Their times of appearance were 10h  48m  on August 
18, 10h 54m on August 18, llh 15m  on August 18, and 14h 17m on August 30 
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Hare did agree that V was much more conspicuous than S. 	On several dates 
Saheki depicted two darker condensations on dark band U, just as W. H. 
Pickering did on March 28, 1920. 	Reese, however, has recently observed 
only one condensation on U; and it is midway between the two of Saheki and 
Pickering. Reese directs attention to what he considers a very remarkable 
observation by Haas. On August 2, 1941, at colongitude 2198 Haas drew a 
wide, rather bright band on the northwest inner wall of Conon and showed it 
extending up to the very rim. However, he represented the very same area 
to be almost as dark as shadow on October 30, 1941, at 2691. 	The latter 
is presumably the normal appearance; and we know that the northwest wall 
will lighten, not darken, as the morning illumination advances. 

A principal objective. of A.L.P.O. studies of the moon has been to de- 
cide whether certain apparent lunar changes are due merely to changing so- 
lar illumination or whether they instead indicate real changes on the stur- 
face of the moon. 	If they are due only to changing illumination, then the 
apparently varying areas should look the same when illuminated by the sun 
and when illuminated from the same direction by the earth. The editor 
accordingly attempted some examinations of features on the earthshine in 
and near 1941 but found the lighting too dim for a sufficiently critical 
study, even with an 18-inch telescope. Therefore, he was most agreeably 
surprised to receive a drawing of Grimaldi by earthshine from D. O'Toole, 
who made it on May 21, 1950, at 4h 10m with a 6-inch reflector at 47Y. 	At 
that time the earth's selenographic longitude was 529 east, and hence the 
appearance should have been the same as at solar colongitude 95°9. Py good 
fortune, we have from Mr. O'Toole a drawing of Grimaldi with his 6-inch re-
flector on July 11, 1949, at 9694. There are also available for comparison 
drawings by E. J. Reese on May 13, 1949, at 9495 and by J. C. Bartlett on 
November 6, 1949, at 9696. The 64-dollar question now becomes: Is the as-
pect of Grimaldi by earthshine the same as by normal solar illumination? 
It is difficult to reach an answer (awarded, alas, by no prize) by compar-
ing the drawings cited; but it would be the editor's tentative opinion that 
O'Toole's earthshine drawing does not show the same aspect as normal draw- 
ings near colongitude 9599. 	In particular, we should note, as Reese has 
pointed out, that O'Toole by earthshine shows a brighter area in the south-
east part of the floor and makes Grimaldi darkest near its southwest edge. 
Reese regularly finds the floor darkest near its southeast edge around 95°, 
and there is certainly no brighter area there on the sunlit drawings by 
Bartlett and O'Toole cited above. 	There is no hint of the familiar north- 
south Central Bright Streak in Grimaldi on O'Toole's earthshine sketch. 

1,Je have been pleased to learn from T. Saheki that Japanese observers 
have begun intensive searches for possible lunar meteors and/or meteoritic 
impact-flares. Saheki himself from August 17 to August 25 spent 3 hrs. and 
4 mins. in examining the earthlit portions of the moon with this objective, 
using an 8-inch reflector. He saw three transient bright specks. The first 
one, at 10h 43m  on August 21, was about the seventh magnitude, lasted for 
perhaps 0.2 seconds, and had a path about 50 miles long as seen projected 
on the moon's surface. 	The second, at 10h 55m on August 21, was near 6.5 
in magnitude and endured for about 0.5 seconds. A very unusual feature was 
a strongly curved path, which was about 100 miles long. The third object, 
at 10h 55m on August 25, was a stationary flash, lasting about 0.2 seconds 
and near 6.5 in magnitude. Its color was yellowish white. Saheki has also 
communicated redords of four temporary bright spots observed by T. Osawa 
with a 6-inch reflector. Their times of appearance were 10h  48m  on August 
18, 10h 54m on August 18, llh 15m  on August 18, and 14h 17m on August 30. 
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The -Three August 18 objects, which were stationary, appeared while Saheki 
was watching the moon with a larger telescope than Osawa had, though pro-
bably with poorer seeing; but Saheki did not see them. Osawa here has most 
confidence in the object he recorded at llh 15m. 	All four of his objects 
were near the seventh magnitude, all had angular diameters of one second or 
less, and all had estimated durations of around 0.8 seconds 	They were 
yellow in color. 	Osawa's three August 18 objects and Saheki's August 25 
object were very close to the east limb of the moon. It does indeed appear 
surprising that our Japanese colleagues should record seven lunar bright 
specks in less than a month. 	Is it possible that the Perseid stream of 
August enveloped the moon as well as the earth and that brilliant lunar 
Perseid fireballs were observed? However, the positions and paths of the 
seven objects as given on outlines of the moon are such that we cannot a-
scribe all of them to a lunar Perseid radiant. 

J. G. Mayen wrote on September 8 that the Glendale, Calif., observers 
had submitted "no reports of success in spotting bright specks on the 
earthlit portion of the moon for the past several months. 	To date we have 
no case where the same speck was reported as having been seen by two ob-
servers " 

J. C. Bartlett, Jr., has submitted a set of six drawings of Aria-
tarchus, each accompanied by descriptive notes, made with his 3.5-inch re- 
flector at 100X from July 26 to August 28. 	This keen student of lunar and 
planetary colors three times recorded a peduliar hue in part of the crater. 
On July 26 at colongitude 47°8 there was a distinct bluish glare along the 
base of the east inner wall. 	Bartlett remarks that such a hue is not al- 
ways visible at comparable colongitudes. 	A somewhat_ imilar observation 
is mentioned in Goodacre's Moon. 	On July3at 116. 	Bartlett found  10 
pronounced violet glare on the northwest wall. 	On August 28 at 91°6 there'---- 
was an intense bluish-violet glare along the west rim, perh,ps involving 
the outer glacis. 	There may be some resemblance to the Julys 	view, but 
no such color was observed on July 29 at 85°8. 	What is the cause of these 
colors? 	Bartlett has noticed, as others have done, a remarkably dark nim- 
bus around Aristarchus under high lighting. He gave attention to a bright 

%. spot in the middle of a dark band on the east inner all. 	This spot was 
very brilliant from 609:6 on July 27 to 109°8 on Julyx773 - it1;a-s-fully, 	ten 
in intensity on the Standard Lunar Scale and on July4--7- Was- even biighter '.̀;:,.3 
than the central peak. However, on August 28 at 9196 Bartlett fmnd the 
same spot so much duller as to be difficult to perceive in spite of ex- 
cellent seeing. The position of this spot would appear to be close to that 
of the object represented by Reese between two dark bands in his drawings 
reproduced as Figures 1 and 2 in our September issue. Reese shows an elon- 
gated spot near the foot of the east inner wall on Figure 1 and a pair of 
spots in th&same position on Figure 2. Is it possible that the dark bands 
shift posi+ion relative to bright spots? A hurried examination of drawings 
of Aristarchus from 1936 to 1950 by such observers as C. M Cyrus, R 
Barker, E. K. Ipihite, E. J. Reese, R. Missert, H. Hill, and W. H. Haas re- 
veals many examples of bright spots between the dark bands on the walls, 
including much confirmation of Reese's ob7ecT, mentioned above, but does not 
appear to disclose a single example of a conspicuous bright spot seen upon 
a dark band. 	Bartlett's, drawings appear to show Reese's dark band on the 
southeast inner wall in its "abnormal" orientation of Figure 2 in our 
September issue (pp, 12-13 in that issue). It would be very interesting to 
see whether this indicated abnormality is shown or any other drawings of 
Aristarchus that our readers may have secured in July and August . Dr. 
Bartlett cites several other examples in his July-August observations of 
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The -Three August 18 objects, which were stationary, appeared while Saheki 
was watching the moon with a larger telescope than Osawa had, though pro-
bably with poorer seeing; but Saheki did not see them. Osawa here has most 
confidence in the object he recorded at llh 15m. 	All four of his objects 
were near the seventh magnitude, all had angular diameters of one second or 
less, and all had estimated durations of around 0.8 seconds. 	They were 
yellow in color. 	Osawa's three August 18 objects and Saheki's August 25 
object were very close to the east limb of the moon. It does indeed appear 
surprising that our Japanese colleagues should record seven lunar bright 
specks in less than a month. 	Is it possible that the Perseid stream of 
August enveloped the moon as well as the earth and that brilliant; lunar 
Perseid fireballs were observed? However, the positions and paths of the 
seven objects as given on outlines of the moon are such that we 
scribe all of them to a lunar Perseid radiant. 

J. G. Mayen wrote on September 8 that the Glendale, Calif., observers 
had submitted "no reports of success in spotting bright specks on the 
earthlit portion of the moon for the past several months. 	To date we have 
no case where the same speck was reported as having been seen by two ob-
servers." 

J. C. Bartlett, Jr., has submitted a set of six drawings of Aris-
tarchus, each accompanied by descriptive notes, made with his 3.5-inch re- 
flector at 100X from July 26 to August 28. 	This keen student of lunar and 
planetary colors three times recorded a peduliar hue in part of the crater. 
On July 26 at colongitude 4798 there was a distinct bluish glare along the 
base of the east inner wall. 	Bartlett remarks that such a hue is not al- 
ways visible at comparable colongitudes. 	A somewhat _imilar observation 
is mentioned in Goodacre's Moon. On July-50Xat 4 	 tn g 6498.  Bartlett found a i_r.  _ 
pronounced violet glare on the northwest wall. 	On August 28 at 91°6 there 
was  an intense bluish-violet glare along the west rim, perhips involving 
the outer glacis. 	There may be some resemblance to the July 	view, but 
no such color was observed on July 29 at 85°8. 	What is the cause of these 
colors? 	Bartlett has noticed, as others have done, a remarkably dark nim- 
bus around Aristarchus under high lighting. He gave attention to a bright 

‘,3%.  spot in the middle of a dark band on the east inner all. 	This spot was 
very brilliant from 6006 on July 27 to 109°8 on July, 	it waSfUlly ten 
in intensity on the Standard Lunar Scale and on July4-= was evenb-righter 	) 
than the central peak. However, on August 28 at 9196 Bartlett frund the 
same spot so much duller as to be difficult to perceive in spite of ex-
cellent seeing. The position of this spot would appear to be close to that 
of the object represented by Reese between two dark bands in his drawings 
reproduced as Figures 1 and 2 in our September issue. Reese shows an elon-
gated spot near the foot of the east inner wall on Figure 1 and a pair of 
spots in th&same position on Figure 2. Is it possible that the dark bands 
shift position relative to bright spots? A hurried examination of drawings 
of Aristarchus from 1936 to 1950 by such observers as C. M. Cyrus, R. 
Barker, E. K. White, E. J. Reese, R. Missert, H. Hill, and W. H. Haas re-
veals many examples of bright spots between the dark bands on the walls, 
includIng much confirmation of Reese's object mentioned above, but does not 
appear to disclose a single example of a conspicuous bright spot seen upon 
a dark band. 	Bartlett's, drawings appear to show Reese's dark band on the 
southeast inner wall in its "abnormal" orientation of Figure 2 in our 
September issue (pp, 12-13 in that issue). It would be very interesting to 
see whether this indicated abnormality is shown or any other drawings of 
Aristarchus that our readers may have secured in July and August . Dr. 
Bartlett cites several other examples in his July-August observations of 
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variations in appearance of detail in Aristarchus at similar solar illumination. 

We are indebted to T. R. Cave, Jr., for lending us a print of a Lowell Ob-
servatory photograph of Mars given him when he visited there last spring. The 
photograph was made with the 24-inch refractor on March 30, 1950, in red light. 
We do not know the time at which the photograph was taken, but the central meri- 
dian of longitude (C.M.) is evidently near 45°. 	The print shows such features 
as the bright space between the north polar band and the north base of Mare 
Acidalium, Tithonius Lacus, Oxia Palus, and something of Nilokeras canal. 	On 
the print the editor measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 1595, 
but the cap was scarcely distinct enough for high accuracy (probably more dis- 
tinct on original). 	On a Lowell print in yellow light on the same date, but at 
a different C.M.,the editor measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 
130  (pg. 13 of June issue). 	Neither value has been corrected for the tilt of 
the axis of Mars. The difference between the two values is probably without 
significance. 

Mars is now very remote; by November 15 the angular diameter of the disc 
will have shrunk to 4:'9. 	On the same date the south pole will be tipped toward 
the earth by three degrees; and quantit5q;, the heliocentric longitude of the 
planet so measured as to be 1800  at the vernal equinox of the southern hemi- 
sphere, will be 2180. 	During the last month observations of Mars have arrived 
from S. Ebisawa (13-inch refl.), P. F. Froeschner (6-inch refl.), W. H. Haas 
(6-inch refl.),S. Murayama (8-inch refr.,8-inch refl.), T. Osawa (3-inch refl.), 
and D. O'Toole (6-inch refl.). 

Only two of these observations were made in September, one by Haas on 
September 12 and the other by O'Toole on September 22. 	Haas found the south 
polar cap brighter and more conspicuous than the north cap; O'Toole made the 
south cap bright and conspicuous but did not distinguish a north cap at all. We 
might remember here that the vernal equinox of the southern hemisphere fell on 
September 12. Both observers found the south polar band very dark, as might be 
ex)Irected at this season. On his September 12 drawing Haas measured the diameter 
of each polar cap to be 350; O'Toole measured the south cap to be 780  on his 
September 22 drawing. 	The Casius-Utopia shading was still notable to Haas, and 
O'Toole distinguished Propontis I and II as a pair of separate spots. O'Toole's 
rather uncertain impressions of color at C.M. 150° were black in the south polar 
band, white in the south cap, and gray or possibly brown in the dark markings. 

Froeschner on May 14 drew a fairly small north cap bordered by a rather in- 
tense dark band. 	Syrtis Major was dark and prominent, although near the limb. 
(Compare to observations abut a week later as given on pg. 12 of the July 
Strolling Astronomer.) 

Mr. Osawa's drawings, which have been communicated by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki, are 
very remarkable for an aperture of only three inches. We have six drawings by 
this new colleague between April 30 and June 5, inclusive; he used a p.wer of 
200X. Osawa's little instrument was equal to such surprising feats as the sepa-
ration of Lacus Niliocus from Mare Acidalium and the resolution of internal de-
tail in Propontis and the Casius-Utopia shading. He found the north cap small, 
sharp, and brilliant; the surrounding polar band was wide, faint, and apparently 
diffuse. 	It is noteworthy that on June 3 at C.M. 2620  Osawe found Syrtis Major 
and neighboring features almost obliterated by overlying Martian clouds, just as 
Saheki did in a simultaneous view. 	(See also pg. 12 of July issue and Figure 6 
on pg. 1 of August issue.) 	Osawa saw a number •f bright clouds, especially on 
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variations in appearance of detail in Aristarchus at similar solar illumination. 

We are indebted to T. R. Cave, Jr., for lending us a print of a Lowell Ob-
servatory photograph of Mars given him when he visited there last spring. The 
photograph was made with the 24-inch refractor on March 30, 1950, in red light. 
We do not know the time at which the photograph was taken, but the central meri- 
dian of longitude (C.M.) is evidently near 45°. 	The print shows such features 
as the bright space between the north polar band and the north base of Mare 
Acidalium, Tithonius Lacus, Oxia Palus, and something of Nilokeras canal. 	On 
the print the editor measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 1595, 
but the cap was scarcely distinct enough for high accuracy (probably more dis- 
tinct on original). 	On a Lowell print in yellow light on the same date, but at 
a different C.M.,the editor measured the angular diameter of the north cap to be 
13° (pg. 13 of June issue). 	Neither value has been corrected for the tilt of 
the axis of Mars. The difference between the two values is probably without 
significance. 

Mars is now very remote; by November 15 the angular diameter of the disc 
will have shrunk to 4;'9. 	On the same date the south pole will be tipped toward 
the earth by three degrees; and quantity?, the heliocentric longitude of the 
planet so measured as to be 130° at the vernal equinox of the southern hemi- 
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the sunset limb; one on the limb at the equator on June 3 at C.M. 262°  may have 
caused a slight bulge. On May 19 he drew Acidalium to be polygonal and represen-
ted Nilokeras then and on May 14 as a pair of canals converging at Lunae Lacus. 
Solis Lacus was fairly dark on May 14 at C.M. 92°. Elysium was drawn as a poly-
gonal whitish area bounded by thin and faint canals. 

S. Ebisawa has submitted a set of ten valuable drawings of Mars from May 24 
to August 23: What are perhaps the best two of them are reproduced as Figures 7 
and .$ on pg. 1. 	Ebisawa always found the north cap tiny and brilliant in his 
better views as late as July 5; it was so small that he could not estimate its 
angular diameter. 	Moreover, it was extremely small to Murayama on June 24. It 
may be of some significance that on July 7 Murayama thought the tiny cap less 
bright than on June 24 and noted a bluish white area (cloud?) around it; obser-
ving 15 minutes later on July 7, Ebisawa found the north cap indefinite, though 
in poor seeing. On July 24 and 25 and August 23 Ebisawa found the north cap 
rather dim and larger than before, as if it had become a cloud-cap. His results 
thus accord with those of Saheki, who also last saw a tiny and brilliant cap 
early in July. Murayama may be in more agreement with the curiously different 
American observations of the north cap during June-August. Writing on September 
13, he said that he had seen the north cap sometimes very small and sometimes 
larger and that on August 12 a guest at the National Science Museum in Tokyd, 
who was observing Mars for the first time, perceived the then conspicuous north 
cap at once. 	On the whole, there is some evidence that the north cap became an 
atmospheric feature in July in the late summer of its hemisphere. From late May 
to late August Ebisawa and Murayama observed a diffuse south cap, which was 
sometimes brilliant and sometimes dit (Figures 7 and 8). Its color was white. 
It was more brilliant in July and August than in May and June, as might be ex- 
pected with the approach of the southern spring. 	A faint smith polar band 
appears to have been drawn once only, by Ebisawa on July 25. On May 24 Fbisawa 
saw with difficulty that Gehon was a double canal. 	Figure 7 shows the separa- 
tion of. Sinus Gomer from Mare Cimmerium observed by Ebisawa and Hare. In this 
same view Ebisawa suspected irregular detail in Elysium. 	Figure 8 shows the 
gradual diverging of Tritonilus and Deuterontlus canals to the east (right) of 
Ismenius Lacus and may be compared with Figure 5 on pg. 1 of our August issue, 
though this drawing be E. v. Hare was obtained when the planet was much closer. 
Murayama commented on the prominence of Acidalium on the small disc on June 24. 
Fbisawa's 13-inch reflector clearly resolved the two forks of Aryn, even when 
the angular diameter of Mars had decreased to 7119 on June 30, and showed them 
to be darker than Sinus Sabaeus. 	He perceived Pandorae Fretum on.  July 5 as a 
faint band south of Sabaeus (Figure 8), and Portus Sigeus was apparently then 
seen as a pair of dark points on the north shore of Sabaeus (note also Figure 5 
on pg. 1 of August issue). 

THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF OCTOBER 7 1949 

by Walter H. Haas 
(continued from August issue) 

It should be noticed from the date and year that we are not describing 
here the more recent lunar eclipse on September 26, 1950. 	It is known that a 
number of observations of this eclipse have not yet been reported; such obser-
vers are asked to send in their records at their early convenience. 
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ADDENDUM TO LUNAR METEOR SEARCHES 

We learn from a letter from D. O'Toole on September 9 that P Chorley 
watched the moon for possible lunar meteors or meteoritic impact-flares from a-
bout 2h 20m to about 3h 24m, U.T., using a 3.5-inch reflector at 60X. Chorley 
"observed several flashes"; but these cannot be identified with ones seen by 
others and listed on pg. 10 of our August issue, with one possible exception. 
At 3h 18m 305  Chorley recorded a stationary flash perhaps about midway between 
Kepler and Euler. 	No descriptive notes are available. O'Toole suggests that 
Chorley may here have seen the object that Reed recorded west of Gassendi at 
3h 19m, for coincidence in position and in time is certainly possible. The edi-
tor does not think that we have more here than a very intriguing possibility. 
To know that a lunar meteor has been observed in duplicate we must have agree-
ment in exact time and precise location upon the moon, preferably further con- 
firmed by agreement about brightness, color, direction of motion, etc. 	It is 
not enough to say that two poorly seen or inadequately described objects might 
be the same. 

SEARCHES FOR ECLIPSE-CAUSED CHANGES 

Our second principal observational program was the careful study of a num-
ber of apparently variable lunar regions to determine whether the passage of the 
earth's shadow affected them. 	This project required examining the areas chosen 
soon after they emerged from the umbral shadow and noting whether their appear- 
ance was then normal for the prevailing solar illumination. 	Some observers re- 
neated these examinations at intervals for several hours. 	In addition to the 
usual sifting of observational evidence, nice judgement must be exercised here 
in deciding whether changes due to the eclipse are involved. 	When available, 
observations of the suspected region on the night before, and the night after, 
the eclipse are helpful in establishing the ordinary full-moon appearance. 	The 
same is true of observations in other lunations at the same solar lighting es on 
the night of the eclipse. Care must be exercised to avoid being deceived by the 
dim illumination of features deep in the penumbra or by normal changes with 
changing lighting near full moon. 	Observations of a suspected area soon before 
immersion in the umbra are obviously most useful in this program but could not 
be secured by most observers of the October 7 eclipse. 

We list here those persons who watched for possible eclipse-caused changes, 
along with the telescopes and magnifications that they employed: D. P Barcroft, 
6-inch refl. at 98X; F. F. Brinckman, Jr., 6-inch refl, at 170X; W. H. Haas, 
6-inch refl. at 141X; E. E. Hare, 7-inch refl. at 170X; L. T. Johnson, 10-inch 
refl. at 300X; R C. Maag, 12-inch refr. at 150X; D. O'Toole, 6-inch refl. at 
185X; the Messieurs Roaue, 4-inch refr. at 152X; C. B. Stephenson, 6-inch refr. 
at 55X; and C. W. Tombaugh, 12-inch refl. at perhaps 200X. 

It appears certain that at least one lunar feature was temporarily changed 
in appearance by the eclipse. We refer to the relative intensities of two dark 
areas in Fratosthenes, the one (hereafter called Area B) just east of the cen-
tral mountains and the other (hereafter called Area C) east of B and of about 
the same size as B. 	It is normal for these two areas to be equally dark at the 
solar lighting which prevailed on October 7,the night of the eclipse. They were 
so observed by O'Toole and Haas in a number of views late in 1949 near full moon, 
including ones on October 6 and 8. 	On October 7, however, Haas was forcibly 
struck by the faintness of Area C relative to Area B soon after Eratosthenes re- 
entered sunlight. 	It is his opinion that an eclipse-caused lightening of C 
caused this change and that B was not appreciably affected. Eratosthenes having 
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left the umbra near 4h llm, U.T Haas found C to be lighter than B by half a 
unit on the Standard Lunar intensity Scale at 4h 14m and by a full unit at 4h 
28m. 	(The observation at 4h 14m is unreliable because of very dim penumbral 
lighting.) 	The difference, with C always the lighter, was three-fourths of a 
unit at 5 22m  but only one-fourth of a unit at 5h 54m and 6h  29m. At 5h 54m, 
in fact, Area C was explicitly noted to be darkening. 	From 7h 6m  to 11h 8m C 
and B were always equally dark to Haas. 	Therefore, the eclipse-produced light- 
ening of C (at least relative to B) lasted for about three hours. Near 4h 22m  
O'Toole agreed with Haas that B was darker than C It should be noted that this 
change cannot be explained by penumbral lighting; it endured too long. The moon 
left the penumbra at 6h 3m, and Eratosthenes was probably in full sunlight by 
5h 30m. Varying conditions of observation are also unable to explain the change, 
for Haas had fairly constant conditions from 5h to past 10h. It should be added 
that O'Toole and Haas found no worthwhile evidence that the eclipse affected 
several other dark areas in and near Eratostheneu watched by them, except that 
O'Toole suspected that a dark area just northwest of the central mountains ex-
tended farther west near 4h 22m  on October 7 than on October 6 or 8. 

The walled plain Grimaldi was observed by Barcroft, Haas, Hare, O'Toole, 
Stephenson, and Tombaugh. No changes were noticed in the darkness of the floor. 
Chief attention was given to three bright spots (really creterlets) which form 
a right-angled triangle near the northwest edge of Grimaldi, the right angle 
being at the southeast spot. 	Evidence that the eclipse caused a change in re- 
lative brightness of the southeast and the north spots is inconclusive. 	The 
western spot was at all times much the dimmest of the three and will not be men-
tioned further. Grimaldi left the umbra at about 3h  41m. From 3h 44m to 5h50m 
Haas found the north spot brighter than the southeast one by one-half to three-
fourths of a unit on the Standard Lunar Intensity Scale. At 6h 39m the north 
spot was only one-fourth of a unit the brighter, and at 7h llm  they were equal. 
Continuing to observe, Haas found the southeast spot to be the brighter by half 
a unit from 7h 54m to llh 13m. 	Since he had found the southeast spo+ very de- 
finitely the brighter on October 6., Haas at first thought that the eclipse had 
caused it to be abnormally dim relative to the north spot for about four hours 
after Grimaldi emerged from the umbra. 	However, doubt is cast on this inter- 
pretation by the fact that Haas found the two spots equally bright on October 8, 
when the normal aspect had presumably returned. Hare found the southeast spot 
slightly the brighter from emersion to 5h 33m, as also on October 8. 	The diff- 
erence, he estimated, was not more than 0.2 or 0.3 magnitudes. Stephenson con-
sidered the northern spot to be perhaps slightly brighter than the southeastern 
one from 4h 55m to 6h and obtained the same result on October 8. 	O'Toole at 
3h  50m  on October 7 made the north spot the brighter. 	By 5h 15m the southeast 
spot had become the brighter, an aspect also observed by him on October 6 and 8. 
O'Toole accordingly felt sure that the relative brightness at 3h 50m  was ab-
normal and represented an effect of the eclipse. 

The results of the different observers appear to be hopelessly contra-
dictory, nor is it even clear what the normal appearance at full moon of the 
region is. Hare, O'Toole, and Haas observed the three Grimaldi spots near full 
moon in November and December, 194, and in January, 1950, in attempts to es-
tablish this normal appearance but with uncertain success. Perhaps, indeed, the 
full-moon appearance varies from lunation to lunation. Alternately, the obser-
vers may have been attempting a feat that taxed the capabilities of their tele-
scopes too much. Each of the three spots is really a tiny craterlet and varies 
considerably in brightness in its different parts. A reliable estimate of the 
average brightness may really be hard to make. If these spots are to be watched 
at future eclipses, we recommend that out-of-focus comparisons of their total 
light be made, rather than the direct estimates attempted here. 	It may also 
help to have good pre-immersion observations, which were lacking on October 7. 
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Maag, O'Toole, Stephenson, Tombaugh, and Haas watched the bright area a-
round Linne, most of them comparing its size and brightness to those of other 
bright areas on Mare Serenitatis. 	The observers agree in finding no indication 
that the size, brightness, or sharpness of Linne was affected bv the eclipse. 
One of the comparison spots (really a small crater) was unusually bright re-
lctive to other spots until about 7n, or for about two and a half hours after 
Linne left the umbra, according to the observations of Haas. 

Barcroft, Haas, Hare, Johnson, O'Toole, and Stephenson examined the Ric-
cioli dark area, giving particular attention to the length and dPrkness of its 
south tip. This tip was found to look longest and darkest in the best views, as 
might be expected. 	Only O'Toole reported any possible effect of the eclipse 
upon Riccioli. 	He thinks that the south tip of the dark area ley a few miles 
farther south at 5h 2m, and on October 8, than at 4h Om; however, the editor 
would propose that penumbral lighting at 4h Om  can explain this appearance. 

Barcroft, Brinckman, O'Toole, Stephenson, and Tombaugh examined the fam- 
ous walled-plain Plato. 	All these observers concluded that the eclipse did not 
influence the bright spots on the floor or its darkness. Their views were rather 
poor, no observer seeing more than three bright spots on the floor. 

Hare, the Rogues in France, Tombaugh, and Haas observed Atlas, thief 
attention here being given to the two main dark areas on the floor and to the 
dark streak connecting them. 	Atlas was in the umbra from about lh 42m  to about 
4h 36m. 	There is some evidence that the connecting streak became more conspic- 
uous for a while as a result of the eclipse. 	Haas found this streak to fade 
slowly but steadily from 6h 7m to 10h 30m; the implication is that it was un- 
usually dark from emersion to 6h 7m. 	Observations by Haas on October 6 and 8, 
and also on December 5 at the same solar lighting as just after emersion, con-
firm that this ttreak was then more difficult to perceive than soon after emer- 
sion, thus supporting an eclipse-caused darkening. 	The Messieurs Rogues found 
this connecting streak to 1-,e visible but rather indistinct from Oh 30m to immer-
sion. After emersion it was not noticed until 4h 45m, when it was recorded to 
be darker and much wider than before immersion. 	Our French colleagues here had 
the important advantage of having examined the region before immersion. A draw-
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Fig. 1 Maedler's Square 
and Vicinity as Mapped 
by Beer and Maedler. 

Fig. 2, Maedler's Square 
and Vicinity as Napped by 
Neison. 

Fig, 3. Drawing of Maedler's 
Square and Vicinity by J.C. 
Bartlett, Jr., June 5, 1949 
at 2h 37m,U.T. 3.5-in. refl. 
at 100X, Colongitude 1497. 

Fig. 4 Drawing of Maedler's 
Square and Vicinity by J. C. 
Bartlett, Jr.). June 6, 1949, 
at 2h 25m, U.T. 3:45-in. refl. 
at 100X. Colongitude 2698. 

Fig. 5. Drawing of Maedler's 
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Colongitude 6399. 

Fig. 6. Drawing of Maedler's 
Square and Vicinity by E. J. 
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9h, U.T. 6-inch refl. at 240X. 
Colongitude 18899. 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS 

The editor and staff of The Strolling Astronomer take this opportunity to 
wish all our readers and friends a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and 
Prosperous New Year. 

As a special feature of this issue we present an article by Dr. James C. 
Bartlett, Jr., written in his usual lively and entertaining style, about evi- 
dence for a major topographical change in a lunar formation. 	Our contributor's 
address ib 300 North Eutaw Street, Baltimbre 1, Maryland. 

MAEDLER'S  SQUARE 

A 8tuiy-  in Lunar Paradox 

by. James C. Bartlett, Jr. 

Among the more scientific and less romantic of the 19th century observers 
Beer and Maedlor hold high place. 	Certainly they were not given to the gaudy 
flights of fancy which so grieved the critics of Gruithusien; and where the 
latter saw lunar highways cutting through lunar forests, the former saw nothing 
but the stereotyped record of long-since stilled natural activities - and cer-
tainly nothing so ou-tr4 as a lunar roads system, Indeed the appearance, in 1837, 
of Der Mond was a monumental testimony to the belief of its authors that as a 
world the moon was finished; and they entertained grave doubts if even in its 
heyday it had been a world anything like the earth. 

We are therefore not quite prepared for the somewhat florid description in 
the same great work of a singular lunar formation discovered by Maedler and 
strangely left unnamed by him but to which the writer shall hereinafter refer as 
Maedler's Square. 

This unusual object, located on the north shore of the Mare Frigoris be-
tween Fontenelle and Birmingham, so caught the fancy of the eminent Selenograp-
hers that Maedler was even led to speculate that the Square looked like an arti- 
ficial construction. 	From Gruithusien such an announcement would have been a 
foregone conclusion; but coming from Maedler, it was as surprising as would be 
the rediscovery of Vespertilliohomol by a modern observatory. 

It must be admitted that the Square had some remarkable features. 	It was 
hardly a conventional formation and certainly justified its description by 
Maedler as a kind of fortress, with long straight walls crowned with objects re- 
sembling battlements. 	On the floor of this exceptional formation Maedler also 
discovered a very anomalous structure in the form of a perfect Latin cross 
(Figure 1 on pg. 1). According to the surprised authors of Der Mond the fortress-
like ramparts "throw the observer into the highest astonishment". 

Other observers seem to have been no less surprised. 	Webb often looked 
for the Latin cross but was never able to find it, a failure he ascribed to its 
position and quoted Beer and Maedler as saying that many years might pass before 
it could be seen to advantage. 	"I have often looked for it in vain", he tells 
us, but adds that "Birmingham has been more successful".2  The regularity and 
massiveness of the battlements seem also to have impressed the good Prebendary 
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of Hereford Cathedral. Like Maedler he found them "so regular that it is scarce- 
ly possible to imagine them natural 	" but concluded that the size (he gives 
the walls as 64 miles long, 250 to 3,200 feet high, and averaging a mile thick) 
indicated a natural formation. 

Webb was not the only English observe0 to examine and speculate upon the 
nature of the Square. 	Neison, in his monumental work on the moon, devoted con- 
siderable space to a close description of its wonders and gave a detailed map 
which showed the fortress-like walls and on the floor not one cross but two. 
Like Beer and Maedler he was much struck by the singular character of the object. 
"It is" Neison tells us, "a very peculiar formation, from its regularity and 
perfect form one of those strange objects which seem as if they were the work of 
Selenites...." 	His description is quite specific. "This formation consists of 
a perfect square, enclosed by long straight walls about 65 miles in length and 
1 in breadth and from 250 to 3000 feet in height." He then goes on to more min- 
ute details. 	"The highest side is the northwest, where Maedler estimates the 
walls as being 400 steep (nearer 200), with two projecting peaks at both ends, 
and between them a row of smaller peaks like towers on a wall.. .and before the 
chief wall is a very regular cross....Within the quadrangle are two rows of low 
peaks and beside the cross south is a smaller one not mentioned by Maedler." 
He further adds that "The southeast wall is a very regular uniform straight wall 
of considerable steepness" 3  (Note Figure 2 from Neison's map of the moon.) 

Neison, like Maedler, depicted this S.E. wall as remarkably straight and 
artificial looking and apparently butting directly against the S.W. glacis of 
Fontenelle. 	The opposite N.E. wall of the Square similarly begins against the 
N.W. glacis of Fontenelle so that the point at which the two walls would have 
joined would have lain within the floor of Fontenelle. 	Perhaps this unusual 
circumstance further suggested the appearance of artificiality,for it was diffi-
cult to understand how ,a disturbance capable of creating a crater the size of 
Fontenelle could have escaped demolishing these high, straight walls for a con- 
siderable distance on either side. 	On the other hand perhaps it was as diffi- 
cult to conceive how such walls could have been thrown up naturally in such a 
position without, conversely, affecting Fontenelle. 

Whatever the true nature of this somewhat amazing formation it is impor-
tant for the moment to notice that three credible observers agree on its salient 
features. Also, it is clear that Maedler's Square must be listed among the most 
interesting of lunar objects. 

tut perhaps the most interesting fact is that it is no longer there. 

Is this surprising? Then consider the following: 

Apparently it was not there in 1874 either, and certainly it was not there 
in 1878 - nothwithstanding the fact that at least one bock published after this 
date referred to it.4 Yet no one seems to have missed it until the night of 
June 5, 1949, when the writer accidentally discovered its absence 

The history of this accidental revelation is a curious one In the summer 
of 1949, in the course of some correspondence with Mr. Elmer J. Reese, member of 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers, the writer chanced to mention 
this formation as a good example of the more anomalous objects on the lunar sur-
face, his information having been based upon eye-witness accounts in the litera- 
ture. 	After posting the letter it occurred to the writer that he could not re- 
call ever having actually seen such a formation, notwithstanding occasional 
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surveys of the Mare Frigoris in its immediate neighborhood. 	This seemed rather 
strange. Accordingly a night was selected which would favorably show the battle-
mented walls, the crosses on the floor, and all the other singular appointments 
of this most singular of lunar walled spaces. 

So it was that on the evening of June 5, 1949, at 2h 37m, U.T., colongi-
tude 1497, the writer examined this region minutely with 100X on a 3.5-inch re-
flector (Figure 3). As the terminator passed just west of Fontenelle, which was 
seen as an oval ring of light on the dark side, it is obvious that the famous 
walls of the Square - and especially the steep S.E. wall - should have been well 
seen in high relief. The night was a very fine one and the examination occupied 
a lesisurely lh 10m of time. When it was concluded the writer was somewhat 
staggered. One fact emerged with the impact of a hydrogen bomb: Nothwithstanding 
the specific measurements,descriptions, and maps of it, no such formation exist-
ed between Birmingham and Fontenelle. 

Another letter was immediately posted to Mr. Reese announcing the discovery 
and asking silence until the writer had time further to evaluate the situation. 
It was also urged upon Mr. Reese to explore this whole region carefully with his 
6-inch reflector. 	Mr. Reese, though naturally stirred, kept the secret faith- 
fully and sent the writer two beautiful drawings of this area dated June 9 and 
June 19, 1949, at colongitudes 6399 and 18899 respectively - both with his 6-
inch reflector at 240X (Figures 5 and 6). Allowing for the greater detail visi-
ble to the larger aperture, these confirmed what the writer had found with his 
smaller instrument. 	In the ensuing discussion, Mr. Reese agreed that this area 
did not conform in any way to its advertisements but cautioned that acceptance 
of this fact would very probably be refused on the grounds that maps of the pre-
photographic area were not reliable. 

At Baltimore, observations were continued through colongitude 6397. 

At colongitude 2698 an excellent view was obtained of Fontenelle and its 
surroundings (Figure 4). 	An intact N.W. wall of Maedlerts Square was seen, 
forming the present S.E. boundary of Birmingham. 	In general appearance it con- 
formed well to the description of the N. W. wall of the Square as given by 
Maedler and Neison. 	Running N. W. from Fontenelle another straight wall was 
found; but if this represents the N.E. wall of the Square, it is presently in 
ruins. 	It does not connect with the existing N. W. wall but opens out at its 
northwestern extremity into a shallow valley. 	It seems therefore to have been 
partially destroyed. Very careful attention was devoted to the site of the S.E. 
wall, the steepness and regularity of which was commented upon by Neison; but 
examination in red, green, and yellow light as well as by direct vision failed 
to reveal any trace of it. Nor was there anything to show that such a wall had 
everxisted here. Whatever may be the explanation, at the present time there 
exists as the S.E. boundary of the Square nothing but a long, low, sinuous 
pressure ridge which begins near Fontenelle and runs S.W. into the open Mare. Its 
many curves insure that it would intersect at various points any straight S.E 
wall running in the same direction. 	Moreover, near its western extremity, it 
curves back towards the north. 	It conforms in no particular to the description 
of the S.E. wall and obviously cannot be the same object. Far from being steep, 
it is very low with gentle slopes on the north side;and far from being straight, 
it is serpentine. It is connected by a thin spur to the south wall of Fontenelle, 
considerably to the east of the point of intersection with the missing S.E. wall 
as depicted by Maedler and Neison. 
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the specific measurements,descriptions, and maps of it, no such formation exist-
ed between Birmingham and Fontenelle. 
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and asking silence until the writer had time further to evaluate the situation. 
It was also urged upon Mr. Reese to explore this whole region carefully with his 
6-inch reflector. 	Mr. Reese, though naturally stirred, kept the secret faith- 
fully and sent the writer two beautiful drawings of this area dated June 9 and 
June 19, 1949, at colongitudes 6399 and 18899 respectively - both with his 6-
inch refleotor at 240X (Figures 5 and 6). Allowing for the greater detail visi-
ble to the larger aperture, these confirmed what the writer had found with his 
smaller instrument. 	In the ensuing discussion, Mr. Reese agreed that this area 
did not conform in any way to its advertisements but cautioned that acceptance 
of this fact would very probably be refused on the grounds that maps of the pre-
photographic area were not reliable. 

At Baltimore, observations were continued through colongitude 6397. 

At colongitude 2698 an excellent view was obtained of Fontenelle and its 
surroundings (Figure 4). 	An intact N.W. wall of Maedler's Square was seen, 
forming the present S.E. boundary of Birmingham. 	In general appearance it con- 
formed well to the description of the N. W. wall of the Square as given by 
Maedler and Neison. 	Running N. W. from Fontenelle another straight wall was 
found; but if this represents the N.E. wall of the Square, it is presently in 
ruins. 	It does not connect with the existing N. W. wall but opens out at its 
northwestern extremity into a shallow valley. 	It seems therefore to have been 
partially destroyed. Very careful attention was devoted to the site of the S.E. 
wall, the steepness and regularity of which was commented upon by Neison; but 
examination in red, green, and yellow light as well as by direct vision failed 
to reveal any trace of it. 	Nor was there anything to show that such a wall had 
everxisted here. Whatever may be the explanation, at the present time there 
exists as the S.E. boundary of the Square nothing but a long, low, sinuous 
pressure ridge which begins near Fontenelle and runs S.W. into the open Mare. Its 
many curves insure that it would intersect at various points any straight S.E. 
wall running in the same direction. 	Moreover, near its western extremity, it 
curves back towards the north. 	It conforms in no particular to the description 
of the S.E. wall and obviously cannot be the same object. Far from being steep, 
it is very low with gentle slopes on the north side;and far from being straight, 
it is serpentine. It is connected by a thin spur to the south wall of Fontenelle, 
considerably to the e6st of the point of intersection with the missing S.E. wall 
as depicted by Maedler and Neison. 
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Some measurements were instructive. Allowing 22 miles as the diameter of 
Fontenelle5 (Goodacre says "about 22 miles"), a straight S.W. line from Fon-
tenelle projected over the eastern and western extremities of this ridge, comes 
to only 55 miles in length as measured on a section of the splendid Lick Photo- 
graphic Atlas. 	The same line, measured on Goodacre's map, gives 53.4 miles 
which is in good agreement. 	Nelson made the straight S.E. wall 65 miles long 
which is appreciably longer. On the other hand, if the curves in the ridge were 
straightened out, the total length would greatly exceed 65 miles. Both Maedler 
and Nelson insist upon the great regularity of the walls, averaging no more than 
1 mile thick. 	In its widest places this ridge is at least 11 miles thick; and 
far from being of very uniform breadth, it is just the opposite. 

According to Maedler and Neison, the S.E. wall ran, straight and true, S.W. 
across the Mare to its juncture with the S.W. wall of the Square. 	The present 
ridge, with many flucutations, runs generally S.W. to a point about midway be-
tween Fontenelle and theAMountainous ruins jutting into the M&re.from Birmingham. 
From that point it then curves upon itself and runs Northwest to its -Eerminus. 
The outer curves are more marked than the inner. 	If this is the object which 
Maedler and Neison saw and mapped as a straight, thin wall "of considerable 
steepness",then we must agree with Fauth that the older maps-including Schmidt's-
are not reliable in any detail.6  But in that case what becomes of Selenolpgy? 
Fortunately we are spared such a sweeping indictment; for Schmidt's map in par-
ticular, as we shall see later, is exceedingly accurate for this region. 

It must be remembered that we do not depend upon maps alone but, especially 
in the case of Maedler's Square, equally upon detailed written descriptions -
which also do not conform in any way to the present appearance of this pressure 
ridge. 	The writer therefore urges that this ridge is not the same object which 
Maedler and Neison saw as a very regular, straight wall and conversely that if 
any such wall ever existed, it ienot there now. - Neither Maedler hot Neison 
shows this serpentine ridge in his map0 (Figures 1 and 2), nor do they mention 
it. Yet it lies athwart the line of their S.E. wall. How could they have miss- 
ed it? 	If a S.E. wall was thought so remarkable in its features, what would 
have been thought of a ridge which intersected it at several points? One would 
suppose that this relationship alone would have seemed even more remarkable. 

The present appearance of the Square presents us with another fact of sig-
nificance. All of the observers of the original Square were especially im-
pressed with the unnatural appearance of the walls and the general aspect of 
artificiality of the Square. 	This fact alone would forcibly suggest that the 
formation they saw is not the formation which exists today; for there is cer-
tainly nothing unnatural-looking about this area at the present time, nothing 
to excite speculations about the architectural works of Selenites. The area is, 
in fact, commonplace and in every respect similar to dozens of other ruins along 
the north shore of the Mare Frigoris. 

We now come to another important object, a large, low mountain mass which 
forms part of the N.E. end of the pressure ridge. 	Reese observed this feature 
at colongitude 18899 and found it "prominent" (Figure 6). 	It certainly throws 
a conspicuous shadow at this time, and even at col. 26(28 is easily seen with 
3.5 inches of aperture (Figure 4). 	This object, like the ridge of which it is 
a part, is not shown in the maps of Maedler and Neison. Yet it is apparent that 
this mass, again like the ridge, must have intersected any S.E. wall running 
S.W. from Fontenelle. 	A straight wall running through a mountain would seem to 
be a remarkable feature - but we hear nothing of it. The cartographers saw the 
wall (Which we cannot find) but missed the intersecting mountain (which is very 
easy) 
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The occurrence of this mass in a plane of intersection with the missing S.E. 
wall is at least suggestive. 	If it is in the nature of a StOck, it is clear 
that in updoming the surface it would have completely destroyed any wall athwart 
its point of emergence or even near to it. If the rise of the Aock were associ-
ated with extensive faulting and severe moonquakes, we would also have some ex-
pination of the pressure ridge associated with it - unless this assumed pressure 
ridge really represents the debris of the missing wall, thrown down and distri-
buted horizontally over the surfacd in curves corresponding to the seismic waves. 
If this is the true explanation for the disappearance of the S.E. wall, we have 
indisputable evidence of major lunar seismic movements within the past hundred 
years. 

Let us now see if from the ruins of the Square we can gather any evidence 
bearing on the credibility of Maedler and Nelson in relation to its appearance 
as they described it. According to both authorities the N.W. wall was the high-
est and contained many peaks and towers resembling battlements. Such a wall does 
exist today as the S. E. rampart of Birmingham and appears to be the only re- 
maining wall of the Square still intact. 	A N.E. wall is described and figured 
as connecting with the N.W. wall. 	Portions of such a wall exist today, but it 
no longer connects with the N.W. wall. 	Maedler saw the S.W. wall as very low 
and hardly more than a white streak. Webb concurs, and Nelson interprets it as 
a low ridge. 	At col. 4094 the writer found just such a streak running S.E. out 
into the Mare to a point where it must have intersected any S.E. wall running 
S.W. from Fontenelle. 	From what remains of Maedler's Square, we thus have ex- 
cellent evidence that the earlier descriptions were faithful for three walls cut 
of four. 	The question which immediately arises is this: 	would all have erred 
similarly in describing the fourth wall? But the fourth wall does not now exit. 

Such is the problem of Maedler's Square. Its solution requires that we ex-
plain satisfactorily the following facts: 

1. Maedler and Nelson describe a complete Square of artificial-looking 
construction between Fontenelle and Birmingham. Only an incomplete and 
ruinous-looking Square exists there today, and it is in no way remark-
able. 

uml FORA)  
2. Maedler and Nelson map and describe a straight, very4anf-i-roN and regu-

lar S.E. wall of their Square. No such wall exists today. 

3. The present S.E. boundary of the Square is formed by a low,very irregu- 
lar, serpentine ridge. 	This object would have intersected the S.E. 
wall of Nelson and Maedler. It does not appear on their maps. 

4. At the N.E. end of the ridge is a conspicuous mountain mass which must 
also have intersected a S.E. wall. 	This object does not appear on the 
maps of Maedler and Nelson. 

Both the problem and its associated facts would seem clear enoug r; but hav-
ing in mind the acrimonious reaction to the reported change in Linne and real-
izing that an announcement so novel would probably meet with even greater re-
sistance in the case of a mIdcr formation, the writer has sought evidence of a 
more conclusive kind than can he obtained from either texts or maps alone. 

Fortunately the discovery and subsequent exploration of the Square fall 
partly within the photographic era. Hence there seemed to be reason to hope 
that some early photographs of the moon might actually show the Square intact. 
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For reasons which will appear presently, it seemed probable that the Square, if 
existing as described in 1837 (date of Der Mond), had already disappeared by 
1874. 	The critical search, therefore, was conveniently narrowed to the period 
between 1840 (date of Draper's first moon picture) and 1874. 	The quest seemed 
favored by the following circumstances: 

In 1840 J. W. Draper made the first photograph of the moon. 	His success 
immediately stimulated contemporaries so that between 1850 and 1857 particularly 
the Bonds, Secchi, Bertch, Arnauld, Phillips, Hartnup, Crookes, De la Rue, Fry, 
and Huggins were all taking lunar photos. 	In 1858 Rutherford began his notable 
series of lunar portraits perhaps unexcelled in America} and his work alone 
brings us up to the limiting date for the apparent change. 	It will be noticed 
that the first period, 1840-1857, lay within the period of Maedler's discovery 
of the Square and of Webb's frequent searches for the Latin cross. 	Furthermore, 
quarter-moon views were most favored in the early period so that the region of 
the Square must have been covered many times at colongitudes when shadows from 
the walls would have revealed them plainly. 

Quite a number of photographs of this early period is said to be on file 
at Princeton. 	These pictures have not been examined by the writer, and so it 
is impossible to say whether they will supply the missing link in the chain of 
evidence - namely, a photographic view of the Square intact showing especially 
the missing S.E. wall. 	However, to judge from early material which the writer 
has examined it is to be feared, alas, that they will not. 

Examination of such early pictures as the writer could find soon develop-
ed the disturbing fact that these primitives were scarcely more conclusive than 
the relevant maps. 	Of course, in respect of dimensions and positions, they are 
infinitely more accurate; but when one seeks to confirm obscure details of the 
surface there is little to choose between them and the maps - and perhaps the 
latter are more to be trusted. 	There are two principal reasons for this unfor- 
tunate state of affairs. 	In the first place the early photos were on too small 
a scale. In the second place, they were taken by the slow wet plate process. A 
long exposure was thereby necessitated, but even this was not long enough to 
register the dark maria as clearly as the bright highlands. 	Consequently the 
maria came out much darker in relation to the highlands than they.do on modern 
fast plates, and as a result shadows on their surfaces are mostly lost. 	With 
the slow wet plate method it was not possible to continue the exposure long 
enough for details on the maria to register clearly, for then the bright high-
lands would have been overexposed. 

Two early vo]il:yg in the writer's library contained two quarter-moon views 
by -Di.aper, circ56,7-8 	In these the maria are black and near the terminator 
show practically no detail. 	The region of the Square is covered by them, but 
the Mare Frigoris is here so dark that north of Plato only some confused streaks 
are to be seen. 	Even Fontenelle cannot be made out with any certainty. 	Bir- 
mingham is only a jumble of unintelligible splotches. 	The still earlier Bond 
pictures, though they cover the very period in which the Square was being obser-
ved and commented upon, would appear to be no better - at least to judge from 
two 	recently published reproductions. 9-10  It seems probable that any other 
pictures of the period will be equally valueless; for what is needed is a quar-
ter-moon view which will show especially the S.E. wall intact and in relief; and 
all such pictures will probably be found so dark at the terminator that the sha- 
dow of the wall-if existing-will be completely lost, 	In August, 1949, the 
writerts wife examined an original of one of the Draper photographs at the U.S. 
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Naval Observatory in Washington, where her researches were very kindly facili- 
tated by Mr. Watts of the Observatory staff. 	Like its reproduction, the origi- 
nal was found to be so dark in the region of the Square that nothing could be 
made out. She did, however, perhaps make another and unrelated discovery at 
this time which subsequently may prove to be of some interest - but of that more 
at another date, 

While in Washington, Mrs. Bartlett also called at the Library of Congress, 
where every assistance was likewise rendered, and there examined Schmidt's 
Charte Der Gebirge Des Mondes and the Fur42  Frlauterung zu J.  Schmidt's Mond-
charte in 25 Sectionen, both dated 1878 and covering the observational years be- 
tween 1840 and 1874. 	She made a copy of the appropriate section of the Mond- 
charte, which later proved to be pf the very highest importance. 

Meanwhile, in Baltimore, the writer had uncovered additional relevant 
photographic material, but unfortunately of a date posterior to the limiting 
date of the apparent change. 	This material did, however, enable him to set an 
unquestionably accurate upper limit. 

In the second edition of Proctor's Moon, published in 1878, two excellent 
and very clear pictures by Rutherford are given.11  They are not dated, unfort-
nately; but it is obvioUs that they were taken no later than 1878, which is the 
date of publication. 	Rutherford is known to have done most of his lunar work 
between 1864 and 1868, though he was still making an occasional picture as late 
as 1876 and possibly beyond. 	To judge from the quality of the photography, es- 
pecially in relation to the tonal value of the maria, it is apparent that the 
photographs in Proctor's second edition of The Moon are late pictures, certainly 
not earlier than 1864 and probably much nearer to 1876. Both pictures are clear 
enough to withstand considerable magnification with a hand lens; and when they 
are so examined, it is apparent that the Square is not present. 	On the other 
hand the mountain mass west of Fontenelle and its associated ridge may be seen. 
In other words these Rutherford photos show the surface as it looks today. 

We now return to the Mondcharte of Schmidt. 	The last observation upon 
which it was based is said to have been made in 1874. We should like very much 
to know the precise year in which the section containing Maedler's Square was 
mapped, for it is apparent from the Mondcharte that Schmidt saw the region as it 
is toilly. 	His map shows the mountain mass and the curving ridge, both missing 
from Beer and Maedler's map and from the map of Nelson. We are thus able to say 
very definitely that the change-if there was one-took place at some time prior 
to 1874. 

We now may be sure at least of the following facts: 

1. In 1837 Beer and Maedler brought out their Mond with its great MI2Da 
Selenogra2Lica. In the text is described, and in the map is figured, a geometri-
cal Square bounded everywhere save on the S.W. by massive high, ramparted walls 
and situated on the Mare Frigoris between Fontenelle and Birmingham. 	Among the 
objects on the floor is mentioned a curious and very regular Latin cross close 
to the foot of the N.W. wall (Figure 1). 

2. From 1847 to 1856 the Rev. T, W. Webb was making those observations 
upon which was based his famous Celestial Objects  for  Common Telescopes, first 
published in 1859. 	In those years he repeatedly observed the Square in his un- 
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successful search for the Latin cross, and mentions the "rampart-like bound-
aries" and their astonishing regularity which made it "scarcely possible to 
imagine them natural". 

3. By 1874 at the very latest no such Square existed, as shown by Schmidt. 
His map (and the later Rutherford supporting photos) show an incomplete Square 
in which the N.E. wall it ruinous and a S.E. wall does not exist. 	In place of 
the S.E. wall is the familiar, sinuous ridge of today and the associated moun-
tain mass. There is nothing resembling a Latin cross anywhere on the floor. 

To sum up: The evidence for the existence of Maedler's Square rests in the 
first instance upon the test and map of its discoverer,Maedler himself, support-
ed by the observations of Webb and by the text and map of Neison. Unless we are 
to suppose that their several descriptions referred to a non-existing object, 
we must allow that they saw a formation which does not exist today and which had 
ceased to exist by 1874 - and perhaps earlier. 

And this brings us to what is perhaps the greatest paradox of all. 

Der Mond, containing Maedler's description of the Square which he had dis- 
covered, appeared in 1837. 	In 1840, just three years later, Schmidt began his 
memorable work at Athens which was to culminate in the famous Mondcharte of 25 
sections. 	Sometime between 1840 and 1874 he mapped the region of Maedler's 
Square - and we know that he compared his results to those of Beer and Maedler. 
Such a comparison led him in 1866 to make his famous announcement about Linne, 
which led in turn to a protracted and stormy controversy the echoes of which 
have not yet died away. 

Mark this well. He detected a difference in appearance in what is one of 
the most insignificant craters on the moon and believed that this difference was 

- -'''Positive evidence for a real change. 	When he came to survey the region of 
Maedler's Square, he saw it as it is today - which is not the way it is shown or 
described by Beer and Maedler. Here were differences of fundamental significance 
involving a formation of over 4,000 square miles in area - yet we hear nothing 
of them. 

Here is perhaps an even greater mystery. Neison, who devoted so much space 
to describing the Square in detail and whose map shows it essentially as it 
appeared in the Mappa Selenographica, brought out The Moon in 1876, which is two 
years after the last observations of Schmidt. 	In the-area in which Schmidt saw 
nothing of the kind, Neison describes, measures, and maps a perfect Square 
bOunded by intact and artificial-looking walls. 	Yet this glaring inconsistency 
seems to have escaped notice, notwithstanding that the two works were contem-
poraneous. 

Two years after Neison, Proctor brought out the second edition of his Moon; 
which contained among other things the Rutherford photographs showing the sur-
face as it is today and by a particularly fine bit of irony containing a map by 
Webb, reduced from Beer and Maedler, showing the Square intact. 	Proctor tells 
us that "in the year 1869 I carefully examined every object included in Webb's 
map...",12  but he does not seem to have noticed that the region of the Square'in 
no way conformed to the figure given in the Mappa SelenoEraphica. A comparison 
between the two photographs in his work and the reproduction of the Mappa would 
have shown as much, though of course he would have had no special reason to make 
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such a comparison. 	For this particular mystery, however, there is at least a 
plausible explanation, 	Beer and Maedler followed a system of nomenclature by 
which they gave names or designations only to formations which met certain re- 
quirements. 	Maedler's Square was not among this class, but rather belonged to 
that class of enclosed spaces which they customarily left unnamed. Webb, speak-
ing of his reduction of the Mau Selenagraphica, remarked that he had made a 
selection of the objects represented in the originalx  which selection included 
"every object distinguished by an independent  name".13 To these objects he 
affixed key numbers in his version of the lijfppa. Both Birmingham and Fontenelle 
are thus numbered; but the Square, though drawn in, is left unnumbered because 
it was not one of those objects to which Beer and Maedler had given "an indepen- 
dent name". 	If we understand Proctor correctly, it seems most probable that 
"every object" in Webb's map means every numbered object. However, both Birming-
ham and Fontenelle were among the numbered objects;and it is difficult to under-
stand how Proctor could have failed to see the singular formation between them. 
We must suppose that he did see it, however it may have appeared to him. 	Yet 
perhaps while seeing it he-paid no particular attention to it because it was not 
among the class of objects he was checking, and so he noticed nothing amiss. 

There is an alternate explanation. Proctor made his survey in 1869. If at 
that time the Square still existed intact his silence is natural. 	But if this 
is the correct explanation for his apparent failure to notice a fundamental 
alteration in the Square, then it becomes clear that Schmidt must have mapped 
this region after 1869 - for his map shows it as it is today. We are thus fur-
nished a possible lower limit in time for the date of the apparent change. 

But the strangest case of all would still seem to be that of Neison. We 
know indisputably that if ever it existed, Maedler's Square had already been 
partially destroyed by the time Nelson's map and text came out in 1876. We do 
not know precisely in which year Neison examined and mapped the Square, which he 
saw complete and intact; and we may therefore allow that when his book was pub-
lished he did not realize that The Moon contained a chart and a detailed des- 
cription of an object which at that time had no existence. 	But we must asks 
did he never  again examine  this region? 	That is possible, of course; but it 
does not seem very probable. 	Two forcible reasons suggest otherwise, quite a- 
part from Nelson's abiding interest in lunar observation. 	The contemporary 
appearance of Schmidt's Mondcharte must have stimulated anew the comparisons 
which every new map called forth. 	Moreover, the great Linne controversy was 
still being argued. 	Yet it seems clear that if Neison did examine the Square, 
subsequently to the appearance of Schmidt's map, he must have noticed at once 
not only that it did not conform to the map of Beer and Maedler but that it did 
hot conform in any way to his own. In view of the uproar over Linne, a similar 
announcement regarding a major formation must, it would seem, have engendered an 
even greater controversy. Nor is it likely that such a report, coming at such a 
time and from an observer of Neison's stature, would have been quietly filed 
away to be forgotten - yet either that happened or Nelson made no such report. 

Not having examined the material in the files of the British Astronomical 
Association, covering the period under discussion, the writer is unable to state 
positively that no report was ever made to that Association of a change in 
Maedler's Square; but if so, it seems to have made no impression - which is in- 
explicable. 	One thing is certain. No suggestion or hint of an apparent change 
here ever got into the general literature. 	Practically every general text has 
something to say about Linne; and in many subject texts, e.g. Goodacre's Moon, 
the matter is discussed at length with sometimes lists of dozens of alleged or 
suspected changes. 	Fauth, who denied all change, gave quite a number of appa- 
rent changes which he used, paradoxically, to illustrate his thesis that no 
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change had ever taken place within historic times. 	Most of these alleged 
changes, as in the case of Linn& had to do with the apparent disappearances of 
minute craters,or the apparently new appearances of similar ones, or some subtle 
difference in minor detail. 	In Maedler's Square, on the other hand, we have an 
apparent change of overwhelming magnitude. the apparently complete disappearance 
of one section of a wall 65 miles long, the apparent subsequent new appearance 
of a low serpentine ridge in its place, a fundamental alteration in the appear-
ance of a surviving wall, and the apparent disappearance of certain objects on 
the floor, to say nothing of the apparent appearance of a whole mountain - in 
short,fundamental alterations in a formation of over 4,000 square miles in area. 
Yet we hear nothing of it: 

Bear in mind that it was not then thought a waste of time to spend consider-
able effort in comparing very minute differences in the various maps, both with 
each other and with the moon itself; e.g., in the horde of tiny crater pits west 
of Copernicus or in the existence of a delicate cleft in the Mare Humorum. Bear 
this in mind, I say; and it will be realized that the failure to report a major 
change in Maedler's Square becomes one of the greatest lunar paradoxes of all. 

The writer regrets being unable to bring this matter to a decisive con- 
clusion. 	It would have been gratifying to be able to report photographic evi- 
dence supporting Maedler's and Nelson's maps and descriptions; but for reasons 
given above such has not been found, nor for those same reasons is it ever 
likely to be found. Yet, unless we are prepared to invalidate the work of emi-
nent observers upon whom our entire record of the moon prior to photography de-
pends, we cannot deny that Maedler and Neison must have seen and measured a 
large formation which no longer exists save as ruins and fragments. 

One thing is absolutely established. 

A major lunar formation, discovered, measured, and mapped within compara-
tively recent times, no longer conforms to its original description and that by 
very considerable differences; nor has it conformed since at least 1874. 	And 
the last is perhaps the greatest paradox in the mystery of Maedler's Square. 

Finally, it may be asked whether the writer attempted to find evidence of 
the Square in maps prior to the Mama Selenomphica. Since Maedler is credited 
with having discovered the Square, it does not seem likely that it will be found 
in earlier maps 	Still, a search was attempted with the materials available; 
these, unfortunately, did not include the sections by Lohrmann nor the charts 
and drawings of Schroeter. 	However, the maps of Tobias Mayer (1775), Riccioli 
(1651), and Hevelius (1647) were consulted with indifferent success. 	These 
early maps suffer from a common defect in regard to the limb regions• detail is 
largely wanting, and often the regions are either blank or simply shaded, testi-
mony no doubt to the lack of defining power of the crude instruments employed 
when applied to oblique areas. 

However, the great Selenpmphia of Hevelius proved more fruitful. This 
remarkable work contains not only full moon views, but a wonderful series of en- 
graved phase views showing the moon at all ages from new to full. 	In one of 
thesel4a large, angular indentation is shown in the north shore of the Mare 
Frigoris in the approximate position of the Square. 	It resembles a right angle 
set on edge, but only the two sides of the angle are given and then merely as 
boundaries; there is no suggestion of wells. 	The whole of the strip of hyper- 
boreal highland north of Frigoris to the north limb is devoid of any detail, be-
ing merely shaded. 
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The boundaries of this angular intrusion of the Mare Frigoris would corres-
pond to the N.W. and N.E. walls of Maedler's Square, and we therefore have pre-
sumptive evidence that some sort of Square existed there in Hevelius' day. 
Neither the S.W nor the S.E. walls are shown, it is true; but their absence in 
this case means little as the Mare is also devoid of detail. 	Apparently the 
primitive telescope of Hevelius was sufficient only to show the existence of an 
angular intrusion of Frigoris into the south shore of the northern highlands hit 
incompetent to demonstrate any detail. 	It would certainly seem, however, that 
Hevelius partly discovered Maedler's Square. 

The fact that it remained to Maedler, in the first third of the 19th cen-
tury, to "discover" the complete formation probably means nothing more than to 
increase in defining power. The major problem would still seem to be to account 
for the fact that the present appearance of this object, which was also its 
appearance in or near 1874, is largely inconsistent with the description and de-
lineation of Maedler and Neison. 
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Postscript by Editor. 	A little after submitting the article above Dr. 
Bartlett communicated the following Addendum in a personal letter to the editor: 

"On June 7, 1949, at col. 4094 I found a very suggestive appearance. 	The 
ruined N.E. wall, the intact N.W. wall, and the S.W. streak were all visible. 
Connecting with the S.W. streak I found a narrow dusky streak which occupied the 
line of the missing S.E. wall. 	This streak, however, did not reach to Fon- 
tenelle, being intercepted midway by the presently existing, curving ridge. 

"This streak is difficult and is nothing but a surface marking. 	Yet it is 
obvious that if it marks the course of the missing S.E. wall, the Square would 
be complete exactly as described by Maedler, Webb, and Nelson. Of course, it is 
not in any sense a wall and thus answers in no particular- save position 	to 
their descriptions of a steep wall in this place. 	The occurrence of such a 
streak, however, would lend support to the probability that a wall did exist at 
one time. 	By col. 5194 it had become invisible. 	There was no trace of it at 
col. 2698, when even a slight elevation would have cast a shadow. 

"If this streak does represent the trace as it were of a former S.E. wall, 
then I am correct in my hypothesis that such a wall would have been intercepted 
by the present pressure ridge. 	It seems absolutely impossible that Maedler, 
Neison, et al, should have mistaken a mere streak for a mile-thick wall, said 
to have been notably steep, or that they should not have seen the ridge and 
mountain mass which intercept it. 	Their maps and descriptions, however, are 
quite specific on this point. The S.E. wall connected with Fontenelle - as this 
streak does not, thanks to the intervening ridge and mountain - and neither 
mountain nor ridge is shown or mentioned." 

Dr. Bartlett has excellently presented the evidence for a change in Maedler's 
Square. 	At the same time the investigation should be continued. 	Those of,our 
members who have access to pre-1880 maps and descriptions of this portion of the 
moon should certainly make a careful study of them. Most important of all, how-
ever, would be the careful scrutiny of the orizinals of early photographs of the 
moon, in particular those said to be on file at Princeton. No effort should be 
spared here. 

As the evidence now stands, Dr. Bartlett has presented us with a clear 
alternative. We must either suppose that the Square has changed since it was 
observed by Maedler, Webb, and Neison; or we must suppose that all these obser-
vers made extremely gross errors in drawing and describing this portion of the 
moon and that they all made remarkably similar errors. To the editor at least, 
it appears more likely that Maedler's Square has changed. 

LUNAR PROFILE MAP 

by John E. Lankford 

At the present time the U. S. Naval Observatory at Washington is engaged 
in a project which is of special interest to members of the A.L.P.O. 	By the 
most modern methods of photography and photo-electric measuring devices they are 
making a profile map of the libratory regions of the moon. 	The work is under 
the supervision of C. B. Watts, Director of the six-inch Transit Division and 
principal astronomer on the Astronomical Council. 	It may seem strange that the 
project was undertaken by a man whose principal work is in the field of meridian 
astronomy. Here is the explanation. 	The last survey of this type was made in 
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1910 by Dr. Hayn, a German astronomer. 	He took measurements of 10,000 points 
along the moon's circumference. 	Mr. Watts uses these corrections for his ob- 
servation of the moon with the six-inch transit. 	With the new corrections, Mr. 
Watts will be able to arrive at the moon's position more accurately. 	Besides 
its benefits to the meridian astronomer the map will be a boon to the observer 
of occultations. 	It will afford corrections for the point where the star is 
occulted with respect to the mean edge of the moon. 

The 500 photographs that are being measured come from the Yale station in 
South Africa, the Lowell Observatory, and the Naval Observatory. 

For those interested in optics, I shall describe the telescope used by the 
Naval Observatory to photograph the moon. 	In 1870, the observatory purchased 
several five-inch photographic lenses from the Clarks of Boston. 	These lenses 
had a focal length of 40 feet and were used by the U.S. Transit of Venus Com-
mission for photographing the transits of 1874 and 1882. When Watts started the 
new program, he used one of these lenses for his moon camera. 	The lens is 
mounted at one end of a 40 ft. tube along with a coelostat to reflect the moon's 
light. After being reflected from the coelostat, the light enters the lens and 
passes down the 40 ft, double walled tube. 	To keep the tube cool, Watts uses 
two fans at each end to draw out the warm air. 	The plate holder is geared to 
follow the diurnal motion of the earth. This is a novel concept because for the 
most part our telescopes are driven, not the plate. 	The exposure is about 3 
seconds on Eastman 0 plate. 

The plates are measured on a device which was developed by Watts and his 
colleague, A. N. Adams. 	It was constructed in the observatory shops 	It is 
mounted so that all vibration is minimized, but Mr. Watts still does most of his 
measuring on Saturdays or in the evening. 	The plate is placed in the device 
and rotated at a rate of 3 degrees a minute. 	Three photo-cells are used to ob- 
serve the plate. 	One cell scans the edge of the moon. 	The second receives 
light from just outside the edge; and the third receives light from 0.025 inches 
inside the limb, in order to mersure the intensity of the image. It takes about 
two hours to measure one plate. 	Three pens are used to trace the results. One 
traces the profile; the second, the density of the image; and the third, the 
scale. 	The traced profiles have to be corrected for spindle errors, differen- 
tial refraction, and eccentricity of the position of the plate on the mounting. 

It is hoped that the work will be reedy for publishing by about 1955. 

Postscript lz Editor. Mr. John E. Lankford is President of the Junior Mem-
bers of the National Capitol Astronomers. This active junior auxiliary has been 
praised by the Astronomical League as a model which other societies could well 
imitate. Mr. Lankford's address is 3118 Central Ave., N.E.1  Washington 18, D. C. 
He is a member of the A.A.V.S.O. and of the A.L.P.O. 

The Naval Observatory studies 
mentary to the mapping of the lunar 
Wilkins and his B.A.A. colleagues, 
ute details with apertures up to 15 
results were published in our July, 
tinning these studies. 

described above by Mr. Lankford are comple-
limb-regions being carried out by Mr. H. P. 
who are interested chiefly in recording min- 
inches and high powers. 	Their preliminary 
1950, issue opposite pg. 12; they are con- 
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Personal. The editor regrets the late mailing of several recent issues of 
The Strolling Astronomer. His personal affairs have been unsettled since his 
change of employment last September, and it was further necessary for him to be 
away from New Mexico during most of November and December. However, it is hoped 
to return to a regular schedule of mailing this periodical near the first of 
each month in a short time. 

The editor would like to take this opportunity to express his sincere thanks 
to many East Coast astronomers and astronomical groups,too numerous to be listed 
individually, for many kindnesses and courtesies received during his visit to 
that region last autumn. 

Error in December, 1950 Issue 	On pg. 7- the first sentence in the last 
paragraph should read: "Two early volumes in the writer's library contained two 
quarter-moon views by Draper, circa 1865" (not 1856) 

New Name on the Moon. Mr. David P. Barcroft, an A.L.P.O. member of Madera, 
Calif., has been honored by having his name given to a crater on the moon. Mr. 
H. . Wilkins, Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association, has be-
stowed the name Barcroft upon the crater formerly known as Dollond B. Crater 
Barcroft is near the upper right corner of Section II of Wilkins' map of the 
moon and is readily found thereon north of Dollond and southeast of 'Ta3rlor. 
This Section was reproduced in our December, 1950, issue. 	Mr. Barcroft's long 
interest in lunar matters is well known among West Coast astronomers. We con-
gratulate our colleague upon the deserved distinction which has come to him, 

REPORT NO. 3 ON JUPITER  IN 1950 

by Edwin E. Hare 

Information obtained by observing with their own telescopes was received 
from: C. E. Bomgren (3-in. refr.), Phillip Clar (5-in. refr.), Thomas Cragg (6-
in. and 12-in. refls.), Eugene Epstein (6-in. refl.), E. E. Hare (12-in. refl.), 
L. T. Johnson (10-in. refl.),F. A. Keysor (3-in. refr.),R.R. Lee (13-in. refl.), 
Sadao Murayama (8-in. refr. and 8-in. refl.), P. , Nemecek (122in. refl.), 
Don O'Toole (6-in. refl.), O. C. Renck (4-in. refr,), G. D. Roth (4-1-in. 
and E. K. White (7*-in. refl.). 

Six persons in the above list have included transit work, from which it was 
possible to construct charts on the movement of a fairly large number of Jovian 
objects. 

SEBn White Cloud: Probably the most important happening on Jupiter, in a theo-
retical sense, of the year is this cloud obstruction in the north element of the 
South Equatorial Belt. 	Some attention was given to this object in the October 
issue, in which it was mentioned that the motion of the cloud was slower than 
that of the belt in which it was centered and that, as a result, the belt was 
stacking up very dark and wide above Qhile fading away below. This action con-
tinued thru September and October, the period of this report. Sadao Murayama, 
Director of the Jupiter Section of the Oriental Astronomical Association, was 
very interested in the set-up, remarking: "The preceding end of the darker sec-
tion of the SEBn is very remarkable and it is always surrounded by a bright re- 
gion, especially on the preceding side. 	This seems as if the darker section is 
pushing the preceding white clouds." 
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prior to the dates in the above table. 	To T. Saheki the terminator was concave 
on April 16, and the same appearance was very definite to G. D. Roth on April 8; 

Remarks by the Recorder, The Recorder is indeed sorry that circumstances 
prevented him from participating more fully personally in observations of Venus 
during the present morning apparition. The Recorder wishessincerely to thank 
all observers who submitted their work and particularly to praise Mr, H. Le Vaux, 
for his very full and excellent long series of observations during this slack 
period in Venusian observations. 

Postscript la Editor. Three drawings of Venus made during the morning 
apparition here reviewed by Mr. Cave were reproduced as Figures 4,5, and 6 on pg. 
1 of the November, 1950, Strolling Astronomer, It is suggested that they be ex-
amined in connection with this Venus Report, 

TEE-LUNAR ECLIPSE OF OCTOBER 7 19a2 

by Walter H. Haas 

(concluded from November, 1950, issue) 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ECLIPSE 

Mr, P. R. Engle has kindly submitted prints of several photographs taken 
with his 17-inch reflector at State College, New Mexico. 	This instrument was 
described in ay and Telescope for October, 1950, He used his Cassegrain focus, 
which has a focal length of 388 inches; hence, the diameter of the moon's image 
on the prints is about three and a half inches. Development was in D 76, One 
print submitted was made with an exposure-time of 4seconds on an Eastman Wratten 
"M" Plate, and another employed an exposure-time of 7 seconds on ,Eastman Tri-X 
Plate. Mr, J. w. Reed at Columbia, Missouri, secured a series of 12 photogranhs 
running from first contact to fourth contact with his 6-inch, Feb reflector. Mr. 
Reed's procedure was to project the moon s image through a one-inch eyepiece and 
to take the photographs at a distance of about two inches from the eyepiece. He 
thus obtained a scale of about 1.6 inches to the moon s diameter. 

Neither the Engle nor the Reed photographs show enough detail to allow a 
useful study of the possible eclipse-caused changes discussed in our November, 
1950, issue. It is evident, however, that the photographic method has great ad-
vantages here; and it would be excellent if some A.L.P.O, members could obtain 
photographs of sufficiently good quality for this purpose at future lunar 
eclipses. 	Apertures of 10 inches or more evidently are desirable. For focal 
lengths of less than, say, 200 inches, it will be important to enlarge the size 
of the moon's image by projection through the eyepiece or by some other method 
in order to obtain an adequate scale. 	Finally, it is likely that considerable 
practice in photographing the moon before the eclipse will be needed to develop 
a good technique. Messrs. Engle and Reed had been unable to carry out such, 
experiments prior to the October 7, 1949, eclipse. 

GLOW IN ARISTARCHUS? 

Suggestions having been made that the appearance of Aristarchus on the e-
clipsed moon was perhaps not -1wayeicOmpletely-urdinary 'a number of observers 
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prior to the dates in the above table, 	To T. Saheki the terminator was concave 
on April 16, and the same appearance was very definite to G. D. Roth on April 8; 
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were attentive to this crater. G. Brown comments on its brightness in a 5.5-inch 
telescope at 60X.; for a time it suggested to him "an elongated electric light." 
E, E, Hare writes: 	"Aristarchus was observed right through mid-totality with 
both the 7-inch reflector and the 1.7-L-inch finder, glowing steadily - apparently 
pure white. .I think the glow dame from the floor of the crater because the dia-
meter appeared to increase near the end of totality with increasing illumination." 
Mr. Hare began to observe at 2h 40m, U0T,, when Aristarchus had. already been in 
the umbra for a long time. R. Venor of the. Montreal Centre, using a 12-inch re-
flector at 70X, reports that at the commencement of totality (thus at 21120m) 
Aristarchus was very outstanding with a. phosphorescent glow. Employing a .-inch 
reflector at 48X, J. W. Reed reports that at 2h  52m  (U.T.,'here and later) 
Aristarchus became bright but did not gleam "after the moon had been without any 
noticeable bright object for quite some time;" This aspect then died down, Reed 
continues, only to reappear at 3h 101" and to remain, although less bright, for 
the rest of totality. 	(Totality ended at 3h  33m,) 	F. E. Brinckman, Jr., with 
a 6-inch reflector at 45X at 3h ^m u found Aristarchus very conspicuous and bright 
greenish-white. At. 3h 25m Brinckman with 120X was surprised to find Aristarchus 
doubled in a north-south direction, with the south object the brighte; this 
effect did not persist for more than five minutes and was not visible witn light 
green and light blue color filters. 	The photographs of Engle and Reed suggest, 
however, that the doubling was nothing remarkable; for they reveal a brightened 
area a little north of Aristarchus after sunlight was restored_ Apparently this 
area reflected less green and blue light than Aristarchus since the area vanish-
ed with green and blue filters. 

It appears a little difficult to decide from these data whether we are 
dealing with any more than the well-known fact that Aristarchus reflects light 
very well. 	The data available are also not wholly satisfactory. 	For example, 
the dimming of Aristarchus soon after 2h 52m recorded by Reed completely es-
caped Hare in his simultaneous views; and the doubled appearance that greatly 
surprised Brinckman near 3h 25m  was not noticed at all by Hare or Reed, or at 
least they say nothing of it. The editor does not think that we have conclusive 
evidence of any abnormal glow in Aristarchus at this eclipse. 	If the study is 
to be repeated at future eclipses, more refined techniques than visual impress- 
ions of brightness may be needed to give definite results. 	These could consist 
of determinations of the stellar magnitude of Aristarchus by comparing its out-
of-focus image with out-of-focus images of stars near the moon or, better still, 
of photographic measures of the light of Aristarchus. 

TIMES OF CONTACTS 

These were observed by F. De Kinder and G. H. Hall with a 4-inch refractor 
at 180X, by C. M. Good with a 4-inch refractor, by P. S. Scott with a 12-inch 
reflector, by W. H. Birties with a 6-inch refractor, and by J. W. Reed with a 
6-inch reflector at 48X0 All but Mrs Reed are members of the Montreal Centre of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. Results are as follows: 

First Contact. 	De Kinder-Hall lh  4m46s.Good lh  5m  4(M. 	Scott lh  5m  3s. 
Average ih 51'11-10s. Ephemeris lh 4m 425. 

Second Contact, De Kinder-Hall h  19m  288. 	Good 2h  19m  292. 	Scott 2h  
18m  417-6-7-rirrtl n- 19m  28n. Reed 2h 19m 45s. Average 2h  lr 248. Ephemeris 
2h 19m  308. 
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It appears a little difficult to decide from these data whether we are 
dealing with any more than the well-known fact that Aristardhus reflects light 
very wells 	The data available are also not wholly satisfactory° 	For example, 
the dimming of Aristarchus soon after 2h 52m recorded by Reed completely es-
caped Hare in his simultaneous views; and the doubled appearance that greatly 
surprised Brinckman near 3h 25m  was not noticed at all by Hare or Reed, or at 
least they say nothing of it. The editor does not think that we have conclusive 
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TIMES OF CONTACTS 

These were observed by F. De Kinder and. G. H. Hall with a 4-inch refractor 
at 180X, by C. Mo Good with a 4-inch refractor, by Po Sa Scott with a 12-inch 
reflector, by W, 	Pirtles with a 6-inch refractor, and by J. W. Reed with a 
6-inch reflector at 48X. All but Mr. Reed are members of the Montreal Centre of 
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. Results are as follows 

First Contact, 	De Kinder-Hall lh  47146soGood lh  5m  4052. 	Scott lh  5m  3s, 
. AveragellOso Ephemeris lh 4m 42s. 

• Second Contact, De Kinder-Hall 211  19m  28so 	Good 2h,19m  
18m  an-Trirrties nu 19m  28S20 Reed 2h 19m 45s. Average 2" 19m  24s. 
2h 19m  30s. 

Scott 2h  

Ett2E2I1..! 
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Third Contact, De Kinder-Hall 3h  34m  Os. Good 3h  33m  45?4. Scott 3h 33m  3s. 
Birtles 3h 33m  13s, Reed 3h  33m  2gs. Average 3h 33m 28s, Ephemeris 3 33m  12s. 
(O'Toole and Hare in rough estimates secured 3h 32T5 and 3h 33'5 respectively). 

Fourth Contact. Good 4h  48m  2244. Scott 4h  48m  6s. 	Average 4h  48m  14s. 
Ephemeris 4h  48776s. 

It will be noted that 6 of the 15 observed values differ from the predicted 
time in the Ephemeris by more than 15 seconds, the largest discrepancy being 58 
seconds. 	The agreement among De Kinder-Hall, Good, and Birtles in timing the 
beginning of totality is indeed extraordinarily good. It is plausible that first 
and third contacts should be perceived only after their actual occurrence, all 
but one of the 8 observed times here being later than the pertinent Ephemeris 
value. 

IMMERSION AND EMERSION-TIMES OF CRATERS 

W. H. Haas with a 6-inch reflector at 141X, E. E. Hare with a 7-inch re-
flector at 170X, L. T. Johnson with a 10-inch reflector at 300X, D. O'Toole with 
a 6-inch reflector at 47X, and the Messrs. Rogues with a 4-inch refractor at 
152X timed when certain craters were immersed in the umbral shadow and when they 
emerged from it. Realizing that such events cannot be instantaneous, Haas sought 
to observe when each formation watched was bisected by the umbral shadow. 
Johnson's timings were much hampered by clouds over the moon. E. J. Reese on 
September 20, 1949, communicated a list of predicted immersion - and emersion -
times for a number of craters that were going to be watched. He found these 
values by a graphical process and estimated that its probable error might be 1.5 
minutes. The observed times are given below, along with Reese's predicted values 
whenever available. 

Alphongus  Emersion, Hare 4h 10m (?). 

Aristarchus Emersion. Hare 

Atlas Immersion. 

3h  54m. O'Toole 3h  53m. Average 3h  53T5. 

42m, Reese Prediction lh 403. Rogues lh  

Atlas Emersion, Haas 4h  35T5. Hare 4h  35m. Roves 4h 305. Average 4h 
35T7. Reese Prediction 4h 33T5. 

Conon Immersion. Johnson lh 34m  (?). Reese Prediction lh 35T5. 

Copernicus Emersion, Hare 4h  4m. O'Toole 4h  4m. Average 4h  4TO. 

Eratosthenes  Emersion. Haas 4h 11T1. O'Toole 4h 10m (?). Average 4h 10T6. 
Reese Prediction 4n 9T9. 

Fracastorius Emersion, O'Toole 4h 25m. 

Gassendi Emersion. Hare 3h 49T5. 

Grimaldi Emersion. Haas 3h  40T7. 	Hare 3h  40T5. O'Toole 3h  37m. Average 
3h  39777---heese Prediction 3h 4070. 

Hercules Emersion. Hare 4h 33m. 

Linn. Emersion, Haas 4h  25T3. Hare 4h 25m0  O'Toole 4h  24T5 (.). Average 
4h  24. . Reese Prediction 4h 23T80  
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(O'Toole and Hare in rough estimates secured 3 32T5 and 3h 33T5 respectively). 

Fourth Contact. 	Good 4h  48m 22.1'4. Scott 4h  48m  6s, 	Average 4h  48m  14s, 
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It will be noted that 6 of the 15 observed values differ from the predicted 
time in the Ephemeris by more than 15 seconds, the largest discrepancy being 58 
seconds. 	The agreement among De Kinder-Hall, Good, and Birtles in timing the 
beginning of totality is indeed extraordinarily good. It is plausible that first 
and third contacts should be perceived only after their actual occurrence, all 
but one of the 8 observed times here being later than the pertinent Ephemeris 
value, 

IMMERSION AND EMERSION-TIMES OF CRATERS 

W, H, Haas with a 6-inch reflector at 141X, E. E. Hare with a 7-inch re-
flector at 170X, L. T. Johnson with a 10-inch reflector at 300X, D. O'Toole with 
a 6-inch reflector at 47X, and the Messrs. Rogues with a 4-inch refractor at 
152X timed when certain craters were immersed in the umbral shadow and when they 
emerged from it. Realizing that such events cannot be instantaneous, Haas sought 
to observe when each formation watched was bisected by the umbral shadow. 
Johnson's timings were much hampered by clouds over the moon. E. J. Reese on 
September 20, 1949, communicated a list of predicted immersion - and emersion -
times for a number of craters that were going to be watched. He found these 
values by a graphical process and estimated that its probable error might be 1.5 
minutes° The observed times are given below, along with Reese's predicted values 
whenever available. 

Alphon§us  Emersion. Hare 4h 10m (?), 

Aristarchus Emersion. Hare 3h  54m. O'Toole 3h  53m, Average 3h  53T5, 

Atlas Immersion. Rogues 1h 42m, Reese Prediction lh 441113. 

Atlas Emersion. 	Haas 4h  3511'5. 	Hare 4h  35m, 	Rogues 4h  305, Average 4h  
35T7. Reese Prediction 4h  33T5. 

Conon Immersion.' Johnson lh 34m  (?). 

Co ernicus Emersion. Hare 4h  4m. O'Toole 4h  4m, Average 4h  4T0. 

Eratosthenes Emersion. Haas 4h 11Tle O'Toole 4h 10m (?), Average 4h 10T6. 
Reese Prediction 275119. 

Fracastorius Emersion, O'Toole 4h 25m, 

Gassendi Emersion. Hare 3h 49T5, 

Hare 3h 4OT5. O'Toole 3h  37m, Average 
3h  390 ReesePrediction 3h 4070. 

Hercules Emersion. Hare 4h  33m. 

anncl. mersio. Hass 4h  25T3, Hare 4h 25m, O'Toole 4h  24t 5 (?). Average 4h 2  
mr. 	eese Prediction 4h 23T8. 

Reese Prediction lh 35T5. 

Grimaldi Emersion, Haas 3h 40T70 
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Plato Emersion, Hare 4h  145 to 4h  16m. O'Toole 4h 14m. Average 4h  146. 
Reese Prediction 4h 15TO. 

Ramsden Emersion. Hare 3h 4811015. 

Riccioli Dark Area Immersion. Johnson lh  12m (?). Reese Prediction lh  11'3. 

Riccioli Dark Area Emersion, Hare 3h 40m. Reese Prediction 3h  39T6o 

Schickard Emersion, Hare 3h 39m 

222ho Emersion. Haas 3h  550'6. Hare 3h  542 to 3h  505. O'Toole 3h  55m. 
Average 3/1  55T3, Reese Prediction 3h 503. 

The data are scarcely abundant enough to allow a meaninful statistical 
study, but perhaps a few simple numerical deductions will possess some interest. 
Taking all cases where it is possible to compare individual observations with an 
average value for an event timed, we secure from 20 examples an average numeri- 
cal deviation of 0.57 minutes. 	There are only 3 examples of deviations exceed- 
ing 1.0 minutes. 	The differences may easily have been enlarged by uneliminated 
systematic errors. In the 20 cases where it is possible to compare an indivi-
dual observed value with one of Reese's predicted values, there results an aver-
age residual in the sense observed time minus predicted time of 0.15 minutes and 
an average numerical residual (sign ignored) of 1.22 minutes. 	The two largest 
discrepancies are 3.0 minutes, one positive and one negative. 

FINAL REMARKS 

T. W. Reed writes that from 2h 20m until about 2h 23m  either Delambre or 
Agrippa was the most brilliant object on the moon. 	There appeared to be a pin- 
point of light pulsating from the center of the crater. 	This aspect returned 
near 3h 56m. Other observers make no mention of this phenomenon. 	It might be 
well to give some attention to this portion of the moon at future eclipses. 

The editor regrets the long delay in publishing this discussion of the 
October 7, 1949, lunar eclipse. He hopes soon to present the results obtained 
upon the more recent eclipse of September 26, 1950. 	In this connection he re- 
quests all observers who have not yet communicated their work on this eclipse to 
do so quickly. Finally, he wants to express his thanks to all those colleagues 
who submitted their work upon the October 7, 1949, eclipse of the moon. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

What may well turn out to be the last observation of Mars of the 1949-50 
apparition was secured by Do O'Toole on November 5, 1950, when the angular dia- 
meter of the planet was only 5U0. 	In his 6-inch reflector at 370X, O'Toole 
found the white south cap less bright than a few months before and the bordering 
south polar band considerably more faint. Part of the south cap (Argyre?) ap-
peared to project; but it would be difficult„in the editor's opinion, to be cer-
tain of the reality of this effect on the small disc. The diameter of the south 
cap was measured on the drawing to be 50°, less than O'Toole had obtained in 
September so that melting was presumably in progress. He saw no north cap on 
November 5. His drawing for that date shows an intensely dark, fork-shaped 

Plato Emersion. Hare 4
h 
 14

m.5 to 4h 16m. O'Toole 4h  14m, Average 4h  146. 
Reese Prediction 4h 15TO. 

Ramsden Emersion. Hare 3h 4811015. 
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Riccioli Dark Area Emersion, Hare 3h 40m. Reese Prediction 3h  39'6. 

Schickard Emersion. Hare 3h  39m. 

222ho Emersion. Haas 3h  550'6. Hare 3h  54T2 to 3h  505. O'Toole 3h  55m. 
Average 7-331130 Reese Prediction 3h 503. 

The data are scarcely abundant enough to allow a meaninful statistical 
study, but perhaps a few simple numerical deductions will possess some interest. 
Taking all cases where it is possible to compare individual observations with an 
average value for an event timed, we secure from 20 examples an average tumeri- 
cal deviation of 0.57 minutes. 	There are only 3 examples of deviations exceed- 
ing 1.0 minutes. 	The differences may easily have been enlarged by uneliminated 
systematic errors. In the 20 cases where it is possible to compare an indivi-
dual observed value with one of Reese's predicted values, there results an aver-
age residual in the sense observed time minus predicted time of 0.15 minutes and 
an average numerical residual (sign ignored) of 1.22 minutes. 	The two largest 
discrepancies are 3.0 minutes, one positive and one negative. 

FINAL REMARKS 

J. W. Reed writes that from 2h 20m until about 2h 23m  either Delambre or 
Agrippa was the most brilliant object on the moon. 	There appeared to be a pin- 
point of light pulsating from the center of the crater. 	This aspect returned 
near 3h 56m. Other observers make no mention of this phenomenon. 	It might be 
well to give some attention to this portion of the moon at future eclipses. 

The editor regrets the long delay in publishing this discussion of the 
October 7, 1949, lunar eclipse. He hopes soon to present the results obtained 
upon the more recent eclipse of September 26, 1950. 	In this connection he re- 
quests all observers who have not yet communicated their work on this eclipse to 
do so quickly. 	Finally, he wants to express his thanks to all those colleagues 
who submitted their work upon the October 7, 1949, eclipse of the moon. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

What may well turn out to be the last observation of Mars of the 1949-50 
apparition was secured by D. O'Toole on November 5, 1950, when the angular dia- 
meter of the planet was only 5U0. 	In his 6-inch reflector at 370X, O'Toole 
found the white south cap less bright than a few months before and the bordering 
south polar band considerably more faint. Part of the south cap (Argyre?) ap-
peared to project; but it would be difficult,in the editor's opinion, to be cer-
tain of the reality of this effect on the small disc. The diameter of the south 
cap was measured on the drawing to be 50°, less than O'Toole had obtained in 
September so that melting was presumably in progress. He saw no north cap on 
November 5. His drawing for that date shows an intensely dark, fork-shaped 
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marking in the general vicinity of Sinus Aurorae, 	This fork was blue-black in 
color, other dark markings being brown. Quantitywas 212° on November 5, and 
the tilt of the axis toward the earth was 0°. 

There is reproduced on pg. 1 a map of Mars in 1950 by our German colleague 
E. Pfannenschmidt, Director of the Planetensektion of the Bund der Sternfreunde, 
Mr. Pfannenschmidt emphasizes that atmospheric donditions for observing were un-
favorable while he carried on his study of Mars and that the map shows only the 
relatively coarse markings, the finest details being omitted. He considers that 
he did have the advantage of optically excellent instruments. Several other 
A.L.P.O0 members have constructed maps of Mars in 1950° we hope to reproduce at 
least part of these in future issues. 

D. R. Curey has contributed several drawings of Plato made with a 3.5-inch 
reflector at 60X and 100X. He has apparently caught glimpses of several of the 
bright spots on the floor under high lighting, most frequently of the one 
numbered 5 on Figure 2 on pg. 1 of the May, 1950, Strolling Astronomer, 

Mr. Lyle T. Johnson of La Plata, Maryland, has reported results of three 
searches of the earthlit moon for possible lunar meteors in April and November, 
1950. 	Using a 10-inch reflector at 179X, he had a field of view am.lt 10 min- 
utes of arc in diameter and placed therein that part of the earthshine 	equa- 
tor near the east limb and thus farthest from the hampering sunlit crescent. 
The area of the lunar region watched was about 750,000 square miles. The total 
time spent in the three searches was 190 minutes. A tenth magnitude meteor that 
crossed the entire field of view was unquestionably terrestrial. A swift eighth 
magnitude meteor that terminated in the field of view was very probably also 
terrestrial. 	The only other unusual luminous object remarked was "a momentary 
tenth magnitude flash" suspected at 23h 38m, U.T.„ on November 14. 	It is, of 
course, very uncertain that any meteor or impact-flare close to the surface of 
the moon is involved. MY. Johnson has shown the position of all three luminous 
objects on sketches, which also portray precisely what portion of the moon he 
was watching an excellent idea. 

Perhaps more important than Mr. Johnson's observations just summarized, 
however, is an appeal he issues to other observers to join him in planning co-
operative simultaneous searches of the earthlit moon for possible lunar meteors 
and lunar meteoritic impact-flares. We scarcely suppose that news normally 
travels from our colleague to his neighbors in the Northeastern States via New 
Mexico, but we should like to second this appeal most heartily. 	It can never 
be certain whether any object seen by just one observer against the moon is in 
the earth's atmosphere or outside it. 	If enough short-pathed moving bright ob- 
jects are seen against the moon, one may indeed have a strong statistical argu-
ment that it is unlikely that all of them can be terrestrial meteors. However, 
if two observers can plan their watches of the moon so as each to witness the 
same object, then its observed parallax will at once tell us conclusively 
whether or not we have an ordinary meteor within the earth's atmosphere or some-
thing far outside it. The editor strongly urges all A.L.P.O. members who can do 
so to plan to participate in such duplicate surveys of the moon. Here is an ex-
cellent group-project for member-societies of the Astronomical League. It might 
become as fascinating as meteor-parties! Those living within a few hundred 
miles of Mr. Lyle T.Johnson may wish to write to him about such planned searches; 
his address is Box 187, La Plata, Maryland. Cooperation is limited to persons 
living close enough together that the moon is favorably placed for all of them 
at the same time. 	It is a great advantage if telescopes employed in this pro- 
gram are clock-driven and if observers can be alternated at short intervals (say 
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five to ten minutes). 	Telescopes used should be as large as possible, though 
even six inches of aperture is usable. Exact timing is essential, and every ob-
ject seen should be plotted as carefully as possible against its lunar background. 

In a letter dated November 27, 1950, Mr. Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, Japan, 
wrote in part as follows: 	"As I have been saying in my last letters, I cannot 
believe in the brownish wave on Mars which was suggested by Mr. Gode Vaucouleurs 
in his excellent book, The Planet Mars,but only in the green or dark wave, which 
Dr. Lowell named the quickening wave,progressing on the Martian surface from the 
polar regions and moving across the equator into the other hemisphere during the 
spring, However, I have observed the Martian dark areas to show their colors 
turning, only temporarily, from greenish to brownish at the end of spring, this 
change taking place from the end of spring to the end of summer. 	The normal 
green color returns with the approach of autumn. These variations of color in 
the Martian dark areas were clearly shown in the numerous excellent pastel draw-
ings by Mr. S. Mayeda in 1937, 1941, and 1943 and have also been confirmed by 
Mr. E. Date's color drawings of 1939. 	Unfortunately, however, this brownish 
color on the tiny globe of Mars may be very difficult or impossible to detect 
with such small aperture's as we are using now, as was asserted by the late great 
planetary observer Antoniadi in 1909; if that is true, we may need to employ 
telescopes more than 50 ems. in diameter." These remarks may interest those of 
our readers who study colors on planets. The editor thinks that large apertures 
certainly-should be preferred for color observations,and he would further speci-
fy large reflectors. Color filters can also be a useful auxiliary in such ob-
servations. 

Saheki also calls attention to a cleft connecting the lunar craters Lohr-
mann and Riccioli, which cleft was observed by S. Miyamori of the Oriental 
Astronomical Association in about 1940 and which has been recorded in more re- 
cent years by S. Murayama and others. 	As nearly as the editor can judge, the 
cleft appears to be shown well on Section XIX of H. P. Wilkins' map of the moon 
as the northern of a pair of short clefts running east-west from the rim of 
Lohrmann to the rim of Riccioli. Some of our readers might like to examine this 
region, the illumination being favorable about a day and one-half before full 
moon. Mr. Wilkins' map of the moon is in the process of being serially repro-
duced in The Strolling Astronomer; Section III is elsewhere in this issue. 

On July 2, 1950, at colongitude 11696 (thus roughly two days after full 
moon) J. C. Bartlett, Jr. saw no dark bands on the inner walls of the lunar 
crater Aristarchus, using his 3.5-inch reflector. He has seen them well enough 
on other occasions with similar solar lighting. 	The editor was greatly sur- 
prised by this observation, for he has always found the Aristarchus band:; ex-
tremely easy objects. He therefore specifically questioned Dr. Bartlett about 
his observation and received the following reply; 	"Your understanding is cor- 
rect. I did not see the bands on that ocea:Aon, as reported in the observation. 
Whatever the explanation, I might add that there was no indistinctness in the 
crater itself as one might anticipate from an obscuring mist." We thus appear 
to have a remarkably gross variation in the aspect of Aristarchus under essen- 
tially the same solar lighting. 	Indeed, such a change would be well within the 
grasp of lunar photography by amateurs, perhaps even with only six inches of 
aperture. May we hope that this incident will furnish motivation for some 
A.L.P.Oa members to undertake a program of lunar photography? It is doubtless 
vainpo hope that some photographs were actually made upon July 2, 1950! 
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Many readers will remember J. Co Bartlett's article "Grimaldi, A Lunar 
Enigma", which was published in The Strolling Astronomer in 1949. Our colleague 
has continued to study this walled plain and on August 319  1950, submitted a 
well-illustrated report describing some of his results. We regret that we lack 
space to publish this report in full. However, Figures a and 2 on pg. 1 are re-
productions of two of the drawings he submitted; they were obtained under very 
similar solar illumination, and a careful study may profitably be made of the 
differences between them. We can perhaps present Dr, Bartlett's ideas about 
Grimaldi no better than by quoting portions of his report: 

"The present report on. Grimaldi has been compiled in view of the recent 
abnormal phenomena of this formation, to which reference has been made in pre-
vious communications. The most striking of these abnormalities was the, complete 
failure of the Chevron Pattern to develop through the August 1949 lunation and 
in November, 1949. The extent of this failureis not known, thanks to lost 
months owing to poor weather; but it was again visible in July and August, 1950. 

"The prolonged disappearances of various floor details is a common feature 
of Grimaldi, to which reference was made in 'Grimaldi,- A Lunar Enigma'. One 
such detail has not been seen by the writer since 1947, but there is little 
doubt that it will turn up again. 

"Two important Grimaldi discoveries were made by the writer during the July 
and August, 1950, lunations, the discovery of a second Chevron Pattern, July 31, 
1950, and the discovery of two dark bands on the inner face of the east wall, 
August 9, 1950, apparently of the same nature as the bands of Aristarchus and 
Proclus. Neither of these appearances has been seen before by the writer, 
though this is not meant to imply that they are new developments...It is believ-
ed that a critical analysis of teXt and drawings will convince an impartial 
critic that the striking differences for comparable colongitudes are too great 
to be explained by slight differences in lighting. Nor, for the same reason, do 
they seem capable of explanation by changes in libration, 

"The writer further believes that the extent and nature of the changes are 
also entirely too great to be explained by instrumental or observational errors, 
and in relation to the former it is to be noted that all data in this report 
have been obtained with the same telescope at the same power using the same eye-
piece. As to personal equation, the writer is naturally incapable of judging; 
but it may be pointed out that no system can be discovered th the changes which 
would show a personal bias towards any given appearance at any given colongttude. 
Finally, to the best of his ability, the writer has attempted to present an 
honest and factual report of what he has observed, regardless of how the pheno-
mena are to be explained... 

"It conclusion the writer reiterates his belief that the Grimaldi phenomena, 
whatever their true nature, cannot be explained by changes of lighting nor ex-
plained away. This singular formation should receive the closest possible atten-
tion from as many qualified observers as it is possible to obtain." 
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meteorite of the C mpo del Cielo with this work which I send you, compilations 
and observations made by me with the best will and interest and the desire that 
they will be of value for the gratuitous goals which the esteemed Association is 
pursuing. 

On November 5, 1950, Mr. Giacomelli wrote that the Geological Division of 
the Museum of Natural History of Buenos Aires was preparing to send an expedi- 
tion to the Gran Chaco to search for the Meson. 	The date of departure of the 
expedition was not then known. 	Dro Romeo Croce invited Mr. Giacomelli to join 
this expedition, but our contributor was obliged to decline with regret. 	This 
expedition may well uncover signific.nt new information about the meteoritic 
fall herein discussed. - Editorj 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

We have been very pleased to note the keen interest of many of our readers 
in Dro Bartlett's article called "Maedler's Square" in our December,1950, issue. 
In hisarticle our Baltimore colleague presented strong evidence for a major 
topographical change in a large lunar formation. 	Ho G. Allen, Co M. Cyrus, and 
a few other A.L.P.O, members have made recent observations of the region of 
Maedler's Square and have found its present appearance to be substantially in 
accord with Dr. Bartlett's descriptions. The remarkable features and artificial-
looking aspect noted by Maedler, Webb, and Neison have been lacking. Of course, 
these recent observations shed no direct light on the problem of a major topo- 
graphical change in the past. 	The editor has sent out several inquiries in 
attempts to obtain evidence on this point, including photographic evidenceo When 
the replies have been received, they will be discussed in a future issue. 	A 
photograph taken by L. M. Rutherford in 1870 (and kindly shown to the editor at 
the Harvard College Observatory on December 19, 1950, by Dr. Dorrit Hoffliat) 
reveals that the modern appearance of the Square already existed in that year. 
Therefore, any change that occurred must have occurred before 1870. 

In several of our 1950 issues we recorded a number of observations of cur- 
ious objects seen crossing the sun or the moon. 	Speaking of such objects, Mr. 
H. G. Allen wrote in part as follows on December 10 "I haye never seen anything 
crossing the sun or moon that I wasn't sure I could identify. Many birds and one 
airplane were observed crossing the moon. 	Besides them I have also seen a num- 
ber of black specks, especially at times when I accidentally jarred the tube of 
the telescope while observing. At first this puzzled me until I jarred the tube 
purposely, and a few more would slide past. They were undoubtedly due to dust, 
probably on the field-lens of the eyepiece. 	They were usually in fairly good 
focus rioe., apparently sharply defined - Editorg 	Perhaps this reason may ex- 
plain some of the curious objects." Mro Allen's telescope is a 3.5-inch reflec-
tor. 

We have on hand a single observation of Saturn during its current appari-
tion, one made by Lo T. Johnson with his 10-inch reflector on December 9, 1950. 
(As is usual in The Strolling Astronomer, 11 dates are by Universal Time). The 
rings were very dull. Cassini's Division was seen at the anse. but the Crape 
Ring was not definitely seen. 	The rings and their shadow were clearly resolved 
near the limbs of the planet but not at the central meridian (CoM.)o Two or more 
dark spots were strongly suspected in a broad North Temperate Belt. 	The South 
Equatorial Belt wzs more narrow and less conspicuous than the North Temperate 
Belto 	The gloie of Saturn was dusky both north of the N.ToB. and south of the 
S.E.B.; it was bright between these two belts. 
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FOURTH BIRTHDAY OF THE A.L.P.O. 

With this issue we reach the fourth anniversary of the founding of the 
AsSociation of Lunar and Planetary Observers and its periodical The Strolling 
Astronomer. 	Both were begun in March, 1947, in the hope of stimulating, co- 
ordinating, and generally promotinrr the obsery tion of the moon and the planets. 
They began with an appeal to interested persons to buy six issues of our celes-
tial scandal-sheet in advance :and we were pleasantly surprised, it may now be 
admitted, to be able to continue to function after those six months had p ssed. 
It is a pleasure to record that most of our "charter members are still members 
of the A.L.P.O.; those who have thus been with us from the beginning are Do P. 
Barcroft, A. Boivin9  G. Brown, Ro N. Buckst ff, T.Connors, Co M. Cyrus, H. Dell, 
C. A. Federer, J. 	Gant;  Jr., F. M. Garland, W. H. Haas (who can't easily help 
it)9  To  R0 Hake, (Miss) A. I. Hoth, L. To Johnson, I. Kimball, L. La Paz (Coun-
sellor), R. C. Maag9  H. W. Metzger, R. Missert9  O. E. Monnig9  Ro L. Moore, Ao W. 
Mount, J. J. O'Neill, E. J. Reese, Co P. Richards, D. W. Rosebrugh9  M. Rosenkot-
ter, N. J. Schell, E. A. Sill, J. R. Smith, H. D. Thomas, C. W. Tombaugh9  F. R. 
Vaughn, Jr., E. K. White, H. Po Wilkins, and the Yakima: Amateur Astronomers. 
Three members have passed::way   in death? Professor G. Bruce Blair of the Uni-
versity of Nevada, H. A. Delano of York, Penna., and la J. Wilson of Nashville, 
Tennessee°  

We think th t we can point with justifi ble pride to growth during the last 
four years. In the spring of 1947 there were only a few dozen members of the 
A.L°P.O., and only a very few of these did not live in the United States. Now we 
have more than 180 members, who are literally scattered over the whole world. 
There are at present more members in Cralifornia than in ny other state and more 
in Los Angeles County than in any other metropolitan area:. 	Rival Chambers of 
Commerce please note The number of pages in The Strolling Astronomer is almost 
doubltewhat it was four years ago,and by means of smaller margins and a general-
ly improved form 9t the amount of textual material publish4as increased to per-
haps four times what it was in our first few issues. We have been able to add 
two features unique among American astronomical publications, to our knowledge. 
The first is page (or more) of illustrations as a regul r feature, most of 
them drawings of lunar and pl netary subjects with ordin ry-sized telescopes by 
our members. The second is the serial reproduction of H. P. Wilkins' very ex- 
cellent and detailed map of the moon. 	Inaddition;  persons having goods nd 
services to sell to the amateur stronomer may now advertise on our back cover. 
Our readers might like to know that rticles published in The Strollin Astrono-
mer are listed in. the comprehensive annual catalog of astronomical literature, 
Astroncmischer Jahresbericht. This catalog may be ordered from the Astronomische 
Rechen=Institut , Heidelberg, Augustinerstr sse 15, Seminarienhaus, Germany. We 
re gratified, of course, that our work has been thought worthy of inclusion in 

a catalog that lists many highly specialized nd very technical publications in 
the field of astronomy. 

It is more difficult to assessthe exact value of our contributions to lunar 
and planetary astronomy. We think, however, that the obsery tional work of 
E. J. Reese, E. E. Hare, Lo  T. Johnson, To  S heki, and some others will compare 
favorably with the best that has been done° At the same time there is certainly 
room for considerable increase in AOLOP000 observation-.1 activities; it re-
quires no close reading of The Strolling Astronomer to find that about a dozen 
people are doing almost 11 of the observing. Although some of our observational 
programs are best carried our with pertures above ten inches and instruments of 
the very best optical quality;  others ar less exacting - there is something for 
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ly improved format the amount of textual material publish4as increased to per-
hTps four times what it was in our first few issues° We have been able to add 
two features unique among American astronomical publications, to our knowledge. 
The first is page (or more) of illustrations as a regul r feature, most of 
them drawings of 1unw,r and pl netary subjects with ordin ry-sized telescopes by 
our members. The second is the serial reproduction of H. P. Wilkins' very ex- 
cellent and detailed map of the moon. 	In ddition, persons having goods nd 
services to sell to the amateur stronomer may now advertise on our back cover. 
Our readers might like to know that rticles published in The Strollin Astrono-
mer are listed in. the comprehensive annual catalog of astronomical literature, 
Astronomischer Jahresberichto This catalog m y be ordered from the Astronomisohe 
Rechen-Institut , Heidelberg, Augustinerstr sse 159  Seminarienhaus, Germany. We 
re gratified, of course, that our work has been thought worthy of inclusion in 

a catalog th t lists many highly specialized nd very technic 1 publications in 
the field of astronomy. 

It is more difficult to assessthe exact value of our contributions to lunar 
and planetary astronomy. We think, however, that the obsery tional work of 
E. J. Reese, E. E. Hare, Lo To Johnson, T. S heki, and some others will compare 
favorably with the best that has been done. At the same time there is certainly 
room for a considerable increase in AoLoP00. observation -.1 activities; it re-
quires no close rading of The Stmllinag Astronomer to find that about a dozen 
people are doing almost 11 of the observing. Although some of our observational 
programs are best carried our with apertures above ten inches and instruments of 
the very best optical quality;  others ar less exacting - there is something for 
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ev ryone. 	It is just possible th t ypu might see something important tonight 
which will otherwise go unobserved We hope in the future for more liais n with 
profession' =stronomers on problems where mateurs c n make observations help-
fnl'te profestionals,Such as the Uranus program described in our February, 1951, 
issue. We desire to work with the Astr nomic 1 League on the general problem of 
how the thousands of telesc pes built and owned by American amateurs can best be 
put to useful work. Finally, we like to think that we re pl ying a small role 
in spreading the general cultural benefits of the study of astronomy and in giv-
ing some pleasure to our readers and friends. 

is occasion of our fourth birthday is good time to express our thanks to 
some persons to whom we are indebted. 	Many others we must omit for lack of 
space. Ho ever, we certainly should express our thanks to The Stevens Agency of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, our 22publishers99  from July, 1949, to the present. 	We 
owe to them our illustrations, our reproductions of the Wilkins lunar map, our 
lovely (indeed, colorful) front cover, and our advertising page. Without their 
very considerable assistance - to spy nothing of photographic skill°, - 11 these 
features would be impossible. We further extend our speci I thanks to Mr. H. P. 
Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association, for his 
kind permission to reproduce his map of the moon. We are indebted to the Section 
Record ors, both past and present, for working up observational data submitted to 
them<<nd for submitting Reports at suitable intervals to The Strolling Astronomer. 
These Recorders have been C.B. Stephenson and D.0°Toole for Mercury, T. R. Cave, 
Jr., for Venus, end E. J. Reese end E. E. Hare for Jupiter. We thank 11 those 
colleagues who have contributed articles to The Strolling Astronomer during the 
past four years. The editor cart inly wants to see this flow of material con-
tinue, for he doubts not that the qu lity of the periodical is likely to be in 
inverse proportion to the fraction of it which he has to write himself 

The A.L.P.Oo has enjoyed from its first months the encouragement nd co- 
operation of various observers and societies in forei countries. 	Among the 
societies there should be particularly mentioned the British Astronomical 
Association in Engl nd, the Bund der Sternfreunde in West Germ ny, and the 
Oriental Astronomical Associztion in Japan. Publications have been regularly ex-
changed with certain groups in England, France, Germany, and Switzer' nd. The 
beautiful and artistic drawings of Japanese observers have been truly valuable 
addition to our records. 	Inrividual observers in Canada, Engl nd, Germ ny, 
Denmark, South Africa, nd a few other countries have sent us material of value. 
The articles in our February, 1951, issue by E. L. Pfannenschmidt of Germany end 
Lorenzo Orestes Gi c melli of Argentina re good examples. 

The future of the AoLoP000 will naturally depend upon the interest and sup- 
port of its members. We have made a good beginning. 	There is much that we can 
d=airy out, and should carry Gaut, in the future. With the continuing cooperation 
of all of you we look forward to having in four more years, or in March, 1955, 
larger and more ctive A.L.P.O0 and an improved §dnlling Astronomer. 

Errata in FebrualaIssue. In the top row of illustrations on pg. 1 Figures 
1 end 2 were interchanged. 	In the bottom row of illustrations on pg. 1 there 
were two dr wings of the lunsr crater Conon by Mr. S. Ebisawr= with a 13-inch re-
flector. The caption given for Figure 6 refers to the right-hand  drawing  only. 
The left-hand drawing in 	 Mr. the bottom row is thus left undescribed. 	Ebis w 
made this drawing upon July 25, 1950, at llh 30m, U. T., oolongitude r 4090. 
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Readers might like to insert this information beneath this drawing. On pages 
12 end 13 of the Febru ry issue the n me of E. Herrero Ducloux w s misspelled in 
ieveral places. 	In the loit er h lf Of pg.- 14 Nlro Gi comelli°6 statement should 
re d2 "I coneider that I haVe now gone to the sources of information most im-
portant for the object I desired." 

Introduction. Major J mes R. Randolph, 490 Tremont Ave., Orange, New 
Jersey, is new contributor to The Strolling Astronomer. He is a college teach-
er of mechanical engineering end has lectured upon rockets and space travel. 
Among his published articles re "Cen We Go to M rs?" in Scientific Americ  n for 
August, 1928, "Wh t C n We Expect of Rockets?" in Ordnance for January-February, 
1939, nd "Occupation of M rs" in Ordnance for March-April, 1947. He is past 
editor of The Journ 1 of the American Rocket Society nd h s published sever 1 
articles therein. 

M jor EandoIph's subject, that of life on M« rs, h s been very lively one 
during the last 60 years. Perh ps no other topic in the whole field of astrono- 
My h s been discussed at such length. 	In spite of this tremendous flow of ink, 
we think that readers will find some new ideas in Major Eandolph's rticle. It 
should be noted that hi,  rguments re illustrated by'two figures on pg. 50 

M thematic lly minded readers might be inter sted in the formul from which 
the black 'opdy temperatures quoted below re obtained. It is2 

onentse„ 

T g--  707 (93,000,000) 0.5 	 e,/  1D05 
K 

where T is the temper Lure in F hrenheit degrees, R is the distance from the sun 
in millions of miles, and K is constant for given conditions. Values of K are 
1 for surface perpendicular to the sun's rays (giving the maximum temperature 
for any R), Irfor the mean d ily temperature of a pl et at the equator, and 1/4  
for the average temperature of a perfectly conducting sphere. 	The equt Lion is 
discussed in "Limitations of Space Travel" in The Journr..1 of the Americ n Rocket 
Society for Septenber, 1947. 

ARE THERE PEOPLE ON MARS? 

by James R. Randolph 

Anyone who h s studied maps of Mars,such as those made by the late Percival 
Lowell,has noticed that the earthly pattern they most resemble is tr nsportat- 
ion map of flat country. 	(Fi re 1 on pg. 5). 	The "c n ls", with only a few 
exceptions, follow great circle courses from one import nt point to another, 
their junction points being for the most part the "oases", or the "bays" in the 
blue-green reas called "se O. Such pattern of straight lines connecting im-
portant points will be obs rved on sellege campus where the students are allow- 
ed to cross the 1 wns wherever they please. 	It will be seen in an airlines m p 
or a ste mer map of the Pacific. 	It will be seen in a r ilway map of a prairie 
state or in highwey map of level state in which highway location has not 
been influenced by section gridiron, as it hats in most of the prairie regions 
of North eric 
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Syrtis Major is shown badly misplaced on the disco An =irate depiction of 
the m rkings n such a small disc would appear to deMand-  much More than six 
inches of aperture. Cragg drew a bright cloud on the Sunrise terminator on Janet
u ry 24 and a sm ller one on the Sunset limb on January 250 

Mr. H. G. Allen observed the lun r crate.. Guericke on December 189  19509  at 
colongitude 15909  using a 305-inch reflector at 200X in good seeing. His care-
fully executed drawing is reproduced s Fi ire 3 on pg. 1 . Except for the 
brilliance Of the east rim and a mountain near the open north end of the crater, 
the whole form Lion was dull in appearance. A diffuse dark spot in the southern 
part of the floor appeared to grow d rker and larger during the 30 minutes re= 
quired to make a drawing. Mr. Allen suggests that the dark area wap showing 
more contrast with the lightening fl*or. When viewed two hours later on Dec-
ember 189  the diffuse dark are showed no further change. 

Figure 5 on pg. 1 is a drawing of the famous lun r walled plain Plato with 
a large telescope, obt ined in fairly good seeing near full moon. The numbers 
beside.  the Craterlets indicate their relative conspicuousnesses, with 1 being 
the- Most easily visible the other numbers are intensity numbers on the Standard 
dun r Seale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant marks). It was the editor's 
experience while using the Flower Observatory 18-inch refractor that the floor 
of Plato under high lighting presents a complex pattern of bright spots nd 
streaks and darker sh dings and exhibits little Contr st. 

Mr0 A. Hestin at Acy-en-Multien (Oise)9  Fr nee, has reported making a num-
ber of drawings of Plato and has contributed one of them. He advocates that 
Plato be studied with a rather powerful instrument and a low magnification be-
cause the faint half-tones on the floor distppear when more magnification is 
used. His drawing just mentioned was secured with a 12-inch reflector at 100X 
and 75X. As of December 159  19509  Mr0 Hestin had not been able to divide sharp= 
ly the twin craterlets in the north central part of the floorthese are numbered 
3 nd 4 on Figure 50 	He points out, however9 that this pair is very clearly 
separated on an enlargement of a contact print which he made from a 1919 Mount 
Wilson photogr ph at sunset illumination. 	On this print the "cavities" of the 
two craterlets are comparable in size, but the eastern one' is surrounded by 
bright ring that increases its apparent size. Considering that we here have a 
fruitful source of erroneous impressions of relative size, our French colleague 
concludes that the craterlets should be compared only when their rims =re clear-
ly visible in order that the diameters of the craterlets themselves may be ob= 
t ined, hence only under low illumination. 	E. E. Hare hrfs advanced the same 
argument in correspondence. Gladly granting this point as regards the true 
sizes of the craterlets themselves, the editor still thinks th t seeming diff-
erences in the relative sizes of the two high-sun bright spots, which then mark 
the position of the twin craterlets, under near-identic 1 sol r lighting from 
one lunation to another require n explanation. Both high-sun and low-sun com-
p ri ons should be a worthwhile study for those A.L.P.O0 members having optics 
good enough to divide cle rly these twin'craterletss 

We have received five drawings of the luna=r crater Aristarchus in recent 
weeks. 	Two b E. J0 Reese with 6-inch reflector re on March 319  19509  at 
colongitude 60.2 (Figure 4 on pg. 1) and on April 109  19499  at 5l959 two by E.E. 
Hare with r 12-inch reflector are on September 249  19509  at 6194 xnd on April 
299 :1950, t 5209 and one by F. E. Brinckm n, Jr.9  with a 6-inch reflector is on 
Janu ry 249  19519  .t colongitude 1000. (Colongitude is the lunar eastern longi-
tude of the sunrise terminator, meastr d all the way around up to 36000) The 
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u ry 24 and a sm ller one on the Sunset limb on January 25. 

Mr. H. G. Allen observed the lun r crater Guericke on December 189  19509  at 
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more contr st with the lightening fl*or. When viewed two hours ' ter on Dec-
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streaks and darker sh dings and exhibits little Contr st. 

Mr. A. Hestin at Acy-en-Multien (Oise)9  Fr pee, h s reported making a num-
ber of drawings of Plato and has contributed one of them. He advocates that 
Plato be studied with a rather powerful instrument and a low magnification be-
cause the faint half-tones on the floor distppear when more magnification is 
used. His drawing just mentioned was secured With a 12-inch reflector at 100X 
and 75X. As of December 159  19509  Mr. Hestin had not been able to divide sharp-
ly the twin craterlets in the north central part of the floorpthese are numbered 
3 nd 4 on Figure 5. He points out, however that this p it is very clearly 
separated on an enlargement of a contact print which he made from a 1919 Mount 
Wilson photogr ph t sunset illumination. 	On this print the "cavities" of the 
two craterlets are comparable in size, but the eastern one' is surrounded by 
bright ring that increases its apparent size. Considering that we here have a 
fruitful source of erroneous impressions of relative size9  our French colleague 
concludes that the craterlets should be compared only when their rims re clear-
ly visible in order that the diameters of the craterlets themselves may be ob- 
t ined9  hence only under low illumination. 	E. E. Hare hrfs advanced the same 
argument in correspondence. Gladly granting this point as reg rds the true 
sizes of the craterlets themselves, the editor still thinks th t seeming diff-
erences in the relative sizes of the two high-sun bright spots, which then mark 
the position of the twin craterlets9  under near-identic 1 ol r lighting from 
one lun tion to another require n explanation. Both high-sun nd low-sun com-
p ri ons should be a worthwhile study for those A.L.P.O0 members having optics 
g0.d enough to divide clearly these twin. craterlets. 

We have received five dr wings of the luny=r crater Aristarchus in recent 
weeks. 	Two b E. J. Reese with 6-inch reflector re on M rch 319  19509  at 
colongitude 60.2 (Figure 4 on pg. 1) and on April 109  19499  at 51959 two by E.E. 
Hare with r 12-inch reflector are on September 249  19509  at 6194 xnd on April 
299 °:1950, t 5209 and one by F. E. Brinckm n9  Jr.9  with a 6-inch reflector is on 
Janu, ry 249  19519 

F.t  colongitude 10690. (Colongitude is the lunar eastern longi-
tude of the sunrise terminator, meastr d all the way around up to 3600.) The 
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views by Reese and Hare under low morning lighting show two rather inconspicuous 
d rk bands on the s st inner w1.11 of Arist rchus. Both observers noted V-shaped 
projections on the morning shadow where it crossed these two bands, and Reese 
proposed some months ago th t this appearance indicates that the dark bands lie 
at a lower elevation than the rest of the w 11. In his September 24 view with 
fairly good seeing Hare found the northern of the two bands to be resolved oc-
casion lly into a few terraces and ridges with shaded and sunlit slopes (but not 
bl ck eh dows). Perhaps we here h ve an important hint about the topogr phis; 1 
nature of dark wall b nds not only in Aristarchus but in a number of other lun r 
craters° Hare's September 24 drawing shows much fine  det il and leaves no doubt 
of the superior resolving power of a l2 inch aperture s compared to smaller 
instruments° Reese has recorded two shallow craterlets on the southeast rim of 
Arist rchus, the northern one being an easy object to him (Figure 4); nd both 
observers have indicated a mound or hill near the f ot of the east inner w;-,11 
between the two princip 1 dark bands. Both h ve noticed a hill in the northern 
pert of the floor (Figure 4). The two craterlets mentioned do not appear to be 
present on H. P. Wilkins' map of the moon. 

In hid a:1211414 view on September 24, 1950, Hare noted that there are five 
Sharp bends in the northern loop of Schroeter's V lley, as has already been 
ported in B.A.A.publications by the British lunar observers Burrell and Wilkins. 
Hare further noted that the "CObra's Hese ne r the south end of Schroeter's 
Vallee appeared to be a greatly widened portion of the Valley, containing whet 
looked like a large landslip broken loose from the east wall. 

On November 6, 1950, E. J. Reese spent 39 minutes in searching for possible 
lug r meteors but saw none. He watched most of the e rthlit hemisphere, the 
soon being about 305 days before new. 	F. A. Keysor, 415 No. Ashy nd Ave., L 
Grange Park, Illinois, has expressed his keen interest in cooperating with other 
A.L.P.O0 members in pl nning simultaneous searches for possible lunar meteors. 
(Refer to pp. 12-13 of the Janu ry Strolling Astronomer.)  We urge our readers 
interested in such cooperative observing and living within a few hundred miles 
of Chicago to correspond with Mt. Keysor on this subject° 

On November 6 Reese found the earthshine, 	slimd in a 6-inch reflector 
t 60X, to be cool bluish-gr y color with a 	yellowish tinge in the 
brighter regions° Manilius and Menel us were the most conspicuous of the bright 
spots visible° Out-ofefocus images showed the total light of Menelaus, which 
was slightly the brighter, to be perhaps one m itnde greater th n that of- a 
st r of stellar magnitude 708.(C. B. Stephenson kindly identified this star and 
furnished its magnitude.) Proclus and vicinity was scarcely as bright as Oen-
sorinus r..nd vicinity - surprising difference from the full-moon spect0 Al-
though Proclustw s b.rely visible, Censorinus was very bright and stellar in 
ppearance. An in-focus estimate by Reese would give Censorinus a stellar magni-
tude of about 808. 

F. E. Brinckman9  jre, made a drewing of the walled plain Grimaldi with his 
6-inch reflector on January 24, 1951, at colongitude 106(120 Although the illumi-
n tion is thus similar to that for J. C. Bartlett's two drawings reproduced as 
Figures 2 and 3 in our January issue, it is hard to find much resembl nce in the 
dr wings. Brincku n quite fails to show the very dark edges depicted by Bartlett° 
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betWeen the two princip ledark bands. Both h ve noticed a hill in the northern 
p rt of the floor (Figure 4). The two craterlets mentioned do not appear to be 
present on Ho Po Wilkins° mgp of the moon. 

In hid splendid view on September 249  19509  Hare noted that there re five 
Sharp bends in the northern loop of Schroeter's V lley, as has already been reL. 
ported in BokAopublications by the British lunar observers Burrell and Wilkins° 
Hare further noted that the "CObra's Head" ne r the south end of Schroeter's 
Vallee appeared to be a gre tly widened portion of the Valley9  containing whrst 
looked like a large landslip broken loose from the east wall. 

On November 6, 1950, E. J. Reese spent 39 minutes in searching for possible 
lun- r meteors but saw none. He watched most of the e rthlit hemisphere9  the 
oon being about 305 days before new. 	F. 11,; Keysor, 415 No. Ashland Ave., h9  
Grange Park, Illinois, has expressed his keen interest in cooperating with other 
AoLoP,00 members in pl nning simult neous se rches for possible lunar meteors. 
(Refer to ppo 1213 of the Janu ry Strolling Astronomer.)  We urge our readers 
interested in such cooper tive observing and living within a few hundred miles 
of Chicago to correspond with Mt. Keysor on this subject. 

On November 6 Reese found the earthshine,sWe.md in a 6-inch reflector 
t 60X9  to be cool bluish-gr y color with a 	yellowish tinge in the 
brighter regions. Manilius and Menel us were the most conspicuous of the bright 
spots visible. Out-of-focus im ges showed the total light of Menelaus9  which 
was slightly the brighter9  to be perhaps one mu itnde greater th n that of a 
star of stellar magnitude 7.8.(C. Bo Stephenson kindly identified this star nd 
furnished its magnitudeo) Proclus and vicinity was scarcely s bright as Oen-
sorinus 2nd vicinity - surprising difference from the full-moon spect. Al-
though Proclusew s ba=rely visible, Censorinus was very bright and stellar in 
appearance. An in-focus estimate by Reese would give Censorinus a stellar magni-
tude of about 8.8. 

F. E. Brinckman, jre, made a drewing of the walled plain Grimaldi with his 
6-inch reflector on January 249  1951, at colongitude 106?20 Although the illumi-
n tion is thus similar to that for Jo Co Bartlett's two drawings reproduced as 
Figures 2 and 3 in our January issue, it is h rd to find much resembl nce in the 
dr wings. Brinck can quite fails to show the very dark edges d picted by Bartlett. 
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On Brinckman°s drawing the north-south Central Bright Streak does not extend 
farther south than pelehaps two-thirds of the w y from the north end of Grimaldi 
to the south end. Some dark streaks and spots in the northern third of the plain 
that were conspicuous to erinckman re apparently althogether absent on Bartlett's 
drawings. Brinckman found' the southern part of Grimaldi to be quite devoid of 
any p ttern of detail and to be neutral gray-brown in color. 

From time to time in Volume 4 of The Strolling Astronomer we reported mov-
ing dark objects seen g.inst the sun or the moon by several of our members. 
L. To Johnson of La Plata9  Maryland has communicated his record of a moving dark 
speck which he saw against Jupiter on July 299  19509  at 5h 26m9  U.T.9  using his 
10-inch reflector >t 300X in poor seeing and n hazy sky. The object moved 
cross the disc of Jupiter somewhat south of the equator and toward a direction 
of about 10 degrees south of 0°west"9  where "east-west" is taken s the direction 
of the belts on the planet. The black speck hid n angular dia eter of about 
M. It was seen for only 0.5 to 1.0 seconds and disappeared as soon s it 
p ssed off the disc of Jupiter. The object was >pproximately round and was in 
sharp focus° Johnson is positive that what he saw was not a bird. He doubts 
that it could have been a grain of dust in the telescope because of the extreme 
sensitivity of the ellipsoidal secondary of his Modified Gregorian Telescope to 
focus. If it were in space between the earth and Jupiterp he points out that it 
must have been at least two or three miles aw y to be in sharp focus. He further 
points out that its failure to shine by reflected light against the sky (unless 
merely too wer..kly to be seen) would mean that it was within the earths shadow 
and hence not wore than a few thousand miles away, for Jupiter on July  Z.  was 
310  sway from the anti-sun point in the sky. Johnson gave a table of corres- 
ponding values of distance, di meter, and velocity of the object. 	"Velocity" 
must here mean geocentric velocity end can only bet the component perpendicular 
to the line of sight. 

Distance 

 

Dia eter Veloc 

     

SS 
29500 miles 30 ft. 0.4-0.8 m.p.s. 

sr 19000 miles 13 fto 0013-0.30 mops. 

it 100 miles 16 ins. 55-110 m.p.h. 

;11 
a 10 miles 106 inso 5.5-11 m.p.h. 

Ind 
s- 5 miles OoS ins. 208-505 m.p.h. 

In a later letter on September 6, 19509  however, Johnson wondered whether 
the whole phenomenon was actu lly in his eye. Tiny objects re known to float 
around in the liquid of the eye and to throw their shadows upon the retina. Al-
though these are usually out of focus, Johnson remarks that one of them might 
come close enough to the retina so as to be in sharp focus; and he thinks it un-
likely that what he saw was actually an object in space between himself and 
Jupiter. 
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On Brinckman's dr wing the north-south Central Bright Stre k does not extend 
farther south than perhaps two-thirds of the way from the north end of Grimaldi 
to the south end. Some dark streaks and spots in the northern third of the plain 
that were conspicuous to erinckman re pparently althogeher bsent on B= rtlett's 
dr wings. Brinckman found' the southern part of Grimaldi to be quite devoid of 
any p ttern of detail and to be neutral gray-brown in color. 

From time to time in Volume 4 of The 211212112E Astronomer we reported mov-
ing dark objects seen g.inst the sun or the moon by several of .ur members. 

Johnson of La Platy 9  Maryland has communic ted his record of moving dark 
speck which he saw against Jupiter on July 299  19509  at 5h 26m, U.T.9  using his 
10-inch reflector t 300X in poor seeing and n hazy sky. The object moved 
cross the disc of Jupiter somewh t south of the equ tor nd toward a direction 
of about 10 degrees south of "west", where "east-west" is taken s the direction 
of the belts on the planet. The bl ck speck hid n 	r dia eter of about 
M. It w s seen for only 0.5 to 1.0 seconds and disappe red s soon s it 
p ssed off the disc of Jupiter. The object w s pproxim telt' round and was in 
Sharp focus. Johnson is p*sitive that what he saw w s not a bird. He doubts 
th t it could h ve been grin of dust in the telescope bec use of the extreme 
sensitivity of the ellipsoidal secondary of his Modified Gregorian Telescope to 
focus. If it were in space between the earth and Jupiterp he points out that it 
must have been t least two or three miles aw y to be in sharp focus. He further 
points out that its failure to shine by reflected light against the Sky (unless 
merely too we kly to be seen) would mean that it was within the earth's shadow 
and hence not ore than a few thous nd miles away9  for Jupiter on July  -*  was 
310  w y from the anti-sun point in the sky. Johnson gave a table of corres- 
ponding values of distance, di meter, and velocity of the object. 	"Velocity" 
must here mean geocentric velocity end can only beothe component perpendicular 
to the line of sight. 

Distance 
	

Dia eter 
	 Ve1oc 

29500 miles 
	

30 ft. 	 0.4-0.8 m.p.s. 

19000 miles 
	

13 ft. 	 0.13-0.30 m.p.s. 

100 miles 
	

16 ins. 	 55-110 m.p.h. 

10 miles 
	

1.6 ins. 	 5.5-11 m.p.h. 

5 miles 
	

0.8 ins. 	 2.8-5.5 m.p.h. 
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In 1 ter letter on September 6, 19509  however, Johnson wondered whether 
the whole phenomenon was actu lly in his eye. Tiny objects re known to flo t 
around in the liquid of the eye and to throw their shadows upon the retina. Al-
though these are usu lly out of focus, Johnson remarks that one of them might 
come close enough to the retina so as to be in sharp focus; and he thinks it un-
likely that what he saw was actually an object in space between himself and 
Jupiter. 
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Fig. 2. Saturn. T. Osawa. 
6-inch refl. 230X. 
Dec. 19, 1950. 20h45m, U.T. 
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Fig. 1. Observations of 
Linne by E. J. Reese. 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
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Fig. 3. Uranus. D. O'Toole 
6-inch refl. 185X. 
Dec. 31, 1950. 7h45m, U.T. 
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Fig. 4. Jupiter, T.R. Cave, Jr. 
12-inch refl. 200X, 380X. 
Dec. 25, 1950. Oh 20m, U.T. 
C.M.1 = 215°. C.M.2 = 30. 

Fig. 5. Jupiter. E. Epstein. 
6-inch refl. 100X, 200X. 
Nov. 25, 1950, 2h 12m, U:T. 
C.M.1 = 232°. C.M.2 = 247°. 
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Fig. 1. Observations of 
Linde-  by E. J. Reese. 
6-inch. refl. 240X. 

Fig. 2. Saturn. T. Osawa. 
6-inch refl. 230X. 
Dec. 19, 1950. 20h45m, U.T. 
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Fig. 3. Uranus. D. O'Toole 
6-inch refl. 185X. 
Dec. 31, 1950. 71145111, U.T. 

Fig. 4. Jupiter, T.R. Cave, Jr. 
12-inch refl. 200X, 380X. 
Dec. 25, 1950. Oh 20m, U.T. 
C.M.1 = 2150. C.M.2 = 30. 

Fig. 5. Jupiter. E. Epstein. 
6-inch refl. 100X, 200X. 
Nov. 25, 1950, 2h 12m, U:T. 
C.M.1 = 232°. C.M.2 = 247°. 
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ANNOIINC EMENTS 

Change of  Address. 	Readers should take note that the address of The 
Strolling Astronomer and of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers has 
now changed from 167 W. Lucero St., Las Cruces, New Mexico to 133 S. Alameda St., 
Las Cruces, New Mexico. 	This new address should be employed in future corres- 
pondence° 	It probably ought to be mentioned. that this change in address is due 
merely to the unsettled condition of the editor's personal affairs and has noth-
ing to do with the policies of this periodical. Certainly it has nothing to do 
with its expected continuation and improvement. 

We hope that many A.L.P.O0 members are planning to present papers (or have 
them presented, if personal attendance is impossible) at the National Convention 
of the Astronomical League on September 13,1951, at Chapel Hill,North Carolina. 
After all, practically every amateur has e few ideas about telescopes or observ-
ing that are novel and that will interest his fellows. The League invites "ten-
Minute papers on any astronomical subject". Abstracts of papers should be sub-
mitted for consideration no later than May 1 to Mr. G. R. Wright, 830 Hemlock 
Court, N.W., Washington 12, D. C. Time is already growing short. 

We have unofficial information that the Third Convention of Western Amateurs 
will definitely be held in southern California in mid-August, 1951. We plan to 
announce further details as they become available. 

REVISION OF THE H. Po WILKINS 300-INCH MAP OF THE MOON 

We have recently received from Mr. Ho P. Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the 
British Astronomical Association, a new Section of his map of the moon. 	It 
shows upon a stereographic projection the averted hemisphere of the moon, in so 
far as it is known. 	The map was drawn by Mro Wilkins on the basis of observa- 
tions by himself and Mr. PoAo Moore, who is an active member of the H.A.A. Lunar 
Section° 	The projection selected shows the libratory.  regions as an annulus or 
ring and impresses the editor as a good choice for the purpose. It is our hope 
to include this New Section later in our serial reproduction of the Wilkins map. 

The energetic Mr. Wilkins is also bringing out a new and improved edition 
of his map° We can perhaps give no better description than to quote part of a 
letter from him dated January 229  1951, 

"Please note that a new Edition is now coming out; and the opportunity has 
been taken of revising some of the Sections, incorporating a large number of new 
measures of positions. 	A Catalogue of these is being prepared. It is believed 
that the new Edition,  will be perfectly accurate; where necessary, Sections have 
been redrawn. 	A reseau of one-inch squares has been introduced to enable the 
coordinates to be ascertained. 	In most cases the alterations are very small, 
fractions of an inch; but their introduction means that all known errors have 
been removed. 	Much fresh detail has also been added. 	If the map is used for 
ascertaining positions,please use this new Edition in preference to the earlier. 
A copy of Section Ix is enclosed...The price of this Edition will be two pounds, 
five shillings." This price is somewhat more than six dollars in American money, 
but it will be best to determine the exact rate of exchange.  from your bank or 
post office when ready to order. 	Obviously, all specialists in lunar matters. 
will wish to obtain. from Mr. Wilkins this latest, most. detailed, and most accu-. 
rate edition of his excellent map. 	His address is 35 Fairlawn Avenue, 
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We have recently received from Mr. H. P. Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the 
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shows upon a stereographic projection the averted hemisphere of the moon, in so 
far as it is known. 	The map was drawn by Mr. Wilkins on the basis of observa- 
tions by himself and Mr. P.A. Moore, who is an active member of the B.A.A. Lunar 
Section. 	The projection selected shows the libratory.  regions as an annulus or 
ring and impresses the editor as a, good choice for the purpose. It is our hope 
to include this New Section later in our serial reproduction of the Wilkins map. 

The energetic Mr. Wilkins is also bringing out a new and improved edition 
of his map. We can perhaps give no better description than to quote part of a 
letter from him dated January 22, 1951, 
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T. Cragg 
6" reflector 
October 2, 1950 
13:21 UT 

D. O'Toole 
6" reflector 
October 9, 1950 
14:00 UT 

1ERCURY  

Bexleyheath, Kerit, England. 	For those whose astronomical interests are more 
general the older edition now appearing in The Strolling Astronomer will still 
constitute a very useful map of the moon and one much superior to all its pre-
decessors. 

MERCURY IN THE SECOND HALF OF 1950 

by Donald O'Toole 

Several observers contributed material on Mercury for the apparitions that 
fell during the latter part of 1950, and these observations will be considered 
under their respective months. 

August 1950 

Howard Le Vaux, using a 6" reflector, and Donald O'Toole, also using a 
6" reflector,observed on a total of 12 dates during this evening elongation, the 
majority of these observations having been secured by Le Vaux. 

Theoretical half-phase occurred on August 22.5; and O'Toole, while not hav-
ing observed before or at this time, found a somewhat concave terminator on 
August 25 at i s  95°. However, Le Vaux recorded half-phase on August 14 at 
i = 76°, or 8.5 days before greatest elongation. This is a very large value for 
this discrepancy, which is usually less and is sometimes nonexistent. 

Le Vaux has instigated an interesting plan with regard to Mercury, which 
involves observatIonsion the same evening with and without a red filter. 	Draw. 
ings thus secured reveal several interesting things, the most significant of 
which this Recorder feels to be in regard to the Criophori-Aphrodites region. 
On three out of four evenings (July 29, August 13 and 14) when a red filter was 
used, Le Vaux found, without a filter, two dark markings roughly forming a fork, 
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Bexleyheath, Kent, England. For those whose astronomical interests are more 
general the older edition now appearing in The Strolling Astronomer will still 
constitute a very useful map of the moon and one much superior to all its pre-
decessors. 

MERCURY IN THE SECOND HALF OF 1950 

by Donald O'Toole 

Several observers contributed material on Mercury for the apparitions that 
fell during the latter part of 1950, and these observations will be considered 
under their respective months. 

August 1950 

Howard Le Vaux, using a 6" reflector, and Donald O'Toole, also using a 
6" reflector,observed on a total of 12 dates during this evening elongation, the 
majority of these observations having been secured by Le Vaux. 

Theoretical half-phase occurred on August 22.5; and O'Toole, while not hav-
ing observed before or at this time, found a somewhat concave terminator on 
August 25 at i = 95°. However, Le Vaux recorded half-phase on August 14 at 
= 76°, or 8.5 days before greatest elongation. This is a very large value for 

this discrepancy, which is usually less and is sometimes nonexistent. 

Le Vaux has instigated an interesting plan with regard to Mercury, which 
involves observatIonsion the same evening with and without a red filter. 	Draw- 
ings thus secured reveal several interesting things, the most significant of 
which this Recorder feels to be in regard to the Criophori-Aphrodites region. 
On three out of four evenings (July 29, August 13 and 14) when a red filter was 
used, Le Vaux found, without a filter, two dark markings roughly forming a fork, 
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planet is seldom seen easily, but the planet is a challenging object for that 
very reason. 	In the editor's opinion, small telescopes do almost as well on 
Mercurian features as large telescopes, which circumstance should be encourag-
ing to the average amateur with his modest equipment. 

The editor thinks that it must be very difficult to tell whether the bright 
cusp-caps of Mercury are actually projecting or whether one is dealing merely 
with irradiative errors, 

EXPERIMENTS ON THE,NAKED EYE VISIBILITY_OF ARTIFICIAL, 
DOUBLE STARS AND SMALL PLANETARY DETAILS 

By David W. Rosebrugh 

These experiments were undertaken at the suggestion of Mr. Walter Ho Haas, 
Editor, The Strolling Astronomer; and the writer wishes to express his apprecia-
tion of the broad grasp which Mr. Haas has of planetary problems, as evidenced 
by his pointing out the desirability of such tests. 

The experiments were designed to answer two questions; (a) Can the human 
eye separate two round spots of planetary marking when they are closer together 
than Dawes' limit? 	Dawes° limit, of course, applies to bright stars against a 
black background of sky; and it may not necessarily apply to, say, 2 dark green 
objects on a buff colored background. 	(b) Can the human eye detect the pres- 
ence of planetary details which are smaller in size than Dawes' limit? 

As the experiments were convenient for this purpose a third test (c) was 
made to determine the smallest size disc whose color could be determined. 

Description ofTests 

Twelve sheets of paper were secured, 2 each of white, buff, blue, brown, 
green, and black. From one of each pair 15 paper discs were punched with an 
ordinary paper punch. 	Measurements indicated. that these were all 0.192 inches 
in diameter. 	Fifteen of these artificial stars (or planetary details) were 
pasted on each of the unmarred sheets in such a way that each sheet had 5 single 
and 5 double stars on it, of the colors other than itself. For instance, on the 
blue sheet there were single stars of white, buff, brown, green, and black, and 
double stars consisting of 2 white, 2 buff, 2 brown, 2 green, and 2 black discs. 

The intention was to paste the double stars so that their spacing would be 
0,384 inches center to center. 	There would thus be 0.192 inches of clear space 
tng between them. However, my fallibility was such that the double stars actual-
ly averaged only 0,348 inches from center to center, with a, maximum variation 
either way of 6%; hence, each double star was measured, center to center, and 
allowance was made for the exact actual spacing. 

The 6 sheets with their 5 double and 5 single stars apiece were fastened to 
the side of a box which was placed in. direct sunlight. The distances at which I 
was able to see the double and single stars and identify the colors of the sing-
le stars were measured with a surveyor's 100 ft. chain. All estimates were made 
by moving towards the artifici:1 stars; that is, the point where the phenomenon 
first became visible Was that measured. 	All estimates were made with the left 
eye closed, using the right eye only. The tests took from 9230 a.m. to 2230 p,m., 
E.S.T., on Sept. 4, 1950 The sheets were set up facing in the direction of the 
sun at 9230 a.mo and were shifted to face the sun's direction again at 12230 p.m. 
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planet is seldom seen easily, but the planet is a challenging object for that 
very reason. 	In the editor's opinion, small telescopes do almost as well on 
Mercurian features as large telescopes, which circumstance should be encourag-
ing to the average amateur with his modest equipment. 

The editor thinks that it must be very difficult to tell whether the bright 
cusp-caps of Mercury are actually projecting or whether one is dealing merely 
with irradiative errors. 

EXPERIMENTS ON THE NAKED EYE VISIBILITY OF ARTIFICIAL, 
DOUBLE STARSANDSMALLPLANETARYDETAILS 

By David Wo Rosebrugh 

These experiments were undertaken at the suggestion of Mr. Walter Ho Haas, 
Editor, The Strolling. 	Astronomer; and the writer wishes to express his apprecia- 
tion of the broad grasp which Mr. Haas has of planetary problems, as evidenced 
by his pointing out the desirability of such tests. 

The experiments were designed to answer two questions; (a) Can the human 
eye separate two round spots of planetary marking when they are closer together 
than Dawes' limit? 	Dawes' limit, of course, applies to bright stars against a 
black background of sky; and it may not necessarily apply to, say, 2 dark green 
objects on a buff colored background. 	(b) Can the human eye detect the pres- 
ence of planetary details which are smaller in size than Dawes' limit? 

As the experiments were convenient for this purpose a third test (c) was 
made to determine the smallest size disc whose color could be determined. 

DespriDtion fTests 

Twelve sheets of paper were secured, 2 each of white, buff, blue, brown, 
green, and black. 	From one of each pair" 15 paper discs were punched with an 
ordinary paper punch. • Measurements indicated. that these were all 0.192 inches 
in diameter. 	Fifteen of these artificial stars (or planetary details) were 
pasted on each of the unmarred sheets in such a way that each sheet had 5 single 
and 5 double stars on it, of the colors other than itself. For instance, on the 
blue sheet there were single stars of white, buff, brown, green, and black, and 
double stars consisting of 2 white, 2 buff, 2 brown, 2 green, and .2 black discs. 

The intention was to paste the double stars so that their spacing would be 
0.384 inches center to center. 	There would thus be 0.192 inches of clear spac- 
ing between them. However, my fallibility was such that the double stars actual-
ly averaged only 0 348 inches from center to center, with a, maximum variation 
either way of 6%; hence, each double star was measured, center to center, and 
allowance was made for the exact actual spacing. 

The 6 sheets with their 5 double and 5 single stars apiece were fastened to 
the side of a box which was placed in. direct sunlight. The distances at which I 
was able to see the double and single stars and identify the colors of the sing-
le stars were measured with a surveyor's 100 ft. chain. All estimates were made 
by moving towards the artifici:1 stars; that is, the point where the phenomenon 
first became visible Was that measured. 	All estimates were made with the left 
eye closed, using the right eye only. The tests took from 9230 a.m. to 2230 p.m., 
E.S.T., on Sept. 4, 1950 The sheets were set up facing in the direction of the 
sun at 9.30 a.m.o and were shifted to face the sun's direction again at 12:30 p.m. 
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The tests first made at 900 .mo were repeated at 200 p.m. to see whether any 
systematic error had crept in, but the results were consiStent. The seeing was 
good to excellent as shoWli by solar. observations. All Observations were made at 
least twice° Some were made for check purposes, as above, 4 times. 

If the choice had been left to the human eye the sheets of paper would have 
been arranged in the following order of brightness? white, buff, brown, blue, 
green, and black; but a G. E. photographic exposure meter was used, which placed 
them in the order2 	white, buff, blue, brown, green, and black, which is the 
order shown. 

Three sets of observations are shown° Table I shows the distances at which 
twin spots could be seen as separate spots. Making these observations presented 
no difficulties. 	Certain facts are at once apparent° White and buff present 
little contrast and hence are less visible when used together. This is true 
also, but to a lesser extent, of buff and brown, blue and green, and even blue 
and brown. Table II shows the angular diameters for which the presence of sing- 
le spots could just be detected. 	At these distances, which ranged up to 119 
feet for white and buff spots zgainst a black background, neither color nor 
shape could be seen. 	The spot was just "there". 	Table III shows the distance 
at which the colors of the spots were detectable. The measurements in this case 
Were fraught with extreme difficulty, zs with increasing distances buff soon alp-, 
peered like white, blue like green, and even brown like blue. White and black 
seemed to maintain their individuality to the greatest distances, but eventually 
at the limit of vision all spots lost their colors and became merely shades of 
lighter or darker grey against their backgrounds. 	To decide whether blue, for 
instance, appeared "blue" or merely a shade of grey was a difficult task. 

Referring to Table I the question naturally arises as to how the results 
obtained with paper disc stars can be tied in with, or calibrated to, the re- 
sults one would secure with real stars against a black sky. 	It is my opinion 
that the results shown in the last column for light colored discs on a black 
background, when illuminated by sunshine, as these were, are practically what 
my naked eye could achieve with double stars if there were any suitable double 
stars available in the sky, and hence that all the results in Table I are ap-
proximately what one would secure using a telescope with a power of lx. If in-
stead of lx the power is 300x, the upper useful power for a 6-inch telescope 
under the most favorable conditions of seeing, the results in Table I can be 
divided by 300. 

The proof, or perhaps we should say the impression, that this is so takes 
three steps. First step. 	I made an artificial star out of a flashlight, whose 
lens was covered with a piece of tin, punched with two round holes,' each 0.26 
inches in diameter, on centers of 0.48 inches. 	The lens was also covered with 
two thicknesses of tissue paper so as to give 4, diffused glow back of each 
"star". 	I used this for tests on the evening of Sept. 23, 1950, a night of 
nearly full moon; but I operated in the shade of a building° 	At a distance of 
46.8 feet the total brightness of this artificial star was nearly as great as 
that of the full moon so that I found it necessary to reduce the brightness to 
something less than Jupiter, but greater than Arcturus, by placing a pinhole 
before my eyeo 	At the distance of 46.8 feet the two stars were clearly separ- 
able° They subtended an arc of 174 seconds, which is closely comparable with 
the results in Column 7 of Table To 	Second steps 	I repeated this test using a 
6x30 monocular and found that I could separate the stars at 267.3 feet. At this 
distance the components outet4 	,zn arc of 3005 seconds, center to center. 
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The tests first made at 9;30 .m, were repeated at 2;30 p.m. to see whether any 
systematic error had crept in, but the results were consistent. The seeing was 
good to excellent as shoWn by solar observations. All. Observations were made at 
least twice. Some were made for check purposes, as above, 4 times. 

If the choice had been left to the human eye the sheets of paper would have 
been arranged in the following order of brightness; white, buff, brown, blue, 
green, and black; but a G. E. photographic exposure meter was used, which placed 
them in the order; 	white, buff, blue, brown, green, and black, which is the 
order shown. 

Three sets of observations are shown. Table I shows the distances at which 
twin spots could be seen as separate spots. Making these observations presented 
no difficulties. 	Certain facts are at once apparent. 	White and buff present 
little contrast and hence are less visible when used together. This is true 
also, but to a lesser extent, of buff and brown, blue and green, and even blue 
and brown. Table II shows the angular diameters for which the presence of sing-
le spots could just be detscted. 	At these distances, which ranged up to 119 
feet for white and buff spots zgalnst a black background, neither color nor 
shape could be seen. 	The spot was just "there". 	Table III shows the distance 
at which the colors of the spots were detectable. The measurements in this case 
Were fraught with extreme difficulty, zs with increasing distances buff soon ap, 
peared like white, blue like green, and even brown like blue. White and black 
seemed to maintain their individuality to the greatest distances, but eventually 
at the limit of vision all spots lost their colors and became merely shades of 
lighter or darker grey against their backgrounds. 	To decide whether blue, for 
instance, appeared "blue" or merely a shade of grey was a difficult task. 

Referring to Table I the question naturally arises as to how the results 
obtained with paper disc stars can be tied in with, or calibrated to, the re-
sults one would secure with real stars against a black sky. 	It is my opinion 
that the results shown in the last column for light colored discs on a black 
background, when illuminated by sunshine, as these were, are practically what 
my naked eye could achieve with double stars if there were any suitable double 
stars available in the sky, and hence that all the results in Table I are ap-
proximately what one would secure using a telescope with a power of lx. If in-
stead of lx the power is 300x, the upper useful power for a 6-inch telescope 
under the most favorable conditions of seeing, the results in Table I can be 
divided by 300. 

The proof, or perhaps we should say the impression, that this is so takes 
three steps. First step. 	I made an artificial star out of a flashlight, whose 
lens was covered with a piece of tin, punched with two round holes each 0.26 
inches in diameter, on centers of 0.48 inches. 	The lens was also covered with 
two thicknesses of tissue paper so zs to give z diffused glow back of each 
"star". 	I used this for tests on the evening of Sept. 23, 1950, a night of 
nearly full moon; but I operated in the shade of a building. 	At a distance of 
46.8 feet the total brightness of this artificial star was nearly as great as 
that of the full moon so that I found it necessary to reduce the brightness to 
something less than Jupiter, but greater than Arcturus, by placing a pinhole 
before my eye. 	At the distance of 46.8 feet the two stars were clearly separ- 
able. They subtended an arc of 174 seconds, which is closely comparable with 
the results in Column 7 of Table T. 	Second step; 	I repeated this test using a 
6x30 monocular and found that I could separate the stars at 267.3 feet. At this 
distance the components 	 ,gin arc of 30.5 seconds, center to center. 
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Multiplying by 6 gives 183 seconds, closely comparable to the 174 seconds above. 
Third step With my eye and a power of 300x on my former 6" Clark refractor I 
was able to separate a double star of 0,6 seconds. 	Three hundred x 0.6 seconds 
equals 180 seconds. 	Other observers report separating 2.2" with a 6" . reflector 
at 105x and 2,4" With.  a 9.4" reflector at 90x. 	One hundred and five times 2.2" 
equals 231 seconds; and 90 x 2.4" equals 216 seconds, which values are in close 
agreement with my own results of around 180 seconds. 

While the above chain of reasoning is perhaps a little tenuous, it is my 
distinct impression. that my eye is capable of separating two objects, whether 
they are stars in the sky viewed through a telescope, an artificial star made 
froM a flashlight, or an artificial star made of paper discs, if the two objects 
present an apparent separation at my eye of about 180-190 seconds. 	It would be 
nice if. I could confirm this with Epsilon Lyrae, separation some 200 seconds; 
bUt, alas, I cannot do so. This star is so faint to my myopic vision that I can-
not do more than detect its presence (as in the tests reported in Table II) and 
cannot even do this except intermittently on the best nights. 

As one looks over the figures on Table I, especially the averages at the 
bottom, one derives a slight suggestion that planetary details, as represented 
by the first five columns of figures, are perhaps less separable than double 
stars, as represented by the last column. 	This answers our Query (a) in the 
negative. 	One cannot se_parate two round spots of planetary markings when they 
are closer together than Dawes° limit. 	However, I am somewhat impressed by the 
constancy of the figures shown at the bottom of Table I and prefer to draw the 
tentative conclusion that within reasonable limits of contrast the power of any 
ene eye to separate close objects is a constant, be they stars in the black sky 
or minute planetary details. 

As one compares Table II with the corresponding figures in Table I it is 
apparent that spots can be detected at distances of from 3 to 6 times the dis-
tance at which two round equal-sized planetary details can be separated from 
each other. This answers our Query (b) in the introduction above, in the affir-
mative. 

Comparing the figures in Table TIT with the correspondingAln Table I it ap-
pears that in a general sort of way one can detect the colors of planetary de-
tails if their apparent size is the angle at which 2 spots would have to be to 
be separable. This gives us the answer to problem (c) above. 

TABLE _I 
Seconds of arc which various artificial double stars had to subtend 
(center to center) before being clearly separable to the naked eye. 

Spot 	 Background Color 
Color 	White

212* 	
_ Buff Brown 	Green Blue 
191* 	207*

Black 
White 	x 	310 191* 

Buff 	297 	x 	212* 	191* 	207* 	191* 

Blue 	216* 	195 	x 	231 	248 	191* 

Brown 	216* 	223 	282 	x 	207* 	191* 

Green 	216* 	203* 	221 	212 	x 	191* 

Black 	216* 	203* 	212* 	191* 	207* 	x 

Average 
all items 	232 	227 	226 	201 	215 	191 

Average of contrasting 
items 	216 	203 	212 	191 	207 	191 

*Good Contrast between stars and background. 
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Multiplying by 6 gives 183 seconds, closely comparable to the 174 seccnds above. 
Third step; With my eye and a power of 300x on my former 6" Clark refractor I 
was able to separate a double star of 0.6 seconds. 	Three hundred x 0.6 seconds 
equals 180 seconds. 	Other observers report separating 2.2" with a 6" reflector 
at 105x and 2.4" with a 9.4" reflector at 90x. 	One hundred and five times 2.2" 
equals 231 seconds; and 90 x 2.4" equals 216 seconds, which values are in close 
agreement with my own results of around 180 seconds. 

While the above chain of reasoning is perhaps a little tenuous, it is my 
distinOt impression. that my eye is capable of separating two objects, whether 
they are stars in the sky viewed through a telescope, an artificial star made 
froM a flashlight, or an artificial star made of paper discs, if the two objects 
present an apparent separation at my eye of about 180-190 seconds. 	It would be 
nice if. I could confirm this with Epsilon Lyrae, separation some 200 seconds; 
bUt, alas, I cannot do so. This star is so faint to my myopic vision that I can-
not do more than detect its presence (as in the tests reported in Table II) and 
cannot even do this except intermittently on the best nights. 

As one looks over the figures on Table I, especially the averages at the 
bottom, one derives a slight suggestion that planetary details, as represented 
by the first five columns of figures, are perhaps less separable than double 
stars, as represented by the last column. 	This answers our Query (a) in the 
negative. One cannot s22arate two round spots of planetary markings when they 
are closer together than Dawes° limit. 	However, I am somewhat impressed by the 
constancy of the figures shown at the bottom of Table I and prefer to draw the 
tentative conclusion that within reasonable limits of contrast the power of any 
ene eye to separate close objects is a constant, be they stars in the black sky 
or minute planetary details. 

As one compares Table II with the corresponding figures in Table I it is 
apparent that spots can be detected at distances of from 3 to 6 times the dis-
tance at which two round equal-sized planetary details can be separated from 
each other. This answers our Query (b) in the introduction above, in the affir-
mative. 

6,a6a 
Comparing the figures in Table III with the correspondingAin Table I it ap-

pears that in a general sort of way one can detect the colors of planetary de-
tails if their apparent size is the angle at which 2 spots would have to be to 
be separable. This gives us the answer to problem (c) above. 

TABLE _I 
Seconds of arc which various artificial double stars had to subtend 
(center to center) before being clearly separable to the naked eye. 

Spot 	 Background Color 
Color 	WhiteBuff 	rs. Blue  Brown  Green 	Black. 
White 	x 	310 	212* 	191* 	207* 	191* 

Buff 	297 	x 	212* 	191* 	207* 	191* 

Blue 	216* 	195 	x 	231 	248 	191* 

Brown 	216* 	223 	282 	x 	207* 	191* 

Green 	216* 	203* 	221 	212 	x 	191* 

Black 	216* 	203* 	212* 	191* 	207* 	x 

Average 
all items 	232 	227 	226 	201 	215 	191 

Average of contrasting 
items 	216 	203 	212 	191 	207 	191 

*Good Contrast between stars and background. 
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TABLE II 
Seconds of arc which various round discs of paper (planetary 
detail) had to subtend to be visible to the naked eye. 

Spot 
Color White Buff 

Background Color 
Blue 	Brown Green Black 

White x 117 47* 46* 36* 28* 

Buff 146 x 51* 49* 40* 28* 

Blue 61* 56 x 96 129 33.5* 

Brown 55* 73 98 x 49* 28.7* 

Green 52* 46* 80 64 x 33.8* 

Black 39* 39* 40* 45* 39* x 

Average of 
all items 71 66 63 60 59 30 

Average of contrasting 
items 52 42 46 47 41 30 

*Good contrast between stars and background. 

TABLE III 
Seconds of arc which various round discs of paper (planetary detail) 
had to subtend for their colors to be distinguished. 

Spot Background Color 
Color White Buff Blue Brown Green Black 

White x 125 56* 50* 36.6* 37.7* 

Buff 17g x 157* 131* 131* 99* 

Blue 166* 130 x 122 133 79* 

Brown 169* 134 100 x 110* 79* 

Green 169* 126* 151 111 x 76* 

Black 39* 46* 57.5* 43* 43* x 

Average of 
all items 142 112 104.3 91 91 74 

*Good contrast between stars and background. 
-79 

Postscript 122-  Editor. Mr, David W. Rosebrugh, le- Waterville St.,Waterbury 
10 Conn. has been a regular contributor to The Strolling Astronomer from its 
beginning. He is perhaps best known as an active student of variable stars and 
is a former President of the AOAOVOS000 

The editor congratulates and thanks Prr. Rosebrugh for this report on his 
experiments with artificial discs. More work on these fundamental problems in 
lunar and planetary observational astronomy is badly needed. 
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TABLE  II  
Seconds of arc which various round discs of paper (planetary 
detail) had 

Spot 
Color 	White 

to subtend 

Buff 

to be visible to the 

Background Color 

naked eye. 

Green Black Blue 	Brown 

White 	x 117 47* 46* 36* 28* 

Buff 	146 x 51* 49* 40* 28* 

Blue 	61* 56 x 96 129 33.5* 

Brown 	55* 73 98 x 49* 28.7* 

Green 	52* 46* 80 64 x 33.8* 

Black 	39* 39* 40* 45* 39* x 

Average of 
all items 	71 66 63 60 59  30  5g 

Average of contrasting 
items 	52 42 46 47 41 30 -45 

*Good contrast between stars and background. 

TABLE III 
Seconds of arc which various round discs of paper (planetary detail) 
had to subtend for their colors to be distinguished. 

Spot Background Color 
Color White Buff Blue  Brown Green Black 

White x 125 56* 50* 36.6* 37.7* 

Buff 17g x 157* 131* 131* 99* 

Blue 166* 130 x 122 133 79* 

Brown 169* 134 100 x 110* 79* 

Green 169* 126* 151 111 x 76* 

Black 39* 46* 57.5* 43* 43* x 

Average of 
all items 142 112 104.3 91 91 74 

*Good contrast between stars and background. 
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The editor congratulates and thanks Mr. Rosebrugh for this report on his 
experiments with artificial discs. More work on these fundamental problems in 
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definite. Just after making the drawing, O'Toole noted a faint point of light 
far west of the disc and another one a little to its northeast. These positions 
correspond to those of satellites Oberon and Ariel respectively. We suggest 
that other A.L.P.O, members search for the satellites of Uranus. 	Large aper- 
tures can scarcely fail to score here, and it is highly creditable to perceive 
any satellites with only a 6-inch° 

Recognizing that markings on Uranus are difficult at best, the editor 
Would like to urge the following plan upon AOLOP000 members. When the seeing is 
unusually good, examine the disc, preferably with a power of 30 or more per inch 
of aperture° 	If any detail can be glimpsed, make a careful drawingt. 	One to 
three hours later make a second independent drawing° 	If possible, make a third 
after another interval. Compare the drawings, and see whether the same markings 
are present on the different drawings. 	Uranus, of course, has been rotating 
while these observations have been in progress° It would be most excellent con-
firmation of the objective reality of the detail depicted to be able to demon-
strate that it has shared in this rotation of the planet - something not yet 
achieved with Uranus, to the editor knowledge. 	It would also be excellent to 
have visual confirmation of the period of rotation, which rests upon photometric 
data, and perhaps eventually to obtain a visual determination of the period. 
Obviously, the program here outlined will require rather lengthy periods of good 
seeing. 

E. J. Reese has contributed several drawings and observations of Linne, 
made with his 6-inch reflector at 240X in 194750 and reproduced as Figure 1 on 
pg. 1, 	As is well known, this object is seen as a white area most of the time; 
the small craterlet enclosed within the white area is visible only under low 
lighting and is a difficult test of optical quality for telescopes less than 
roughly 12 inches in aperture. Reese estimates the diameter of the Linne crater 
to be three miles or less and the diameter of the surrounding white area to be 
seven or eight miles, as his notes show. 	Readers should also note on Figure 1 
on pg. 1 that on November 1, 1950, at colongitude 16499, and thus about seven 
hours before sunset on Linne, Reese was very surprised to find the craterlet 
well-defined and to see no trace of the surrounding white area. His drawing on 
March 21, 1948, at 3824 (Figure 1) suggests to the editor the presence of a 
"ruined" or "submerged" crater-ring just west of Linne and somewhat larger than 
it - say ten or twelve miles in diameter. 

We have been pleased to receive about a dozen inquiries from readers relat-
ing to the program of observations of the brightness of Uranus outlined in our 
February issue. The Montreal Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
plans to make a group-project of this program; surely other astronomical socie- 
ties could profitably follow this example. 	Mr. Charles Tarwater of Long Beach, 
Calif. is the first to submit observations of Uranus. 	Using a 2-inch, 8 power 
monocular, he estimated the brightness of the planet on 8 dates from February 13 
to March 12 (U.T.). 	We would be glad to see a still much greater response to 
this program° 	After all, it requires nothing but binoculars or field-glasses 
and some interest,and the data secured in the project are of value to professio- 
nal astronomers° 	As mentioned before, report-blanks will be furnished free of 
charge to all who write for them. Also as mentioned before, a very similar pro-
gram of estimates of the brightness of Neptune can be carried out, which subject 
we plan to discuss further in our May issue. 
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definite. Just after making the drawing, O'Toole noted a faint point of light 
far west of the disc and another one a little to its northeast. These positions 
correspond to those of satellites Oberon and Ariel respectively. We suggest 
that other A.L.P.O, members search for the satellites of Uranus 	Large aper- 
tures can scarcely fail to score here, and it is highly creditable to perceive 
any satellites with only a 6-inch. 

1 	 Recognizing that markings on Uranus are difficult at best, the editor 
Would like to urge the following plan upon A.L.P.O. members. When the seeing is 
unusually good, examine the disc, preferably with a power of 30 or more per inch 
of aperture. 	If any detail can be glimpsed, make a careful drawingt. 	One to 
three hours later make a second independent drawing. If possible, make a third 
after another interval. Compare the drawings, and see whether the same markings 
are present on the different drawings. 	Uranus, of course, has been rotating 

3 	 while these observations have been in progress. It would be most excellent con- 
firmation of the objective reality of the detail depicted to be able to demon-
strate that it has shared in this rotation of the planet - something not yet 
achieved with Uranus, to the editors knowledge. 	It would also be excellent to 
have visual confirmation of the period of rotation, which rests upon photometric 
data, and perhaps eventually to obtain a visual determination of the period. 
Obviously, the program here outlined will require rather lengthy periods of good 
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We have been pleased to receive about a dozen inquiries from readers relat-
ing to the program of observations of the brightness of Uranus outlined in our 
February issue. The Montreal Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
plans to make a group-project of this program; surely other astronomical socie- 
ties could profitably follow this example. 	Mr. Charles Tarwater of Long Beach, 
Calif. is the first to submit observations of Uranus. 	Using a 2-inch, 8 power 
monocular, he estimated the brightness of the planet on 8 dates from February 13 
to March 12 (U.T.). 	We would be glad to see a still much greater response to 
this program. 	After all, it requires nothing but binoculars or field-glasses 
and some interest,and the data secured in the project are of value to professio- 
nal astronomers. 	As mentioned before, report-blanks will be furnished free of 
charge to all who write for them. Also as mentioned before, a very similar pro-
gram of estimates of the brightness of Neptune can be carried out, which subject 
we plan to discuss further in our May issue. 
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E. J. Reese has contributed several drawings and observations of Linne, 
made with his 6-inch reflector at 240X in 1947-50 and reproduced as Figure 1 on 
pg. 1. 	As is well known, this object is seen as a white area most of the time; 
the small craterlet enclosed within the white area is visible only under low 
lighting and is a difficult test of optical quality for telescopes less than 
roughly 12 inches in aperture. Reese estimates the diameter of the Linne crater 
to be three miles or less and the diameter of the surrounding white area to be 
seven or eight miles, as his notes show. 	Readers should also note on Figure 1 
on pg. 1 that on November 1, 1950, at colongitude 16499, and thus about seven 
hours before sunset on Linne, Reese was very surprised to find the craterlet 
well-defined and to see no trace of the surrounding white area. His drawing on 
March 21, 1948, at 3894 (Figure 1) suggests to the editor the presence of a 
nruinedn or "submerged" crater-ring just west of Lini14 and somewhat larger than 
it - say ten or twelve miles in diameter. 
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Bearing upon the problem of the relative sizes of the twin craterlets in 
the north central part of the floor of Plato, which craterlets are numbers 3 and 
4 on Figure 5 on pg. 1 of our March issue, Mr. E. J. Reeve has submitted free-
hand sketches of the appearance of these two craterlets on two Lick Observatory 
photographs of the moon. 	These are M4a9  taken on October 21, 1937, near colon- 
gitude 129°, and M6, taken on October 269  1937, near colongitude 175°, both with 
the 36-inch refractor. The low-sun view on October 26 shows the true craterlets 
well; they are externally tangent and have only slight outer walls. The north-
east craterlet is fully as large as the Southwest one. The high-sun photograph 
on October 21 shows two bright spots apparently much smaller than the true 
craterlets. The northeastern spot is clearly the brighter of the two. The exact 
relation of the high-sun bright spots to the low-sun craterlets is not evident 
on these photographs and might well change with changing lighting. 

We apologize for our failure to inform our readers of the occultation of 
Venus by the moon on February 7- 1951. However, the conditions of visibility 
were discussed for the entire nation in gly and Telescop2 for January and for 
the Far West in Astronomical Information Sheets. 	TThe latter periodical is 
issued at Sacramento Junior College, Sacramento 18, Calif. and is intended for 
the telescope-using amateur.) At Dallas, Texas, E. M. Brewer and others observ-
ed with two 6-inch reflectors and one 10-inch reflector; but there was only a 
very close approach of the moon and Venus at this station. At Madera, Calif., 
D. P. Barcroft and C. Landquist were hampered by clouds and only located the 
moon and Venus after emersion. R. R. Lee at the Milwaukee Astronomical Society 
Observatory was more successful. Braving a temperature of 10  F. and a 30 m.p.h. 
wind, he observed with a 5-inch, 20 power terrestrial telescope, and a 4-inch re-
fractor at 50X to 150X. At immersion near 22h 46m, U.T. (sunset at 23h 12m) Lee 
saw nothing noteworthy, but "there was little time to note any effects on the 
wiggling image." At emersion near 23h 42m the planet was not perceived until it 
was two of its own diameters distant from the limb of the moon. Mr. Lee con-
clUdest "The thin sliver of a moon seemed to pierce Venus and was apparently 
holding it out for display like a brilliant diamond on a stickpin. For fully an 
hour the view that caught the eye in the western sky was remarkable with Venus, 
the moon, Jupiter, and Mars all close together. 	It was a sight that will live 
long in an astronomer's memory." 

On February 7 Mr. P. A. Moore in England wrote that Mr. R. M. Baum, an 
active member of the B.A.A. Lunar Section, has reobserved Maedler's reddish tint 
near the crater Lichtenberg. D. P. Barcroft saw apparently the same phenomenon 
about ten years ago. W. H. Haas had made many observations during the last de-
cade of the color of a dark area just west of Lichtenberg, chiefly with a 6-inch 
reflector. He finds the hue sometimes reddish but also sometimes bluish or pur- 
plish. 	It is his tentative opinion that changes in color independent of the 
solar lighting occur. 

On FebrUary 1 T. R. Cave, Jr., wrote that it is his impression that the 
craterlet within the Linn4 white area (Figure 1 on pg. 1) is several times larg-
er in his 12.5-inch reflector than he found it to be with his 10-inch reflector 
in 1941. The tininess of the object, the interval of 10 years between the ob-
servations,and the use of different telescopes make the editor feel dubious that 
any change occurred. 

On pg. 5 we reproduce two graphs kindly contributed by Mr. Lyle T. Johnson; 
they allow quick determinations of the approximate apparent angular widths of 
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uatorial Zone is dusky and red and is dimmest when the E.Z. is bright and white. 
(Ao S. Williams found variations of 12-year period in the H. Z. and its two 
bordering Equatorial Belts. However, these variations have not been maintained 
during the last 15 years or more - at least in the editor's opinion.) Brinckman 
goes on to propose long-range calorimetric and photometric studies of latitudi- 
nal sections of the disc of Jupiter. 	The method should presemably be photo- 
graphy, and careful control of all conditions affecting the results would be 
necessary. Perhaps a imilar program could be undertaken with Saturn, but here 
the ltEge changes in the Saturnicentric latitude of the earth would be a serious 
complication. Brinckman also wonders whether colorimetric and photometric varia-
tions in the rings of Saturn may not appreciably influence the observed color- 
and brightness of Saturn as a whole. 	He directs attention to A.L.P000 observa- 
tions during the 1949-50 apparition of differences in the color of the east and 
west ring-arms (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol° 4, No. 19  pg. 11, No. 29  pg. 139  
No, 4, pg, 109  No. 69  pp. 9-10, and No, 8, ppo  14-159  1950), Finally, Brinckman 
expresses his surprise that the variations in brightness of Mars,jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune, as reported by Ashbrook, should all be about 0.3 stellar 
magnitudes. Coincidence or some unknown law of nature? 

On February 26 Mr, Brinakman wrote of his work on the lunar walled plain 
Grimaldi and his remarks may be compared with Dr, Jo C. Bartlett's opinions, as 
given on pg. 14 of our January issue, 	Brinckman remarks that on his 25 or so 
drawings of Grimaldi in 194451 there are surprising differences in appearance 
near the same solar illumination in different lunations. 	He suspects that his 
own work differs considerably from Dr. PartleWs. 	Brinckman urges careful 
studies of Grimaldi with color filters and the making of sketches in quick suc- 
cession on the same night with different color filters. 	He has himself carried 
out some preliminary work of this kind. 	Any filters used, of course, should be 
commercial filters of known transmissivities at different wave lengths. 

The energetic Mr. Brinckman has also made an extensive study of the lunar 
crater Cassini and especially of Cassini. A9  the largest, crater on the floor of 
Cassini. 	He cordially invites other A.L.P.O, members to join him in observing 
Cassini and A. 	He h s so far concentrated upon a careful topographical survey. 
Brinckman confirms the existence of a central peak (mentioned by Goodacre)9  or 
rather ridge, in Casaini A and has suspected a minute craterlet atop this ridge. 
Dusky bands develop on the east and northeast walls of A between colongitudes 
180  and 50°9 first three, and then two, are seen with difficulty. Possiny their 
visibility is not consistent from lunation to lunation. 	Brinckman notes that a 
cleft on the inner glacis of the south and southeast walls of A is sometimes 
discontinuous or broken. There is apparently a resemblance to "Fault B" in the 
crater Conon, which E. J. Reese and others have found sometimes continuous and 
sometimes broken (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 49 No. 2, pg, 159  1950). Is it 
just possible that lunar atmospheric obscurations are involved with both craters? 
Brinckman is rather pu2lzied by the fact that a craterlet shout a mile in diame-
ter between Cassini A and the north wall of Cassini, a craterlet shown by Good-
acre, Wilkins,and others, has not been seen by him in more than 150 observations 
with 3- to 8-inch telescopes in 1944-51. 	D. O'Toole also failed to find it in 
a superlative view with a 6-inch reflector, 	Indeed, it appears to be absent 
from a photograph in the Lick Observatory series. 	Brinckman also mentions oc- 
casional views of two streaks, perhaps rills9  in the south central part of the 
floor of Cassini under lbw morning illumination. 
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PostscrinI hy Editor. A descriptive advertisement of three of Mr. Cyr's in-
teresting and entertaining booklets appeared on the back inside cover of the 
November, 1950, Strolling Astronomer. Author Cyr is, by the way, a member of 
the AOLOP000 

Mr. E. Downey Funck, 256 N. E. 11th St., Delray Beach, Florida suggests 
that book reviews might well be made a regular feature of The Strolling Astrono-
mer. The books reviewed would presumably be ones dealing with lunar and plane- 
tary astronomy and closely related fields. 	Of course, opinions expressed would 
be those of the reviewers. Mr. Funck and the editor would be glad to hear from 
our readers what their reactions are to this idea. 

We thank Mr. Funck for the review here published. 

OBSERVATION AND COMMENTS 

Since we last reported A.L.P.O0 studies of the lunar crater Conon new mat-
erial has arrived from S. Ebisawa (6-inch refl.), E. E. Hare (12-inch refl,), 
L. T. J.hnson (10-inch refl.), and E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.). The nomenclature 
used here is that of Mr. Reese's map of Conon, which was reproduced on pg. 1 of 
our February, 1950 issue. Reference might also be made to a drawing of Conon by 
Reese on pg. 1 of the May, 1950,issue and to two drawings by Ebisawa on pg. 1 of 
the February, 19519  issue. The term colon nude used here is the lunar eastern 
longitude of the sunrise terminator at the equator. It measures the solar illu-
mination of the moon. The observations of Conon mentioned below were all made 
in 1950. 

In excellent to good seeing on October 2 at colongitude 16195 Hare took ad-
vantage of the late afternoon lighting to study certain topographical features. 
He noted a crater or divide at the north end of Cleft V (also observed on Nov-
ember 21). A dark line marking the western circumference of the floor of Conon 
suggested a down-slope on the west inner wall before it joined the floor. A 
small black spot on this line might have been either a crater or the shadow of 
area 0 (if 0 is a mound or promontory). Hare suggests that it would be interest-
ing and instructive to watch the full sequence of the advance of the sunset sha-
dow across the floor of Conon; of course, such a project would require observing 
over several months. Fault (ridge or ledge?) B was much the most conspicuous 
dark streak on the floor between colongitudes 20° and 40°. This feature was 
black, continuous, and prominent. On January 29 t colongitude 3790 Reese found 
B quite as dark, although a little narrower, in its northeast part as in its 
southwest part. 	(L. T. Johnson has sometimes found the northeast part much the 
less dark and the less conspicuous. 	The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 49  No. 4, 
pg. 8, and No. 7, pg. 7, 1950.) 

With his excellent 12-inch reflector Hare finds that Streak S is seen better 
in poor seeing than in good;as the view improves, 7 'becomes indefinite, diffuse, 
and discontinuous, there then being a break where S crosses cleft V. Attentive 
readers will note at once that this behavior is precisely what Antoniadi and his 
followers have contended to be true of the canals of Mars. Hare hence pertinen-
tly proposes that S,since it is easier to resolve than the canals, may well give 
observers and theoreticians an important key to the true nature of the canals. 
The evidence will naturally be more convincing if observers of both the Lowellian 
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and Antoniadi.an schools find S to grow diffuse and broken in larger telescopes 
and in good seeing. The clearness of the view should be judged by known detail, 
not S. 	Unhappily, Ebisawa appears to disagree already! He finds the detail in 
Conon very diffuse and splotchy-looking in poor seeing and thinks that it might 
become Lowellian, sharp and geometric, in good seeing, though he has not yet had 
an opportunity to observe Conon in excellent air. 	Reese offers these comments 
on Hare!s proposal: "But what is the nature of streak S? Is the streak subject 
to real variations in intensity? Even an observer as skillful as Hare is not at 
all consistent in his description of the conspicuousness of the streak. 	Some- 
times he describes it as very easy and very real, while at other times he prac-
tically denies its existence." 

Indeed, Reese's prolonged and very careful series of observations continues 
to give examples of surprising differences in appearance of various features 
under very similar solar lighting. 	On January 28 at colongitude 2298 he saw 
cleft V clearly its west wall was black as shadow, end its east wall was bright- 
er than the floor. 	Streak S was only suspected. 	On November 19 at 21°5, how- 
ever, Reese found S very dark and narrow and cleft V very difficult, dusky but 
not dark. Conditions for observing were somewhat less good on November 19 than 
on January 280 Conon was observed by two other persons soon after November 199  
by Ebisawa on November 20 at 3992 and by Hare on November 21 at 4696. Ebis wa 
found S difficult and V lmost invisible. 	Hare made S plainly visible and V 
visible only in the better moments, the seeing being poor. 

M. R. M. Baum of Chester, England, who is one of the most active members 
of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association, upon February 4, 
19519  reported a very interesting series of observations of a mountain on the 
northwest limb of the moon. His series of drawings of this "mist-shrouded 
mountain" appers as Figure 1 on pg. 1, and the position of the mountain is indi-
cated on Figure 2 on pg. 1. The fainter Shadings on the original drawings may 
be hard to see on these reproductions. We can perhaps do no better than to 
quote Mr. Baum's own account of his observations: 

"Upon the evening of January 21 this year, while I was engaged upon an ob-
servation of the Humboldt Mountains on the northwest limb, a curious and rather 
stimulating appearance was observed due west of Endymion. 	Here a rather lofty 
elevation was detected, around which over a period of 2 hrs., 13 mins. some 
rather curious changes were seen to occur. 

"When first observed this mountain appeared. as a rounded mass of great 
height and of a uniform. brightness. This first observation was made at 20h 47m, 
U0T. At 20h 59m, when checking my sketch of the area, I was surprised to see 
that since my first view a rather startling change had taken place, both in 
shape and tint of the mountain. 	Instead of a rounded mass a somewhat flattened 
conical shape had appeared, while on the north slope a smaller peak had made its 
debut. To the south the gentle concave slope had disappeared, and its place had 
been taken by a slightly convex white mass. East of the Summit a nebulous white 
spot lay upon a grayish background, while to the south.a curious streakiness of 
the southern white mass was observed. 	Having observed this change, I began to 
have doubts as to the accuracy of my original sketch at 20h 47m and so resolved 
to take a third sketch to satisfy myself. 

"However, at 21h  30m I was truly surprised to observe that another curious 
transformation had taken place. 	The southern white mass had. slipped farther 
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down the slope on the south;and the nebulous white mass to the east had enlarged, 
while north of this another, foreshortened, or so it seemed, white area had ap-
peared. Again at 22h the appearance was not the same as befOre. The summit had 
become sharply defined and was no longer °blurred' as before. A brilliant white 
area surrounded the summit. To the southeast an elongated °winding' white streak 
w s detected. The last two views obtained showed that no great perceptible 
changes took place between 22h and 23hsafter which time clouds formed and spoil-
ed any further observations. 

"The foregoing observation was made with a 3-inch object glass [refractor] 
charged with eyepieces 90X9  100X9  and 120X9  the use of which depended on seeing 
conditions at the time of observation." 

In explanation of these remarkable ppearances Mr. Baum comments "1 find 
that only the possibility of some form of aunai) mist explains the transforma-
tion4yhich took place in a little over two hours." Indeed, if one can grant a 
lunar atmosphere capable of forming obscuring mists, this explanation would cer-
tainly appear to be the most natural one. The conditions of observation appa-
rently did not fluctuate much since Mr. Baum considers that they only changed 
the most effective magnification from 90X to 120X as extreme values. Perhaps a 
sharp, conical peak might seem more or less rounded in poor seeing. The powers 
used by Baum in his different drawings, however, give no evidence that the see-
ing was worse when the peak looked rounded from 20h 47m to 21h 30m9  U.T., than 
when it looked sharp from 22h to 23h0 These remarks also apply to the smaller 
peak n the northern slope. We might note that the colongitude (defined above) 
ranged from 77°7 at 20h 47m to 7899 at 23h Om on January 219  1951. Incidentally, 
the moon was full at 4h 47m on January 23, about 30 hours after Baum's last ob-
servation. At the time of his study here described the earth's selenographic 
longitude was 297 east, and its selenographic latitude was 690 south. Since the 
sun's elevation above the horizon at the peak was about eight degrees, shadows 
can scarcely have been shifting rapidly enough to account for the rapidly vari-
able gray shadings recorded by Baum. 

If lun r mists shrouded this peak on January 219  it is not impossible that 
they may be reobservable in the future. Of course, if the mists are present 
over only a brief interval of colongitude, then it will be only at long inter-
vals that the necessary combination of solar illumination and libration will 
occur. Nevertheless, searching near colongitude 78° at favorable librations 
can do no harm. The peak will be seen best when the libration in longitude has 
large positive (western) values and will be invisible behind the limb at large 
negative values. Figure 2 on pg. 1 may help in locating and identifying the 
peak. 

We have had considerable correspondence about Maedler's Square with D. P. 
B rcroft of Madera, Calif. 	Dr. J. Co Bartlett discussed this lunar feature in 
our December, 1950, issue. 	Mr. Barcroft feels confident that he has succeeded 
in reobserving the Square and the Cross described by Maedler and Neison. When 
the evidence has been sifted further and when certain inquiries now in progress 
are complete, we hope to present a sequel to Dr. Bartlett's article on what is, 
at the very least, an intriguing lunar riddle. 

Observations of a curious radiance of the limb of the earthlit hemisphere 
of the moon by T. Saheki, S. Murayama, J. Co Bartlett, Jr., and W. H. Haas were 
reported in The Strolling Astronomer, Vii. 4, No. 4, pg. 7, No. 5, pg. 10, No. 
79  pg. 7, and No. 10, pp. 8-9, 1950. 	Dr. B rtlett resumed these observations 
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on March 9, 109  and 119  1951. Using a 3.5-inch reflector at 60X he attempted to 
establish the color of the east limb (moon new on March 7) with Wratten commer- 
cial color filters. 	His results on the three dates were flatly self-contradic- 
tory, howeveiland it is uncertain whether the limb was more yellow or more green 
(or blue) than the interior lunar highlands, 	On these occasions Bartlett found 
the earthlit limb about equally bright all around, although both he and Japanese 
observers sometimes noted brighter arcs in 1950. 	It may be that the determina- 
tion of the color of this limb-light is a job for careful photography with fair-
ly large telescopes and, of course, standard color filters. Mr. Sadao Murayama 
is proixzsing to carry out such a program. 	He has kindly sent a photographic 
print of the crescentic moon taken with a star camera attached to the 8-inch re-
fractor of the National Science Museum at Tokyo, Japan (and without filters7). 
The camera had an aperture of 4 inches and a focal length of 20 inches. The dia-
meter of the moon has been enlarged on the print from 1/5 of an inch to 11/16 of 
an inch, The photograph was made on February 8, 1951, at 9h, U.T.„ thus when the 
age of the moon was 2 days, 1 hour. The earthlit hemisphere is shown very clear-
ly, though any brightening of the limb is uncertain on the print. 

In August-October, 1950, E. E. Hare carried out both visual and photographic 
studies of the lunar walled plain Bailly with his excellent 12-inch reflector. 
His eventual goal is to make enlargements from the photographs for use as forms 
in drawing in the finer detail, the features recordable only visually. Hare has 
drawn fully 115 craterlets in Bailly in good seeing, several times as many as 
are present on the Wilkins map, and 35 more around it. 

A drawing by D. O'Toole of the lunar crater Cassini on March 199 	at 
colongitude 4294 is of interest in connection with F. E. Brinckman's studies of 
Cassini (pg. 14 of April issue). 	Using a 6-inch reflector at 350X9  O'Toole 
suspected, but was not certain, of dusky bands on the wzlls of Cassini A. His 
drawing shows an elevation in the west part of the floor of A and may also show 
Brinckman's cleft on the southeast inner wall, continuous and unbroken on this 
occ sion. A black arc of exterior shadow indicated some kind of lip on the 
southwest outer wall of. A, an aspect O'Toole had not noticed before under lower 
lighting. 	O'Toole has often seen two small hills between A and B, the chief 
craters on the floor of Cassini. 

We are pleased to note increasing interest in several quarters in systema-
tic, cooperative surveys of the earthlit hemisphere of the moon for possible 
lunar meteors and/or meteoritic impact-flares. S. Murayama wrote in part as 
follows on March lg 	Mge planned cooperative observations of lunar meteors last 
year, and about a dozen observers joined in the project. 	Dr. Yamamoto, Kibe, 
Saheki,and I are directing the cooperation and are now arranging the results ob-
tained. Our purpose is to obtain simultaneous records of the same lunar meteor 
by different observers. However, we have not yet obtained such results, although 
several suspected meteors have been recorded since last summer." Mr, Lyle 
T. Johnson, Box 187, La Plata, Maryland has reported his searches for possible 
lunar meteors on December 13-14, 19509  and on January 11-12, January 139  March 
11, March 12, and March 13, 1951. 	He used a 10-inch reflector zt 179X or 221X 
and examined a lunar region having an area of about 19000,000 square miles and 
centering around Grimaldi. This region is as far as possible from the sunlit 
crescent, Grimaldi is an easy feature to focus attention upon, and near the lu-
nar limb a larger volume of the possible lunar atmosphere is surveyed with a 
given eyepiece of moderately high power, On the six dates mentioned Mr. Johnson 
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ly large telescopes and, of course, standard color filters. Mr. Sadao Murayama 
is propszsing to carry out such a program. 	He has kindly sent a photographic 
print of the crescentic moon taken with a star camera attached to the 8-inch re-
fractor of the National Science Museum at Tokyo, Japan (and without filters7). 
The camera had an aperture of 4 inches and a focal length of 20 inches. The dia-
meter of the moon has been enlarged on the print from 1/5 of an inch to 11/16 of 
an inch, The photograph was made on February 8, 1951, at 9h, U.T., thus when the 
age of the moon was 2 days, 1 hour. The earthlit hemisphere is shown very clear-
ly, though any brightening of the limb is uncertain on the print. 

In August-October, 1950, E. E. Hare carried out both visual and photographic 
studies of the lunar walled plain Bailly with his excellent 12-inch reflector. 
His eventual goal is to make enlargements from the photographs for use as forms 
in drawing in the finer detail, the features recordable only visually. Hare has 
drawn fully 115 craterlets in Bailly in good seeing, several times as many as 
are present on the Wilkins map, and 35 more around it. 

A drawing by D. O'Toole of the lunar crater Cassini on March 19, 1951, at 
colongitude 4294 is of interest in connection with F. E. Brinckman's studies of 
Cassini (pg. 14 of April issue). 	Using a 6-inch reflector at 350X, O'Toole 
suspected, but was not certain, of dusky bands on the wzlls of Cassini A. His 
drawing shows an elevation in the west part of the floor of A and may also show 
Brinckman°s cleft on the southeast inner wz11„ continuous and unbroken on this 
occ sion. A black arc of exterior shadow indicated some kind of lip an the 
southwest outer wall of. A, an aspect O'Toole had not noticed before under lower 
lighting. 	O'Toole has often seen two small hills between A and B, the chief 
craters on the floor of Cassini. 

We are pleased to note increasing interest in several quarters in systema-
tic, cooperative surveys of the earthlit hemisphere of the moon for possible 
lunar meteors and/or meteoritic impact-flares. S. Murayama wrote in part as 
follows on March to 	"We planned cooperative observations of lunar meteors last 
year, and about a dozen observers joined in the project. 	Dr. Yamamoto, Kibe, 
Saheki,and I are directing the cooperation and are now arranging the results ob-
tained. Our purpose is to obtain simultaneous records of the same lunar meteor 
by different observers, However, we have not yet obtained such results, although 
several suspected meteors have been recorded since last summer." Mr, Lyle 
T. Johnson, Box 187, La Plata, Maryland has reported his searches for possible 
lunar meteors on December 13-14, 1950, and on January 11-12, January 13, March 
11, March 12, and March 13, 1951. 	He used a 10-inch reflector zt 179X or 221X 
and examined a lunar region having an area of about 1,000,000 square miles and 
centering around Grimaldi, This region is as far as possible from the sunlit 
crescent, Grimaldi is an easy feature to focus attention upon, and near the lu-
nar limb a larger volume of the possible lunar atmosphere is surveyed with a 
given eyepiece of moderately high power, On the six dates mentioned Mr. Johnson 
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spent a total time of 9 hrs., 57 mines. in watching the region selected. Results 
were negative, except that he did suspect two "faint flashes" on or very near 
the east limb a little south of Grimaldi3 one of these was remarked at 0h  43m  
on January 139  and the other w s noted at lh 35m  50s on March 13 (U.T.9as 
usual). 	Johnson is ,suspicious of the fact that he has now suspected three 
flashes near the very same position on the lunar disc. Mr. Johnson again in-
vites amateur astronomers living near the East Coast to cooperate with him in 
planned, simultaneous searches for lunar meteors. Those in the Midwest should 
instead contact Mr. F0 A. Keysor9 415 N. Ashland Ave., La Grange Park, Illinois. 
Mr. Keysor is carefully organizing lunar meteor searches in his geographical re-
gion. He will furnish full instructions to all who write him for them. Unlike 
many A.L.P.O, projects, lunar meteor searches can be carried on with a telescope 
of very mediocre optical quality. Large apertures here naturally have a great 
advantage, but even a 6-inch can be used to good purpose. 

D. O'Toole observed the remote Mars on March 12 when its angular diameter 
was only 4'00. At 292°  in the southern summer the south polar cap was seen ra-
ther easily, and a north cap was suspected. Measures of the drawing gave ap-
proximate diameters of 70° for the south cap and 50° for the suspected north cap. 
With a central meridizn of abut 262° Casius-Utopi29  Mare Cimmerium (intense), 
and the west shore of Syrtis Malcior are readily identified on the drawing. O'Toole 
observed with a 6-inch reflector at 185X in fair seeing. 

Figure 3 on pg. 1 shows four drawings of Jupiter in 1950 by Mr. Shil; Ebisawa 
at Tokyo, Japan. 	The central 

Drawing 

meridians are as follows 

C.M. 	(II) C.M. 	(II 

(1)  259° 322° 

(2)  2 242 

(3)  61 247 

( 4) 80 266 

Drawings (2)9  (3)9  and (4) show the Red Spot Hollow well-placed on the disc, and 
drawings (3) and (4) show a Red Spot of irregular structure faintly present in-
side the Hollow. The black spot projected on the Hollow in drawings (3) and (4) 
is the shadow of satellite IV. 	Mr. Ebis wa directs attention to the difference 
between drawing (2) in bad seeing and drawings (1)9  (3)9  and (4) in good seeing. 
Using a 12.5-inch telescope, he found2 "The detail on the Jovian surface became 
finer and more complicated, or 9 Lowellian° 9  to me in good seeing, as in draw-
ings (1)9  (3)9  and (4). In poor seeing, on the contrary, it became more indefi-
nite and °Antoniadian' to me, as on drawing (2)." The four drawings of Figure 3 
well illustrate this argument, znd Ebis:wz certainly recorded a great amount of 
fine Jovian detail in the three good views. 	E. E. Hare, the Jupiter Recorder, 
has pointed out that on August 16 the South Equrtorial Belt North should be very 
prominent left of the C.M. on drawing (1) and that on September 16 a bro d dark 
column across the South Temperate Zone 	292° (II), which was recorded plainly 
on photographs, is surprisingly missing from dnwings (3) and (4). 	In a some- 
wh t similar wzy at least one famous planetlry observer of recent years was 
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Errata in May issue. We must first correct a corrections On pg. 9 of the 
April issue Mr. David W. Rosebrugh's address should have been given as 79 Water- 
ville St., Waterbury 10, Conn. 	In the lower half of pg. 4 of the May issue a 
sentence should be changed to ready "During the nineteenth century 19 meteorites 
were collected, and many fireballs were seen; five additional meteorites fell 
but were not recovered". 

IN MEMORIAM 

The Strolling Astronomer extends its deep sympathy to Mr. H. P. Wilkins and 
his family in the death of his Mother on March 30, 1951. 	Born Alice Richens, 
Mrs. Wilkins took a very active interest in the astronomical work of her famous 
son. 	She sometimes observed with his 15-inch reflector and attended a meeting 
of the British Astronomical Association only last year. She made her home with 
her son during the last 18 months of her life and lived to see the completion of 
his revision of his excellent map of the moon. 	Mrs. Wilkins was 83 years,5 
months of age. 

NEq_juuTp.TiscppE4 

Mr. Edwin E. Hare regrets that his personal circumstances make it inadvis-
able for him to continue as Acting Jupiter Recorder of the Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers. We have been successful in securing as the new Acting 
Jupiter Recorder Mr. Ernst E. Both, 208 Kingsley St., Buffalo 89  New York. (His 
name and address will appear on the front inside cover from this issue onward.) 
Mr. Both has observed the planets, including Jupiter and Mars, and has the ad-
vantage of familiarity with European studies in this field. One of his drawings 
of Jupiter in 1950 appears as Figure 1 on pg. 1. 

 

All members of the A.L.P.O, should send all their observations of Jupiter 
during its 1951-52 apparition to Mr. Both at the address given above. The plane: 
is already well placed in the morning sky and will reach opposition on October 
Any observations of Jupiter in 1950 that are still unreported should be sen: 
immediately to Mr. Edwin E. Hare, 1621 Payne Ave., Owensboro, Kentucky. 	1,12 
should perhaps explain a little about our system of Recorders for the informa-
tion of our newer members. Mr. Both acts as custodian of our records of Jupiter, 
he studies them and publishes Reports in The Strolling Astronomer, their number 
depending upon the amount of observational material received and upon the activi,  
ty of the planet. In the same fashion, Mr. Thomas R. Cave, Jr., is in charge of 
our work upon Venus; and Mr. Donald O'Toole, that upon Mercury. Their addresses 
also appear upon the front inside cover. All observations of Mars, Saturn, the 
moon, Uranus, Neptune, and other objects should be sent to Walter H. Haas, 133 
S. Alameda St., Las Cruces, New Mexico. 	It is planned to appoint more Secticm 
Recorders from time to time as colleagues both qualified and willing thus t: 
serve can be located. 

I 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

New Subscription Rates: We hereby announce the following new schedule cf 
subscription rates: 

One issue (when in stock).....$0.35 
Six 	Months.................... 1.75 
One 	Year...................... 3.,00 
Two 	Years........... 	......... 5.00 
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- 	- - 1934, February 17. La Rinconada (Seville). Meteorite fell on a hut, which 
::11apsed. 

1935, July 17. Palma de Mallorca (Balearic Islands). 	1 pound, 13 ounces. 
-:and by a German subject, who moved away. Later history unknown. 

1944, June 12. Ibiza (Balearic Islands), 	Bolide seen by Canon Reverend 
Eirra Orvay. Bright like the sun. 

1946, July 7. Tortosa (Tarragona). 	Fireball seen by Reverend Due Rojo, 
:=rector of Cartuja Observatory, Granada, 

1946, July 2. Palma de Mallorca. Bolide seen by Mr. Compte. 

1946, August 11. Barcelona. Bolide seen by Mr, Esplugas. Diffuse disc. 

1948, June 6. Murcia. Very bright bolide. 

1948, August 15. San Feliu de Codines (Barcelona). 	Bolide seen by Mr. 
:-ille. Definite disc, 

1948, September 27. Barcelona. 	Bolide seen by the astronomer Mr. Orus 
-avarro in the Fabra Observatory, Barcelona. 

1950, May 13. Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. 	Bolide seen by Mr. Anglada. 
xoloded. 

1950, July 23. San Pol de Mar (Barcelona). 	Bradyte seen by Professor 
,]asriera, 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

All students of Mercury or of planetary atmospheres in general will surely 
:e interested in the following extract from a letter by Mr. C. B. Stephenson on 
7ebruary 6, 1951. Mr. Stephenson is a graduate student at the Yerkes Observa-
7ory and was formerly the Mercury Recorder of the A.L.P.O. He writes: 

"I wonder if you have heard of A. Dollfus° recent polarization observations 
:f Mercury at Pic du Midi, which indicate the presence of a thin atmosphere on 
=he planet. There is a note about this work in Comptes Rendus, Vol. 231, No. 25, 
7g. 1430, recently received by the Yerkes library. The observations are the 
best  that have been made so far, it would seem. A telescope of 60 ems. aperture 

used to measure the polarization at wave lengths 5400 angstroms and 6600 
angstroms of light from the center of the disc of the planet and from the cusps, 
at phase angles from 22° to 132o on 16 occasions, during the autumn of 1950. 
Conditions were said to be so good on two occasions in October that the image 
-as absolutely perfect with a magnification of 900X. Lyot's polarimeter, a vis-
'aal instrument, was used, with which the polarization could be measured to about 
= 	although it is stated that the presence of dark areas on Mercury, within 
which the polarization is greater than for the bright areas, as for the bright 
and dark regions of the moon, limited the accuracy to about 3%, 'A'difference 
between the polarization at the center and at the cusps was found which evi-
dently depends on the wave length, amounting to 6% for the green and 2.5% for 
:he red regions of the spectrum. 	It is this dependence on wave length which is 
:he important point, since it suggests Rayleigh 'scattering' by gas molecules. 
Dollfus concludes that if one assumes that the surface of Mercury possesses the 
same polarizing properties as the surface of the moon, viz, independence of wave 
length and invariance to the inclination of the surface, it is necessary to at-
7,ribute the differences of polarization to a thin atmosphere with a surface preset 
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:f Mercury at Pic du Midi, which indicate the presence of a thin atmosphere on 
=he planet. There is a note about this work in Comptes Rendus, Vol. 231, No. 25, 
7g. 1430, recently received by the Yerkes library. The observations are the 
best that have been made so far, it would seem. A telescope of 60 ems. aperture 
as used to measure the polarization at wave lengths 5400 angstroms and 6600 
angstroms of light from the center of the disc of the planet and from the cusps, 
at phase angles from 22° to 132 on 16 occasions, during the autumn of 1950. 
Conditions were said to be so good on two occasions in October that the image 
-as absolutely perfect with a magnification of 900X. Lyot's polarimeter, a vis—
'aal instrument, was used, with which the polarization could be measured to about 
=I, although it is stated that the presence of dark areas on Mercury, within 
which the polarization is greater than for the bright areas, as for the bright 
and dark regions of the moon, limited the accuracy to about 3%. 'A'difference 
between the polarization at the center and at the cusps was found which evi—
dently depends on the wave length, amounting to 6% for the green and 2.5% for 
=he red regions of the spectrum. 	It is this dependence on wave length which is 
=he important point, since it suggests Rayleigh 'scattering' by 'gas molecules. 
Dollfus concludes that if one assumes that the surface of Mercury possesses the 
same polarizing properties as the surface of the moon, viz, independence of wave 
length and invariance to the inclination of the surface, it is necessary to at—
tribute the differences of polarization to a thin atmosphere with a surface preset 
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sure of about 1 mm. of mercury, if the atmospheric composition is similar to our 
own. M. Dollfus intends to repeat this work eventu lly with more sensitive 
methods. The investigation was evidently carried out with great care and seems 
to be well thought of here at Yerkes." 

A letter from E. E. Hare on March 4 discusses, among other things, measures 
made by E, J. Reese of the latitudes of belts on Jupiter upop a photograph taken 
by Hare on August 6, 1950. The time 61 the photograph was 8n  5m, U.T.; the cen-
tral meridian of longitude was 201° in System I and 342° in System II. Hare 
took this photograph with his 12-inch reflector and projected the image of Jupi-
ter so that its diameter on the film was increased to 0.23 inchesf- which was en-
larged several times more on the print Reese measured; he gave an exposure of 
five seconds on Super Pan Press film. The latitudes given below are lovigraphic 
ones, which assume an oblateness of 1/15.4. The last column gives the mean lati-
tudes found by the observers of the British Astronomical Association over the 
interval 1908-1930. 

Position 

Center South South Temperate Belt 

center South Temp. Belt 

south edge South Equatorial Belt 

north edge S. Eq. Belt. 

center Equatorial Band 

south edge North Equatorial Belt 

north edge North Equatorial Belt 

center North Te'tperate Belt 

center North North Temperate Belt 

south edge North Polar Region 

Hare Photograph B.A.A. Mean 

4291 S.(?) 41°5 S. 

30.6 S. 28.8 S. 

21.1 S.(?) 18.4 S. 

7.9 S. 7.3 S. 

2.9 S. 

6.5 N. 7.2 No 

17.6 N. 17.3 N. 

27.4 N. 27.6 N. 

36.1 N. 37.6 N. 
43.6 N.(?) 49.2 N. 

The agreement between Hare's photograph and the B.A.A. mean values is ra-
ther good, most of the differences being well within the degree of uncertainty 
of the latter. There is, of course, no reason to think that the true belt lati- 
tudes on August 6, 1950, were exactly the B.A.A. mean values. 	This subject of 
belt latitudes on Jupiter is one that has received very little attention from 
students of the planets in the past but might well be profitably investigated, 
Taking photographs with moderately large telescopes is certainly an excellent 
procedure, and we hope that equipped readers will follow Mr. Hare's good example 
in the coming months. 

Mr. Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, Japan, has communicated two drawings of Uran,,, 
made this year with his 8-inch reflector at 400X and 500X the one on February 
20 near lln 15m, U.T., and the other on March 8 near 11n 30m, U.T. The seeing 
was only fair, and all detail was very faint and difficult. Both drawings sho 
two parallel dark bands oriented in a southeast-northwest direction; the disc 
of Uranus was brighter between them but was a dusky bluish gray on the limb sid-
of each band. On March 8 Saheki glimpsed a large and dusky knot in the northwe 
half of the southwestern dark band, which was then plainer than the northeastern 
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Using a 305-inch reflector at 100X, Bartlett regularly recorded colors on 
Saturn during March. The shaded South Polar Region was brownish gray to him 
from March 6 to 9, yellow-gray from March 10 to 12, and greenish or bluish gray 
from March 13 to 25a The space between the South Equatorial Belt and the South 
Polar Region was gray-green from March 18 to 25 and grayish yellow or brownish 
yellow on other dates. The color of the S.E.B. was seldom noted, being presum-
ably gray. The Equatorial Zone-North Tropic41 Zone was always white to Bartlett 
The North Temperate Belt (main belt in northern hemisphere) was sometimes red-
brown and rarely bluish, but usually no color could be recognized. The North 
North Temperate Belt was grayish© 	A North North Temperate Zone was white on 
March 6, yellowish on March 7. When present to Bartlett, the shaded North Polar 
Region was gray, The rings were yellowish white in a clear sky, occasionally 
yellow-orange when transparency was poor. 	In regard to Dr. Bartlett's reports 
of colors on Saturn and elsewhere, it appears pertinent to mention that he wrote 
on April 22 that he had taken a standard test for color sensitivity upon April 
20 and had made a perfect score on it. 	He accordingly feels confident of the 
correctness of his own perceptions of lunar and planetary colors. 

On March 12 E. J. Reese recorded colors on Saturn with 240X on a 6-iner 
reflector. 	He made the S.P.R. olive-gray, the South Tropical Zone yellowish, 
the S.E.B. reddish-brown, the North Tropical Zone white tinged by yellow, the 
N.T.B. red brown, the N.P.R. olive-gray, and Ring B near the ansae white. 

 

Ie 

 

E. J. Reese has submitted a drawing of the lunar crater Conon made with his 
6-inch reflector on December 20, 1950, at colongitude 3991, which compares well 
with a drawing by S. Ebisawa with a 6-inch reflector on November 20, 1950, at 
colongitude 3992. Both observers found "Fault B" very intense and saw dark 
streaks "S" and "Z" clearly. 	They did not see "Cleft V" except for a faint 
north end© 	Reese saw several faint white areas on the northwest inner wall cf 
Conon. 

Mr. Reese has supplemented his valuable and extensive visual studies c:  
Conon by buying Lick, Yerkes, and Mount Wilson photographs of the moon and by 
making freehand sketches of Conon from examinations of the photographs with a 
power of 8X on a microscope. The technique is highly recommended to other 
A.L.P.O0  members interested in lunar matters. 	Mr. Reese has been pleased t: 
find that the prints show far more detail than the half-tone reproductions that 
most of us are familiar with. Curiously enough, the photographs examined by 
Reese fail to show "Streak S", although the visual evidence for its existence 
(and occasional prominence) appears incontestable. 	On March 14 Reese wrote LI 
part as follows 	"On December 20, 1950, at colongitude 39?1 I found °S° dis- 
tinctly visible as a narrow dark line. 'Z° was also clearly seen, being slight= 
by fainter than S. ° A°  was not seen although looked for. 	Now Lick photo "Y3 
[at colongitude 37?5] clearly shows °A° and °V' but not 'S° or °Z°. 	However, 
Yerkes photo M2 et colongitude 20 very clearly shows °V and °A° but not "Er 
or °V° (except for north end). Tes is all very confusing, isn't it?". 

Using a 305-inch reflector at 100X, Bartlett regularly recorded colors on 
Saturn during March. The shaded South Polar Region was brownish gray to him 
from March 6 to 9, yellow-gray from March 10 to 12, and greenish or bluish gray 
from March 13 to 25o The space between the South Equatorial Belt and the South 
Polar Region was gray-green from March 18 to 25 and grayish yellow or brownish 
yellow on other dates. The color of the S.E.B. was seldom noted, being , presum-
ably gray. The Equatorial Zone-North Tropic41 Zone was always white to Bartlett 
The North Temperate Belt (main belt in northern hemisphere) was sometimes red- 
brown and rarely bluish, but usually no color could be recognized. 	The North 
North Temperate Belt was grayish. A North North Temperate Zone was white on 
March 6, yellowish on March 7. When present to Bartlett, the shaded North Polar 
Region was gray. The rings were yellowish white in a clear sky, occasionally 
yellow-orange when transparency was poor. 	In regard to Dr. Bartlett's reports 
of colors on Saturn and elsewhere, it appears pertinent to mention that he wrote 
on April 22 that he had taken a standard test for color sensitivity upon April 
20 and had made a perfect score on it. 	He accordingly feels confident of the 
correctness of his own perceptions of lunar and planetary colors. 

On March 12 E. J. Reese recorded colors on Saturn with 240X on a 6-Inc-O. 
reflector. 	He made the S.P.R. olive-gray, the South Tropical Zone yellowish, 
the S.E.B. reddish-brown, the North Tropical Zone white tinged by yellow, the 
N.T.B. red brown, the N.P.R. olive-gray, and Ring B near the ansae white. 

E. J. Reese has submitted a drawing of the lunar crater Conon made with his 
6-inch reflector on December 20, 1950, at colongitude 3921, which compares well 
with a drawing by S. Ebisawa with a 6-inch reflector on November 20, 1950, at 
colongitude 3992. 	Both observers found "Fault B" very intense and saw dark 
streaks "S" and "Z" clearly. 	They did not see "Cleft V" except for,  a fain` 
north end. 	Reese saw several faint white areas on the northwest inner wall cf 
Conon. 

Mr. Reese has supplemented his valuable and extensive visual studies c: 
Conon by buying Lick, Yerkes, and Mount Wilson photographs of the moon and by 
making freehand sketches of Conon from examinations of the photographs with 
power of 8X on a microscope. 	The technique is highly recommended to other 
A.L.P.O0 members interested in lunar matters. 	Mr. Reese has been pleased t: 
find that the prints show far more detail than the half-tone reproductions the: 
most of us are familiar with. Curiously enough, the photographs examined by 
Reese fail to show "Streak S", although the visual evidence for its existence 
(and occasional prominence) appears incontestable. 	On March 14 Reese wrote oo 
part as follows 	"On December 20, 1950, at colongitude 3991 I found °S° dis- 
tinctly visible as a narrow dark line. °Z° was also clearly seen, being slight= 
ly fainter than 'S°. ° A°  was nit seen 2.12122E12 looked for. 	Now Lick photo 1v3 
Oat colongitude 3795] clearly shows °A° and °V' but not °S° or °Z°. 	However, 
Yerkes photo M2 et colongitude 2A very clearly shows °Z° and 'A° but not "Er 
or ° V' (except for north end). This  is all very confusing, isn't it?". 

Ie  

11,1, 
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Errata in June issue. The vertical dark marking near the equator of Saturn 
on Figure 4 on pg. 1 is a defect, not a planetary feature. 	A sentence in the 
lower part of pg. 13 should read: 	"Bartlett compared the color of the east and 
west ring-arms on 24 occasions from March 6 to April 1, 1951,using Wratten color 
filters." 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Bulletin for the Coastal Planetary Observers. This title is that of a mimeo- 
graphed monthly periodical issued by a group of young and enthusiastic planetary 
observers in. Venice, California. 	The mailing address is c/o Mr. John Merritt, 
3542 Greenwood Ave., Venice, Calif. 	The June, 1951, issue contains 7 pages. A 
number of reproductions of planetary drawings appear in each issue. The Bulletin 
features news of interest to planetary observers in the Los Angeles area. 	Its 
editors welcome observations, suggestions, and articles. 

Astronomical Leagle Convention and
.
Annular Eclipse. We remind our readers 

of the National Convention of the Astronomical League at Chapel Hill, North 
Caroling, on September 1-3, 1951. The Convention Chairman is Mr. G. R. Wright, 
202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland. The Convention will stress in-
struction in methods of observing meteors, variable stars,sunspots, and planets. 
A large amount of take-home material in these fields of observation will be dis- 
tributed. 	There will be, of course, papers on astronomical subjects, exhibits, 
and a demonstration of the Morehead Planetarium of the University of North 
Carolina.Plan now to attend and to meet your astronomical friends and colleagues1 

A novel feature of the League Convention is the near-sunrise annular eclipse 
of the sun on September 1. Detailed information upon its visibility is given on 
pp. 196197 of Sky and Telescope for June, 1951. Various possible observing 
programs are outlined by Mr. Paul W. Stevens in the May, 1951, issue of the same 
magazine in an article called "The September Annular Eclipse." Observers in a 
limited area in North Carolina and Virginia will be treated to a highly dramatic 
naturr 1 spectacle. 

EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

Some lively correspondence has been carried on in recent months among J. C. 
Bartlett, Jr., D. P. Barcroft, E. J. Reese, P. A. Moore, and the Editor upon 
the subject of Maedler's Squr,re. It should be stated for the benefit of our new 
readers that Dr. Bartlett published a paper in Volume 4, Number 12 of The 
Strolling Astronomer in which he presented evidence for a major lunar topographi-
cal change in a region designated as Maedler's Square and lying between the cra-
ter Fontenelle and the w lled plain Birmingham. New developments since last 
December emphasize that Dr. Bartlett has unearthed a real lunar mystery! As Mr. 
Reese has pointed out, there appear to be three possible interpretations of 
available evidence: 

1. The discrepancies between the early views of Maedler, Nelsons, and others 
and the modern appearance are so great that major changes must be invoked to ex-
plain them. 

2. No change has occurred. The early observers gave flowery and inexact de-
scriptions. 
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Errata in June issue. The vertical dark marking near the equator of Saturn 
on Figure 4 on pg. 1 is a defect, not a planetary feature. 	A sentence in the 
lower part of pg. 13 should read: 	"Bartlett compared the color of the east and 
west ring-arms on 24 occasions from March 6 to April 1, 1951,using Wratten color 
filters." 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Bulletin for the Coastal Planetary Observers° This title is that of a mimeo-
graphed monthly periodical issued by a group of young and enthusiastic planetary 
observers in. Venice, California ° 	The mailing address is c/o Mr. John Merritt, 
3542 Greenwood Ave., Venice, Calif. 	The June, 1951, issue contains 7 pages. A 
number of reproductions of planetary drawings appear in each issue. The Bulletin 
features news of interest to planetary observers in the Los Angeles area. 	Its 
editors welcome observations, suggestions, and articles. 

Astronomical Leagle Convention and Annular Eclipse. We remind our readers 
of the National Convention of the Astronomical League at Chapel Hill, North 
CarolinA, on September 1-3, 1951. The Convention Chairman is Mr. G. R. Wright, 
202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland. The Convention will stress in-
struction in methods of observing meteors, variable stars,sunspots, and planets. 
A large amount of take-home material in these fields of observation will be dis- 
tributed. 	There will be, of course, papers on astronomical subjects, exhibits, 
and a demonstration of the Morehead Planetarium of the University of North 
CarolinaoPlan now to attend and to meet your astronomical friends and colleagues1 

A novel feature of the League Convention is the near-sunrise annular eclipse 
of the sun on September lo Detailed information upon its visibility is given on 
pp. 196-197 of Sky and Telescope for June, 1951. Various possible observing 
programs are outlined by Mro Paul W. Stevens in the May, 1951, issue of the same 
magazine in an article called "The September Annular Eclipse." Observers in a 
limited area in North Crolina and Virginia will be treated to a highly dramatic 
natural spectacle° 

EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

Some lively correspondence has been carried on in recent months among J. C. 
Bartlett, Jro, Do P. Barcroft, E. J. Reese, P. A. Moore, and the Editor upon 
the subject of Maedler's Square. It should be stated for the benefit of our new 
readers that Dro Bartlett published a paper in Volume 4, Number 12 of The 
Strolling Astronomer in which he presented evidence for a major lunar topographi-
cal alange in a region designated as Maedler's Square and lying between the cra-
ter Fontenelle and the walled plain Birmingham° New developments since last 
December emphasize that Dr. Bartlett has unearthed a real lunar mystery! As Mr. 
Reese has pointed out, there appear to be three possible interpretations of 
available evidence: 

lo The discrepancies between the early views of Maedler, Neison„ and others 
and the modern appearance are so great that major changes must be invoked to ex-
plain them°  

2. No change has occurred° The early observers gave flowery and inexact de-
scriptions° 
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3. Both early and modern observers are essentially correct. The curious geo-
metric patterns described by Maedler and others require special and infrequent 
conditions of solar lighting and libration for their manifestation. 

It is with this riddle of Maedler's Square that the following article by Mr. 
Patrick A. Moore deals. We are honored to present this paper by Mr. Moore and 
hope that it will prove to be only the first of his contributions to this per-
iodical. Mr. Moore is the Secretary of the Lunar Sedtion of the British Astrono-
mical Association and is well known in lunar and planetary circles in England. 
He is the translator of G. de Vaucouleurs' Le Problete Martien from French into 
English° Our contributor's address is Glencathara9  Worsted Lane, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England, Mr. Moore invites correspondence on lunar and planetary matters 
from A.L.P.O. members. 

Figure 3 on pg. 5 is a composite drawing of Maedler's Square and vicinity 
constructed by E. J. Reese from the following 

1° Yerkes Observatory photograph M2 on November 2191901, at colongitude 25°, 

2, Lick Observatory photograph M3 on January 11, 1938, at colongitude 38°. 

3. A sketch by E. J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector on March 18, 19519  at 
colongitude 310. 

The use of photographs for Figure 3 should insure a high degree of positio-
nal accuracy and of correct proportions of features. Figure 4 on pg. 5 is a 
drawing of Maedler's Square by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki obtained during the same epoch 
as Mr. Moores map of the region (Figure 2 on pg. 5). 	The discrepancies among 
the modern observers whose work is presented as Figures 29  3, and 4 on pg. 5 
appear rather great to the editor - perhaps great enough to cast doubt upon whe-
ther the discrepancies between "ancient" and "modern" observations need be at-
tributed to a change upon the moon. 

MAEDLER'S SQUARE 

An Alternate Interpretation 

by Patrick A. Moore, E.R.A.S. 

The valuable and intriguing article by Dr. Bartlett, published in Vol. 4, 
No. 12 of the "Strolling Astronomer", has aroused a great deal of interest, not 
only in America but also in Britain. Here, indeed, is a lunar puzzle worthy of 
the closest investigation. We are faced with the complete disappearance of a 
lofty and well-marked wall, marking the south-eastern boundary of a conspicuous 
and even artificial-looking formation referred to as "Maedler's Square". 

It may be as well to recapitulate for the benefit of those who have not had 
the advantage of reading Dr. Bartlett's original paper. 	Maedler, the great 
German selenographer of the last century, recorded a regular enclosure with high 
linear walls between the crater Fontenelle and the large but battered walled 
plain Birminghwq the object was also recorded by Neison, who described it as "a 
perfect square, enclosed by long straight walls about 65 miles in length, 1 in 
breadth, and from 250 to 300 feet in height" 	("The Moon", p. 252). This enclo- 
sure is today incomplete, lacking the massive S. E. wall recorded so definitely 
by Maedler and Neison. Moreover, two ridges in the western part of the interior 
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constructed by E. J. Reese from the following? 

1. Yerkes Observatory photograph M2 on November 21,1901, at colongitude 25°. 

2. Lick Observatory photograph M3 on January 11, 1938, at colongitude 38°. 

3. A sketch by E. J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector on March 18, 19519  at 
colongitude 31°. 

The use of photographs for Figure 3 should insure a high degree of positio-
nal accuracy and of correct proportions of features. Figure 4 on pg. 5 is a 
drawing of Maedler's Square by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki obtained during the same epoch 
as Mr. Moores map of the region (Figure 2 on pg. 5). 	The discrepancies among 
the modern observers whose work is presented as Figures 2, 3, and 4 on pg. 5 
appear rather great to the editor - perhaps great enough to cast doubt upon whe-
ther the discrepancies between "ancient" and "modern" observations need be at-
tributed to a change upon the moon. 
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An Alternate Interpretation 

by Patrick A. Moore, F0R0A0S0 

The valuable and intriguing article by Dr. Bartlett, published in Vol. 4, 
No. 12 of the "Strolling Astronomer", has aroused a great deal of interest, not 
only in America but also in Britain. Here, indeed, is a lunar puzzle worthy of 
the closest investigation. We are faced with the complete disappearance of a 
lofty and well-marked wall, marking the southeastern boundary of a conspicuous 
and even artificial-looking formation referred to as "Maedler's Square". 

It may be as well to recapitulate for the benefit of those who have not had 
the advantage of reading Dr. Bartlett's original paper. 	Maedler, the great 
German selenographer of the last century, recorded a regular enclosure with high 
linear walls between the crater Fontenelle and the large but battered walled 
plain Birminghamq the object was also recorded by Nelson, who described it as "a 
perfect square, enclosed by long straight walls about 65 miles in length, 1 in 
breadth, and from 250 to 300 feet in height" 	("The Moon", p. 252). This enclo- 
sure is today incomplete, lacking the massive S. E. wall recorded so definitely 
by Maedler and Nelson. Moreover, two ridges in the western part of the interior 
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forming a perfect "Latin Cross", shown by Naedler and Nelson, are no longer 
there; on the other hand, there is a conspicuous Mountain mass some twenty miles 
S. Wo of Fontenelle that Maedler and Nelson either misplaced or tot lly omitted. 

On these grounds Dro tartlett and Professor Haas suggest that a definite 
change has taken plzce, transforming the S. E. wall of the Square into the long 
and inconspicuous winding ridge of today. The present writer cannot agree with 
this conclusion, and my paper is an attempt to show that the discrepancy is due 
entirely to one of Maedler's rare errors. 

Let us first make an effort to limit the period during which the alleged 
Change could have occurred. 	Schmidt., in 1874, drew the Square as it is now; 
this 'is the latest limit given by Bartlett. 	I have spent mzny hours searching 
through the files of the Roy-1 Astronomical Society nd British Astronomical 
A sociation, zs well as the material in my own possession, and have found a 
drawing by Cel*ria, mzde in 1870, and a good photograph by Draper as far back as 
18639  both of which show the Square 'unmistakably in its modern form. Celoria's 
drawing is rather crude;but in the Draper photogrzph Fontenelle and-its environs 
are close to the terminator, and there can be no possibility of error. 	It is 
absolutely certzin, therefore, that if a change .occurred it took place between 
18379  when Beer and Maedler°s "Der Mond" appeared, and 1863. 

The earlier photographs having proved inconclusive;  I turned to the maps 
and drawings made before 1837. 	Most .unluckily, the area. is not included in 
Lohrmann's'original four sections° 	It will be remembered th t this famouS ob- 
server commenced drzwing a lunar map on a large scale but after only four sec-
tions hzd been completed was halted by failing eyesight; the map was subsequent-. 
ly finished by Schmidt but did not appear until 18789  fifteen years after the 
Draper photograph, and is therefore useless for our present purpose. Cassinigs 
very rare map9  constructed many years before Maedler's, is inaccurate in the 
Fontenelle ares but does not show the Square at all, which may perhaps indicate 
that the formation was not then conspicuous enough to catch Cassini's attention. 

But the vital testimony is thzt of the much-maligned Schroeter9  whose de-
fects as a draughtsman are far outweighed by his merits as an observer.Schroeter 
never constructed a complete lunar map9  but he did make a large number of draw-
ings; and after protracted search I discovered one of the area concerned, made 
in 1809. It is reproduced as Figure 1 on pg. 5; and, as will be seen, the moun-
tain mass (e) is shown in its correct place, the south-east wall of Maedler is 
omitted, and the low, serpentine ridge is faithfully recorded. 

Before trying to come to any conclusions about the conflicting records, let 
us examine the area in its present state° I sketched it in April;  19519  with my 
8i-inch reflector, powers from 200 to 4009  under fair conditions; and my results 
are contained. in Figure 2 on pg. 50 	Three of the walls of the Square are clear 
enough, but only the western one (d) is of any altitude - this is the wall ad-
joining Birmingham. It ends to the north in the quadrilateral B9  which is bound-
ed by four hills connected by very low ridges (necessarily somewhat exaggerated 
in the drawing), znd. contains much fine detail, including one very low-walled 
crater (f). 	The quadrilateral is omitted altogether by Neison, and is only 
partly shown in Dr. B4rtlett's own drawing, 	It is not at all conspicuous 'in 
Wilkins° map; and as I had. not looked at the area for some time (I can find no 
previous personal sketch of it), I was frankly surprised zt its prominence under 
some illuminations° It is clear enough on some photographs I have since examined. 
The wall h9  connecting B with Fontenelle, is very low indeed and shows signs of 
having cut through one or two old enclosures whose walls have been completely 
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On these grounds Dr. tartlett and Professor Haas suggest that a definite 
change has taken place, transforming the S. E. wall of the Square into the long 
and inconspicuous winding ridge of today. The present writer cannot agree with 
this conclusion, and my paper is an attempt to show that the discrepancy is due 
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are close to the terminator, and there can be no possibility of error. 	It is 
absolutely certlin, therefore, that if a change .occurred it took place between 
1837, when Beer and Maedler's "Der Mond" appeared, and 1863. 

The earlier photographs having proved inconclusive, I turned to the maps 
and drawings made before 1837. 	Most.unluckily, the area. is not included in 
Lohrmann's'original four sections. 	It will be remembered th t this famouS ob- 
server commenced drzwing a . lunar map on a large scale but after only four sec-
tions hzd been completed was halted by failing eyesight; the map was subsequent 
ly finished by Schmidt but did not appear until 18789  fifteen years after the 
Draper photograph, and is therefore useless for our present purpose. Cassinig s 
very rare map, constructed many years before Maedler's, is inaccurate in the 
Fontenelle ares but does not show the Square at all, which may perhaps indicate 
that the formation was not then conspicuous enough to catch Cassini's attention. 

But the vital testimony is that of the much-maligned Schroeter9  whose de-
fects as a draughtsman are far outweighed by his merits as an observer.Schroeter 
never constructed a complete lunar map, but he did make a large number of draw-
ings; and after protracted search I discovered one of the area concerned, made 
in 1809. It is reproduced as Figure 1 on pg. 5; and, as will be seen, the moun-
tain mass (e) is shown in its correct place, the south-east wall of Maedler is 
omitted, and the low, serpentine ridge is faithfully recorded. 

Before trying to come to any conclusions about the conflicting records, let 
us examine the area in its present state. I sketched it in April, 1951, with my 
8i-inch reflector, powers from 200 to 400, under fair conditions; and my results 
are contained in Figure 2 on pg. 50 	Three of the walls of the Square are clear 
enough, but only the western one (d) is of any altitude this is the wall ad-
joining Birmingham. It ends to the north in the quadrilateral B9  which is bound-
ed by four hills connected by very low ridges (necessarily somewhat exaggerated 
in the drawing), and contains much fine detail, including one very low-walled 
crater (f). 	The quadrilateral is omitted altogether by Nelson, and is only 
partly shown in Dr. B4rtlett's own drawing. 	It is not at all conspicuous 'in 
Wilkins° map; and as I had. not looked at the area for some time (I can find no 
previous personal sketch of it), I was frankly surprised t its prominence under 
some illuminations. It is clear enough on some photographs I have since examined. 
The wall h, connecting B with Fontenelle, is very low indeed and shows signs of 
having cut through one or two old enclosures whose walls have been completely 
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Fig. 1. Drawing of Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by J. Schroeter in 1809. (Trace by P. A. Moore) 

Fig. 2. Map of Maedler'40qua.re by P. A. Moore in 
April, 1951. 8.5-inch refl., 200X-400X. 

Fig. 3. Composite Drawing of 
Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by E. J. Reese. 

Fig. 4. Maedler's Square. 
T. Saheki. 8-inch refl. 222X. 
April 17, 1951. 10h  42m, U.T. 
Colong. = 3999 

Fig. 1. Drawing of Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by J. Schroeter in 1809. (Trace by P. A. Moore) 

Fig. 2. Map of Maedlerqpquare by P. A. Moore in 
April, 1951. 8.5-inch refl., 200X-400X. 

Fig. 3. Composite Drawing of 
Maedler's Square and Vicinity 
by E. J. Reese. 

Fig. 4. Maedler's Square. 
T. Saheki. 8-inch refl. 222X. 
April 17, 1951. 10h 42m, U.T. 
Colong. = 3999 
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levelled so that the enclosures can now be traced only by their slightly darker 
hue. 	The other end of the main wall d is marked by a series of heights (g), 
very conspicuous at times and well shown in. thedrawing by E. J. Reese illustrat-
ing Dr. Bartlett paper. The wall connecting g to the mountain c is again very 
low indeed and is perhaps discontinuous; peak c lies on the wall of a very old 
ring C p  about half of whose ramparts can still be traced. The mass e is promi-
nently shown by all the modern observers, as well as by Schroeter; Reese's June 
19 drawing shows the main component as a crater, not a mere peak, and this I can 
confirm. 	Nelson shows something near here, but if his "e" is in fact identical 
with mine it is far too small and is somewhat misplaced. We now come to an im-
portant point. From my observations the wall b, that is to say the famous south-
east w 11 of Maedler and Neison, still exists, although it is extremely low and 
has to be caught under favourable conditions of illumination. 	It is definitely 
not identical with the serpentine ridge a, shown by Schroeter and modern obser-
vers but omitted by Nelson. Wall b forms the boundary of a very ancient forma-
tion A, whose western wall is now traceable only as it marks a slight change in 
surface hue. 

Several facts emerge from this research. The authorities for the former 
existence of the complete regular Square wre Maedler and Neison. 	It is known 
that Neison relied largely on "Der Mond" for his map; and in my opinion his evi-
dence is virtually worthless as he published his map,showing the complete Square, 
thirteen years after we know that it had "dis ppeared". Bartlett points out that 
Schmidt had published a correct version two years before Neison book appeared; 
but the Draper photograph puts a different complexion on matters, particularly 
as Nelson made most of his observations between 1866 and 1876 and did amazingly 
little lunar work after 1883. The Rev. T. W. Webb observed the area frequently 
in his search for the Latin Cross (about which more anon) but states in the 1881 
edition of his "Celestial Objects" that the wzlls of the Square are very un-
equal in height, and one is little more than a light streak". 

We are therefore forced back solely to Maedler. During the period 18271837 
the great German observer ranged over the entire Moon, and as he was using a 
comparatively small telescope - a 3-3/4  in0 refractor, occasional inaccuracies 
are only to be expected. For instance, he records a crater in the northern 
Heinsius area that does not exist - and once again Nelson copies him! The whole 
area of Wilhelm I. is inaccurate in "Der Mond", and there are other examples. 

In the case of the Square, such an error is excusable; in my 3-inch refrac-
tor it sometimes looks more or less complete, as the low altitude of wall b is 
cempensated for in part by the darker hue of area A, which gives the boundary a 
false importance. With the added power of my reflector, the true nature of the 
"fourth wall" is at once revealed. 

The Latin Cross also seems to rest mainly on the testimony of Maedler 
(Neison being rejected). Webb states that Birminghzm saw the object; but I have 
been quite unable to track down the observation in question, and apparently Webb 
himself wz's never successful. 	At all events, the Cross does not now exist in 
the form shown by Mroedler; and I submit that it never has existed as such! 

To summarize the evidence against change 

(1). Cassini's early map does not show the Square, though perhaps not much 
reliance can be placed upon this. 

(2). Schroeter, in 1809, drew the zrea as it is today; and Schroeter, de-
spite his clumsy draughtsmanship, made surprisingly few bad mistakes. 
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(3)0 Nelson drew and described the complete Square thirteen years after 
we have proved that it was non-existent. 	This indicates that he leaned very 
heavily on Mtedler, and his testimony is therefore of little value. The Heinsius 
case emphasizes this. 

(4). With lower powers the Square can sometimes look complete, as the S.E. 
wall actually exists, though it is very low, and also marks a change in hue of 
the surface. 

(5). The only real uthority for the original completeness of the Square 
is then Maedler - who was human enough to err sometimes. 

The real mystery is that Schmidt apparently made no comment about the ob-
vious discrepancy between his map and M4edler's - but neither, to my knowledge, 
did anybody else until the publication of Dr. Bartlett's paper. 	Moreover, it 
must be remembered that Maedler died as recently as 1874; and it is just possi-
ble that the question was dealt with in private correspondence between him and 
Schmidt. 

Taking all the facts into account, therefore, it seems that the evidence 
for change is totally inadequate, quite apart from the intrinsic improbability 
of any large-scale alterations in an urea of this na4V-e. What has been proved, 
however, is a major error by Maedler and a piece of insufficient checking by 
Neison. 	The whole question is of absorbing interest, and lunar observers will 
be most grateful to the author of the original paper for raising it. I suggest 
that it would be a fitting gesture t6 attach tie name of "Bartlett" to the cur-
ious formation that has beenr-Z,:ferred t. in this paper as Maedler's Square. 

SECOND EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

We are honored to present a second article by a second new contributor, Mr. 
R. M. Baum, c/o Stock Lane Post Office, 1, Dee Bank, Boughton, Chester, England. 
Like Mr. Moore, Mr. B um is an active observer in the Lunar Section of the 
British Astronomical Association; and like Mr. Moore again, he has illuminated 
for us a very interesting lunar subject. 	Our colleague has been composing an 
extensive catalogue of lunar mps and textbooks - a work of considerable magni-
tude, as lunar students can easily imagine! The completed catalogue is to be 
distributed privately, and Mr. Baum has kindly agreed to furnish the A.L.P.O0 
with a copy. He will be glad to discuss lung affairs in correspondence with 
interested A,L.P.O. members. 

Apart from its intrinsic interest, the report below of a red color near the 
lunar crater Lichtenberg may be regarded as an excellent model of how observa- 
tions should be recorded. 	The seeing, or atmospheric steadiness, is here ex- 
pressed on a scale of zero (worst) to ten (best). 	Carefully recorded Observa- 
tions such as appear below are w.rth m ny hundreds of random, casual views or of 
poorly remembered, unwritten observations. Beginning observers can very profit-
ably imitate the procedure followed by Mr. Baum. 

The exact location of the red tint is shown by Figure 3 on pg. 1. 

When Baum first saw the red color at 18h  19m  10s, U,T,, on January 219  1951, 
the colongitude, or the lunar e stern longitude of the sunrise terminator, was 
7695. 	This same colongitude will exist again in 1951 near 8h 0m, M., on 
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(3)0 Nelson drew and described the complete Square thirteen years after 
we have proved that it was non-existent. 	This indicates that he leaned very 
heavily on Mtadler, and his testimony is therefore of little value. The Heinsius 
case emphasizes this. 

(4), With lower powers the Square can sometimes look complete, as the S.E. 
wall actually exists, though it is very low, and also marks a change in hue of 
the surface. 

(5). The only real uthority for the origin 1 completeness of the Square 
is then Maedler - who was human enough to err sometimes. 

The real mystery is that Schmidt app rently made no comment about the obm 
vious discrepancy between his map and M4edler's - but neither, to my knowledge, 
did anybody else until the publication of Dr. Bartlett's paper. 	Moreover, it 
must be remembered that Maedler died as recently as 1874; and it is just possi-
ble that the question was dealt with in private correspondence between him and 
Schmidt. 

Taking all the facts into account, therefore, it seems that the evidence 
for change is totally inadequate, quite apart from the intrinsic improbability 
of any large-scale alterations in an area of this na4V-e. What has been proved, 
however, is a major error by Maedler and a piece of insufficient checking by 
Neison. 	The whole question is of absorbing interest, and lunar observers will 
be most grateful to the author of the original paper for raising it. I suggest 
that it would be a fitting gesture t6 attach the name of "Bartlett" to the cur-
ious formation that has beenr-Z,:ferred t. in this paper as Maedler's Square. 

SECOND EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

We are honored to present a second article by a second new contributor, Mr, 
R. M. Baum, c/o Stock Lane Post Office, 1, Dee Bank, Boughton, Chester, England, 
Like Mr, Moore, Mr. B um is an active observer in the Lunar Section of the 
British Astronomical Association; and like Mr. Moore again, he has illuminated 
for us a very interesting lunar subject. 	Our colleague has been composing an 
extensive catalogue of lunar mps and textbooks - a work of considerable magni-
tude, as lunar students can easily imagine! The completed cat logue is to be 
distributed privately, and Mr. Baum has kindly agreed to furnish the A.L.P.O0 
with a copy. 	He will be glad to discuss lunar affairs in correspondence with 
interested A,L.P.O. members. 

Apart from its intrinsic interest, the report below of a red color near the 
lunar crater Lichtenberg may be regarded as an excellent model of how observa- 
tions should be recorded. 	The seeing, or ztmospheric steadiness, is here ex- 
pressed on a scale of zero (worst) to ten (best). 	Carefully recorded Observe- 
ti ns such as appear below are worth any hundreds of random, casual views or of 
poorly remembered, unwritten observations. Beginning observers can very profit-
ably imitate the procedure followed by Mr, Baum. 

The exact location of the red tint is stioWn by Figure 3 on pg. 1. 

When Baum first saw the red color at 18h  19m  10s, M., on January 219  1951, 
the colongitude, or the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator, was 
7695. 	This same colongitude will exist again in 1951 near 8h 0m, HOT., on 
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Au st 16 and near 8h 10m, U.T., on October 14; many other future dates can be 
found by using The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Searches on August 
16 and October 14 are hence strongly recommended to amateur observers in the 
United States and Canada. Of course, if the red color is very sensitive to small 
changes in the sun's selenographic latitude and in libration, it may well fail 
to reappear on the dates mentioned. Even so, the area deserves attentive obser-
ving from students of the moon. 

On October 189  1940, at colongitude 114°6 D. P. Barcroft observed a reddish 
brown or orange tint around the crater Lichtenberg, using a 6-inch reflector at 
96X and 144X. He saw the color again on October 19 at colongitude 126°6, and it 
was still faintly present on October 22 at 163°1. 	He later observed this color 
in other lunations. 	In 19419  1942, and 1944 W. H. Haas made 28 observations of 
a dark area west of Lichtenberg with a 6-inch reflector and an 18-inch refractor. 
Sometimes a copperish tone of variable intensity was noted; sometimes the area 
was instead bluish, purplish, or even gray. The color as observed by Haas ap-
peared to undergo changes quite independent of the solar lighting. The copper 
tone was intermittently visible over almost all of the time that Lichtenberg is 
in sunlight. 	It appears doubtful that Barcroft and Haas have observed the same 
phenomenon as Baum9  and it is also uncertain that they have recovered Maedler's 
famous red tint. 

OBSERVED RED TINT WEST OF THE LUNAR CRATER LICHTENBERG 

by R. M. Baum 

While engaged upon a general survey of the region north of the great ring-
wall Otto Struve on January 219  1951, a curious phenomenon was detected towards 
the lower reaches of the telescopic field. 	Suspecting that this definite red 
tint - for such was the appearance m  was due to optical causes, the area was 
closely studied, first while at the edge of the field of view, then at the cen-
ter, at which point the red tint became a little brighter and clearer in appear-
ance and showed itself to be purely local in extent. 

From the detection of the color at 18h  19m 100, U.T.9  until its apparent 
fading at 18h 38m 29s9  U.T.9  four estimates of the position of the central reg-
ion were made, from which it would appear that the center lay at latitude 31° 
24° 15" N., longitude 66° 10° E. 

The following remarks from my journal give the complete observations of this 
remarkable phenomenon: 

"1951, January 21. 18h  19m  10s, U.T. 90X, 	Seeing 7. 	While sweeping area 
to the north of O. Struve a tiny red spot was detected in lower reaches of tele-
scopic field, apparently west of Lichtenberg. Optical effect? 

"18h  20m 36s, U.T. 90X. Seeing 7. Spot in center of field, of a delicate 
rose shade and purely local. Lunar surface around the tint gray and drab-look-
ing. Sketch made. LFigure 3 on pg. 1.11 

"18h 25m. 100X. Seeing 7. Spot has taken on a nebulous appearance, extend-
ing over larger area. 
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Aunt 16 and near 8h 10m, U.T., on October 14; many other future dates can be 
found by using The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Searches on August 
16 and October 14 are hence strongly recommended to amateur observers in the 
United States and Canada. Of course, if the red color is very sensitive to small 
changes in the sun's selenographic latitude and in libration, it may well fail 
to reappear on the dates mentioned. Even so, the area deserves attentive obser-
ving from students of the moon. 

On October 18, 1940, at colongitude 11496 D. P. Barcroft observed a reddish 
brown or orange tint around the crater Lichtenberg, using a 6-inch reflector at 
96X and 144X. He saw the color again on October 19 at colongitude 12696, and it 
was still faintly present on October 22 at 16391. 	He later observed this color 
in other lunations. 	In 1941, 1942, and 1944 W. H. Haas made 28 observations of 
a dark area west of Lichtenberg with a 6-inch reflector and an 18-inch refractor. 
Sometimes a copperish tone of variable intensity was noted; sometimes the area 
was instead bluish, purplish, or even gray. The color as observed by Haas ap-
peared to undergo changes quite independent of the solar lighting. The copper 
tone was intermittently visible over almost all of the time that Lichtenberg is 
in sunlight. 	It appears doubtful that Barcroft and Haas have observed the same 
phenomenon as Baum, and it is also uncertain that they have recovered Maedler's 
famous red tint. 

OBSERVED RED TINT WEST OF THE LUNAR CRATER LICHTENBERG 

by R. M. Baum 

While engaged upon a general survey of the region north of the great ring-
wall Otto Struve on January 21, 1951, a curious phenomenon was detected towards 
the lower reaches of the telescopic field. 	Suspecting that this definite red 
tint - for such was the appearance - was due to optical causes, the area was 
closely studied, first while at the edge of the field of view, then at the cen-
ter, at which point the red tint became a little brighter and clearer in appear-
ance and showed itself to be purely local in extent. 

From the detection of the color at 18h  19m 100, U.T.„ until its apparent 
fading at 18h 38m 29s, U.T.„ four estimates of the position of the central reg-
ion were made, from which it would appear that the center lay at latitude 310  
24°  15" N., longitude 660  10° E. 

The following remarks from my journal give the complete observations of this 
remarkable phenomenon: 

"1951, January 21. 18h  19m  10s, U.T. 90X. 	Seeing 7. 	While sweeping area 
to the north of O. Struve a tiny red spot was detected in lower reaches of tele-
scopic field, apparently west of Lichtenberg. Optical effect? 

"18h  20m 36s, U.T. 90X. Seeing 7. Spot in center of field, of a delicate 
rose shade and purely local. Lunar surface around the tint gray and drab-look-
ing. Sketch made. Figure 3 on pg. q 

"18h 25m. 100X. Seeing 7. Spot has taken on a nebulous appearance, extend-
ing over larger area. 
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"18h 30m 20s. 100X. Seeing 9.5. 	Really fine moment of. seeing it is for— 
tunate indeed to have such a fine spell of seeing during a rare phenomenon, as 
1.6 being watched now. In the spot no decided change has t keri place; the extent 
and color remain as before. Estimate of position places center at longitude 660  
10°  E. and latitude 31°  24°  N. 

4918h 31m. 100X. Seeing 9.5. 	Position of center longitude 66° 08° E. and 
latitude 310  25° N. Suspected fading, though uncertain. 

9918h 33m.16s. 100X. Seeing 9.5. No change in appearance, position of cen—
ter longitude 660  10° E. and lztitude 310  23° N. 

"18h 37m 20s. 100X. Seeing 9.5. Fading of spot detectable; the nucleus is 
no longer rosy but is taking on a grayish or ashen appe ranee. The fainter shad—
ing surrounding the nucleus is very difficult to detect. Center estimated as at 
longitude 66°  12° E., latitude 31°  25° N. 

"18h  38m. 100X. Seeing less than 8. Conditions deteriorating, clouds form—
ing. Spot barely visible, no longer a bright glaring red but shot through with 
n ashen gray pallor. 

"18h  38M 29s. 100X. Seeing less th 
in c lor, no trace tt all of the nucleus. S 

n . No longer vi ible, area grayish 

"20h. 90X. Seeing 6. 	Suspicion of area? A closer study reveals no trace 
which can be recognized is belonging to the red glow of an hour or so ago. 

"20h 157. 90X, 100X. Seeing more than 6. Definitely no trace of the area." 

The instrument used during the observation was a 3—inch refracting telescope, 

Whether the red tint is the "lost tint" of Medler is difficult to say. 
Barcroft reported having observed a reddish tint west of Lichtenberg in 19383 
but a art from this solitary observation, no one else appears to have -detected 
it. However, refzr to the observations by Barcroft and Hats as described above—
Editor. So far as can be judged the actual tint observed by Mzedler lay under 
the west outer wall of Lichtenberg, while in the observation here recorded the 
actual definite redness lay farther to the west, though a trace of a vague 
ruddiness extended over the dark zone and close to the wall. The reason that 
many observers have failed to detect the tint may lie in the fact that the ob—
servation of the color requires a certain definite altitude of the sun in the 
lunar sky along with certain libratory conditions and, last but not least, good 
seeing conditions. 

As to the nature of this area, the observed color may just possibly be due 
to the reflection of the solar light from a deposit in a crystalline state. In—
deed, it would be exceedingly difficult to explain such a phenomenon by any other 
means apart from natural c loration *f the surface. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 is a map of Ganymede, or Jupiter III, as observed in 1949 
by F. E. Brinckmtn, Jr., T. R. Cave, Jr., T. A. Cragg, W.H. Haas, Ho Oberndorfer, 
and W. Sandner. 	The map was drawn by Mr. F. J. Reese, who was Jupiter Recorder 
of the A.L.P*.O. in 1949. 	The telescopes employed in this study varied in aper— 
ture from 4 inches to 12 inches. Needless to say, large apertures score very 
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"18h 30m 20s. 100X. - Seeing 9.5. 	Really fine moment of. seeing it is for— 
tunate indeed to have such a fine spell of seeing during a rare phenomenon, as 
is being watched now. In the spot no decided change has t keri place; the extent 
and color remain as before. Estimate of position places center at longitude 660  
10' E. and latitude 31°  24°  N. 

"18h 31m. 100X, Seeing 9.5. 	Position of center longitude 66° 08° E. and 
latitude 310  25° N. Suspected fading, though uncertain. 

"18h 33m.16s. 100X. Seeing 9.5. No change in 
ter longitude 660  10°  E. and latitude 310  23°  N. 

ppearance, position of cen— 

"18h 37m 20s. 100X. Seeing 9.5. F ding of spot detectable; the nucleus is 
no longer rosy but is taking on a grayish or ashen appe ranee. The fainter shad—
ing surrounding the nucleus is very difficult to detect. Center estimated as at 
longitude 66°  12° E09  latitude 310  25° N. 

"18h  38m. 100X. Seeing less than 8. Conditions deteriorating, clouds form—
ing. Spot barely visible, no longer a bright glaring red but shot through with 
n ashen gray pallor. 

"18h  38M 29s. 100X. Seeing less th 
in c lor, no trace tt tl1 of the nucleus. 

n . No longer vi ible, area grayish 
S 

"20h. 90X. Seeing 6. 	Suspicion of area? 
which can be recognized is belonging to the red 

A closer study reveals no trace 
glow of an hour or so ago. 

"20h 15M. 90X, 100X. Seeing more than 6. Definitely no trace of the area." 

The instrument used during the observation was a 3—inch refracting telescope, 

Whether the red tint is the "lost tint" of Mzedler is difficult to say 
Barcroft reported having observed a reddish tint west of Lichtenberg in 1938; 
but„Dart from this solitary observation, no one else appears to have -detected 
it. Ltlowever, reftr to the observations by Barcroft and Hats as described above—
Editor. So far as can be judged the actual tint observed by Mzedler lay under 
the west outer wall of Lichtenberg, while in the observation here recorded the 
actual definite redness lay farther to the west, though a trace of a vague 
ruddiness extended over the dark zone and close to the wall. The reason that 
many observers have failed to detect the tint may lie in the fact that the ib—
servation of the color requires a certain definite altitude of the sun in the 
lunar sky along with certain libratory conditions and, last but not least, good 
seeing conditions. 

As to the nature of this are the *bserved color may just possibly be due 
to the reflection of the solar light from a deposit in  a  crystalline state. In—
deed, it would be exceedingly difficult to explzin such a phenomenon by any other 
means apart from natural c loration *f the surface. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONNENTS 

Figure 1 on pg. 1 is a map of Ganymede, or Jupiter III, as observed in 1949 
by F. E. Brinckman, Jr., T. R. Cave, Jr., T. A. Cragg, W.H. Haas, H. Oberndorfer, 
and W. Sandner. 	The map was dr wn by Mr. E. J. Reese, who was Jupiter Recorder 
of the A.L.P*.O. in 1949. 	The telescopes employed in this study varied in aper— 
ture from 4 inches to 12 inches. 	Needless to sty, large apertures score very 
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heavily in observing features upon the tiny disc of this satellite; and it is 
further obvious that excellent optics and steady seeing re 4ea. most important 

,p,assuccess. 	In drawing the m p it was assumed that Ganymede always keeps the same 
face toward Jupiter (=s the moon does toward the earth), and the zero meridian 
of longitude was taken as the one on the central meridian at a superior conjunc- 
tion of the satellite. 	Mr. Reese's m p may be profitably compared to Mr. E. E. 
Hare's discussion of detail recorded on Ganymede in1050 Ohe Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 5, Ne. 39 pp. 8-10, 1951). 	If our successes with detail on this satellite 
to date have not been striking, m.re serious effort with the larger nd better 
telescopes =vailable to A.L.P.O0 members may still be definitely worthwhile. 

H. Le Vaux has submitted a drawing of Uranus made with a 10-inch reflector 
and 400X on February 269  1951 :t 5n, U.T., the seeing being very good. He de-
picts a white are near each of the south, west, north, and east points of the 
disc. 	A dark band lies along the central meridian of the disc, and two fainter 
bands perpendicular to it at its north and south ends are in the northwest and 
southeast quadrants respectively of the disc. Figure 2 on pg. 1 is a drawing of 
Uranus by T. S heki9  which has already been described on pp. 12-13 of our June 
issue. 

Mr. E. J. Reese invites attention to two of his dr wings of Conon, which 
are reproduced as Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1. Quantity S is the seeing on a scale 
of 0 to 109  with 10 best; and quantity T is the transp rency on a scale of 1 to 
59  with 5 best. The two drawings were thus made under almost identical solar 
illumination (as measured by the colongitude) and under rather similar atmos-
pheric conditions. The "order" given by Reese on Figures 5 nd 6 is the order 
of decreasing conspicuousness of certain dark streaks on the floory his nomen-
clature for features in Conon being shown on his map of the crater published in 
our February9  19509  issue. 	On Figure 5, ..Cleft V is very dark and conspicuous, 
lying in a north-south direction and being bordered on its east side by its own 
brightly unlit wall; on Figure 6 "Cleft V" is faint nd unnotable. On Figure 
6 the curving "Streak S" in the south h if of the floor is the darkest feature 
on the floor; on Figure 5 "Streak S" can scarcely be recognized. To the editor 
at least, such discrepancies between results secured by the same skillful obser-
ver with the same telescopey the same magnific tiony essenti lly the same solar 
llghting9  nd similar atmospheric conditions indicate very strongly that changes 
quite independent of the solar lighting occur upon the lunar surface. It is 
puzzling, however, th t F. E. 	inckm n on January 289  1950, found "Streak S"' 
very dark and narrow in an observation only 4 hours and 10 minutes after Reese's 
view on th t date. 	May it be th t very r pid changes sometimes occur in lunar 
features? 

Photographs prove that "Fault B" in Conony a dark streak at the foot of the 
northwest inner w 11, was present nd prominent in 1937 and 1938. Apparently 
qualified visual observers found it invisible or very inconspicuous in 1941 and 
1942. By 1947 and early 1948 "Fault B" w s often visible to visual observers as 
broken sections. 	In 1949 nd 1950 it was continuous and prominent to them. Is 
is just possible th t n obscuring lunar haze formed above"F ult B" between 1938 
and 1941 and began to thin out in 19479  vanishing entirely in 1949? One could 
wish for more homogeneous evidence and series of well-spaced photographs of 
excellent quality! 

We h ve recently received drawings of Conon by T. Saheki with an 8-inch re-
flector on December 199  19509  at colongitude 3199 and on April 17, 19519  at 
39?7 and by E. J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector on April 189  1951, at 4899. In 
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heavily in observing features upon the tiny disc of this satellite; and it is 
further obvious that excellent optics and steady seeing are 4tee. most important 
success. 	In drawing the ma.p it was assumed that Ganymede always keeps the same 
face toward Jupiter (=s the moon does toward the earth), and the zero meridian 
of longitude was taken as the one on the central meridian at a superior conjunc- 
tion of the satellite. 	Mr. Reese's map may be profitably compared to Mr. E. E. 
Hare's discussion of detail recorded on Ganymede in1050 Ohe Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 59  No. 3, pp. 8-109  1951). 	If our successes with detail on this satellite 
to date have not been striking, miire serious effort with the larger nd better 
telescopes vailable to A.L.P.O. members may still be definitely worthwhile. 

FL Le 'aux has submitted a drWng of Uranus made with a 10-inch reflector 
and 400X on February 269  1951 :t 5', M., the seeing being very good. He de-
picts a white are near each of the south, west, north, and east points of the 
disc. A dark band lies Tong the central meridian of the disc, and two fainter 
bands perpendicular to it at its north and south ends are in the northwest and 
southeast quadrants respectively of the disc. Figure 2 *la pg. 1 is a drawing of 
Uranus by T. S heki, which has already been described on pp. 12-13 of our June 
issue. 

Mr. E. J. Reese invites attention to two of his drawings of Conon, which 
are reproduced as Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1. Quantity S is the seeing on a scale 
of 0 to 10, with 10 best; and quantity T is the transp rency on a scale of 1 to 
59  with 5 best. The two drawings were thus made under almost identical solar 
illumination (.s measured by the colongitude) and under rather similar atmos-
pheric conditions, The "order" given by Reese on Figures 5 and 6 is the order 
of decreasing conspicuousness of certain dark streaks on the floor, his nomen-
clature for features in Conon being shown on his map of the crater published in 
our February, 1950, issue. 	On Figure 59  "Cleft V is very dark and conspicuous, 
lying in a north-south direction and being bordered on its east side by its own 
brightly unlit wall; on Figure 6 "Cleft V" is faint nd unnotable. On Figure 
6 the curving "Streak S" in the south half of the floor is the darkest feature 
on the floor; on Figure 5 "Streak S" can scarcely be recognized. To the editor 
at least, such discrepancies between results secured by the same skillful obser-
ver with the same telescope, the same mnific tion, essentially the same solar 
llghting, and similar atmospheric conditions indicate very strongly that changes 
quite independent of the solar lighting occur upon the lunar surface. It is 
puzzling, however, that F. E. r inckman on January 28, 1950, f*und "Streak S" 
very dark and narrow in an observation only 4 hours and 10 minutes after Reese's 
view on th t d te. 	May it be that very r pid changes sometimes occur in lunar 
features? 

Photographs prove that "Fault B" in Conon, a dark streak at the foot of the 
northwest inner w 11, was present nd prominent in 1937 and 1938. Apparently 
qualified visu 1 observers found it invisible or very inconspicuous in 1941 and 
1942. By 1947 and early 1948 "Fault B" was often visible to visual observers as 
broken sections. 	In 1949 and 1950 it was continuous and prominent to them. Is 
is just possible th t n obscuring lunar haze formed above"F ult B" between 1938 
and 1941 and began to thin out in 19479  vanishing entirely in 1949? One could 
wish for more homogeneous evidence and a series of well-spaced photographs of 
excellent quality! 

We h ve recently received drawings of Conon by T. S heki with an 8-inch re-
flector on December 19, 19509  at colongitude 3129 and on April 17, 1951, at 
39?7 and by E. J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector on April 18, 1951, at 4899. In 
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their independent April views, which were about 18 hours apart, Saheki and Reese 
both drew a near-trapezium formed by dark streaks U9  B9  8, and Z. All four 
streaks were fairly conspicuous, though B was perhaps the easiest. They also 
agree well ;bout three readily seen d rk bands on the east wall of Conon and a-
bout a darker knot at the junction of streaks U and Z. Neither observer record- 
ed any sign' of "cleft V. 	Messrs° Reese and S heki do differ rather widely9  
however, in '̀their reepresentations of several white areas on the floor of Conon, 
Reese's April 18 drawing appears to show a low mound or hill near the foot of 
the south inner w 11. 

In a letter dated May 99  1951, Mr. Reese reiterates his confidence that a 
dark wall bandt Aristarchus presented a very abnormal aspect en October 8919499  
at 5h 51n9  u9T0 	Thterested re ders should review The Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 4, No.49, drawings on'eog. 1 and, text on pp, 12-13, 1950. 

Posses ors of the Wilkins map of the moon ;re requested to note that Mount 
Barker on Section V has been renamed Mount Whipple, in honor of the first lunar 
photographer. Mr. Robert Barker had 'ready been commemorated by the crater 
forMerlyetalled S sseridts Bo  Section V of the Wilkins map was published in our 
March, 1951, issue. 

R. M. 15aum wrote in part as follows on May 'n 

vvro dwell on cert in lunar matters I mention .that I have a decided leaning 
towards the views of Prof, W. H. Pickering as regards vegetation. On this point, 
early last year I undertook a short study of variable dark spots. The results 
were rather ,intereaing, coming out as follows. 

1. No spots found north or south of latitude 60° N. and 60°  S. respectively. 

2°  Majority of spots near equator. 

3. Families of spots; areas have a tendency to form groups. 

40 Spots connected to cracks or small craters. 

These are the salient features of the research. To my mind the areas are 
areas of some vegetational growth. Here En Englanj 9  however, these views are 
regarded with some reserve; a few obs rvera do hold to such views, but only a 
few." 

Mr. Baum's results in his gener 1 surveys of variable dark spots on the 
moon are similar to those obtained by W. H. Pickering more than 50 years ago and 
published in Volume 32 of Harvard Annal . Good examples of these dark spots can 
be found in 'the craters Alphonsus9  Atlas, Eratosthenes, Riccioli9  nd Hansteen. 
The spots are most conspicuous and epperently darkest (but not necessarily ab-
solutely darkest) under high solar illumination. They are thus well-developed 
far from the terminator and upon the full moon. An obvious test of whether or 
not these variably areas can be lunar vegetation is one that the Editor has 
proposed before, namely, whether their appearance on the earthlit moon is the 
s me as on the full moon. Probably n aperture of 10 inches or more is needed 
for such an examination of the earthshine. The large telescop thus employed 
would not need to be of excellent optical quality; the problem is one of light= 
grasp. 
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their independent April views, which were about 18 hours apart, Saheki and Reese 
both drew a near trapezium formed by dark streaks U, B, 89  and Z. All four 
streaks were fairly conspicuous, though B was perhaps the easiest. They also 
agree well ;bout three readily seen d rk bands on the east wall of Conon and a-
bout darker knot at the junction of streaks U and Z. Neither observer record- 
ed any sign'of "cleft V". 	Messrs° Reese and S heki do differ rather widely, 
however, in ̀ their resspresentations of several white rareas on the floor of Conon, 
Reese's April 18 drawing appears to show a 	mound or hill near the foot of 
the south inner w 11. 

In a letter dated May 99  19519  Mr. Reese reiterates his confidence that a 
dark w 11 bandt Aristarchus presented a very abnormal aspect on October 8919499  
at 5h  5ra9  ItsT. Interested re ders should review The Strolling Astronomer, 
Vol. 49  N0.499 drawings on'ssg. 1 and text on pp.-12-13, 1950. 

Posses ors of the Wilkins map of the moon 9re requested to note that Mount 
Barker on Section V has been renamed Mount Whipple, in honor of the first lunar 
photographer. Mr. Robert Barker had lready been commemorated by the crater 
for erly called S sseridts Bo Section V of the Wilkins map was published in our 
March, 19519  issue. 

R. M. • 15aum wrote in p rt as follows on May 'n 

"To dwell on cert in lunar matters I mention.that I have a decided leaning 
towards the views of Prof. W. H. Pickering as regards vegetation. On this point, 
early last year I undertook a short study of variable dark spots. The results 
were rather sInteresting, coming out as follows. 

1. No spots found north or south of latitude'60° N. and 60°  S. respectively. 

2. Majority of spots near equator. 

3. Families of spots; areas have a tendency to form groups. 

4. Spote connected to cracks or small craters. 

These re the salient features of the research. To my mind the areas are 
areas of some vegetational growth. Here En Englan4 9  however, these views are 
regarded wiih some reserve; a few obs rvera do hold to such views, but only a 
few." 

rl‘ 

Mr. B um's results in his general surveys of variable dark spots on the 
moon are similar to those obtained by W. H. Pickering more than 50 years ago and 
published in Volume 32 of H rvard Annal  . Good examples of these dark spots can 
be found in'the craters Alphonsus9  Atlas, Eratosthenes9  Riccioli, and Hansteen. 
The spots are most conspicuous and _pparently darkest (but not necessarily ab-
solutely darkest) under high solar illumination. They are thus well-developed 
far from the terminator and upon the full moon. An obvious test of whether or 
not these variablo areas c n be lunar vegetation is one that the Editor has 
proposed before, namely, whether their appearance on the earthlit moon is the 
s me as on the full moon. Probably n aperture of 10 inches or more is needed 
for such ran examination of the earthshine. The large telescop thus employed 
would not need to be of excellent optic 1 quality; the problem is one of light-
grasp. 
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Mr. Lyle T. Johnson, Box 1879  La Plata, M ryland.again invites amateurs in 
the Middle Atlantic States to join him in planned, cooperative, simultaneous 
searches for possible lunar meteors and lunar meteoritic impact-flares. 	MY. 
Johnson spent a total of 120 minutes in such searohes on April 10 and 119  19519  
using his 10-inch reflector.at 221X. 	The diameter of the telescopic field of 
view w s 13°. As usual recently, Johnson examined Grimaldi and its vidinitY 
near the. dark limb of the moon. These searches gave negative resulta except 
that a flashh• of stellar' magnitude 7 was suspected at the south edge of the field 
of view dt 2h 39m 30s (within 15 seconds), U0T09  on April 11. 	Telescopes as 
little as 6 inches in aperture can be profitably used in lunar meteor searches, 
though the increased light-grasp 4f large instruments is here a very important 
advantage. 

We acknowledge with th nks the arrival of observations of the brightness of 
Uranus from J. Ao Anderer, H. Ao Le Vaux9  W. A. Reid9  D. Wo Rosebrugh9  and Co 
Tarwatero Other colleagues write of having been kept inactive by bad weather. 
Mr. Tara ter was the most active of the reporting observers and observed the 
brightness of Uranus on 12 dates from February 12 to April 25 (by PoS.T.). We 
remind A.L.P.O. members of the similar project with the brightness of Neptune 
described upon pp. 2-4 of our May issue. These warm summer evenings should be 
Very pleasant for carrying out this simple program° We request that any still 
unreported observations of the bleighAiLl of Uranus in 1951 be sent to us at 
once° 

Observations of Saturn in Mrarch9  April, and May hzve been submitted by J. Co 
Bartlett, Jr. (3-5-inch reflo)9  T. R0 Cave9  Jr. (12.5-inch refl.),P. Po Froeschner 
(6-inch refl.), W. H. Rays (9-inch reflo, 12-inch refl.), L. T. Johnson (10-inch 
refl.),P. A. Moore (805 inch refl.93-inch refro), P. Jo Nemecek (10-inch refl.), 
T. Osawa (6 inch refl.)90. C. Ranck (4-inch refr.),and To Saheki (8-inch refl.), 
Dr. Bartlett displayed remarkable energy in observing the pl net 52 times on 38 
dates from April 2 to May 319 	greater quantity of work than that compiled by 
all the other observers combinecll We congratulate our B1,1timore colleague on 
this very 1r ud ble perform nee. 

Transits of satellite Titan across the face of Saturn were observed by 
Johnson on April 7 and by Cave on April 23. The satellite is so much less bright 
than the centr 1 portions of its primary that it appears black when projected 
against them, and both observers falsely supposed thy: t they were w tching the 
shadow of Tit no 	Johnson on April 7 estimated that Titan w s on the central 
meridian of Saturn at 4h 161112  15.T.2 and this value agrees very well with the 
mean of 4h 170'5 found from the ingress- and egress-times listed in the 1951 
Handbook of the British Astronomic 1_ Association. Crve comments on the beauty 
of the transit, and remarks that contrasts were greatly enhanced in his 12.5-
inch reflector beyond what they had been in past transits of Titan observed with 
his 8-inch reflector. These improved contrasts are a very important dvantage 
of large apertures. 

L. T. Johnson points out an error in our interpretation of an observation 
that he made in December, 1950. 	On pg. 13 of the April issue we stated that 
Johnson then saw a gap between, the rings and their shadow, such being the Edi-
tor's interpretation of Mro Johnson's report th t he "resolved" the projected 
rings and their shadow. What Johnson meant, however, was that he could separate= 
ly identify rings nd sh dove 

The rings were almost on edge during the period under discussion, for the 
Saturnicentric latitude of the earth diminished from 298 on Mrrch 13 tO 190 on 
May 24. Between the same dates the Saturnicentric latitude of the sun increased 
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Fig. 1. Saturn 
L. T. Johnson. 
April 7, 1951. 
4 12m, U.T. 
10-inch refl. 221X,300X. 
(Black spot is Titan 
in transit). 
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Fig. 3. Lohrmann-Riccioli Region. 
T. Saheki. 
8-inch refl. 66X to 500X. 
February 20, 1951. 9h 30m, U.T. 
Colong. = 7699. 

S 

Fig. 2. Saturn. 
0. C. Ranck. 
June 6, 1951. 
lh 15m, U.T. 
4-inch refr. 240X. 

Fig. 4. Aristarchus 
E. E. Hare 
12-inch refl. 300X. 
Sept. 24, 1950. 
4h  45m, U.T. 
Colong. = 61°4. 
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Fig. 5. Conon. 
E J. Reese 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
Dec. 20, 1950. 
lh 45m, U.T. 
Colong. = 3991 

Fig. 6. Conon. 
E J. Reese 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
Nov. 30, 1949. 
lh U.T. Colong.= 25°9 
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Fig. 5. Conon. 
E. J. Reese 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
Dec. 20, 1950. 
1h  45m, U.T. 
Colong. = 39°1 

Fig. 6. Conon. 
E. J. Reese 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
Nov. 30, 1949. 
lh U.T. Colong.= 25°9 

Fig. 1. Saturn 
L. T. Johnson. 
April 7, 1951. 
41  12m, U.T. 
10-inch refl. 221X,300X. 
(Black spot is Titan 
in transit). 

Fig. 3. Lohrmann-Riccioli Region. 
T. Saheki. 
8-inch refl. 66X to 500X. 
February 20, 1951. 9h 30m, U.T. 
Colong. = 7699. 

Fig. 2. Saturn. 
0. C. Ranck. 
June 6, 1951. 
lh 15m, U.T. 
4-inch refr. 240X. 

Fig. 4. Aristarchus 
E. E. Hare 
12-inch refl. 300X. 
Sept. 24, 1950. 
4h  45m, U.T. 
Colong. = 61°4. 
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A.L.P.O. DRAWINGS OF MAEDLER'S SQUARE AND VICINITY IN 1951. 

Fig. 1. C. C. Post. 6-inch refl. at 180X. June 14, 1951 
3h  15m, U.T. Colong. = 24°3. 

Fig. 2. J. C. Bartlett. 
3.5-inch refl. at 100X. 
May 16, 1951. 2h 30m, U.T. 
Colong. = 2997. 

Fig. 3. E. J. Reese. 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
June 15, 1951. 2h30m,U.T. 
Colong. = 3692. 
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Fig. 3. E. J. Reese. 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
June 15, 1951. 2h30m,U.T. 
Colong. = 3692. 

Fig. 2. J. C. Bartlett. 
3.5-inch refl. at 100X. 
May 16, 1951. 2h 30m, U.T. 
Colong. = 2997. 
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Fig. 1. C. C. Post. 6-inch refl. at 180X. June 14, 1951 
3h 15m, U.T. Colong. = 24?3. 
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quite definitely separate the sunspots with the naked eye, but I have never been 
able to separate Epsilon Lyrae. Some of the best solar photographs I have seen 
have been taken with an aperture of 1-inch. A 6-inch 0.G. stopped down to lm 
inch would result in e very fine, small aperture lens, no doubt, but the detail 
in sunspots and the granulation of the solar surface was very remarkable, in 
large scale photographs of 2 to 3 feet solar disk diameter, and considerably be-
yond what one would expect from theoretical considerations. 

DR. STEAVENSON.--The contracted daylight pupil gives greater acuity than is 
obtainable at night, when the peripheral aberrations of the eye have full play. 
This accounts, I think, for the apparent discrepancy noted by Mr. Sellers. 

MR. J. V. THOMSON.--It is very encouraging to members of the Variable Star 
Section possessing small telescopes to find they can see stars of Isk mangitudes 
more than the textbooks indicate. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

On pg. 5 we present three more draAngs of Maedler Square9 these should 
be of interest in connection with the articles upon this lunar region by J. . 
Bartlett, Jr.,in our December, 1950, issue znd by P. A. Moore in our July, 19519  
issue. 	These drawings invite comparison with Figures 2, 3, and 4 on pg. 5 of 
our July issue. In March, 1951 D. P. Barcroft "discovered" a black cross-shaped 
feature near the north corner of the Square of Neison and Maedler. Reese and 
Haas have found this "Black Cross" to consist of separated shadows of ridges and 
valley-like enclosures; the resemblance to a cross grows less noticeable as the 
quality of the view improves Although Barcroft thinks that this feature is the 
curious "dross" observed by Maedler and others (refer to the two articles men-
tioned above), Reese and Bartlett have remarked another object much more in ac- 
cord with the description in Der Mond. 	Both Barcroft new Cross and Maedler's 
historical Cross, zs thus identified, are marked on Figures R. and 3 on pg. 5. 
These drawings of Maedler's Square by different observers may serve to interest-
ed readers as the basis of a. comparative study of how different observers draw 
the same lunar object. 	Maedler Square is close to the north limb of the moon 
so that the libration in latitude has relatively great effects upon its appear-
ance. The southe4st w1:11 of the Maedler-Neison Square, whose :apparent disappear-
ance stimulated Dr. Bartlett study of the region, is absent from Figures 1 and 
2 on pg. 5 but is probably shown as a narrow and diffuse bright streak on Figure 
30 

We next shall conclude from our July issue the discussion of A.L.P.O, ob-
servations of Saturn in March-May, 1951. Figures 1 and 2 on pg. 1 will help 
illustrate this discussion. 

During April Bartlett found the South Equatori:1 Belt to grow considerably 
darker and to develop an increasingly wavy south edge. Clearly less conspicuous 
thzvn the North Temperate Belt on April 29  it equalled this belt in intensity on 
April 11 and surpassed it on subsequent dates, except that the two belts were 
equally dark from May 17 to 22. 	The work of other observers does not :appear to 
confirm this darkening found by Bartlett, though it is only proper to mention 
that he observed Saturn far more frequently than anyone else. 

The Equatoria3 Zone - North Tropical Zone, which lay between the two main 
belts, was usually by far the brightest part of the ball. Bartlett thought that 
its brightness definitely varied and once suspected it to be composed of large 
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for a small, very dark spot on the south edge of the North Temperate Belt ob-
served by Bartlett with difficulty on April 2 at 1h 24m, U.T., and on April 11 
at 2h 32m. The measured position of the spot on a drawing placed it 4920  east 
of the central meridian on each occasion ® a very curious coincidence. We can 
then compute the following periods from the interval of 217 hours, 8 minutes 
between the observations? 

Assumed No. of Rotations Period of Rotation 

20 10h  51% 

21 10 20.4 

22 9 52.2 

Though far more evidence is needed to fix a reliable period, the one of 10 hrs., 
2064 mins. accords best with past work. 

During the last month we have received observations of the brightness of 
Uranus from S.C. Venter of Pretoria, South Africa and from Ko B. Cockhill, F. J. 
Be Kinder9  W. E. Leeson, H. J. MacCordick, A. R. MacLennan, and (Miss) I. K. 
Williamson of the Montreal Centre at Montreal, Quebec, Caned:. 	Our Canadian 
colleagues have thus done zpproximately as much on this project as everyone else 
combinecU These estimates of the brightness of Uranus require only the simplest 
equipment; binoculars are quite sufficient. Let's all work a little harder on 
this project when the planet is again in the evening sky next year. Full in-
structions appeared in our February, 19519  issue. 

Mr. Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, Japan, directs attention to a lunar "valleyn 
connecting the northwest wall of Riccioli to the southeast wall of Lohrmann. 
Being so near the east limb of the moon, this region is best examined for topo-
graphical detail about day before full moon. A drawing by NY. Saheki on Feb-
ruary 20, 1951, at colongitude 7699 is reproduced s Figure 3 on pg. 1. He then 
found the east half of this valley to be broad, znd it cut through the northwest 
wall of Riccioli. The west half, however, was very narrow and cleft-like; and 
the 173, 11ey terminated at a small bright pit on the southeast outer wall of 
Lohrmann. This valley appears to be shown as a cleft on Section XIX of the 
Wilkins map of the moon. However, SaLeki's drawing differs enough from the 
Wilkins map that further study of the region appers very desirable° Sheki re-
ports that this valley was discovered by Mr. Sakuzo Miyamori on April 5, 1936 
with a 4-inch refractor and that it was observed in 1946 by A. Kitami with a 3-
inch refractor, by E. Date with a 10-inch reflector, and by S. Murayama. 

Figure 4 on pg. 1 is a drawing of Aristarchus by E. E. Hare, already des-
scribed on pp. 1112 of our March, 1951, issue. It may be compared with Figure 
4 on pg. 1 of our March issue, a drawing of Aristarchus by E. J. Reese under 
very similar solar illumination. Readers should note how the superior resolving 
power of Hare's 12-inch telescope has enabled him to see much delicate detail on 
the walls of Aristarchus and to break up one of the dark bands on the wall into 
finer structures. 

Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1 are samples from E. J. Reese large, growing, and 
excellent set of drawings of the lunar crater Conon. They re typical of his 
views of this object. We have added to these two drawings ® quite without im-
proving the overall allistic effect,we are sure - lettering intended to identify 
some of the streaks, wall bands, mounds, etc. 	This nomenclature is Mr. Reese's 
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own and is not in general usage however, it is employed in discussions of 
Conon in The Strolling Astronomer. 	It is our intention that the lettering on 
Figures 5 and 6 should help you, our readers, to follow the descriptions in this 
periodical of work on Conon. 	Better still, why not turn your telescope upon 
Conon soon after first quarter and make a drawing showing y= seeings in this 
lunar region? 

Two drawings of Conon by E. E. Hare with his 12-inch reflector at 525X in 
rather poor to fzirly good seeing (variable) are of topographical interest. The 
one was obtained on December 179  19509  at colongitude 1397 the other was made 
2 hrs. and 20 mins. later on December 1, 19509  at 1429. 	Mtreak" Z was seen 

the shadow of a ridge, its bright west side being especially notable at the 
foot of 	band A. 	"Cleft" V was seen as a Shadow-filled valley. The east 
inner wall of Conon was drawn much broader than it usually is under higher 
lighting - perhaps a fairly common effect (error?) near sunrise and sunset. 

On June 79  19519  L, T. Johnson wrote in part/ as folloWs 	On May 89  19519, 
at 9042010 P.M.9  E.D.S.T. Dr' May 9 at 1h 42m 10s9  Universal Time] I was se rch-
ing for lunar meteors and saw n object which I think certainly must have been 
one. It was very faint and appeared a few miles west of Grimaldi moving toward 
the W.S.W. (Position Angle 2500) in a straight path with a slow9  uniform mo- 
tion. 	It was visible from 1 to 1.5 seconds and did not seem to vary in bright- 
ness in that time. 	The projected path had a length of about 25 miles so that 
the velocity in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight would be from 17 
to 25 miles per second. 	As the meteor probably wasn't travelling perpendicular 
to the line of sight the velocity would be somewhat higher but would be well 
within the 10-47 miles per second range of Eparabolig meteors observed in our 
atmosphere. [The velocity could exceed 47 m.p.s. if the line of motion made a 
small enough angle with the line of sight I was looking directly at the ob- 
ject when it appeared and saw it very well. 	I don't think it could have been 
terrestrial telescopic meteor as I have never seen one that moved so slowly. 
Che motion would have to be almost directly toward the obxerver] (I observed 
59 last year, mostly during the Perseid shower, using the R.F.T. eyepiece at the 
Newtonian focus of the 10-inch reflector.) I had previously repotted a number of 
objects which I thought might be lunar meteors, but I always had some doubts. 
This time I have no doubts". 	Mr. Johnson's success should encourage others to 
search regularly for possible lunar meteors. His telescope is a 114-inch reflec-
tor. It is lso evident that if only some other observer had seen Mr. Johnson's 
object at the same position on the moon at the sme time, then we would have no 
doubt at 11 that it was near the surface of the moon. The need for planned, 
simultaneous searches for possible lunar meteors still exists 

On June 10 M. A. Robins at Chicago, Illinois, spent 30 minutes in searching 
for lunar meteors. Results were negative. 

On April 239  1951  -  E. Howe made a sketch of the lunar walled plain Plato 
with a 4-inch 	 at 56X. 	It was a little past lunar noon on Plato9  the 
colongitude being 109°. The sketch shows the west half of the floor to be dark-
er than the east half and also shows two white spots, presumably floor crater-
lets. Their positions agree poorly with those of known craterlets in Plato9  the 
low power used perhaps causing loss of positional accuracy. 

In his article, On the Spanish Meteorites" Mr. Anthony P luzie-Bortell de-
scribed how Mr. Jose' Comas So1a had derived the remarkable mass of 392009000 
tons for a meteorite causing a fireball observed over Bar°celon 9  Spain, on May 
159  1933. (The Strolling Astronomer, 	Volume 59  No. 5, pg. 69  1951). 	In 
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Errata in July and August, 1951, Issues. 	E. J. Reese has pointed out that 
the correct scale of Figure 3 on pg. 5 of our July issue, this figure being his 
composite drawing of Maedler's Square, is 1 mm. equals 1.62 miles. 	The scale 
there given of 1 mm. equals 0.95 miles is true for Reese's original drawing but 
not for the published reproduction. On pg. 15 of the August issue we spoke of 
observations of Plato by T. E. Howe with a 4-inch refractor. This telescope is 
really a 4-inch reflector. 

Request for Mirror-Making Kits. On July 12 Mr. Ernest L. Pfannenschmidt, 
the leader of an active group of planetary observers in Germany, wrote that dur- 

	

ing a visit to Munich he had conversed with Mr. Munsing, Director of U. S. In- 	 r 
formation Center, Adult Education. He learned that the Center plans to hold 
telescope-making classes in cooperation with the amateurs at Munich and in the 
Bund Der Sternfreunde. American servicemen will be very welcome to these classes. 
Mr. Pfannenschmidt wonders whether A.L.P.O0 members would care to contribute a 
limited number of 6-inch and 8-inch mirror kits for these classes. 	Such kits 
should be mailed to him at (20b) Einbeck-Hannover, Grimsehl Strasse 18, British 
Zone, Germany. 

Reminder° Readers having astronomical goods and services to sell should 
not forget that our back outside cover is available for advertising. Rates and 
other details will be supplied upon request. 

Foreword by Editor° We are very glad to present an article by Mr. H. Percy 
Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association° Few per-
sons in the world can speak with as much authority as Mr. Wilkins upon "lunar 
curiosities"; certainly very few persons possess his detailed knowledge of the 
surface of our satellite. We very heartily endorse Mr. Wilkins' general point 
of view that almost all astronomers who have specialized in observing the moon 
have thought that things do happen on its surface, even things not explicable by 
the science of their own time°  Those whose lunar investigations are carried on 
in their armchairs will naturally not see, these phenomena. Perhaps some of our 
readers would like to attempt explanations of some of the observations listed 
below by Mro Wilkins; we shall try to publish the more interesting of these ex-
planations. Mro Wilkins' address is 35 Fairlawn Ave.„Bexleyheath, Kent, England. 

SOME LUNAR CURIOSITIES 

by Ho Percy Wilkins, FOROAOSO 

It is remarkable how many people still believe the moon to be a world on 
which nothing ever happens, a belief undoubtedly due to the persistence of this 
statement in the "standard textbooks." Such books are usually compiled by in-
dividuals who, however eminent in their own sphere, are devoid of both interest 
and experience in lunar observations. 	Indeed many of them never look at, let 
alone observe, our satellite, their activities being devoted to the formulation 
of theories of solar and stellar constitution. 

Their opinions carry little or no weight in selenography and are, moveover, 
opposed to the experience of the majority of students of our satellite, who a-
lone have the right to speak with authority. During the past 40 years that the 
writer has observed the moon many curious anomalies have been noted, some of the -: 
more interesting of which are given herewith: 
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1914, Dec. 29. 19h,U.To The moon being giLoous, the limb south of Blancanus, 
which should have been brightly illuminated, was noted to be very dark so that a 
3-inch refractor gave the impression of t semicircular "bite" out of the limb, 
which was about 150 miles across and within which one bright speck was prominent. 
It should be noted that the terminator lay to the e st of this tree. 

19229  Nov. 28. 20h, U.T. The mountain Lahire near the terminator cast 
finely pointed shadow which was, apparently, cut across by - bright streak con-
siderably longer than the width of the shadow zt that point. This streak itself 
cast no shadow; hence, there was the curious tppe ranee of a long, pointed sha-
dow complete at both ends but missing for at least 3 miles in the middle. 

h' 19239  March 29. 21 5  U.T. The interior of Btbbage was in shadow but wts 
partly crossed by t narrow bright line from northeast to southwest. This line 
might have been a ridge, but no such feature 	visible when the floor is fully 
illuminated. 

1927, May 12. 22h, U.T. With t 12.5-inch reflector and 200X no trace could 
be found of the crater Peirce A (now Graham) In the Mare Crisium, although it 
was quite distinct on May 11. On May 13 it could be faintly traced. 

,7  

1932, April 12, 20h, U.T. While observing the neighborhood of Aristotle, 
the writer noted a black streak lying from west to east on the centrtl portion 
of the low-rimmed Egede. 	If this tppearance hvd been from north to south, it 
might have been caused by a low ridge or a cleft; but such t streak from east 
to west is difficult to expltin. 

(s.0 

19349  Nov. 11. The moon being t crescent 4 days .1d seen with a 6.25-inch 
reflector at 150X, the earthshine was very vivid with a very evident light area 

--r2'zs 

19349 fDec. 23. 22h, U.T. 	With 12.5 inch,s of tperture the eastern portion 
of Mare Crisium, to the west of the gap in the m.untain border, n area normally 
lighter than the rest of the surface of the plain, was very appreciably lighter 
in tint than usual, almost equal t.the continuous mountain rtmpart. 

E ,  

19359  Aug. 26. 5h, U.T. 	Three days before new moon. 12.5-inch telescope. 
The earthshine was bright, and the limb between Crisium and Humboldtianum was 
fringed with light so that this portion was much more distinct than the rest. 

EThis observation appears comparable to ones made by Bartlett, Murayama, Saheki, 
and Haas of a bright limb of the earthlit hemisphere. Refer to The StrolllEg 
Astronomer, Volume 4 No. 4, pg. 79  No. 59  pg. 10, No. 7, pg. 7, and No. 10, pp. 
8-9, 1950. - Editorl 

on the limb around Vasco de gam. 

1935, Dec. 13. 	As sunset tpprotchediMessier appeared elongated from north 
to south and presented a striking contrast to Pickering. Messier was not only 
larger than its companion; but its walls were as brilliant as though snow cover-
ed and equalled, in this respect, AristfighF or Broclus. 

1939, March 29. With 6 inches' of aperture Copernicus was in fine relief, 
the interior being filled with shadow. At 10, U.T., the group of central moun-
tains was faintly but distinctly seen as a soiewhat diffused light spot,together 
with indications of the inner terr;ces or the west. This aspect lasted about 15 
minutes and then disappeared, leaving the interior enveloped in shadow; and not 
until 22h did the first rty of direct and true sunshine strike the summit of the 
highest of the central peaks. What was the cause of the earlier but transient 
appearance? Eunar twilight? - Editor3 

e 	 . 
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1927, Mty 12. 22h, U.T. With t 1205-inch reflector and 200X no trace could 
be found of the crater Peirce A (now Graham) in the Mare Crisium, although it 
was quite distinct on May 11. On May 13 it could be faintly traced. 

leni 

1932, April 12. 20h, U.T. While observing the neighborhood of Aristotle, 
the writer noted a black streak lying from west to east on the centrtl portion 
of the low-rimmed Egede. 	If this tppearance hvd been from north to south, it 
might have been caused by a low ridge or a cleft; but such 	streak from east 
to west is difficult to expltin. 	e a l teonf7 5 

1934;  Nov. 11. The moon being crescent 4 days 
reflector at 150X, the earthshine was very vivid with 
on the limb around Vasco de Gam . t t,

ee -3-3° 	7z,arei 

19349  Dec. 23. 22h, U.T. 	With 12.5 inches of tperture the eastern portion 
of Mare Crisium, to the west of the gap in the mountain border, n area normally 
lighter than the rest of the surface of the plain, was very appreciably lighter 
in tint than usual, almost equal to the continuous mountain r mpart. 

19359  Aug. 26. 5h, U.T. 	Three dtys before new moon. 12.5-inch telescope. 
The earthshine was bright, nd the limb between Crisium and Humboldtianum was 
fringed with light so that this portion w s much more distinct than the rest. 

EThis observation appears comparable to ones made by Bartlett;  Murayama;  Saheki, 
and Haas of a bright limb of the earthlit hemisphere. Refer to The Strolllpg 
Astronomer, Volume 4 No. 4, pg. 7, No. 59 pg. 10, No. 7, pg. 7, and No. 10, pp. 
8-9, 1950. - Editorl 

to south and presented a striking contrast to Pickering. Messier was not only 
larger than its companion; but its walls were ts brilliant as though snow cover-
ed and equalled, in this respect, Aristfrphyls or, proclus. 

= 	 • 	 °  

F 	 9't` 	1_51°1 	,  
1939, March 29. With 6 inches' of aperture Copernicus was in fine relief, 

the interior being filled with shadow. At l9-', U.T.;  the group of central moun-
tains was faintly but distinctly seen as a so-vewhat diffused light spot,together 
with indications of the inner terr;ces or. the west. This aspect lasted about 15 
minutes and then disappeared, leaving the interior enveloped in shadow; and not 
until 22h did the first r y of direct and true sunshine strike the summit of the 
highest of the central peaks. What was the cause of the earlier but transient 
appearance? Eunar twilight? - Editor.: 

* ld seen with a 6.25-inch 
a very evident light area 

enteit-nn e 

1935, Dec. 13. 	As sunset zpprotchediMessier appeared elongated from north 
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1942, March 2. 	Total lunar eclipse. The floor of Stoefler is irregularly 
shaded and contains some dark areas, especially on the east. When close to the 
edge of the umbra and therefore in the dense penumbra, the western portion of 
the floor became very light while the dark areas on the east darkened rapidly 
to become absolutely black when covered by the umbra. The appearance suggested 
that the spots on the western side withered away as the solar light was with-
drawn and are of a different nature than those on the eastern side. Defer also 
to an article by H. P. Wilkins in J.B.A.A., Vol. 52, pg. 108, 1942 

19449  August 12. With an 8.5-inch With mirror and 200X the central crater-
let within Plato was very clearly seen to have its northern rim apparently obli-
terated to the level of the floor., so that 14.5„,craterlet appeared imperfect. 

Ste}..  

1949, May l 20 44T5, U.T. Aristarchus, visible as a diffused light spot 
on the earthshine, suddenly glowed for about two seconds to such a degree that 
the central peak and inner terraces became distinctly visible. Dee also The 
Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 3, N 

- 	
o. 9, pp. 10-11, 

=4-4)°,  
194] 

1, + 	5 c/ 
19519  May 17. 20h 

 
45m, U.T. While the Writer was observing Gassendi with a 

15-inch reflector at 300X and was making a careful and detailed drawing,a bright 
flash or point of light appeared close to the craterlet (P on the writer's map) 
to the east of the central mountains and between them and the formation H on the 
east wall. This bright speck, equal to a fourth magnitude star to the naked eye, 
lasted for only a second; but a certain amount of glow persisted for two seconds 
more. This object may have been a meteorite striking the surface. 

7 

1948, April 14. The south cusp was prolonged by the arc of the Leibnitz 
Mountains; and the detached peaks, star-like points of light on the darkened 
portion of the disc, were connected by exceedingly fine filaments brighter than 
the earthshine. The sky was very clear; a 12-inch reflector at 150X was used. 
With reference to the atar-like points,often a feature of these lofty mountains, 
a very peculiar and interesting sight was witnessed on the evening of January 7.

1919 The air w s very clear; and the crescent moon (terminator at east wall of 
Catherina) was observed, using a 3.5-inch refractor and 100X. Several detached 
peaks were noticed on the earthlit southern limb when it became apparent that 
one of them was slowly moving westward along the limb! It was, of course, a 
star that just escaped occultation and was passing behind, and being hidden by, 
tAtIue mosnbaiii,p 

 
Vie. eaks. 

7,  0 	 - 	:41 .14f̀,M., 

The abOVe recordings are but a selection of the many peculiar, even remark-
able, appearances which have come within the writer's experience, as observed 
with telescopes of apertures from 3 to 15 inches, These events clearly show that 
things do happen, and are continually happening, on the moon, whatever their 
cause or explanation. 

BOOK  REVIEW 

by Walter H. Haas 

Contributions  to Selenegraphy, No. 1. 	"The Diameters of Lunar Craters." 
Part I of a catalogue of the diameters of lunar craters. 	Based on observations 
on all existing lunar photographs. 	Observed and reduced by D. W. G. Arthur, 
F. R. A. S. Published by the author. March, 1951. 
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1942, March 2. 	Total lunar eclipse. The floor of Stoefler is irregularly 
shaded and contains some dark areas, especially on the east. When close to the 
edge of the umbra and therefore in the dense penumbra, the western portion of 
the floor became very light while the dark areas on the east darkened rapidly 
to become absolutely black when covered by the umbra. The appearance suggested 
that the spots on the western side withered away as the solar light was with-
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to an article by H. P. Wilkins in J.B.A.A., Vol. 52, pg. 108, 1942] 

1944, August 12. With an 8.5-inch "With" mirror and 200X the central crater-
let within Plato was very clearly seen to have its northern rim apparently obli- 
terated to the level of the floor so that t0 craterlet appeared imperfect. 
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1949, May 1. 20 44'5, U.T. 	Aristarchus, visible as a diffused light spot 
on the earthshine, suddenly glowed for about two seconds to such a degree that 
the central peak and inner terraces became distinctly visible. Dee also The 
Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 3, No. 9, pp. 10-11, 194] 

1951, May May 170 20h 45m U.T. While the writer was observing Gassendi with a 
15-inch reflector at 300X and was making a careful and detailed drawing,a bright 
flash or point of light appeared close to the craterlet (P on the writer's map) 
to the east of the central mountains and between them and the formation H on the 
east wall. This bright speck, equal to a fourth magnitude star to the naked eye, 
lasted for only a second; but a certain amount of glow persisted for two seconds 
more. This object may have been a meteorite striking the surface. 
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1948, April 14. The south cusp was prolonged by the arc of the Leibnitz 

Mountains; and the detached peaks, star-like points of light on the darkened 
portion of the disc, were connected by exceedingly fine filaments brighter than 
the earthshine. The sky was very clear; a 12-inch reflector at 150X was used. 
With reference to the atar-like points,often a feature of these lofty mountains, 
a very peculiar and interesting sight was witnessed on the evening of January 79 
1919. The air w s very clear; and the crescent moon (terminator at east wall of 
Catherina) was observed, using a 3.5-inch refractor and 100X. Several detached 
peaks were noticed on the earthlit southern limb when it became apparent that 
one of them was slowly moving westward along the limb! It was, of course, a 
star that just escaped occultation and was passing behind, and being hidden by, 
t true m5# 411n,peaks. 	eeeoan 	--e5 "q 

The abo've recordings-'are but a selection of the many peculiar, even remark-
able, appearances which have come within the writer's experience, as observed 
with telescopes of apertures from 3 to 15 inches, These events clearly show that 
things do happen, and are continually happening, on the moon, whatever their 
cause or explanation. 
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by Walter H. Haas 

Contributions  to Selen2graphy, No. 1. 	"The Diameters of Lunar Craters." 
Part I of a catalogue of the diameters of lunar craters. 	Based on observations 
on all existing lunar photographs. 	Observed and reduced by D. W. G. Arthur, 
F. R. A. S. Published by the author. March, 1951, 
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7.5,r RoTa. 

Mr, Arthur is the Librarian of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical 
Association. He is one of the most active and most skillful lunar observers in 
England. He is also the editor of The Moon, a new and excellent periodical pub-
lished by the B.A.A. Lunar Section. 

There has long been a need for an accurate standard work upon the diameters 
of lunar craters, Mr. Arthur has admirably filled this need by measuring "almost 
every lunar photograph ever taken, His main sources, however,were the excellent 
photographs taken at the Mount Wilson, Lick, and Yerkes Observatories. The unit 
for the diameters published is 0.001 of the moon's radius. One can multiply by 
1.08 to convert to miles. The probable error of the diameters is difficult to 
estimate because the material used is heterogeneous. 	It is thought to be about 
0,1 to 0.3 units for small craters not too near the limb of the moon and about 
0.4 to 1.5 units for ring plains. 

Part I of the projected three-part work consists of a one-page introduction 
and 20 pages of tables, listing 1,000 lunar craters. 	In these tables the first 
column is an identifying number, for reference. The second column is the I.A.U. 
designation of the crater. The third and fourth columns are its orthographic 
map coordinates, according to Blagg and Mueller. The fifth column is the dia-
meter, and the sixth column contains occasion 1 remarks. 

The reviewer recommends this work to all those who have any interest in 
lunar crater diameters and statistics relating to them. 

Mr. Arthur's ddress is 35 Vastern Road, Reading, Berkshire, England, 
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The Strolling Astronomerg 	86?3 in November, 1949 (Vol. 4, No. 1, pg. 14, 1950) 
and 8694 in April, 1950 (Vol. 59  No, 1, pg, 7, 1951). 

Comments by the Recorder. This Venus Report is the last one which I shall 
writes, and it is with regret that my personal circumstances make it necessary 
for me to resign as Recorder of the Venus Section. 	Our new Recorder, Dr. James 
C. Bartlett, Jr., 300 No. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Maryland, is now handling all 
current Venus observations. All observers are urged to send him their work in 
the future. During the past two years a very great amount of observational data 
has been contributed by the many observers of Venus, and it is hoped that even-
tually a full paper may be prepared upon these two evening apparitions and one 
morning apparition. I wish to thank Mr. David Louis Bellot for his help in pre-
paring this Report. 

VISIT TO FRENCH OBSERVATORIES 

Mr, H. Percy Wilkins, the Director of the Lunar Section of the British 
Astronomical Association, spent his holidays in France last July. This article 
is compiled from two letters from Mr. Wilkins. 

He visited the Flammarion Observatory at Juvisy, 1205 miles south of Paris. 
It was given to the illustrious Flammarion by an admirer. A dome on the roof 
shelters a 9-inch refractor with twin photographic telescopes, The library con-
tains thousands of books, charts, etc. 

Mr. Wilkins then travelled on to the Meudon Observatory and its 33-inch re-
fractor, which is perhaps best known to us planetarians as the telescope used by 
E. M. Antoniadi in his studies of Mars. The Observatory is in a suburb of Paris 
and commands a superb view of the city from a hilltop. The rectangular iron 
tube, 52 feet long,carries both a 33-inch visual lens and a 25-inch photographic 
lens. Other instruments include the great solar apparatus and a radio telescope. 
Mr. Wilkins observed the sun for two hours with Lyot's monochromatic polarizers  
employed with an objective 12 inches in diamter and fed by a coelostat and 
fixed mirror. 	Magnificient views were obtained of the prominences and chromos- 
phere. 

Our English colleague was very pleasantly surprised to find that Dr. Lyot 
and others exhibited considerable interest in the moon and the planets. They 
showed him many photographs and drawings. For example, they have found that the 
cleft near the foot of the west wall of the lunar crater Alphonsus is continued 
by turning eastward near the south wall and then bends sharply northward past 
the west side of the central mountain. 	They have recorded clefts and pits over 
the entire floor of Gassendi far in excess of the best maps and charts. 	They 
have constructed maps of Mercury and Venus. The Meudon observers think that the 
canals of Mars exist but are really caused by a series of spots arrayed in a 
linear manner. They have drawn much detail on the satellites of Jupiter, es-
pecially Ganymede and Callisto. On Saturn they have detected a gap between 
Rings B and C, delicate divisions on Rings B and C s, and at least two divisions 
on A besides Encke's. E. K. White, W. H. Haas, and a few other A.L.P.O0 members 
have seen the Fifth Division, as we call it, between Rings B and C. We have 
also seen two divisions on B and one near the middle of C. The French observers 
have detected a broad belt across Uranus. 

Mr. Wilkins is anxious to establish closer liaison among French astronomers, 
the British Astronomical Association, and the Association of Lunar and Planetary 
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employed with an objective 12 inches in diamter and fed by a coelostat and 
fixed mirror. 	Magnificient views were obtained of the prominences and chromos- 
phere, 

Our English colleague was very pleasantly surprised to find that Dr. Lyot 
and others exhibited considerable interest in the moon and the planets. They 
showed him many photographs and drawings. For example, they have found that the 
cleft near the foot of the west wall of the lunar crater Alphonsus is continued 
by turning eastward near the south wall and then bends sharply northward past 
the west side of the central mountain. 	They have recorded clefts and pits over 
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Observers. We share this desire. These lunar and planetary researches at Meudon 
are being continued, the former with the aid of the 300-inch Wilkins map of the 
moon. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

We direct the attention of readers to pg. 1. The photograph and drawings 
which appear there were kindly supplied by Mr. E. E. Hare, the Jupiter Recorder 
of the A.L.P.O. in 1950. 	Mr. Hare's photograph of Jupiter on October 3, 1950, 
is by no means one of his best; the image was too dim on the negative because he 
underestimated the effect of a smoky atmosphere (from Canadian forest fires). 
Cragg's drawing of October 3 is essentially simultaneous with Hare's photograph 
on that date, and L. T. Johnson's drawing of October 1 shows almost the same por-
tion of Jupiter. Cragg was especially interested in a white cloud in the Equa-
torial Zone and in a connecting white streamer lying over, or within, the North 
Equatorial Belt. On October 3 the Red Spot Hollow was in conjunction with a 
similar-looking large white oval in the South Equatorial Belt North (The Stroll-
ing Astronomer, Vol. 5, No. 1, pg. 3, 1951), but Cragg has drawn only one of the 
two features because more concerned with detail near the equator?). 

On July 10, 1951, . Robins searched for possible lunar meteors for 29 min-
utes without success. He used 35x on a 3.5-inch reflector. 

On June 12, 1951 C. . Cyrus observed Linn4 and vicinity with a 10-inch re-
flector at 280X in fair seeing. The colongitude was 35827 so that the region 
was almost a day inside the sunrise terminator. Cyrus perceived a tiny crater- 
let somewhat less than half full of shadow with the Linn4 white area. 	This 
craterlet has been seen by a number of A.L.P.O. members and has been mentioned 
from time to time in this periodical. It is thought to be only one to two miles 
in diameter, and its visibility is a rather severe test of six- to ten-inch 
telescopes. 	It is quite certain, in the editor's opinion, that this difficult 
object is not the controversial crater observed by several eminent selenographers 
prior to ig-66 and apparently invisible from that year down to the present. 

On July 15 Mr, Cyrus observed the lunar walled plain Plato with his 10-inch 
reflector at 280X in fairly good seeing and a very clear sky. He considers the 
view his best yet of Plato. The colongitude was 42?2; hence, Plato had been in 
sunlight for about two and one-half days. His drawing agrees well with one made 
by W. H. Haas with an 18-inch refractor on November 1, 1944 and reproduced as 
Figure 5 on pg. 1 of our March, 1951, issue. 	Indeed, the six most conspicuous 
craterlets are identical on the two drawings; and the observers agree perfectly 
on the order of decreasing conspicuousness, except that Cyrus interchanged num- 
bers 3 nd 4 from the order on Haas° drawing. 	These are the twin craterlets in 
the north central part of the floor. Cyrus notes that these were seen as dis-
tinctly as they appear on the Mount Wilson photograph of 1919. The space be-
tween the twin pits was nearly as wide as the diameters of the twins. The two 
pits were about the same size. The western one seemed to be a little brighter, 
which may have been due to a high east wall". Cyrus discerned shadows in all 
of these six most conspicuous craterlets - a very creditable accomplishment. He 
observed two additional white spots at the foot of the west inner wall of Plato 
to make a total of eight spots. 

On pp. 13-14 of the July issue we described how J. C. Bartlett observed a 
remarkable faintness and diffuseness of 11 detail on the ball of Saturn on 
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Lunar Formation Bartlett. 	Mr. H. Percy Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the 
British Astronomical Association, writes that he is acting upon Mr. P.A. Moore's 
suggestion on pg. 7 of our July issue and is giving the name Bartlett to the 
curious formation on the moon between Fontenelle and. Birmingham. We congratulate 
Dr. Bartlett upon a deserved honor! It was Dr. Bartlett who directed attention 
to Maedler's Square, now Bartlett, in an article in our December, 1950, issue. 
He thus raised a fascinating lunar mystery, whatever may be the final decision 
upon the curiously mystifying evidence for a major topographical change here 
during the last century. 

Other A.L.P.O0 members whose names appear upon the moon are Dr. Lincoln 
La - Paz, Mr, David P. Bareroft, Mr, P. A. Moore, Mr, H. P. Wilkins, Senor Antonio 
Paluzle, and Walter H. Haas. 

Corrections_to_Article "The Meteorite of the Campo Del  Cielo Argentina" by 
Mr. Lorenzo OrestesGiaicomelli___in_The Strolling Astronomer for Februalm_1951. 
In a letter dated April 11, 1951, Mr. Giacomelli pointed. out several errors in 
our published translation. We thank him for his kind and helpful interest. 

Page 10, line 28. "I am a modest amateur....", not subscriber. 

Page 11, line 6. Piguem Nonralt, not Pilguen Nonralt4. 

Page 12, line 1. 1794, not 1795. 

Page 12, line 40. goon of the Paila, not Lake of the Paila. There are no 
lakeS in the Campo del Cielo. 

Page 12, lines 46-47. Read "The chemist AugusteHeiman Gauna (Argentina) 
made the first, incomplete chemical study of this stone and observed..." 

Page 13,, line 15. Holes, not craters, Mr. Giacomelli wishes to stress that 
it is Dr. Nagera's opinion that we are dealing with holes of human construction. 
He hence considers the word craters inappropriate. 

Page 14, lie 2. 	Insert the phrase "more important no doubt" between the 
words second and because. 

Page 14, line 25, Hole, not craters. 

Page 14, line 27. Black Lagoon, not Black Lake. 

Errors in SepLtember2  19511_issue. 	On pages 6 and 7 the 712-inch reflector 
employed by Venus observers Campbell, Merritt, and Royer belonrto Eaer, not to 
Courtright. 	Courtright employed his own 6.8-inch reflector. On pg. 4, line 15 
the year of the reference is 1949;  not 1941. 

French Book upon Mercury. 	Mr, R. M. Baum writes that E. M. Antoniadi's 
classic book upon Mercury, La PlanAte Mercure et la Rqtation des Satellites, can 
still be obtained from the publishers, Gauthiers-Villars, Paris, France. The 
book is excellently illustrated with drawings of Mercury made with the Meudon 
33-inch refractor. 

Notes about Mercury hy Editor. 	On pg. 5 there appears a map of Mercury, 
which was drawn by qtr, Donald O'Toole on the basis of observations by A,L,P,OC 
members in April, 1950. 	It is discussed by Mr. O'Toole, who is our Mercury 
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in February-June, 1951. They found our North Temperate Belt and South Equatorial 
Belt to be the most prominent belts. 	These were often double, especially the 
N.T.B. 	The south edge of the N.T.B0 was frequently sharp and dark; tae north 
component was sometimes very faint and was visible only in disconnected sections. 
Most of the German observers often drew darker spots and darker sections within 
both the S.E0Bo and the N.T°B., and H. Schumacher And others sought to determine 
the longitudes of these features. Unfortunately, the observations are not abun- 
dant enough to establish reliable rotation-periodso 	Mt. Roth proposes, and we 
agree,thattobservational cooperation on an international scale may well be need-
ed to produce.worthwhile information about the rotation of Saturn. ''Cettainly 
this approach Would be an ideal one since suitable features are scarce. The 
Equatorial Zone-North Tropical Zone was very bright in February-March but was 
narrower and slightly  dimmer in April-June. 	Its color was white. (J. Co Bart- 
lett may confirm the German observers :bout this dimming.) Mto Roth's observers 
sometimes suspected a South Tropical Zone south of the S.E.B0 and a North Temp- 
erate Zone north of the N.T.B0 and drew a few bright clouds in them. 	On the 

oRoleward side of these Zones were a south Temperate Belt and a North North Temp-
erate Belt° The former varied in darkness, and the latter was visible in broken 
sections only. The two polar regions were shaded about equally. Dr. W. Sandner 
and Mr, Roth used color filters but disagree somewhat about their effects on de-
tail. More experimenting Appears necessary Five of the eight observers record-
ed "light knots" on the ring-arms, and three of them agreed that the knots lay 
near Cassini's Division. 	The bright spots were not reported by American obser- 
vers in 1951, They are well shown, for example, in a 1920 draAng by W.H. 
Steavenson with a 28-inch refractor, this drawing being reproduced on pg. 370 of 
Volume I of Hutchinson's gpitlalgur of the Heavens. The explanation usually given 
is that when the unilluminated side of the rings is turned toward the earth9sun-
light penetrates through the thinnest pottions of the rings, particularly Cass-
ini's Division and the Crape Ringo In 1951, however, the sun and the earth were 
always on the same side of the ring7plane. 

Near 7h,U.T.,on August 18, 19519  Co Tarwater, T. A. Cragg, T. R. Cave, Jr,, 
Wo H. Haas, and perhaps one or two others had an excellent view of the lunar 
walled plain Plato in Mt. Tarwater's 87inch reflector at 180X and 360X. .(others 
in the party were D. P. Barcroft, D. L. Bellot, Co Landquist, and C. Co Post; 
but it is not certain from memory that all of these observed Plato.) The colon-
gitude was 10094; it was lunar noon on Plato. The craterlets on the floor, na-
turally seen as white spots under such high lighting, were very small and very 
sharp. All observers who examined the "twin craterlets" ifinthenotthcentral 
part of the floor (numbers 3 and 4 on Figure 5 on pg. 1 of our March, 1951, 
issue) agree that the northeast craterlet was very definitely larger, brighter, 
and more conspicuous than the southwest one. 	This observation should be com- 
pletely reliable; the appearance was unmistakable to all the observers, and the 
twins were separated very well. 	It is not certain, of course, that the spots 
seen at noon have exactly the same outlines as the craters they represent. The 
relative sizes of the twin eraterlets in Plato was discussed in our January, 

1q14-9_a:il5L issue and has been mentioned from time to time since then, usually in con-
nection with current observatiops. 

On pg. 14 of our June issue we mentioned E. J. Reese intensive study of 
the appearance of the lunar crater Conon on photographs at large observatories. 
Writing on August 39  Reese tells us that E. E. Hare is engaging in a similar 
study and says2 	"Our independent drawings clearly establish that there are ap- 
parent differences between photographs taken under similar lighting". Mr, Hare 
has pointed out that duplicate negatives are needed to establish the reality of 
very delicate markings. It is certain that the photographs do show a number of 
features on the floor of Conon. 
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Figure 1. Saturn 
T. Osawa 
April 4, 1951.13h  30m,U.T. 
6-inch refl. 230X 

Figure 2. Saturn 
G. D. Roth 
April 23, 1951.20h30m,U.T. 
4.4-inch refl. 161X 

Figure 5. Lunar Crater Atlas. 
T. Osawa 
August 9, 1951. 10h, U.T. 
6-inch refl. 230X. 
Colongitude = 3542 

Figure 6. Lunar Crater Kies A. 
P. A. Moore 
April 16, 1951. 23h24m, U.T. 
8.5-inch refl. 350X. 
Colongitude = 34?2 

Figure 3. Jupiter 
T. Saheki 
Aug. 7, 1951. 18h25m,U.T. 
8-inch refl. 222X. 
C.M.1= 10°.C.M.2= 235°. 

Figure 4. Jupiter 
T. Saheki 
Aug. 27, 1951. 20h15m0 U.T. 
8-inch refl. 222X,400X. 
C.M.1= 356°. C.M.2= 68°. 
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Figure 2. Saturn 
G. D. Roth 
April 23, 1951.20h30 U.T. 
4.4-inch refl. 161X 

Figure 4. Jupiter 
T. Saheki 
Aug. 27, 1951. 20h15m0 U.T. 
8-inch refl. 222X,400X. 
C.M.1= 356°. C.M.2= 68°. 

Figure 6. Lunar Crater Kies A. 
P. A. Moore 
April 16, 1951. 23h24m, U.T. 
8.5-inch refl. 350X. 
Colongitude = 3492 
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T. Osawa 
August 9, 1951. 10h, U.T. 
6-inch refl. 230X. 
Colongitude = 352°2 
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1952 Ephemeris. 	It is time for readers who expect to do useful observing 
near year to order the new volume of The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac 
from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. Co The price is $3.75. 
This book contains tables of central meridians on Mars and Jupiter, lunar colon-
gitudes,phase-data for Mercury and Venus, positions of the moon and all planets, 
pparent angular diameters of all planets, and map others. The Ephemeris is a 
must for the serious observer. 	Since your order may not be filled for a few 
weeks, it is wise to order immediate:4, so as to be sure to receive your copy be-
fore January first. 

Der Meteorbeobachter. The attention of students of meteors is directed to 
a worthy new German periodical in this field, Der Meteorbeobachter (translations 
The Meteor Observer). It is published once a month in a simple mimeographed for-
mat to reduce costs; numerous line-drawings are very satisfactorily reproduced 
thereby. 	Subjects discussed in recent issues include brilliant fireballs ob- 
served in Germany, radio astronomy as it applies to meteorics, simple meteOrical 
calculations, and current observational projects. For more information write to 
Mt. Fritz Wieser,Reifenstuel Strasse 12, Munich 5, Germany. Der Meteorbeobachter 
is written in the German language. 

Availability of 100-Inch Reproduction of Wilkins Map of the Moon. For some 
time now we have been reproducing serially the H. P, Wilkins map of the moon; 
Section XIV appears on the back inside cover of this issue. 	Many people, how- 
ever, may prefer the larger scale of 100 inches to the moon's diameter on which 
Mt. Wilkins originally published his map. By special arrangement with Mr.Wilkins 
we are now able to offer this 100-inch map for sale to all persons living in the 
United States, who can thus completely avoid the inconveniences of foreign ex- 
change. 	Our offer is of the Third Edition of the map, which has been revised 
and corrected by Mt. Wilkins; it has a gridwork of horizontal and vertical lines 
for easily specifying the position of any lunar feature. 	This Edition consists 
of the 25 Map Sections, each on a separate sheet, a title-page, an index-page, 
and three Special Sections. 	One of these Special Sections shows'the - libratory 
regiltns (reproduced in our July,1950, issue)sanother represents the limb-regions 
on a stereographic projection, thus as a ring or annulus; and the third is a po7  
lar projection for features in very high latitudes in both the north and the 
south hemispheres. 	The price of the complete Third Edition is eight dollars 
($8.00); somewhat lower prices can be offered to those who do not want the three 
Special Sections and/or the title and index pages. To order your copy of the 
Wilkins map of the moon on a 100-inch scale or to obtain additional information 
about it write to the editor at 1203 N. Alameda St., Las Cruces, New Mexico. 

Article on Planetary Atmospheres. 	The attention of all serious lunarians 
and planetarians is earnestly directed to an outstanding article called "The 
Air of Other Worlds" by Mt. V. A. Firsoff in the September, 1951, issue of The 
Journal of the British Interplanetary Society. The article will repay repeated 
reading and close study; it is, however, on a level easily understandable by the 
non-specialist. Mt. Firsoff compresses a huglt amount of information, both theo= 
retical and empirical, into 14 pages; he obviously has a wide knowledge of the 
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Errata in Octoberz  1951s_Issue. On Figure 3 on pg. 1 Jupiter III is not 
visible, as it was stated to be on pg. 11, because the background of sky repro-
duced around the planet did not include the position of the satellite. On pg. 
14, line 46, it was in our January, 1949, issue that we first discussed the re- 
lative sizes of the twin craterlets in the north central part of Plato. 	The 
article was called "The Twin Craterlets in Plato." 
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Errata in Octoberze195lLeIssue. 	On Figure 3 on pg. 1 Jupiter III is not 
visible, as it was stated to be on pg. 11, because the background of sky repro-
duced around the planet did not include the position of the satellite. On pg. 
14, line 46, it was in our January, 1949, issue that we first discussed the re- 
lative sizes of the twin craterlets in the north central part of Plato. 	The 
article was called "The Twin Craterlets in Plato." 

1952 EphemEis. 	It is time for readers who expect to do useful observing 
near year to order the new volume of The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac 
from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D, Co The price is $3.75. 
This book contains tables of central meridians on Mars and Jupiter, lunar colon-
gitudes,phase-data for Mercury and Venus, positions of the moon and all planets, 
pparent angular diameters of all planets, and many others. The Ephemeris is a 
must for the serious observer. 	Since your order may not be filled for a few 
weeks, it is wise to order immediately, so as to be sure to receive your copy be-
fore January first. 

Der Meteorbeobachter. The attention of students of meteors is directed to 
a worthy new German periodical in this field, Der Meteorbeobachter (translations 
The Meteor Observer). It is published once a month in a simple mimeographed for-
mat to reduce costs; numerous line-drawings are very satisfactorily reproduced 
thereby° 	Subjects discussed in recent issues include brilliant fireballs ob- 
served in Germany, radio astronomy as it applies to meteories, simple meteorical 
calculations, and current observational projects. For more information write to 
Mt. Fritz Wieser,Reifenstuel Strasse 12, Munich 5, Germany, Der Meteorbeobachter 
is written in the German language° 

Availability of 100-Inch Reproduction of Wilkins Man of the Moon. For some 
time now we have been reproducing serially the H. P, Wilkins map of the moon; 
Section XIV appears on the back inside cover of this issue. 	Many people, how- 
ever, may prefer the larger scale of 100 inches to the moon's diameter on which 
Mt. Wilkins originally puthlished his map. By special arrangement with Mr.Wilkins 
we are now able to offer this 100-inch map for sale to all persons living in the 
United States, who can thus completely avoid the inconveniences of foreign ex- 
change. 	Our offer is of the Third Edition of the map, which has been revised 
and corrected by Mto Wilkins; it has a gridwork of horizontal and vertical lines 
for easily specifying the position of any lunar feature. 	This Edition consists 
of the 25 Map Sections, each on a separate sheet, a title-page, an index-page, 
and three Special Sections° 	One of these Special Sections shows'the - libratory 
regiatns (reproduced in our July,1950, issue);another represents the limb-regions 
on a stereographic projection, thus as a ring or annulus; and the third is a pam . 
lar projection for features in very high latitudes in both the north and the 
south hemispheres. 	The price of the complete Third Edition is eight dollars 
($8.00); somewhat lower prices can be offered to those who do not want the three 
Special Sections and/or the title and index pages. 	To order your copy of the 
Wilkins map of the moon on a 100-inch scale or to obtain additional information 
about it write to the editor at 1203 No Alameda St., Las Cruces, New Mexico. 

Article on Planetary Atmosphfres. 	The attention of all serious lunarians 
and planetarians is earnestly directed to an outstanding article called "The 
Air of Other Worlds" by Mt. V. A. Firsoff in the September, 1951, issue of The 
Journal of the British Interplanetary Socifly. The article will repay repeated 
reading and close study; it is, however, on a level easily understandable by the 
non-specialist. Ato Firsoff compresses a hugt amount of information, both theo-
retical and empirical, into 14 pages; he obviously has a wide knowledge of the 
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literature of the fields including the evidence of both visual observations(e.g., 
Antoniadi's veilings of detail on Mercury)and recent astrophysical investigations 
(e.g., polarimetric tests by ]Lipski and Lyot for a possible lunar atmosphere). 
Among Mr. Firsoff's interpretations of interest are a proposal that the redness 
of Mars is chiefly due to its atmosphere, not to the color of its surfaces  and 
a possible mechanism to explain how the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of 
Venus can be the predominant gas above the reflecting layer of clouds, even 
though heavier than other gases that might be expected to be present - those who 
read the article will find others. The becomingly modest conclusion should be 
borne in mind by theorists "The day may not be far off when we shall make per-
sonal acquaintance of the atmospheres of other planets, and I would venture a 
surmise that these will look very different at close quarters from what we now 
imagine." 

P5'7 
The secretarial address of the British Interplanetary Society is 144-,Friary 

Road, Londons  S.E. 15s  England. 	Their general objective is described by their 
title; but their program borders upon astronomy, mathematical theory of inter-
planetary trajectories, rocket motors,rocket propellants, radio and electronics, 
chemistry, biology, and other fields - even upon philosophy. There is a corres-
ponding wide variety in articles published in their Journal; almost everyone 
will find much of interest in it. Occasional lists of abstracts of current arti-
cles should be of great value to specialists in many different fields. 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OF PLANETARY OBSERVERS 
AT MUNICH, GERMANY  IN  AUGUST, 1951  

Perhaps the very first international meeting of planetary observers took 
place at Munichs  Germany, on August 12-15, 1951. By good fortune Mr. Howard A. 
Le Vaux of Los Angeles, Calif., was able to represent our Association of Lunar 
and Planetary Observers at this meeting. On September 13 Mr, Le Vaux wrote the 
editor a letter describing the Convention, and this article is based upon the 
letter. Mr. Le Vaux thinks that there may be a few factual errors in his des- 
cription; we shall be glad to have any such brought to our attention. 	He was 
much impressed by the general high level of amateur planetary astronomy in Ger-
many. About 55 delegates from the 4 zones of Germany, Switzerland, and Austria 
attended the Convention. Papers were presented from Germany, Austria, Switzer-
land, Czechoslovakia, England,and the United States. Mr. Ernest L. Pfannenschmidt 
was the Chairman of the Convention. 

Although delegates began arriving on the afternoon and evening of August 11, 
the official opening of the Convention took place the next morning at the Munich 
Observatory. The city of Munich was very hospitable to the Convention, furnish-
ing a banquet room where all sessions for papers were held and carrying several 
articles about the Convention in one of the local newspapers. After several wel-
coming addresses the delegates spent the balance of the first morning inspecting 
the equipment and instruments of the Observatory. These include 8-inch and 12- 
inch refractors and several transit telescopes. 	The first session for papers 
was held on the afternoon of August 12 and dealt chiefly with the work of the 
Jupiter Section of the Bund der Sternfreunde on the 195051 apparition of that 
planet. The Section, directed by Mr. Maedlow, accumulated about 600 observations 
by about 24 observers,which have been analyzed by four amateurs employed by var-
ious German observatories. Their work concentrated upon observing central merid-
ian transits to determine longitudess establishing the period of rotation of dif-
ferent latitudinal currents at the visible surface of Jupiter, and finding out 
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Observatory. The city of Munich was very hospitable to the Convention, furnish-
ing a banquet room where all sessions for papers were held and carrying several 
articles about the Convention in one of the local newspapers. After several wel-
coming addresses the delegates spent the balance of the first morning inspecting 
the equipment and instruments of the Observatory. These include 8-inch and 12= 
inch refractors and several transit telescopes. 	The first session for papers 
was held on the afternoon of August 12 and dealt chiefly with the work of the 
Jupiter Section of the Bund der Sternfreunde on the 1950-51 apparition of that 
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glimpsed along the ring-arms indicated the various ring-divisions, of which 
Cassini's was much the easiest. On the ball only the South Equatorial Belt and 
the North Temperate Belt were drawn, the latter being much the broader. Johnson 
agrees with several other observers that the North Tropical Zone (north of pro-
jected rings) was brighter than the Equatorial Zone (south of them). 

Figures 3 and 4 are drawings of Jupiter by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, 
Japan, and will show something of the general appearance of the planet early in 
the current 1951-52 apparition. On Figure 3 the Red Spot appears as a large 
dusky oval in the right half of the disc. There is evidence that the Spot and 
the surrounding Hollow underwent rapid changes in August and September. On July 
26 and August 2 E. J. Reese determined the longitude of the center of the Spot 
to be 254° (II), an increase in longitude of 7 degrees since the 1950 opposition 
of Jupiter. On Figure 4 the shadow of 19  lying just south of the South Equa-
torial Belt North, is nearing the west (left) limb, while I itself is shown as 
a gray spot still somewhat east of the central meridian. 	Small telescopes of 
good quality often show Jupiter I clearly as a darker spot against the central 
portions of its primary; this satellite looks bright when near the more dusky 
limb of Jupiter; and there is naturally an intermediate region where it blends 
invisibly against its background. The attentive student of Jupiter will see 
many other things of interest on these two drawings. 

O. Co Renck employed his 4-inch refractor to observe the lunar crater 
Gassendi on August 149  19519  at colongitude 4895 and the lunar crater Vitello on 
August 26 at colongitude 201°4 (dates by U.T.). 	Vitello seemed to possess a 
blue-green color, but the editor is suspicious because the observation was made 
in full sunshine in a hazy sky. A.L.P.O. members able to undertake post-midnight 
work might, however, attempt confirmation. 

Employing a 4-1nch reflector at 168X, T. E. Howe drew the lunar crater 
Conon on August 12 at colongitude 2590 and Plato on August 13 at 3792. Streak 
S in Conon (use Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1 of the August issue for the nomencla-
ture here) was very black and conspicuous to Howe on August 12 (U.T.); we wonder 
whether any others observed on that date. Cleft V was apparently not even glim-
psed. A "peak", apparently K2, flanked Streak S. The shadow on the west inner 
wall was not quite black, probably because of light reflected into it from the 
sunlit east inner wall. 	In his drawing of Plato on August 13 Howe shows three 
craterlets near the south and west walls, each surrounded by a whitish halo. He 
is fairly sure that he saw these as craterlets. The floor of Plato had a bluish 
cast, and there were darker shadings upon it. 	It is very curious that Howe 
shows no sign of what are ordinarily the four most conspicuous craterlets on the 
floor. 

Figure 5 on pg. 1 is a drawing of the lunar crater Atlas by T. Osawa of 
Osaka, Japan9  when Atlas was about three days inside the sunrise terminator. 
broken strip of shadow still lay on the southwest wall; here there was much com-
plex details  perhaps including a few craterlets. At the foot of the sout west 
inner wall the floor looked rugged and uneven. 	The southeast wall of Atlas was 
rather dusky, but the north and northeast walls were broad and bright. The two 
main dark areas on the floor, one in the southeast quadrant and the other in the 
northwest quadrant, were no more than moderately dark at this forenoon illumina- 
tion. 	There were several craterlets on the floor; in the principal one, which 
lay near the center of Atlas, it was possible to see the sunlit northeast wall 
and shadow on the southwest wall. 	A few band-like dark marks were seen on the 
walls of Atlas. 	Additional details will be noticed on 	a Osawe's drawing. 
Topographical studies of this kind are recommendd to members of the A.L.P.O. 
A six-inch telescope of good quality is capable of useful work, and a few skill-
ful observers have done well with even less aperture. The Lunar Section of the 
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Figures 3 and 4 are drawings of Jupiter by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, 
Japan, and will show something of the general appearance of the planet early in 
the current 1951-52 apparition. On Figure 3 the Red Spot appears as a large 
dusky oval in the right half of the disc. There is evidence that the Spot and 
the surrounding Hollow underwent rapid changes in August and September. On July 
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many other things of interest on these two drawings. 
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Gassendi on August 149  1951, at colongitude 4895 and the lunar crater Vitello on 
August 26 at colongitude 20194 (dates by U.T.). 	Vitello seemed to possess a 
blue-green color, but the editor is suspicious because the observation was made 
in full sunshine in a hazy sky. A.L.P.O. members able to undertake post-midnight 
work might, however, attempt confirmation. 

Employing a 4-inch reflector at 168X, T. E. Howe drew the lunar crater 
Conon on August 12 at colongitude 2590 and Plato on August 13 at 3792. Streak 
S in Conon (use Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1 of the August issue for the nomencla-
ture here) was very black and conspicuous to Howe on August 12 (U.T.); we wonder 
whether any others observed on that date, Cleft V was apparently not even glim-
psed. A "peak", apparently K2, flanked Streak S. The shadow on the west inner 
wall was not quite black, probably because of light reflected into it from the 
sunlit east inner wall. 	In his drawing of Plato on August 13 Howe shows three 
craterlets near the south and west walls, each surrounded by a whitish halo. He 
is fairly sure that he saw these as craterlets. The floor of Plato had a bluish 
cast, and there were darker shadings upon it. 	It is very curious that Howe 
shows no sign of what are ordinarily the four most conspicuous craterlets on the 
floor. 

Figure 5 on pg. 1 is a drawing of the lunar crater Atlas by T. Osawa of 
Osaka, Japan, when Atlas was about three days inside the sunrise terminator, A 
broken strip of shadow still lay on the southwest wall; here there was much com-
plex detail, perhaps including a few craterlets. At the foot of the southwest 
inner wall the floor looked rugged and uneven. The southeast wall of Atlas was 
rather dusky, but the north and northeast walls were broad and bright. The two 
main dark areas on the floor, one in the southeast quadrant and the other in the 
northwest quadrant, were no more than moderately dark at this forenoon illumina- 
tion. 	There were several craterlets on the floor; in the principal one, which 
lay near the center of Atlas, it was possible to see the sunlit northeast wall 
and shadow on the southwest wall. A few band-like dark marks were seen on the 
walls of Atlas. Additional details will be noticed on Mr. Osawe's drawing. 
Topographical studies of this kind are recommendd to members of the A.L.P.O. 
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ful observers have done well with even less aperture. The Lunar Section of the 
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British Astronomical Association has here furnished an excellent example, and 
our study of lunar topography will be more effective if joined to theirs. 

These B.A.A. lunarians hive become very interested in recent years in 
"banded craters". 	The classic example is Aristarchus, on the east inner wall 
of which sever;l dark bands are so prominent that they are easy for even a three- 
inch telescope. 	(Refer to Figure 4 on pg. 1 of our March, 19519  issue.) 	Dark 
bands have also been recorded on the walls of Kepler, Brayley9  Birt, Bessarion9  
Moore (Hipp lus A) Proclus, Dionysius9  Kies A, a crater northwest of Kircher, a 
crater southwest of Schickard, a small crater near Vendelinus, and others. 
Figure 6 on pg.1 is from a sheet of drawings of "banded craters" kindly supplied 
by Mr. Patrick A. Moore, the Secretary of the B.A.A. Lunar Section. 	Mr. Moore 
writes that he thinks that the b4nd in Kies A is growing more prominent. 	In 
1949 he considered it less conspicuous than the Main band in Moore (formerly 
Hippalus A or Agatharcides A), but now he finds very little differenCe between 
the tws bands. Similar increases in conspicuousness have been suspected in some 
other similar dark bands on the walls of other craters, but it is very difficult 
to obtain satisfactory evidence. The matter will certainly bear careful study 
on the part of observers of the moon. 

Osawa has reported observing a possible lunar meteor on May 14, 1951, 
at 10 48M, UoT. A sketch, which accompanied the observation, shows that this 
pure white bright speck moved toward lunar west-southwest, that the length of 
its projected path on the lunar surface was roughly 100 to 150 miles, or at 
least mAny times the diameter of the crater Conon, and that the path lay in the 
rugged region where the Haemus Mountains and the Appennines join. The estimated 
duration was 0.2 or 0.3 seconds; if the object was near the moon's surface, the 
corresponding velocity would be several hundred miles per second - most remark- 
able indeed. 	It is perfectly possible, of course, that Mro Osawz's object was 
an ordinary meteor in the earth's atmosphere projected against the moon. 	0 
duplicate observations can determine whether such a moving britlit speck is in 
the earth's atmosphere or far  beyondait-and why should not two or more AoLJD.Oo 
members be the first to achieve this imp rtant succes ? 

Mro P. Ao Moore reports wh t he considers to be an unusual appearance of 
the crater W. Ho Pickering on August 20, 1951. 	Crater Pickering was formerly 
called Messier A, and Messier and Pickering are a striking pair of twin craters 
in the northeast portion of the Mare Fecunditatiso 	Moore observed with an 8,5= 
inchreflector at 350X0 	At 1h 48m, UoTo, he saw "a bright, cloud-like circular 
patch" on the south wall of Pickering; it was the most brilliant point in the 
vicinity° The appearance remained the same until 3h, when the moon vanished be- 
hind a treeo (Joyce Kilmer, .bviously, was never an astronomer.) 	As far as we 
know, no one else observed Pickering on or near August 200 At'lh 48m  the lunar 
colongitude was 122(0)10 The editor is somewhat doubtful that a brilliant spot on 
the south wAll of Pickering at this solar illumination is unusual° He observed 
such a spot on September 19, 1940, at colongitude 12096 and on July 7, 1936, at 
12693, both views being in fairly good seeing° 	The spot was brighter on each 
occasion than any other feature in or near the two craters. 

In our July, 1951, issue R. Mo Baum reported his observations of a red tint 
near the lunar crater Lichtenberg (drawing on pgo 1, text on ppo 8-9)0 	He ob- 
served this hue on January 21, 1951, at colongitude 7695. On August 15 near 
colongitude 670  T. Osawa Joked in vain, using 6-inch reflector, for a red 
tint west of Lichtenberg; of course, the solar lighting was considerably dif-
ferent than for Baum's observation° Osawa did suspect a brownish tone along the 
terminator from near Oenopides to near Seleoucus. 

British Astronomical Association has here furnished an excellent example, and 
our study of lunar topography will be more effective if joined to theirs. 

These B.A.A. lunarians hive become very interested in recent years in 
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Osawa has reported observing a possible lunar meteor on May 149  19519  
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least mAny times the diameter of the crater Conon, and that the path lay in the 
rugged region where the Haemus Mountains and the Appennines join. The estimated 
duration was 0.2 or 0.3 seconds; if the object was near the moon's surface, the 
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Mr. P. Ao Moore reports wh t he considers to be an unusual appearance of 
the crater W. Ho Pickering on August 20, 1951. 	Crater Pickering was formerly 
called Messier A, and Messier and Pickering are a striking pair of twin craters 
in the northeast portion of the Mare Fecunditatis. 	Moore observed with an 8,5= 
inchreflector at 350X. 	At 1h 	U.T., he saw "a bright, cloud-like circular 
patch" on the south wall of Pickering; it was the most brilliant point in the 
vicinity. The appearance remained the same until 3h, when the moon vanished be- 
hind a tree. (Joyce Kilmer, *bviously, was never an astronomer.) 	As far as we 
know, no one else observed Pickering on or near August 20. At'lh 48m  the lunar 
colongitude was 122(21. The editor is somewhat doubtful that a brilliant spot on 
the south wAll of Pickering at this solar illumination is unusual. He observed 
such a spot on September 19, 1940, at colongitude 12096 and on July 7, 1936, at 
12693, both views being in fairly good seeing. 	The spot was brighter on.  each 
occasion th n any other feature in or near the two craters. 

In our July, 1951, issue R. M. Baum reported his observations of a red tint 
near the lunar crater Lichtenberg (drawing on pg. 1, text on pp. 8-9). 	He ob- 
served this hue on January 21, 1951, at colongitude 7695.- On August 15 near 
colongitude 670  T. Oswa looked in vain, using 6-inch reflector, for a red 
tint west of Lichtenberg; of course, the solar lighting was considerably dif-
ferent than for Baum's observation. Osawa did suspect a brownish tone along the 
terminator from near Oenopides to near Selesucus. 
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On September 5 T. Saheki wrote of some observations by himself and by T. 
Osawa of a "beautiful brownish shading" just northeast of the lunar crater Aris-
tarchus. Saheki observed with an 8-inch reflector; Osawa, with a 6-inch re-
flector. On August 18 (U.T.) near colongitude 106°  Osawa recorded a yellow-ochre 
hue here. On August 14 Saheki had seen only gray. The region appeared dark 
brown to Saheki on August 209  brownish gray to Saheki and sepia to Osawa on 
August 24, sepia with little brown to Osawa on August 26, brownish gray to Osawa 
on August 27, and dusky brownish gray with little brown to Saheki on August 280  
Other A.L.P.O0 members may wish to look for this brown color, preferably with 
reflecting telescopes. 

In our August, 19519  issue we spoke of Japanese observations of "Miyamori's 
Valley" between the lunar formations Lohrmann and Riccioli (drawing on pg. 1, 
text on pg. 14). T. Saheki searched unsuccessfully for this Valley under late 
afternoon illumination in late August; he could see only some low hills and some 
narrow white streaks running halfway from Riccioli, to Lorhmann. Perhaps, then, 
the Valley is displayed best under morning illumination; and it may be that it 
must be studied only over a narrow range of colongitudes centering near 760  or 
77°. 	H. P. Wilkins writes that a drawing by Wadsworth in one of the B.A.A. 
Memoirs  somewhat resembles Saheki drawing (Figure 3 on pg. 1 of our August 
issue) but shows in addition branches of the cleft (Valley) both north and south 
running in to the middle. There are a number of clefts in this region, connect-
ed to the system of Hevel. Continuing, Mr. Wilkins speaks of the interior of 
the walled plain Riccioli, where there are many ridges each apparently requiring 
its own very special solar illumination to be visible. 	The results of the most 
recent observations of Riccioli by Wilkins and Moore will be found on Section 
XIX of the Third Edition of the Wilkins maps  which is mentioned elsewhere in 
this issue. 

On September 17 H. P. Wilkins had a good view of Wymion, then close to 
the sunset terminator. 	(The colongitude was 11392 at 20", U.T., on September 
17.) 	He was using a 15-inch reflector. 	The fl.or appeared convex. A ravine, 
or possibly a cleft, was distinctly seen at the foot of the west inner wall, at 
the position where the fl.or joins the wall. 	The feature really consists, Mr. 
Wilkins writes, of a chain of shallow craterlets or crater pits running along 
most of the west edge of the floor. This feature is a newly discovered one, to 
the best of his knowledge. 	A.L.P.O. members are urged to attempt confirmation. 
The editor suggests that 10 inches of aperture or more,low evening solar illumi- 
nation, and moderately good seeing will be needed for success. 	In the United 
States such searches might well be made on the evenings of November 15 and Dec-
ember 14, local civil time evening dates. 

The annular eclipse of the sun on September 1, 19519  has already been de- 
scribed in the October issue of Sky  and Telescope. 	This eclipse was visible as 
a partial one of small magnitude in western Europe; there we have received re-
pltrts from R. M. Baum and H. P. Wilkins in England and from G. D. Roth in Ger-
many. Mr. Roth at Munich was hampered by clouds and could only establish that 
the time of last contact was 12h 55m, U.T. Wilkins with a 3-inch refractor ob-
served between clouds and saw at least three peaks in a profile on the moon's 
north limb. 	Baum in Chester, England, made a careful series of drawings of the 
advance of the moon over the sun's face and timed last contact at 12h 48m 32s, 
U.T. With a 3-inch refractor at 90X and poor seeing he detected many irregula-
rities upon the moon's limb, which he has carefully represented in drawings. An 
especially large and complex mountain was visible in profile against the sun at 
12n 47m. 
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On September 16 at colongitude 93?3s  thus near full moon, Jo Co Bartlett 
made a drawing of Mare Smythii with a 3.5-inch reflector at 100X. 	This walled 
plain or mare is on the moon's west limb near the equator. 	At the time of 
Bartlett's observation the earth's selenographic longitude was 5?2 west; libra-
tion was thus unusually favorable to observing Mare Smythii, though not to the 
fullest extent possible. Bartlett comments that this mare resembles Mare Crisium, 
being at sunset the same dull gray color. On the floor of Smythii he saw some 
dull whitish spots (craterlets?), some larger craters, and some low curving rid-
ges running principally north and south. The east wall is apparently rather low. 
It is rather difficult to compare Dr, Bartlett's drawing to the Wilkins map of 
the moon, perhaps becau:-,e of the inevitable difficulties in recording features 
which are at best greatly foreshortened. 

The mystery of Maedler's Squares  or Bartlett as it has been renamed in hon-
or of our Venus Recorders  continues to intrigue several of our members, including 
Dro Bartlett himself. To recapitulate for new readers,Dr. Bartlett in an article 
in our Decembers  1950,issue directed attention to a formation between Fontenelle 
and Birmingham and proposed that major topographical changes must be invoked to 
explain very gross discrepancies between the modern appearance and descriptions 
and maps of several competent observers of the nineteenth century. This inter= 
pretation has been challenged by P. A. Moore and D. P. Barcroft, who regard the 
evidence of major change as insufficient. Recent drawings.Of formation Bartlett 
appear on pg. 5 of our July and August, 19519  issues. On September 16 Dr. Bart-
lett wrote in part as followsg 

"As a result of a close study of this formation through two lunations, 
am confident of the followingg 

"(1) No appearance at any time from sunrise through sunset will account for 
Needier's and Neison's maps and texts. 

"(2) Such apparent changes and distortions which take place as a result ofs  
first, changing angle of incidence [of sunlight] and, second, changing libration 
are not such as could possibly produce a perfect, ramparted Square by illusion. 

"(3) In order to obtain measurements of height for the walls described 
by Maedler and Neison, observations must have been made at colongitudes when 
sharp shadows were thrown. Observations today at the same colongitude reveal 
only one distinguishable wall, the northwest. 

"(4) Moores very difficult southeast wz11 Esee article by P. . Moore in 
our Julys  19519  issu does not appear either on the Lick or the Mount Wilson 
photosy the latter by the 100-inch Hooker - an instrument over 26 times lar er 
than Maedler's telescope which revealed a southeast wall to him. 	In regard to 
this, it should be clearly understood that I do not question the existence of 
Moores wall since very delicate details may often be visible to.the eye and in-
visible to the camera, but I do insist that a wall visible to only 3.75 inches 
should certainly be cA;ught by a 100-inch mirror. 	Ergos  if Moore's southeast 
wall is actually Maedler's southeast wAdl(which Neison thought fairly prominent), 
then it has undergone a definite transformation by way of reduction since 
Needier's time. I see no alternative to this. 

"(5) It is quite impossible to dismiss Neison's testimony, and it is equal-
ly impossible to reconcile it to the 1963 photo uncovered by Moore [showing 
modern aspect]." 
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"As a result of a close study of this formation through two lunations, I 
am confident of the followingg 

"(1) No appearance at any time from sunrise through sunset will account for 
Maedler's and Neison's maps and texts. 

"(2) Such apparent changes and distortions which take place as a result of, 
first, changing angle of incidence [of sunlight] and, second, changing libration 
are not such as could possibly produce a perfect, ramparted Square by illusion. 

"(3) In order to obt=in measurements of height for the walls described 
by Maedler and Nelson, observations must have been made at colongitudes when 
sharp shadows were thrown. Observations today at the same colongitudes reveal 
only one distinguishable wall, the northwest. 

"(4) Moore's very difficult southeast w=11 Epee article by P. A. Moore in 
our July, 19519  issu does not appear either on the Lick or the Mount Wilson 
photos, the lAtter by the 100-inch Hooker - an instrument over 26 times lar er 
than Maedler's telescope which revealed a southeast wall to him. 	In regard to 
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visible to the camera, but I do insist that a wall visible to only 3.75 inches 
should certainly be cught by a 100-inch mirror. 	Ergo, if Moore's southeast 
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Maedler's time. I see no alternative to this. 

"(5) It is quite impossible to dismiss Nelson's testimony, and it is equal-
ly impossible to reconcile it to the 1963 photo uncovered by Moore [Showing 
modern aspect]." 
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All of which appears to make confusion worse confounded! Dr. Bartlett 
urges, however, that a whole series of close observations from sunrise to sun-
set by several qualified workers is needed if we are to establish that no ap-
parent changes now observable can ccount for Maedler's and Nelson's maps and 
descriptions. At present Dr. Bartlett necessarily bases this crucial opinion on 
his own work only. 	Such photographs of the moon as the editor has seen do ap- 
pear to confirm it further. 

Mr. T. E. Howe has kindly contriputed photographic prints of Jupiter se-
cured with his 4-inch reflector near 4", U.T., on September 23 and 30, He pro-
jected the image about 2.5 inches through a one-inch e.f.lo eyepiece so that the 
diameter of Jupiter was slightly less than 1 mm. 	He employed an exposure of 
one-fifth of a second on Super Pan Press Film (no drive). Development, in Ansco 
17 with Hydram added, was for about 20 minutes. 	Printing was on Number 4 and 5 
paper. The best images show the North Equatorial Belt (recently the most conspi-
cuous belt) and the shaded North and South Polar Regions, perhaps also the South 
Tropical Zone. Mr. Howe is very anxious to correspond with anyone familiar with 
planetary photography. His address is 7226 Bennett Ave., Chicago 49, Illinois. 

In correspondence Mr. Howe has directed attention to a photograph of Mars 
on pg. 68 of L° Astronomie for 1921. It was taken by M,quenisset of the Juvisy 
Observatory with an aperture of only 3.6 inches. 	The photograph shows Syrtis 
Major, Hellas, and Nilosyrtis canal, among other features. Howetgigt that 
quenisset's success should encourage amateurs possessing small telescopes to try 
planetary photography. The editor concurs in that he thinks that amateurs tak-
ing lunar and planetary photographs with small instruments (say three to six in-
ches) will obtain valuable experience and will gradually develop the necessary 
techniques. 	He doubts, however, that scientifically useful work can be done 
with less than about eight inches. 	But then, who isn't hoping some day to have 
a larger telescope? 

We acknowledge with thanks the arrival of observations of the brightness of 
Neptune in April-September, 1951, by S. Co Venter of Pretoria, South Africa. He 
employed a 2.75-inch refractor. 

FIRST REPORT ON JUPITER IN 1951 

by Ernst E. Both 

During July, August, and September, 1951, observations were received from 
the following members: J. Co Bartlett, Jr. (3.5-inch refl.), E. E. Both (6-inch 
refl., 8-inch refr.),E. Epstein (6-inch refl.)9  T. E. Howe (4-inch refl.) L. T. 
Johnson (1O-inch refl.),J. J. Merritt (12-inch refl., 5-inch refr.), 0. Co Ranck 
(4-inch refr.), E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and H. P. Wilkins (15.5-inch refl.). 
We also wish to welcome to this list of Jupiter observers Mt. Ronald N. Hartman 
and Mt. J. H. Westphal. 

The first views of Jupiter obtained in July were somewhat different from 
those of last year. An unusual number of dark spots in the North Equatorial Belt 
and the South Temperate Belt were very conspicuous on the disc. The South Tropi-
cal Zone and the North Tropical Zone were very bright among the zones. The Red 
Spot was again seen well. 	Mr. Reese, who has submitted an excellent drawing of 
the Red Spot writes: 	The Red Spot Hollow, which was so bright in 1950, 	has 
once again given way to the dusky Red Spot, The Red Spot appeared quite dusky 
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Figure 1. Photograph of Mars with 
Lowell Observatory 24-inch refr. 
July 13, 1939. 9h,U,T, C.M. = 341°. 

Figure 2. Mars. 
T. Saheki. 8-inch refl. 
330X. Oct. 17, 1951. 
21h 5m, U.T. C.M. = 185°  

N 

Figure 3. Lunar Crater Conon. 
E. J. Reese. 6-inch refl. 
240X. May 16, 1951. 4h  30m,U.T. 
Colong. m  3097 

Figure 4. Lunar Crater Conon. 
L. T. Johnson. 10-inch refl. 
221X, 300X. 
May 16, 1951. 2h  Om, U.T. 
Colong. = 2994 

Lunar Drawings by H. G. Allen. 3.5-inch refl., 200X. 
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Figure 5. Eratostheries 
May 17, 1951. 3h30m,U.T. 
Colong. = 42°4 

Figure 6. Aristarchus 
October 14, 1951. 
2h 50m,U.T. Colong. 
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Figure 7. Plato 
October 14, 1951. 
2h 30m, U.T. 
Colong. = 7397 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS 

THE STAFF OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER WISHES TO ALL 

ITS READERS AND FRIENDS A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A. VERY 

HAPPY NEW YEAR. WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND ASSIS,-

TANCE IN OUR EFFORT TO PROMOTE LUNAR AND PLANETARY ASTRONOMY 

AND, WITH YOUR CONTINUING AID, SHALL ENDEAVOR TO BRING YOU 

A BETTER MAGAZINE IN 1952. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Errata  in November,  1951, Issue. 	On pg. 3, lines 1415, the secretarial 
address of the British Interplanetary Society should have been given as 157 
Friary Road, London, S.E. 15, England. 	On pg. 6, line 43, the editor's obser- 
vation was on September 19, 1.249,  (not 1950). 	On pg. 9, lines 19 and 22, the 
name of the French astronomer should have been given as Quenisset. 

New Address of Ernest L. Pfannenschmidt. 	Mk. Ernest L. Pfannenschmidt, in 
recent years An active leader of European planetary observers, requests that we 
announce his new Address; it is Staff House, Room 2, Duparquet, Province Quebec, 
Canada. All A.L.P.O0 members who have been corresponding with At. Pfannen-
schmidt should use this new address. Our colleague is now employed by Consoli-
dated Bettie Gold Mines, Ltd. and plans to resume active astronomical work at 
his new location as soon As possible° 

David Wo Rosebrugh Honored. 	One of our AOLOP000 members, Mt. David Wo 
Rosebrugh,was signally honored at the Fortieth Anniversary Dinner of the American 
Association of Variable Star Observers, held on October 13, 1951, at Harvard 
College Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 	He was given the Association's 
Merit Award, the eleventh awarded in 40 years, for his observational work on 
variable stars and the sun and his administrative services to the A.A.V.S.O0 as 
former secretary And president. 

We heartily congratulate Mr. Rosebrugh upon a rare distinction which he has 
richly earnedZ We are nAturally proud of the fact that he has been an active 
supporter of the A.L.P.O0 since its beginning. 

Availability of Eimer Map  of the Moon. 	During the last year and a half we 
have spoken much of the Ho P. Wilkins 300-inch map of the moon as the latest and 
best of lunar maps. 	Letters from readers indicate, however! that some amateurs 
still desire a small, one-piece map of the moon, necessarily lacking most of the 
detail on the Wilkins map. 	Indeed, the Wilkins map is scarcely a map for the 
beginner or one for easy use in learning the names of lunar formations; it re 
presents the cooperative studies of some of the beSt lunar observers of our 
time. For those who instead need a small, simple, one-piece map of the moon, the 
one by T. G. Eiger is very useful. 	Mt. David P. Barcroft helpfully informs us 
that the Eiger map can now be purchased from the Eastern Science Supply Coo, 
P. 0. Box 1414, Boston, Mass. 	The price is $2.25 postpaid for a single map. 
The moon's diameter on the map is 18 inches° The editor has fsund the Elger map 
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helpful in his lunar studies as a good general map of the moon ever since he ac-
quired a copy 16 years ago and recommends it to others. 

Foreword • Editor. Mr. David W. Rosebrugh, A.A.V.S.O, Merit Award Winner, 
has contributed a third interesting and important article on the limits of visi= 
bility of artificial planet-like detail. 	This subject is one of paramount in- 
terest to all serious lunarians and planetarians, for in interpreting our ob-
ser ations we must constantly keep aware of the necessary limitations of our 
instruments. We would hence underscore Mr. Rosebrugh's invitation to other 
A.L.P.O0 members to repeat his tests and to report their results. Some may wish 
to refine the tests so as to simulate more closely the actual conditions of our 
telescopic observations of planets. Obvious improvements toward greater realism 
would be to draw the artificial detail on the surface of a sphere, to illuminate 
the sphere from a distant light-source to simulate the sun's illumination of a 
planet, and to view the detail through a tube to imitate the limited telescopic 
field of view. 	However, even the very simplest experiments will be of interest 
and are actually badly needed in our studies. 

'71 
Mr, Rosebrughls address is 	Waterville St., Waterbury 10, Connecticut, 

VISIBILITY OF PLANETARY DETAILS 

by D. W. Rosebrugh 

In the Nays  1950, issue of The Strolling Astronomer I presented the results 
of my naked eye tests of the visibilities  p thin wires of different colors a- 
gainst different backgrounds. In the 	1951, issue were given the results 
of tests made on the separability and visibility Of small circles of paper 
(planetary details") of different colors against various colored backgrounds. 
These naked eye tests were tied in with Dawes' Limit by a separate experiment. 

Mr. Walter H. Haas, Director, A.L.P.O0 has suggested that naked eye experi-
ments should be made of the separability of parallel lines. Such tests may have 
a bearing upon the separability of double Martian canals, if they exist, and on 
the separability of various belts on Jupiter. 

A seprate test has been made using a schematic sketch of Cassini's Division, 
lying between Rings A and B of Saturn to determine the minimum apparent arc it 
can have and still be visible. 

General Description of Tests 

The tests were made on Sept. 9, 1951, from 9 to 10 A.M. E.S.T., Sept. 15 
from 3:55 to 4815 P.M., and Sept. 16 from 10815 to 10:45 A.M. These were days 
of good to excellent seeing as shown by solar observations. 	The sketches which 
were used were placed in a vertical plane in full sunlight, facing the sun; and 
I stood with my back to the sun so that my shadow stretched towards the sketches. 
All observations were made with the right eye only. Distances were measured with 
a surveyor's tape. 	All tests were made with the lines in a horizontal position 
and repeated with them in a vertical position. In a general sort of way the de-
tails were Visible at about 3% greater distance when the lines were in the verti-
cal p*sition than when in the horizontal position. This probably corresponds to 
a little uncorrected astigmatism in my eye. The greatest distances at which the 
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details could just be seen were jotted down. 	Some consideration was given to 
using the distances at which the details could be seen well, but it was con-
cluded that the distances at which the details could just be seen were more ac-
curately determinable. All tests were made two or more times and averaged. 

Test Made on Sketch of Cassini's Division 

In the June, 1949, issue of The Strolling Astronomer, page 2, paragraph 1, 
the editorial comment is made upon the observations by AOLOP.00 observers of 
Cassini's Division and other narrow black details on Saturn: "There can remain 
little doubt that a black band of breadth 0."1 is readily visible in 6-to 100 
inch telescopes." (Powers used not stated; let us assume 300X.) 

A schematic sketch (Figure 2 on pg. 5) was made to scale showing Ring A, 
Cassini's Division, Ring B, and a suggestion of the Crepe Ring C in front of the 
ball. Russell, Dugan and Stewart in their Astronom give the widths as follows: 
Ring A, 10,000 miles; Cassini's Division, 3000 miles; Ring B 16,000 miles; 
division between B and C 1,000 miles; Crepe Ring C 11,500 miles. In the sketch 
Cassini's Division was drawn 0.05 inches wide and the widths of Rings A and B 
in proportion. 	"Cassini's Division" could be detected with my naked eye at a 
distance of 40.2 feet, corresponding to an angular width of 21.4 seconds. If we 
assume that this is looked at telescopically with a power of 300X "Cassini's 
Division" should be visible when it subtends an angle of 21.4/300 or 0."071 of 
arc. This compares with the figure of 0."1 quoted above. 	The agreement, while 
not exact, is extremely gratifying and bolsters the writer's opinion of the 
general validity of his naked eye experiments when transferred to planetary 
study. 

The writer would be the last to maintain that any of his naked eye results 
can be applied exactly to his own results at the telescope or -to the results of 
others who may have keener eyesight than he has. Perhaps a "factorc of safety", 
as engineers say, should be applied when one is looking through the telescope 
to allow for unsteadiness of the seeing, poor transparendy, and telescopic aber-
rations, and more particularly in the case of Mars to allow for the fact that 
its markings are probably not as sharply delineated as the sketches which the 
writer has used; but all available evidence seems to reinforce the writer's be-
lief that the results of naked eye tests of drawings and models are at least a 
guide to what one c n expect to see on the planets with a telescope. 

Description of Tests on SeparabilitiA14* Parallel Lines 

After reviewing the results of the earlier tests (Strolling Astronomer, 
May, 1950, and January, 1951) on the visibility of thin wires and artificial 
planetary details it was decided to use a buff paper background on which were 
drawn lines in bl ck, brown, and green ink, as it was concluded that these co-
lors were reasonably representative of the previous tests, made with a greater 
variety of colors and backgrounds. 

As a "control", to tie in with the earlier experiments on the visibility of 
fine lines, three lines seven inches long, and 0005 inches wide were drawn in 
black, brown, and green ink. These were widely separated on the buff paper 
background. 

To test for the separability of lines, two lines 3 inches long and 0.05 
inches wide with a 0.1 inch spacing, center to center, were drawn. There was 
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thus 0.05 inches of buff paper background between each line. 	Such pairs of 
parallel lines were drawn in black, brown and green ink. Each pair of lines 
was widely separated from the other pairs of different color. 

Let us look gt the "controls" first. From Table B in the May, 1950, issue 
the figures for the visibility of black, brown, and green colored wires against 
a buff background have been copiep to compare against the ink lines drawn on 
the buff paper in this experiment. 

Width in Seconds at Which Lines .Are Just Visible, 
Against a Buff Background 

Wires May 1950 Ink Lines Sept. 1951 

Black 505 7.7 

Brown 5.8 8.1 

Green 5.8 10.5 

It is disappointing that the ggreement is not closer; but of course while 
the principles are the same in each case, the details are very different. In 
prticular the green ink was so thin-bodied that some of the buff background was 
visible through it. However2  the agreement is close enough so that one can say 
at least that the tests :re fairly comparable with each other. 

The results of the tests on separability zre as follows: 

g2221.11122L1ILSeconds, Center to Center At Which 
Two Parallel Lines  Are Seen As Two Lingt7ean As One 

Bl ck Lines 96.9 

Brown Lines 96.9 

Green Lines 96.9 

Notes Spacing between lines was 0.05 inches2  but center to center 
spacing was 0.1 inches and was used in above computation. 

Similar tests were also made with bundles of 5 parallel lines, as perhaps 
representing Jovian belts better than the two-line drawings. 

The results of these tests were 

Separation in Seconds.2.  Center  to Center at Which Five 
Parallel  Lines Are Seen as Five Lines Rather Than as One 

Black Lines 83.0 

Brown Lines 83.0 

Green Lines 92.3 

Noted Spacing between lines was 0.05 inches2  but center to center 
spacing w4s 0.1 inch and was used in above computation, 
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Application of Test Results 

The results of these tests, as was the case in the earlier experiments, 
can be transferred directly to Mars at the time its disc subtends 14 seconds of 
arc, using a telescope of 300X, by remembering that one mile on the disc of Mars 
appears one second wide in the telescope field under these conditions. 	The 
proof of this is simple. The cotangent of 1 second is 2069265. That is, a mile 
at a distance of 206,265 miles subtends 1 second of arc. At 300 times this 
distance, namely 61,879,500 miles, 300 miles would subtend 1 second of arc. As 
Mars is 4205 miles in diameter it would subtend 14 seconds of arc if at 61,879,500 
miles distance; and if magnified 300 times, Mars would appear to be 4200 seconds 
in diameter in the te/escope. Hence one mile on Mars° surface at the sub-earth 
point subtends an apparent angle of 1 second in the telescope field. 

From the above tests we can conclude, therefore, that two parallel lines on 
the surface of Mars would have to be 97 miles apart, center to center, to be se-
parable at 300X, 

Extending our figures to Jupiter at an assumed distance of 64 times as 
great, or 402,216,750 miles we may conclude that two belts of equal width and 
intensity would have to be 630 miles apart, center to center, to be separable; 
but five equally spaced belts of equal width and density, if such existed, could 
be as close together, center to center, as 540 to 600 miles and still be separ-
able at 300X. 

Conclusions 

From our tests reported in the May, 1950, January, 1951, and this present 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer we now can compile a composite picture of Mars 
showing what the writer believes are the smallest details which he could detect 
with a 6" telescope using 300X. 	In practice a "factor of safety" should be ap- 
plied to these figures, no doubt. 

This composite picture of Mars is shown on Figure 1 on pg. 5. 	The disc is 
4.2 inches in diameter, and if viewed from a distance of 17.2 feet, it will sub-
tend an arc of 4200 seconds at the eye, corresponding to Mars at a distance of 
61,879,500 miles if viewed with a telescope using 300X. On this scale 0.9 inches 
equals 900 miles9900 seconds of apparent arc, and 3 seconds of real arc on Mars. 

As this sketch is black and white but represents dimensionally the averag-
ed results of tests mad in many colors, it is not to be expected that if one 
looks at this sketch from 17.2 feet that all the details shown will disappear 
simultaneously, though an actual test made by placing the original drawing in 
bright sun shows that the sketch, even though it is black and white, represents 
color conditions fairly closely. 

The details inside the disc of Mars are as follows, reading from the tops 

Open circle 0.102 inches in diameter. 	This circle represents the minimum size 
(102 miles in diameter) of an object on Mars whose color can be detected. Smal- 
ler areas will appear grey in color. 	Small black dot 0.043 inches in diameter. 
This dot represents the minimum size (43 miles in diameter) of a round detail on 
Mars which can be seen. Smaller areas will be invisible. 
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Two black circles 0.101 inches in diameter and 0.203 inches center to center. 
These circles represent the minimum spacing (203 miles center to center) of two 
round details on Mars which can be seen as separate entities. Objects closer 
together will appear as one. 	Horizontal line 0.008 inches wide. This repre 
sents the narrowest line (8 miles in breadth) which can be seen on Mars. Narro-
wer lines will be invisible. Two lines each 0.048 inches wide, spaced 0.097 in-
ches center to center. These represent the closest spacing (97 miles center to 
center)of two lines each 48 miles wide which can be separated on Mars. Lines 
which lie closer together than 97 miles center to center will appear as one line. 

And now, fellow planetarians, please make your own tests and let, me know 
what you find. 	If I receive enough data it will perhaps be possible to form a 
combined picture of what others see as well as myself, and a paper can be pre-
pared for The Strolling Astronomer giving the combined findings of a number of 
members of the A.L.P.O. 

VENUS TO AND BEYOND INFERIOR CONJUNCTION IN 1951 

by James C. Bartlett, Jr. 

The writer would like to take this opportunity to pay a brief and well-
deserved tribute to the work of Mr, T. R. Cave, Jr our former Venus Recorder, 
whose last report appeared in the September issue of The Strolling Astronomer. 
Mro Cave served us well; and the present Recorder can do no better than to fol-
low the concise and logical system of presentation which the former introduced. 
The organization and presentation of Venus material was no mean task; but Mr. 
Cave carried it out with conspicuous success, and this despite the pressure of 
every day affairs which must have been considerable. The current writer will try 
to do as well; but should he falter here or there, he invites the observers to 
have at him with whatever bludgeons may come to hand. Meantime we of the Venus 
Section can only says "Thank you, Mr. Cave, for a notable piece of work". 

Recent observations have been received from Thomas Cragg (6-in. refl.); 
C. Mo Cyrus (10-inch refl.);W. H. Haas (6-inch refl.);T. E. Howe (4-inch refl.); 
Lyle T. Johnson (10-inch refl.); T. Osawa (6-inch refl.); O. C. Ranck (4-inch 
refr.), C. B. Stephenson (18.5-inch refr.), and J. C. Bartlett, Jr. (3.5-inch 
refl.). In addition W. H. Haas has contributed observations madd atop Mt. Palo-
mar, on the occasion of the recent Third Annual Convention of Western Amateurs, 
covering work by T. R. Cave, Jr.; To A. Cragg; E. Epstein; M. Golub; W. H. Haas 
C. Co Post; and R. Scharer. 	Interesting notes are also at hand from R. M. Baum 
and M.B.B. Heath. 

The_Cusp_Caps. May 25th, 1951, 3h  05m  (U.T. here and later) Cragg saw the 	. 
cusp-cap faintly visible on the dark side. Two things may be noticed: 	dark 
side was visible; and the S. cusp-cap was independence visible against it. We 
thus have supporting evidence for earlier observations of Haas on the existence 
of local brighter areas within the dark hemisphere. On June 12th, 1951, at 3h 
10m, Cragg saw both cusp-capa so projected, though on this occasion he found the 
dark side brighter than the sky whereas it had been darker on May 25th, 
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red 3F Plate, the print used for this reproduction having been kindly given to 
the editor by Mr. Clyde W. Tombaugh. This photograph is not necessarily rep-
resentative of the best Lowell work in 1939. It was taken when the angular dia-
meter of Mars was 23U, when the south pole was tipped 9 degrees toward the 
earth, and when quantity was 205°  so that the Martian season was almost a month 
after the vernal- equinox of the southern hemisphere. A number of features can 
be identified by comparing Figure 1 to maps of Mars; one readily finds Syrtis 
Major, Sinus Sabaeus, the forks of Aryn9  Margaritifer Sinus, Mare Erythreum, 
Mare Acidalitim, Hellespontus, and Deucalionis-Noachis. 	On the editor's print, 
though perhaps not on Figure 1 since some loss of detail in reproduction is in-
evitable,the oasis Oxia Palus is revealed at the pointed north tip - of Margariti-
fer Sinus sufficient evidence of good photographic definition. The south cap 
was large and brilliant at this Martian season; of the north cap there is little 
or no trace. 

Tsuneo Saheki of Osaka, Japan, is already active upon the just-beginning 
1951-2 apparition of Mars, and Figure 2 on pg. 1 is one of his drawings. On the 
date of his observation, October 17,the angular diameter was only 4'03, the north 
pole was tipped toward the earth by 23 degrees, and quantitYwas 44°  so that it 
was the middle of spring in the northern hemisphere. As might have been expected 
at this season, the north polar cap was large and brilliant and was surrounded 
by an intensely dark "melt band". Hesperia was very brilliant; and in this con-
nection it is interesting that Hesperia had looked bright and whitish yellow to 
Saheki on October 6, while Osawa had remarked a bright region between Syrtis 
Major and Sinus Gomer on October ). Saheki tentatively identifies the intensely 
dark streak, to which the lower arrow on Figure 2 points, as Pactalus canal; 
he had perceived no trace of this marking on October 5 and 10. 	It, will be no- 
ticed that Mare S4renum is considerably darker than Mare Cimmerium on Figure 2, 
possibly because of Martian mists or haze above the latter. We hope that these 
Japanese observations will encourage A.L.P.O0 members having.adequate optics to 
commence looking at Mars at least occasionally in the morning sky. The angular 
diameter will have increased to 51!5 by December 15, quite sufficient to justify 
making drawings with 8- to 12-inch telescopes of good quality. 

Mr. Elmer J. Reese directs attention to drawings of Conon,secured by 
Lyle T. Johnson and himself on May 16, 1951; these are reproduced as Figures 3 
and 4 on pg. a. 	The faint parallel horizontal lines on Mro Johnson's drawing 
are, of course, not on the moon itself but on the sheet of paper used for making 
the drawing. The term colongitude might be defined again for new readers; it is 
the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator measured at the equator 
all the way around up to 360°. 	The colongitude is approximately a measure of 
phase, being near 0°  at first quarter, near 90° at full moon, near 180°  at last 
quarter, and near 270° at new moon. 	It is an exact measure of the-solar 
illumination of a lunar object except for the rather small changes in the sun's 
selenographic latitude. 	The colongitude is given at Oh, U.T., for each day in 
the year on pp. 430-437 of the 1951 American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. 
It can be found for any time other than Oh by using the rate of increase in 
colongitude of 0951 per hour. 

Readers will quickly note both resemblances and differences between the 
drawings by Johnson and by Reese many of the differences being due to different 
styles of drawing. 	In discussi=some of the features 'we shall employ Reese's 
nomenclature,which may be found on Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1 of our August, 1951, 
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N issue. The dark band shown in the southeast part of the floor by Johnson is 
probably A, while the one shown by Reese is probably Z; and Resse shows Streak 
S, which'Johnson omits. 	Perhaps the most puzzling difference, however, is that 
Reese shows Fault B all along the foot of the northwest inner wall of Conon as a 
continuous very dark streak, while Johnson does not draw the northeast part of B 
at 4:11. Johnson's aspect is confirmed by a drawing by E. E. Hare with a 12-inch 
reflector on December 30, 1949, at colongitude 3097; Reese's is confirmed by a 
drawing by S. Ebisawa with a 13-inch reflector on August 23, 1950,at colongitude 
3496 (Figure 6 on pg. 1 of February, 1951, issue), a drawing by D. O'Toole with 
a 6-inch reflector on March 29, 1950, at 35°3, a drawing by T. Saheki with an 
8-inch reflector on April 17, 1951, at 39°7, and a drawing by W. H. Haas with a 
6-inch reflector on June 25, 1950, at 3091. It is very likely that Mr. Hare had 
the clearest view of the observers mentioned. 

Examples continue to appear of surprising differences in the relative con- 
spicuousness of dark streaks in Conon in different lunations. 	On October 31, 
1950, at colongitude 15299 Reese found Streak S very dark and conspicuous; but 
on September 21, 1951, at 155°2 it was invisible in better seeing than on the 
former date. Cleft V was extremely dark and prominent to Hare on December 30, 
1949, at 3097 but was invisible to both Reese and Johnson very near'this light- 
ing on May 16, 1951. 	Bearing on this general subject Reese remarks: "I am be- 
ginning to suspect that certain vagaries of seeing may be partially responsible 
for some of the observed changes in delicate lunar detail - especially the re-
lative conspicuousness of delicate lines extending in different position angles. 
This could affect photographs as well as visual observations." 	If m-. Reese's 
further studies should confirm his suspicions, the matter would be of the great-
est importance to all those interested in apparent lunar changes. 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 on pg. 1 should be especially of interest to A.L.P.O0 
members who now possess only small telescopes. Mro Allen made the drawing of 
Erathosthenes in good seeing (seven on a scale of zero to ten, with ten best) 
and the.other two drawings in almost perfect seeing (nine on the same scale). 
The sky was clear for all three views. These drawings are, in the editor's opin-
ion, creditable examples of what a small telescope can do under favorable con- 
ditions. 	If a small telescope cannot rival a large telescope when other con- 
ditions are similar, the possibility of useful obser ations does nevertheless 
exist for careful and pxeservering amateurs equipped with small telescopes of 
good optical quality. 

Figure 5 shows the dark areas that develop on the floor of the crater Era- 
tosthenes under high solar lighting. 	Near full moon, in fact, it is difficult 
to trace the rim of Eratosthenes because of the many dark areas then present on 
the floor and walls. 	In the lunar afternoon the dark areas fade out. W. H. 
Pickering made an intensive study of these Eratosthenes dark areas and reported 
his results in six papers in Popular Aspongmy  from 1919 to 1924. 

Mr. Allen's drawing of Aristarchus (Figure 6 on pg. 1) may- be profitably 
compared to ones by E. J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector at colongitude 6092 
(Figure 4 on pg. 1 of March, 1951, issue) and by E. E. Hare with a 12-inch re- 
flector at 6194 (Figure 4 on pg. 1 of August, 1951, issue). 	The three drawings 
illustrate well how resolving power increases as aperture increases from 3.5 
inches to 12 inches. Allen fund the northern of the two dark bands on the east 
inner wall to terminate at the transverse dark cleft or ravine, and this aspect 
is shown by Reese and Hare in a number of drawings from 1946 to 1950. 	Indeed, 
Reese clearly drew this .4nd to terminate at the cleft as long ago as April 10, 
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1941, at colongitude 6994, an aspect confirmed fully independently by C. M. 
Cyrus two days later at 95% However, Haas repeatedly drew the dark band to ex-
tend to the rim of Aristarchus in 1936; and it is so represented on a map of 
Aristarchus that R. Barker,the B.A.A. lunar observer, communicated to the editor 
in 1941. 	Does the aspect change? Careful and regular observing of this dark 
band from sunrise on Aristarchus to full moon might lead to interesting and 
valuable results. 	In his recent view Mt. Allen further noted that the southern 
of the two dark bands on the east inner wall was extremely dark from the cleft 
to the east rim of Aristarchus, much darker than below the cleft (see Figure 6 
on pg. 1). 	This aspect does not appear to have been recorded previously in our 
A.L.P.O. studies of Aristarchus,even upon rather good drawings made with instru-
ments larger than Mr. Allen's very near the solar lighting at which he observed. 

The intensity-numbers on Figure 7, the drawing of Plato, are on the Stan- 
dard Lunar Scale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant marks). 	Under high 
lighting there is a wealth of spots, streaks,and shadings on the floor of Plato; 
but there is so little contrast in tone that detail is difficult, especially 
with. a small telescope. 	Allen found the floor appreciably darker near its cen- 
ter than near the walls. Occasionally the near-central spot (a craterlet) look-
ed tiny and brilliant, presumably when the seeing was nomentarily perfect. 

Mt. D. L. Bellot of Long Beach, California, has communicated an observation 
of a lunar "flash" observed by his former neiighbor, Mrs. James Finn, in his 8-
inch reflector at 115X with fair seeing and somewhat poor transparency. The ob- 
servation vas made at 3h 24m, U.T., on September 11, 1951. 	On a sketch Mt. 
Bellot locates the object in the Sinus Aestuum about two diameters of Eratos-
thenes west-southwest of that crater. The flash lasted for about two seconds and 
was two to three times as bright as the surrounding area. 	It is not stated 
whether or not the flash was stationary on the lunar surface. Have we here a 
lunar meteor? A flash of meteoritic impact? We have, alas, no confirmatory ob-
servation; and it is all too possible that no one else was watching this portion 
of the moon at the moment in question. Mrs. Finn evidently saw the "flash" very 
plainly. 

Mr° A. W. Mount, 4326 Birchman St°, Fort Worth 7, Texas in a letter dated 
September 29 reports a curious experience and offers what may be an important 
work of caution to observers of possible lunar meteors, as follows2 	"Several 
months ago I was in the process of making an eyepiece adapter with illuminated 
cross-hairs and had an interesting, and perhaps significant, experience. 	I was 
holding the adapter in my hand (not in the telescope) and was observing the 
cross-hairs with a one--inch eyepiece. The battery was connected, and the cross- 
hairs were nicely illuminated° 	my arrangement gives 'bright wires° rather than 
a bright field. 	It was night, and the field was perfectly black. 	Suddenly a 
meteor-like tiny point of light appeared and made a short flight across a small 
portion of the field of view. 	The effect was startling. Had I been at the 
telescope, I would have surely recorded it as a telescopic meteor; and had I 
been observing the moon, I am sure that it would have appeared to be a lunar 
meteor. 	Actually, it was, cif course, a microscopic dust particle that crossed 
the focal plane of the eyepi,ipe at a slight angle° 

"It seems reasonable to suppose that the moon would illuminate such a parti- 
cle in an eyepiece adapter not arranged for illuminated cross-hairs, The entire 
apparition would occur in that portion of the dust particle's flight in or quite 
near the focal plane. 	Their microscopic size would make them respond to ere_ 
the slightest air movement; hence, their directions of flight would be quite u
predictable and perhaps not well related to the pull of gravity.' 

Wo invite readers to comment on Mt. Mount's letter° His remarks_. .rces
ble false lunar meteors and Mts. Finn's unconfirmed flash stress a me__ IIT'm;ch we 
have stressed before2 planned simultaneous searches for possible 1-_Imam• meteoric 
phenomena are badly needed for further progress in this field, 
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1941, at colongitude 6994, an aspect confirmed fully independently by C. M. 
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to the east rim of Aristarchus, much darker than below the cleft (see Figure 6 
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A.L.P.O0 studies of Aristarchus,even upon rather good drawings made with instru-
ments larger than Mr. Allen's very near the solar lighting at which he observed. 

The intensity-numbers on Figure 7, the drawing of Plato, are on the Stan- 
dard Lunar Scale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant marks). 	Under high 
lighting there is a wealth of spots, streaks,and shadings on the floor of Plato; 
but there is so little contrast in tone that detail is difficult, especially 
with. a small telescope. 	Allen found the floor appreciably darker near its cen- 
ter than near the walls. Occasionally the near-central spot (a craterlet) look-
ed tiny and brilliant, presumably when the seeing was momentarily perfect. 

Mt. D. L. Bellot of Long Beach, California, has communicated an observation 
of a lunar "flash" observed by his former nEhighbor, Mrs. James Finn, in his 8-
inch reflector at 115X with fair seeing and somewhat poor transparency. The ob- 
servation vas made at 3h 24m, U.T., on September 11, 1951. 	On a sketch Mt. 
Bellot locates the object in the Sinus Aestuum about two diameters of Eratos-
thenes west-southwest of that crater. The flash lasted for about two seconds and 
was two to three times as bright as the surrounding area. 	It is not stated 
whether or not the flash was stationary on the lunar surface. 	Have we here a 
lunar meteor? A flash of meteoritic impact? We have, alas, no confirmatory ob-
servation; and it is all too possible that no one else was watching this portion 
of the moon at the moment in question. Mrs. Finn evidently saw the "flash" very 
plainly. 

Mr. A. W. Mount, 4326 Birchman St., Fort Worth 7, Texas in a letter dated 
September 29 reports a curious experience and offers what may be an important 
word►  of caution to observers of possible lunar meteors, as follows2 	"Several 
months ago I was in the process of making an eyepiece adapter with illuminated 
cross-hairs and had an interesting, and perhaps significant, experience. 	I was 
holding the adapter in my hand (not in the telescope) and was observing the 
cross-hairs with a one-inch eyepiece. The battery was connected, and the cross= 
hairs were nicely illuminated. 	My arrangement gives 'bright wires° rather than 
a bright field. 	It was night, and the field was perfectly black. 	Suddenly a 
meteor-like tiny point of light appeared and made a short flight across a small 
portion of the field of view. 	The effect was startling. 	Had I been at the 
telescope, I would have surely recorded it as a telescopic meteor; and had I 
been observing the moon, I am sure that it would have appeared to be a lunar 
meteor. 	Actually, it was, cif course, 1: microscopic dust particle that crossed 
the focal plane of the eyepilpe at a slight angle. 

"It seems reasonable to suppose that the moon would illuminate such a parti- 
cle in an eyepiece adapter not arranged for illuminated cross-hairs The entire 
apparition would occur in that portion of the dust particle's flight in or quite 
near the focal plane. 	Their microscopic size would make them respond to eTen 
the slightest air movement; hence, their directions of flight would be quite un-
predictable and perhaps not well related to the pull of gravity; 

We invite readers to comment on Mr, Mount's letter. His remarks_cn rcssi-
ble false lunar meteors and Mts. Finn's unconfirmed flash stress a me__ lit7_2A we 
have stressed before2 planned simultaneous searches for toss 	1-anar me7,eorac 
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